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Prologue
It was all over the world – mutant babies with IQs of 11 million, a mindless 
sexual appetite right from the start & a political agenda aiming to eff ect 
agency for the post-colonial & feminist subject which insisted upon violence 
at all levels of resistance & change. 

And then came Mega-Hitler!
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1.
Stanton Blagg pointed his packet of Rollos at something coming along at 
knee level in the park undergrowth.

‘What the fuck is that coming along at knee level in the park 
undergrowth?’ he screamed to his mate, Scott Denton, who was sitting 
nearby sucking on his sherbet fi zz.

‘Looks like a bairn slag,’ replied Scott Denton who was showing little 
interest in the scenario.

‘Too right it is, you wankers. Now, give me your sweets or I’ll kick your 
cocks into your arses,’ said the crawling nappy clad baby girl, who can’t have 
been more than a couple of hours old.

 ‘What the fuck was that?’ gawped Stanton Blagg, aghast.
‘The baby spoke,’ said Scott Denton.
‘It can’t have done. Its too young,’ responded Stanton Blagg, who knew 

a little about this sort of thing, though not so much as to be considered a 
wuzz by his mates.

‘Well it did,’ said the baby, frowning, ‘& if you don’t hand over your 
sweets I’m going to kick in your head, your bollocks & your scrawny little 
pricks, then stuff  your ugly heads up each other’s arse holes soas you can see 
where your brains are lodged,’ it continued, sidling up to them.

‘Bairn or no bairn, I can’t be having it talking to me like that. I’m going to 
crush the little twat’s head with my bovver boots,’ snarled Stanton swinging 
his Doc Martins in a well rehearsed manner signifying unlimited violence & 
perpetual rock-hardness. 

Before the toe cap could land in the little baby face, however, the baby 
had reared up & smashed what had looked like a harmless wee paw into 
his raw bollocks. The blow crushed them black & blue. Whimpering, he 
crumpled to the ground, puking up his guts. Scott Denton saw the whole 
thing & was too shocked to move. The baby moved towards him.

‘Give me your sherbet,’ ordered the baby. He was too stunned by the 
way events were panning out to respond. The baby leapt up & caved in his 
face with a couple of mind suckingly mega powerful blows. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. 

He lay on his back squealing in agony & confusion. Then she unzipped 
the boot boy’s trousers & shoved their heads up each other’s arses. After 
that she stuff ed the sherbet down her oozy gob & crawled on, unmoved by 
their distress.

‘I saw that, you feminist freakoid,’ screeched Bob Rozzer, a local PC & 
paid up member of the local branch of the ‘Keep-It-White-Cause-We-Hate-
Blacks-&-Keep-It-Male–Cause–We–Hate–Wimmin–Too Association’ (the 
KIWCWHBAKIMCWHWTA, an organisation with no understanding of the 
use of the acronym as pneumonic &/or abbreviation). The mutant killer baby 
gave him one look & sneered.

‘You’re just a dying representative of outmoded patriarchal colonialism 
fi ltered through the false consciousness of denied class awareness where 
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instead of challenging the sexist/racist hegemony you merely collude with 
it,’ she explained. 

The mad policeman bared his teeth but before he could fulfi l his dream 
of kicking the sweet cute cuddly jubbly baby until its head rolled off  its neck 
in a gore explosion of Krakatoa dimensions she had zapped him with a 
cognition bomb-blast straight from her own gigantic brain turning his own 
rather smaller organ into a goo fest of splurged porridge-like snot.

All this was happening outside a local McDonalds Restaurant on a high 
street that overlooked the park. Astonished passers-by watched. Janice 
Bryant walked up to the blood splattered baby & nodded in approval.

‘Those men had it coming to them. They were nothing but 
unreconfi gured bully boys from the old lag sexist pig days. They went home 
to beat up on their women & demand endorsements of all kinds. And that 
policemen was always stopping & searching anything that even whiff ed of 
black or working class youth or women. He needed to be taught the lesson 
that the times they are a changing,’ she said. The baby wondered about the 
hippie talk near the end & considered giving her a good kicking on account 
of that alone. But it was a single lapse & so she let it go. 

A local Sunday League football team, The Tory Rich Fuckers, having 
spent the morning kicking around a ball & then measuring their pricks in the 
shower as a refl ex anxiety manoeuvre common to all neo-Nazi sports men, 
came goose-stepping up the street. They were hard but fair haired. 

‘Hey baby punk, what the fuck’s going down?’ asked Junior Tardis, the 
evident leader of this crew. 

‘Just kicking at the very door of patriarchy,’ replied the killer mutant 
baby, wondering whether there was going to be trouble. Too right there 
was. These boys were open to all sorts of things in the name of Freedom – 
but not that. Patriarchy was where they were established. It was their main-
man groove.

‘Let’s kick in the little fem bastard,’ roared Junior. 
The eleven guys charged forward ready to do serious extra curricular 

damage to the innocent looking baby. Like Giagantis the Firemonster, like 
Gorilla Whale, like Mothra, like Biollante, like Mechagodzilla, like even Zero 
& the whole genre of Akiju Eiga, the little mutant killer baby cutesy turned 
into a weird zap-blasting urban nightmare, fi ring from out of her eyes brain-
melting zonk beams of pure intellectualism. The battling boys of the ball 
fell onto their noses stone dead. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere from 
their melted cranial domes & mashed-in noses. The shoppers all held their 
collective breath in awe.

A Hawk Jet swooped across the town. The pilot, Jim Growt, checked his 
instrument panel. He knew he’d have but one chance & if he missed he’d be 
in deep shit. Ok, so it meant that the small urban sprawl would have to be 
completely wiped out & hundreds if not thousands would have to die in a 
fi restorm of epic proportions, but this was total war & the very survival of 
the species was at stake. 
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Swooping in low again he fl icked the switch & the missiles roared down 
into the heart of the shopping centre where the killer mutant baby crawled 
with its sherbet fi zz & its Rollos. The whole place went up in a carnage fl ash 
of light, fi re & smoke that splattered the bodies of everyone there far & wide 
in a wild piece of social engineering that was both totalising & theatrical. 
Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Jim Growt looked at the smoke rising 
with satisfaction.

‘Strike one for the forces of good,’ he muttered to himself, feeling 
glowing & Austrian in an inward manner so typical of the sentimentalised 
neo-Nazi type. You could hear the Mahler soundtrack.

A Countryside Alliance march was making a tit of itself marching up & 
down Hyde Park. Suddenly one of the tallyho geezers spotted what he took 
to be a fox moving along through the grass.

‘Fucking hell, a mammal. Let’s cave in its skull,’ he cried. It was a killer 
mutant baby. The mob, blinded by ideologically class-based blood-lust 
didn’t see this. They descended on the little baby as it crawled along.

‘Fucking hell, there’s no hope for these morons. Even though animal 
rights activists are every bit as fascistic as these, there’s no alternative to 
blowing them all away & starting again,’ groaned the baby, realising that 
she had a job to do.

Her eyes glowed yellow & started to revolve. Waves of terror-hate oozed 
out from the swirling orbs. The mass crowd started frothing white foam 
from the mouth & then blew up into millions of fl eshy pieces amidst cries 
& shouts of horrendous confusion. Blood & gunge splattered everywhere.

‘Shit, that fox just blew up the whole of the Countryside March,’ 
mumbled a watching policeman, Jimmy Pearce, who had, along with all his 
colleagues, been drafted in to beat up anyone who tried to get in the way 
of the march. 

‘We can’t be having that. Think of the overtime we’re going to lose 
now that the march has been prematurely stopped,’ said his mate, Dave 
Pikestaff , standing next to him & feeling that his world had just collapsed.

They charged forward wielding their batons ready to crush the killer fox. 
Instead they were confronted by the baby.

‘What are you two going to do?’ she asked with a gooey grin.
‘Fuck, its one of those killer babies,’ screeched Jimmy Pearce.
‘Fuck, they’re hard,’ whispered Dave Pikestaff . They ran off , throwing 

off  their uniforms & resolving to fi nd a less challenging career. The baby 
shrugged at the cowards & wondered whether they might yet have a chance 
to turn their lives around & live a life worth living. Something told her that 
this was unlikely.

Elsewhere. A room full of scientists. These are all Tory voting neo-fascists 
processing the remains of dead killer mutant babies. There are thousands of 
rooms where this sort of thing is happening. Electrodes are applied to the 
severed heads & the dead brains are probed. Then they are sucked out of 
their ears & placed into a liquifi er. The brains are mashed up into a grey soup. 
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Poured into tins, a conveyer belt takes the cans out into another place where 
machines seal the cans & label them ‘Baby Brain Soup.’ This is top gourmet 
stuff  & all the rage.

In another room butcher boys are hacking away the tenderised fl esh of 
newly received babies. Some of them are already dead but many are still 
able to scream & wriggle. Their arms & legs are hacked off  fi rst leaving the 
torsos to gush out blood like a pissing horse. The butcher boys are hard & 
professional & thus take no heed of the dreadful wailing noises made by the 
superpowered, superbrained but dying feminist babies. Then they slice off  
the off ending heads which are rolled sideways onto a conveyer belt taking 
them into the room making the brain soup. Nothing is wasted. The heads, 
once their brains have been vacuumed, are then skinned & the skull bone 
scalded in pans of acidic water until they have been turned into a rather 
delightful & white paperweight for those country house libraries used by 
the rich illiterati.

In another room the internal organs are removed & sorted. Some, like 
the kidneys, are pressed into small tins & sent out to restaurants selling 
exotic meat dishes under the cover of phoney ethnic identities. Others, 
like the long intestines, are chopped up & sold as dog & cat meat. Skins 
are used as lampshades & the skeletons carved into fancy exotica for the 
expensive end of the tourist market. The Jubilee Line has been converted 
into a glorifi ed meat wagon as the captured or dead babies are brought into 
this place.

2.
It had all begun when Karen had a baby & left it near a barley fi eld.

Karen had ideas about establishing a lived experience based on radical 
subjectivity. Her baby had eaten a crop of illegal genetically modifi ed barley 
& was now growing at such a rate, both mentally & physically, that there 
could be no denying that it was a mutating psycho freak goon. This, in 
Karen’s book, was not a negative thing. She knew that to reconfi gure the 
racist, sexist, anti-working-classist cultural thickness that like a rapist’s sex-
glue stuck to the whole entropic world there was a hell of a lot of psycho 
freaking to be done. So she looked at her baby with overwhelming love. To 
Karen the baby was the fi rst step to a glorious freedom. It would be the start 
of a new breed. 

Of course she was wary of the biological determinism so prevalent all 
around her. She knew that such a theoretical stance took things away from 
everyone. The guy she was living with was called Ropey & had traditional 
views endorsed by education & class; he thought she was just a crude bitch 
feminist with a fucked over attitude & a great pair of tits. Since the moment 
she’d had the baby he’d not even thought of her in terms of sex. Because 
shagging someone who’d given birth was a revolting idea to him (even the 
idea of sticking his pink pogo into her squelching love tunnel without fi rst 
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asking for her permission had lost its force) he thought she was a drag on 
his income & his freedom. He was going to quit. The kid was just another 
problem. It wasn’t going to be his problem though!

Of course Karen knew all this & had never liked him from the very start. 
But he had been able to provide a stable supply of food, drink, sex & a 
shelter during the tricky time leading up to the birthing. Since Karen hated 
her mother & had no other women friends who would have the means to 
support her at the time, she had used the guy for her own ends.

‘I love you & want to fuck you like a donkey whore on speed,’ he’d said. 
He said this every time he got pissed. He said it to whoever was about. She’d 
encouraged this romantic attitude. It meant that he talked himself into 
staying around. Of course, she hated him & found he didn’t cut it between 
the sheets either. But whilst she had been needing some fi nancial backing, 
he’d been good enough. 

However, the baby had arrived, eaten the crop & become the freak. 
It was no longer necessary for her to keep him around. He came back one 
evening & she hammered his head in with a shovel. There was the satisfying 
sound of smashed bone & pig squealing agony. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. She took his battered body down into the cellar & covered it 
over with the assorted junk down there. She then took all the cash out of his 
pockets, plus his newly nicked Switch card, & with the baby took to the road. 
She decided that to avoid the usual police investigation she’d head out East 
& squat for a little while in cottage accommodation on large country estates 
out along the M11 corridor.

After a few weeks of moving from one place to another, living in empty 
cottages owned by the land owning rich of Cambridgeshire & East Anglia 
generally, she found a particularly neat looking place where she decided 
she’d stay for a couple of weeks. Slamming the door behind her she put on 
the kettle for a nice brew of tea & thought about what she was going to do 
with her daughter, this genetically modifi ed infant prodigy.

Karen worked out that she’d soon be getting a visit from the farmer. 
She was well shocked when standing there were some Eco-hoodlums with 
jeans, long hair, beads & stuff .

‘What do you want?’ asked Karen wanting to sound as neutral as 
possible. 

‘There’s something really wild going on round here,’ said the hairy 
geezer who seemed to be the leader of the group. Karen thought she could 
use these people.

‘Why don’t you come in?’ she said & she led the fi ve eco warriors through 
into the kitchen & made them a cup of tea. She didn’t produce milk because 
she guessed that they’d probably be vegans & object that all dairy produce 
was just subjugation of animals.

‘I can tell you that the fi eld out the back is being used by a multi-national 
organisation backed by the British government to grow unlicensed GM food 
crops. The site is a top secret designation,’ said Karen. The Eco warriors 
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drooled & the leader of the group started scribbling notes in a scruff y little 
writing pad he pulled out.

‘Once I realised that this was the case I took my daughter out there & 
we cut the whole crop down & incinerated it. There’s nothing left. It was the 
least we could do in the fi ght against the extreme fascist tactics of the new 
food technologies & their multi-strand, anti-worker industrial base. Given 
this situation, there is no longer a diff erence between the countryside & the 
city except that the countryside is much more dangerous, full of poisonous 
toxins & warped-out in-bred evil cunts who fuck their sisters at night. Which 
of course is a cool thing because we have to be wary about the whole 
monogamy, marital, progenitive, oedipal incest-taboo mix which modern 
hegemonies seem to insist upon – but I have a child & as a single mother I 
have to say that anyone who threatens her will be given a severe kicking.’

‘You’re a star,’ muttered the scruff y group leader in awe & the others 
nodded stupidly because they were in total submission to him. This is the 
way these mind-cults always work & anyone dumb enough to get hooked 
into such activities deserve everything they get. That’s what Karen was 
thinking about them anyway. She could tell that they were all university 
educated prats fi nanced by well to do parents. They’d give it all up after a 
few years & settle down into well-remunerated jobs sorted out through 
their contacts in the bourgeois humanist world they pretended to contest. 
Karen, being working class, hated them as fucked over wet liberal bastards. 

‘More tea?’ she enquired as she heard the sirens approaching. Whilst 
they had been drinking their tea & plotting an expose of the whole top 
secret operation, Karen had made a call to the police.

‘Excuse me offi  cer, but I think there are some dangerous anarchist types 
plotting to do serious damage to lawfully owned property. These types are 
scum & need to be clobbered by our glorious boys in blue. As a law abiding 
citizen happy to see you boys break the law in order to maintain it, I thought 
of it as my duty to inform you of this situation.’ She had given them her 
address & hung up. She had then gone back into the kitchen & kept the 
unwashed ones busy with a discussion of her own ideological stance.

‘If realism is the Eurocentric & patriarchal pattern adjudicating between 
disparate cultural & ethnic realities then it is surely the task of radical 
feminism to provide an alternative perspective,’ she said, rocking her baby 
daughter gently in her arms.

 The door was suddenly bashed in & these PCs came in heavily 
trunchoned up & looking like they’d all got knees for faces.

‘You are all under arrest,’ shouted the leader of them with his three 
stripes & a hard on.

‘Thank God you arrived,’ simpered Karen. She went up to the sarge & 
stroked his crutch.

‘I knew what they’d planned. They were going to vandalise the whole 
fi eld, kill the farmer & bugger his wife. God knows why. I’m just a simple 
woman trying my best to look after my baby. Still, these freaks broke into 
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my cottage & were threatening to gang rape me just before you arrived. Of 
course, what could I do?’

The PCs started stropping their truncheons onto the hairy freaks & 
smashed in their skulls & faces & ribs until they were just bleeding wrecks 
all over the fl oor.

‘Don’t worry about these any more miss,’ said the sarge. Karen knew 
that she would have to appear in legal proceedings if she wasn’t careful. She 
had to avoid that at all costs. To be kept in the slammer at the mercy of the 
cops is never a good thing. She took the sarge to one side. As the other cops 
dragged the groaning bodies out of the house she off ered the ugly sarge a 
blow job if she didn’t have to appear in any of the records. It was a simple 
deal & the sarge took it like a real man. 

‘Mum, you’re a cool bitch,’ commented her child afterwards.
‘In this world you have to keep ahead of the game. There are men out 

there who say that after a woman has had a baby she’s just not shaggable. 
This is intended to take away a woman’s spirit & self pride – but also it is an 
attempt to take away the one commodity which is the true foundation of 
women’s power. If we can’t shag then we have no way of raising income. 
Sex is our meal ticket. If we lose the power to trade in that area we’re at the 
mercy of everything. It also helps engineer the complex of contradictions 
within a woman’s role in modern post industrial society – the strange line of 
whore virgin mother,’ explained Karen to the babe in arms.

‘Yes yes, but lets be careful not to rehearse a postcolonial fallacy in order 
to conduct misguided readings of competing feminisms within the context 
of biologism & the catastrophic infl uence of eugenics,’ grumbled the baby.

‘I agree,’ laughed Karen, delighted at the increasing adaptability of her 
child’s verbal ability. Such a dense & tedious intellectual idiomatic English 
would ensure her a powerful position within the liberal arts departments of 
any number of universities. 

‘Still, lets just hit the road. I guess we have to start making a few 
decisions round here given you’re new status as weirdo freak. I have to 
thank the stars that I’m no longer going to be ground down by the endless 
rounds of poverty & work overload which is essentially the whole breeding 
after-scam for women. But I have to mindful of the fact that there is nothing 
if not a curious rapport existing between ruin & origin. Every living being is 
a fossil – but we must never forget kiddo that the term hybridity is often 
misinterpreted as being either something which denies the traditions from 
which it springs or as an alternative & absolute category to which other 
wankers subscribe mindlessly or otherwise,’ said Karen cheerfully.

‘You are so right,’ replied the baby thoughtfully.
They were packed up & on the road, traipsing together along the A11 & 

then off  for a few miles until they hit Balsham. This was a mimetic moment. 
The village was full of daff odils & the little village green & its post offi  ce, 
butchers shop & all that looked really precise & there. Deny it if you like – & 
ask instead for the weirder social & conceptual spaces of say a Marquez or 
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a Rushdie – but you’d be asking for a mode that’s a peculiarity of western, 
historically singular epistemological action that in the words of Kumkum 
Sangari likes to ‘universalise the self-conscious dissolution of the bourgeois 
subject with its now characteristic stance of self irony across both space & 
time.’ Karen said fuck off  to irony & all that. So Balsham was where she was, 
just outside Cambridge.

They bought some crisps & a bar of Cadbury’s ‘Fruit & Nut’ – her favourite 
– from the post offi  ce & then stood around looking to get a lift. A young man 
in a yellow van picked her up. He was going to deliver some taps to Linton, 
a few miles away. She off ered to suck him off  if he’d take her. This was an 
unnecessary deal because he’s already agreed to take her – feeling sorry for 
the young woman with the swaddled baby – but Karen enjoyed this sort of 
random sexual behaviour – it was like someone enjoying the feel of a wad of 
tenner notes in his hand – it had nothing to do with the function of the cash 
but gave a thrill nevertheless. The young man was a little taken aback at fi rst 
because in England people don’t talk about having sex in the daylight. 

When sex is brazenly off ered without beating about the bush people 
don’t quite know what to do. They tend to want to skirt about the subject 
fi rst – get drunk, stoned, wait until its dark or develop a situation before 
anything happens. But Karen wasn’t hanging about & eventually they did 
the job as he drove along. The baby slept in the back. Karen liked the taste 
of his salty prick in her luscious lips as it swelled. She swallowed his cream as 
he shot his load down her throat.

Linton had a small zoo with a fair section of big cats – tigers, leopards 
& so forth. The baby was especially intrigued by these. Everything was new. 
They’d managed to get in without paying. The young man on the gate had 
been taken by Karen’s smiling face & her off er to go down on his prick for 
the price of an entrance. Assuring the young man that the baby was asleep 
they went into a small room at the back of the offi  ce. She took down his blue 
uniform trousers & boxer shorts & soon had him writhing around under her 
mouth, licking & sucking his fuck-stick until he exploded his cum all over her 
face. 

Walking around afterwards the baby pointed out that they would have 
to try & be less vulnerable in making deals because surely sexual activity like 
this could only lead to trouble, but Karen told her that in fact it was a good 
exchange rate & it had never yet let her down. It was just a good way of 
getting around the world.

‘What about Ropey?’ asked the baby knowingly.
‘OK. I made a mistake with that bastard. He wanted to go steady. I 

thought he’d make sure I could have the stuff  I wanted regularly, on tap, 
trouble free. A roof over my head, food & comfort – clothes for you my little 
darling. But of course, after a few weeks I realised that I’d made a mistake. 
Not only did he fail to deliver what he promised he still asked for sexual 
favours. The deal bounced badly there. But he’s the exception. In the free 
market it works a dream.’ Karen pointed out the two beautiful Siberian 
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tigers. They were giants, fully eleven feet long & gleaming in the spring 
sunshine. The baby was well impressed.

‘So where is home?’ asked the baby.
‘You’ve got to understand that we are living in the unevenness of class 

society where estrangement & exposure are key experiences. This is the 
imperial metropolis – even here in the greenery of this Cambridgeshire 
landscape. The old division between the town & the city no longer holds. You 
are a product of the revolutionary modernism of the twenty-fi rst century 
cosmopolitan landscape.’

‘So home is a geographically lost terrain?’ asked the baby still ogling the 
beasts out on the grass.

‘It’s a possibility,’ smiled Karen, happy that her child was able to grasp 
the refi ned inarticulacies of post-modern theory. Of course, she noted to 
herself, there was so much more to learn. Or nothing.

The young guy who had let her into the zoo suddenly came pounding up 
the pathway with a larger guy next to him. They both wore these pathetic 
little uniforms which marked them out as offi  cials of a lower order & they 
looked as mad as hell.

‘There she is,’ said the young man who only half an hour ago had been 
fucking Karen with deep if slightly plodding enjoyment, all drooling from his 
small, unlipped mouth, doggy style. 

‘What’s your problem?’ asked Karen, sensing trouble & betrayal. The 
older man grabbed her by the arm

‘Have you a ticket young lady?’ he growled. Karen shook her head.
‘Then you have to come with us back to the offi  ce. The police have been 

called & you will be done for breaking & entrance, trespass, breaching the 
peace, lascivious derangement whilst in charge of a minor & other stuff ,’ 
barked out the offi  cious bastard. Karen was taken aback by this whole 
situation.

The baby, who she was holding to her breasts as these two pumpkins 
harangued her, spoke up suddenly. 

‘You are a couple of total shits,’ began the baby. The two uniforms 
looked aghast. They wondered who was speaking. 

‘Who the hell is that?’ trembled the young man who was not only a 
sneak & two faced Janus git but a coward to boot.

The baby was throwing her voice & making it sound as if the voice was 
coming from the tiger cage.

‘I’ve been watching you for weeks you loser. Next time you get too close 
we’re going to chew you into a ball. We tigers, indeed, all of us big cats have 
had enough of your low-down creepy ways. We’re going to have you boy,’ 
said the baby, pretending via this ventriloquency, to be the tiger. The two 
guys just paled out like someone had sucked out their blood via their pricks 
using industrial force suction nozzles.

Screaming they ran off , throwing off  their uniforms so that they were 
last seen leaving Linton wearing just their fi lthy underwear & socks.
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‘Hee hee,’ sniggered the baby. Karen was well impressed.
‘Cool,’ she said.
They moved on from Linton as the afternoon began to fall towards dusk. 

The fl at landscape made travelling easy. They hitched a ride to Ely where 
they stood marvelling at the weird architecture of the cathedral before 
going into a well appointed eating house for tea.

The food was good but the women serving were middle aged & maybe 
cautious about this single mum with the babe in arms.

‘We can’t pay in money,’ Karen tried explaining after she had fi nished off  
the brilliant vegetable pie followed by chocolate pudding & a cream coff ee. 
It had all been cooked on the spot, home-made fare, & pretty decent too. 
The waitress crossed her arms & frowned at this news. Karen was sitting in 
the dining room & noticed that she was the only customer.

‘You can’t pay?’ shrieked the waitress. A couple of others came rushing 
out of the kitchen. They stood looking down at Karen & the baby who sat at 
their table surrounded by the used dishes, bowls & cups.

‘Ring the police. This is fraud,’ said one of the women, an offi  cious if thin 
& weedy looking specimen. 

‘Give us a chance to explain. Perhaps we can make a deal,’ said Karen. 
The baby rolled her eyes in disbelief. 

‘I don’t believe it,’ she inwardly gasped, Victor Meldrew-like in all her 
exasperation.

‘What kind of deal? We’ve no need for someone to wash up here. You’re 
the only customer. Washing up your paltry few dishes hardly covers the cost 
of the meal you’ve just consumed,’ complained the thin whiney woman. The 
others nodded.

‘When was the last time you had a really good shagging?’ asked Karen. 
The three women looked at her as if she had just shoved four fi ngers into a 
favourite daughter’s gash.

‘You’re disgusting,’ mouthed the thin woman. 
‘No but I will be if that’s what you want. I’ll shag you like you’ve never 

been had before & that’ll be payment for the meal. In fact, given that there 
are three of you & we’re going to have to be particularly imaginative maybe 
you could give me & the baby a room for the night as well. If we go for a 
second round that’ll cover breakfast.’ It was a stunning off er.

It wasn’t just the content of her speech act that stunned but the attitude 
of the images, the strategies of the narrative, the positioning of the reader 
& the cultural coding of those weird aesthetic principles that informed the 
whole process of what she was blagging.

When she off ered herself as a good fuck – even as she wiped the coff ee 
stains from her lips with the white linen towel at the table & stared at those 
three horny, repressed middle class Tory cooks, elbows fi rmly planted on the 
table top, she was giving herself up to them as a sacrifi ce on a crooked elbow.

This was the attitude of an image correlated with a physical gesture, a 
gesture aimed at maintaining a vertical position & balance under the severe 
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stress of capitalism & class war. Being fucked merely served to emphasise, 
through courageous irony, the original attitude of resistance. Of the outside 
threat of the bourgeois women & the capitalism they embodied, she was 
striking a counter-pose – if they could fuck her without blinking, she could 
cum without stopping. The attitude was a complex one, one of neutralising 
oppression by embracing it, arresting it by sacrifi cing herself to the forces 
that brought about the evil.

She fucked the older one roughly – didn’t let her take control but just 
forced her fat body down onto the bed, ripped off  the skirt & the knickers & 
forced her fi ngers into the juicy cunt. The older woman roared with pleasure 
at this indignity. The second one quickly stripped off  looking for action 
straight off  & Karen turned her over, kissing her on her tits & then working 
her hand into the gagging fanny with the skill of the expert she truly was. The 
third chef pressed her twat up against Karen’s mouth so Karen licked her out 
& left her convulsing with orgasm after orgasm. Afterwards the three women 
lay back on the bed & agreed that they’d never had such a good time.

‘Fucking Henry never did anything so good to me in his life,’ complained 
the older chef. The others told stories of miserable disappointments caused 
by their partners who were all useless between the sheets & pompous bores 
to boot. The only thing they were good for was the money they made.

‘You’re a fucking joke,’ sneered Karen They looked at her wondering why 
she was so mad.

‘If you don’t like living with the bastards then why don’t you do 
something about it. Kick them out, kill them. Anything. You don’t have to be 
trapped in lives of failure & repression. The revolution is merely a change of 
mind & action to go along with it. 

So that night the women waited for their husbands to return from their 
respective places of work. Henry Pocklington was the fi rst to sweep up the 
drive to his thatched cottage in his BMW series 7 & his blue pin stripe suit. 
The women dragged him out of his car, poured petrol, over him & stuck a 
match. He went up in fi reball, screaming for a little while & rushing around 
the garden setting fi re to the roses & the holly bush before collapsing & 
dying on the porch.

‘Fucking brilliant. Shame about the roses though,’ said his wife who 
started to brush the lumpy, black corpse, which was still smoking, into the 
potting shed. She reckoned she could wait until it’d cooled down before she 
tried dumping it at the weekend. 

Post-modern scepticism is the complex product of a historical 
conjuncture & is constructed as both symptom & critique of the 
contemporary economic & social formation of the West. But the tendency 
to universalise its epistemological concerns & preoccupations can lead 
to a blindness, an inability to see that there are other epistemological 
perspectives, that other terrains can & do exist. Late capitalism muffl  es 
the world & threatens all cultural production. The crisis of meaning in post-
modernism is not everyone’s crisis. 
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Mike Jones returned half an hour later. He was in a silver Porsche. Before 
he could get out of his set his wife wrapped a piece of wire round his neck & 
yanked it until his throat had been sliced open & his main artery cut. Blood 
pumped out in a nasty gargling sound. His body jerked like a puppet on a 
string before gasping one last time & slumping out onto the driveway. The 
wife gave the lolling head a few good kicks just to make sure – she grinned 
as she heard the satisfying crunch of bone smashing. She pulled a face at the 
amount of blood everywhere but at least she’d got the job over with. 

‘What we should be doing is videoing this stuff , we’d make a fortune,’ 
suggested the vengeful wife. Karen had other ideas.

‘Look, this isn’t about making money. You should be working through 
ways of turning it into a political movement. Using fi lm to attack patriarchal 
values could be a useful strategy so long as you could authenticate the whole 
thing. You could show the movies at meetings & provoke an underground 
movement with anti-husband violence at its core. It would scare the male 
population shitless, married & unmarried. All these middle class husbands 
moronically repressing both themselves & their wives through values even 
they don’t understand, once the word got around that they were being 
bumped off , it could be the biggest revolutionary act against inevitable, 
structured, tautological good-wife self-immolation. Instead of nostalgia 
for lost origins you are turning directly on the imperialist governance of the 
patriarchal structures themselves,’ screamed Karen.

‘But we must beware of theoretical interventions becoming minimalised 
into the naked category of lived experience,’ refl ected the murdering wife 
thoughtfully. Karen agreed that this was always a problem. She hugged her 
sleeping baby.

Brian Pitt walked into his home like it was his castle. He collapsed in 
front of the tv & began to absorb the Channel 4 news. His tired eyes focused 
on John Snow’s crazy pink tie on the screen. He didn’t notice his wife Fiona 
creep up behind him with a hammer. He was in the middle of a banal train 
of thought involving the IMF, the pink tie & a particularly snarled up traffi  c 
junction he’d negotiated on his way home when Fiona brought the hammer 
down onto his skull. 

There was the satisfying sound of breaking bone as the hammer lodged 
into his skull cap & crunched through into his brain. Fiona rained down a 
good dozen blows & soon was left with the exploded head of her husband 
all over the couch. Blood & gunge from his badly mutilated head was 
everywhere. John Snow introduced a new story about Railtrack on the tv 
which caught her attention. She sat down next to her mashed-up murdered 
husband & began to watch.

The following morning Karen left the women to dispose of their 
patriarchal remnants & begin the process of turning their subjective 
contestation of masculinist governance into objectifi cation through fi lm. 
However, Karen considered the whole scheme to be riddled with problems. 
Not least, the way the whole operation seemed to ignore the class basis 
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of their whole activity. Karen quickly concluded that what might have 
somehow begun to open into abstract theory would always conclude as 
mere anecdote. 

After breakfast she made a phone call to the local police & informed 
them that murder most foul had taken place. Within half an hour the whole 
area was swamped by police. The women, who had been disposing of their 
husbands at the time, were taken into custody by grim faced male offi  cers 
who took a dim view of their whole operation. Karen had quickly decamped 
& was well out of sight by the time they arrived.

The three women did as Karen had predicted & soon fell apart. They 
started blubbering in purely subjective terms about the way their business 
activities had been stifl ed by the dead men. It soon came out that deep down 
it had been nothing but a way for them to steal a march on their capitalist 
rivals in the food business.

PC Mike Hammer had no truck with these petty murdering 
entrepreneurs. He didn’t mind the competitive thrust exhibited by these 
women, but the killing of men was beyond the pale in his book. Even when, 
under continuous torture & beatings, they kept on blaming the whole thing 
on a mystery woman with a baby PC Mike Hammer had no doubts that they 
should be punished before they left the cells for prosecution. And a clean 
confession without any other parties mentioned was a priority.

What he hadn’t counted on was the way the women seemed to co-opt 
the bad treatment into their own desire fulfi lment. As his lads in blue lashed 
into their arses & rammed their truncheons into their juiced up cunts & arse-
holes the women were screaming & moaning – for more of the same. It was 
fucking irritating to batter their twats & fi nd them rising to multiple orgasm 
again & again. 

In no time at all his men were exhausted by the insatiable wimmin. PC 
Mike Hammer had to draft in extra recruits to keep up the pressure but 
the gang rape seemed to be just the thing the killers wanted. He began to 
have doubts about the virility of the rookies they were having to take on 
these days. Sensitive types with university degrees, he reckoned half of 
them couldn’t get it up & the other half had guilt afterwards when they 
did. He shook his head in disbelief. It seemed the old ways of mindless 
violence against the lower orders, blacks, women & the criminal classes was 
becoming a thing of the past.

At the end of three days continuous fucking & beating the entire police 
force at his disposal were on their knees. Everyone was sore, except the 
women who kept lying on their bellies all creamed up, juiced & raring to go.

‘Come on love, show us what you’re made of. I always did like a man in 
uniform,’ they sneered. PC Mike Hammer decided that he had to take control.

‘Right you fucking bitches,’ he stormed, clearing the cell so there was 
just him & them.

‘Oo, I do so love a man when he’s angry. So powerful, so dangerous, like 
a beast,’ said one of the wimmin.
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‘Shut up you ugly cunt. You don’t seem to be taking this situation 
seriously at all. I’m going to be changing the whole operation round here 
from now on,’ he cried. He had decided that if they couldn’t be beaten into 
submission then he’d have to kill them. There was no way he could face 
having them leaving the cells feeling that they had got one over him. 

He laid into the fi rst one with his fi sts. There was the satisfactory sound 
of breaking bone & blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The woman keeled 
over & was dead. The other two saw this & had orgasms at the thrill. He laid 
into their writhing sexed up forms with his boots & fi sts until they too were 
battered stiff s.

‘That’s the way we do it,’ he confi ded to himself. ‘No one takes the piss 
out of me,’ he snarled with a satisfi ed grin.

On leaving the cells his fellow offi  cers crowded into the cell & found the 
bodies. They weren’t fussed except that a few held grudges against PC Mike 
Hammer. Instead of the usual cover up routine they arrested him & kept him 
in the very cell in which he’d killed the women.

Of course it was a story that went all over the press. Karen read about it 
& saw it on tv. She grinned, happy that she had been completely forgotten 
about in the new fuss about police corruption & over-violent enforcement 
methodology. She took her baby to London & found a fl at in Ealing which 
she reckoned was near enough to the airport in case she ever needed to fl ee 
the country for a while.

3. 
Karen made a number of phone calls. She told her mum that she could go 
screw herself. 

‘I’ve been nothing but miserable all my life because of your regressive 
reactionary ideological stance on just about everything,’ she explained.

‘You’re just an old yo-yo-knicker wearing boiler. On top of that you’re a 
racist sexist Little Englander, a Tory Thatcher fuck shit lettuce-licking arse-
fetta fugly yoni Norma Snocker cow turd. You’ve never cared for me – I was 
just an accident that caught you out before your paid up abortionists could 
get to the deal & cut me out – so piss-off  forever you cuntish reprobate,’ 
snarled Karen over the blower. She wasn’t fi nished there. She continued by 
pointing out that –

‘The socialist provision for everything from food to jobs to the arts to 
housing in the future is going to be decided on a quota system with receptor 
groups designated according to ethnicity & class – direction & targets will 
be chased – a system of second tier delegation & accountability will operate 
& shared values will be instituted – this is war declared on your right wing 
Nationalist shit mother,’ she screamed down the phone. ‘We’ll have black 
Hispanic Asian dyke queer communists running every major institution in 
the whole soddin’ country & you’ll be nowhere, fucking nowhere you slag.’

Her mum, bless her, had just laughed when she heard this, shagged 
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twelve fi lthy tramps on her piss stained mattress all at once so that her 
butcher’s window dripped its frittered spam, then wiped her buttered 
battered bucket fanny on her own curtains & slammed down the phone. 

Another call was to her manager Martin Rett, a tosser whom she now 
felt she had outgrown. 

‘I’ve outgrown you you leery bastard. All you ever wanted was to fuck 
me. Well now you’ll have to go screw elsewhere.’

He broke down crying his eyes out when he heard he was being 
unceremoniously dumped by this spunky unmarried mum. She went round 
to his pad, pulled down the pathetic tosser’s trousers & boxer shorts & 
kicked him in the balls. He puked up on the grey carpet & she trampled him 
face down into the mess. Blood squirted out of his smashed nose & mixed 
in with the pile of vomit. Later that day he refl ected on it & considered the 
beating the best sex he’d ever had.

Then she wrapped the baby in a shawl & thought she was listening to 
angel voices at fi rst. Then she realised that there were no such thing as 
angel voices & that it was the baby who had developed speech. This was 
due to the GM crop it had eaten. The food-genes had evolved guidelines for 
behaviour far in advance of the few thousand million years the codes had 
been operating – eating the crop had been a kind of sci-fi  time travel.  

Dale Stanson was wearing a public school blazer & tie – he was a slimy 
quazz rear gunning toff  she hated but she needed to have dosh. 

‘Give us some readies & I’ll give you a blow job,’ she said marching 
straight into his artist studio near Covent Garden. 

‘Fuck off  you old swamp donkey nork hammocked bletherskate lag,’ 
growled the rich moron. The baby in Karen’s arms took umbrage. 

‘You upper class ponce,’ sneered the baby. 
Dale Stanson looked around because he couldn’t believe a baby could 

talk like that & he noticed that Karen’s lips hadn’t so much as twitched as 
these words came fl oating over.

‘Who the fuck’s there?’ he asked, feeling a little worried because at 
heart he was nothing if not a yellow gleety, keechy, pebble dashing, cushion 
creeping, grime bubbling, jag shitting, carrot peeling, bastard.

‘Just hand over your money – there’s a wad in the till – you might get away 
without a kicking if you just follow orders you pathetic jerk,’ said the baby 
again. Dale Stanson handed Karen the money without another word. Karen 
felt he needed a good kicking & so proceeded to take down his trousers & CK 
y-fronts & administered a good bollock stomping on the artist. 

Outside in the street she grinned at the baby in her arms. ‘Brilliant play. 
This cash will get us started,’ she said. 

‘You should give me a name,’ announced the baby with a grin. Her gums 
were adorable.

‘Alison Finchly,’ decided Karen & the baby accepted this as her due. 
Karen went over to a fancy coff ee shop near Neil’s Yard & sat out at a table 
surrounded by a mix of media junkies & lost tourists.
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Baxter Polak sat down opposite her.
‘You should get the kid adopted & get a life,’ he proposed. 
‘I’m feeling fulfi lled because of the kid. Her name’s Alison Finchly,’ said 

Karen. Baxter Polak scrutinised her face carefully.
‘I can see that you’re serious. That’s a pity because with a body like yours 

I could see us making a great deal of money. Together we could break into 
this media lark & clean up,’ he said.

‘What’s your idea? Just because I am keeping Alison Finchly doesn’t 
mean I don’t want to work. Can you make me a star? Can you make my baby 
a star?’ she asked directly. Baxter Polak hadn’t thought of this angle.

‘I was thinking porn. The sex industry. A fl y on the wall docu type of thing 
but in a cat house. For channel 5. It’ll have an arty feel – might even blow over 
to Channel Four if we get the right mix of naked fl esh & post structuralist 
theory. We could have it remixed for the channels – grab a whole wadge of 
footage & then scramble it diff erently for two diff erent programmes.’ 

‘Sounds like a good idea,’ agreed Karen.
‘Yea, but there’s no place for a baby in it,’ said Baxter eyeing the little 

mite.
‘Are you kidding me?’ exploded Karen. ‘Where else do you fi nd so many 

women capable of looking after a baby? Its the perfect place. The sex industry 
is the best place for a crèche facility. You should put away your frankly sexist 
ideological stupidity & go for it,’ she thundered sipping her latte.

‘Fucking hell you are so right bitch,’ agreed Baxter with a grin.
Dolores Macfee lay around on the bed covered in just a see-through 

satin cloth that only went as far as her belly.
‘I think the baby’s cute,’ she smiled. Karen thought that anyone who 

liked her baby was ok by her.
‘She’s called Alison Finchly,’ she told the hooker. 
‘What is this place?’ asked Alison from her swaddling bands. Macfee was 

shocked by this fl uency.
‘Its amazing,’ she said when Karen told her what had happened.
‘From now on I’m going to eat as much GM food as I can. Sod it, this 

could be a revolutionary thing in all our lives. Perhaps disease & brain death 
can be obliterated. We all might live for ever,’ she pondered.

‘Its not clear what the consequences will be,’ said Alison, ‘But its clear 
that it could be a way of prodding evolution onwards. It can only be a thing 
we all accept eventually,’ she said.

‘I should fuck you for the opening shot. Nothing too much. A bit of oral 
& rimming. This is just to set the scene,’ said Karen.

‘Good idea,’ Dolores Macfee replied twisting herself onto her side so 
that the camera could get a full on shot of her tits & cunt. Baxter shoved the 
gear up her sausage wallet & slavered that it was a brilliant shot. Karen was 
a bit pissed off  having the guy around but it was all being funded by him & 
the camera gear alone cost over 68,000 pounds so she couldn’t aff ord to piss 
him off  yet. Anyway, she loved a little bit of the old clam jousting.
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Tom Gettit shuffl  ed in off  the street with his wad & wedding ring in his 
pocket. He had a three quarter of an hour window before getting back to 
the offi  ce. He had no idea there was a fi lm crew there. There was no one 
on reception because in the excitement the arrival of Baxter & his camera 
salami grappling zipper sniff er receptionist Winnie Pott had scuttled away 
to do her face for the anchor shots & stuff .

‘What’s this stuff ? asked Tom Geddit as he walked into the scene 
between Karen & Dolores. Mcfee was sniffi  ng Karen’s arse. 

‘Excellent timing,’ whispered Baxter turning the camera onto the 
bemused married winky bishop bashing minge creeping offi  ce worker.

‘Is this part of the deal?’ asked Tom Geddit shyly, half grinning & thinking 
that he was getting a free glimpse at a slot the ‘bacon sandwich eat the hairy 
meat lunch’ scene he’d never have had the courage to ask for.

‘Tell us about yourself & why you come here sir,’ commanded the man 
with the camera.

‘I come here for arse fucking because in my marriage I hardly do sex 
at all & it disgusts me though I think secretly my wife would do anything 
because she’s a right tart. But something holds me back. I like going doggy 
with strangers. I’m pure hetro though. I like dressing up in skirts & have a 
thing about fucking women wrestlers whilst they catfi ght though that’s only 
in dreams, I have never actually done that,’ announced Tom Geddit.

‘Excellent. I honour your frankness & honesty. I’d also like to complement 
you on your ability to express what are no doubt secret & repressed desires. 
No doubt you feel liberated in this dark place where no one asks for your 
name nor cares about anything you want so long as you pay,’ said Baxter. 
Then he turned the camera back on Karen & Dolores who was slowly rubbing 
Karen’s arse hole with her fi ngers on her right hand. Karen was whimpering 
& wet. 

Tom Geddit watched for twenty seconds & then shot his load into he 
trousers.

‘Oh fuck,’ he moaned because he had to get back to the offi  ce & now 
had cum all over his suit. Dolores rose up & demanded he pay before he used 
the bathroom down the corridor. Tom Geddit paid her thirty quid which was 
the easiest trick Dolores had made that day, indeed that week.

At mid afternoon Baxter was trying to cut a deal with Channel Five 
executives. On the blower he had turned himself into ‘Baxter Earth – Where 
We Are Right Now (BEWWARN)’ & had shoved around fi gures & past 
achievements & got himself an appointment.

Servis Richards was another of these well bred bastards with a hard 
middle class energy & Rolex beauty.

‘Fly on the wall is dead. But sex isn’t. It’s the way of getting another 
angle. Loads of fl esh. I throw in a private fi lm for your own use of course,’ 
Baxter was going on & on like this. Servis Richards was licking his lips & 
getting a hard on just thinking about this. He liked the whole S&M scene.

‘We’ll pay you for three fi lms. Fly on the wall as the starter. We like your 
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approach. Its fresh & stupid in the best possible way. This way we manage to 
grab a sizeable audience & continue to wipe out the bizarre & elitist Quality 
fetish which continues to hamper & rot the whole fabric of modern life.’ 
They droned on like this for half an hour longer. A large fat sum was plucked 
out of the air which Baxter really like.

BEWWARN headed paper, a black logo which looked like a splash of ink 
because it was a splash of ink repeated, cards with BEWWARN along the 
top, Baxter’s name & a phoney address & a real mobile contact number, 
these things were produced by fi ve that afternoon in a printing place just 
off  the Tottenham Court Road. Karen caught up with Baxter in Holy Holy, a 
wine bar, at seven. Baxter had piles of the newly printed stuff  in a couple of 
boxes at his feet.

‘You could aff ord this?’ asked Karen, impressed by the bulk.
‘Have a red wine,’ off ered Baxter. This guy with a large head, Philip Dent, 

came over to their table.
‘Is that a baby?’ he asked with an aggressive tone to his voice which was 

unattractive.
‘Her name is Alison Finchly,’ said Karen eyeballing the bastard with cruel 

intentions.
‘You should be thrown out of here bringing that thing in with you,’ 

growled this Dent geezer. Baxter was no hero & rushed off  for a leak.
Karen took out her right tit & attached it to Alisons sucking little mouth.
‘Fuck off  you ugly bastard,’ she hissed as her baby gave suck. The Dent 

guy went apoplectic at the sight of this brazen public lactatic manoeuvre.
‘That’s just disgusting. Its fi lthy. You should be locked up. I’m going to 

call for the law,’ he screamed. A waiter, Dermott Law-Abidish came over. 
Dent talked to the waiter who, although a good looking twenty something 
was from a rich business scam background & had been since his earliest days 
a boarder at some Scottish small time public school for boys.

‘I’m sorry madam but you can’t do that here,’ he smarmed. Karen 
remained seated but took a kick at the pretty boy’s bollocks. He collapsed as 
the boot crunched into his delicate undercarriage with a satisfying thunking 
sound. The pretty boy turned green & slowly fell to the fl oor. Karen aimed a 
further kick at his head. The waiter passed out immediately. All the while the 
little puckered lips of Alison Finchly sucked the hard milky nipple.

‘I’m going to get the police,’ screamed Dent. He ran out of the bar 
searching for the law. Baxter came crawling back from the bog. 

‘What happened? Did you sort it out?’ he asked. Karen sneered at him.
‘You’re pathetic Baxter. However, I need you for the moment so I won’t 

give you a good kicking just yet. But you’d better keep out of my way for a 
while. I’m not in the mood for your ugly face to be anywhere near mine.’

‘We’ve got to discuss the project though,’ he whined & Karen had to 
agree to this. So Baxter was allowed to sit back down & they spent the next 
hour talking.

PC Amish Dunge liked nothing better than battering women so when the 
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deranged Philip Bent accosted him with the story about the breast feeding 
bitch from hell over in Holy Holy there couldn’t have been happier bent 
copper anywhere in the land. He walked through the streets with a spring in 
his size god step. Philip Bent, who it turns out, is a weasel journalist for one 
of the big tabloids, was already on a card phone fi ling a story direct into his 
PC set-up – a feature which would outline the horrors of breast feeding as a 
deliberate feminist ideological ploy designed to achieve the domestication, 
de-eroticisation of the nipple & eventually the whole of women fl esh. He 
drew a subtle distinction between on the one hand the tits out lactating lone 
spawning unnatural mothers & on the other hand lap dancing strip artists 
bouncing out their tits, which was, in the grand scheme of things, natural 
as commerce. 

And Karen sat listening to the business Baxter had set up whilst Alison 
coo-cooed contentedly in her sleep having fi nished her feed. Norris Pyle, 
another of the hapless waiters, having seen what Karen could do, had 
dragged away the unconscious Dermott Law-Abidish so that there was 
still a free route from the doorway to the stairwell leading to the basement 
dance fl oor. Some Dutch trance was pounding up from below that Karen 
hated. She preferred dead Germans & their song cycles. She could have 
easily been accused of the sin of fetishisation of quality by the likes of mass 
media mega genius & commissioning editor at Channel 5 Servis Richards – 
but they weren’t that intimate.

The giant copper strode in & confronted Karen who was sipping at her 
white wine. He caught the foul stink of the vomit from the kicked in waiter. 

‘Are you the foul little vixen who’s been fl ashing her tits at paying 
customers here?’ he asked.

‘Keep your voice down rozzer. Can’t you see my baby she’s sleeping?’ 
hissed Karen, astonished at the insensitivity of the big man in uniform. He 
looked like he could have been a family man with a sentimental side, but he 
had it concealed tonight.

‘Save the sob story routine for the judge, I’m taking you in,’ sneered 
the cop.

‘Fuck you,’ cried out Alison, waking suddenly & really pissed off  with the 
heavy voice that had roused her out of her perfect slumbers.

‘Who the shit said that?’ asked the shocked policemen. He reeled back 
suspecting some foul trick. But the place was deserted except for Baxter, 
Karen & her baby. And Baxter had more or less passed out in terror at the 
sight of Amish Dunge.

Alison rolled out of her mum’s arms, picked up a steak knife off  the table 
& hacked it into Dunge’s neck. Blood, arteries & fl esh exploded all over. The 
head rolled across the fl oor following the trail of the vomit from Dermott 
Law-Abidish. 

‘We better go. Now the cop’s dead we’ll have to keep a low profi le for a 
little while,’ explained Karen to her little baby who had returned to her arms.

‘We’ve got to fi nish the fi lm,’ shrieked Baxter & Karen agreed.
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Norris Pyle came out with a cloth & a bucket intent upon cleaning up 
the disgusting mess left behind by Law-Abidish. He saw the head of Dunge 
under one of the tables & passed out. Karen went over to him & administered 
an extra couple of kicks to the head & balls just to add to his misery but there 
was no pleasure in beating up someone already unconscious so she turned 
away feeling bored by things. 

‘Come on, let’s split,’ said Karen & they stormed out without paying.
‘Maybe after the fi lm’s fi nished I should get out of the country for a 

while,’ said Karen.
‘The deal’s for three fi lms. If you go abroad I’ll have to go with you,’ 

whimpered Baxter.
‘Nonsense. Give me the camera & I’ll make you a fi lm & bring it back. 

Maybe there are things me & Alison can fi nd that you couldn’t. You’d get in 
the way.’

‘OK. I can do that. Still, we must fi nish this one fi rst. And Servis Richards 
is wanting one of the fi lms to be for his own private use. I guess we can shoot 
extra footage & just edit it diff erently. Then you go abroad & make your fi lm. 
Get back in a month & we’ll have fulfi lled our side of the deal & earned our 
neat million,’ said Baxter.

Tom Geddit had gone to the offi  ce bog to clean up his trousers. As he 
was standing there with no trousers on scrubbing them down with a wet 
hand towel he was confronted with his line manager Rob Kennedy who 
gave him a hand job without asking. Later in the offi  ce he found that Rob 
Kennedy was wanting an invite round to meet June Geddit, his wife. He was 
angling for some threesome action. 

‘Let me off er you some advice Tom,’ Kennedy was saying. Tom Geddit 
was feeling anxious about his career prospects & his line manager was 
not making things easier. In terms of stress management Kennedy was 
lousing up big time. There was an element of bullying in the way he was 
operating that would have caused an inspector of management procedures 
to question his modus operandi.

‘I’ll be round tonight. Tell your charming wife not to bother with knickers 
& have copious amounts of vino on tap. We can have one hell of a night. In 
responding to almost unimaginable alacrity to customer whims you have to 
strip away the inessentials & innovation is a number game. You have to see 
all this is a matter of application-oriented small starts. We have to support 
committed champions of innovation wherever they may be,’ droned 
Kennedy.

Tom Geddit made the call some time later.
‘Learning the culture is essential,’ he tried to explain but June wasn’t 

well impressed. 
‘What the fuck happens when the trickle of requests becomes a torrent?’ 

she asked, thinking of TJ Watson, modern IBM’s founder, living his creed of 
‘World Peace Through World Trade’ & turning the creed back to light up her 
own situ.
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‘Listen, we have to go along with this. It could be the breakthrough we’ve 
been working for. This could turn the tide & raise me to the boardroom,’ 
explained Tom Geddit. June saw the logic & immediately drove to her local 
Waitrose store in her series 3 BMW & bought a couple of boxes of red wine 
& assorted crisps.

Rob Kennedy drove a top of the range silver Merc. He stopped off  at the 
Free Trade Community Group Annual Dinner to give a speech on ‘Recognition 
Devices As Ritual’ to a group of top secret, highly paid executives of the top 
forty world companies working in the fi eld of Cannibal Mind Field Shopping. 
This was a new fi eld which linked with work being done in the military/
industrial complex & in anti-eco psycho world community building. The 
unique aspect of this deal was that it led the military rather than waiting for 
scraps to be thrown from that particular kneck of the woods. 

The speech went down well although he noticed that Wolfred Gorgeson, 
a twenty something billionaire owning a Mexico-based company seemed 
unhappy with the concept of ‘extreme fl exibility’ Kennedy had tried to 
suggest was a key to ultimate success. 

‘Bend. Bend so the customer literally gets exactly what they want. It 
doesn’t matter if they want the opposite of what you have got. Tell them 
whatever they want to hear & then modify your off er to fulfi l the demand. 
You are a complete responder. Evacuate your own sense of will, let them 
screw you up the arse,’ he had been explaining, giving examples from 
various already established companies.

He made a note of Gorgeson as he drove through the London streets. He 
arrived at Tom Geddit’s home about half nine & was gagging for action. June 
was pouring wine in the front room. Kennedy keyed into the trepidation in 
Tom Geddit’s voice.

‘Don’t shake like that man. If you want to be a player then you’re going to 
have to get a grip in situations like this. This is the price you pay for unlimited 
wealth & power. You have to accept the consequences,’ he advised, tipping a 
wink to the delectable June.

‘I hate magic & hate the credulous idiots who believe in all that 
supernatural shit,’ pronounced Kennedy as he shoved his hand up June’s 
skirt. He was happy to discover that she’d removed her knickers before he’d 
arrived. He gave her cunt a good hard frigging & she moaned in pleasure & 
juiced up. Tom Geddit poured out more drinks & Kennedy told him to go off  
& fi nd a good book.

‘I’m looking for a senior projects secretary where secretarial & 
administerial skills, 50 wpm typing & good word processing skills would 
assist me in developing the register of members, organising & minuting 
meetings & arranging lectures, seminars & conferences. A pleasant manner, 
common sense, proven track record & a switched-on attitude would be all 
that I’d require. Would you be interested?’ he asked her.

‘Not in the least. But I’d like you to shove your manly prick up my arse & 
fi ll me like a screaming horse,’ she gasped, jerking off  into a multiple orgasm 
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under the fi erce pump of his hand.
Tom Geddit went into the kitchen & found a steak knife & realised that 

he hadn’t got the balls to go through with this business deal. He sliced off  
Kennedy’s head with a single blow. Blood gushed out all over the walls & 
furniture & June lay back & could hardly get her words out.

‘What the fuck are you doing Tom? This was going to secure our future. 
You’ve gone & killed the goose that laid the golden egg,’ she shrieked 
through her sobs. Kennedy’s body emptied all its splattering blood over the 
carpet.

‘We’ll cut up the body & cook it. We’ll eat the evidence,’ said Tom Geddit. 
June looked at the body.

‘OK. Then we should take a holiday. Leave the country for a bit. There’ll 
be people wondering what happened tonight. I think we’d better just 
disappear for a little while.’

‘Good thinking girl,’ agreed Tom Geddit who was horny in his pants & 
feeling that she owed him.

‘Turn over,’ he ordered, swelling with a hint of power. She rolled over 
onto her back, yanked her skirt up to reveal her juicy love hole but Tom 
Geddit shot his load before he got anywhere near her.

‘Shit, shit, shit,’ he groaned whilst June laughed, closed her legs & began 
clearing up knowing from bitter experience that he couldn’t spunk up again 
for ages.

4.
The gig for indie band Spunky Cunt kicked off  at nine. The venue was next 
door to where the last few shots of Karen’s porno fi lm were being made 
under the guise of Channel 5 fl y on the wall documentary convention. Karen 
wiggled her big arse around whilst Dolores licked out her twat with an eager 
guzzle whilst also holding onto the camera which swam around the scene, 
poking it from time to time right up against the squeezy fl esh.

‘Shove the machine into me,’ cried out Karen in an ecstasy of orgasm 
she usually faked. Dolores sent her into further wet blasts of orgasm as the 
cold camera lens hammered into her clit. 

‘That’ll give Servis the inside story,’ Karen chuckled afterwards, wiping 
herself down. Dolores pulled on her clothes in double time.

‘Are you coming to see Spunky Cunt?’ she giggled. 
‘Might as well,’ replied Karen. Alison pulled a face. 
‘I’ve been picking up murderous info about this sort of activity,’ she 

intoned. The two women stared at the little baby who was so impressive 
they glowed with pride.

‘Its defi ned by its association with a particular genre of guitar music 
– white males in their late teens & early thirties. Women, however, have 
been fairly well received. The scene has a proclivity for sexually muted or 
androgynous imagery.’
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‘That’s right,’ nodded Karen. She’d loved those pale she boys with their 
skinny wiped out look, their dirty hair & bloodless bodies. She had fucked 
so many of these types. They were always so easy & self-destructive – they 
seemed to be dying when they fucked – they wanted you to kill them & she 
did it best with her iron cunt – that’s what it felt like to her.

‘This gig is at the pub next door. The White Stag’s a great venue. Just 
a tape separates you from the performers. I prefer to stand in areas of the 
audience where you don’t get lifted off  the ground. I’m too old for that kind of 
shit these days,’ added Karen. Dolores agreed & they dived out into the street.

The pub was crowded out with pale white lads all looking blanked out 
& see through. There was thus young lad with died blonde hair & a leather 
jacket Karen hit on because she’d shagged him a year ago at another 
concert. He was Trans Mosh.

‘Trans,’ said Karen & she held out her baby so that the aff ective intimacy 
of the whole scene, the strong smoky tang of tobacco, beer & dope coupled 
with the presence of her child. 

‘Oh wow,’ said Trans seeing the baby in Karen’s arms. There’s a sensitivity 
about age which Karen realised was about extreme old age & extreme 
youth too. She went to the bar with Trans who bought a couple of pints of 
London Pride. The band started thrashing & the mosh started but Karen & 
Trans were acting like they were disaligning themselves – there were several 
others hanging around out of the mosh because they didn’t like the band. 

Visual orientation towards the stage is much more lax than anywhere 
else in the place although Karen noticed that even in this area body 
orientation is still towards the band even if the eye orientation is elsewhere. 
As always, most of the people out at the back were there to watch the rest 
of the audience.

‘I’m going to go to New York for a while,’ explained Karen to the droog. 
‘Are you hiding out?’ guessed Trans.
‘I am. But then I’ll be back. Its just that the rozzers are a little miff ed 

about me at the moment. Not that they can pin anything to me directly, 
but with a child in tow, I can’t be worrying about clink. The image of the 
poor bitch handcuff ed up whilst giving birth on the instigation of the 
brood mare Widdecomb is enough to send out defi nite signals that the 
forces of degenerate Toryism are not completely dead. Jack Straw is hardly 
reassuring me.’

‘I don’t know who the fuck those people are you’re rabbiting on about 
but you were always a brainy chick. So I agree with whatever you say. Good 
luck. Do you want to fuck me?’ mumbled Trans.

‘I’ll give you a blow job if you like. But fi rst, is there anyone here who 
might help me get to New York? Things are expensive & I wouldn’t mind 
fi nding some cut price deal if possible,’ said Karen.

‘There’s an anthropologist at the bar doing work on the spatial 
organisation of the indie music gig, specifi cally looking at the percentage of 
women at these shows. 35% is the fi gure she’s bandying about. Maybe if you 
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off er her some insights he’d give you some deal,’ suggested Trans. 
Karen took him to the bog out in the back yard of the pub. She left 

her baby with Dolores who was sitting with some vamp chick in the 
middleground zone rocking gently back & forth, gently moving her head, 
being all in all rather muted considering the energy from the band. Karen 
unzipped Trans’ trousers & rubbed his cock until it was hard. Then she ran 
her tongue up & down it & then popped it into her mouth & worked it until 
he shot his load all laconic & ashen. Zipping him up again, she swallowed 
his salty vim & made a b-line for the anthropologist he’d marked out for her. 

‘The social organisation of the space at a gig like this is age graded of 
course,’ lectured Karen to Dr Leslie Barrow, the anthropologist working out 
of London university. Karen could tell that Barrow was looking for lesbo 
sex action & that with luck she’d take herself, the baby & Dolores back to 
her pad for some group sex. It would be a piece of cake to ask her for help 
getting to America. Hence the lecture mode & the pouting. She was putting 
out in an obvious way. These middle class white girls looking for their 
alternative style fuck needed grins hanging about without the cats, they 
needed obvious – then they needed the pussy more or less rubbing theirs 
before they understood what was really on off er. 

There was, Karen could see it in Barrow’s green eyes, the desire for 
a relationship across class lines which coupled with the thought that sex 
couldn’t be spontaneous or natural within the framework of her own 
class. This was, to Karen, fucking hilarious – a sentimental rejection of 
her own class values & an attempt to fi nd reconciliation with another. She 
thought about this & thought that perhaps this was better than the sexual 
colonialism pattern which viewed the proles as a source of trade – but it 
wasn’t much better.

‘Let’s go back to your place & we can have some fun together. I’ll bring 
my friend too. It’ll be wild. We’ll do things you’ve only dreamed about in 
your wettest dreams,’ grinned Karen. Barrow was so excited she more or 
less fainted on the spot.

‘Jeez,’ intoned the baby as she saw this all going down from afar. 
Then they left the pub & took a taxi to the West London fl at where the 
anthropologist lived.

Pretending she needed to have a piss Karen went off  to look for Barrow’s 
passport, working on the premise that these university intellectual types 
were always popping off  to conferences on the continent & America, as well 
as taking long holidays in Northern Italy & so on. She was soon proved right 
in this surmise. She pocketed the passport & returned to fi nd Barrow already 
half undressed & pouring out three glasses of stiff  whisky. Karen was fed up 
with having to go through with anything just for the sake of money. So she 
decided to call a halt to the deception side of the operation.

‘I need your credit card to get to the States. Of course, I’ll use a load of 
money but only the amount I need. I have your passport & with your plastic 
I’m set up. Me & my baby have to hide away from the law for a little while. 
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Just until things cool down. When we return in a few weeks I’ll return your 
passport & your plastic. You mustn’t report these things missing, get them 
cancelled & all that, because my friend here will break your arms & legs & 
slash your face so that the scar’s are permanent. We will sleep the night here 
– you can stay on the sofa. In the morning after you have cooked us a nice 
breakfast we’ll be off  to Heathrow & fl y out,’ she announced. 

Barrow looked astonished. The baby rolled her eyes at the audacity of 
it all. Dolores shrugged her broad shoulders & stood up so that Barrow, still 
kneeling & semi-undressed, was quite clear that she was in bad shit if ever 
she stepped out of line.

Karen fl icked on the tv & watched Match Of The Day because Alan 
Hanson, a former Liverpool back four superstar from their European 
Championship winning team of the eighties was hugely attractive to her – it 
was to do with the way he narrowed his eyes when in the post match analysis 
he talked through details about defensive error. She thought Gary Linekar 
was cute. The matches were less than enthralling however. In one, Liverpool 
were held 0-0 by Aston Villa at Villa Park & the match was dominated by 
slack midfi eld work & lousy refereeing. It was a fi asco. Karen wondered if 
she’d made a mistake in not banging Barrow’s cunt – it would at least have 
alleviated the tedium. 

‘I can’t help feeling that your attempt to move from methodological 
survey to cultural study is distinguished by your use of the concept of 
character. In this respect I take it, you are following the pioneering work of 
Henry Mayhew in his ‘Morning Chronicle’ series & unfortunately you have 
fallen into the trap he too fell into, that of no longer wishing to deduce, 
calculate or reform through constructing representative witnesses. Instead 
you are concerned to typify. You no longer look for representative facts, you 
instead look for signs of cultural generalisation. 

Your work suff ers from being too interested in the sign because it 
hasn’t the depth of understanding an insider’s would have. You project 
the objectivist stance of the other upon your subjects. That’s why last 
night you didn’t get involved in the shoving & pogging in the gig – why 
you were keeping the whole thing at arm’s length. You should read an as 
yet unpublished work out of Kings College London ‘The Development & 
Validation of a Large Scale Qualitative Research Instrument for Eliciting the 
Implicit Philosophies of English Teachers’ which will be the central text for 
this debate for years,’ announced Alison Finchly from her swaddling bands.

‘Its a miracle,’ muttered Barrow.
‘Its certainly good,’ agreed the baby.
‘How can you discuss such things? You can’t be more than a few months 

old,’ stammered the gutted anthropologist who wasn’t interested in 
issues around methodological approaches to fi eld work any more but was 
completely staggered by Alison Finchly.

‘Genetically modifi ed food has reconstituted my genetic code system. 
I’m evolving the genesis code way beyond the stage it’s got to through the 
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millions of years its been on earth. I no longer have the same experiential 
connection to knowledge that has been the requirement of evolving 
knowledge-based systems up until now. My mind reconfi gures knowledge 
of dissenting positions to whatever ideological, methodological stance is 
taken by those around me,’ explained the baby.

‘Truly astonishing,’ said Barrow. She looked over to Karen.
‘You don’t have to threaten me. I’ll help you get to America. I’ll fund the 

whole trip. You can use my fl at anytime. I want to help you,’ she announced.
‘Great. I hoped you’d see things our way. We just couldn’t be sure. At 

least you know we’re serious & will damage you if you betray us,’ smiled 
Karen engagingly.

‘I feel I’m witnessing the birth of a whole new form of life. There’s been 
nothing like your baby. What’s her name,’ asked Barrow sweetly.

‘I’m called Alison Finchly,’ gurgled the baby.
‘A lovely name. You have your mother’s eyes,’ sighed Barrow.
The next morning Karen packaged up the footage from the knocking-

shop they’d fi lmed & sent it to Baxter’s address. She then took the tube 
from Northfi elds to Heathrow with Dolores & Alison. Dr Leslie Barrow was 
trussed up back at the fl at. They’d been playing sex games like that last 
night & decided to leave her naked & hog-tied until they were at the airport 
despite the feeling that the woman wasn’t going to cause them any trouble. 
Karen reckoned that they’d cut down the risk of her doing anything against 
them whilst they were still on terra fi rma her in good old Blighty. 

The ropes weren’t that tight, Barrow’d soon wriggle herself free & 
by then they’d be well on their way. The ropes had been expertly pulled 
round her so that each time she twitched they excited her clit, ass-hole & 
rubbed up her enfl amed nipples. She multiple orgasmed each quivering 
time & moaned & whimpered to herself in the warm daylight fl ooding her 
modernist decor. If she looked up she could see the pale blue wash of the 
morning sky & the planes fl ying across it to America.

Baxter was drinking coff ee in a place just round the corner from the 
Asian cinema in West Ealing. He dunked his croissant into the hot brew & 
was thinking about the situation with Karen & the fi lm. If she didn’t come 
back with the footage from New York he would have to kill the bitch. But 
more pressingly, he’d have to square the circle with Servis Richards. He was 
gloomy at the prospect of ever being up to the job of fencing that particular 
piece of shit. He noticed Patterson Liston, a six foot three black Afro-
Caribbean drinking a sweet tea at the table opposite & something went 
ping. An exclamation mark popped up over his head.

‘Do you mind if I join you?’ Baxter approached the big lad with a dazzling 
smile. Patterson Liston waved him to sit.

‘You want to make some quick money?’ off ered Baxter. Patterson Liston 
quickly agreed that he did. Baxter gave him the address of Servis Richards in 
exchange for Patterson Liston’s mobile number.

‘When you get my call, you go to this address & do in the smarmy 
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racist fuck who lives there. He’s a funder for Hitler Hitler, a nasty fascist 
organisation running out of an address in Brixton & the coff ers of Servis 
Industrial Computers, Austria. The guy I might be asking you to hit is the 
boss of that particular industrial corporation. He drives a new S Type Jag. 
Metallic blue. Fucking gorgeous car, I don’t care what anyone says about 
it,’ explained Baxter. He knew some people saw the luxury car as just an 
extension of the horse & cab. Then he handed over an envelope.

‘There’s fi ve thousand notes in there for you. Another ten if you 
complete the job – if you get the call. I might not need you. But change your 
contact number & its the most expensive phone call you’re ever going to 
make. The notes are all marked & still alive for the next month. Don’t bother 
opening the envelope until the month’s up. Then you can start putting them 
into circulation, no bother. Are you with me?’ continued Baxter. Patterson 
grinned & nodded.

When he’d left the coff ee shop Baxter walked along the Uxbridge Road & 
nipped into a paper shop to get a copy of the Guardian. The he stared at the 
sky & watched as a Virgin Atlantic veered overhead on its way to America. 

5. 
The dream city of Robert Moses was Alison Finchly’s objective correlative. 
‘I think I’ll understand better my genetic development if I nose around the 
places Robert Moses developed. I need to visit it in an order I can only shrug 
about, because I don’t understand it myself,’ she observed to her single 
mum, Karen. Karen nodded & knew it’d be better than just moping about, 
waiting to go back to London.

At the Triborough Bridge they stood in a glaze of grey fog that swirled 
around them & covered them with tiny hard globes of water. It was anything 
but fresh & they were all three of them tired after the long haul fl ight & the 
pretty basic food. The giant bridge was bigger & more awesome than it had 
appeared in any Hollywood fi lm they’d ever clapped their eyes on. You have 
to understand that this bridge is not just a gigantic spectacle but also ties 
together three cities – Queens, Bronx & Manhattan, into the one, New York. 
It was a conceptual buckle. It did what Kant did to the Humean, Lockean 
notion of ideas. It found a way of holding Western reality together.

They hired a cab down Whitlock Avenue & then took to constructing 
dream time looking over Randall’s Island. The baby was able to imagine in 
her eyes the garbage dumps, potter’s fi elds & almshouses that had been 
there in the eighteenth century, the sewage plant, the madhouses & TB 
hospitals & the marshland of Sunken Meadow, its lonely, eerie marshland 
greyness. Then they walked over the bridge itself & on to Hell Gate before 
they picked up another yellow cab along Grand Central Parkway Extension 
to Flushing Bay.

Three young white guys with baseball bats & a goony attitude came over. 
‘History is littered with the wrecks of grand civilisations. Many believe 
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America has reached the zenith of her greatness – many believe that she 
is on the brink of economic collapse & moral ruin. But we can fi nd renewal. 
The enfeebled powers, enfeebled through pursuit of gain or the worship of 
fashion, debasing their Godhood manhood by gluttony, wine, drinking & 
wanking off  German sheepdogs, these can be renewed through purifi cation,’ 
growled one of the boys.

‘We’re English,’ explained Karen. 
‘Pagan worshippers. Liberals. Communists. Europeans. Defi lers of the 

sacred word of Christ. Papists. Women.’
‘Fuck off . I’m descended from French Huguenots,’ complained Dolores, 

miff ed by the Papist charge.
‘I have Jewish connections, having had relatives driven out of Polish 

Konigsberg in the pogroms at the end of the 1890’s. The philosopher 
Immanual Kant, who Ernest Gellner calls The Greatest Philosopher Ever, 
lived all his life in Konigsberg. It is said that the local burghers of the town 
would set their watches by the regularity of his daily walks. My lot ended up 
in Rotherham, Sheffi  eld & Leeds. They changed their names to avoid anti-
Semitic prejudice,’ espoused Karen. 

She hated the prophetic mode of these dumb-ass Americans who did a 
disservice to other fi ne Americans who didn’t hold such retrograde points 
of view.

‘A fucking yid fem,’ growled one of the lads. He swung his bat. Alison 
Finchly leapt from her wrappings & roared towards the shocked trio. Her 
baby hands grabbed the fi rst guy by his balls & there was the satisfying 
crunch of dying gristle as she squeezed them. The patsy fell puking & 
squealing to the fl oor writhing in his agony. The second guy tried to take off  
the baby’s head with a mighty swipe of his weapon but the baby rammed 
herself into his groin with her cannon-ball head. He too crumpled onto the 
wet hard ground. The third tried to do a runner because the sight of this 
warrior baby kicking ass like this was just too much for him. 

Karen grabbed him by the neck, punched him a couple of times in the 
face so there was blood accompanied by bone snapping noises. She kicked 
them all into unconsciousness as they rolled around on the ground & then 
the three of them shovelled the dud boys over into the grey choppy waters 
of the bay.

‘We better be more careful, we don’t want to attract publicity whilst 
we’re here. Remember, this is about lying low whilst the heat dies down 
back home,’ observed Dolores & Karen & Alison agreed whole-heartedly. 
They were starving so they took a cab into Queens looking for fast food.

Back in London Baxter was editing the fi lm footage Karen had sent 
him. He was to make two fi lms out of the stuff  – one for Channel Five & 
the other for the private use of Servis Richards. He was also picking up 
outtakes for his own consumption – the work Dolores & Karen had done 
left him with a permanent hard-on & he reckoned he could use it to help 
him with his Scottish catholic girlfriend Nancy MacDee who seemed to 
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need persuading that pre-marital sex was a thing of pleasure & not a sin. 
Continually he would be putting on the moves & she’d be pushing him off  
with smiles & some New labour tract about the Scottish Assembly or an 
aspect of a Unifi ed Transport Policy.

‘Will you not just let me lick out your snatch?’ he’d romance & she’d just 
giggle & tell him that Germans had more cars but just used them less – a 
model situation, she’d explain! Perhaps the sight of Dolores & Karen getting 
off  on one another would be just the trick.

‘I’ve got some out-takes from the fi lm I’m making for Channel 5,’ he 
announced that evening. He rammed the video cassette into the player & 
returned to lie with Ms. MacDee on the couch. He surreptitiously placed his 
hand up her skirt & nonchalantly left fi ve fi ngers of it to press the part of her 
knickers that pressed against her pubic thatch like a hungry front-arse. The 
sight of Karen licking Dolores’ arse rim, pulling apart the broad bum cheeks 
with delicate fervour, seemed to turn the Scots lass on. 

Baxter noticed how her love slit seemed to be all juiced & wet. He slipped 
down her knickers, fl ipped her onto her back & deftly unzipped himself. He 
slipped into her without a murmur.

‘We need to secure the re-entry of socialism into the highest level of the 
Labour Party organisation. The abolishment of the private school system is 
the fundamental core to this,’ she gasped as he battered her quim.

‘I agree,’ grunted Baxter, but he was having nothing of her distracting 
tactics & he shot his load within minutes.

He took a call a few hours & a hot meal later from Servis Richards. He 
took a cab out to the offi  ce. 

‘Channel Five have done a counter deal,’ fumed the rich computer 
industrialist leader. His face trembled & was a livid sputum.

‘What the fuck does that mean?’ said Baxter, fearing the worse.
‘It means the funding for the project has gone. You’ve no backer,’ 

explained Servis Richards.
‘But we had a deal. Two of the fi lms are already in the can. I’ll be sending 

them to you by the end of the week as I agreed,’ said Baxter. He was 
wondering if the business man had any idea what the dosh meant to him.

‘I’m sorry Baxter but there’s no point in us buying the stuff  now. You’ll 
have to scrap it. It was crap anyway wasn’t it?’ said Servis Richards with a 
dismissive tone.

‘We had a deal though. Surely you can’t pass your distribution problems 
onto me,’ exploded Baxter.

‘Listen you little pervert. I’m telling you all this quite openly. I’m being 
straight with you. Don’t abuse your position you little turd or I’ll start playing 
hard ball,’ threatened Servis Richards. 

Baxter raged as he retreated out of the plush offi  ce & charged off  down 
the Tottenham Court Road. He used one of the telephone boxes.

‘Patterson Liston?’ he yelled into the phone, ignoring the postcard 
pictures advertising fanny for sale which were plastered all over the 
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telephone booth.
‘Yea man,’ replied the voice on the other end of the call.
‘This is your wake-up call,’ he said, suspicious that Patterson was stoned.
‘Ok man,’ said Patterson Liston & then he hung up. Baxter went into one 

of the shitty pubs & downed a fast pint of bitter. The second he took more 
slowly, giving himself time to wind down a little.

He knew that he was also going to have to deal with Karen when she 
got back. She’d be doing the fi lm over there for him & would be buzzing him 
for cash once she got back. He frowned & tried to put together a plan which 
would sort her. Maybe, he considered, Patterson Liston could do her in as 
well. How much was it worth? He nodded to himself as he calculated all this. 
The pint was a bit watery, a problem sometimes with the London Pride. He 
preferred John Smiths. He called Nancy but she was entertaining some wick 
client & couldn’t even manage to take the call – all he got was a dollymop on 
the front desk or something.

‘What are you doing tonight?’ he asked this stranger. 
‘I’m free as it happens,’ said the stranger’s voice, which sounded to 

Baxter, feisty & cunning – a good sign.
‘Fancy seeing some alternative theatre & going to the ICA bar afterwards 

with a group of poseurs & up-their-own-arse critics?’ he proposed.
‘I’ll go if you knob me afterwards,’ said the stranger.
‘You’re on,’ said Baxter & he slammed down the phone after arranging 

to meet her at the venue, a gay pub ‘The Brazen Hussards ‘, feeling in better 
spirits. Feeling hungry he rushed off  to fi nd a balti & took the next hour 
stuffi  ng himself & brooding on the downfall of that slack bastard Servis 
Richards.

In America Karen was shooting the four mile gap between the bridge 
& the Grand Central Parkway in the grey drizzle, Jackson Heights & Astoria 
whilst Dolores & Alison stood under a plastic brolly feeling miserable & cold. 

‘What is it we’re doing here?’ grumbled Dolores.
‘Baxter wants a fi lm of New York. I’m taking all the cut away shots. We’ll 

be able to splice in the sex from what we’ve already done back in London. 
This way, he gets a third possibility out of the original stuff ,’ explained 
Karen. Alison nodded.

Huttingham Burl picked them up & drove them on to Long Island 
to Bethpage State Park, Bethpage State Parkway, the Meadowbrook 
Causeway & the bathhouses at Sunken Meadow before taking them to a 
hotel where he paid for three rooms & their meals.

‘Sure is nice of you to look after us like this,’ Dolores smiled sweetly. 
‘I couldn’t help noticing that you were fi lm makers of sorts. I encourage 

that kind of thing. You being Brits just makes me even more happy to help 
you,’ Huttingham Burl oiled. He was in fact working on getting a piece of 
double snatch plus the camera which he knew was worth just a little more 
than he’d seen for the last fi ve years. 

Alison, however, was of course easily able to read his mind & soon 
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informed Karen & of what the creep was after.
‘Is there anything about him we need to know?’ asked Karen. She had a 

sneaky admiration for all con-men & women so long as they weren’t fronting 
powerful organisations who rooted themselves in right wing conspiracy or 
operational Nazi routines. Dolores shrugged.

‘We’ll have him drive us around for a bit. I want shots of the Moses 
landscape,’ decided Karen.

That evening they drove the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the Bronx-
Whitestone Bridge, Throgs Neck Bridge, Cross Bay Bridge, the Triborough 
Bridge again, the east river Drive Extension, the Harlem River Drive, The 
Major Deegan Expressway, the Van Cortland & Bronx Park whilst Huttingham 
Burl told stories about his connections with the Velvet Underground & 
Warhol in the sixties which Karen couldn’t help feel made him pathetic & 
deserving of a good hiding at the very least. She considered this proof that 
New York culture, unlike London’s, was a deeply nostalgic culture reliant on 
strong man leadership & botched planning. London had no planning. He 
also was closely connected to some horse racing cartel which Karen thought 
sounded promising. 

‘What’s with the baby?’ he asked.
‘She hates Clansmen,’ chirped up Alison from the arms of her single 

mother.
‘Wow! That’s one hell of a kid,’ stammered the racist who truly was a 

member of the New York White Crest Eagle Flag Klu Klux Klan.
‘How’d your kid know about me?’ he then asked. Alison chirped up again.
‘I’m a freak. Genetic codes are all scrambled in such a way that I go 

beyond the limits of normal human beings. I’m probably fi lling up with 
cancer but on the other hand, I have empirical knowledge no longer based 
on experience. Its a philosophical deviancy above all else,’ she explained.

‘Nature is an illusion, so is convention & the idea of mankind. I’m a 
revelation not a fi gure of exploitation.’ 

The right wing bigot stood there contemplating the baby as it talked to 
him like this for some time. He began to think that she was a freak of nature 
& was contemplating the notion that maybe she was black.

‘You got nigger blood in you?’ he said at last.
‘That’s it,’ shrieked Alison. She fl ung herself out of Karen’s arms & 

smashed her fi st into Huttington Burl’s jaw. With a slashing movement she 
ripped away one of his balls & kicked it down the rain swept avenue whilst 
she landed a few more well aimed punches at the reeling carcass of the burly 
American.

‘Philosophy in the age of completed metaphysics is anthropology,’ 
screamed the baby. 

‘Fucking Jew nigger cunt,’ groaned Huttington Burl as he passed out, the 
baby sucking on his bleeding cock she’d ripped out of his trousers moments 
before whilst the other two women battered at his head & ribs, causing 
some very satisfying bone cracks & crunches.
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‘We’d better dump the body & get out of here before we draw the heat,’ 
remarked Karen. 

They chucked the heavily mutilated body into the water, walked a 
couple of hundred yards & hired a passing yellow taxi.

‘What made you fl y off  the handle like that?’ asked to the baby.
‘It was just impossible to keep my feelings constrained by my political 

understanding of his working class complexion,’ replied Alison.
‘Yeh, but maybe we should try & infi ltrate one of these far right groups. 

We could make a sex fi lm about them & sell it back home to Baxter. It’d cover 
his costs so that he doesn’t think we’re taking the piss out here,’ explained 
Karen. They all three considered this a strategy worth considering.

‘I’m starving, let’s go eat,’ mumbled Karen after this decision had begun 
to be processed.

They bought bread roles with sesame seed & cheese then decamped 
fi rst to Concord Village, then Peter Cooper Village, Riverton & Stuyvesant 
Town so that they could ruminate on the massive population clearances 
Moses had initiated in the years he’d operated upon the city. Blacks & 
Puorto Ricans had been central victims of the clearances – he’d not known 
where the people had been sent to – he’d said that they’d been rehoused in 
well appointed substitutes but this was just a load of bollocks – there was no 
way he could have possibly known what happened to these people.

SILENCE = DEATH – Karen saw it, an old sign on a high brick wall. AIDs 
motive, signifi er of the old ur-AIDs community (the message was usually 
found in white Gill sanserif type underneath a pink triangle on a black 
background) confronting a frightening, immeasurable killer epidemic. 
Karen had admired the ways of the community of lesbian & gay cognoscenti 
in those freak days – she had seen how ACT UP New York, the AIDS Coalition 
to Unleash Power, founded in March 1987, had been a major player in the 
underground avant garde movements at a time when Reaganite/Thatcherite 
ideologies were in full colour. 

‘Coalition Underground Nominating Thanatos’ had been a radical 
lesbian/gay group working as a radical critique of ACT UP – Dee-DRug Milky 
had been part of this, attacking the bourgeois make-up & stance of ACT 
UP. Where ACT UP had tried to infi ltrate MOMA, SEIZE CONTROL OF THE 
FDA, TARGET CITY HALL, the Coalition Underground Nominating Thanatos 
(C.U.N.T.) had embarked on a programme of infi ltrating the highest bastions 
of power in the land at the biological level – they had decided to infect the 
capitalists themselves with the disease.

‘New York has the highest number of reported cases of AIDs in the 
world,’ said Karen chewing on her hunk of bread.

‘We should do some fi lming around this fact,’ suggested Dolores. It was 
agreed that this was a cool idea – maybe they could fi nd the remnants of 
the movement & make footage out of sex tricks from these. They found the 
afore-mentioned punk woman called Dee-Drug Milky who was thin, wiped 
out & full of the issue. 
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‘I’d like to die on fi lm,’ she proposed.
‘What would be the point?’ said Karen who didn’t like martyrdom of 

any kind & couldn’t see any political or aesthetic gain in the idea at fi rst. 
Dee-Drug Milky was a purist though & started a rant to try & persuade 
the English single mum. She was also really taken by the baby she carried 
around though she was worried about the spots that had broken out on the 
skin. She said that someone ought to look at those.

‘CUNT’s programme was ridiculously easy. We had HIV. What we wanted 
to do was to infect as many members of the CDC, the NIH, the FDA, the 
major Banks, Wall Street & Washington big wigs with the disease. We used 
sex. It was so easy. When I say I want to die on fi lm, I want to die killing these 
people. I want to die having great bloody sex with a Republican senator, one 
of the one’s who oppose abortion & have problems with gays & blacks & so 
on. I want to be part of a carnage orgy where I get to die but my blood gets 
into their bloodstream & gets them back later. In the eighties we did it to 
advertise the disease. Now I just want to get revenge,’ said Dee-Drug Milky.

‘Sounds like a great idea for our movie. Blood & sex, death & extreme 
murder. This will be the greatest snuff  movie ever made because it will travel 
the distance between downtown & uptown New York. It’ll begin to renew 
the cosmopolitan vernacular & destroy its enemies,’ Dolores said with glee. 
Karen was also enthusiastic.

‘In Britain the issue of post colonialism is also in need of renewal. This 
kind of mindless violence & depravity could be just the tactic necessary 
to invigorate the forensic approach to multiculture’s metropolitan 
genealogies,’ she raved. 

She was of course familiar with London & its crucial role in the 
establishment of the notion of European Black Power. She had been at 
school when the GLC & ILEA had routed political initiatives around issues 
of ethnicity, policing & race & she had not forgotten the legacy of that 
work even though the Tories had used their dominant position to wipe out 
those two honourable institutions. Thatcher’s crew had seen how Black 
Europe had learned insubordination when talking back to them in eighties 
Southall, Brixton, Tottenham, Lewisham, Brick Lane, Notting Hill, Stepney 
& Thatchers’ own dockland folly. 

They used language & forms the police remembered from the time of 
the Canning Town riots of 1919 & organised energies even Joseph Conrad 
had recognised along the streaming Thames at Depford, Greenwich & Erith 
out to the dark heart of empire coursing from London’s stenching pussy. 
Black Europe had seen the race hatred running like a mad piss sewer all the 
way out to Africa & the colonies then back again. 

‘We have martyrs in the struggle like Blair Peach, Gurdip Singh Chaggar, 
Asseta Sims, Kelso Cochrane, Altab Ali & Joy Gardner. The Stephen 
Lawrence murder merely reactivated a denied mass consciousness about 
the racist nature of state forces,’ she explained to Dee-Drug Milky who was 
looking strained & weird.
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‘Black Europe affi  rms while they protest,’ she continued with an obvious 
grin.

‘Yea, well here in the USA prominent representatives of the emergent 
black middle class can fi nd a niche in calm, semi-detached locations at the 
end of the lines or in cobbled developments with controlled security access,’ 
Dee-Drug Milky replied. Karen nodded. 

Baron Holmes closed a $3m deal – an internet system for last minute 
ticket sales for New York snob theatre – it was just his latest conclusion. 

‘Fuck, I’m hot,’ he thought to himself as he swaggered from his offi  ce 
towards his underground parking where his German fascist auto gleamed. 

At twenty six Baron Holmes was not disappointing his mother. He was 
going to get three birds to give him blow jobs that night. He was going to 
be swigging gallons of very expensive champagne, he was going to fuck & 
dance & funk out because he knew he was just the best at what he did. His 
deals were pure gold.

He was shocked when he found this young dyky looking blonde leaning 
against the bonnet of his car down in the basement. His fi rst reaction was to 
tell the tart to beat it. But he gave her another look & decided that instead 
of that he’d fuck her against the wall.

‘What’s this about bitch?’ he smiled.
‘Baron Holmes?’ said Dee-Drug Milky, for it was she.
‘Shit bitch, you know who I am?’ said Baron Holmes a little uneasily 

because he was scared this might be a set-up.
‘Sure I know you. We met at the Enoch Powell Tiber Foam Meeting House 

where EPTF organised anti-black insurgency meetings in secret conjunction 
with Nation of Islamists wanting to crush any rivals to their dominant 
position amongst black power groups,’ sniggered Dee-Drug Milky.

‘Fuck bitch, you were there were you?’ asked Baron Holmes, looking at 
the sexy lady with new found admiration & respect.

‘Sure. And I loved the way you announced in inspirational language 
your total opposition to the hybridisation of white culture. It was a cry for 
nativism which a good ol’ gal like me understood. I wanted to suck your love 
stick there & then I was so infl amed by your brilliant grasp of the issue. I 
dreamt of you shagging me senseless & together forging the bleached-out 
zone of the new pure culture,’ she said. 

Baron Holmes thought to himself that she was one hell of a slag & she 
didn’t need to say anything else.

‘Unzip me bitch & let’s get it on,’ he intoned. She undid his fl ies, knelt 
down & began to suck his hardening cock. After a juicy while running her 
tongue up & down his eight inches she lay on the bonnet of his car, stripped 
off  her knickers, pulled up her skirt & tugged him onto her where he soon 
slipped his unprotected sex-truncheon into her wet pussy with a growl. Boy 
did they struggle & scratch, did they beat on each other’s love tools! He 
battered at her twat until he felt his love juice spurt & he heard her moaning 
as she came.
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‘Oh by the way I should have perhaps told you before we fucked like 
that,’ Dee-Drug Milky began to explain as she pulled on her knickers & 
straightened down her crimson-leather ra-ra skirt.

‘What are you sayin’ bitch?’ asked Baron Holmes who zipped himself up 
& was already thinking of moving on & fi nding some more fanny elsewhere. 
Dee-Drug Milky was beginning to irritate him just because she was still 
there.

‘I got AIDs. You too now,’ she fi nished. He looked straight at her.
‘And my dad was black. I’m a cream nigger,’ she grinned at him. ‘This 

blonde is just a wig,’ she nodded. 
Baron Holmes felt sick & his knees wobbled. He’d been fucking an 

unclean nigger bitch & he had a sense that he was screwed bad. She’d made 
sure they’d bled & cut – they’d been hammering at fever pitch.

‘Fuck you bitch,’ he swore. He smashed her in the face & enjoyed 
the sound of splintering bone. He kicked her again & again until she lost 
consciousness & slumped onto the fl oor. But Baron Holmes felt less than 
the satisfaction he would normally have felt. Beating up women & fucking 
them whilst they were out was something he got off  on in a big way. Black 
wimmin most of all. But this was not working for him. He believed what she 
had told him about the disease. 

Karen & Dolores were fi lming the whole scene. Dee-Drug Milky had told 
them not to stop Baron Holmes from beating her up – she enjoyed it & if it 
proved fatal then that was even better. Karen & Dolores had their doubts 
about this but the baby Alison was adamant that they should respect the 
girl’s wishes. It was like the dubious Prime Directive in Star Trek. So the 
single mother & the radical prostitute fi lmed & did not interfere.

Baron Holmes sped off  in his car leaving the smashed up Dee-Drug Milky 
in the shadows. Karen & raced over to her but they saw straight away that 
there was nothing they could do. Dee-Drug Milky was dead. Dolores draped 
over her a white cotton sheet with CUNT written in huge red letters over it. 
They fi lmed it in the style of a fallen hero & were moved by the whole scene.

‘I’ve had enough of New York,’ said Karen through her tears.
‘We’ve got enough fi lm. Let’s go back to London,’ said Dolores.
‘Baxter’ll be able to piece something out of this. With any luck we’ll all 

have been forgotten,’ added Karen, but she didn’t believe this for a moment.

6.
At Heathrow a security offi  cer called Larry Tool spotted the couple & the 
baby & decided to infl ict on them the usual strip search routine which he 
used as a substitute for a consensual sex life. He used his power to gain 
access to whatever twat action he wanted. He strolled over to Dolores & 
informed her that she had to come with him into the interview room.

‘What for?’ asked Dolores, reddening with anger at the obvious & 
shameless prejudice of this uniformed bastard.
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‘I have reason to believe that you have brought in illegal drugs,’ Larry 
Tool grinned in even tones.

‘I don’t use drugs,’ spat Dolores in rage.
‘Then the sooner you come with me & we investigate the sooner you can 

be on your way. It will be better for everyone if you cooperate madam,’ Tool 
went on with a dedicated obsequience smile on his face. Dolores wanted 
to punch him out but decided that he would have back-up from the other 
uniformed goons standing around the place, So she shrugged & entered the 
designated room.

‘We want to go with her,’ interjected Karen.
‘“We” madam?’ frowned Tool.
‘Me & the baby,’ explained Karen.
Tool didn’t fancy fucking around with a young mum carrying her baby. It 

didn’t strike him as being decent some how.
‘I think it best if you stay out here. If I need you, I’ll invite you in,’ he said. 

Karen was feeling a bit jet-lagged & so let him slide away. Within moments 
of the door having closed behind him Karen berated herself for letting him 
slide away so easily.

‘This is ridiculous,’ exploded Dolores. The uniformed security man 
agreed, & explained that he was only doing his job.

‘Now, strip down to your undies, get onto your knees & give me a blow 
job. Afterwards, there’ll be no charges & I’ll be able to say it was just a case 
of mistaken identity. If you don’t agree to these terms I’ll fi t you up so you 
see a ten year sentence minimum,’ he reasoned. Dolores knew she was in 
no position to haggle.

‘You’re a bastard,’ she said as she slid out of her clothes & stood there in 
just her knickers & bra.

‘Now, on your knees,’ ordered Tool. He unzipped his trousers & pulled 
out his hardening tool.

‘Now, suck me off  & then you can go,’ he instructed. 
Dolores had no options but to agree to these outrageous terms. She 

knelt down & took his cock down into her throat. Tool felt his juices boiling 
up. Dolores swallowed his salty juice. She then dressed whilst he zipped 
himself up.

‘Its a strange job,’ he confessed to her as he led her to the door. Outside 
in the lounge area Karen & Alison waited for her. Dolores told them what 
she’d been forced to do. Alison decided that they couldn’t just leave the 
situation as it was. 

‘I’ve got a plan. Bring along the camera,’ she said from her mother’s 
arms.

Once they’d made the plan they went over to Larry Tool whose fl ushed 
twenty three year old face seemed blank & incurious.

‘I like what you just did with Dolores, my friend,’ explained Karen. 
Larry Tool looked decidedly uncomfortable. He didn’t want this kind of 
conversation outside of the interrogation room. In fact, he didn’t want it 
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anywhere if truth be told.
‘I don’t know what you’re doing,’ he began in a fi erce whisper, ‘But if you 

want make a complaint I suggest we go into the room back there & discuss 
it in private,’ he said.

‘Fine,’ said Karen. 
‘Now what are you trying to pull here?’ he fi red at Karen, mindless of the 

apparently sleeping baby in her arms.
‘We’re a fi lm crew & we want to make a fi lm of you fucking Dolores. Of 

course, you wouldn’t want your face to be recognised, nor would you want 
it to look like the forced intercourse routine that you actually use here – so 
we’ll guarantee that it won’t be shown like that at all. But we need footage 
of you shagging Dolores & me. You seem to be someone who would take 
this line of work in your stride,’ explained Karen. Larry Tool couldn’t believe 
his luck. He eyed Karen up & down & found her more than tasty, baby or no 
baby in tow. He consented without further to do. 

Dolores was asked back into the room. Once it was locked Dolores & 
Karen stripped down to their underwear & took it in turns to fi lm as they 
slowly removed Larry Tool’s uniform & let him fondle their breasts & twats 
with increasing urgency. Once they’d got him into a state of sex need they 
got him to consent to them tying him up to the table using his uniform. 

Once the naked security offi  cer was trussed up the women began to 
kick him in the groin. There was the satisfying sound of crunching gristle 
& internal organs & they really laid into him. Blood was fl ying everywhere. 
They smashed his ribs & took some well aimed shots at his skull. Once he’d 
passed out they stopped the fi lm, redressed & without a fuss quit the room. 
To onlookers they were just two women & a baby. 

No one said anything to them as they took a taxi & were driven back 
into Ealing. On the tv that night there was a report of some drug cartel Yardy 
crime & the killing of a security guard at Heathrow. There were various 
news items explaining how the dead man had been a dedicated upholder 
of civilisation & its values & how the gang wars necessitated new legal 
sanctions if the tidal wave of lawlessness & anarchy was not to be stopped. 
It was a useful tool enabling the Home Secretary to gain valuable media 
exposure through an interview on Channel Four news with John Snow who 
wore a green tie.

Karen & Dolores intended to go & take their fi lm footage from both the 
USA & the airport to Baxter. They had taken a room in a reasonably priced 
B& B. when the baby dropped a bombshell. It was news that made them 
both forget their original plan about the fi lm. 

‘I think I should tell you,’ began Alison who, Karen noted, seemed to be 
a good foot taller – or longer – than she had been a couple of hours before.

‘I think I should tell you that I’m pregnant,’ said the baby. 
Karen & Dolores stared at her in astonishment.
‘What are you talking about?’ cried out Karen.
‘I am with child. Two actually,’ replied Alison.
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‘What do you mean, two?’ challenged Dolores hoarsely.
‘I am going to have twins. I have been thinking about this. I think I 

understand,’ replied Alison.
‘Well you’d better spill the beans,’ gushed Karen.
‘Its part of my new biology. Reproduction is the production of new 

individuals to take the place of the old ones which die because their 
machinery wears out or because they are eaten or destroyed by their 
enemies. Reproduction is not necessary to maintain life in any single 
individual – it is essential only for the continued existence of the group. One 
of the twins will be like me – it will also have twins. The other one will not 
reproduce.’

‘Strange,’ commented Dolres.
‘What happens to you?’ asked Karen.
‘I live quicker than you. I’ll be dead soon after my daughters are born,’ 

replied Alison.
‘Bleak,’ muttered Karen.
Patterson Liston was engaged in some heavy talk with some brothers. 

He was dressed in black turtle-neck, leather jacket & shades & sipping on a 
cold latte in a new coff ee shop in Ealing Broadway. 

‘Maybe you like to see your Afro symbolising a reconstitutive link with 
Africa – & maybe your Dreadlock style speaks of pride & empowerment 
through their association with the radical discourse of Rastafari which 
inaugurated – like the Panthers in the USA – a redirection of black 
consciousness in the Caribbean, but me – I’ve straightened out all my kinks 
using hot-lye & steel-comb technology.’ He pointed at his own red hair. The 
two brothers nodded with grins at him.

‘This is my way of maintaining my diff erence. Imitation of the white 
man? Fuck you! This is dandyism as a feature of the economy of style 
statements as found in many subaltern class cultures – this is alongside the 
reat pleats of the zoot suit constituted the de riguer hepcat look in the black 
male hustler lifestyles of the 1940’s,’ he pronounced. 

‘Recall the great Oscar Wilde, another black hero,’ he fi nished with a 
fl ourish – ‘only a fool doesn’t judge by appearances!’

Then the three brothers walked off  to kill Servis Richards.
Servis Richards was yawning through a meeting of media imperialists 

who, citing Adorno, kept blathering on with the obvious point that the 
production of tv as a commodity determines its cultural quality, that the 
standardisation of tv is the source of its cultural eff ect. To liven things up 
Servis Richards had begun half-heartedly to argue the inversion of this.

‘That’s just another version of formalism. You end up denying the 
possibility of a subjective response to mass art because there is no individual 
way of responding to mass meaning. There can be nothing else but market 
choice. This is bollocks – audience response is a complex social process not 
a psychological eff ect,’ he grumbled. The media imperialists pulled faces 
& said they hadn’t noticed any problems in making money using their 
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theoretical framework. Then they’d chortled.
 He left feeling that the whole meeting had been a waste of time. He 

angrily stormed into the ‘All Bar One’ near the London Aquarium, ordered 
a pint of John Smiths bitter & took a bit of ying yang from a stranger in the 
bogs. Refl ecting on the men he had been with he had to admit that they 
were considerably wealthier than he was. Nine pints later he staggered into 
the road, puked up & wandered home. Patterson Liston was waiting with 
his two mates.

‘You’ve got bloody red hair,’ wondered Servis Richards as he reeled into 
the road. Patterson Liston was humming a Curtis Mayfi eld Superfl y jack-up 
as he set about sticking the boot into the tanked up producer. The other 
two brothers joined in with vigour. Servis Richards passed out under such a 
pasting. There was blood & gunge everywhere.

‘We’ve got to go get the promised cash,’ announced Patterson Liston 
as the three dudes walked off  towards the South Bank. They intended to 
catch some Dutch trance in The Clean, a small dance club about half a mile 
away where class, gender & race were wilfully obfuscated by subcultural 
distinctions. White posh girls adopted transgressive working class black 
modes to escape from the trappings of their parental class – until they 
rejected this fetishisation of ‘the other’ & returned like prodigals to their 
origins. Patterson Liston particularly enjoyed fucking these types. The boys 
too. And nothing classifi es more than the way a person classifi es.

Ponce Uber stepped out of the shadows & watched Patterson Liston & 
his two brothers move off  after the murder of Servis Richards. Ponce Uber’s 
political affi  liation with the far right Nationalist ‘Hitler Hitler’ organisation 
was less than casual – he was one of its media advisors. He’d been on his way 
to discuss strategy with Servis Richards & witnessed the killing. The killing 
of Servis Richards was a vivid reminder to Ponce Uber of the need for the 
right wing Nationalist project Hitler Hitler both represented & instantiated. 
Ponce Uber stood six foot fi ve, was blonde & built like a brick wall shit house. 

He followed them to The Clean. When one of the brothers went off  to 
the bog he followed him down. He noticed with satisfaction that the brother 
had gone into one of the traps for a shit. With the alacrity & strength for 
which he was noted, he pushed open the door & battered the squatting 
guy’s face until it splattered open all over. Brains & gunge went everywhere. 
Then Ponce Uber rejoined the clubbers. 

He noticed with racist zeal & extreme disgust Patterson Liston sidling 
up to a blonde teutonic white girl.When they went off  to shag Ponce Uber 
followed them. He waited until she was on her knees & Patterson Liston 
had his love stick wedged half way down her throat before he came up from 
behind & splattered half a brick into the black guy’s head. Bone & brain 
splattered everywhere. He rolled over & the girl tried to scream but had her 
mouth full of slimed up love sausage so she gargled instead.

Ponce Uber then slapped her across the face, whipped out his own 
hardening cock & rammed it into her mouth.
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‘Suck on this you bitch,’ he ordered. She willingly transferred her 
aff ections to this right wing hero. He then took her back to his hotel. On the 
way she explained that she was actually a privately educated daughter of a 
small business man & was looking for something steady to worship.

‘Your cock & your mind seem a brilliant combination,’ she grinned & 
Ponce Uber took her from behind with a roar of supremacist power that 
woke everyone in the hotel.

Baxter read about the fatal mugging incident involving Servis Richards 
the next day. He was suprised that by nightfall he hadn’t been contacted 
by Patterson Liston. He had a bad feeling about Patterson Liston but in the 
Evening Standard he read a small piece tucked away inside about the killing 
of a couple of black guys in a dance club. 

‘What a piece of luck,’ thought Baxter, working out that he’d saved 
himself fi ve grand & rubbed out that bastard Richards. He lay himself out 
in a hot pool at his health club & started to relax. He started to think about 
Karen & her baby. He wondered if the freak baby couldn’t be exploited. 
Just as he was thinking this kind of thing his mobile phone went off  & it was 
Karen.

‘I was just thinking about you babe,’ he grinned.
‘We’ve got the new footage. Though I say it myself, its good. I’m quite 

proud of it,’ said Karen. Baxter’s mind was working overtime.
‘Let’s meet up tomorrow,’ he answered & they made a quick arrangement. 

Then he began to wonder about the death of Patterson Liston. He read the 
article again & was suprised that there had been two men killed. And then 
he got hold of a rumour doing the rounds about a third one, a friend of the 
two dead men, who was jiving about a giant blonde guy being responsible. 
For some reason Baxter felt nervous, as if there was more to this than just a 
random, mindless coincidence that had played out in his favour.

Ponce Uber was also thinking about the night before. He was thinking 
that maybe the killing of Servis Richards had not been just a random, 
mindless mugging perpetrated by representatives of assimilationist ethnics. 

‘Someone assassinated Mr Richards last night,’ he announced to the 
blonde rich-bitch Penny Swallow-Blanche.

‘You mean it was more than just a random, mindless mugging 
perpetrated by representatives of assimilationist ethnics?’ cried out Penny.

‘Exactly. This is a rallying cry to all members of Hitler Hitler to organise 
riots & protests at all level of resistance to our agenda,’ pontifi cated 
Ponce Uber. He spent the rest of the morning making calls to various 
other members of the organisation. By the end of the day editorials in 
several sympathetic journals & newspapers were being written. Obituaries 
appearing the next day would applaud & show respect for Servis Richards 
extreme right wing nationalist politics & sympathetic understanding of the 
needs of the ordinary prole.

Baxter read this stuff  when it appeared with a feeling of disgust. Karen 
was following the story as it panned out with a feeling of depression & doubt. 
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She recognised the name of Servis Richards, portrayed as an innocent victim 
of a random, mindless mugging outside his home, as being the name of the 
guy who was going to be payrolling them for their fi lm work. She suspected 
that his demise meant the cancellation of the deal. Whatever money was 
still available Baxter would no doubt be already working on hiding away 
from them.

Karen met Baxter.
‘So are you going to pay us now that this Richards geezer’s been bumped 

off ?’ she asked brutally. Baxter tried to look conciliatory.
‘What can I do? When he died, the deal died. There is no money. I’m 

out of money myself because of that stupid cunt,’ he said, striking the 
pragmatic, world-weary pose.

‘Yea, but we didn’t deal with him. We dealt with you. And we stuck to 
our side of the deal. We’ve made the fi lms, we even brought stuff  back from 
New York. So you owe us. You pay up,’ ordered Karen with a brutal clam.

‘There really isn’t a chance of me doing that. I have a serious cash 
fl ow situation here because of that mess. The tosser died just at a crucial 
moment. You’ll have to grin & bear it,’ he advised her with a sweet smile.

‘Fuck that,’ raged Karen. Thwack! Her fi st hit solid bone. Baxter toppled 
onto the fl oor from the high stool on which he’d been sitting. He coughed up 
a few teeth & spit out blood with a grin.

‘Point taken,’ he giggled. 
Karen went & sat in a British Film Institute screening of James Stewart 

as Senator Jeff erson Smith in ‘Mr Smith goes to Washington,’ a 1939 Frank 
Capra fi lm she’d fi rst seen one Christmas holiday round about midnight. 

‘We should use our fi lm to make clear what we think about the world. We 
should make a revolution not money,’ she insisted. But Alison her baby was 
now quickly developing into full grown womanhood. 

‘Shit, this movie’s black & white & there’s nothing happening,’ she 
complained but Karen, seeing that she was about to give birth to twins, held 
back her irritation at the ignorance of the comment. 

‘Capra’s fi lms analyse the populist ideology & history of American life 
from the Revolution to the New Deal, using shifting thematic structures of 
opposition in the narrative to produce the dissolution of oppositions,’ she 
said quietly. 

‘I prefer cheap sets & no actors,’ muttered Alison & then she broke off  to 
cry out in wincing agony. 

‘Fuck, my waters have just broken,’ she hissed. True, her amniotic fl uid 
gushed all over the fl agstones in a steaming puddle.

‘No time to get to hospital. Just lie me down by the bench over there & 
you’ll have to deliver me,’ groaned the pregnant baby woman. 

Karen draped her over the bench just a few hundred yards away from 
the National Theatre. The twins were identical to look at. Sadly, Alison didn’t 
survive the trauma. As all women know, giving birth is a bloody dangerous 
activity. Karen picked up the two twins & wrapped them up in the swaddling 
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clothes she’d been using for Alison but which Alison had outgrown. 
She quickly sidled off  leaving Alison’s body on the bench. There was 

nothing she could do about her & she couldn’t aff ord to draw attention 
to herself. She knew that rats, pigeons & urban foxes would chew on the 
corpse & so had to remind herself that as a materialist the defi lement of the 
corpse could be nothing more than a symbolic gesture. However, she also 
knew that symbols had a nasty habit of spawning imitations in the realm of 
the non-symbolic. She felt distinctly uncomfortable.

Back in the hotel that night she watched the news with Dolores. One of 
the stories featured the discovery of a dead woman on the South Bank. It 
led to a discussion about the invasion of migrants & the profanation of the 
cultural centres of the city. It was a useful tool enabling the Home Secretary 
to gain valuable media exposure through an interview on Channel Four 
news with John Snow who wore a pink tie.

The twins had already begun to discuss the situation & mourn the loss 
of their mother. 

‘She was alive for less than twelve months, but her genes continue,’ 
remarked the fi rst twin who Karen decided they’d call Mildred after the 
Warner Bros 1945 Michael Curtiz black & white feature ‘Mildred Pierce’ 
with its classic narrative system which had so brilliantly used the dissolve 
to work as a conventional signifi er of time passing by. The other twin they 
called Bree, an homage to the Jane Fonda character in the Warner Bros Alan 
Pakula 1971 feature ‘Klute’ – she has a face that is both a puzzle to be solved 
& an object of the gaze.

‘Let’s take revenge on the system that made her life such hell,’ she 
snarled. Karen nodded & explained that there was a great deal to do if they 
really wanted to maintain & develop the future of their gene pool.

They showed Mildred & Bree the fi lm footage they’d brought back from 
New York. They also fi lled them in about the man Robert Moses whose 
project had been to create the city & whose landmarks they had used to 
structure their work. 

‘The shots on the Cross-Bronx Expressway were to remind us of the 
clearances in 1953 – a whole 1,530 apartments could have been saved 
at no cost to anyone by diverting the planned route ever so slightly – but 
Moses took an axe to the men who could have made it so & that was that 
– the gigantic fi st of liberal economics unrestrained – the black thread of 
modernist thought – a powerful, almost omnipotent American business 
class exploiting a widening technological lead & utilising its superior 
management ability & large scale organisational capacity to destroy 
working class opposition,’ lectured Karen. 

Bree gargled & made singing noises from the cradle of Dolores’s arms. 
Mildred frowned.

‘Do you know which one of you will be pregnant?’ Dolores asked, staring 
across at them & noting that to outward appearances they were identical.

‘I will have the babies,’ said Mildred. Bree agreed.
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7.
Pierre DuBois was Patterson Liston’s buddy who Ponce Uber hadn’t knocked 
off  that night. He was smoking a well known brand of fag having been 
caught up from childhood by a particularly virulent hardcore advertising 
campaign aimed at so called ‘third world’ youth markets. He now suff ered 
chronic bronchitic coughing fi ts & shortness of breath generally. 

He’d read the fi gures suggesting that the company had known the lethal 
nature of their product at the time of launching the campaign & read further 
about the way they’d kept this well hidden for long enough to manipulate a 
big enough market to sustain their future. Diversifi cation out of the business 
of selling nicotine was now being grown out of the profi ts of the previous 
eighty or so years. The whole situation sickened him. 

But the biz about Servis Richards, Patterson Liston & Jerry Ali, the 
other guy who had taken the fall on the night, had given him the jitters. He 
was getting some dark rumours about this giant blonde crew-cut who was 
organising some Nazi shit spanning a vector of infl uences from the Alfred 
P. Murrah Federal Building, Oklahoma City on April 1995 to the Berlin Wall 
coming down, on November 1989. So Pierre DuBois went & caught a train 
from Waterloo to Paris. 

He went for an egg on toast in the Deux Magots. He liked the place. 
It was where Chester Himes, Richard Wright & James Baldwin had had a 
big spat in front of a white well-stacked spunk dustbin steamer, a stench 
drenched, sour-sweet-almond swive-gagging swamp donkey woman way 
back in the fi fties when black writers were the hip thing. He liked that. 

Pierre Dubois was a bit of a writer but hated all the recent yardie craze 
which he thought pigeon-holed black writing & dissolved any platform for 
his ultra bleak portraits of juvenile off enders which defi ed the stereotyped 
Superfl y/Stagerlee parameters of most contemporary black fi ction.

He was the only black guy in the place. He attracted attention. In half an 
hour Malik Nkrumah walked in & asked the brother what was going down. 
Pierre Dubois told him that he needed some protection & the Algerian born 
Parisian, currently organising Kurdish resistence to right wing Nazis using 
sawn-off  shotguns & political meetings in the poorer quarters of the city, 
off ered to put him up in his own fl at as a comrade. 

At that moment Konrad Bachelard led a group of his extreme right wing 
boot boy laggers into the slum quarters of the city to kick in the Kurdish 
refugees living there. They were also looking to batter with their unwashed 
fi sh mittens any Kurdish quim lab kebab yak they could sniff  out during the 
raid. Setting fi re to the buildings the mindless zipperfi sh fascists went on a 
voracious yoghurt spread. News reached Malik Nkrumah via a convoluted 
network of communication systems he’d set up among the ultra-effi  cient 
black intelligentsia.

‘Fuck me, right wing white supremacists are even now gobbling our 
women folk, torching our homes & churning our balls into mulligatawny soup,’ 
he cried. Pierre Dubois was happy to go along & mix it with such bastards.
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‘Let’s go & do some derog,’ he mumbled. Malik Nkrumah shook his hand 
& wept with pride at this obvious show of solidarity with the suff ering of the 
underdog. They sped out onto the street where an army of like minded hard 
boils were all itching for the fray. 

They stormed into the slum where Konrad Bachalard & his brutal bulldog 
bollock shite-for-brains were blistering the ransacked slum dwellings of the 
displaced minority group with heinous vile aggression. 

‘Let’s hope we’re not too late,’ screamed Malik Nkrumah as he unleashed 
a missile from a shoulder launching unit he’d brought along. Thirty of Konrad 
Bachalard’s racist thugs were blown into bleeding hunks of dead fl esh, bone, 
shit & piss.

‘What the fuck is that?’ asked the astonished Konrad Bachalard as he 
took his face out of some hairy quim he’d been eating & surveyed the scene 
of decimation.

‘Some fucker with a bazooker just blew some of our lads away,’ replied 
Jimmy Cheese, a seven foot high skinhead goon who was mincing some 
child with a metal bar. 

‘Christ almighty,’ exploded Konrad Bachalard. One look told him that 
this was Malik Nkrumah’ style of op.

‘Let’s get the fuck outta here & make new plans,’ he suggested to big 
Jimmy. They shuftied away at break ball speed leaving the rest of the gang 
to take their luck with Nkrumah’s nutters. 

The scene exploded into a puckering gazoo corybungo huffl  e puffl  e lung 
butter mental boot blast – heads were scrunched & bollocks pumped as the 
battle raged on the open streets & the maimed, fucked over, smashed & 
dead were left splayed out all over the place like fl ies stuck to their lump of 
shit. It was a vile & disgusting mess. But it had been necessary. 

Pierre Dubois was utterly destroyed when half a wall splattered his head 
into a blood & bone porridge trough of loathsome smegness. Kkrumah’s mob 
ended up with the victory however & honoured Dubois in their memories as 
a noble fi ghter against imperialist oppression later that evening back in the 
slick drinking dens & fuck houses where they retreated to lick their wounds 
& refl ect on the glories of the day.

Sadly for Nkrumah, French state run gendarmes stormed into the bar 
he was sitting in & blasted him away in a counter insurgency raid that defi ed 
even the best laid plans of the underground left round about midnight. 

Meanwhile in Ealing on the outskirts of London, England, Mildred gave 
birth to her twins who in a speeded up genetic violation of their sponge muff s 
immediately gave birth to twins themselves. The maths were awesome as 
within moments all over the room pairs of genetically mutating babies gave 
birth to other babies who in turn gave birth to other babies who in turn 
gave birth to babies who in turn gave birth to etc etc. Of course, only one 
of each pair gave birth. These were the Mildreds. The Brees held their legs 
together & began planning the total breakdown of world capitalism whils’t 
their forces grew.
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‘At this rate we’ll soon have enough power to begin the fi nal assault,’ 
muttered one Bree to the next. Things were happening at the genetic level 
because instread of dying out or growing at an incredible rate they seeemed 
to be remaining baby sized but ultra strong. Soon there were too many of 
the them for the small fl at & they were spilling out onto the street.

Portia Dalglish was driving her Porsche along when she saw all these 
babies crawling around the road in front of her.

‘What the fuck are those babies doing cramping my style like someone’s 
population paste went on overdrive?’ she muttered through gritted teeth 
whilst sticking her fi ve fi ngers into her fuzzbox to give herself a gertie 
stonker, something this Tory voting young fascist liked to do whilst driving 
at vast speeds through crowded shopping centres screaming at the twats on 
legs to get the fuck out of her way. 

She stomped her foot down on the accelerator & her car ploughed 
through the babies causing mayehem & carnage. Leaving a squirt trail of 
blood & squelched baby parts all over the road she surged out towards 
Heathrow fanning her twat as she drove & roaring out off -pat Thatcher 
speeches from the eighties in a weird kind of retro nostalgia yoni wide-on 
reactionary bulldyke political agenda ho-frig thang. 

‘The forces of the right are immense in these parts,’ brooded a Bree baby 
surveying the scrambled baby body parts dangling from the branches of trees. 
Crows & rooks pecked at them until there was nothing left but small bones. 

Within the hour another thousand or so babies had been bred to take 
the place of the mashed ones out on the street. Karen & Dolores didn’t know 
what to do at fi rst because the amazing attributes of the GM babies were 
too awesome & strange. 

An alsatian dog came round the road & when it saw the babies all lying 
about on the road it started to hump them one by one until one of the Brees, 
seeing what was happening, fl ashed out a mind gleet which sent the dog 
into crop spraying anti-twocker mode before it fell down dead at the feet of 
the pile of babies. 

‘Canine pebble dash,’ grumbled one of the babies, surveying the slurry 
shit that was covering everything in the dog’s vicinity like a sour apple 
quickstep. 

Brown pipe engineer Jess Blannark came round the corner looking for 
his scroff ulous hound.

‘What the fuck have you done to my dog?’ he growled.
‘It was trying out its crimson crowbar on us. We had to do something,’ 

explained one of the Bree babies.
‘Fucking delinquents,’ growled the geeza again when he realised that 

his dog was dead.
‘It was a sex pervert,’ continued Bree, trying to explain.
‘Animals are better than people,’ screamed the animal lover hysterically.
‘Fuck you then,’ shrugged Bree. Already she understood the totally 

cuntish, corrupt & criminal minds of all animal lovers. She sent out another 
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mind warp blast & burned out Jess Blannark’s brain.
Karen came out onto the road when she heard all the fuss. 
‘What the hell’s been going on here?’ she asked as she saw the dead dog, 

Jess Blannark & the bones of dead babies too.
‘The world is a cruel place & seems not to care for its babies,’ replied a 

Bree with speculative gravitas. Karen could only agree. 
‘We need to fi nd somewhere safe to go,’ suggested Dolores, joining 

Karen & the babies out on the street.
‘No, we need to move out of this backwater & take over the scheme of 

things. Only a wholesale political & social revolution can change this sorry 
state of aff airs,’ frowned Bree. The other babies murmured in agreement. 
Karen & Dolores were taken by this positive approach to the seemingly 
hopeless situation.

‘Brilliant idea. How do we do it?’ asked Karen.
‘We are genius minds as well as super-powered babies. We can work it 

all out. Our number grows exponentially by the hour. Soon our brute power 
coupled with our amazing abilities to understand everything about the way 
things work in this fucked over world will be enough for us to take control 
of all the systems in the world. Once we have taken over we can begin to 
reassemble society so that all is fair & good. Resistance will be futile. We 
must be totally ruthless in our inevitable rise to power,’ explained another 
of the Bree babies.

‘Awesome sister,’ exclaimed Karen, who could see that this was the real 
deal & was ok by her. 

Drooling sex craved hyper intelligent genius babies were popping out of 
other drooling sex craved hyper intelligent genius babies in a never ending 
stream.

‘Let’s get down to the Mothercare baby store & adapt the consumerist 
produce for our own ends,’ screamed one of the maniacal feminist chuckies. 
They started to crawl down the highstreet towards the shop where hundreds 
of gleaming prams & other necessary requirements of the breeding culture 
lay in wait. 

‘What the fuck is happening here?’ asked Tom Brightman, the store 
manager who watched in slack jacked moranism as the awesome troop of 
incredibly brilliant mutational babies slithered onto his shop fl oor. Millie 
Drank looked on, a poorly paid but uniformed working class woman who 
slaved for a pittance selling the expensive produce to hundreds of middle 
class women who, at any other time, would never have been seen dead with 
her sort. She shook her head & said that she had never seen anything like it.

‘Of course you haven’t you stupid bitch,’ ranted the overwrought 
manager in his pin stripe suit & well groomed sideburns which he used to 
devastating eff ect over the long weekends. 

The weekends were when he made his way to the local pubs & clubs. 
His game was to get off  on a multi shag, booze-&-pills gargle-fest of 
unrestrained, anti-social antinomianism. He recognised that the working 
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classes, being poor, were always on the look out for a hedonistic frenzy to 
relieve them of the unbelievable pressure, horror & boredom of having no 
power over their lives. 

Flashing his cash load in the faces of the poor & downtrodden ensured 
that he was able to get as much fanny & frolics as he wanted. He knew 
anyone desperate for money would laugh at his jokes & not laugh at his 
knob. But he couldn’t stand any of them really & was looking to settle down 
with someone from the middle classes later on.

He voted Tory on the sly, but couldn’t really mind New Labour as they 
developed their anti-political, right wing blandness. He talked a lot about 
family values & back to basics routines which to him were basically hygiene 
tactics used to oppress the working class women he used for his own 
hypercritical ends.

‘Get these puking & mewling shit machines off  my nice clean carpet,’ he 
raved, pushing Millie Drank towards the hoard of killer babies.

‘What a bastard,’ muttered one of the babies. Millie Drank stared at her 
in astonishment.

‘Oh my God,’ she screamed.
‘What is it now you depraved slapper moron bitch slag?’ grumbled Tom 

Brightman through gritted teeth. He looked at the Drank woman with 
disgust. Not only was she working class but in his eyes she was also fat, ugly 
& rancid.

‘The baby talked,’ replied Millie Drank in a hoarse whisper.
‘Babies of this age don’t talk. They shit, puke up their guts & make 

hideous noises but they don’t talk,’ he snarled.
‘You’re as off ensive a git as I’ve met so far,’ commented another baby, 

listening to Tom Brightman’s mini-rants with the demure calm of the auto-
assassin.

‘Who are you calling a git?’ screamed Tom Brightman, forgetting to be 
surprised. Instead he stepped forward with the intention of kicking the shit 
out of the infant.

‘I wouldn’t even think about trying,’ growled one of the babies. They 
were all staring at the adult male with narrowed eyes & total disgust feeding 
their every thought & feeling.

‘Kill the pig,’ announced another baby. Fifty babies leapt from the fl oor 
& covered the shrieking, fl ailing, screaming, grunting store manager. 

They ripped out his eyes, twisted his tongue from his opened maw, 
cracked all his teeth & chewed through his ears. Using spokes from some 
pram wheel they severed his arteries pop pop pop & let him bleed to death 
in a hissing mess of blood & gunge exploding everywhere.

‘You’ve killed my boss,’ wailed Millie Drank confronting the issue with 
direct comprehension.

‘Too right. He was everything we cannot stand,’ announced one of the 
babies with grim aplomb.

‘But what do I do now?’ asked Millie Drank.
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‘Take down his trousers, cut off  his knob, stick it in his mouth & then 
call the police. Explain that a mob of killer babies invaded the place, took 
all the merchandise & killed the store manager in a frenzy of biological 
catastrophe. Explain that there was nothing you could do,’ instructed one 
of the babies.

‘Great idea,’ replied Millie Drank, grasping the plan with alacrity. She 
quickly unzipped the dead manager’s trousers, cut off  his withered nancy 
prick with a pair of scissors & rammed it between his teeth. She just had to 
laugh at the sight.

‘Fantastic,’ commented one of the babies. 
‘Are you going to take all the stuff  then?’ asked Millie Trank. Already the 

babies were sorting through the various items of cute baby clothing, pulling 
all the merchandise from their shelves & their coat-hangers & plonking 
them into the prams.

‘Its cold out. We need to have control of our own environments. This will 
help us to succeed,’ commented one of the babies. 

‘Cool,’ nodded Millie Drank.
‘You need to think through what is happening Ms Drank,’ said another 

baby sternly. Millie Drank looked at this child.
‘You have not been able to think through your own situation to self-

expose the systematic exploitation of your class & your gender. Nor have 
you tried to do anything to destroy the context out of which all that crap 
develops. We can only hint at what you might do. You must come to your own 
conclusions about the situation & then act on them,’ continued the baby.

‘But I don’t know what I can do,’ stuttered Millie Drank.
‘Take rhetorical cues from Chairman Mao, fuse with street-theatre mug-

ins against the police & have sex with anyone you like anywhere you like. But 
remember that most men are scum who are best left dead after any such 
act,’ intoned the baby. 

Millie Drank was impressed, fl ung down her name tag & left the store to 
set up a radical civil rights leftist group to wage war against the conservative 
hegemonies dictating the pace of everything in her benighted state. 

‘Not a bad bit of work girls,’ said one of the babies.
‘Not so much a call to arms as a call to consciousness,’ added another 

with glee.
The babies moved off  out of the raided store onto the high street. Loads 

of people were gawping at the incredible scene. 
Chief Inspector Hideous Blackball watched the scene from the spunk 

drenched fuck den of an undercover op limo.
‘What the fuck are these freaks?’ he asked himself as the thousand 

strong bio babe army tanked off  with the looted goodies through the 
astonished crowds of Saturday shoppers. 

He was already sending data back to the secret bio-policing unit which 
ran him. This was a unit set up to protect the forces of corporate global 
industrialised agriculture. The plan to contaminate the whole world with 
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genetically modifi ed food produce against the will of the people was its sole 
raison d’être. 

‘Killer genius babies,’ reported one of his radio boys back at base.
‘Fuck me,’ muttered Hideous Blackball as he took it all in.
‘Follow that mob but don’t get too close,’ he ordered his blonde-haired 

muscled up driver whom he fancied like mad & intended to shag as soon as 
the present operation fi nished.

‘Certainly Chief Inspector,’ replied the surly but polite driver without 
twitching his head. The car purred softly forward, shadowing the militant 
infants.

The army were soon trashing whole sections of the shopping mall 
they’d entered, turning over a local bank & a building society next to it with 
violent force. Liam Hallett, the building society manager came charging out 
towards the army of killer babies & tried smashing them with his leather 
shoes but found himself on the receiving end of a good hiding. 

There was the sound of splintering bone & smashed fl esh as the infants 
hammered him into a whimpering mess.

‘This is just the start of the revolution,’ snarled one of the babies, wiping 
her fi lthy nappy, oozing with yellow bog-lumpy sick-shit, across the gargling 
bloodied panned-out face of the trashed-in capitalist. He fainted.

Using their immense intellects which were billions of times more effi  cient 
than anything that had been developed through normal evolutionary 
pressures, the children were soon skidding through the computer systems 
& wiping out every last remnant of the money markets. They then wrote 
computer virus bombs & sent them skidding into the very bloodstream of 
Internationalist Capitalism. Within half an hour they had rendered every 
fi nance-based computer in the world useless. 

There was a total wipe out of every bank, every building society, every 
fi nancial account anywhere. Debts were immediately erased, as were 
savings. There was no electronic money left. There were no records. Not 
only that, the virus ensured that any back-up routines or attempts to re-
establish accounts would also be utterly fucked over.

‘Well done girls,’ nodded one of the genius mutant babies as they sat 
back & saw what they had achieved.

‘Get that baby off  that machine,’ screamed a voice. It was Peter Bilge, a 
youthful right wing security guard who was storming his way towards where 
the computer hacking baby maniacs were working.

‘Kill the anti-social moron,’ ordered one of the babies as he charged 
forward. An infant leapt up from the carpet where it had been toying with 
one of the bank’s biros & stuck the pen through his right eye so that it blasted 
into his brain. He fell down with a horrible crash head fi rst stone dead.

‘Stupid cunt,’ remarked one of the babies dismissively. 
Having destroyed the electronic base of world capitalism from a single 

local branch of a Nat West Bank the killer babies scuttled out to face the 
backlash that inevitably would follow. True to all expectations police vans 
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began to screech into view full of mindless violence-addicted brain-slackers 
just dying to put the boot into the seemingly soft targets of crawling juniors. 

PC Dan Dare Toxic led his brave moron crew into the battle zone with 
the reckless stupidity which defi ned his whole career.

‘Let’s give those babies a good kicking,’ he cried, leaping out of the black 
unmarked police van followed by twenty of his trusty men. Wielding their 
metal tipped batons & swinging their steel toe-capped boots they raged 
into the hoard of day old babies. What happened next wasn’t a pretty sight. 
Nor was it subtle. 

Despite their superior intellect & individual viciousness the kiddies were 
unable to prevent the plods from wreaking havoc. Babies were hammered 
into bleeding pulps by the mad dog loyal maniac policemen. Brains were 
spilled out onto the pavements & several passers-by fainted at the sight. 
However others were not going to stand about & let such a perversion of 
British Justice take place under their very noses. Kicking in babies was just 
not something that even the most arse-gobbed of British shoppers was 
going to swallow.

Brian Coverham was the fi rst to stand up against this obvious sick 
violence that his bobby boys in blue were perpetrating.

‘What the fuck are you evil cunts doing bashing in the heads of babies?’ 
he questioned. An offi  cer tried to look him straight in the eye but lost interest 
in explanation. Instead he rammed his fi st into Brian Coverham’s face. There 
was the satisfying crunch of breaking teeth & blood exploded everywhere. 

‘Eat shit you fucking jelly boy,’ growled the PC. The Coverham tosser 
crumpled under the weight of such obvious unstoppable aggression. But he 
was just the fi rst of many who decided that they had seen enough.

‘Leave those babies alone you bastards,’ screamed Jack Dorrington, a 
seventy fi ve year old neo-conservative who suddenly found a radical root in 
his conscience & acted upon it with the reckless zeal of the newly converted. 
A woman PC, Elsa Morris, stormed up to the quivering old twat & kneed him 
in his bollocks. 

He turned green then puce before crumpling up at her feet. She smashed 
his head in with a few well aimed blows to his crusty old skull whilst he looked 
at her adoringly, his old spunk gun jizzing off  as this woman in uniform 
dominated his pathetic little body in a sordid S&M game played out for real. 

The babies were not going down though. There were just too many of 
them. Regrouping after suff ering losses in the fi rst wave of savage brutality 
visited upon them by the forces of law & order, they began a heinous 
comeback. Leaping from the ground, they began to tear out the throats of 
the bobbies as they came in, avoiding the slashing truncheons & deadly skull 
crushing boots with the skill of twat hammering humpers from the planet 
Fuck Your Creamy Hollow. The street was soon fi lled with the sight of fl esh 
eating babies chewing the meat-ball slime chunks of dead offi  cers of the 
law, the kiddies cute round faces splattered in the incredible splash– gore-
mank of the murdered rozzers.
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PC Dan Dare Toxic couldn’t believe his eyes.
‘What the shit do we think is happening here? I can’t be having my 

lovely lads & lasses in blue turned over by a mob of unruly nappy wetters,’ 
he growled to himself in utter disbelief. And yet the situation looked bleak 
from his perspective. Suddenly, the buzz of black choppers overhead turned 
his gaze away from the utter mayhem of the scene. These were his deadly 
backup. Armed with completely unstoppable heat seeking missiles they 
roared into the battle zone. 

Missiles detonated amidst the screaming kids. Eye balls melted, bones 
structures were turned into black melting cinder powder, the babies were 
roasted into screaming blistering animal fats & juices like offi  cial meat 
produce for the Eat The Bastards Alive Carnivore Society Dinner Dance Do. 
The noise & smell of the sizzling babies was awesome to behold but PC Dan 
Dare Toxic was a real big bollock masculinist & he stood fi rm, didn’t puke up 
the mother load of his dinner & kept his eyes fi xed on the carnage before 
him with furious resolution.

Hideous Blackball, from his limo, was also astonished. This was heavy 
duty stuff  & he hadn’t anticipated such a response. Deep down he was 
impressed by the speed with which the forces of law & order had been able 
to respond to the twin threats of total anarchy & the end of capitalism. The 
ability of centrally funded nationalised forces to draw upon weapons of total 
bollock splattering mass destruction in such a short period of time was truly 
inspiring, even to the ultra-violent apologist of multi-national corporate 
power that he was.

‘Awesome,’ he nodded to himself as he took it all in. However, his brief 
was to protect the GM Food industries rather than see the shit kicked out 
of it by retrogressive neo-Nazi hoodlum uniforms. He sighed deeply as 
the irony of the situation hit him between his impassive eyes. Yet here was 
evidence of the fault line running down the right wing political agenda 
where the ultra right nationalist confronts the ultra right internationalist 
with divisive eff ects.

PC Dan Dare Toxic was hoofi ng his way along the high road delivering 
brain skunking devastation to the swarm of babies. Out of the corner of 
his eye he noticed the gleaming black stretch limo gliding into the deep 
background of the situation.

‘Who the fuck could that be?’ the nutter asked himself. He took his eye 
off  the babies for a moment & nudged himself closer to the slow moving 
auto. The auto stopped. 

Hideous Blackball stepped out into the rumble. His polished shoes 
squelched through the fi lthy jelly mess of wrecked fl esh which was splattered 
all over the streets.

‘Who the fuck are you?’ challenged PC Dan Dare Toxic, baby blood 
dripping from his murderous fi sts & the tips of his steel boots.

‘I come to ask you if we can come to an understanding,’ announced 
Hideous Blackball. It was the truth. He was so impressed with the mad 
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copper’s unleashed unlimited hardness & brutality that he just had to fi nd 
out whether there was a way he could be recruited.

‘What kind of understanding you ponce,’ growled PC Dan Dare Toxic. 
He’d heard this sort of thing before & although he would have been quite 
happy to be bribed so long as he didn’t have to betray his basic fascistic 
principles no one had ever been able to come up with the readies before.

‘I’m impressed by your work here,’ began Hideous Blackball. 
‘What are you saying?’ sneered PC Dan Dare Toxic. 
‘Against the forces of left wing ideological incursion only brutality & 

mindless force are eff ective. You are a master of these twin weapons,’ began 
Hideous Blackball.

‘Thanks a lot mate. I do my best,’ blushed PC Dan Dare.
‘Yet I fear that you are making a big mistake. I am paid to defend the 

multi-national corporatist food industries against the insuff erably small-
minded & petty claims of nationalist consumerist & agricultural groups. 

The hideous marriage of ideological enemies, brought together to 
fi ght global capitalism in its most clear & powerful guise, is a depressing 
sight for someone like myself who has for years fought the endless battle 
against world socialism. Yet here we are, on the brink of the fi nal victory, & 
Nationalistic forces gather to swipe defeat from the jaws of victory. It’s a sad 
state of aff airs,’ explained Hideous Blackball. PC Dan Dare Toxic considered 
these heart-felt words. The argument was clear.

‘Of course I can see where you’re coming from,’ he began. ‘World 
Socialism has been defeated. But we can’t be having these fucking feminist 
babies taking over. Its an insult. Its impossible to concede,’ he continued.

‘They are merely the vanguard of right wing forces so huge, so powerful, 
so magnifi cent, that even they cannot understand their potential. They 
spout all their left wing feminist crap now, but once they are in power & all 
opposition groups are cleared away, there can only be fascistic dictatorship 
& the creation of the fi nal everlasting world government.’ Hideous 
Blackball’s words resonated with passion & manliness. PC Dan Dare Toxic 
was impressed. However, he was not impressed enough.

There was silence & the two men stared at each other with the 
implacable respect of two warriors who know that only one of them would 
be getting out of this situation alive. Then Hideous Blackball pulled out a 
large handgun & blew PC Dan Dare Toxic’s face from the rest of his head in a 
horrible explosion of blood & gunge.

‘Too bad, he was a good man,’ he muttered to himself as he returned to 
his stretch limo & drove away.

Hideous Blackball was thinking hard. The GM babies were getting out 
of hand. His bosses owned the barley fi eld that had sparked off  this geo-
political disaster & they wanted to make money out of it. But now money 
had been fl ushed down the toilet thanks to the plague, & there were big 
problems brewing despite the fi ne reassuring words he’d spoken to the now 
dead policeman.
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8.
Ponce Uber was the counter-revolutionary attack force. His drug taking had 
helped his body to develop the fuck-hell, necro-iron, spanner-crunching, 
oversnorked nail nad muscle loaded apex of deformed warrior goth skin 
fusion shitter form it now gleamingly exhibited. 

Ultra strong, ultra tijuana testosterone juiced, he moved like the 
scittuin acidic gunge pebble-dashing trot-slide of the world’s megga-est 
arse-blistering curry that’s going cha-cha into the porcelain bus at a million 
revs per second at an armageddon curry eating olympic necro guzzle-out. 
There was a dazzled stiff y-horn rocket-shafting momentous hush-gasp 
from the onlooking superhuman crew as he moved into the semi-circle of 
like minded, over-stacked, brick-shithouse sized right wing hard men who 
were going to personify the counter-blast to the lefty genius mutant baby 
uprising taking place in Ealing. 

Amongst the group of head bangers were former Blairite New 
Labourites who recognised that assimilation of the the extreme right 
couldn’t do them any harm, covering their arses whichever way the cookie 
crumbled as it were.  A gigantic screen overhead was suddenly fi lled with tv 
news images of the babies as they crawled along the West London suburban 
highstreets with idiot ease whilst media slag Honey Gloy parted her sweet 
red cosmetically enlarged blow-job creamy cockwash hungry lips to read 
what her corporate paymaster bosses had written about the dada gaga 
scene fest that was brewing.

Ponce Uber realised that he needed publicity. Honey Gloy would be just 
the ticket.

‘Bring that spanner to me men, there’s work to be done ensuring that 
the media represent us in the manner of our own chosing. We need to 
create a diversion as extreme as all these arse dribbling infants so that we 
get clocked up on all news outlets before the end of the day,’ he ordered in 
a bollock tightening masculinist deep brown voice that had his supporters 
wetting their fannies in lube cream delight. 

The cretinous cart heads roared out to create some mayhem for the 
cameras delight. Ponce Uber licked his lips as he fi xated on Honey Gloy’s 
image up there on the giant screen & prepared to take the top totty to his 
whopping whanger.

Ponce Uber’s crew stormed along in their Bedford vans towards the 
Millennium Dome which was going to be the perfect playground for their 
incendiary act of media directed arse-emptying violence. Forty of the 
completely crammed up white vans screamed up through the Isle Of Dogs’s 
crappy sodden landscape towards the icon of New Labour bollockless 
cuntish boredom. 

The ferocious gang were well tooled up with various examples of heavy 
duty instruments of total destruction & a fried-up techno-annihilation 
small scale laser detonation gizmo set to wipe away any opposition which 
unluckily might attempt to prevent their yob punk skin blackshirt bootboy 
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nihilist ultra conservative absolutist freedom agenda bearing fruit.
Honey Gloy was giving her chief producer & wet-arsed liberal humanist 

lettuce chewing cunt Roger Screwlose a Palmela Handerson whilst 
masticating her gum in a bored offh  and manner & brooding on the chances 
of left wing insurgency actually gaining the upper hand in the increasingly 
interesting political situation that had been developing since the eruption 
of the GM babies. The bland, sexless, ultra-meaningless extreme right 
wing but anti-ideological stance of the Blairites was being rodded by this 
unexpected explosion of ideological nappy wearing fucky fucky. Honey Gloy 
wondered whether the emergence of these freak lefties would not presage 
the discharge of a counter-ideological stance. The Ponce Uber crowd was 
exactly that. 

As Screwlose groaned out his pathetic jizzy glue at the end of the 
fi ve-knuckle shuffl  e she’d given him, Honey Gloy suddenly saw what the 
newsguys were picking up – some wild action at the Dome!

‘What the shit’s happening?’ she wondered. It was mad carnage 
according to the vivid pictures coming through direct from the scene. 
Cameramen were everywhere, journoes were scrambling around for the 
best sights. 

The Ponce Uber men were in full fl ight, charging down the weedy 
security guys with mindless ease, beating in their dorky skulls & then 
entering the glossy emporium to new millenium blazing fl amethrowers & 
tossing molotovs into the astonished crowds. Soon the whole place was 
scorching. Thick black smoke churned out the heaving lungs of the saddos 
who had been conned into paying to go round the pile of crap.

‘Fuck all this shite,’ roared Will Gob, seven foot three, four hundred 
pound ex-Falkland vet hardman as he pounded his metal reinforced fi sts 
into the faces of two hapless cops who tried to stop him from shooting brain 
melting laser bolts across the whole arena, burning out the retinas of most 
of those who tried to interrupt his work with brutal effi  ciency & high tech 
speed. The Body Zone erupted into a blistering charred blob of deadly fumes 
& warping materials as the temperature raced to over a thousand degrees. 

‘Like a fucking butchers shop from hell,’ screamed Will Gob with glee as 
he watched the fi res burn into the now open sky, sending a shivering ultra 
blast of light across the dark undertow of the Thames. 

This was a better fi reworks display than seen on Millennium night 
itself. He grabbed hold of some policeman who tried to prevent him 
moving unencumbered through the mess & ripped out the throat before 
anything could be said. BBC cameramen focused on the blood & gunge 
exploding everywhere whilst there on-the-scene live reporters reached into 
their metaphor books to rant out their descriptions of the fl esh churning 
murderous mountain of violent insurrection that Gob & his crew were 
perpetrating with such consummate ease.

Back in Dover Ponce Uber was watching the screen & grinning at the 
coverage. It was taking over from the baby carnage which had previously been 
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the dominant item. He’d put the right wing agenda onto the map. He’d broken 
through from the underground into the bright lights of legitimised publicity.

‘This is the very white stuff ,’ he chortled to himself. 
Honey Gloy threw a pile of Kleenex tissues over to her pathetic toss-boss 

& screamed out that she had to get over there to investigate further this 
breaking news.

‘Its awesome. Exactly what you’d expect. As the forces of the extreme 
left re-emerge as a hideous parody of infant innocence so then do the 
extreme right counter with an assault on the central icon of the New Labour 
Surreal Boredom. Its the top story of the day,’ she insisted as she raced away 
to get the news.

Waiting for her on the kerb outside were Tony Pallard & Rob Crouch, 
Ponce Uber’s kidnap crew. Grabbing hold of her with charmless brutality 
they tossed her into the back of their van & drove off  with her to where 
Ponce Unber was waiting. Honey Gloy considered this a piece of good luck. 
She was going to the source of the story. Her career would go into overdrive!

Ponce Uber sat overlooking the Channel wrapped in a Cross of St George 
fl ag stroking his iron-reinforced chin & wanking to the scenes beaming in 
to him via his tv. Earlier that day he’d sent out a couple of his nutters to 
kick in some Kosoko refugee types who had been spottted in a local park 
by a seventy year old English Nationalist granny living in one of the crap 
teraces near to the dock where the ships came in. Ponce Uber had been 
forced to drink tea with the old neo-Nazi before he’d managed to extricate 
himself from her & organise the strategy. It had been a minor sideshow but 
exhausting somehow. 

Meanwhile the assault on the Dome continued. The grim faced 
superfascists swept through the wrecked place & gave a good murderous 
kicking to the screaming hoards of the public who rushed here & there as 
the mad bovver boys turned the whole place into a sick circus of anarchic 
mega mind shafting violence. The sound of breaking bones was loud & 
everywhere. Blood & gunge splattered beneath the spintered wreckage of 
the utterly destroyed building.

A couple of hours after this Honey Gloy was being extricated from the van 
& taken up the staircase to where Ponce Uber was waiting. The tv fl ickered 
with the faces of the media types & their politicians tried to anaylse what 
the decimation all meant. Tony Pallard & Rob Crouch were full of drooling 
lust which Ponce Uber saw as soon as they entered his room. He glared at 
them & decided to give them both the evening off  so that they could go & do 
a bit of rape & pillage down on the docks with the local skirt. Meanwhile he 
was eyeing up Honey Gloy & working out just how to play his next move. To 
his delight Honey Gloy had already stuff  that she’d fi gured out.

‘So you’re the guy behind the mayhem at the Dome. The man who 
burned down the Dome. Awesome work. I want the exclusive interview. I 
want the full story. Of course, we pay you mega-bucks & splash you all over 
the front pages & onto every new broadcast in the Northern hemisphere. 
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You say whether we can use your picture or whether you prefer to work in 
the dark light of secrecy. But I am the one you need. This is the biggest story 
of the Millennium,’ she gushed. 

‘That’s music to my ears darling,’ he replied, playing the crude but 
charming London cockney rogue to the hilt. Honey Gloy couldn’t help but 
be impressed by his beefcake body & the gleaming teeth.

‘I need to contact my editor & tell him to hold on for the story. We can fi lm 
here & beam it direct for the studio guys to edit it ready for Newsnight with 
Paxman,’ she explained, pulling out from her bag a tight little camcorder 
connected to her Powerbook which, once hooked up to the telephone line, 
would be able to send everything via the Internet to London.

‘You want a drink?’ off ered Ponce Uber, but she explained that there 
wasn’t time. The deadline would be tight enough without distractions. 
He agreed & was impressed by the business like effi  ciency of the media 
professional. Within the hpur the story was done & landed.

‘Don’t have to pay me for giving you the exclusive,’ grinned Ponce Uber. 
Honey Gloy gave him a blow job just for the hell. Unzipping his sta-press 
trousers she was astonished to see his nob end coloured like the cross of St 
George. Then she was taken back to London by Tony Pallard & Rob Crouch 
who were instructed to give her a good kicking when they arrived so that she 
would gain further glory. 

The story was big & attracted enormous comment. The subsequently 
reported beating of the reporter who had got the story raised her status to 
that of heroic journo sniff er unrelentingly risking all for the outing of Truth! 
As Honey Gloy had planned it, her name was as much a part of the breaking 
stories cooncerning the killer babies & the burning of the Dome as the 
central players. Indeed, she was being discussed as a player too!

9.
Karen & Dolores were amazed when they found that right wing nationalists 
had attacked the Dome & begun a counter revolution in the East of London. 
The satellite tv in their fl at beamed in all the details. Honey Gloy & her 
interview with Ponce Uber also fi gured prominently.

‘What is happening?’ she asked. 
One of the Bree babies was brooding on just that question. 
‘Counter revolutionaries. Our left wing anti-capitalist internationalism 

has raised the Nazi forces of English fascism to struggle against us,’ she 
mused aloud. Karen looked worried.

‘There’s a lot of racist crap around. It’ll gain support from Europe & 
America. Potentially its a dangerous moment,’ she outlined her concerns.

‘Indeed, but our superior brains & numbers, plus the inherent 
contradictions within their position will ensure that victory is ours,’ 
commented Bree.

‘What contradictions?’ asked Karen.
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‘Their extreme right wing agenda insists on its home based roots & yet 
it gathers strength through an internationalist backing which only needs to 
be pointed out to become a serious weakness in all the rhetorical posturing 
required by their movement. How can German fascists be allowed to be part 
of an English fascist movement? The whole thing’s ludicrous,’ responded the 
Bree baby. Just then a Mildred sitting over in the corner split open giving 
birth to another pair of twins & Karen couldn’t help but smile.

Tapstick Bog & Fiona Tottle were miles away from all this. They were 
both porters at their local National Health Service hospital. They had had a 
diffi  cult night trying to spick up the fl oors because there were these ill people 
who had been left out all over them by the rich doctors who most of the time 
were working on cosmetic surgery for private clients in private clinics whilst 
the ill people, who were too poor to pay for a private bed, waited in hope 
that they might be treated.

Three months ago, at around three in the morning, Fiona Lewis had 
been rushed in to the hospital with a serious stomach ulcer.

‘Put the old woman down in the basement & if I’ve got time I’ll go see 
her in about three weeks,’ sneered Dr Patrick Renshaw to an overworked & 
underpaid nurse, Jimmy Doughty. Jimmy Doughty knew better than to argue. 

He did what he was told with the brow-beaten nob-sucking deference 
of the threatened underclass. Tapstick was down in the basement seeing to 
the boiler. When the old woman arrived in grinding pain to be dumped onto 
the fl oor down there he was outraged & went to the doctor to complain.

‘What the fuck are you doing treating this old biddy like she’s just shit to 
you?’ he asked. Dr Patrick Renshaw didn’t reply but fl ung open a door onto 
a ward full of rich people who were all having nose jobs done & were fi lling 
up the National Health beds & squeezing out the likes of Fiona Lewis. He 
pointed at all these rich upper class bastards.

‘These people have lived lives of profi t & value. They have earned the 
right to be looked after. They can aff ord the enormous costs of cosmetic 
surgery & have the resources to exercise that basic human right of freedom 
against state interventionist centralism which is the core value of the old 
style & dying National Health Service & the killer poison infecting the 
bloodstream of entrepreneurial, success driven elitism. 

We have to modernise to survive & recognise that these people do not 
care anymore for the out-moded values of a Health Service trying to provide 
basic care for everyone that is free at the point of delivery. They have the 
money & they demand that they use it. They know that things people give 
away are always crap. Only things you have to pay for are worth anything. 
So I provide a service here. That old cunt who has a rotting stomach – she 
has no money, she’s ugly, she’s old. Why waste time & money on her when 
instead I could be working on bringing beauty into the world? 

The people who cannot pay will benefi t in the long run because they 
will be able to walk around in the shadows of the beautiful people that I 
create. Although they themselves will always be loathsome & an aff ront to 
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any aesthetic value judgement that places the beautiful over the ugly, ( a 
judgement that we medicos have raised to a pathology, ensuring that it can 
now be claimed that beauty treatment is of the same quality of treatment 
as all other pathologies such as throat cancer & so on) they will recognise 
beauty & feel better for it. 

After all, it’s the working classes who buy the Sun & such like so that they 
can gaze in wanky longing at the totty forms I create. So fuck off  whinging 
about the likes of that bint down in the boiler. In fact, if I had my way, I’d 
throw her into the boiler. I’d throw them all in the boiler & cut down the cost 
of the fuel bill in this place.’ 

This had become local policy. Old & ugly ill people were soon being 
burned in the boiler rooms. Heating costs in the place dramatically fell 
to nearly zero. It soon became a covert national policy. It solved so many 
problems. Not only were the running costs of hospitals slashed but also the 
number of ill people needing to be treated fell too. 

This meant that waiting lists were abolished at a razor stroke. And 
because none of the ill people were having costly medicines & treatments 
wasted on them, more expensive drains on the system were abolished. 
Within three weeks the Health Service was running perfectly. Fuel bills were 
nil. Beds were empty. Waiting lists didn’t exist.

Dr Patrick Renshaw had made sure that the trust managers of the 
hospital recognised his part in bringing about this revolutionary approach. 
He was shagging nurse Patricia Newland, a working class gold-digger who 
was happy to betray her class for the chance to marry into riches & powers, 
albeit based on a professional, middle class platform that was always subject 
to the vagaries of capitalist need. 

She was a tired cunt because the recent nurse shortage had meant that 
she had been having to fuck more than the usual quota of fanny-in-uniform 
obsessed doctors that made up the medical fraternity. Renshaw’s mind was 
on other things however & Patricia Newland sensed this. She hated the 
thought that he might be losing interest in her curvy charms – after all – this 
was her investment for a future of luxury & upward mobility.

‘What’s the matter?’ she asked, taking his cock out of her love tunnel. 
Renshaw explained his problems to her because he calculated that she 
didn’t matter & was therefore merely something helping him to clarify his 
deeply held anxieties.

‘The private companies that hold the patents of many of the genetic 
codes which bring about diseases & their cures are getting annoyed. By 
eradicating the ill people with their diseases they can no longer make 
profi ts. My brilliant solution to the crisis in the Health Service has ended 
up provoking the other extreme end of the Medicare capitalist complex,’ 
he muttered, his mouth still foaming with sex juices he’d extracted minutes 
before from a serious bout of hairy pie eating.

‘Private companies that own diseases?’ trilled Patricia Newland in 
astonishment.
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‘Yes. What happens is that these companies own the causes of, say, 
cancer. They can therefore ensure that all research into curing cancer is also 
owned by them. By ensuring that they produce enough cancer never to be 
eradicated & enough cure to prove that they are making progress towards 
eradicating it completely, they are able to maintain a symbiotic capitalist 
profi t-making relationship with the disease & its cure. The money they make 
is vast,’ Dr Renshaw explained absent-mindedly whilst poking his fi ngers 
into her juicy cunt.

‘But that’s outrageous,’ exclaimed the nurse.
‘No, its brilliant. But of course, my solution to illness has undercut their 

own. Profi ts are tumbling. There was no negotiation between these people 
& the government & so the policy which I have been given credit for is now 
being seen as rotting the very foundations of these companies. 

And they are not happy. I am being picked out as the main culprit,’ he 
continued, glumly.

‘Fucking hell,’ said nurse Patricia Newland, suddenly realising that this 
doctor was not the top man in this neck of the woods after all. Immediately 
she began to wonder who else she should be shagging.

‘So who is the top man you’re worried about?’ she asked.
‘A bastard called Reichmann. He bought up vast hoards of gene patents 

when they were cheap & no one knew what they could do. By owning 
them, all research using them now means he becomes vastly rich & vastly 
powerful. He literally controls over ninety percent of the human genome. 
We are all his,’ explained the sad doctor.

‘Wow,’ gasped the nurse, realising that Reichmann was the new man in 
her life.

‘So where is this Reichmann?’ she asked.
‘Oh, his companies are all over. But I believe he is living here in England, 

probably in Sheffi  eld,’ mused the doctor, carelessly.
‘Hmmm’ considered the nurse. They fell into a silence of heavy petting 

that was both seedy, pathetic & obviously doomed. 
But whilst she planned to get Reichmann’s cock into her mouth & his 

credit card into her purse, Tapstick Bog & Fiona Tottle were beginning to feel 
that the whole situation was fast getting out of hand. 

‘All this stuff  works to make the rich people healthier & richer,’ refl ected 
Tapstick Bog as he leaned on his brush late one evening in a closed-up ward 
that had just seen the last of its old ill patients trollied off  to the boiler rooms 
down below.

‘You’re right there Tapstick,’ retorted Fiona Tottle, brooding on the 
judgement with a frown. ‘All that’s happened is that the colonialism visited 
upon the black nations of the world by white Eurocentricism has now come 
home to play the same deadly game with the indigenous working classes. 
Being both working class & black, you’ve been hit by a double whammy my 
man. As a white working class woman my chances of surviving this situation 
are not good either,’ she added.
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‘Fucking hell, this is the worst situation we could fi nd ourselves in. We 
knew that the New Labour Government wouldn’t be socialist, but we never 
thought they could be as bad as this. Just because the Tories would be worse 
doesn’t help us one bit,’ said Tapstick.

‘They’re killing us to keep the heating bills down & buying up the very 
stuff  that makes us what we are. Something has to be done,’ declared Fiona.

‘We can’t be doing it by moaning on about it here in the bowels of this 
hospital. Although our labour was being sold cheaply just to keep the bread 
on the table so to speak, I think the crisis point has been reached & we must 
act. Let us throw away this uniform & these instruments of our subjugation 
& begin the backlash,’ cried Tapstick.

‘You are a fucking inspiration Tapstick my man. Give me a good shag 
now & then lets get to work against this heinous situation,’ yelped Fiona.

Tearing off  their uniforms handed out to all cleaners in the hospital 
Tapstick thrust his manly black king dong into her white slippery snatch & 
they played the love fi ddle for an hour before exploding in a multi-orgasmic 
yoghurt blamming love shoot that was a metaphor for their new found 
resolution to resist their oppressors & those of all the downtrodden & abused.

Dressing in their civvies they made their way onto one of the wards 
where the cosmetic surgery patients lay cosseted in their beds reading 
‘Hello’ magazines & being pampered by bullied nurses & menials earning 
less a week than these rich snobby clients spent on their pets in a day. 
Tapstick strode up to the bed of Janine Franks, a forty three year old city 
banker who was in there to have a nose job. Seeing the huge black guy 
striding towards her she felt a revulsion & fear so prevalent amongst the 
ultra right wing Tory voting business fraternity coupled with a horny desire 
which was twisted & perverse, feeding as it did upon her heightened sense 
of race war & pigment categorisation. 

Tapstick knew what she was thinking as she curled her lipstick-rouged 
lips.

‘Don’t worry madam, I just need to take you to the doctor,’ he said in 
his most gentle tone. Tipping her onto a trolley he charged away with the 
astonished fascist woman. Rolling her to the lift he then hit the basement 
button & down they plunged.

‘Where are we going did you say?’ asked this Janine Franks with a slight 
anxiety tingeing her posh voice not heard since share prices began to plunge 
during one of the cyclical downwards trends which meant massive loss of 
jobs somewhere but which also meant fewer dividends for her, which was 
her sole concern in these situations. Tapstick stood in silence.

When the lift hit the basement he charged along the corridor towards 
the boiler room.

‘You seem a little chilly madam. This should heat you up a bit,’ he said. 
Then he took her by the neck & threw her into the boiler where she burned 
up in a screaming combustion blast of epic proportions alongside the old & 
ill people already stoked up in the huge incinerator. The sight of her melting 
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eyeballs, blackened skin curling off  her bones & her fats sizzling like in a 
chip pan made Tapstick feel that a start had been made but was suddenly 
defl ated by the realisation that this really didn’t answer the questions being 
asked by the big picture. 

He frowned. This sort of petty revenge was hardly going to achieve the 
overthrow of the oppressors. He needed to work on a bigger scale. He sloped 
away from the hospital & met Fiona in a local chippie half a mile away.

‘I threw one of the rich bitches into the fi re,’ he reported, ‘but then I 
realised that if we’re to make an impact we’ve got to work on a bigger scale.’

Fiona considered this & thought that Tapstick was nothing if not wise. 
She agreed with him.

It was then that they noticed news reports coming through from London. 
Killer babies were swarming around the streets of a West London suburb 
splattering policemen. Riots were happening & a left-wing, anti– capitalist 
ideological stance was being presented by these freaks. 

‘Look at that lot,’ muttered Fiona under her breath as the reports came 
through. Tapstick needed no encouragement. It was riveting drama. 

‘This stuff  makes me feel a little uneasy,’ he declared at last. Fiona was 
astonished.

‘Why? These weird babies seem to fi ghting the same battle as we are,’ 
she said. It seemed a good point.

‘Yea, I know,’ responded Tapstick, ‘but nevertheless I don’t like it. You’ve 
got to ask where they came from & who controls them. I’ve heard about 
all this genetic mutation stuff  & I know that its now part of a huge multi-
national corporatist empire. Even if they feel they are free, I’d be surprised 
if there wasn’t something we hadn’t been shown about these forces. I think 
there’s something sly about it all. Maybe not even the babies know what the 
real situation is,’ he said. 

It was a deep & perceptive observation. It was the kind of observation 
Hideous Blackball down south in the cosmopolitan urban sprawl of London 
was being paid to wipe out.

Tapstick & Fiona decided that they should go to London & see for 
themselves what was happening. They hitched a lift on a giant juggernaut 
bringing powdered milk to the South. Mike McTing Benny Boy drove blindly 
through the night musing on green tea, red headed wimmin & Julie Christie. 
Tapstick recognised his qualities even though all this retro macho stuff  
was strange. He was going to be reliable & dedicated. They spilled out the 
situation to him as they drove.

‘Fucking hell, the situation is desperate,’ said Mike McTing Benny Boy 
after he had heard the story. ‘The working classes are being shafted all 
which ways. Something has to be done.’

They stopped off  at the Watford Gap service station for a brief snatch 
of food. In the queue they were confronted by Sid Bock & Harry Snad, skin 
head lawyers for Oik Englander fascist nationalists.

‘You fucking nigger bastard,’ screamed Sid Bock, his shaven white 
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turning pink as it strained out of the collars of his expensive white shirt & 
pin striped suit. 

‘Yea. Ditto,’ enlarged Harry Snad. They were both big bastards & 
Tapstick wondered if he was going to be able to handle the two rightwing 
bigots. Mike McTing Benny Boy strolled up behind the two rich racist 
yobbos, grabbed them by the neck & threw them through the window of 
the café so that they tumbled into the Southbound traffi  c of the M1where 
a massive lorry smashed them into a bleeding porridge of death, fl esh & 
liquidity. Blood & gunge splattered everywhere.

‘I’ll have the cod & chips,’ said Mike McTing Benny Boy, turning to the 
astonished woman behind the food counter.

They ate quickly, realising that by killing the lawyers they had stepped 
outside the law in a big way. Sure enough, panda cars with their blue lights 
fl ashing & their sirens screaming sped into the Watford Gap service station 
ready to arrest the murdering hooligans. Mike McTing Benny Boy calmly 
released the break on his lorry & rolled his impressive machine over the boys 
in blue, squashing them into a lifeless meat & metal fused junkfest. Blood & 
gunge exploded everywhere. 

‘Let’s kick on to London,’ remarked the cool dude as they pulled out 
onto the motorway & headed due south.

Meanwhile, Hideous Blackball was cruising the battleground, protecting 
the investment of his capitalist masters. Although the babies seemed to 
have destroyed the world economic system at a stroke using their inhumanly 
advanced powers of thinking & technological know-how, something 
drove Hideous Blackball to do this. It seemed as if the suspicion of deeper 
knowledge that had been aired in the musings of Tapstock was justifi ed.

He contacted Reichmann who was insistent upon keeping abreast of the 
latest developments.

‘The babies are gathering proletarian support from a variety of quarters. 
Even lower ranking civil servants, teachers, hospital workers & the like are 
joining with them. True socialism hasn’t died out. It’s just as you suspected. 
The roots of an English Nationalism founded in a radical dissenting & 
republican set of ideals are erupting to the surface, rupturing the hegemony 
of antiquated monarchist Anglicanism that the forces of rigidly stratifi ed 
authority have sought to maintain throughout much of the last two, three 
centuries be it from the left or the right. England is no longer happy to 
remain disenfranchised from its democratic idealism,’ reported Hideous 
Blackball.

‘But surely the internationalism of our perspective will be opposed by 
this feverish nationalism?’ questioned Reichmann.

‘No, the republican, dissenting tradition is able to incorporate an 
internationalist stance whilst maintaining its geographic rootedness. 
There’s a weird sense that England is the dissenting tradition wherever 
it is found even as it locates itself within the geopolitical dimensions of 
unproblematised cartography.’ replied Hideous Blackball.
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‘That is fucking weird Hideous,’ sighed Reichmann, hardly able to 
believe this.

‘It involves a contradiction that cannot be resolved. However, perhaps 
in this area the law of the excluded middle can be ignored,’ he muttered.

‘An intelligent & yet at the same time defeatist response. It is the pressure 
of inner contradictions that in the end always destroys such positions from 
the inside. We must always be aware of the internal struggles, Hideous, as 
well as those working on us from the outside,’ cautioned Reichmann.

‘Too true sir,’ agreed Hideous.
A little later he noticed a huge powdered milk lorry with assorted bits of 

mutilated rozzers hanging off  its front bumper go shooting past.
‘This looks like something I should follow,’ he mused & gave instructions to 

his driver. They followed the lorry discreetly. This was how Hideous Blackball 
fi rst came into contact, albeit at a distance, with Tapstick, Fiona & Mike.

‘I think some black stretch limo is following us,’ Mike muttered to 
Tapstick after a while.

‘What do you think we should do?’ asked Tapstick nervously.
‘We’ll just act as if nothing out of the ordinary has happened. We’re 

nearly in Ealing now which is where all these mutants are. If the dudes in the 
stretch intend something violent, we can either smash them or do a runner. 
Either way, we’ll be well placed to move in with the killer babies & move the 
revolution against capitalist bastards on to the next stage.’

‘Good idea,’ retorted Fiona. 
‘But we must be careful not to get drawn in to trusting these babies,’ 

refl ected Tapstick gloomily.
‘Your caution is commendable,’ commented Mike. And onwards they 

went.
Karen & Dolores soon found themselves feeling left out by the babies. 

There were so many of them, & so many of them had been killed & had 
killed, that the situation increasingly seemed far away.

‘There’s not a lot we can do here except watch & see how it unravels,’ 
mused Dolores to Karen & Karen just had to agree. The babies were now 
well in control of their immediate surroundings. Groups were taking over 
the vast number of family vehicles in the area & driving to Heathrow Airport. 
The journey was long enough for there to be eight new generations born by 
the time they arrived.

Captain Jim Hacklimb was walking towards his Jumbo Jet ready for the 
fl ight to New York when he saw that the runway was jammed pack with the 
little critters.

‘What the fuck are those babies doing on my runway?’ he screamed 
to the unlucky technical boys who were rushing around trying to fi nd the 
answer to just that very same question.

‘We don’t know sir. They just all arrived. There are thousands of them,’ 
cried out Abdi Ali who had just fi nished helping the refuelling operation & 
was looking to take a break.
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‘We need to take your plane,’ said one of the Bree babies with quiet 
assurance.

‘Captain Jim Hacklimb was not someone who handed over his cockpit 
lightly.

‘How the hell did you manage to speak? You can’t be more than a few 
weeks old,’ he spluttered in astonishment.

‘Hours actually. But we’re all a newly evolved species & we intend to 
fl y out to the USA & spread ourselves about a bit there too. This is a world 
revolution that we’re enacting. There is nothing you can do to prevent it. 
Indeed you need to choose whether you are for us or against us. Our sensible 
left wing stance & powerful feminist message are probably not the sorts 
of thing you have endorsed before, but you should understand that these 
revolutionary times can brook no negotiation with enemies. We must totally 
eradicate all resistance to our cause,’ explained the Bree baby.

‘I’m a Tory & a man. I have nothing but intensely negative feelings for the 
causes you are fi ghting for. You can’t have my plane. I will oppose you until 
my last breath,’ replied the captain. He swung his boot & smashed the Bree 
baby’s head in before it could do any damage. Blood & gunge splattered 
everywhere.

‘Kill the fascist,’ cried out a thousand of the mutant killer babies & they 
rushed forward & smothered him until he died. Then they all leapt aboard 
the plane & fl ew it to New York, breeding all the way. By the time they 
arrived the plane was stuff ed with several generations of the little critters.

Hugo Dousk was one of the security guards in New York who tried to 
prevent the babies from entering his precious state. 

‘We’ve got a load of communists trying to infi ltrate the country,’ he 
screamed into his walkie talkie. Security forces with fl ame throwers & anti-
contamination sprays were rushed in & began fi ring off  at the babies. 

Hundreds were killed in the toxic slurry & intense heat blast thrown at 
them. But within minutes of this attack, the babies had turned the weapons 
against the security forces. The uniformed forces of state instituted violence 
were caught in a wall of deadly fi re which totally destroyed their immediate 
ability to resist the infl ux of the killer babies. 

Their charred & smouldering bodies were left lying around for days 
afterwards stinking like roast beef & then off al. Rats & pigeons picked at 
their utterly smashed corpses because no one liked to enter the airport 
lounge areas where the battle had taken place for days afterwards for fear 
of meeting more of the babies.  

In the meantime the babies swarmed off  the plane, overwhelming 
any further futile resistance put up by the security guards out near the 
perimeters..Panic broke out & passengers for other fl ights both in & out of 
the country broke into mad fl ight, running this way & that & screaming out 
their lungs in hysterical terror. The babies moved on through & never once 
stopped breeding.

Other planes landed all over the world carrying the same load. After 
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a while airports were sealed off  & an enormous military presence at each 
became evident. But by then it was a case of locking the stable door after 
the horse had bolted.

Whilst the babies were making international headlines, the right wing 
backlash of Ponce Uber was taking stock of their impact. Clearly, destroying 
the Dome had been an enormous success in terms of gaining publicity for 
the group.

 Thousands of neo-Nazis were crawling out of the woodwork desperate 
to join the new henchmen of the Ubermench. But the sudden eruption of 
internationalist success from the left wing killer babies meant that Ponce 
Uber could not rest on his laurels for long.

‘Shit, we’ve got to meet them blow for blow,’ he muttered to his men. 
Soon he was organising package tours & using the Internet to contact 
extreme right wing groups all round the world. Like wild fi re these groups 
began to focus on the dangers being brought to the surface via the mutant 
killer babies. 

Everywhere the forces of the right began to stir. Huge stockpiles of 
instruments of terror & extreme violence were being dragged out of bunkers 
& Nazi private armies began to appear on the streets of all major cities the 
world over. 

Clashes between the babies & these backwoodsmen became frequent 
& excessively brutal. Babies were killed in their hundreds. Blood & gunge 
splattered everywhere. Rivers ran red. Honey Gloy returned to Ponce Uber 
for a second exclusive. The interview explained the actions of the right wing 
hoodlums in terms of fi ghting for the rights of normal people against freaks. 

It was a message with enormous appeal. Governments aligned 
themselves with the vigilante groups & the private armies that were popping 
up everywhere. Their own forces of state controlled violence were ordered 
to fi ght alongside these others. 

Meanwhile the babies took their message of left wing antinomian 
dissent into the heartland of the vast urban sprawls of the world. Their vast 
intelligences, superhuman powers, cunning rhetoric & cute appearance 
won the hearts & minds of vast numbers of the downtrodden as well as 
those who opposed the right wing Nazi insurgents who also seemed to be a 
growing presence. 

The veneer of Enlightenment politics had been stripped away & the 
raw extremist violence that placed killing at the centre of all government 
had been exposed & left many people gripped with disillusionment, panic, 
confusion & disgust but without the political will to enact resistance to 
either of the two forces sweeping across the world.

Reichmann, the hidden mastermind behind all this chaos, was happy to 
see his plan working so quickly. Unbeknown to anyone, the genetic codes 
he’d written into the mutant babies contained an as yet hidden instruction 
which entailed total obedience to Reichmann. 

This feature was to be triggered once the babies had taken control of 
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the whole world. Hideous Blackball, Reichmann’s inspired henchman, knew 
nothing about the details but guessed that his boss must have something 
up his sleeve that as yet had not been revealed. He was happy to wait & see.

10.
Meanwhile Karen & Dolores were feeling utterly saddened by the number of 
deaths infl icted upon their babies. 

‘Everywhere we look, we see nothing but the corpses from my uterus. 
The uterus is to race what the heart is to the individual. What we are 
witnessing is the disorientating reality of the unexplainable & unspeakable,’ 
explicated Karen in wonder. 

Dolores was also touched by the wonder of it all.
‘We’re not here deploying Caliban’s militant idiom against the 

signifying authority of a Prospero, rather we are demonstrating the 
opacity & inexhaustibility of a world that resists systematic construction 
& transcendence of meaning, as Mike Dash puts it in his discussion of 
Caribbean literature,’ she said. Karen agreed.

The roads were littered with the burning corpses of the babies & the air 
was thick with the sticky roast stink of the charred bodies.

‘Like a fucking bar-b-q,’ quipped Dolores as they stumbled through the 
wreckage. But for all the babies that had been brutally destroyed, thousands 
were moving into the heartlands of all the major populations of the world.

Karen & Dolores had lost all appetite for making porno fi lms for Baxter. 
Their ambition to be part of the mutant baby take-over of the world on a 
feminist political extreme left political agenda had also been severely stifl ed 
by the sight of so many sickening deaths.

‘So much death is making me want to puke,’ commented Karen. Dolores 
nodded. They walked about a bit, astonished by the wreckage all over the 
place. The huge shopping centre had been completely trashed by the riots & 
smoke & fi re still hung around the desolate place like muggers.

Honey Gloy arrived in a BMW. Seeing the two women wandering around 
listlessly & aimlessly she wondered if there was a story attached to them.

‘Oi, you two, I’m a reporter & I want you to tell me all you know about 
this mess,’ she shouted out to them. Karen & Dolores went over to her.

‘Are you taking the piss or what?’ asked Karen with a bit of nark because 
she couldn’t believe that Honey Gloy was for real.

‘Look, all I want is a new angle. This story about the killer baby plague is 
world news now. Everyone has got a story. But I’m always one step ahead of 
the bunch. So I’ve come back to where it all began. The source. I want you to 
tell me everything you know.’

Karen asked her how much the deal would be worth.
‘Nothing’s worth shit anymore. These fucking babies have gone 

& wrecked the banking systems of the whole international scene. It’s 
a confusing situation we’re in at the moment. Nothing seems to have 
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changed & for as long as that stays the case then we’re all right. But as soon 
as people begin to realise that there are no records of anything to do with 
fi nance anywhere in the major institutions, then I think we’ll be entering a 
new phase,’ replied Honey Gloy.

‘Fucking hell, that’s incredible,’ said Karen.
‘So are you going to tell me your story or what?’ pushed Honey Gloy as 

all good journalists must.
‘Ok. It was my baby who ate the fi eld of barley in the fi rst place. The crop 

was contaminated, changed the genetic base of the kid & brought about 
the plague. She died but her off spring just keep on coming. Their left wing 
feminist agenda is completely valid but the casualties brought about by 
aggressive counter-revolutionising right wing forces are sickening us. We can 
no longer be part of this mind-searing sadness. From our perspective, this 
is personal & we have failed to submerge the events into a depersonalised 
space. The notion of the individual may well be an obsolete & ultimately 
regressive political category but there is nothing we can do to rid ourselves 
of its pernicious & overpowering eff ects,’ sobbed Karen.

‘That is a story of mind blistering power. It has everything. Including 
heart-wrenching pathos. This will make us all famous,’ cried Honey Gloy, 
wiping away the tears from her eyes & fanatically scribbling down everything 
Karen told her. Dolores looked at her with nothing but disgust.

‘You seem to think that you can abuse our story to gain fame & fortune. 
It is a cheap & degrading spectacle to see a once honourable profession, 
the investigative journalist, working to such a scummy agenda,’ explained 
Dolores. 

Honey Gloy shrugged.
‘You agreed to sell me your story. You could always have said no,’ she 

replied. 
Dolores had heard enough.
‘You fucking media slag,’ she raved & slammed her fi st into the luscious 

Honey Gloy’s face. Blood & gunge splattered everywhere as Dolores 
smashed her to pieces in a Technicolor aggro catfi ght scenario of top totty 
fi sticuff s. Honey Gloy was killed & stuff ed into one of the nearby dustbins. 
The story she’d wanted never made it onto the news networks. 

Karen was grateful.
‘Dolores, you were so right to see the error of my ways. I should never 

have agreed to telling the bitch the story. By killing her & preventing it from 
leaking out you have restored our chances of making something good out of 
this nasty situation. You are a blessing to me,’ oozed Karen. They suddenly 
felt all sexy for each other & dashed back to the fl at for a quick shag together 
using a couple of Baxter’s strap-ons & clotted cream.

An hour or so later Tapstock, Fiona & Mike arrived on the scene below the 
room where Karen & Dolores sat with a group of their babies. Arnold Baxter 
from a local butcher’s shop was stropping into the babies with a cleaver. He 
had discussed this strategy with his wife Maureen Baxter nee Rice.
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‘This is our chance to scrape back the losses we’ve been suff ering over 
these last few years of anti-meat prejudice & beef ban politics. The meat of 
the babies will be tender & succulent & can be mixed into pies without the 
public knowing their actual constituents. In this way we can sell our meat 
pies cheaply but still make a massive profi t. By the look of things, these 
babies are an endless stream,’ he’d said.

‘But what about their rights as human babies?’ Maureen had moaned.
‘These are not human babies. They’re freaks. Freaks don’t have rights. 

They’re no better than cattle & sheep & fi sh,’ explained Arnold soothingly, 
battering the cheap cut pork carcass with his skewer bludgeon, greasing his 
palms with the tools of his trade.

‘Then I can see no problems dearest,’ accepted Maureen. 
 Blood & gunge was splattering everywhere. The babies were about 

to regroup to rebuff  the assault from the grasping clutches of the greedy 
butcher when Mike gunned his lorry forward & aimed it at the meat-cleaver 
wielding maniac. There was the satisfying scrunch of splintering bone & 
fl esh as his lorry squashed Arnold Baxter into the road, killing him instantly.

Maureen, shocked by the sudden demise of her husband was made of 
stern stuff  however & didn’t lose her cool. Ignoring the splattered body of 
her dead husband, she dragged as many of the dead babies as she could 
into her shop using black plastic bags & began chopping the fl esh off  the 
bones, bottling the brains & livers & kidneys for later use as delicacies, & 
started making the pies that were to make such an impact. As she cooked 
the gunge she nibbled & swallowed portions of the meat & the impact of the 
genetically modifi ed stuff  on her system began immediately.

The ageing process which had been so obvious in her fi fty four year old 
body was suddenly reversed & she began to age backwards until she landed 
at about twenty top totty state where she ceased to change at all. This was 
her preferred state.

‘Fucking hell, I’m gorgeous,’ the butcher’s wife muttered to herself as 
she looked in to a mirror to check out the weird feelings of wooze that had 
surged through her. Although covered in the festering blood of the dead 
babies, it was a kind of true statement. She went back to baking the pies. 
She had ideas of selling them to top clientele. 

She worked at breakneck speed which her new found youthfulness & 
exponentially growing IQ made possible. Soon she had contacted all the 
top hotels & restaurants in London & managed to convince them that she 
was selling some new type of gourmet pie which had to be marketed as 
exclusive, expensive & special. 

Pierre Hurler, top chef at his top restaurant which fed only City bankers 
lawyers, business folk & the like – Tory supporting millionaires on the whole 
– he ordered a load of the pies which Maureen delivered at top speed. 

That night the strange meat pies were on the menu & the rich clientele 
were stuffi  ng themselves with the baby meat washed down with top claret, 
wine, whisky & tankard ale whilst they talked hysterically about the baby 
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plague & the burning of the Dome. No one had noticed yet that the world 
fi nancial systems had been destroyed by the babies. It would take days 
before that little piece of news fi nally hit home. 

Maurice Fu, a top lawyer representing multi-national industrial clients 
for fees that would run a small nation was droning on about the crisis. 

‘That Honey Gloy interview with the Uber fellow. Top reporter. Wouldn’t 
mind tapping my headline into her portable powerbook.’ Then the taste of 
the pie slammed home.

‘Wow. What the hell is this?’ he asked, turning to Don Bradey, a US 
business mogal working in distribution units. Don Bradey was chewing into 
a gently brazed cutlet of baby leg calf.

‘Goddam, its mighty fi ne,’ he shrugged, ‘but hell if I know. Maybe its 
some kind of Chinese deer. Or Peruvian duck. Maybe its leopard,’ he mused. 

Maurice Fu shook his head. He knew all of those tastes & this wasn’t 
what was kicking his taste buds tonight. He called the chef over to their 
table from the kitchen & demanded he be told the answer. 

Pierre Hurler tapped his nose slyly & said that he wasn’t at liberty to say 
what the special ingredient was. All he could say was that it was the fi nest 
of its kind to be found on earth & that to be sampling the fi rst night of this 
exceptional, unique cuisine was a priviledge of such a magnitude that the 
price only hinted at its true value. 

Pierre Hurler was soon on the blower ordering more of the incredible 
pies & instructing Maureen that she should treat him as the exclusive retail 
outlet for the food.

‘In that way we can ensure that price & demand remain sky high. 
Together we are going to be rich,’ he explained. Maureen was impressed by 
what he said but naturally wasn’t going to let the snobby frenchman cut in 
on her enterprise. 

Within an hour of guaranteeing that Pierre Hurler would be the sole 
retailer, she ensured similar deals with all the other major top eating houses 
in London that she’d previously contacted. Not only that, she was beginning 
high level talks with places oversees, expanding the massive success of her 
baby food product to a booming, exclusive export market via the Internet.

Maurice Fu returned to his huge mansion on the outskirts of London 
feeling strange. When Doris Mc Teel his servant opened the door for him he 
lashed out & smashed her nose into the back of her head. This made him feel 
a little better. He crossed the threshold of his massive hallway where two of 
his favourite doberman pincher dogs ran over to greet him. He leapt at them 
& ripped out their throats with savage glee. 

Blood & gunge splattered the walls. He ate it all up. His Greek wife 
Anastasia Fu walked down the great staircase to fi nd out what all the fuss 
was about. He bounced over to her & explained that the kiling of the dogs & 
the savage injury to his servant was the beginning of a new mode of being. 

He ripped off  her clothes & explained over her great yelps ‘The spirit 
alone is immortal’ before biting off  her nose. Blood & gunge exploded 
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everywhere. Immediately she was contaminated by the genetic alterations 
that had already gripped his whole biological core. They were transfered to 
her through the saliva traces the biting left behind.

‘What the fuck are you doing? Europe’s greatest danger is weariness of 
the spirit & the collapse into barbarity,’ she screamed at him as the blood 
streamed down her face from the great open wound. She was suddenly fi lled 
with Husserlian anguish & hard-core philosophical nuttiness which would 
end up with a defence of hunting, general snobby countryside tweediness 
& hardcore Nazi foundationalism. 

She reached out & rammed her fi ngers into his eye sockets scooping 
them out in a deft & bloody violence that was merely an objective correlative 
for the philosophical position she was expounding. 

He screamed in agony. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The 
servant Doris McTeel returned carrying knives from the kitchen.

‘You fascist scum,’ she ranted & plunged the knives into the two rich 
capitalist right-wingers, carving their fl esh like they were overcooked 
turkeys. Anastasia Fu’s head bounced over the cold tiles with a look of zany 
anger all over it. 

Maurice Fu’s bollocks bounced along with it. And there was bright red 
beautiful crimson gash gore all over. The torsos twitched like they were 
performing some sort of masturbatory pre-play sex action. Doris McTeel 
brooded on the murders & realised that her Quaker antinomianism was 
greatly bolstered by her action. 

Doons the gardener came in & was a little put out by the sight of the 
crouching Doris McTeel eating the remains of the dead Fu’s.

‘What the fuck do you think you’re up to woman? Have you gone stark 
bollock mad?’ he asked. Doris McTeel looked up from the gutted torso of 
Maurice Fu, swallowed the large intestine she had just stuff ed into her blood 
soaked mouth, & explained carefully the situation to the menial who she 
knew was somewhat slow on the uptake.

‘Listen you arborially obsessed twat, is it not that liberty ye long looked 
for, to fuck whoever you want to, live on the razz, drink & sing & enjoy the 
pleasures of the world? I have no Christ but within, no Scripture to be a rule, no 
ordinances, no law but my lusts, no sin but what I fancy, so no condemnation 
for sin but in the consciences of ignorant bastards,’ she declared, getting 
close to a verbatim rendition of Thomas Collier’s asccusations against her 
Quaker ancestors in 1657. She tore away the fi nger digits from Anastasia 
Fu’s left hand & chewed them once & swallowed.

‘I’ll be buggered,’ gasped Doons, dropping his hoe & taking a deep 
breath as he pondered the implications of such a radical creed.

‘I come from Blake who said “If adultery could be commited in the faith, 
it would no longer be a sin” she preached, ripping out Maurice Fu’s kidney’s 
& swallowing them whole.

‘…& Tyndale who said “The children of faith are under no law as thou 
seest in the epistles to the Romans, to the Galatians, in the fi rst to Timothy, 
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but are free,’’ she continued, fi lleting one of the dogs & then eating the back 
spine fl esh, fur & all, in a single gulp.

‘…& Calvin who claimed wisely that “all external things are subject to 
our liberty provided the nature of that librty approves itself to our minds as 
before God. The conscience of the believers may rise above the law, & may 
forget the whole righteousness of the law,” at which point she went over & 
toyed with the severed bollocks of the dead banker before popping them 
nonchalently to the back of her throat like gobstoppers,

‘…& Jonathan Edwards who claimed that when the Millennium comes 
“the absolute & despotic power of the kings of the earth shall be taken away 
& liberty shall reign throughout the earth,” which was her cue to tuck in to 
the thin thighs of Anastasia Fu.

‘…& Milton who said “To the cross he nails thy enemies, the law that is 
against thee, & the sins of all mankind with him there crucifi ed,’ & added 
‘Christ himself broke the letter of the law… Paul did the same,” which drove 
her to fi nish off  the other dog as she had the fi rst.

‘…& Bunyon who said “Thou art no captive, but a child & free. Thou wast 
not made for laws, but laws for thee,” as she gouged the brain out of the 
skull of Maurice Fu & stuff ed it down her throat in a great soupy grey gunge 
smeg & gore larup.’ 

‘You sound grand Doris, like a preacher, Tom Paine, Robin Hood or 
something,’ nodded Doons.

But there was something terribly wrong. In a sudden moment Doris felt 
something whelling up inside her head like her own brain was expanding 
faster than her head.

‘Oh shit that hurts,’ she complained before her head exploded, throwing 
great wadges of her own brain, blood & skull shards all over.

‘That’s not so grand,’ observed the gardener, replacing his cap & slowly 
retreating to his vegitable patch. Seventy years of service in various upper 
class snob gardens had robbed him of the will to respond to the inspiring 
radicalism of Doris McTeel’s antinomianism. 

But this was not an isolated case. All over the consumers of the 
genetically modifi ed baby fl esh cooked in the pies of Maureen Baxter were 
being infected. The modifi cations infected the eaters, sending them mad 
with whatever was their prefered mode of politics. 

Fascists were driven mad by their extreme views until they blew up. 
Commies were ditto. Maureen seemed to be the only one who showed 
no signs of this happening but that might have been due to the fact that 
she consumed so very little. Perhaps it would take time to get to her. In the 
meantime, she had undergone a startling alteration. 

Hideous Blackball was beginning to pick up reports about all this. Driving 
from the west towards the disturbances over at the Dome he decided to call 
in at Pierre Hurler’s top eating place which seemed to be he source of the 
trouble. Pierre Hurler looked at Hideous Blackball with suspicion.

‘Are you from the food inspectorate? Maybe you’re from a rival business 
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organisation?’ he suggested. Hideous impassively sat at one of the tables & 
pointed at the special on the menu.

‘What’s this?’ he asked. 
‘Its a secret ingredient,’ replied Pierre Hurler.
‘Where do you get it from?’ asked Hideous.
‘That’s part of the secret,’ said Pierre indignantly.
‘I’ll have one,’ ordered Hideous. Half an hour later Pieere brought the 

meal to his table. Hideous opened up the pie & examined it.
‘Its inedible, ‘he judged. 
Pierre Hurler nearly fainted.
‘Inedible? Are you insane? This is the fi nest dish you can buy in London,’ 

he screamed, still feeling a little swoony.
‘Then you eat it,’ commanded Hideous & he plunged his fork into the 

cooked killer GM baby fi lling & off ered it to the outraged chef & restaurateur.
‘What?’ replied the stunned Pierre.
‘Go on, eat it,’ repeated Hideous. Pierre gobbled it down. 
Hideous waited for the contaminated meat to take eff ect. Within half an 

hour Pierre was crawling around in the scooped out stomachs of the dead 
customers he had moments before battered to their deaths using soup 
spoons & fi sh knives leaving their bodies all over the walls & the tables in a 
gooy skanked up mess. 

He was searching for their livers which he wanted to fry up in their 
body fats when Hideous called an end to the whole scene by shooting him 
through the back of his skull from close range. He had learned enough. 
Blood & gunge splattered everywhere.

Hideous followed the trail of the pies & began to wipe out all traces. 
He arrived at the source of the pies, the kitchen of Doris MacTeel. Finding 
her self-detonated body splintered all over, Hideous smoked a small fag & 
smiled grimly. Time was moving to hell.

Ponce Uber was well miff ed when he realised that something had 
happened to Honey Gloy. She was the key conduit to the media coverage 
which was beginning to become overtly friendly towards the ultra-violence 
of his right wing political vision. 

‘Everywhere I look, I see a world waiting for the strong leadership of a 
Mein Kampf reading autocratic genius like myself,’ he explained to Willard 
Cottie, one of his strong armed support team. 

‘For years I looked to Austria as the role model of a modern European 
State. Austria’s ability to incorporate a modicum of extreme Nazi politics 
into its mainstream was a heartening example of how the future might be 
creeping back towards the roots of Hitlerian apotheosis. However, I have 
been refuted in that thought. The vision was too small. 

The situation today paints a much bigger picture. Wherever these mad 
babies appear with their foul feminist left wing communistic disease-laden 
ideological hard-line populism, the right wing responds with a powerful 
counter-blast. No where accepts the loony left without a fi ght. The whole 
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world burns. This is the great kicking. A thousand years are being organised 
in this battle. And our unique ability to suck down to the blood-drenched 
roots of Nationalism is the key to our ultimate victory. 

No matter how powerful, how numerous & how intelligent the babies 
are, they cannot overcome the neat racist hatred we can inspire against 
them & their supporters.’ He glowed with pride as he explained all this to 
Willard Cottie who though he looked a moron was actually a brilliant pure 
mathematician working for a small e-commerce unit peddling right wing 
memorabilia & Nazi propaganda. 

Since the battle against the extreme forces of the left had become 
intense he had become very rich. The subsequent destruction of world 
fi nancial institutions had really left him harbouring a need for total revenge. 
He sat in Dover & seethed alone as Ponce Uber drove to London.

Which is where Tapstick & Fiona were now stomping around looking for 
a way in to the killer mutant baby movement. Ealing was awash with carved 
up bodies & everything seemed to be burning. Mike the lorry driver was 
bemused by the ugly spectacle. Karen & Dolores turned a corner & faced 
them.

‘Who the fuck are you?’ asked Karen, still fl ushed & buzzing after her 
long creamy shag with Dolores.

‘We’re former hospital workers who, having seen the way the system 
exploited the working classes & corrupted the original premise of a National 
Health Service, have walked away to seek out a revolutionary force that can 
accommodate our political vision. We are antinomian dissenters without 
the ideological rigidity that disavows the decentred Trot mayhem of 
revolutionary anarchism. We wondered whether the killer GM babies might 
not off er us the sort of position that we would feel comfortable supporting. 
Mike here is a lorry driver who just enjoys a good fi ght,’ said Tapstick Bog.

‘My name’s Tapstick Bog & this here is Fiona Tattle,’ he added. Karen & 
Dolores were impressed.

‘You had better come inside. There are forces of right wing counter-
revolution around here that would love to kick our arses,’ muttered Dolores. 
They ducked into a smashed up bar & sat amongst the rubble to discuss the 
situation. Not too far away, but hidden from their sight, Hideous Blackball 
watched this all happening. 

Having dealt with the baby pie situation, he was now wondering about 
this connection between the source mother of the babies, Karen, & these 
renegades from the northern lands. He wondered whether he shouldn’t 
immediately contact Reichmann but decided that he’d get more information 
fi rst. 

Karen explained to Tapstick & Fiona what their part in the baby plague 
was.

‘Fucking hell, are you telling me that you bred the fi rst one. You are their 
source?’ exclaimed Tapstick.

‘That’s right,’ replied Karen with not a little pride. ‘And what’s more, 
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every one of them, no matter how many generations down the line they 
evolve, recognise me as being their Ur-Mother.’

‘Wow,’ said Fiona. 
‘So why aren’t you alongside them in their struggle to bring about the 

left wing feminist revolution that is even as we sit here shaking the whole 
world to its very foundations?’ asked Fiona, suddenly seeing something 
strange in the situation.

‘A good question,’ pondered Dolores. 
‘We’re beginning to feel sickened by the total mega-bloodbath that 

this whole scene has become. Thousands of my babies have been brutally 
& violently killed by the forces of the right wing counter revolution. Of 
course the mind boggling powers & sheer force of numbers gives us the 
advantage still, but seeing so many loved ones being horribly destroyed is 
just too much. We’ve lost our hearts for the fi ght. We just want to have a 
rest,’ explained Karen. Tapstick thought that although these were motherly 
feelings they had no place in the current climate of totalising change.

‘But we’ve come all this way to join the fi ght. The systematic decimation 
of the economic poor & the politically weak that they are fi ghting against 
is our cause too. It is a just fi ght. To stop now would be betrayal. Of course 
there have to be terrible sacrifi ces made, but surely, they are worth it,’ 
shrieked Tapstick, aghast at what he was hearing.

‘You may well be right, but we feel that we cannot witness anymore 
deaths. We need to fi nd an alternative arena for the battle. Besides, we 
feel that there is something not quite as it seems. Deeper forces at work,’ 
muttered Karen.

‘Aha. We support the overt cause of the mutant killer babies of yours but 
we too feel that there is something odd about the whole set-up. Of course 
we hate the Nazi backlash which is making huge inroads in the struggle, but 
there seem to be other forces too, forces working behind the scenes of the 
open fi ght. On our way in to London we were followed by a black stretch 
limo. I don’t think it was right wing thugs nor the forces of state legitimised 
violence. There is defi nitely another faction in all this,’ replied Tapstick. 

Karen & Dolores looked at him with profound respect.
‘You are speaking our own fears. The battle between the left & the right 

is not the only struggle here.’
Hideous Blackball was listening to all this. He smoothed down his long 

black coat & returned to his limo to report back to Reichmann in Sheffi  eld. 
‘They’re onto us. The Ur-mother, Karen & some hospital workers from 

the north have latched on to the fact that there are other things afoot. Shall 
I wipe them out? ‘asked Hideous.

‘I can’t think of a reason why not,’ replied Reichmann as he levered great 
spoonfuls of beans into his mouth & farted into his cups. Hideous grinned.

Bree babies with handguns & bowie knives were roaming the outskirts 
of Heathrow. Planes were landing every seven minutes carrying them to & 
from London. The babies were piloting the planes. Ponce Uber’s men were 
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moving towards the airport looking for a war. They were given police escorts 
as they drove in white vans towards the babies. 

The mass media journalists were also racing towards the scene, ready to 
fi lm the whole scene out live to the waiting world. Some rumour was going 
around saying that if the original babies were killed, all the others would die 
as well. This was a totally unfounded rumour but it gave renewed passion to 
this army of Nazi supporting hard men.

Meanwhile in Sheffi  eld Reichmann was being visited by nurse Patricia 
Newland. Nurse Patricia Newland had realised that shagging senseless 
doctor Renshaw, architect of the systematic improvement of the Health 
Service, was not the best she could be doing, all things considered. Renshaw 
might have been successful & ruthless, he might have been in line for top 
honours & so on, but he had told her about Reichmann. Reichmann was the 
biggest dick, so that’s what she was going to suck.

She was surprised to fi nd that the address she had been given was not 
that of a fabulous mansion house in extensive grounds, some Elizabethan 
or neo-Georgian pile in a nice middle-class area of the city, but was a two 
up two down terrace house with an outside bog & a coal cellar at the back 
end of Bramall Lane Football ground, home of Sheffi  eld United football 
team. The sight of the great fat ugly bean eating geneticist standing at the 
door, completely fi lling it, almost made her keel over in a mixture of shock & 
fright. But she soon got over these feelings.

‘Reichmann?’ she asked.
‘Gerry,’ he mumbled.
‘Gerry. Well, my name’s nurse Patricia Newland & I’ve heard so much 

about you. You’re my hero,’ she said. Reichmann stared down at her 
impassively.

‘You want to eat some chips with me?’ he asked, gesturing to the 
indoors. She followed him in to the house. The front door went straight into 
the tiny front room. 

‘I don’t like fatty chips,’ she said, declining his off er with a timid smile.
‘That’s your fucking loss then,’ he retorted.
‘Do you want to fuck me raw?’ she asked.
‘I’ll have me chips fi rst. Then I will,’ said Reichmann. 
He stuff ed the chips into his mouth & chewed. Nurse Patricia Newland 

looked around for any overt signs of the man’s undoubted & legendary 
wealth. She could detect nothing..

‘What’s going on in hospitals these days then eh?’ he asked, continuing 
with the chip eating.

‘I work for Doctor Renfi eld who is a complete genius at developing 
systems that achieve effi  ciency & cost eff ective health care,’ she blushed.

‘I hear it involves feeding people into boilers for fuel. I hear it involves 
killing all the sick people so that hospitals no longer need to spend vast 
amounts of their much needed resources on actual medical care,’ said 
Reichmann.
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‘That’s true,’ nodded Nurse Patricia Newland.
‘As someone who wants to make money out of selling medicine, 

Renfi eld’s system seems like a bad idea to me,’ continued Reichmann. 
The nurse began to feel hot & bothered under her tight sweater & spray 

on leather skirt.
‘Exactly my point to the doctor. You’re an idiot I said, you’ll wreck the 

pharmaceutical industries. You’ll bring down these huge profi t making 
extravagances & for what? You have not thought this through. You are 
a moron. What are you? I asked him. A communist? As you can see, Mr 
Reichmann, I hit him low & I hit him hard. And then I said I was coming to see 
you because you were the real deal. You were the true genius, the visionary 
whose work would bring about lasting benefi ts, lasting good. That’s what I 
said & then I left. I couldn’t take him anymore,’ she lied, wrenching a great 
false sob out of herself to keep the drama of the piece intact. 

Reichmann was impressed.
‘You are certainly a perceptive cunt,’ he mumbled, wiping away the chip 

fat on his lips with his vest, revealing his vast belly that wobbled out like a 
hundred acres of arse over the top of his trousers.

‘Suck my cock & let me spank you over my knee,’ he ordered. Reichmann 
was concerned that whosoever worked for him was capable of submitting to 
his will. To his delight nurse Patricia Newland complied with everything he 
asked for. She stripped down to her red panties & draped herself over his 
knee. 

Fifty wacks later she stood up, her arse red raw with the battering his 
massive paw had delivered. Then she unzipped his trousers & sucked him 
off . The blow job was a complete success. He splattered her face with his 
love yoghurt & groaned inwardly.

‘I’m going down to my local to have a game of darts & a few pints of John 
Smiths bitter. Although I don’t like the brewery system I am equally opposed 
to the wank culture that informs the lifestyle & need of your typical Real Ales 
afi cionados. Its like fucking train spotting. I like bitter you can pour down 
you everywhere you go, without having to fuck about waiting for it to settle 
or having to go to extraordinary lengths to locate somewhere that sells the 
particular brew you’re after. I like the commonly found ales. It’s the same 
with food. I hate the sick bastards that fetishise what in the end is just what 
makes you shit. I hate cooks & chefs. I hate people who go to restaurants. 
I hate people who have dinner parties,’ he grumbled as he left the house. 

Nurse Patricia Newland quickly dressed & followed him along the road 
towards his local pub. On the way there was a French restaurant. People 
were having a quiet night out.

‘Look at that. It makes me want to puke,’ growled Reichmann. 
He detoured into the place. Standing in the doorway facing the 

astonished, nervous looking diners, Reichmann barfed a projectile vomit 
missile from his open mouth so that the whole room was covered in the 
slime of his lumpy orange & green puke stramash.
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‘I feel a lot better after that,’ he grinned as he resumed his perambulation 
towards the pub. Once there he played darts with a couple of old looking 
men & drank twelve pints of beer over the next hour. Nurse Patricia Newland 
got the distinct impression that he was waiting for some news. She sat in a 
corner & said nothing. She was content to wait.

In his National Health Hospital Dr Renshaw was relieved that nurse 
Patricia Newland had abandoned him. 

He was quite happy to fuck the other nurses who were all too happy 
to take down their knickers in the vain hope that they might become a 
permanent item in his life & thus get out of the low pay misery of their over-
worked profession. He had felt trapped into an unhealthy relationship with 
Patricia Newland that wasn’t going anywhere. 

Despite all the troubles he was actually making good personal progress. 
The government loved him, he was moderately well known & in his head 
he told himself that he was more or less set up for life. He assumed that the 
battle between the revolutionary forces of the right & left would end sooner 
rather than later & that his own personal position would be undamaged 
whatever the outcome.

But being so high profi le, he was co-opted by the government to look 
into using the crisis to bolster their health prograMme When the Minister for 
Health pointed out that the proliferation of corpses would be an excellent 
source of furthering the heating policy inaugurated by Renshaw’s reforms, 
Renshaw was immediately seeing what he meant.

Within days he was in charge of redirecting the work of crack teams of 
refuse workers. They would scour the battle zones between the killer mutant 
babies & the right wing fascists & collect the dead & mutilated bodies of 
either side. They would take them to the local hospitals where they would 
be used as a source of heating. 

So many babies were being killed that it was soon clear that the war was 
beginning to off er long term benefi ts for the whole community. No longer 
was it necessary to kill the ill people turning up at hospitals. Raiding piles 
of the already dead ensured that fuel bills remained at zero. Ill people were 
allowed to return to hospitals & although this meant medicines had to be 
bought, this actually appeased the disgruntled chemical industries that had 
seen their profi ts slump. 

It was yet again a brilliant intervention by the doctor. He was 
immediately brought into the Lords & given a free-fl oating brief with the 
government, advising it on all matters to do with health. In the Commons 
the PM barked triumphantly about the complete success that their health 
policy represented & the Tories were only able to listen enviously to the 
description of policies which years ago they had only dreamed of but 
which the New Labour Party had achieved with breathtaking ease. What 
they found particularly galling was the acclaim & rising popularity that the 
government continued to receive. 

Meanwhile the killer mutant babies were reorganising their mutations. 
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For the fi rst few hundred generations the babies had all been white but as 
they moved globally they began to use all pigmentation permutations. Of 
course, the appearance of millions of black killer babies was an even greater 
threat to the minds of Ponce Uber & his supporters than the white ones. 

The Internet was full of their violent messages of solidarity with all 
the other right wing Nazi factions that were sweeping across the globe in 
opposition to the left wing infant killer genius freakoids as the new challenge 
to their right wing agenda became increasingly clear. The problematisation 
of identity for early twenty-fi rst century nationalist racism had been taken 
to a further decisive stage in the minds of these Nazis.

On the site of the Millennium Dome, trashed in what was now seen as 
a decisive event in the historic right wing backlash against the communist 
feminist killer babies, Ponce Uber used massive fundings from the Lottery 
plus extra cash from the Chancellor’s healthy bank account, accumulated 
by taxing the poor on the understanding that projects for social good would 
be bought by the taxes, an understanding that was just a lie, for none of the 
projects were launched – to build The Millennium Oven. 

This was a massive multi storey industrialised complex which encased 
over a thousand ovens used to incinerate captured killer mutant babies. 
Torture chambers & experiment suits were also part of this massive 
structure. Trainloads of the babies were being shipped into the place. The 
babies were hacked up slowly – arms & legs, ears, lips, tongues, eye-balls 
& so forth were cut away from the still writhing mutant babies before the 
rest of the bleeding screaming creatures followed their desiccated parts 
into the fl ames. The whole place was run by the Nazis organised by Ponce 
Uber. Black smoke poured out of the ten thousand chimneys & London was 
permanently reeking of the foul stench of the cooked mutant babies.

In the torture rooms doctors recruited from their Private practice as 
well as the National Health were cutting open the babies strapped to tiny 
cots. Chemicals & drugs were pumped into the babies to fi nd out how they 
reacted to various levels of poison & other devices of death. Their ability to 
mutate & breed as well as attain such astounding levels of consciousness & 
intellectual & physical genius so quickly was also investigated. 

There was a never-ending stream of them brought to the Oven. Here 
were no end to the experiments the doctors & scientists performed on them. 
Bottles were placed on shelves in stores underground over a mile long, each 
bottle containing some body part or even the whole of the body of one of 
the babies. Once the black babies were starting to appear the work seemed 
to become even more frenzied & hysterical as the Nazi workers doubled 
their eff orts with renewed vigour.

Ponce Uber had moved to this place, sleeping in his offi  ce in this new 
modern building high up over the Thames. He had been assigned the 
Directorship of the operation & was set for some honour in the New Year 
Honours List. The building glowed with bright blue lights & won several 
awards for its design. It was clean & shimmering & unlike the Dome it had a 
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real purpose that the population could understand. Kill all the lefties. Kill all 
the immigrants. Kill all the blacks. Kill all the feminists. Kill all the working 
classes who didn’t want to kill these other groups. Kill all the gays. Kill all the 
ugly people unless they wanted to kill all the other groups. Kill all the people 
with disabilities. Kill anyone who didn’t support a broad-based Nazi ideal. 

Hideous Blackball, driving around & following the news bulletins, realised 
that his genetic babies were under heavy threat. Even though he knew that 
Reichmann must have some sort of a plan, the success of the right wing 
backlash had been more powerful & unifying than he had dreamt possible. 
In a sidestreet in Soho he walked into a group of three Ponce Uber followers. 

They were huge & reckless,. The gore of half eaten babies splattered all 
round their faces. Their boots were smeared with the smashed out internal 
organs of the dead babies they had been kicking to death. Al Jolson saw 
Hideous Blackball fi rst amongst the smoking debris of the street. Since the 
battles this part of the city looked like something out of Cambodia during 
the war.

‘What are you wanting you smooth cunt?’ asked Al Jolson with a grin. 
His fi sts clenched up tight as he contemplated another round of extreme 
violence. Hideous Blackball kept moving forward towards the three Nazi 
killers.

‘I’m working for the company that owns these babies you keep trying to 
massacre. They’re my company’s property. You three morons should back 
off  & see the error of your ways or I’ll have to teach you a lesson,’ replied 
Hideous Blackball in a quiet but threatening manner which came directly 
out of the school of Clint.

‘Fuck off  you cunt,’ rebutted Al, fl exing his enormous pecks & chewing 
on a bar of steel to ensure his teeth were exactly as he required them to 
be. Hideous sighed & then leapt forward with breathtaking speed & power 
born out of some genetic modifi cations which he had undergone under the 
supervision of Reichmann before all this anarchy exploded across the globe. 
The modifi cations utilised kangaroo codes amongst other things. 

Grabbing the Nazi by the head he wrenched the skull out of its spine. 
Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The head bounced off  down the 
street. The other two Nazis seeing what had happened to their leader were 
sent mad with anger.

‘You just killed our gang leader you bastard,’ shouted Ron Picket. He 
pulled out a machete & swung it at Hideous Blackball’s own head with the 
intention of severing it with a single blow. But the blade smashed into a 
thousand pieces as it landed on Hideous’ neck. 

‘Fucking mother fucker, what the hell have you got on your neck to do 
that to my reinforced steel blade?’ gabbled the moron.

Hideous crushed his right hand through the chest & rib cage of the 
Ron Picket & ripped out his still beating heart. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere.

Boyce Manikin stared in horror at Hideous as he stood there with the still 
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pumping heart of his Nazi mate in his gore dripping hand.
‘You fuck head. What the shit are you doing here?’ was all he could say. 

Hideous stuff ed the heart into his mouth & force fed it down. Then he ripped 
apart the rib cage of the gagging hard man so that his pumping lungs stood 
out in the fresh air.

‘The Vikings called this the butterfl y,’ explained Hideous Blackball as he 
stood back to admire the vision. Staggering around with his exposed lungs 
hanging out of his chest & his mouth stuff ed full of the ripped out heart of 
Ron Picket, Boyce Manikin could do nothing but slowly die. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere.

Hideous Blackball made his way along the Embankment & ended 
up staring at the Millennium Oven. He needed to talk to Ponce Uber. He 
watched as the trainloads of mutilated mutant killer babies were brought in 
to the gigantic civic torture experiment chamber. A Nazi controlled monster 
robot of pot-bellied corrugated metal, a drill like penis, prehistoric tail & 
penguin like fl ipper arms came rolling towards him from out one of the 
Security wires. 

This was a Fangoria stupid stereophonic death-dealing science fi ction 
joke killer. Hideous Blackball laughed louder than he’d laughed since 
watching ‘Devil Girl From Mars’ made way back in 1954 but which had 
turned up on his late night tv only three weeks before. With a single blow he 
swiped the great drill cock from the behemoth beast & twisted it in to the 
radiation-ray eyes of the hulk from Planet Creep. Within seconds it lay all 
crumpled up on the ground spitting zany electricity & gargling in a metallic 
voice ‘To feel, to think, to be like you, a man. Why cannot that be?’ before 
closing down forever.

Two cops came along, screaming at him that he was nothing but a fi lthy 
nigger & other racist crap. Hideous Blackball took them both by the neck & 
twisted the sweet life out of them. A white liberal politician who happened 
to be on a fact fi nding mission following complaints from some of his 
Hampstead neighbours about the state of play in the Millennium Oven saw 
this.

‘What the fuck are you doing you black mother fucker? Don’t you 
understand that without the forces of law & order all we get is anarchy.? 
He screamed. His bodyguard saw the look in Hideous blackball’s eyes & ran 
away.

‘Hey, what the fuck are you doing? Where are you running to you fucker?’ 
screamed the politician as he saw him run.

‘Who are you calling mother fucker, mother fucker?’ asked Hideous 
Blackball, reliving as he did ‘Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song’ of 1971 by 
Melvin Van Peebles. He took out his small handgun & blew the politician’s 
head off . Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

Lying around near the security fence lay the rocket bike of the dead 
policemen Hideous Blackball had just wiped out. Like Eddie Kidd in ‘Heavy 
Metal’ he leapt onto the supercharged bike & began to race through the outer 
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perimeter of the place, looking for a way in to the deep heart of the place. 
Crashing into a small outer offi  ce, he smashed his way through the 

metal door to be confronted by a Linda Blair look-alike secretary who’s jaw 
fell slack as he stood before her demanding a route into the inner sanctum.

‘I don’t know any secret routes,’ she explained. Hideous Blackball looked 
at her & realised that she was telling the truth. 

‘Let’s have a shag then’ he suggested. The Linda Blair lookalike agreed 
immediately because she had had a terribly boring & lonely afternoon sorting 
fi les on her PC for fi gures she never saw for a cause she didn’t support. 

Hideous rolled down her knickers, pulled up her skirt & extended his love 
marker into her juicy quim. Within ten minutes they were both panting like 
dogs & as well satisfi ed as a Tory in a tax haven. Hideous couldn’t hang about 
though.

‘I have to move on. I’ll see you later if all goes well,’ he said as he strode 
out of the offi  ce. She turned her head 180 degrees before returning to her 
paperwork whilst Hideous kept trying to fi gure out just what it was about 
her that reminded him of Linda Blair.

Out of one of the air vents blasted a green gas creature made up out of 
the farts of the dead babies. This creature, deranged & out of all control, 
merely had to be released into any vicinity to cause maximum carnage. It 
took no sides & was truly a totalised beserker. 

‘Fucking hell, a fart monster,’ muttered Hideous Blackball to himself as 
he saw the cretinous ghoul rise up to destroy him. Its foul aroma, its ugly 
shape & its lunatic wailings combined to create a dire spectacle but Hideous 
had known from the very start that the place would be heavily guarded. He 
drew the beast towards him & then at the last moment, as the creature was 
about to plunge down onto him & destroy him hideously & utterly, he called 
out for the Linda Blair woman to come out. 

As she did so the creature saw her & plunged towards her. In a gruesome 
exploitative moment it ripped all her clothes off  so that she stood there 
stark bollock naked & quivering like a jam stuff ed arse-hole on a bouncy 
castle. Inserting its gigantic green farty cock into her fanny it screwed her 
like the demon it was. Such creatures, however, can only kill once before 
they disintegrate in a mouldy pother of foul farty stench clouds. 

The woman, shocked speechless by the unspeakable act, crawled back 
indoors wondering about the nature of romantic love, time & the hidden 
costs of physical pleasure. Hideous Blackball regretted that he had been 
forced to take such desperate measures but he knew that forces such as 
those demanded counter measures of unlimited, perhaps unspeakable 
morality. 

‘I never even asked her for her name,’ he brooded, strangely 
uncomfortable with his dehumanising behaviour so typical of traditional 
masculinity & its attitudes towards women. Perhaps his siding with 
Reichmann’s mutant feminist killer babies had something to do with this 
uncomfortable refl ex.
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‘Weirder & weirder,’ he commented to himself. He continued to search 
out a way to the inner sanctum of the Millennium Oven Complex. 

Ponce Uber on the inside was brooding on the complicated network 
of forces now in play. Although the left wing killer mutant babies were 
obviously his main focus there were other forces working in the shadows. He 
suspected this even though he had no proof. He reckoned that co-ordination 
of such mega forces must be centralised. 

This probably stemmed from his right wing wanky penis– worshipping 
love of the Great Big Man, a Fuhrer type who would inspire & lead right out 
from a sentimentalised & sickly version of human greatness which merely 
magnifi ed itself within the symbolic idiom of The Very Fucking Fucker of a 
Cock. 

‘There must be someone in the shadows leading these babies. We need 
to fi nd out who they are. Then we can mercilessly crush them & the forces of 
feminist evil will collapse in an anarchic leaderless confusion,’ he explained 
to his trusty sidekick. It was at that very moment that a call came through 
from Dr Patrick Renshaw.

‘Having heard about the kind of show you’re running there at the 
Millennium Oven, I think we need to talk. As a PR success, my running of the 
Health Service has been second to none. But your terror building has also 
captured the hearts & minds of the great British Public. I feel that a merger 
at strategic, structural & ideological levels would ensure that our projects 
& our place within them would last for the next millennium,’ explained the 
good doctor after introductions.

‘Why don’t you come over & see what we’re doing here fi rst hand. I’ve 
heard all about your innovations & thought you were just a snobby prick 
who got lucky – but these are strange days where I’m having to change my 
tune over a number of things. Perhaps we can make some sort of a hard 
deal,’ replied Ponce Uber. 

Ponce Uber clicked off  & ruminated on the call. He had a feeling that 
maybe this Renshaw character might have something to do with the killer 
babies. After all, he surmised, they must have been developed within a 
bio-tech/medical setting – & he was a top doctor. Given that he was now 
showing interest in the Millennium Oven where so many of the babies were 
being utterly & brutally destroyed, it could well be that he was wanting 
to spy on the forces of the glorious right as they bravely stood up to the 
carnivalistic internationalism of the left wing bio-freakoids. Ponce Uber was 
going to deal with this governmental interference in the only way he knew. 
He started to shine up his boots & perfected his hard grin.

So what was Dr Patrick Renshaw up to? He had decided that the 
completely brilliant overhaul of the National Health Service was merely an 
opening move in his soon to be accomplished glittering future. He needed 
to be able to gain from which ever side fi nally won the war. 

He needed to assess the situation so that he could start to make plans. 
Ponce Uber’s organisation seemed to be as good a place as anywhere to 
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assess who was in the ascendancy. He reckoned that he’d go to the Oven, 
take a look at how things were shaping up, look at the facts & fi gures Ponce 
Uber deemed fi t to give him, & then make a judgement later.

He took his sleek limo through the decimated war torn streets of 
London to the Oven. Ponce Uber greeted him at the magnifi cent modern 
entrance. Hideous Blackball, lurking in the shadows saw Renfi eld arrive. He 
recognised him at once.

‘What’s that mad bastard doing here? Is this some governmental ploy 
to co-opt the Health service into the ambit of Ponce Uber & his nationalist 
dreams?’ he asked himself. He thought about contacting Reichmann but 
then decided that he’d better get in closer & fi nd out what was actually 
happening before troubling his boss.

Just then a security guard came marching along. With speed & dexterity 
Hideous Blackball leapt out from the shadows & smashed a straight right 
into the security guy’s jaw. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The guy 
passed out immediately. Hideous took his security pass & his uniform & was 
soon inside the Oven Complex proper. 

He wormed his way along the miles of corridors past the various 
experimental rooms & labs that made up the gigantic place. He sensed his 
way along. Smashing his way into an air vent he crawled along until he found 
himself peering through a mesh cover down into the room where Renshaw 
& Ponce Uber were conferencing. 

‘I’m impressed with the way you are running this place. Although its 
aim is really quite the opposite of a hospital, the organisational structures 
& constraints you have in place are very similar. You are also dealing with 
the processing of bodies & although the emphasis is in some ways diff erent 
there are of course strong overlaps,’ Renshaw was saying. He was thinking 
‘This moronic single fi gure IQ cunt-shit hasn’t got a clue what he’s doing, 
I’ve got to just recommend that he be relieved of his duties here. This place 
is my place.’ 

‘Nice of you to say so Dr Renshaw. We’re proud of our work here & I must 
say I’ve been watching your work with a good deal of favour lately. I wasn’t 
all that bothered about what you were up to at fi rst & I’ve got to say that 
a few months ago you’d be the kind of cockless wanker I’d have taken the 
greatest of pleasure in kicking your arse through your mouth. But I’m more 
refl ective these days, as is the way with modern managerial approaches. I 
fi nd I have a happy workforce, production has doubled & expansion of the 
whole operation is our next imminent step,’ responded Ponce Uber but it 
was no good – the Dr was just not his kind of guy. 

11.
Gerald Reichmann was a thirty stone, fi ve foot nine forty eight year old 
bachelor darts playing head banger who was living in Sheffi  eld with a 
bullterrier called Shit. 
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He liked to smoke ninety fags a day & knock back thirty pints of John 
Smiths every nine hours before taking his kip between three regular meals a 
day of beans, chips, fried bread, sweet tea & a sticky bun. 

He was an incredibly brilliant geneticist & evolutionary psychologist 
& the fact that he hadn’t seen his dick for over two decades on account of 
the great overhang of gut he carried around with him didn’t mean that he 
wasn’t a great shag. 

He had loads of top totty who saw him as the apotheosis of working 
class genius, of a slightly dingy type obviously, a true working class hero who 
never once considered it ambitious to want to be middle class or upper class. 
In fact, he hated all middle class & upper class people. 

He watched tv twenty hours a day & loved the adverts & game shows 
more than anything else. He had developed the genetic breakthrough 
whilst watching ‘The Weakest Link’ but had worked out the delayed control 
mechanisms he was planning to use in respect of the killer mutant babies 
during a paricularly gratifying ‘Match of the Day’ programme where Derby 
County, thrashing Bradford City were showing inspirational heroic spirit in 
a bid to remain a Premier league club. Such were the halcyon moments of 
Gerald Reichmann’s life in the greatest city of South Yorkshire.

Selling the genetic breakthrough for millions to one of the big multi-
nationals, he had been able to take over control of the company whilst 
retaining his working class lifestyle. Hideous Blackball had been a painter & 
decorator in the Rotherham area until Reichmann had taken him on as his 
number one Enforcer. 

At weekends he still liked to go back to the old place & do up a few 
externals for a very reasonable price. Both of these guys loathed the high 
unemployment that middle class politicians & upper class paymasters 
seemed to think were acceptable. Their radical solution, although highly 
controversial, had at least made people start to question the way things had 
been run up until the plague of killer babies.

And now that international capitalism was crumbling & the forces of 
revolutionary & counter-revolutionary terror were sweeping through the 
world with the inevitable result of mass carnage & anarchy, the situation 
at least had blown away complacency. Everyone was beginning to have a 
position.

Reichmann had school kids working for him. They would go out at lunch 
times & raid local sweet shops & post offi  ces. Harold Compton, a twelve year 
old with a small handgun wearing a Bart Simpson mask, goes into his local 
Lloyds bank. 

Jake Hillman is behind the till.
‘What are you doing here you little bastard? Shouldn’t you be in school? 

Fuck you off ,’ says the tillman.
‘I’m giving you ten seconds to fi ll this bag with tenners or else I’ll blow 

your head off  with this you cunt,’ replies the schoolboy, brandishing his 
handgun.
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‘You little turd,’ retorts Jake Hillman with contempt.
Blam! Harold Compton shoots off  the head of the tillman. Blood & 

gunge splatter everywhere. 
Patricia Dillinger, at the next till, starts to scream. The school boy 

shufties over to her.
‘Shut up you stupid bitch & hand over some dosh,’ orders Harold.
‘You just shot the head off  Mr Hillman,’ observes the hysterical bank 

worker.
‘Just give me the money & stop pointing out the obvious,’ snaps Harold. 

A businessman, Tom Rand, has seen everything & decides he’ll show the 
little runt vigilante justice. Using tactics picked up at his local OTC he creeps 
up behind the school boy. 

Sadly for him, the school boy has seen his manoeuvre. He spins round.
‘You sad rich git,’ he says, pointing his handgun at the stupifi ed 

businessman. 
‘Have you got loads of cash on you?’ he enquires.
‘A couple of hundred pounds, that’s all,’ quivers Tom Rand. 
‘Hand it over you ponce,’ orders the boy. The businesman shits & pisses 

himself & then does so. Although to him its just petty cash, the thought of 
giving it away without making any profi t is just an overwhelming thought & 
so he faints. 

Morris Woerter in a long grey mack & a hatred of young people & blacks 
tries to hammer the boy to death with his steel tipped stick but the boy gets 
a shot off  into the old ugly face leering at him. The bullet splatters through 
the right eye ball & detonates the rest of the head against a back wall. Brain 
& blood & gunge & bone explodes everywhere. 

A policeman, Jonas Horritt tries to club the young tearaway with his 
truncheon but is caught by a bullet in his right arm. His arm drops off  & 
blood pours out of the socket, spraying over the glass of the tills so that you 
can no longer see Patricia Dillinger at the other side.

‘You’ve shot my arm off  you little fart,’ screams the policeman in agony.
‘Eat shit you fascist,’ replies the boy, emptying another three shots into 

the bobbies head. The head just fl ies off  into diff erent directions, splintered 
& covered in blood & gunge. 

A single mother & her little boy, abandoned by some big but socially 
retarded man within weeks of the procreating fuck, is quivering by the door 
of the bank. One look tells the young lad that she’s poor.

‘Here, take this cash & get out of here. This is not aboiut people getting 
hurt. Its about making a small inroad into the system that allows society 
to abandon people in your situation. This is not pity, this is progress seen 
through the corruscating warp of irony. Its just a tiny gesture,’ explains the 
boy, stuffi  ng the money he’s taken from the dead businessman into her 
shaking hands. 

Shaking with a mixture of shock, fear & gratitude, the woman rushes out 
of there. The boy then blasts away the security videos & leaves. He runs off  
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& returns to school after leaving the money, the Bart Simpson mask & the 
gun with Reichmann.

Rita Dixon is more subtle. She gets her kit off  to the e-fazed wank 
crowd in the local club scene, taking out some of the spacemen from the 
dancefl oor to a locked trap in the bog where she hogties them, fucks them 
backwards & then beats in their skulls so that they lose consciousness & 
she can proceed to take all their loose cash. By the time they come round, 
splattered in their own exploded gore that is hozing out of signifi cantly deep 
headwounds, she’s back out dancing & stripping, the punters roaring into 
her scene & getting ready to be taken, & no one remembers enough details 
to make any of the scam stick. Ouchbaby! 

Charlie Mace is a twenty something business dick with a gigantic Blue 
Chip portfolio who at three a.m. is looking to score. Rita Dixon grabs his 
bollocks & blows him a pouty snorker which sends his reeling mind into the 
place of love yoghurt splurge. Recognising the size of his wad, she agrees 
to give him a blow job in the back of his Jag. Reconfi guring the surveillance 
camera so that the action is clearly taped – a trick Reichmann showed her 
– she does the slime deed & then reveals that sex with eleven year olds is 
not legal.

Charlie Mace sneers at fi rst. ‘Eleven? Are you kidding me you bitch?’ he 
asks. She just shakes her head. Then he shrugs.

‘Whatever. There’s fuck all you can do babe. I’ll deny the whole thing. 
Who’s going to believe a scrubber like you?’ he snarls.

‘You’ve been fi lmed by that camera over there. I’ve got a tape of 
everything. The video’s wired in to the club. I control the box. You’re fucked 
unless you pay me large sums of cash on a regular basis,’ she explains. 

‘I have no pity for you. You’re whole mindless approach to women & 
sex deserves this comeuppance, on top of your right wing political agenda 
& support for fascist dictatorship. You excuse all that right wing socially 
retarded right wing stuff  – alongside shits like Kissinger, Thatcher, Lamont & 
that whole nutty crew – as being just a matter of making a fucking omelette’ 
she adds, a little sententiously. After all, she is only eleven. 

Charlie Mace begins to weep & looks really pathetic with his dribbling 
shrivelled cock hanging out & the tears. 

‘You are a pathetic specimen,’ sneers the school girl & she wacks him 
in the bollocks & gives him a date & drop off  location for the fi rst down 
payment. When she tells Reichmann about this he smiles & downs a pint of 
Smiths in one.

Reichmann is actually a disguised Sikh who, having worked as a left 
wing agitaor against the child porn & slave rings of India killing several big 
time landowners, had had to scarper from a top job as a geneticist at Delhi 
University once the police began to suspect that he was behind the terrorist 
campaign that was beginning to destabilised the confraternity between the 
porn/slave rings & themselves, the forces of law & order.

In Faridabad Hardip Chaudry had been the biggest of the operators. 
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He was taking boys & girls & chaining them like dogs to their workplaces 
& forcing them to work for twelve hours each day without pay. They would 
then get fucked by whichever adults were being treated to such pervy thrill. 

Reichmann, whose fi rst name had been Mahar-Moonga-Singh-Brar 
aka Nightmare Fuck Bastard Slave Bollock Crusher (NFBSBC), had sent 
out genetically modifi ed prototype killer Sikhs through the area Chaudry 
controlled. Soldiers & policemen found themselves ambushed by these 
weird two feet high killer Sikh babies who sprang out from the shadows to 
chop their child-fucking clit-torturing nobs off  – blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere, from Rajasthan to Punjab, Haryana to Utter Pradesh, even so 
far as Himachal Pradesh, Nepal & Bhutan in the far North.

In a New Delhi textile sweat shop kids kidnapped from their raped & 
stomped over parents by the police working for Chaudry worked all chained 
up. Their masters would walk about with their cocks hanging out, ready 
to stuff  them in the kiddies mouths whenever they felt like it. The door 
suddenly got fl ung open & the killer Sikh babies came rolling through. 

They’d smash these goons in their bollocks so they fell face over into 
their own purple green vomit spill & then stuff  cotton looms into their arses 
until their arses split open. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Then they 
unchained the kiddies & let them eat the fried up body parts they pulled 
from their still living owners, mixing in the fl esh with dill & rice. 

In Jaipur the chemical factory was full of kidnapped kiddies forced to 
sniff  the chamicals being produced to check them for toxins. Their brains 
would melt from time to time & slide out of their ears to the laughter of their 
guards who would then go fuck their little sisters. NFBSBC babies stormed 
into the place at midnight & began to tip the guards into the vats of seething 
green chemicals, feet fi rst & slowly. 

This dissolved their feet & left them bleeding & melting from the stumps 
upwards. It took days for them to die. In the meantime drops of red toxins 
were splattered onto their cocks, dissolving them in a fi zz of steam & 
melting fl esh. The kids were all given free taxi rides back to their relieved 
families who had resigned themselves to never seeing them again. 

In a food processing plant in Amritsar chained up fucked over naked 
abducted starving beaten over kids were being forced to run machines whilst 
having long large looby fruit portions stuff ed into their arses by laughing 
guards until NFBSBC babies stormed in to take control of the situation.

Within hours the guards were mincemeat being poured into the tins 
to be sold to ther elitist paymasters who organised the whole thing in the 
fi rst place. Once Hardip Chaudry realised that he had been guzzling his own 
guards he organised the combined forces of law & order to hunt down these 
monstrous killer babies & their leader, NFBSBC himself. 

Loved by the poor & victimised mass proletariat NFBSBC was able to glide 
like a shadow always out of reach. The bodies of the soldiers & police alongside 
the paid gangster hoodlums in the employ of Chaudry were continuously 
found hanging from trees with heads, arms & legs hacked off ,their dicks in 
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their mouths & the letters NFBSBC carved into the headless torsos. 
But eventually the forces of Chaudry closed in too close for comfort. 

NFBSBC fl ed the country, changed his name to Reichmann & became a 
northern English working class Fagin type. His German sounding name 
& dark skin plus the habits of certain stereotypical English working class 
maleness worked as a suitable identity for someone wishing to blend into 
the deep background of a country abolishing itself & its need for pure 
national stereotypes.

The best news yet about the mutant killer babies was that they had 
organised a successful left wing assault on the forces of repression & 
medievalism, the very forces that ensured that the working classes of India 
remained locked into a state of powerlessness & poverty. The killer babies 
had continued the violent overthrow of the forces of right wing hegemony 
begun by the NFBSBC babies but had done so on a heroic scale. Millions had 
supported the mutants. 

Ponce Uber, working from the great torture centre erected in place of 
the Millennium Dome had seen the action in India as of defi ning interest. 
Activating Hindu & Muslims right wing nutters had been one of Ponce’s 
triumphs. Uniting against the common enemy of the mutant feminist 
killer communist babies radical fascist nationalist religious freaks engaged 
in bloody battles all over the continent. The government forces of India & 
Pakistan suddenly found themselves in an alliance against these hoodlum 
women. Taliban warlords joined in over from other borders in Afghanistan.

This was a pattern all over the place as the deeply ingrained sexist & 
sexual fascism of all the major world religions united with the ultra Nazi 
politics of Ponce Uber & his secularist English nationalism. 

‘Deep weird shit,’ commented Reichmann to himself over a tub of beans 
he emptied in a gulp, followed by eighteen elephantine farts that bellowed 
throughout the streets of Sheffi  eld & out onto the wild moors of Derbyshire 
& even unto the Pennines.

12.
Karen & Dolores with Tapstick, Fiona & Mike were conscious that the baby 
killer mutant baby plague had left them far behind. But although so many of 
the babies were being killed, far more were being bred. 

And something weird was happening to them. Instead of dying off  
prematurely they were beginning to develop a pattern of biological maturity. 
After a month or so the babies would suddenly mutate into what looked like 
twenty year old babehood. Then their development would halt. And they 
would stop breeding. A sudden maturity after six weeks or so.

They were all lesbians & would immediately salivate over each other 
in an incestuous tuppence licker carpet muncher type of manner. The right 
wing extremists of Ponce Uber & his ilk were driven mad with this given that 
such tendencies were just the sort of thing that left them squirting their love 
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guns into sad lonesome kecks whilst mouthing off  about the pervy ways 
of degenerate fi lth etc. etc. It was yet another inner tension within their 
ideological weltenschaung & would eventually be the source of their doom.

Karen met one of these new blarty Brees. 
‘Fucking hell ur-mother, why don’t we shag?’ asked one of the luscious 

off spring recognising Karen as the original mother of them all & so in some 
respect commanding total respect, awe & love. 

Karen thought that such bonding would be both beautiful & perverse 
in a painless & utterly quim shimmering way. She tore down her knickers 
& let the gorgeous totty snaffl  e at her cunt with the tongue licking ferocity 
of the Foucaultian recognising the negative activity of the cutting out & 
rarefaction of discourse. Then she turned over the Bree, stripping her, fi nger 
fucking her, fi sting her then spanking her over her knee until the air was 
thick with spunky cum wailing, her arse tanned bright welted red & she was 
perceived – beyond the battles, decisions, dynasties & assemblies of her 
infl exions & curves – as being one of history’s massive phenomena of secular 
or even multi-secular importance.

All over the world the GM killer mutant babies were transforming 
into these killer mutant feminist left wing shag-nasty lesbian twenty-year 
olds. The war against the Nazis took on a new dimension. The work at the 
Millennium Oven changed complexion yet again as instead of dead babies 
this new type of corpse began to be imported along the Jubilee Line. 

And all the while the utter destruction of the money systems of the 
world remained a hotly contested debate. What did it mean? There were 
some who thought it was the end because there was no money & money was 
real & not abstract & that the world without pricing was just meaningless 
& would disappear. These economists just sat around all day or went into 
hiding or tv studios to wait for the end of the world. Which they assumed 
had actually already happened but no one had noticed yet.

But there were others who thought that money wasn’t real but just 
something for the mind not the body, a surface accident that you could just 
reinvent again. And some of these said that this is what had happened. That 
after the destruction of all the money systems in the world a new system had 
been invented that was exactly like the fi rst one. So no one really noticed 
that the fi rst one had gone because its replacement was such a good replica. 
And had come along so fast. Because, presumably, computers & electronic 
gadgets had made it happen like that. 

Another lot thought that money was a bit like things in the mind but that 
it was also much more connected to reality than the lot who thought it was 
just pure mind. So they pointed out that stock markets had been wiped out 
& factories had closed down which was galling to the pure fi gment of the 
mind school because in a sense it made money into something quite deep 
& old fashioned & not new & minimalist & funky, which is rather what they 
thought. And the eff ects were a little too ideological as well, which again 
was something that they thought they’d expelled but now they were noting 
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it had come back with a vengeance. Which was a catastrophic thing. 
What made all this really interesting was that it was everywhere. 

Usually it was perhaps a single currency somewhere that was failing, or a 
chain reaction of currency that was comparable to another currency or set 
of currencies elsewhere where the system wasn’t failing. But this was a truly 
universal eff ect. 

So you couldn’t speculate with the comparisons between currencies in 
this situation. This seemed like a very new situation to be in. This made the 
abstract pure fi gment of the mind school feel a bit better about the whole 
thing because they could point to this & say ‘This is really modern & new.’

Money seemed to have been a bit like Picasso suddenly, or even 
Duchamp – it seemed like it had once been a really modern idea & 
fantastically challenging & ironical even – but there was always something 
deep & unutterable about it – whereas now it was changed & it was all over, 
that feeling that money had depth, that was fi nished – it was now camp 
& pure kitsch like a Jeff  Koons dog or something. This was a feeling some 
people were having about the money system – it had this emptiness to it but 
also a grandeur & proportion that was obviously something to be reckoned 
with – but it was outside of it somehow, like, the feelings sprang not from 
money itself but from the things outside of money. 

Like, where before it had been comfortingly serious, even when playful 
– because when you think of Duchamp you have to think he’s somehow a 
deep artist doing important artistically things – its inevitable because he’s 
dead now & all his work has been written about & museums have collected 
the stuff  he did & no one thinks that he’s not important even if they don’t 
like what he did – well, money was now losing that serious depth play & was 
getting something else instead. 

Maybe by saying that everything was fi nished, that there was no more 
money – post money had come along, people were saying – the world had 
become just a gigantic state of what people often thought they wanted but 
it was turning out to be freaky & acidic & just terrifying – like hell was just 
everything you always wanted but too much of it. 

So it wasn’t exactly what you had wanted but you never noticed this fact 
until now. Like, the diff erence between having a load of cash & having none 
had been abolished but there was now the confusion of what to do next with 
this absence of diff erence.

Some economists started putting together models of absence & 
sociologists began to look again at the material base of class & fashion 
& sex & such like, trying to see if they had missed something. But all the 
while these debates went on & some people seemed to be shrugging their 
shoulders about the whole scene whilst others were fi lling up with old 
fashioned existential angst – because, as they pointed out, there was still 
a lot of sex & death around – & maybe money was just a powerful way of 
regulating those things alongside less serious things & so we were more 
vulnerable than before, when we had money. 
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And new shows were hosted by the likes of the genius ultra-sexy 
author of ‘The Weightless World’ whose post-punk post-heavy Milla-Lite 
economism struck just about the right cool note whilst in other realms, lets 
say education, the ultra sex obsessed grrrl author of ‘The Development & 
Validation of a Large Scale Qualitative Research Instrument for Eliciting 
the Implicit Philosophies of English Teachers’ which later became a central 
tenant for the theory of Implicity also became a shimmering fi gure on the 
multi-channel tv systems which were beaming anti Nazi constructs back 
into the void of the new world disorder. 

And there were Nazis doing the same the other way of course & they 
tended to be wanting the heavy stuff  back. They were screaming about 
depth & seriousness & all this cool was just the very rotten thing which had 
ruined everything. And the killer babies were symbols of this. That’s what 
these people were saying from their side.

Baxter was in his lab mixing up the footage he had of Dolores & Karen 
into porn for club land installations he had been able to set up. Having lost 
touch with Karen & Dolores as the baby plague & the neo Nazi backlash had 
occurred he’d decided to use all the stuff  he had & just cut & recut it into new 
scenes. He was recycling the same stuff  endlessly in a very modernist way 
which he really found boring on one level but from a business point of view 
made complete sense.

A fascist rally in Birmingham ordered some of his stuff . He didn’t mind 
who ordered the stuff  so long as it meant that he kept his head above water. 
Konrad Bachalard & Jimmy Cheese, his seven foot high skinhead goon 
sidekick, had returned from Paris & they were leading the rally. Totally in 
tune with Ponce Uber & his right wing fascist backlash against the left wing 
politics of the killer babies, Konrad Bachalard was hoping that the rally 
would become a focal point for a fi nal move against the killer babies. 

It was going to be a monster happening with heavy Germanic ultra 
petrol post punk oik & smash trance sounds warped up to mega blast 
levels that would sweep away a billion neo Nazi youth fuckers in to a mass 
hysterical surge of ultimate kamikaze battle mode against the freakoid 
enemies of the left. 

Internet linkups with over a million other mass rallies would ensure that 
the whole world rose up in the same fl ush of lefty lezzie bashing fury & that 
the ultimate victory would be there’s. It was going to be the fi nal end of the 
world armafucking geddon party to end all end of the world armafucking 
geddon parties! It was going to be the ultimate blood & gore fest of all time. 

In Sheffi  eld, whilst all this was being organised, Reichmann contacted 
Hideous blackball. He had noticed that the babies were moving into their 
second phase of biological development. 

‘Hideous, I don’t suppose you’ve had time to notice anything yet, but 
the babies are moving into their second phase,’ he said. Hideous was still in 
the air vent in the Millennium Oven listening in to the top level conference 
between Dr Renshaw & Ponce Uber.
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‘“I’m in a fucking air vent at the Oven Reichmann. I haven’t noticed 
anything yet. What’s the point?’ he growled in a whisper.

‘The babies are no longer breeding & they’re no longer babies. They’re 
all becoming GM psycho dyke bikers with black strap-ons, billion point IQs 
& honed up tooled up feminist leftist ideological vision. Things are about 
to go ballistic,’ grinned Reichmann. Hideous Blackball liked what he heard.

‘Fucking hell, Reichmann. You are an A 1 genius,’ he acclaimed.
Ponce Uber was sick of Dr Renshaw’s New Labour smarm mannerisms & 

sly tricksy have it all ways foxy cunning. He preferred his right wingers to be 
bollock straight obvious so he knew where he was like, for example, Tories 
& the NF used to be. 

‘What is it you want with the Oven?’ he asked Renshaw straight on.
‘I wonder if we might not reorganise it somewhat, maybe start opening 

up a section to the public. After all, since you took over there’s been a 
massive support fro the work you’re doing – we could start making more 
out of the brilliant success you’ve made of this whole project,’ suggested 
Renshaw. 

He was thinking that Ponce Uber wouldn’t be able to do this, wouldn’t 
have the skills. He, Renshaw, would then off er to help. After a while he’d 
take over in full. The moron boot-boy would be crushed out of existence. 
That was what he was thinking.

Ponce Uber was having none of this line of thought though. 
‘You fucking middle class twat,’ he said. 
‘I beg your pardon?’ gasped the astonished Renshaw.
‘You think I’m interested in turning this operation into a Disneyland type 

of entertainment theme park? I have a serious politics driving me to where 
I am. Your post modern ironism is anathema to me. I’m going to kick your 
bollocks in & send you to the ovens. When your political masters discover 
what has happened here they can make a choice – either join you or else 
get serious.. There’s no more space for jokers like you,’ snarled Ponce Uber. 

He smashed his iron fi sts into Renshaw’s face before the good doctor 
could fi nd anything to say. Blood & gunge splattered everywhere. A few 
hefty kicks later & the doctor was in smashed up pieces. A couple of Ponce 
Uber’s heavies then came in & took the crumpled up mess to the oven where 
he was quickly burned up. 

Ponce Uber sent a fax to the Prime Minister telling his what had 
happened to his minister in charge of the Health Service. Although shocked, 
the PM had for a time realised that he needed to fi rm up his political stance 
& the right wingers seemed to be winning the day. So he quickly asserted his 
fi rm commitment to ensure that the Nazi backlash became his backlash & 
Ponce smiled at the quick turnaround. 

Once the news of what had happened went round the world other 
extremist right wing groups did the same to their own governments, most 
prominently in the United States of course where at last the White House 
agreed to overtly sanction the fascist ideological stance that had long been 
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the agreed & established corporatist practice of the empire for decades. So 
nothing really changed.

Hideous Blackball, watching the demise of Renshaw from his vantage 
point of the air vent had to think quickly. There was surely a need for radical 
action to be taken & he seemed to be the person best placed to do this. 
Ponce Uber was the guy he felt he needed to stop. Smashing his way 
through the vent’s wire cover he slid down into Ponce Uber’s offi  ce. Ponce 
Uber was astonished to see this strange & deadly foe suddenly glide down 
from the ceiling onto his carpet.

‘Who the fuck are you?’ asked Ponce Uber. Hideous could only marvel at 
the total aggression & raw violence that Ponce Uber represented. 

‘Ponce Uber, you are a fucking genius & I have to say that I respect your 
purity & total dedication to your national socialist cause. However, you must 
understand that there are alternative visions of the future & that you are 
preventing the establishment of something much better than even what 
you dream of,’ replied Hideous Blackball. Ponce Uber looked at him with 
disgust mixed in with anxiety.

‘I’m going to tear your head out of your neck, but what the fuck are you 
going on about? All I’m about is getting rid of these pervy lezzy killer baby 
GM freak commies that are all over the world threatening the very fabric 
of my extreme right wing vision of fascist beauty & politics. I understand 
from the way you’re talking that you’re on the other side. I don’t need to 
understand anything else,’ responded Ponce Uber. 

‘I think you do,’ said Hideous Blackball. ‘Like you, I am an extreme 
savage & total-violence abortionist. I would like you to meet my boss. I think 
there are points of contact. This whole war is weirder shit than you think,’ 
he continued.

Ponce Uber thought about this. ‘Your boss? Who the fuck is your boss & 
what is his role in any of this?’ he asked.

‘Name’s Reichmann. He’s the guy who invented the baby plague,’ said 
Hideous.

‘Say what?’ replied Ponce Uber, astonished by this bombshell, ‘Your 
boss started the commie plague? After I’ve twisted your head off  your neck 
I need to do the same to him too,’ growled Ponce Uber.

‘You need to listen to the man. The story’s not as clear & simple as you 
think,’ explained Hideous Blackball.

Hideous Blackball wondered whether he had judged Ponce Uber right. 
The naked aggression seemed pure & dedicated but too infl exible to see the 
position Hideous was outlining to him.

‘Listen cunt, I don’t care about this Reichmann guy you keep telling 
me about. All I know is that these feminist babies have to be wiped out,’ 
complained Ponce.

‘But they’re no longer going to be babies. Like I’ve just been explaining 
to you, they’ve evolved into their second phase. Now they’re all shooting up 
into their post breeding stage. They now take on the appearance of twenty 
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year old glam lesbian killing machines. They are too intelligent, powerful & 
numerous for you to ever triumph. You’re on the losing side Ponce. You need 
to change tack if you are to survive,’ explained Hideous Blackball.

‘Are you out of your fucking mind? Even as we stand here speaking a 
mega rally is being organised that will go all round the world. Every Nazi on 
the fucking planet is going to get the call-up. Its going to be a blood bath the 
like of which no one has even dreamed up yet. There’s going to be so much 
mashing to be done we’re going to have to wear sub-aqua gear if we’re not 
to drown in the pussy-fucker blood we’re going to release tonight. Lose? We 
are on the threshold man. We are on the threshold of the biggest death fest 
spectacular ever. Offi  cial.’ Ponce Uber blazed with the indignant fi re of the 
outraged & the stupid. Hideous Blackball sighed.

‘There’s no way you’re going anywhere you daft fucker,’ he whispered, 
pulling out his handgun. Ponce Uber was ready for this however. He 
smashed a boot into Hideous’ face. There was the satisfying crunch of bone 
splintering. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Hideous Blackball fell 
back, stunned by this attack. He fi red off  a couple of shots & ducked onto 
the corridor. Ponce Uber took the bullets in his face but apart from causing a 
hideous mess they were merely fl esh wounds.

‘You bastard,’ he screamed, leaping forward & pulling an axe out of his 
belt, a weapon he favoured & always kept handy. 

Crashing down one of the corridors to escape Ponce Uber’s axe, Hideous 
Blackball found himself in a room where heads of mutant babies were 
hanging. This was a separate experimental room where instead of making 
soup out of their brains they had been connected up to various electrical 
gadgets & were still alive in some freakish sense.

‘What the shit is happening here?’ asked Hideous to himself as he beat 
to death a couple of scientists in white coats who had been running the 
experiments.

‘Disconnect us from the machines,’ gargled one of the heads. 
Hideous did what it asked. The head bounced a couple of times & then 

miraculously began to transform into a fully grown twenty year old glam 
lesbian killer mutant freak.

‘I didn’t think that was possible,’ commented Hideous Blackball. 
‘Stick around cowboy,’ swaggered one of the reactivated babes. 

Suddenly three of Ponce Uber’s reactionary boot boy heavies crashed into 
the lab.

‘Shit, he’s gone killed the technicians,’ screamed one of them.
‘Let’s hammer the git into the fl oor then fuck these gorgeous babes that 

seem to have appeared from no where,’ grunted the second.
‘Then beat them senseless,’ added the third with a slow smile.
Hideous was still feeling a little groggy after the booting from Ponce 

Uber. He needn’t have worried.
‘Come on then moron boys,’ whispered one of the babes. She waltzed 

forward & sent out a brain melting power blast from her own cranium dome 
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that left the fi rst boot-boy fl ying through the air & crashing against the far 
wall with a splintering crunch. Blood & gunge splattered everywhere.

‘Fucking hell, these birds have got the same awesome mental powers 
as the babies who were here minutes ago,’ observed the second Security 
guard. 

He bolted forward & landed a smashing blow to the super mutant killer 
lesbian’s jaw. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. But it wasn’t her face 
but his fi st which exploded upon impact. He went boz-eyed & stood shaking 
as he looked at his completely smashed in paw.

‘Fucking hell, its like hitting a brick wall,’ he mumbled in agony.
‘No, this is like hitting a brick wall slag head,’ said the killer lesbian 

feminist hard case, & she crashed her fi st into his face, splattering his nose 
all over the far wall in a blam spanker gore fest. 

‘Christ look at my face,’ groaned the third security guard, who spent 
hours each morning making sure his rugged inner machismo was mirrored 
by his outer appearance. Parts of his splintered anatomy dribbled down the 
far wall.

‘Your face looks better scattered about everywhere than it does all in 
one place you pathetic sexist cunt,’ grinned his assailant.

Seeing what had happened to his other two companions he began to 
feel that he had to escape. 

‘Fucking hell, she’s just too hard for me, I’m out of here,’ he wailed & he 
scarpered before any more violence was perpetrated. 

Hideous Blackball turned to the twenty women who stood before him, 
top totty all indeed.

‘Well thanks a load girls,’ he grinned.
‘Fuck off  with the sexist patronising gob-shite you ugly fucker,’ retorted 

one of the adult sex bomb Brees with the sort of bollocky charm you 
associate with the keyed up military personnel-type.

‘Its alright, I’m on your side,’ said Hideous Blackball, sensing that the 
situation could go radically wrong if he didn’t get across his point straight 
& true.

‘Fuck you wank boy,’ screeched the GM killer mutant dyke. With an 
awesome punch she severed Hideous Blackball’s head from its shoulders. 
Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. At that moment Ponce Uber crashed 
into the scene & was smashed in the face by the fl ying decapitated head 
which sent him in turn fl ying into one of the open ovens. He perished in a 
massive fi reball, screaming in agony. 

13.
A gigantic fascist meeting was organised by Charlie Cheese & Bachalard in 
Birmingham at the behest of Ponce Uber. The tragic death of Ponce meant 
that Bachalard was now running the show outside of the Millennium Oven 
where the experiments were bearing fruit.
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‘We’ll get a total monopoly of all communications world-wide & 
orchestrate a global right wing rally during which we shall reveal the 
consummation of all the work our now dead leader Ponce Uber. 

In a single breathtakingly heavy night of smeg smattering bollock 
brilliant violence the billions of right wing ideological sympathisers who have 
collected to our banner in the fi ght against the left wing GM killer mutant 
killer dykes shall see our total victory against those forces of commie red 
blart,’ Bachalard explained to Cheese. 

‘You are again showing your true worth. There is no doubt in my mind 
that those fucking cunts are about to get a right kicking,’ responded the 
seven foot odd sidekick & his muscles gleamed in total destroyer mode.

Everything being sorted, the crowds began to gather. 
‘Get your Leeds Utd scarf on. Its nippy out,’ said Maureen Smithies to 

her twenty seven year old son Ronny Smithies. Ronny looked narked.
‘But mum, its not cool to be wearing a fucking scarf,’ he explained.
‘Don’t be a wanker Ronny. A Leeds Utd scarf makes it clear that you are 

a moron violent racist twat with total fuck off  qualities,’ countered Posh 
French, his big titted shag mate.

‘You are of course right my dear,’ he agreed, seeing the sense in what 
she was saying.

They made their way towards the NEC stadium where the rally was to be 
held, joining a throng of thousands through the rain.

Meanwhile a car of hard nutters was driving along the Spaghetti 
Junction. Norwegian Sven Hals drove whilst he sang Norwegian Nazi songs. 
Blue Crawfi sh & Denton Mithras sat in the back, drinking eighteen cans of 
lager & puking over the seats in sporadic vents of spleened delinquency.

‘We hate niggers & Jews
‘We hate pakis & women
‘We hate people with funny faces
‘& anyone from Sweden 
‘because we are Nazi bastards
‘from Denmark fucker’ he sang, (Danish Nazi Song)
followed by
‘I don’t have a job
‘I don’t read books
‘I like being sick on your head
‘& fucking your mother
‘& your dad
‘& shitting on the carpet
‘cause I’m a violent twat with a hard on
‘& I hate queers & coons
‘& like hurting wankers from
‘places that are not Denmark’ (Places Not Denmark song) 
followed by
‘Come to my party &
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‘we’ll kill you
‘& we’ll shag your girlfriend
‘& if you’re black
‘we’ll send you to Portugal
‘far away from Denmark
‘where the niggers go
‘I’m a ccccccunt
‘from Norway so fuck you
you slag.’ (Norwegian Cunt song)
Sven sang but it was irritating for the two fascists who sat on the back 

seat. Blue turned to Denton & spat a great green gobby that smeared down 
the window because he’d forgotten to open it.

‘Tell the fucking foreign shit-head wanker to keep his fucking Norwegian 
songs to himself,’ he screamed. Denton shrugged.

‘Its what fucking Nazi’s do when they invade Poland & so on. Its better 
than Wagner,’ he commented. Blue couldn’t take it anymore. He pulled a 
great hammer out of his belt.

‘You fucking nigger Jew queer boy Norwegian. Shut the fuck up,’ he 
roared & then he brought the hammer down onto the blonde Norwegian’s 
right wing skull. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

‘What the fuck have you done?’ screamed Denton.
‘I told him to shut his ugly fucking face. Now perhaps we can get some 

quiet round here,’ explained Blue with bits of Sven’s brain tissue sliding 
around his face.

‘You just went & hammered to death our driver you daft cunt,’ pointed 
out Denton.

‘You just went & hammered to death our driver whilst he was driving. At 
high speed. On a fucking fl yover section of this motorway. Doing a fucking 
ton,’ he elaborated.

The car swerved madly off  the fl yover & fl ew into oblivion.
‘And you’ve got his gore & brain all over your new Sta-Press,’ he 

managed to point out. Then the car plunged onto its nose & exploded in a 
murderous fi reball which wiped out the two right wingers in a confl agration 
of epic proportions. Fifty other cars all fi lled with fascists driving to the rally 
were caught up in the explosion & were also fried in the white heat.

‘What the fuck was that?’ asked Ronny of Posh, seeing the great black 
clouds rising over the tops of the houses.

‘Some wankers crashing & dying in a maelstrom of their own making. 
Fucking brill,’ replied Posh & they nodded in agreement. Life was nutmeg 
pure. An old Asian grandma was walking along the pavement on her way to 
the shops. She hadn’t picked up that a Nazi rally was taking place all over 
the world & that she would be the focus of its sustained violence & abuse.

‘Hey look, a Paki granny. Let’s give her a good kicking,’ said Ronny. Posh 
giggled & thought that this was a bit of luck. At that moment a GM killer 
mutant dyke stepped out of the shadows.
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‘What are you two thinking of doing?’ she asked. 
‘Hey bitch, you are a fucking curve & no mistake,’ gasped Ronny as he 

eyed up the mega totty & was suddenly standing to attention & spunking his 
gun in bolts of shining venom splatter. Posh saw this reaction & was not at all 
happy at his display of sexed up heat.

‘Hey you fucking slag. I’m going to kick your fanny in for even looking our 
way. Then I’m going to join in smashing that old Paki to bits,’ she growled.

‘Sure you are. Now just shut it cunt & get out of here before I change my 
mind,’ sneered the GM killer mutant dyke. It was at this point that it dawned 
on Posh that not only was she a left wing feminist but she was also black.

‘You fucking nigger,’ she growled & swung a punch. But the GM Killer 
mutant dyke easily moved away from the punch & crashed her own fi st 
against Posh’s exposed chin. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Posh 
fl ew through the air & crashed through the outer wall of a local chippy to 
land head fi rst in a tub of freshly made cod batter.

‘You fucking mother fucker nigger tart. You’ve just smashed my girlfriend 
into that batter. I’m going to have to smash your fanny into smeg-mess,’ he 
snarled & aimed his boot at his new enemy. In a single slashing movement 
of her arm, she crunched her fi st into his face. Blood & gunge yet again 
exploded everywhere. 

Ronny fl ew through the air into the path of a car. The car smashed into 
his hapless body. His arms & legs were blown off  the torso in a massive blood 
bath whilst his skull was crushed by the screaming wheels of the hurtling car. 
His brain & eye balls splattered all over everywhere.

‘What the fuck was that?’ asked the passenger of the car, Pete Liggins, 
a fully paid up member of the right wing brigade making its way to the rally.

‘Some wanker just fl ew into the bonnet of our car & has been smashed 
in a smeg fest of utter mindless violence & destruction,’ replied Jim Goon, 
the driver who put his foot down on the gas & gunned on at twice the speed 
he’d been moving when he’d smashed into the hapless Ronny. Bits of Ronny 
stuck to the car as it blasted on through the night towards the rally.

‘You bitch just killed my man, sending him fl ying under the merciless 
wheels of a fateful car,’ screamed Posh who had pulled herself out of the 
batter & was now approaching the GM killer mutant dyke with a brick pulled 
out of the rubble caused by her fl ying through a wall moments before. 
Caught by suprise, the GM killer mutant dyke was brought to her knees by 
the brick smashing against the back of her head. 

Posh decided that she was going to arse fuck the superbabe. Attaching 
a Nazi emblazoned dildo strap-on she ripped her opponent’s knickers off  & 
backdoor fucked her with the savage intensity of thunder groove grunge 
feedback on steroids. A million times over. However, recovering from the 
stunning blow the GM killer mutant dyke was able to shake her off  & arse 
fucked Posh back. 

Afterwards she laid out the working class white woman beneath her 
mighty limbs, stripped her naked & explained that she was well & truly 
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beaten. Posh had to admit that the super black woman had done a job on 
her.

‘You should be for us not against us sister. As a white working class woman 
it is in our radical left wing political agenda that you will fi nd satisfaction 
rather than in the warped & self-contradictory right wing agenda which you 
have aligned yourself with up until this point,’ advised the super freak.

‘You need to understand that active & revolutionary desire is always 
mingled with an opposing reactive desire for repression. You fucking me 
like that was your way of saying that you wanted me to fuck you & smash 
you to pieces. Capitalism produces schizoid desiring machines like you who 
acquiesce to your own slavery. You need to read Deleuze & Guattari ‘s ‘Anti-
Oedipus’ so that all this becomes clear,’ continued the super woman to the 
shagged out Nazi who was fast beginning to think that she might have to 
think things through a bit more than she had done so far.

‘What you say sounds like intellectualist bollocks but despite my 
ingrained prejudice against wanky middle class up its own arse tossing talk 
I’m picking up strong feeling that what you’re saying is making some kind of 
sense to me,’ admitted Posh.

‘By questioning the neutrality of discourse in terms of class you are 
showing the vigilance & suspicion of the true intellectual. However, you 
need to recognise that being a white woman is also part of what you are. You 
must learn to repudiate the prioritising of masculine & white structures of 
self-representation & discourse, demanding instead that they render up & 
give back what they owe to the feminine & the black. We’re all marine lovers 
of Friedrich Nietzsche these days,’ concluded the GM freakoid. 

‘I still say she should be kicked to death,’ grumbled the old Asian 
grandmother as she shuffl  ed her way on to the local shops leaving the two 
women thinking through dissent, praxis & imagination.

Meanwhile.
The Queen was brooding on the rally.
‘Phil, do you think I should be more proactive about all this anti-mutant 

women thing?’ she asked. 
‘Anything to get the jumped up slag lezzie communist cunts back where 

they belong, under the masculine English Nationalist thumb,’ mumbled her 
Greek husband. 

‘I need to get onto that Ponce Uber fellow at the Millennium Oven & 
see if he’s got anything that I could use,’ she went on. ‘Stop nobbing the 
servants Philip & ring this Uber man & see what he can off er us,’ she ordered. 
‘After all, as the most established, richest, most infl uential right wing rabid 
organisation on this Island, you’d think that they owe us.’

‘Is that the Millennium Oven? Ponce Uber?’ screeched Philip down the 
blower.

‘Ponce Uber has been killed by a left wing counter insurgent trying to 
wreck the unstoppable right wing racist nationalist ideological strategy 
from the inside. Of course, the insurgent has been himself killed by the very 
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forces that he sought to protect & valorise, an irony not lost on anyone. The 
situation is now back in our control. I am Vance Cant, top scientifi c offi  cer at 
the Oven. Who are you & what can I do for you?’ replied Vance Cant.

‘This is Prince fucking Philip from the fucking Palace. Now listen you 
tosser, we in the Royal family have had to take shit from people for ages 
now. Don’t you think that we deserve some compensation for suff ering for 
so long in the Nazi cause? Have you boys come up with anything that would 
make our position secure in the new world of the totalised fucking fascist?’ 
replied Philip.

‘It sounds reasonable to me, we’ll be over with something within the 
hour sir,’ replied Vance Cant.

Within the hour Vance Cant & his team of Millennium Oven scientists 
arrived at the Palace.

‘So what have you brought me you little fucker,’ said the Queen, anxious 
not to waste a moment.

‘We have brought about a mega Royalist genetically modifi ed Nazi 
who is bred to do nothing but seek out enemies of Royalty & destroy 
them in a maximum amount of violence & pain whilst drawing attention 
to the absolute magnifi cence & necessity of Monarchy as a counter to the 
emasculating force of wanky democratic structures,’ replied Vance Cant.

‘Well come on then you ugly cunt. Show,’ ordered HRM.
‘With pleasure ma’am,’ smarmed Vance Cant.
A seven foot tall blonde haired blue eyed GM Freaktrooper stood before 

them all, his twenty four inch cock erect & true, his fi sts like maniac hammer 
Gods & his voice deep, Austrian & male.

‘All will obey the Queen or die,’ he intoned.
‘Fucking A 1,’ screamed HRH in delight, wiggling her fat scrubber body 

under her long snobby gown.
‘Its got no fucking clothes on,’ commented Philip, staring at the cock.
‘Too right. Keep it like that. I want it to shag me in a minute,’ giggled the 

Queen.
‘Don’t be a daft bugger Liz. Now come on, get some clothes on you Nazi 

bugger,’ ordered Philip.
In a sudden movement of hideous violence the GM Freaktrooper sprang 

forward & pumped his hammer God fi sts into the rib cage of the prince, 
ripping out the lungs & then the still beating heart. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere to the gargling horrible gasps of the dying Prince.

‘What the fuck happened there?’ asked the Queen, standing over the 
wrecked carcass of her still bleeding but defi nitionally dead husband.

‘The Greek bastard contradicted your command. For his disobedience 
he had to be eradicated,’ replied the blonde killer, still dripping in the gore 
splatter that his recent assassinational act had caused.

‘Well fucking hell, that’s right. Too right. He contradicted me didn’t 
he? Fucking useless cunt anyway. Right, he’ll do,’ said the Queen suddenly 
turning her attention back to Vance Cant.
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‘I’ll have as many as you’ve got,’ she said.
‘Twenty,’ replied Vance Cant.
‘Twenty? Is that all? Well, get them over here. With this Nazi festival 

happening up in Birmingham tonight I’ve got an idea that I’m going to 
be needing them. Their super strength & total loyalty are going to prove 
invaluable as I manoeuvre myself into a position of total power. What I have 
to make sure is that that ugly bagwoman Thatcher doesn’t get her cuntish 
hands on the reigns of power before I can. With these Freaktroopers in my 
corner I think I should be able to keep the foul bitch out of it,’ she explained 
to whoever would listen. Vance Cant nodded & went back to the Oven to get 
the other nineteen of the steroid supermen over to the Palace.

Meanwhile in Birmingham’s NEC Baxter was getting worked up & 
nervous. He had the fi lms of Karen & Dolores all set to be shown but was 
unhappy at the overt Nazi feel to the whole event. He had never really 
noticed politics before but this stuff  was really in your face & reminded him 
of Nuremberg. 

There were great screens all over the place, both inside & outside of the 
gigantic hall. Thousands would be viewing the fi lms live, billions would be 
seeing them world-wide. He was happy at the thought that he was about to 
make Karen & Dolores the greatest porn stars ever but this wasn’t the right 
context. At the moment other fi lms were being beamed onto the screens. 
The fi lms were coming out of the Millennium Oven.

Shots of dead babies with their arms being ripped out by black dogs 
who ate up the arms with great crunchy noises. Shots of small boys stabbing 
the torsos of the screaming babies so that blood fi zzled out of the wounds. 
Shots of babies having their eyes pooped out of their eye sockets. Shots of 
lips being eaten off  the babies faces by rats. Shots of someone using a blunt 
knife to saw off  the fi ngers & then the toes of the babies. Blood & gunge was 
exploding all over each & every shot. 

Shots of some big woman with a hammer smashing in the skulls of 
babies coming past her on a conveyer belt like she was breaking stones. 
Shots of little girls sewing up the eyes, mouths, cunts & arse holes of babies. 
Shots of dentist drills being used to drill into the gums of the screaming 
babies. Then used to drill into the ribs. The knees. All the bones. Shots of a 
road roller being driven over hundreds of babies deliberately placed on the 
road in front of its huge grinding wheel. 

Shots of babies being thrown out of high rise windows. Shots of babies 
being eaten at business lunches. Shots of babies being diced by machines 
for dicing meat. Shots of babies being cooked alive in micra wave ovens. 
Shots of babies being put into deep freeze units alive & kicking. 

Shots of babies being strung through their arms with wire so that they 
hung like pieces of raw screaming meat. Shots of babies being thrown in to 
pig styes where the pigs snaffl  ed them down after tearing them to bits fi rst. 
Shots of young men playing billiards with babies eyes. Shots of babies used 
as crash test dummies.
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“Fucking hell, this stuff ’s real snuff ,’ wailed Baxter as he watched the 
stuff . Konrad Bachalard came into the booth to check that his stuff  was 
ready.

‘Look mate, I never knew it was going to be as stonking mad as this,’ 
explained Baxter to the Konrad Bachalard.

‘Fucking ace mad yeah?’ beamed Konrad with approval at the way the 
shots on the gigantic screens were drawing frenzied responses from the 
massing Nazis. Everyone was stomping, screaming, gobbing & smashing 
their fi sts either into each other’s faces or else into the air.

‘I only wanted ten cans of Stellas & a bit of fun,’ moaned Baxter.
‘You’re a pathetic cunt then,’ Konrad said. ‘This here is history. And you’re 

part of it. It’s the grand slam of all mighty dunk meets. Not since Nuremberg 
has the world witnessed this kind of power show,’ glowed Konrad, surveying 
the scene with manic pride.

In Sheffi  eld Reichmann was keen to get to Birmingham. He was 
wondering what would happen next. The forces of the right had grown 
exponentially & this communication coup threatened to tip the balance 
of power from his GM killer mutant dikes to the Nazis. Now that Hideous 
Blackball had been killed by the very same dyke femme commies that 
Reichmann had assumed were his team, Reichmann’s whole take on the 
situation was more ambiguous than ever.

The horny nurse who had wanted to be his shag muff  because she had 
assumed that he would be infl uential & rich decided that he was nothing 
but a loser.

‘You fat ugly bastard. You’ve done nothing for me. I don’t understand 
your motivation at all. Go fuck off  to Birmingham. I’m going to go out & fi nd 
someone who can become the real deal,’ she sneered. Reichmann & his bull 
terrier Shit got into their white van & drove off  without a backward glance 
at the raging woman.

Jo Tims, one of Reichmann’s pickpocket kids, aged eleven & three 
quarters, came up to her.

‘You are a disgrace,’ said the little boy.
‘Oh fuck off  young ‘un. This ain’t a cut episode from Kes. In the real world 

I have to make money just like you do. Just because I sleep around doesn’t 
make what I do any worse than what you do. You steal. You nick things all 
the time. Well, that’s all I’m doing. And don’t give me all that fucking poverty 
shite. We’ve all got our crosses to bear. I’m poor. I’m just doing what I can 
to get comfortable. You think I enjoy shagging fat cunt’s like Reichmann? 
You think I enjoy being a slag for them? So fuck off  with your righteousness. 
You’re a fucking thief & so am I. Its just that I’ve got a cunt men want & you 
haven’t, you little prick,’ snarled the former nurse. 

Jo Tims frowned at her.
‘Reichmann had a project. We were all part of it. It wasn’t about 

Reichmann. It was about resistance & dissent. It was about being ornery 
bastards. It was about challenging the powers that be. Stealing & violence 
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were a matter of furthering this project. Through apparently mindless 
or selfi sh acts of theft & brutality we were tapping into the subconscious 
modalities of giving back & loving. It was about evasion & disgust. It was 
about making the boundaries of power visible. It was about defi ning yourself 
as being outside the boundaries of power. It was a sober bacchanal against 
power,’ explained the boy.

‘You’re full of shit,’ said the former nurse.
‘Where there should be aff ection & gratitude you show merely cynicism. 

You have learned nothing from living with us here. Shagging Reichmann has 
done you no fucking good at all,’ commented the boy sadly.

‘What are you after boy? You want me to give you a hand job? Is that it?’ 
she asked him, walking away. Jo Tims watched her go with a sense of deep 
sadness clinging to his soul. Then someone must have killed the violinist 
who’d played throughout the scene from behind one of the graffi  tied walls or 
at the very least had his hands chopped off  in a vicious meat-cleaver attack 
blood bath carnage scene because pathos died & the story roars onwards. 

Karen, Dolores, Tapstock, Fiona & Mike picked up the news of the 
Birmingham rally from an unlikely source. Trying to fi nd Baxter, they rung 
one of his contact numbers & spoke to some anonymous woman who told 
them what he was up to. It was Karen who summed up the feelings of the 
group.

‘The little wanker’s gone & joined the fascists. Its unbelievable. Worse, 
he’s apparently spliced together fi lms of me & Dolores & they’re going to 
be part of the backdrop for this mega right wing nationalist rally. He’s gone 
& decided to use porno images of us to sell the Nazis to the whole fucking 
world. Its an outrage. The wanker. The sad little cunt. Just wait until I get my 
hands on him,’ she seethed.

‘I take it then that we are resolved to ride to Birmingham’ conjectured 
Mike. Karen nodded. They felt good about the ride. Although the thought of 
being the most famous porno stars in history had for a micro second being 
a mind shaggingly wicked idea to them, fulfi lling all their dreams, the idea 
of being used as visual backdrop fodder for the extreme nationalist agenda 
which was kicking in Karen’s mutated babies was something that took away 
that initial shine. 

Their travelling to Birmingham therefore took on a edge of political 
activism that had been lacking over the last few days for this crew. Mike 
gunned his lorry towards the city with an eager anarchical enthusiasm.

Baxter was scratching his head & looking for inspiration. He wanted to 
get out of the terrible fi x he’d dropped himself in, but it seemed hopeless. 
Thousands of right wingers fl ooded into the place whilst hundreds of 
thousands surrounded it, standing in the brainstomping allegiance to the 
English & to any other symbol of Nazi unifi cation they could think of.

‘Are you sure you want me to show this stuff ?’ quizzed Baxter to Konrad. 
Konrad only growled. Baxter noted that Konrad seemed preoccupied with 
something else. He had a feeling that something was going to be revealed 
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at this rally that no one had foreseen. He wondered where all the GM killer 
mutant dykes had got to. Never around when you want one, he thought to 
himself. Then suddenly a thousand come along! But no they didn’t. Hadn’t. 
There was no sign of any kind of resistance. 

Before he stop anything the fi lm began. It was incredible. All fi fty 
screens simultaneously showed the skin fl ick of Karen & Dolores eating 
each other’s pussy out etc. etc. – pretty common fare but multiplied on the 
screens, & towering to the live audience in the auditorium – & then beaming 
out to billions on the Internet, tv & what have you. Baxter, realising that he 
was reaching the hugest audience ever for any porn fi lm, glowed with guilty 
pride & swigged his can of Stella in silence.

‘See how many people we’ve got out in Birmingham alone,’ said Konrad. 
‘Think about the billions watching oversees. The whole fucking world is 
caught up in this thing,’ he gloated. Baxter had to agree but on his fi fteenth 
can was beginning to feel like puking.

Something was being fl own in. A gigantic red crate dangling from a 
helicopter was being lowered into the stadium through the roof. Spot-
lights fl ooded the place, caught the crate as it slowly levered itself down 
centre stage. Baxter loved the theatricality of it. The crowd roared with 
anticipation. Konrad Bachalard licked his lips.

‘This is fucking cracking my man. Now we shall see. Now history 
changes, now history ends,’ he crowed some more. Baxter nodded, thinking 
that the giant goon had fi nally lost his sanity.

Karen, Dolores, Tapstock, Fiona & Mike skidded into Birmingham as the 
red crate was downloaded into the NEC. 

‘Where the fuck are the GM killer mutant dykes?’ asked Tapstick, hoping 
to catch a glimpse of the left wing feminist terrorists.

‘They seem to be in hiding. Or waiting for something to happen,’ replied 
Karen as they all pushed their way through the fascist throng.

‘Perhaps they’re working on something & it isn’t quite ready,’ suggested 
Fiona.

‘Look at all these fascists. Here must be three or four hundred thousand 
of them all clogging the streets,’ gasped Fiona.

‘All over the world there’s this linkup to the event,’ said Tapstick, ‘so this 
event is like an event that has parts of it scattered all over the globe. They 
reckon there’ll be billions taking part. The whole fucking globe is fi nding the 
politics of nationalism & racism easy to grasp & easy to do. Although here its 
a white on black thing, in places where there are no whites other categories 
are in place to soak it all up. Its full of contradictions this stuff , but it’s mind-
bogglingly simple to engineer nevertheless,’ he continued.

‘Its a fucking disgrace,’ murmured Tapstick, surreptitiously slamming 
his Bowie knife into the back of one of the fascists as they pushed through 
the crowd. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere but as the fascist victim 
grunted & fell down dead into the seething mass no one paid him any mind 
at all.
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‘Like a fucking turkey shoot,’ muttered Tapstick in disgust, wiping the 
dripping blood off  his blade.

Konrad Bachalard, in his control booth stood next to Baxter who cringed 
in the corner. The massive porno images of Karen & Dolores blistered into the 
fi red up retinas of the onlooking crowds, beamed down the wires & cables 
into a billion ports world-wide whilst the heavy mad phat of spunk carnage 
techno blasted through the night in a raw overlay of sensory overload that 
made your ears bleed alongside your eyes. 

Parts of the NEC crowd looked like they’d come straight from some 
awesomely pumped up wrestling club – four hundred pound boys & girls 
in lurid superhero costumes & masks stood with swastikas tattooed over 
their massive arms howling & ranting, kicking out at anyone, including each 
other, who invaded their body space. Reichmann stood nearby looking on 
with his dog Shit by his side.

‘And now the moment you cretins have all been waiting for,’ roared 
Konrad Bachalard from the booth into the booming mike. The message 
crashed out through everything else like a demon seed. The crowd hushed 
as everyone waited to see what was on off er. Terrestrial tv cameras & their 
reporters all buzzed & switched their attention from general scene-setting 
shots to a more intense arena of focus. The focal point was the red container 
in the middle of the NEC.

The BBC’s man in the white suit intoned into his mike for those still 
listening to the Beeb.

‘Here we have an incredible scene where we calculate over a billion 
people world wide are tuned in to see what it is that lies in wait inside the red 
box. World governments are on tenterhooks, hoping that whatever it is it 
will bring total victory over the GM killer mutant dyke plague revolutionaries 
that have declared war on civilised values everywhere in such an outrageous 
manner,’ he said.

‘We have waited for decades for a leader to come along who would 
deliver us from the shit that has been our lot for too long. The confusion & 
lies, the utter crappy lives most of us have had to live for so long are now 
drawing to an end. A new era is about to begin. People of the right, I give you 
our new leader, The Mega-Hitler,’ roared Konrad Bachalard. 

At that moment he pressed a button & the box exploded & out of the fi re 
& smoke an enormous twenty foot high creature unfolded itself. Wearing 
an updated sci-fi  version of Nazi SS retro– fetish, the super being was a 
testosterone pumped up mega muscled Ubermench of the totalising type. 
Fully developed out of the gene codes Reichmann had developed that had 
led to the GM killer mutant dykes, Mega-Hitler was the product of work 
done at the Millennium Oven under the guidance of Ponce Uber using the 
dykes as experimental base materials.

A stream of white fi re beamed out of The Mega-Hitler’s red eyes, turning 
the nearest few hundred of his supporters into burning, sizzling fl esh. The 
onlookers at fi rst gasped in horror as the burning followers screamed & 
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writhed in terrible agony before falling over dead & then cheered as they 
realised that this mad creature was going to be their leader for ever & that 
nothing on earth would be able to stand up to its incredible strength & 
equally amazing IQ. 

Karen, Dolores, Tapstick, Fiona & Mike stood in the middle of the crowd 
in astonishment & horror.

‘Look at the size of him. There’s no way the GM killer mutant dykes are 
going to be able to do him in,’ whispered Dolores glumly. It seemed a fair 
enough assessment of the situation.

‘No wonder they haven’t showed up here,’ muttered Tapstick.
‘Look, there’s the little shit, in that control room up there next to that 

big goon,’ observed Karen, suddenly spying out Baxter swigging his Stellas 
in dismay & depression.

‘Let’s go tackle the guy,’ growled Dolores.
It was as they were all moving towards the control both where Baxter 

was cringing that the Queen made her move.
‘Oi, Mega-Hitler, over here,’ she shouted, waving her arms madly to get 

the super goon’s attention. The crowds parted & let her through.
‘Who the fuck are you, you ugly old woman?’ enquired Mega-Hitler. His 

voice boomed out so everyone could hear him. The scene was being beamed 
out throughout the whole globe.

‘I’m the fucking Queen of England you daft bugger. Now listen up. 
For hundreds of years we Royals have been making sure that your right 
wing ideological programme was being adhered to. It was a tough job & 
sometimes we thought we might not make it but we persevered, we did 
not give up. We actively supported murderously right wing regimes all over 
the world, brought our kids up to understand the key notions of elitism & 
snobbery. We were consistently anti working class, anti-feminism, anti-
socialism, pro-racism at every turn. 

We have been John the Baptist to your fucking Jesus if you like, not that 
I hold with any of that religious crap. Now I reckon you need me as a mascot 
for what you do. I can be a symbol, an icon, the historical memory of what 
you are going to bring about,’ she screamed.

‘You rancid old tart, we have no need of history now. We obliterate the 
past. We are the pure future. Despite all the good you have done in the past, 
your days are over. You must be destroyed so that the new world vision can 
begin. You must be turned into suppurating screaming bits of fl esh & eaten 
in full view of everyone so that the message is made clearly. The past is dead. 
Memory is dead. History is over,’ roared Mega-Hitler. A million mindless 
proto Hitler’s raised their arms & chanted whilst gobbing over the heads of 
who so ever stood in front of them.

‘You will obey HRH or else you must be destroyed,’ boomed out an 
alternative voice. Out of the shadows the twenty tanked up GM mutant 
Royalist Freak troopers goose-stepped into view, smashing to death anyone 
who didn’t get out of their way quickly enough. Blood & gunge exploded 
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everywhere as they made their militarised way through to Mega-Hitler.
‘What the fuck are you?’ asked Mega-Hitler, astonished by these 

weirdoes who were obviously bigger & more deadly than any of the other 
humans in the hall.

‘Genetically manufactured elite storm trooper offi  cer squaddies with 
unerring, irrational Royalist tendencies programmed to destroy anyone 
who resists the commands of HRH the Queen,’ explained one of them. 
Mega-Hitler was impressed.

‘Aspects of you would be useful in the new world I am inaugurating, but 
your loyalty is to the wrong object. I am the product of the Heideggerian 
project investigating Dasein. The mood of anxiety that until now 
authentically awakened us to the precariousness of our situation as beings-
towards-death, alienating us from the inauthentic conformity & security of 
the crowd, is now fi nished. You & your Queen are part of a time that has 
been abolished,’ announced Mega-Hitler.

‘Well fuck you cunt,’ screamed the GM Freaktroopers. They streamed 
forward towards the Mega-Hitler, hammering in the skulls of the right 
wingers who lined their path with brutal power. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere.

The Mega-Hitler sent out a killer ray blast from his eyes, catching the 
Freak troopers full on. Fifteen of them were blasted across the arena to 
splatter against the far wall. Even their super reinforced titanium bone 
structure couldn’t save them from sudden & painful death. The Freak 
troopers blasted at Mega-Hitler using an assortment of top state of the art 
weaponry taken out of the Queen’s own arsenal. 

Mega-Hitler was blasted backwards but it was only a matter of seconds 
before he returned the fi re from his own bio-weaponry, zapping out a brain 
blast bomb stonker that warped out the Freak troopers in a single moment. 
As the Queen looked on at her defeated army she could only wonder at the 
power of this new right wing superbeing that confronted her.

‘You are as fucking hard as they come,’ she muttered before pulling out 
a small handgun & blowing out her brains before anything else happened. 
Royal blood & Royal gore exploded everywhere.

‘Oh my God, the Queen’s just gone topped herself,’ cried out the media 
commentators as they replayed the awesome event again & again, capturing 
the fl ying skull bones & fl esh parts as they disintegrated & scattered out in a 
grey & pink porridge splash of slo-mo, digitally enhanced gore fest brilliance. 

‘He’s just wiped out the Queens’ Freak troopers & the Queen’s gone shot 
her own head off ,’ commentated Karen as she & Dolores, Tapstick, Fiona & 
Mike slyly made their way towards Baxter. Meanwhile Reichmann, who had 
seen the whole thing, started to wonder about how Ponce Uber & his crack 
teams of scientists at the Millennium Oven had managed to manufacture 
the Mega-Hitler out of the dead parts of his own babes. Mega-Hitler’s 
fi nely tuned mega mind picked up his thoughts. Staring out over the vast 
sea of faces that stared in love & awe at him, Mega-Hitler soon spotted 
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Reichmann’s face & its look of puzzled conjecture.
‘Who the fuck are you?’ roared out Mega-Hitler, pointing at Reichmann.
‘The name’s Reichmann. I’m the guy who made the GM killer mutant 

dyke’s possible. I made you possible,’ he said. Mega-Hitler believed him 
straight away.

‘Well fucking hurrah for you. I suppose you think that being a father 
fi gure means that you have a special relationship with me? Well think again 
you fat moron. I’m a new species & we never met. Bachalard, kill the lump of 
lard for me. I want to watch,’ roared the monstrous leader.

 Bachalard leapt down from the control booth & bore down on 
Reichmann.

‘Time to die you fat ugly bastard,’ grinned.
‘You think so?’ asked Reichmann. He suddenly threw his dog, Shit, at 

the face of Bachalard. Before the racist bastard could react the beast was 
tearing away at his face, pulling off  great bleeding hunk of raw fl esh whilst 
Reichmann pulled from his jeans a small handgun. 

He began to blast away at Bachalard whose torso exploded into a 
fountain of blood pounding out of the multiple bullet wounds. Bachalard 
pulled out his own high ballistic weapon & started to return fi re, peppering 
Reichmann’s huge unmissable bulk as well as a few of the screaming Nazis 
who were standing close by. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. When 
the smoke & the smeg ghoulash had settled to just below boiling point both 
Bachalard & Reichmann were dead, their various body parts strewn all over 
the NEC & still smoking.

Karen crept into the booth.
‘Baxter, what the fuck are you doing here?’ she asked.
‘Karen? Am I glad to see you! You’ve got to get me out of here. This place 

is full of mad seven foot, three hundred pound psycho Nazis,’ screamed 
Baxter hysterically.

‘Yea, well you should have thought about that before you signed up for 
this gig,’ pointed out Karen, swiping the can of lager out of his trembling 
hand & downing the foul stuff  in one gulp.

‘Why are you drinking that shite?’ she quizzed him but Baxter was in no 
condition to respond.

‘Come on. That evil looking bastard who was in here with you a little 
time ago has just been shot to pieces in some sort of gangsta confl agration I 
can’t even begin to understand. The Mega-Hitler geeza seems to have taken 
total control of this whole situation. As you might have expected, given their 
extreme right wing political agenda & the embedded contradiction that lies 
at the heart of a political project, highlighting the twin ideals of extreme 
individualism alongside the submergence of the one into the oceanic 
collective, the tension between rival factions was bound to end in violence,’ 
explained Karen.

‘I’ve no idea what you’re on about Karen, but if we ever get out of here 
I’ll try & make it up to you somehow,’ weaselled Baxter.
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In the hall things were happening with Mega-Hitler.
‘Look at that. Something is happening to Mega-Hitler,’ commented Stig 

Meg to his mate Detone Log.
‘I believe you are not talking shit my mate,’ responded Detone 

laconically.
‘There are red tentacles coming out of his tank-like body,’ exclaimed 

Stig.
‘Indeed they are,’ confi rmed Stig.
‘What the fuck is going on then?’ asked Detone.
‘How the fuck would I know you cunt?’ replied Stig who nutted Detone 

in a pumping act of raw & mindless aggression. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere.

‘What the fuck did you do that for?’ questioned the dazed & bleeding 
Detone, pulling a massive wrench from out his belt & smashing it into Stig’s 
face causing gore mayhem & a complete cranium crumple-zone before Stig 
fell over stone dead.

‘Fucking girl,’ sneered Detone.
It was true, however, that tentacles were streaming out of the Mega-

Hitler. This was the next biological phase of the beast monster Nazi. The 
tentacles connected up with every Nazi watching the show. This plugged 
them in to Mega-Hitler’s massive IQ. They became submerged within a 
collective that dreamed of Mega-Hitlerian ethnic cleansing – a fantasy 
based on self contradiction & forgetfulness – after all, their actual leader, 
Mega-Hitler himself, was a product of the very technological hybridisation 
they opposed.  

Christine Dent & Roger Dent were sitting watching the events on tv in 
their detached semi in Dover.

‘That Mega-Hitler fella seems ever so nice. I think we can rely on him to 
keep England for the whites,’ said Christine sipping at her tea.

‘I think so dear. He has the strong bollock & the no-nonsense mouth of 
a true leader. Its about time we got rid of these Spandex politicians & had 
something a little more rigorous. I’ve always said that to get things done 
you have to spill a little blood – to make an omelette you have to break a 
few eggs – & these punk women I keep reading about need to be shown 
who’s boss. Get all fucking cunts back to the kitchen is what I say Christine 
my love, & have them later, when the domestic chores are done, up into 
the bedroom to suck their master’s cocks in a devoted & totally obedient 
manner’ responded Roger, draining his infusion of Tetley’s tea.

‘Go make me another cuppa dear,’ he added, holding out the empty cup.
‘Of course darling,’ smiled Christine. 
Suddenly, through the fl oorboards, the red fascist tentacles from their 

leader writhed up. One shot up into the cunt of Christine, who was both a 
little taken aback & sexually excited all at once, whilst the other threaded 
itself into the scrunched up willy-hole of Roger, which brought water to his 
eyes & was, if truth be told, a total bora bora bora of pain.
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‘What the fuck is happening?’ asked Christine, her muff  suddenly 
twitching like a million volt dildo had been thrust into it & set on gallop 
mode.

‘Seems like we’re being incorporated within the great fascist collective. 
We are becoming one with the great leader,’ intoned Colin.

‘We obey Mega-Hitler, We will kill his enemies. We hate anything that 
smacks as being a betrayal of extreme right wing politics. We are full of 
wanky self-contradiction but so fucking what?’ they intoned together 
mindlessly. 

Brian Pike & Spice Pike had been driving in their new People Carrier 
listening to the events from the NEC in Birmingham on Radio 4. Most of 
the regular journalists on the programme had left their jobs to fi ght for the 
GM mutant killer lesbian babes months before & were part of anti-fascist 
terror broadcasting units working from Cornwall. But there were plenty of 
middle class right wingers to staff  the shows back in London who had been 
lying in wait for the likes of Paxman, Snow, Humphries, Cethlyn-Jones, Vine, 
Nochtie, Wark & hundreds of others to quit & there had been no question 
that the complete mind assimilation of over three billion people world-wide 
by Mega-Hitler in Birmingham using the GM bio-technology was the big 
news.

‘Mega-Hitler seems a reasonable & responsible kind of man. He’s a 
leader in whom I think we can place our complete trust. For too long we 
have been listening to wishy washy toe rags who have feared to off end the 
liberal lefts’ NIMBY support for immigrants, gypsies, blacks, commies, Jews, 
whores & queers. At last we have someone prepared to call a spade a spade 
& sort the whole situation out. If he wants to take over the whole world so 
that he can manage his system better, I for one am prepared to support 
him,’ opined Brian Pike. 

Spice adored him when he spoke to her like that – so serious & so manly.
‘Oh Brian, stop the car & fuck me right now because what you say is 

glowing in my heart. Batter my quim until it runs like the Tiber with your love 
glue, you are my Caesar’ she whispered hoarsely.

At that very moment the tentacles from Mega-Hitler buried themselves 
into the two fascists & brought them into the world fold of bio-determined 
Nazism Mega-Hitler now fully controlled.

‘We obey Mega-Hitler. I will kill anyone who stands in Mega-Hitler’s way. 
Ethnic Cleansing is just a way of saying cleanliness is next to Godliness,’ they 
intoned in Dalek-like voices whilst fucking each other stupid like cartoon 
donkeys on speed, Vaseline & Road Runner vitamins.

Karen was watching the massive crowd at the NEC building as the red 
tentacles buried themselves into the right wing cunts & turned them into 
willing slaves to the new fascist cause.

‘We’ve got to stop this somehow. This link up to Mega-Hitler means that 
in eff ect they have been merged into a Nazi collective. In truth, Mega-Hitler 
has total control over more than a billion people all over the world. The World 
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Wide Web & all communication systems have been made redundant. He is 
One with them in a direct manner & has cut out the need for intermediate 
communication technologies. They’re like the fucking Borg on Star Trek, he 
directly communicates with them,’ she commented. 

Dolores could only agree.
‘You’ve hit the nail on the head with your analysis of the situation,’ she 

agreed.
 ’They were pretty much mind zombies anyway, before the tentacle 

implants, but this makes it more rigorous. The contradictions within the 
ideological stance driving these nutters, like the valorisation of a localised 
nationalism working in the mode of a totalising, international, global 
system, will be more easily contained through this. In fact, they may well 
remain invisible forever,’ declared Tapstick. Fiona nodded.

‘It is an awesome achievement that none of us could have predicted 
happening within our lifetimes,’ she said.

‘So where the fuck are the GM killer mutant lesbian babes when we 
need them?’ groaned Mike as the terrible import of the situation fl ooded 
over the small group of anti-racists. Baxter looked at them with trembling 
panic. If they couldn’t work out what to do next then he reckoned everyone 
was fucked.

As it happened, the GM killer mutant dykes were making their move. 
Having watched the developments involving the introduction of Mega-
Hitler to the fascist world army, having watched the death of Reichmann 
who had been responsible for the development of the bio-chemical 
evolution from the start, having witnessed the GM implants reach out & 
take over the fascist minds on a global scale, they were now of the opinion 
that they would have to strike soon if Mega-Hitler was to be stopped. 

However even these super killer dyke dudettes had been fazed by the 
super-bollocked freak guy that Mega-Hitler seemed to be. His over-muscled, 
over sized, over brained biological frame was a challenge even to them. It 
wasn’t obvious who was going to win this clash. On top of which, they were 
also wondering whether allowing the mind melt with the billion fascists all 
round the world had been a miscalculation. It seemed to make the idea of 
Mega-Hitlerian invincibility more apparent than ever. 

But fatalistically they reckoned that it was too late to reverse any of 
that now. Only the total defeat of Mega-Hitler would be enough to save 
the word from the extreme right wing nationalist agenda that was now fast 
establishing itself everywhere. 

Sadly, the idea of white supremacy which seemed to be one of the 
founding tenants of the movement, was not fi nding diffi  culties even in 
places where the nationalist fervour was held by indigenous blacks. In 
Africa, China, India the ideological stance of hygienic racial purity just 
fl ipped a few pigmentation registers, threw in a decisive but false national/
religious narrative & then went to work cleansing & purifying the population 
according to straightforward racial fascist Nazi agendas everywhere. 
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Back at the Millennium Oven, a group of GM mutant killer dykes had 
infi ltrated the place & had been working in a lab in a covert operation to 
counter Mega-Hitler. The broadcasting of the emergence of Mega-Hitler 
had acted as a distraction for this work & now the work was over.

 Something new was being created using the GM code work that was 
already in place. Using their vast IQs they were able to assimilate the 
information & begin to use it to create a counter to the Mega-Hitler. But 
even for them, this would take some time. And time was running out.

In a call centre hundreds of women were sitting at telephones answering 
mindless calls. Brian Tonk made sure that they didn’t slack. When Felicity 
Jones asked whether she could go for a piss he sneered at her.

‘I’ll dock your pay for every minute you waste you slapper,’ he said. 
Felicity went off  to the loo & Brian Tonk did as he had promised. Mandy 
Feelance complained about this.

‘You can’t do this to us. You’re treating us like slaves & nothing more. We 
should be respected as human beings. We have rights. We work long hours & 
you should consider making our conditions of service better,’ she reasoned. 
Brian Tonk had a Mega-Hitler implant.

‘You sound like a fucking commie whore. You bitch, you’re working for 
the GM killer mutant dyke Reds aren’t you?’ he screamed at her.

‘No, I’m just stating that we should be allowed decent working 
conditions,’ replied the spunky woman. Brian Tonk was outraged by her 
feist.

‘You are a fucking terrorist organising the destruction of the Mega-
Hitlerian project from within. You argue against the rebuilding of pure 
masculinist imperialist capitalism, & the feminist pro-worker luddite 
position you expound confi rms everything,’ he continued to scream before 
pulling out an iron bar & smashing out her brains all over the telephone 
system she had been working at before this exchange. 

Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Then he wanked over the bloody 
pulped out body just to ensure that the other women understood the full 
meaning of the act. When Felicity Jones returned to her desk he went over & 
battered her head to a bleeding meat hunk smegga too, just to underline his 
point. Inside, he could feel Mega-Hitler loving him.

In a gay bar in Soho Dyson Drill, Trevor Hacker & Paul Slade crashed 
through the front door with a petrol fuelled fl ame thrower. At the bar were 
seven or eight cool looking guys – Harold Franshaw, Colin Slipman, Tony di 
Maggiorre, Echo Edschona, Mo Abdullah amongst them – they were loving, 
funny & good looking men who sipped their lager’s & considered Mega-
Hitler an evil joke. Dyson Drill growled at them.

‘You fucking queer boys, get off  this earth, because this earth now 
belongs to Mega-Hitler & he’s withdrawing your permits & squatter’s rights,’ 
he roared.

‘Squatting? Lovely thought,’ wryly joked Colin Slipman.
‘Think on this you ass hole,’ spluttered Paul Slade & he turned the fl ame 
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thrower on. Its bright & deadly fi re stream engulfed the drinking men at the 
bar. The whole bar went up in a total blast of fi re & smoke. Harold Franshaw, 
Colin Slipman, Tony di Maggiorre, Echo Edschona, Mo Abdullah all died in 
a calm silence that was a testament to their cool & rigorous opposition to 
Mega-Hitler. Nevertheless they were wiped out & Mega-Hitler, working 
through his implants in the three fascists who wanked off  over their charred 
bodies, was well pleased.

Karen, Dolores, Tapstick, Fiona, Mike & the cringing Baxter, slipped 
through the mass of fascists in the NEC & made it back to Mike’s lorry that 
was a parked some way off  in a side street. Uncoupled from its loader, it was 
a fast & mean machine.

‘We need to get out of here & regroup. They say there’s a massive cell 
of anti-Mega-Hitlerian terrorists down in Cornwall. The place has suff ered 
from loss of jobs & a declining industrial base for the last century but has 
refused to be gripped by the right wing hysterical ideology that looks for 
a scapegoat in racist attitudes. Like parts of South Yorkshire & the North 
West, a strong Old Labour socialism survives amongst the most deprived 
of people. The GM killer mutant dykes were seen as a chance to destroy the 
forces which had really brought about the erosion of civilised life values. We 
need to get to one of these places & see what we can organise from there,’ 
suggested Karen. 

Mike gunned up his lorry & they sped away towards Lands’ End. 
Jimmy Cheese, Bachalard’s goon sidekick, was now the number one 

Nazi working for Mega-Hitler. He was scanning the security cameras that 
were networked all over the city. He saw the lorry & immediately considered 
it suspicious.

‘Fucking commies in a HGV shooting off  South,’ he thought to himself. 
He set up an intricate grid of surveillance & after a few hours worked out 
that Karen & her crew were heading for the deep South, Cornwall.

Heartland of the loony remnants,’ he grumbled. Mega-Hitler, who was 
of course fully in touch with this little local diffi  culty, alongside all the stuff  
happening in the rest of the world, tapped into his contacts at the House of 
Commons. 

There, the English Parliament was still meeting as if nothing crucial 
had changed. This merely emphasised the irrelevancy of the democratic 
structures which Mega-Hitler & his fascist hoards had supplanted. 

Westminster had become so useless at defending democracy & the 
human rights of its subjects owing to the Corporate multi-national world 
economy  that Mega-Hitler had allowed it continue, giving the appearance 
of democracy to those who might have doubted the effi  cacy of his regime’s 
project as well as tapping into the deep core of national pride in the 
institution that was merely sentimental pap but nevertheless deeply felt 
amongst some of the Brits.

Weirdly, the Tories had failed to capitalise on the universal rise of the 
extreme right. Despite the fall of the whole world to the Nazi agenda the 
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Tories had not been able to fi nd a way of dislodging the New Labour hold on 
the political hegemony in Britain. 

It was the same in the devolved Parliaments of Scotland & Wales, 
Parliaments which had in fact been more racist & white than the Mother 
of Parliaments they were supposed to have supplanted in the name of 
democracy. Blair made a speech which summed up the failure of all his 
political opponents from the alternative right.

‘You all just came across as wanky & lost with dreams as stiff -frozen as 
your pathetic little stiff  dicks. But the echoes of your chimes die away – you 
have endured but an instant – & a light & half-subdued laughter fl oats after 
you as you depart. And now again the music swells, & the dreams live, & 
writhe to & fro more merrily than ever, taking hue from the many-tinted 
windows through which stream the rays from we virile pork Blairites. 

But to the chamber which lies most westwardly there are now none 
of you Tories who venture out for the night is waning away; & there fl ows 
a ruddier light through the blood-coloured panes; & the blackness of the 
sable drapery appalls; & to him whose foot falls upon the sable carpet, there 
comes from the near clock of ebony a muffl  ed peal more solemnly emphatic 
than any which reaches their ears who indulge in the more remote gaieties 
of the other apartments. Mega-Hitler!’ It was awesome, ga-ga & a clear 
lifting of signifi cant tropes from ‘The Masque of the Red Death’ by Edgar 
Allen Poe. 

The offi  cial Opposition wept in the face of such rhetorical power. The 
PM went on to denounce the forces of Genetic Modifi cation everywhere 
(conveniently blanking out all references to the GM biological core of Mega-
Hitler himself) & went back home to impregnate his gorgeous wife yet 
again. Mega-Hitler had got there fi rst.

‘You’re butt-fucking my wife,’ cried out the PM, accurately describing 
the situation confronting him at Number 10. Mega-Hitler winked. 

‘I like to call it leading from the rear,’ he muttered.
‘Well fucking hell,’ sulked the PM & he went off  to have a wank & read 

some religious shite he always read in the bog on occasions such as this.

14.
‘Get me there’ roared Mega=Hitler. He was talking about Cornwall. He’d 
been following Jimmy Cheese’s intelligence reports that were fl oating in 
free of mediation via cerebral cortex grunties. 

There was something big developing down there in the Southerly 
tip of Britain. The GM killer mutant dykes had taken something from the 
Millennium Oven & were cooking it up. Mega-Hitler was realising that the 
fi nal battle was to take place deep South.

‘Give me some transport & let’s drive. According to the information 
we’ve got, we need to be heading towards St Ives,’ he roared.

In St Ives Karen, Dolores, Tapstick, Fiona, Baxter & Mike parked up their 
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lorry at the top of the hill that overlooked the place & sauntered down. 
The place had been wrecked by something unnatural. They soon saw what 
it was. A couple of GM killer mutant dykes were doing battle with some 
twenty or so posh white twats in suits & kicking boots on the harbour front.

‘Fucking dildo-jiving nuncha munching perverts,’ screamed one of these 
nasty types, brandishing a nicked harpoon.

‘Wanker retard,’ retorted the approaching GM killer mutant dyke who 
beamed out a heavy load of mind blast, followed up by a serious kick at the 
bollocks which left the loaded ruffi  an down & out in his own blood & gunge. 
Another of the posh gits drove his Porsche straight at the other battling bint. 

This one, Naz Ranking, had brought down the fl ashy top of the dead 
expensive motor so that he could swank around in front of all the unemployed 
fi shermen & extremely out-of-cash locals & rub their snouts in it. His 
extreme right wing credentials needed little more advertising than this. As a 
merchant banker, however, he was merely living up to expectations. 

The Mega-Hitler implant sat easily inside this one. The GM killer mutant 
dyke pulled from her shoulder a bazooka & blasted him & his car into the 
harbour where it sank in an explosion of twisted metal, fl esh, blood & gunge 
to the very bottom where large fi sh sucked out the eyeballs & chewed on the 
lips of the dead capitalist.

‘Seems like a party,’ grinned Karen watching the mayhem. As fi fteen of 
the moneyed rich nads cornered one of the GM killer mutant dykes so that 
she found herself with her back to the fi erce Atlantic a mob of fi shermen 
suddenly appeared out of one of the narrow sidestreets. They were wielding 
fi shing nets, carving knives, harpoon guns & clubs.

‘You’ve come to the wrong place if you expected Nazi sympathy here, 
you bastards. It was your money-at-all-costs & bleed-the-poor ethic that 
caused us to lose our livelihoods & attacked our sense of pride. We defend 
the GM killer mutant dykes even though we know that the technogy that 
created them was born out of the same greed-driven ethos that drives you 
twats,’ grunted Teal Duff , an old lag fi sherman in woolen jumper & shaggy 
beard who had nothing at all to do with hippies despite his appearence. He 
wasn’t a middle-class spoilt brat playing games.

Teal Duff  & his mob piled into the posh wankers & hammered them into 
a gory stew. They then loaded the hacked-to-bits bodies into a trawler & 
took it all out to sea. They fed the chopped up bodies to the birds & fi sh. 
Herring gulls were seen for hours after swooping about the skies with white 
mens blood-dripping legs, hands, eye-balls, fi ngers, bollocks, cocks, ears, 
arses all stuff ed in their wicked yellow beaks.

The Tate Gallery in St Ives had been taken over by the GM killer mutant 
dykes where they worked like maniacs to complete their work. They were 
perfecting their ultimate bio-weapon to take on the remorseless might of 
Mega-Hitler. Karen, Dolores, Tapstick, Fiona, Baxter & Mike stood in quiet 
awe as they watched the strange lights glowing out of the windows of the 
art gallery. 
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Suddenly Jimmy Cheese & his Nazi heavies came screaming along the 
road towards the place.

‘Fucking hell, look at that lot,’ mumbled Karen as she turned her 
attention to the intrusion.

‘Hey, aren’t you the two hot bitches who starred in the porno fi lm we 
were showing at the birth of Mega-Hitler? You must be on our side,’ said 
Jimmy Cheese, staring hard at Karen & Dolores.

Karen & Dolores didn’t let on because Jimmy Cheese was as hard as they 
come & would take them all apart with his bare bollocks. Luckily for them, 
the action inside the Tate was fi nished. The roof was blasted off  & fl ying out 
of the roof emerged this gigantic black GM killer mutant dyke, fully twenty 
feet tall, eyes revolving like she was doing some 60’s deep psychedelic 
weirded-out groovy Hippie freak slam.

The Mega-Hitler fl ew through the air & attacked the mutant dyke’s tits 
with thunderous blows whilst in turn the killer dyke feminist smashed her 
fi sts into the stonking tonnage of the Nazi balls. It was as if a billion nukes had 
been detonated. Everything was an x-ray for a while, & there were terrible 
fi zzing sounds resounding throughout the whole cosmos. Then everything 
subsided & there was a terrifi c stillness. Anyone with a Mega-Hitler implant 
had died. Mega-Hitler had disappeared. All the GM killer mutant dykes had 
disappeared too. 

Karen & Dolores looked at wonder over the emptied out scene. 
‘It’s all over. There’s just us left,’ said Karen. Baxter strode forward.
‘Fucking hell, its a pity we didn’t fi lm that. Still, I’ve learnt my lesson. 

Never again will I be complacent in the face of bigotry & right wing politics’ 
he muttered sheepishly. 

Tapstick strode forward & took him by the hand.
‘You’re right. For too long I’ve submerged my gayness. Let’s go shag,’ he 

grinned. Baxter felt Tapstick’s black prick & felt the world was a better place. 
Karen gazed into Dolore’s eyes & they kissed like mad fi sh. Fiona & Mike 

raced over to the lorry & decided they’d drive around for a while. With over 
half of the human race destroyed because of their love of Nazism they felt 
that there was a chance things would be better from now on. 

Better than any other kind of cure anyhow.
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Prologue
All she had was a double-decker bus, a dead dyke & Tom Paine but hey – all 
the maps she needed were pieces of skin & the world was going to be a total 
fascist torture state if she didn’t get to Reichmann – & just who or what the 
hell is Reichmann anyways…
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1.
‘Who wants the frigging cemetery?’ The bus was just packed with these 
dead people all wanting the cemetery & they were bleeding all over all the 
seats & bits of fl esh & gunge were leaking out of the bullet holes where the 
knives had cleaved off  great wedges of body – there was a mess all over. 

‘What the fuck happened?’ – Diamond Jo Bloady was just aghast back at 
the depot later when he saw the incredible stew on the bus & Karen smoked 
up in his face & frowned. 

 ’Fucking Amok down in the high street. This guy he takes a machete & 
just starts killing people – just slicing them into meat & screaming he’s the 
devil or something & then when the cops all come screaming he kills four 
of them before they get a shot off  into his arse. Then some old mother with 
attitude she comes over & takes his machete & hacks him into hundreds of 
mad pieces & the cops they are just looking on not knowing what the fuck 
they should do. 

Like, they’re thinking whether they need to arrest this old woman or 
shoot her – because after all she’s hacking away in from on Tescos & there’s 
something about her that makes them think its not as simple as it looks – 
like, maybe there’s a virus or something here & she’s caught the virus from 
the dead guy so she’s going to go mad too – you can see this in the faces of 
the cops & they’re all incredibly drained & stupid in a transfi xed, bodily way.

 So they shoot the old woman right there & the bullet takes away half 
her head – the head just crumbles like it was weightless & fragile & everyone 
thought ‘What the fuck have the cops gone & done?’ & they start yelling & 
this big guy tries to get one of the cops to listen to him – he picks the cop up 
by the throat & is yelling ‘You fucking killed my granny you fascist bastards!’ 
& he’s intense & 300 pounds or something – so the cops all start beating up 
on him like this is savage & they fi nally shoot him too. 

 And the sergeant he has this look on his face that’s satisfi ed & legal – its 
underwritten – & he says ‘That’s the lot then boys. Let’s go make the reports’ 
as there’s blood al over the pavements – its fucking all over, just running & 
running & bits of brain & stomachs & ears all in pieces splattered all over – 
shop fronts & bins & stationary cars & so on. There’s a dog comes along & 
starts eating the old woman’s arm which has been opened up ant the elbow 
& no one has the heart to stop the mongrel hound because its all just fucked. 
Everything’s just fucked.’

‘So why stack the dead on the bus bitch?’ asked Diamond Jo Bloady 
getting out bleach & other chemicals because he had to get all the shit off  
before the next trip.

‘There’s something in the water or something – been there weeks – that 
spill down the river at ExHale – the green stuff  – its fazed into the water supply 
– dead don’t like to stay dead – they like to travel – so these dead people all 
got up minutes later & began talking among themselves like no one was 
about or something – they seemed blind to usual communication systems 
but they were talking with these cat voices – they were kind of mewling & 
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singing but it was horrible to our ears because we are too deformed to hear 
the dead or something – so they used some kind of telepathy to get through 
to me they wanted to catch my bus – upper deck I said – they needed a tour 
so I took them along the route – I never asked for a fare because I guess 
there was something touching about them all – I took them fi nally to the 
cemetery because they just wanted to gloat. Still there I guess – fucking 
mad night,’ explained Karen.

Then after Diamond Jo Bloady had washed away all the crap she jumped 
back behind the wheel & swung out of the station touching sixty everything 
stinking of the rubber & diesel back on the route. 

‘I understand perfectly fucker,’ she whispered as she bombed along with 
the hot sun & just the long road. She was charging through the desert where 
there were cactus plants & a few lone cars – there was this red mustang & 
she was beginning to have feelings. Maybe this wasn’t desert – maybe this 
was Manchester OK.

‘You get the fuck outta my way slime bitch,’ she screamed as she ran 
her double decker into the car. She watched as the mustang kind of double 
fl ipped & then smashed open into the hot desert sands or maybe a piece 
of bleak dirt up wind from Strangeways. Vultures (maybe feral pigeons) 
screamed down from the clear blue sky & had yellow evil meat drenched 
eyes & Karen veered her bus off  the road, spinning it round to rest a few 
yards away from the smacked up car. 

She ran over to the door & wrenched it open hoping that the driver would 
still be breathing because there was nothing more she hated than this guy 
who she’d recognised as Eddy Flunk in his suit & thirty years & huge wad & 
all that – a city freaksman. He was all splayed out over the dashboard & was 
hardly breathing but she dragged him out from the car just as it exploded & 
the fl ames roasted a couple of the feral pigeons that’d got too close & the 
cooked chickens were quickly all gobbled up by the others in a fl ash. 

‘Eddy Flunk you bastard,’ said Karen slapping the fat git again & again 
to get him to see her.

‘Karen the double deck?’ said Eddy Flunk all groggy & gross & 
disorientated & his eyes were going round in circles & there was blood on 
his lips & he was a terrible mess in the white glare of the sun, completely 
so. But Karen just ripped the sleeve arm of his suit & then his shirt & his 
fat white arm looked like a horrible white slug but gigantic or something. 
And she twisted it so she could see the blue tattoo. This was a magic siglum 
which was the bus route, her route, the black route – it was a map of the 
underworld which bastards like Eddy Flunk worked in – it was where they all 
lived – it was a sign & a map & was the very thing itself – the very soul map. 

‘You fascist bastard,’ said Karen because this confi rmed her mood. She 
stripped the fat money maker who had a lead role propping up ExHale the 
poison factory that had pumped the spill into the river – he was one of their 
lawyers – only last year he’d advised they move one of their factories in a 
third world Asian province to be nearer a big town so that studies could be 
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made of the eff ects of the sequenced pollution they pumped out – which 
they could then use as part of their military branch. Using a piece of psycho 
shit Karen dragged this stuff  out of his whimpering fl esh – she tortured him 
for a little while & scribbled the info down into her little blue notebook until 
her pencil broke & then she threw him back into the burning car & paid no 
attention to his screams for mercy. Boy, those pigeons were in for a feast.

Karen had skinned the arm with the map & pinned the ugly patch into 
her book alongside all the notes she’d scribbled down. Every map recreated 
something & then created something else. Each map was diff erent. But they 
all had them & Karen had turned cartographer & was driving her double 
decker all over-following the routes she deciphered. She knew there was 
something about the way each map gave her something new & added on – 
she had this twitchy feeling that the more she got the further in it was taking 
her – even though there were few signs & she was now stuck driving along 
this dead road through the desert leaving the smoking car & the pigeons & 
everything far behind.

The more she looks at the map the more something grows in her & then 
she realises that there’s something additional here – & its like a homing 
signal – & then she gets it – there’s a trace built in to it so someone else is 
following her every move. She glances in the mirror but she can’t see fuck all 
on the road except the dust & all that but she still has this feeling – it creeps 
into her.

 Then it comes to her. She just has time to scream the bus to a halt as out 
of the corner of her eye she sees this looming shape all green & multi armed 
& bug eyed – a real freakoid groaning & with this huge cock squirting acid 
jizz out of its eye – its all so toxic the fl oor of the bus is smoking & stinks – 

‘Shit, a fucking hippy bug,’ mutters Karen as she sees the beasty coming 
towards her in a gruesome velvet skirt & pure wool 1940’s style coat, silk 
blouse & natural authentic fabrics all over the fucking place. 

‘A fucking rich hippy too,’ she observes, noting the peasant ethnic crepe 
boho Bloomsbury Laura Ashley Biba look. She whips out a machete out 
of her nipple & slices the freakoid into little bits. Blood & gunge explodes 
everywhere.

But even though relieved to have got rid of the ugly son of a bitch so 
easily she’s now got no further clues as to where the route goes – she feels let 
down by the whole stupid event because she should have expected like this 
– a built in defense weapon in case info fell into enemy hands – she should 
have been anticipating more. She steps out of her bus & walks through the 
hot white sands & knows that she’s got to fi nd a better way forward because 
there’s so much worrying her now. And she starts looking for bones because 
there must be bones out in the desert or Strangeways that can be of some 
use to her.

She fi nds some two feet down that are bleached & lovely & she kind of 
down loads all this intense thinking & the dead person gets to come into the 
situation – this is Cream who is a dyke queen grunt & is pretty cool. 
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‘You are a fucking hot chick,’ says Karen to Cream.
‘I am the hottest bus bitch,’ replies Cream with a horny grin.
‘I’d love to batter your luscious twat & scoop your red-hot rim,’ admitted 

with Karen.
‘Lesbo action is a turn on for pervy saddo wank men who want to gang 

rape, batter & hammer pussy but who project so they don’t feel so guilty 
about their repressed dom. sadist whiptwat blood mama blaming lust,’ 
warned Cream.

‘As radical lesbian feminists coming out of fl ats & bedsits we have to 
resist the retained, restrained & reproduced images of bogus girl power 
e.g. motor bike girl mod hippy whilst establishing unconstrained perverse 
pleasure & dissenting political routines,’ continued Karen. They fucked each 
other stupid for 20 hours.

After that Cream, with red cropped hair & massive biceps & thunderous 
thighs she starts talking about how these rape squads from Exhale killed 
her. She wanted to get to her Regroup Morting Zone – the place where 
they’d killed her – so she could do some bleak revenge stuff . 

‘I can take you there on my bus,’ off ered Karen & that was a deal.
‘But what I want to get hold of is another way to the Numero Uno guy at 

Exhale. Its a mad place. Its water throws out mutant ghouls like they’re just 
sucked out dolls & there’s this Ebola 3000 virus they’ve developed which is a 
killer bug to wipe us all out’ explained Cream.

It was getting to be nearly Xmas. Marge Tallis was driving her red People 
Carrier & her single daughter Penny to her expensive private elitist anti-
working class snotty prim arsed tight twatted day school. She drove with 
the engine screaming as it sped through the streets where the working class 
kids walked to a local comprehensive school which Marge Tallis wanted 
closed down because she thought of it as a seething breeding ground for 
future communist anarchist punk sex pervert revolutionary hoards. 

‘Get out of my way you fi lthy yobboes,’ she cried as she roared through 
a group who were trying to cross the road, mowing down seven of them so 
that they splattered all over the road. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 

‘Shit, they’ve gone dented my fender,’ complained Marge Tallis as she 
sped on. Her daughter Penny grinned at the sight of the marinated kids left 
in her mama’s wake all over the road.

Karen saw all this so she drove her bus really slowly in the middle of the 
narrow road so that Marge Tallis couldn’t get past.

‘Get that bloody monstrosity out of the way,’ snarled the mad rich 
mother turning green & red with anger & outrage at the blockage. Karen 
grinned & made as if she’d noticed nothing.

Its then the right wing hell bitch gets out of her luxury van, reaches into 
her white dead cow bag & pulls out a handgun.

‘I’m going to wipe all this public transport shit off  the street,’ she 
cackled. She started popping at the bus. Bullets ricocheted everywhere. 
Karen ducked for cover & rammed on the anchors. The bus screeched to a 
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halt. There was the smell of burnt rubber as the tires locked onto the road.
‘She’s a mad bitch from hell. She’s got to be taught the lesson of what 

happens when left wing solidarity meets the rampant selfi shness of the 
right. She leapt out of her cockpit & charged at the woman. She pulled a 
machete from out her nipple. 

‘Fucking blow’ she hisses as she swipes at the woman’s head & it fl ies off  
the shoulders & rolls down the hill with blood splattering everything like a 
hose & the pressure’s so powerful blood & gunge explodes everywhere. There 
are all these other posh twats going to Ascot or something because they’re 
wearing all these hats & fl owers in lapels, suits & fl owery dresses – they have 
trailed hundreds of years of deference in their wake & now its all getting 
smeared up by this blood bath & squeeze – its going over all their clothes & 
into their eyes & mouths – they’re all suddenly unlocked & no longer trying 
to play the friendly smooth daddy mommy types – they’re regressing to their 
real aggressive beast capitalist selves which is what they try & hide in public 
but is the essence of everything they do everywhere – its the reason they 
have all the money & everything – they’re cannibal throwbacks. 

So there they are, kicking each other & anyone else who might try & 
stop them getting out of there & this rich head all bloody & disgusting its 
bouncing like its a ketchup soaked meatball – & one woman’s got her stiletto 
heel squashing one of the eyes & she’s sliding all over the scene like she’s 
impaled an egg. 

Meanwhile at the top of the hill the headless torso is still pumping out 
blood as well & its fi ngers are twitching & in the blood there are these tiny 
capsules which might hold info which Karen carefully picks out before giving 
the carcass a kicking. She turns to Cream who is saying that someone in the 
bus was hurt.

Sure enough there’s a little old guy who has a head wound so Karen 
bandages it up & talks quietly & gently because who knows how bad the 
pain might be for such an old swamper like this.

‘You ok now?’ she asks him & he kind of rocks a bit & then says that he’s 
got something for her which is a surprise but in this kind of moment there’s 
only one way to deal with surprises & that’s to go with the fl ow. So he hands 
over a small box & says he’s got a way of making the maps she needs out of 
the box together with the info capsules she’s just managed to salvage from 
the killed off  capitalist outdoors.

He also says he fancies Cream. She reacts by pointing out that she’s 
dead & a dyke but that if all goes well & he can give them what they need 
then she’ll give him a hand job. Which is cool & he grins & nods.

‘What’s your name you old perve?’ asks Karen with a grin.
‘Tom Paine,’ he replies leering at Cream 
‘So what can you do with that black box?’ asks Cream & the Tom Paine 

winks & takes one of the info capsules & puts it in the black box contraption 
he handles with care.

‘It’ll give us the road map to Reichmann & ExHale. Meanwhile,’ he said, 
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‘let’s get out to Ecclestone, Rotherham & the North.’ 
 So Karen clambered back into the driving seat & they drove that bus all 

the way north with Cream sucking at Tom Paine’s cock & then sitting on his 
face whilst his teeth were rinsing in a glass. Then the black box gave out bad 
information & everyone became a little scared. 

2.
‘This is bad,’ muttered Karen.

‘Too right,’ replied Tom Paine, scratching himself.
‘What the hell are we going to do about it?’ asked Cream. The bad news 

was that Reichmann was some anarchist nihilist far right extremist who was 
hell bent on wiping out the planet for absolutely no better reason than the 
fact that he could.

‘Has he got the technological knowledge to carry out his psycho-nutter 
dream?’ asked Karen. Tom Paine thought that there was no doubt about it.

‘He can do it,’ he said.
‘Fucking hell,’ moaned Cream.
A cop car sped round a corner & fl ashed them down.
‘What’s the matter offi  cer?’ asked Karen. PC Jonas Wimbrell glared at 

the woman driver.
‘I’d ask you to get out of your cab madam,’ he growled. Karen shrugged 

& stepped down. She’d met these offi  cious little bastards before & knew 
that anything she did at this point might jeopardize the work they had to do 
against Reichmann. She had to keep a clean nose.

‘Come & sit in the back of my car,’ ordered the fi lth. Karen sat on the 
back seat of the Panda car with its fl ashing lights & vomit stains all down the 
seats where previous occupants had been beaten up & made to puke after 
having gratuitous acts of sexual perversion & violence acted out upon their 
incarcerated persons.

‘Now then bitch, give me a hand job or I’ll do you for piss poor driving – 
I’ll have you for speeding, drunken driving, driving without lights, obscenity 
– I’ll make sure they take away your license & you never work again,’ PC 
Jonas Wimbrell growled.

‘Oh offi  cer, why didn’t you just ask?’ smiled Karen all coy & fl oozy. So 
she unzipped the offi  cers trousers & started wanking him on the back seat. 

‘It is important to have a few unbreakable rules such as minimise 
contamination of the environment being investigated & allow no revision 
according to the requirements of the particular situation. You commies & 
anarchists need to realise that the law is unwavering & is never ambiguous,’ 
groaned Wimbrell as he came all over the seat. Karen nodded & zipped him 
back up.

Karen went back to her bus. Wimbrell made a call through to HQ. He 
was actually not a police offi  cer at all but a stooge of Reichmann. 

‘I have made my initial contact,’ he said into the mike. ‘She’s a lose bitch 
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with no morals & is obviously out to destabilize the one dimensional world 
of my strongly held convictions. I would like to kill her after mercilessly 
battering her twat,’ he said.

What he had overlooked was the fact that Karen was a double bluff  
agent par excellence. Having given the impression that she was going back 
into her bus, she had in fact leapt back & crawled to the Panda car.

‘So that’s what you’re up to,’ she announced, pulling open the door.
‘Christ,’ said Wimbrell as he saw her standing there.
‘I suspected you right from the off . No self respecting policemen would 

have let me get out of their car having just received a hand-job without 
insisting that I cleaned up the mess afterwards. I smelled a fake. You’re one 
of Reichmann’s men,’ whispered Karen. What happened next wasn’t subtle. 
She landed a fi ne stomp into the guy’s face. There was a satisfying crunch 
of splintering bone as the boot landed. Wimbrell groaned & fell out of the 
car onto the ground. Karen hammered home a few more deftly aimed kicks 
to the head, ensuring that the skull caved in. There was blood & gunge 
exploding everywhere. She went back to the bus & returned with a can of 
petrol which she poured over the unconscious Nazi & his police car. Then she 
lit a match & watched the blaze turn man & car to soot.

‘What that means,’ advised Tom Paine, ‘is that Reichmann’s on to us. He 
obviously feels that the weird contradiction lying at the heart of his politics 
– the urge to have total order & hygiene coupled with an intense need for 
an apocalyptic endgame – will be exposed by our own delinquent erosion of 
traditional culture. By using public transport we are aligning ourselves with 
a radicalised & transgressive working class, & showing ourselves as having 
a positive kinship network, neighbourhood ecology & local occupational 
strategy which breaks down the usual confl icts of traditional working-
class Puritanism & the new hedonism, we are the most deadly enemies 
Reichmann has,’ mused Cream. 

‘Too right. And by having a dead person & a crinkly on board, we signal a 
radical destruction of the bourgeois codes that have collapsed & eroded the 
very idea of the working class & the enormous condescension of posterity,’ 
agreed Karen as she started up the bus again.

‘All the info in the black box tells us what we already guessed to some 
extent,’ added Tom Paine.’ Reichmann must be destroyed,’ he said. Karen 
meditated on this. She crashed through the gears & churned along the 
streets. 

Reichmann was brooding on the fact that one of his undercover agents, 
disguised as a cop, had been incinerated by Karen the Bus.

‘This is bloody ridiculous,’ he snarled. Jeeves MacTool his lacky & 
straightman cringed.

‘I’ll have some of the lads get onto it straight away,’ he blustered. They 
were out strolling along in a London park. 

Suddenly on the grassy horizon by some azaleas Pierre LeTour, Larry 
Hazel & Adam Adamson were storming towards the War memorial with a 
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can of yellow paint & a political ideal steering their trajectory.
‘Look at those thugs,’ growled Reichmann as he saw the strong youths. 
‘One of them’s a damned nigger,’ sneered MacTool.
‘I can see that you idiot. Well go do something,’ hissed Reichmann. 

MacTool pulled out of his pocket a small device, something like a tv remote. 
He snapped one of the buttons. 

Coming out of the East were these Range Rovers. They screeched to a 
halt right in front of the three youths. Bounding out of them were these thin 
guys with green wellies & beating sticks.

‘Where the fuck are you three going with that paint?’ one of the yahoos 
asked. He had a posh accent & a private school tie. Larry Hazel, a heavy 
skinhead who understood that his own Rowdie credentials were never 
in question – he was a nutter who had no fear & reinforced steel boots to 
help him along. He counted how many of these green wellied wankers were 
lining up against him & his mates. At a quick count there were forty. 

‘Fucking cunts, where did they get the balls to come out after us?’ he 
muttered to his two mates. They were less calm. Pierre Latour, the black 
guy, was doing retro stuff  with his black downbeat dress suggesting the 
mystery & cool outsider status necessary to alienate the square society 
against which he kicked ass. He preferred to stand behind Larry Hazel but 
was handy with his fi sts nevertheless. He was counting the odds as they 
stacked up & was less than impressed.

‘There are hundreds of the mad bastards,’ he said. Larry Hazel silently 
noted the exaggeration. When a battle was about to take place it was 
necessary to be as accurate as you could be. Hyperbole was the enemy 
of bovver & it seemed that Pierre Latour, for all his understanding of the 
counterhegemonic tactic of inversion as a means of empowering the black 
subject, would have to be taught this at a later date.

Adam Adamson, a skinny punk with a faded out physicality, ambiguous 
in its usefulness in a scrap, was spitting snot & dribbling – he was voluptuous 
& moronic beautifully.

‘Let’s rush the middle class cunts,’ he sniggered knowing that in nine 
times out of ten berks like these Range Rover drivers would turn on their 
heels & run for cover. Of course, he noticed that these looked like Rugger 
players & weighed well over two hundred & fi fty pounds each to his brittle 
one hundred & six – but he had knives.

‘I asked you what you intend to do with that paint?’ questioned one of 
Reichmann’s mob.

‘I couldn’t help but notice that you were moving towards the war 
memorial. No doubt you were going to graffi  ti it with vile yob slogans to 
off end & contaminate a society you oppose & reject for mentally retarded 
ideological theories. You working class scum,’ he continued.

‘Oh bondage yours,’ guff awed Adam Adamson who took the nick-name 
Shit & kept harking back to X-Ray Specks in a boring & predictable way to 
those who knew him. 
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‘This is just fucking brilliant,’ commented Larry Hazel. The attack on the 
war memorial was not an attack on the patriotic response to the Nazi politics 
of the forties but was rather a subtle off ence on the incipient Nationalism 
which Hazel & his gang had dedicated themselves to fi ght. Larry Hazel wasn’t 
going to let these posh goons prevent him from accomplishing his aim. 

‘We’re pointing out the travesty of having the politics of nationalism 
fi nding resources in the very symbols which originated in Nationalisms’ 
destruction. The working class fought to smash the very forces which are 
now on the move, encouraged & fi nanced by fascist businessmen & their 
stooge governments. By dishonouring the monument on the surface we set 
up a deeper counter text which rebukes the lack of resistance to the current 
trends of racism & xenophobia so widespread in our society. In the end we 
revitalise the very struggle which the monument intended to memorialise. 
We embody a gesture of reinvestment. We bring life to the struggle against 
the new right wing neo– Nazi capitalist forces,’ announced Larry Hazel. 

‘Get the commie git,’ screamed the posh guy with his stick. His eyes 
were popping out with class hatred. As he stared at Pierre Lebois’s shining 
black skin he nearly fainted with apoplectic rage.

‘Lynch the coon,’ he exploded. He started pissing himself he was 
so excited when he focused on the unwashed whiteness of Shit who just 
picked his nose & ate the snot off  his fi ngers as an act of gross defi lement of 
whatever it was the posh gits wanted.

‘Grind the fi lthy tosser into the grass,’ he wailed.
Larry Hazel wasn’t going to wait for his orders. Thwack! He launched his 

boot into the balls of this chinless wonder before anyone could take a step 
forward. Whilst the guy crumpled over holding his severely battered groin, 
hazel landed his fi sts into the faces of a couple of others standing next to the 
fallen leader. there was a suitably satisfying noise of bone & fl esh exploding 
as he landed his punches. He jumped at another three feet fi st & noted with 
satisfaction as their noses crumpled under impact & blood & gunge splashed 
out all over. He wedged the skull of another one into the bollocks of a smaller 
guy who seemed to lose his nerve & not know whether to run or charge. 

Mayhem broke out amongst the Reichmann ponce-mob. They suddenly 
started panicking. Seeing the giant skin-head cracking bones & spreading 
internal organs all over the park had reduced them to a babbling mass of 
gibbering wrecks. Screaming, the scrambled for their range Rovers. Sadly 
for them, Larry hazel was smashing windscreens using the unconscious 
members of the opposition as bricks. Glass, fl esh, bone & blood splintered 
everywhere. Soon there was just a heaving mass of totally wrecked 
bourgeois privately educated snob Nazis all over the park. 

The fi ne example of comprehensive school education had seen them off  
no bother. Reichmann held his head in angry despair.

‘What are you doing sending in these losers?’ he turned to the hapless 
Jeeves MacTool & swatted him in the face. MacTool’s nose exploded into a 
blaze of red & gristle.
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‘Have no fear sir,’ mewled MacTool, holding his bloodied face & frowning 
on the threesome who had caused him this grief. He had the little device in 
his hand. he pressed a button.

Three grannies in black Ulster’s who had been ambling along at the edge 
of the scene now suddenly changed direction. They pulled out of their black 
bags hammers. When they had got to where Gary Hazel, Pierre Lebois & 
Shit were standing, daubing the war memorial with graffi  ti refl ecting their 
critical stance on the ideological basis of unemployment, the inner & more 
stable nucleus of the non-coherent body, psychopathy, hysteria, sexual 
curiosity, love of adventure, longing for luxury & hatred of nationalism – 
issues captivated most succinctly by Shit repeatedly scrawling the word 
‘CUNT’ all over the place – the grannies wielded the hammers & dented the 
skulls of the three heroes, killing them instantly. 

It turned out that the button MacTool had pressed had activated this 
ancient crew of White Russians who had actively supported the Nazis during 
the forties. They had been ‘sleepers’ in the Reichmann organisation. Using 
their age, gender & class as cover they had been eff ectively smashing 
counter groups to the Reichmann movement for nigh on fi fty years.

Reichmann nodded at this satisfactory outcome. It was another 
example of how no matter what contingencies erupted, he was able to 
maintain control. When the police arrived they were happy to fi nd the 
dead boys & grimly stood to attention before spending the next few hours 
cleaning the memorial of the fi lth painted all over it. They took the bodies & 
weighted them & sent them to the bottom of the canal. No one would ask 
any questions. 

‘Take me back to my offi  ce,’ ordered Reichmann. He received numerous 
reports about successful operations against anarchist, Trotskyite & Marxist 
groups all over London. In Birmingham a Neoist op had been crushed with 
ease & everything seemed well contained. 

Everything except for the bus. Karen had remained well ahead of 
anything that Reichmann had tried to bring about. 

‘Nazi Reichmann scum at nine o’clock,’ she barked out as she swung her 
bus up the Barnsley Road. Sure enough Harry Peters & four of his mates were 
making their way towards an exclusive health club with the exaggerated 
swagger of moneyed psychos. Karen pulled up next to them. She gave Harry 
Peters the sweetest smile.

‘Hey, you look like you’re looking for fun. Why don’t you come aboard & 
let me give you a blow job.’ It was a good off er & Harry Peters gave her the 
once over & found her tasty to the eye. 

‘What are you, some public transport super-slag,’ he grinned back at her 
with well rounded vowel sounds betraying his privileged background.

‘I can be anything you want darling,’ replied Karen sticking out her tits so 
that he got a real eyeful. Harry Peters was impressed. 

Mind you, he also thought that she was just a prole slag. Getting her to 
suck him off  would be a victory for him in the class war he was waging. But 
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afterwards he’d have to give her a good kicking because he understood that 
her loose moral base debased & sullied the very society he had vowed to 
cleanse. 

‘Sure thing bitch,’ he said. Karen stopped the bus. She looked at the other 
four. They were dressed in stylish business suits & had close cropped hair.

‘Shall I do all fi ve of you. Then you can gang bang me later,’ she off ered. 
The Nazis looked at each other & drooled because this was the kind of 

thing that had never happened to them outside of their daydreams. Usually 
they had had to rape girls to get sex because they were very ugly. They were 
used by to organise periodical rapes of the working class girls in the area 
just to make sure that through these acts of creative disrespect a radical 
opposition to the illegitimately powerful would be both provoked & then 
disciplined. You’d have thought that wealth would have ensured success in 
the compliant fuck department as well but for some reason or other these 
lads had had no success at all. It might have been something to do with their 
obnoxious politics & gross polish. 

They came aboard the bus gagging for uncoerced sex. Karen had them 
taking off  their trousers & then marching upstairs. Their cocks were all 
dripping with eagerness. Cream was waiting for them on the upper deck.

‘Fucking hell, what does she want?’ asked Harry Peters when he clapped 
eyes on the ghostly lesbian on the upper deck. His cock shrivelled.

‘Have a cocktail,’ she off ered & threw a bottle of petrol at him. It smashed 
with a satisfying thunk as it hit his skull. petrol splashed over the sex starved 
Nazi & his supporters standing on the stairs below him. The glass cut up his 
face. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

‘Do you need a light?’ continued Cream & she scratched a match & threw 
it at the screaming National socialist. He went up in a great fl ame which 
zoomed to the others too. Screaming they fell down the stairs & Karen & 
Tom Paine kicked them off  the bus before it too caught fi re. 

Leaping off  the bus with a shovel stashed on board to remove snow 
during the winter months Karen stropped into the wailing men on the road, 
hacking away at their naked groins with unfettered delight. Soon the fi re & 
the beating killed them off . The fi res kept glowing & after a while there was 
nothing left of the vile crew but ashes smoking in the gutter.

‘Nice one Cream,’ Karen shouted up to the ghost as she moved through 
the gears & crashed onwards.

‘Reichmann’s going to be really pissed off  with us by the time we’ve 
fi nished,’ shouted back Cream with a goony laugh. 

3.
Reichmann knows how guerrilla units should be organised, how to defend 
& attack cities. He picked himself up off  the post industrial scrapheap way 
back when, rejected the slot available in the micro-technology system-
appliance network when they off ered it to him & is at home with bugging, 
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wiretapping, tailing, optical & electronic surveillance, surreptitious 
entrance, death records, combat fraud, code ciphering & deciphering, 
sabotage, terrorism, software piracy, automated boxing, account number 
theft, password security, security breaches, network hacking, operator 
scams, damaged credit repair, narcotics smuggling, advanced improvised 
explosives, assassination hit-skills, edged weapons, handguns, unarmed 
killing techniques, Dim Mak, synthetic & natural poisons, the basis for 
controlled toxic use e.g. alcohol, marijuana, psychedelics, various opiates 
etc., the manufacture of picric acid from aspirin, Chinese fi recrackers, 
hammerheads, Military M-80 Simulators, Blockbusters, aerial fl ash 
salutes e.g. No. 200, nitro-glycerine, plastic explosives, silences, machine 
guns, poisonous mushrooms, mantrapping, mob-control, mescaline, 
cocaine, chemical hints, underground laboratories, foggers, autopsy 
techniques, hostage negotiation, ambush & counter-ambush, forensics, 
covert operations, the 9mm zip gun, bio-inoculators, Diefenbaker bomb 
manufacture, handheld magnetometer-sanitary rocket guns, Cannibal 
throwing knives, venom insertion rings, Galitski Projectors, Soviet squid 
pistols, Ricin manufacture & so on. 

He also heads up ExHale. He’s the big guy. He’s a kind of warped, insane 
Batman, living in the deranged atmosphere ExHale has prepared. On his 
way back to the offi  ce after the farce of the incident at the war memorial 
wants revenge for the loss of his Range Rover Unit. He calls revenge ‘random 
justice.’

Reichmann is working through his concept of random justice. It isn’t 
refi ned yet. Tactic one is to fi nd a Willing House, an organising idea he 
understands before, during & afterwards but the relevant house understands 
only afterwards. So he tells Mactool to take a turning at the end of the road 
& then approaches the fourth terrace on the left. He gets out of his limo & 
orders MacTool to wait for him.

One kick of his shoe & the door lock crumbles. Defi cient resistance, he 
sneers, & wonders what the hell people are playing at leaving their security 
in such a bum state. Peripheral but pertinent matters such as standards, the 
role of government, educational & cultural matters, these are the things 
too few people are serious about these days. Sound– bites’ll chew out their 
brains, he spits. 

Is that a cold sore or is it a tumor? The black man’s watching him in 
the hallway with a raised cricket bat or something & Reichmann’s smiling 
at this, memorising chapters from Joseph J McCarthy’s ‘Plastic Surgery, 
Volume ii – The Face, Part One,’ each title like something out of Ballard 
e.g. ‘Pediatric facial Trauma,’ ‘Deformities of the Forehead, Scalp & Cranial 
Vault,’ ‘Reconstruction of the Eyelids & Associated Structures.’ He moves 
towards the astonished fi gure who’s unable to believe his front door’s just 
been broken down & this is Christmas too, season of goodwill & all that, but 
Reichmann’s whole structure’s been reconstituted, its alloy titanium metals 
giving him enough strength to lift several tons, not that that’s necessary here. 
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This is surgical in application & theory. Reichmann inserts his fi ngers into 
the face of the black man reconstructing the whole of the cranial vault with a 
tug & twist. There’s a cracking noise due to non-mechanical factors. Another 
swipe & the trunk is severed in half. The edge of the hand must be like a buzz 
saw. There’s one god– awful rush of blood, water & phlegm as it all oozes 
out onto the carpet & the hell stink of burst bladder sack, bowel contents & 
stomach spurting out in a wet heap gusts through the house. Reichmann’s 
already out of there, back onto the street feeling the house was truly ready 
for him & that serial justice has been served to some extent. Of course he’s 
not fi nished.

His theory’s always been clear & simple to formulate. The random crime 
can only be answered by its random correlative & that is justice! Executing 
its consequence is to some extent less easy though he’s found more & more 
are getting the thrill & the authority of its event.

He walks to another door on the right, a shabby green thing with a 
Christmas garland hung on its knocker as if ashamed to admit its poverty & 
ramshackle, jim-crack appearance. He knocks this time, sensing that there’s 
still someone about & he’s right, a youngish couple in their early twenties 
have been watching some late night movie & the man’s opening the door 
with an incredulous look on his face.

 ’White patsy’ grumbles out loud, taking the boy by his neck, lifting him 
from the fl oor so that he’s just dangling there & walking him eff ortlessly into 
the tv room with its bright Christmas tree lights & tv blazing, the woman 
curled up on the fl oor with a glass of something mumbling, ‘Who is it ?’ 
before she can see what’s going on. 

Then she’s set to scream & of course can’t be having that so he aims a 
kick at her cheek. He feels its bone caving in. There’s a muffl  ed cry of hurt 
gasped out from her like a farm noise, more a pig grunt really whilst the man, 
wriggling & writhing, tries to lash at his face. Reichmann jars his fi st under 
the rigs, through the clothes, the skin, everything & tears out the heart. It 
gleams in his hand. The whole place is fast becoming a sudden butcher’s 
shop. He then causes severe genital dysfunction whilst aiming another crisp 
blow at the woman who’s on her hands & knees, not quite aware yet what’s 
happened to her cheek. It’s numb & her eyes are clouded. She’s not seen the 
dripping, still fl exing heart in Reichmann’s hand. 

Reichmann tosses the man aside so he lands right on top of the 
Christmas tree where the silver bells were. The needles shower down, 
lights fuse & explode, baubles splinter & roll over the fl oor whilst takes her 
by the shoulders & shoves her head– fi rst into the tv, straight through the 
screen. She bursts into the mouth of Walter Matthau or Jack Lemmon doing 
their usual seasonal routines. Its a close up but the moment of impact’s at 
an intersection cutting between the two faces. Reichmann watches her 
backside jerk in spasms, her legs collapsing together at the knees, the arms 
pinioned to her side, the smoke & fi re from the tv set wildly spinning & 
showering white sparks. There’s a mixture of the machine, glass & the fl esh. 
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‘It’ll end,’ he remarks, taking down her jean trousers so that her white 
legs & backside are exposed, the fi rst thing anyone’ll see when they come 
in through the door which is just what he wants them to see because this is 
the raw edge of justice yeah! And in his hands he holds white ribbon cord & a 
yacht-canvas needle. He’s the male infi bulator now sewing up the cunt with 
his fucked up will. 

He turns the man over & puts a severed penis into his mouth as if 
he’s organising a victim of war. He notes hypertrophic discolouration in 
the mucosa at the margin of the tongue as the corpse’s jaw slips open & 
calculates that smoking was rotting away the young man’s mouth in a grim 
oral cancer. He shakes his head again at the stupidity, the waste, the gross 
negligence of his ordinary Joe Public. 

Then he gets back into the limo & goes to his offi  ce. 
‘Reichmann’s the guy heading up the ExHale business. He’s the leader at 

the chemical factory. He’s worth billions. He’s the one with the rape squads 
& the ghouls.’

‘Ghouls?’
‘Vampire fascist dolls – kind of Bill Cash emblematic marionettes with 

Mussolini tendencies – they kind of work in packs, they killed me.’
‘Then we need to be introduced. I guess he’s got some sort of loved-up 

policeman-chew running through him. So where is he?’
‘We got to fi nd the bastard & just blow him away,’ cheered Cream & Tom 

Paine.
etc.

4. 
Big Bill Ashcroft drove his Rover to the factory.

‘Let me through you old bastard. We’ve got trouble in the village. 
Anarchist red scum are coming looking for. They have some leggy killer 
bimbo leading them. She driving a bus,’ he screamed. The old guy buzzed 
him through.

Reichmann looked serious when he heard Big Bill Ashcroft of the ‘Crew 
Of Hard Bastards’ whining & looking scared.

‘Pull yourself together you mother fucking milli-cock. There’s nothing to 
panic about. This place is air-tight. No anarchist crew can damage me here,’ 
he blagged from behind his desk. ‘Now get on your knees & suck my cock.’ 
Big bill Ashcroft didn’t have to be told twice. He was down there under the 
desk unzipping Reichmann’s manliness & sticking it right down his throat 
before you could say Mein Kampf. 

Then all hell let loose.
‘Shit, what the hell’s going on?’ Reichmann roared. He pulled his knob 

out of the nazi rape Squad leader’s mouth. ‘Go sort out the mess. I’ll jack 
myself off  & then come & check that everything’s ok,’ said. 

Karen had driven the bus right up to the perimeter of the factory plant. 
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Security guards had seen her.
‘We’ll soon be in here,’ muttered Karen.
Filled with the stuff  about & his concept of Random Justice, plus the 

knowledge that headed up ExHale & all its bad karma corporate deeds, they 
knew that there was bad shit in the air. 

Along the road an armoured van blistered, blasting missiles at the bus.
‘Mind the fucking paintwork you rancid bastards,’ screamed Karen. A 

mindlessly evil blankoid poked his head out of the vehicle.
‘You talking to me you feminist slag,’ he growled. Karen jumped on 

board.
‘Zonk! her fi st splattered into his ugly chops. Blood & gunge exploded 

everywhere. She slid her fi ngers into his eye sockets & slipped out the eyes 
balls so they dangled in the air. Then she bit the strands of fl esh holding the 
eye balls. They bounced away like ping pong balls.

‘Fascist bastard,’ she muttered. 
She jumped down into the cockpit of the armoured car. Inside another 

soldier huddled. She rammed his brain out of his ears & chewed his nose to 
gristle. 

‘This machine’s mine,’ she announced. She tossed the soldier out onto 
the road & drive back to the bus.

‘What have you got there?’ asked Cream.
‘They loaned it to me,’ Karen grinned back.
‘Cool,’ mumbled Tom Paine.
‘If we kill Reichmann, is that the end of his work?’ asked Karen.
‘No. He’s cloned himself. The chances of this one here being the original 

is not likely. The project has more than one life,’ muttered Tom Paine. This 
was depressing news.

‘Let’s get in there,’ roared Karen. But there’s a problem. Tom Paine by 
accident knocks the break off  the bus. It rolls forward & almost crushes 
the armoured vehicle. Just in time Karen is able to whip it away. But the 
armoured car ends up arse over belly & useless. Karen crawls away & 
wonders about the way Tom Paine interfered. She is full of suspicion.

After thinking he’s dealt with the problem of the subversives in the bus, 
Reichmann checks out some of the chemicals he’s made, takes some down 
& waits for the reaction. Then he walks out & rambles in a head state through 
the back streets, looking for the dead kids tat always come with these drugs.

Sure enough, some dead twins fl it about, keeping their distance at fi rst. 
Then they fl oat out from behind a wall, hovering about three feet off  the 
ground. They are pale & green. Bits of skin & fl esh are falling off  them & their 
eye sockets are empty & dead. They have over-ripe smiles because the skin’s 
worn through, & their teeth have kept on growing. So too their fi nger-nails. 

‘You two are just fucked-over monster kids,’ he shouts at them, grinning.
‘Suck on it mister,’ one of the twins howls back in a voice that’s all 

spooked & weird. He takes out a dead cock that’s dripping green bile & 
fl aking skin.
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‘I’m going to send you away now,’ Reichmann says & his eyes harden & 
open wide. He doesn’t want that prick anywhere near him. The ghost twins 
start to scream – the last place they want to do is go into his eyes because 
as they fl oat there they suddenly realise that this is Reichmann – & everyone 
knows that he has a very fucked over head.

‘We already got a place to go,’ screams out the other twin.
‘We got eyes we live in,’ moans the fi rst. But its all too late. They get 

sucked into Reichmann’s head.
Also in the head is a hormone. It’s like that found in an Ant-lion’s. The 

Ant-lion is the lava of a harmless fl ying insect. Yet as a lava, it’s a killing 
machine, burying itself in sand with only murder jaws & maxillas visible, 
ready to wipe-out the fi rst ant or small arthropod which falls into its carefully 
contrived doom-pit. This killer-fuck of a bug then gets broken down in a 
quiescent pupa stage to emerge as an adult fl ying insect, unrecognisable 
as its former self. And there’s a hormone in Reichmann’s head doing exactly 
the same to him.

The bug Rhodnius eats blood & nothing else. After each meal it moults. 
Final moult is when it becomes an adult. Something new. Cut off  its head 
just before it’s about to moult for the last time & it still moults. Cut off  its 
head early on in its last period & it’ll not moult even though alive afterwards 
for months. Further, transfuse blood from a bug decapitated just before it’s 
about to moult into one which is decapitated early on in the last phase, then 
the bug’ll moult. Ergo – there’s something in the head producing stuff  that’s 
controlling the moulting process. Sure enough, there are glands in the head 
producing the hormone controlling the moulting process. 

All this stuff  is in Reichmann’s head. ‘Sidewise Evolution.’ Cenogenesis. 
‘The development, in the larva or other young stages, of structures which 
do not occur in the adult or the ancestors of the species.’ There’s a hormone 
in his head. And a process like that of the Ant-lion. Or the Rhodnius bug. 
Cenogenesis. Sidewise Evolution. 

His eyes are tightly shut. He lies against a wall & knows what he wants. A 
new stage. Cenogenesis. Each stage a diff erent structure from the fi nal one.

Reichmann’s developing the dead in his head, running them out into 
everything, everyone, everywhere. Twins were running out of all over the 
place. Hundreds of Reichmanns, each one operating at diff erent levels. 
That’s how he’s lived, always at caterpillar level so to speak, never quite 
making it to butterfl y.

Big Bill Ashcroft was watching the whole incident with the bus & stuff . 
He looks satisfi ed. Reichmann walks up behind him.

‘You’re a fucking liability,’ accuses Reichmann. Bill Ashcroft snarls at 
him.

‘I’m as hard as they come you queer cunt,’ he says. Reichmann has 
grown bored with the Nazi arsehole.

‘I am taking drugs that make me harder. I’m going to have you arrested 
as a disruptive lawbreaker & leave you in the slammer for ten years or so. 
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You’ll never enjoy yourself again knuckle head,’ Reichmann warned.
‘What, I own the prisons you poor deluded twathead. There’s no man 

alive who could touch me in there,’ boasted Bill Ashcroft. His mighty chest 
pumped out.

‘That’s what I thought,’ Reichmann agreed with a sly smile.
‘What are you saying you eff ete scientifi c drug-fucked cunt?’ asked Bill 

Ashcroft charmingly.
‘You were useless in dealing with the radical feminist subculture 

threatening the whole project. Wimin negotiate a diff erent leisure & personal 
space from those inhabited from men. These off er them diff erent possibilities 
for resistance. Tightly knit friendship groups & sexual inter-action have been 
themes of this bus invasion you just fucked up dealing with,’ Reichmann 
instructed. Then he smashed his fi st into Bill Ashcroft’s skull. Blood & 
gunge exploded everywhere. Teeth splintered out of his dislocated jaw. Big 
Bill Ashcroft had underestimated the physical prowess of his paymaster & 
paid the price. He dropped down stone dead at Reichmann’s feet.

‘Not only have I developed a weird cloning device for myself but I have 
a new viral technology which will give me world domination,’ Reichmann 
muttered with glee. 

His small right hand man, Harpic Nadir, stood by & grinned along with 
him. 

5.
Karen was thinking about her bus. She hated all the private cars – every 
freaking one of them but she was a bus & so was asking surely for a diff erent 
treatment. Cream was looking psyched up & concentrated whilst Tom Paine 
was drawing doodles of bridges & muttering about how he put a prototype 
across the Don just outside Rotherham one year which made him sound 
demented & truthful all at once.

Then Karen just crashes her foot down on the break & she squares up to 
the old man who suddenly has a glint in his eye.

‘You’re no innocent here,’ says Karen. She’s worked out the truth 
about the accident involving the brakes & the armoured car. She’s pulling 
out poison arrow-heads from her immaculate Wonder-bra pouch & Paine 
drools & licks his lips which gives away the game. The lips are vivid crimson 
& slimed.

‘Fuck off  & die you bitch’ he growls & his head breaks in two like an egg. 
This red bug like thing comes crawling out – about the size of a human head 
but with antlers which are actually jaws coated in this brown shit looking 
smear – this is highly toxic & is aimed right at Karen’s own face.

She manages to get off  some of the poison darts but they just bounce 
away futile & sick because this bug’s armour plated & Karen’s not thought 
any of it through. So she backs off  looking cool but edgy – she has the speed 
on this freakoid but has she the power to dismantle it?
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‘Cream you cunt. Wake the fuck up & get this frigging insect out of my 
hair,’ she screams over at Cream who is shimmering in a weird sort of dormy 
semi-state.

‘She’s under my infl uence,’ croaks the bug with a malicious grin as it 
stalked closer on its ugly little bug legs.

‘You say what?’ said Karen, wondering at the deep unshakability of 
Cream’s sleepiness.

‘I gave her a Slumpdrug – implanted it into her mind back there when 
we were up against the zombies. I gave her a snatch of info from the black 
box – her whole mind is fi lling out with a map – she knows the way to go in 
her sleep – trouble is – she ain’t waking,’ croaked the bug.

‘You slime fucker,’ cursed Karen who all the while was making her way 
walking slowly backwards round & round the bus whilst the bug followed & 
they never once took their eyes off  of each other – this was a weird kind of 
killer dance routine or something – death cabaret.

‘But if you use your fucking head you’ll work it out for yourself,’ croaked 
the bug.

‘Work what out?’ said Karen.
‘Well just what the fuck am I here? Just what the shit is happening here 

you moron?’
Karen was already trying to piece it all up. She was relating to the story 

as she kept her best foot backwards.
‘The story makes no sense,’ she goaded.
‘Twat head – its all sense. Its nothing but sense. Reichmann isn’t the 

same as he was when he started. He’s mutated right? Not into one thing 
but fucking hundreds of things. So here I am. I’m a fucking bug. All the while 
I’ve been travelling with you I’ve been leading the rest of me to you, all the 
others – ExHale have you located & taped – all the demon stuff  is getting 
organised around your little travelling show – & soon you’ll be wasted & 
there’ll be no more opposition at all. 

Of course the whole thing needs to happen right now – we’ve got the 
fi nal plans all ready & shining. All I need is for you to be complete & fucked. I 
want you scrubbed out. That’s the whole route.’ The bug gaped like a hungry 
yawning boredom.

‘Yeah, well, attenshun & scrub on this.’ Karen jerked off  her black sheer 
tights & grabbed the bug before it could get a pumping response or nothing. 
She stuff ed it in her pussy & then oozed killer venom she stored in there 
for just this kind of gig. The bug, all confused by the double message of 
screwing & being screwed just couldn’t make the decision quickly enough. 
It span & span but Karen had a pussy lined with reinforced titanium & bio-
squeeze anti-bug fuck-off  stuff . 

The bug was trapped. The acid cracked it open & burnt it out. It was a 
screaming mess. Karen felt its pod like outer bone just fall about like an egg-
shell all over. She gritted her teeth but was used to this kind of internal fuck 
assassination trespass momentum. Then she pissed out the whole gunge & 
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pulled her tights up straight & went all kinky with just the most mega shout 
of a pussy orgasm.

‘Fucking degenerate,’ she smiled & then leapt back onto the bus. 
Not one but a whole fucking herd! Just what she needed to know. Then 

again, this was cool – it was in her territory. She wondered if Cream would 
ever wake. She gave the ghost a slap & Cream kind of fi rmed herself up.

‘Christ what a dream,’ she whispered.
‘Yea – well, you better hang on to it because Reichmann put it there & it 

gives us clues,’ said Karen all deadpan & serious which Cream loved because 
Serious was a sex thing with her.

‘Reichmann? I thought we didn’t know where the mad fucker is? I 
thought we were looking for him,’ said Cream all confused. 

‘The old man Tom Paine – turned out he was a bug – that is a bug working 
for Reichmann. Nasty no good moralistic right wing righteous fuck-jaws. 
Reichmann’s transformed himself into a whole fucking fi eld full of things. 
The ghouls & dolls, werewolves & all that shit – its Reichmann. Every one of 
them is. ExHale is producing millions of disrupter goonies to fuck us all over 
– there’s stuff  in the water, killer politicians sprayed on everywhere now – 
they’re everywhere. We got to kill them all. We got to wipe the fuckers away 
Cream.’

‘All this happened whilst I was sleeping? How many decades was I out?’ 
says Cream astonished by it all & already kind of missing Tom Paine.

‘Let’s get back on the bus & drive. We’ve got a long way to go,’ she 
fi gured.

‘But we don’t know where we’re going,’ Karen pointed out. 
Cream frowned as if she was talking to a blankbrain.
‘We do it random until we got the map. We stay in deep anarchy by 

having no map, no pattern, no fucking clue!’
‘Makes sense to me,’ nodded Karen with just this huge daff y grin & she 

hopped back into her driver’s cabin & gunned the bus onwards. 
‘I’m going to enjoy wiping out Reichmann & his ExHale plans,’ claimed 

Karen.
‘Sure you are babe!’
It was a stranger’s voice booming out from the road.
‘Who the fuck…?’ asked Karen suddenly whipping the bus into a one 

eighty spin. Coming alongside was this truck & in the driver’s cabin a square 
jawed ass-breaker in black t-shirt & crazy blue eyes.

‘He’s got fi ngers hanging in the window on string,’ observed Cream. 
‘Someone else’s fi ngers,’ she added.

‘Hmm,’ grunted Karen.
The stranger in the truck seemed to melt through the windscreen of 

his churner, his arms stretched & stretched like Doc Richards out of the 
Fantastic Four, out & out they stretched just like he’s the marvel super hunk, 
then he wrapped them round the bus, squealing it to a sudden halt.

‘Fuck,’ Karen found herself spinning through the air & out onto the side 
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of the road. The huge creep was twisting round the side of the bus with 
these hard eyes & taking a drill out of his pocket more suitable for earth 
moving than anything. But this guy wasn’t looking for earth to drill.

‘What’re you after fellah?’ she asked, moving like she was already a ghost.
‘The bitch with the bus has got to die,’ he muttered in a deep robot 

growl. He slammed the drill bit in a vicious arc which only just missed her 
face. In return she hammered a couple of heavy duty nails into his head. 
They landed with dull thuds & stuck in at the front of the head coming 
out clean & squashed from the back. It made no diff erence. The goon was 
undermining all previously held understandings about what was & was not 
possible for a man to do.

‘The bitch with the bus has got to die,’ he repeated in a moronic tone. 
Karen slanted her eyes at him.

‘I’m just a bad dream for Reichmann & ExHale. Just a bad dream, bub,’ 
she said, wondering how the hell this creep & connected. She wracked her 
mind – there was probably more to the timing of the situation than just 
coincidence. 

‘You were in Cream weren’t you? You were planted in her. This is what 
you do. You live in Slumpdrug dreams.’ 

The Dream Maniac pulled out a comb, slicked his perfect DA & then 
hurled both DA & comb at Karen. They shrieked over the ground like 
rockets, the detachable hairpiece blazing black fi re & developing teeth, the 
comb already grinding its set of poison-dipped molars. Karen understood 
the psychology of these creatures. The thing to do with sharks is to swim 
at them. Same with teeth weirds. She leapt forward, yelling & winging her 
arms about. At the last moment the fl ying DA & zooming comb veered away 
& crash landed into solid rock which broke them up. 

The Slumpdrug Dream Maniac grinned. 
‘Nicely done,’ he said admiringly. He leapt through space & grabbed 

hold of Karen. He smashed a big right against her jaw which sent her fl ying 
through the air. She fl ew through the wall of a house & landed in the sink. A 
guy in his vest & pants looked over & then turned to this old woman who was 
smoking over in the corner.

‘Some super freak chick just smashed down our wall Debbie & seems to 
have done immeasurable damage to the building fabric of that section of 
our house,’ he grunted.

‘Tell her to get out of the rubble so that the actual scale of the damage 
can be properly ascertained,’ said the old girl.

‘Get out of our sink super freak chick,’ ordered the guy in the vest.
‘I’d better fi x the wall,’ said the old guy in the vest after Karen had 

groggily staggered away.
‘Don’t be so fucking stupid. Ring the insurance people. If we play our 

cards right, we can get a whole new kitchen out of this,’ advised the old girl 
understanding the fi nancial consequences of the situation better than the 
old guy.
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‘Good idea,’ said the old guy in the vest, cottoning on to her train of 
thought.

Karen leapt outside. The Maniac roared through the air towards her, 
biceps pumping, a spanner in his hand. 

Karen twisted herself away from his fl ailing fi sts & then chopped the 
fl ying loon around the neck, smashing him away. 

He fl ew through the air & crash-landed into a bulldozer which had been 
working nearby digging a trench. The guys working at the trench just stared 
at the maimed machine lying on its side in the mud & gunk, now totally 
useless.

‘What the fuck has happened here?’ screamed the foreman putting his 
cock away after shagging his secretary in his offi  ce caravan.

‘Some big bollock super dude just toppled the machine into the hole,’ 
replied the driver.

‘He did did he? Well, we sue. We fucking sue. Go get me a lawyer,’ 
shrieked the foreman calculating compensation rates, how much he’s going 
to rip off  the others, how many yachts, islands, girls he’d bag – he turns to 
scream at the secretary ‘Take a letter you fucking bitch…’ & stumbles back 
inside. Karen considers the corrupting nature of the capitalist hegemony.

The Slumpdrug Maniac tunnelled through the earth to suddenly erupt 
at Karen’s feet. All sorts of buildings, cars, pieces of landscaped stuff  just fell 
apart at this. Whole acres of land had bodies lying around writhing without 
legs & arms & stuff  like that – there was blood & smoke & fi re everywhere – 
& out of nowhere there were all these insurance workers & lawyers on their 
cell-phones making calls, estimating ups & downs, making a case against 
the two super beings, costing the whole blitz.

The Slumpdrug Maniac splattered Karen with a sweeping uppercut & 
then drove a left hook into her face. Karen toppled backwards through a 
building housing a computer fi rm where these young cool-heads hacking 
new & fi endish viral strains onto the superhighways looked up for a second, 
saw the death & destruction scenario outside & stole it for their virtual 
reality games.

‘Cool,’ they commented. 
The Maniac lifted a hundred & fi fty foot crane over his head & squashed 

Karen into the ground. Karen tried to get all the soil & muck out of her 
mouth as she crawled out from the hole the Maniac had just forced her into.

A man in a white shirt came screaming towards him.
‘You murdering bastards. Look at my house. You just fl attened my house. 

Everything I ever had was invested in there,’ he’s yelling, tears streaming 
down his face. The Maniac cuff ed him with the fl at of the hand & sent him 
shooting back into the fl ames where he died screaming & pointless. Karen 
took this opportunity to launch herself at the SlumpDrug maniac & broke 
his neck with a cunning swipe of her hand. The head fl ew off . Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. The Slumpdrug maniac was killed.

Karen stood with all her clothes ripped up & torn & her eyes fl ashing 
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– some bystander reached out for her because he found her really sexy & 
hot & his life had been one of repression & false consciousness duty. She 
just crushed his balls in a single movement. Police cars turned up with other 
service gangs but the lawyers & insurance units said they hadn’t to touch 
any damned thing until they had it all calculated how much was owed & 
who would pay. 

The cops got bored & arrested a couple of people & beat up a black 
guy so the whole situation got to seem quite normal except for the burning 
buildings, the explosions going off  at regular intervals owing to the gas pipes 
all blasting, the water which hissed out of the wrecked pipes. The dogs, cats 
& rats that were chewing on the dead bodies in a strangely quiet & off -
hand manner. Some birds were doing a kind of ghoulish Hitchcock thing 
– pet budgies, parakeets, alongside the pigeons, crows, sparrows were all 
stropping in on the dead shoppers, householders, drivers & all that, eating 
their soft bits. 

Karen wiped her fi lthy brow & walked back to her bus.
‘Let’s drive,’ she said.

6.
Reichmann was trying stuff  out in various places. A toxic pensioner called 
Emily Dougal who had been pumped full of Ebola 3000, the new viral strain 
had been perfecting over the last ten years & which had now reached 
fruition, ambled down into the Dairy produce section of her local Tescos. 
The sight of the precisely arraigned rows of skimmed, semi-skimmed & full 
cream milk cartons was enough to set off  the viral life incubated in the old 
woman’s blood-stream. Foaming at the mouth so that great gobs of yellow 
& white sewage foam spewed out of her open maw, Emily Dougal’s eighty 
three year old frame shook & trembled in an orgasmic cum dance she’d not 
experienced for half a century & which resulted in a greenfi nger fracture of 
the tibia. 

 She grabbed hold of Patrick Mallin, a sixteen year old shelf stacker who 
had become used to abuse from his capitalist masters as well as snobby 
mistreatment from members of the posh-end of the salaried, constrained, 
repressed petite bourgeois British-mass supermarket-using public. Despite 
this understanding of the class based abuse patterns directed against him 
by large sections of the people using the services he helped to provide, he 
wasn’t expecting anything like Emily Dougal’s vicious attack. With a manic 
lunge she bit into his cheek. Her falsies crunched through the fl esh with 
a satisfying munchy sound & blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The 
shoppers who had been about to purchase their dairy victuals stood gaping 
in silent awe next to slabs of Lurpak, Flora Light, You Can’t Tell Its Butter 
Butter & Anchor as they watched the shuddering form of the demented old 
woman in her long black coat & Mussolini cropped hair fasten her ravenous 
teeth into the boy’s detonated face & suck so that the boys blood was taken 
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down her throat in great lapping waves of gore pump ecstasy. 
The writhing teenager tried to shake her off , thinking that the crap pay 

he received for working longer hours than European labour Laws allowed 
never compensated for such treatment. He grabbed her by the head & with 
strips of his own face’s muscle & fi bre stretching & splicing away in pale fatty 
strands like a cheese pizza on a fork he tugged at the old skull until he had 
torn her away. A huge chunk of his face went with her, a steaming hunk of 
red fresh meat landing slap bang in the middle of the frozen peas on the 
next aisle over. 

Some la di dah snoot, seeing this fresh bargain, bagged it & raced off  to 
the counter to claim that she should get it half price because it was lying in a 
non-meat designated area. When the young girl on the till started to argue 
the toss this middle class cunt banged the girl over the head with her brolly 
causing multiple fractures of the skull & heavy swelling around the eyes 
as well as a nasty cut just above the nose which resulted in the girl’s blood 
gushing all over the conveyer, after which the violent customer marched 
through with the cheek hunk, paying nothing & vowing to write a letter of 
complaint about the rudeness & incompetency of the working class women 
the supermarket saw fi t to employ.

Meanwhile, the shelf stacker, using the manic strength of the mortally 
abused, laid into his attacker, aiming his twelve eyed Doc Martins into the 
old dear’s face with right on social conviction & an iron kick learnt in the 
Sunday league fi eld of dreams he’d always played a part in. Bits of her face 
now fell away as her jaw, already eroding through the merciless grind of 
time & cancerous orality, splintered into a million scrambled bits like chalk 
of the unravelling cliff s of tide bashed Dover. Her blood, alive with the raw 
virus & her body, animated not by Emily Dougal but by the invasive mutant 
biological monster, merely refocused. 

To the amazement of the stupefi ed shoppers who had all abandoned 
their cruising of the aisles to watch this blood feast, the old woman pulled 
out a pair of scissors from her bag with which on a normal day she cut out her 
coupons & slashed the boy’s throat & chopped through the whole neck so 
that his head rolled down the aisles like some doolally, ketchup smothered 
cabbage.

‘Oh my God, she’s killed the stacker,’ cried out one woman who felt 
faint at the thought of having to import new working class child labour to 
serve her increasing need for lifestyle accomplishment as laid down by the 
magazine culture she lived by. The manager was soon on the scene.

‘What the hell’s going on here?’ he cried.
‘That old bastard has just shredded one of your working class yobs,’ 

explained the swooning woman. The manager strode up to Emily Dougal 
who was still foaming from the mouth as well as bleeding from the 
completely dismantled lower mandible which lay stewing in its own gore-
smegged mess amongst the Live yoghurts, next to the milk.

‘What the fuck are you up to you old cunt?’ asked the manager in a 
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manly & authoritative tone. Emily Dougal could only gargle through the 
blood & sewer emissions owing to the loss of her jaw as well as the complete 
colonisation of her brain which the virus had now succeeded in completing.

‘You a fucking Mick or something?’ said the manager revealing in this 
precise remark his own self– identity which cut through the determined 
structures & cultures in which individuals are located. In his case, then, was 
revealed your common or garden racist petite bourgeois Nazi.

Without another attempt to communicate verbally, the body of Emily 
Dougal, now controlled completely by the Ebola 3000 import, leapt at the 
gob-shite & rammed her fi ngers into his eye sockets, twisting them as they 
smack-landed so that in a single, consummate & deft movement she had 
popped the fl eshy orbs out of the sockets & had them dangling like yo-yos 
for all to see. 

Clutching his head in pain & terror the supermarket manager fell 
backwards, eyes joggling like a lesbo vibrator on speed up a tight arsed 
rim hole but the ravening pensioner stormed after him & using the same 
scissors that had cut the throat of the stacker & chopped off  his head, 
snipped the eyes off  their stems so they bounced down the aisles BONG 
BONG BONG like some deranged free-fl oat out of Wimbledon singles. Then 
the pensioner grabbed hold of the hapless, eyeless, blood shooting, gunge 
blistering manager & bashed out his throat using her pension book as the 
advance artillery. 

Using the newly acquired super strength brought about by the super 
virus she fl ung the corpse into the cheese counter where his body juices 
spewed out over the camembert & Cheddar.

Outside another toxic citizen was reacting to the Ebola 3000 cocktail. 
was watching all this with glee. Dango Westwood was a reggae brother 
survivor out of the Count Shelly North Sound System bad ass action back 
in the seventies. He’d turned to Soul when the fi ghting at the Ram Jam 
had become too intense – but that was nothing to what this brother was 
about to experience. Without warning his dreadlocks started to veer off  & 
wind round the neck of some police dude who had been waiting to arrest 
him as part of a hegemonic backlash against the diversity of contemporary 
black hairstyles which the PC correctly saw as a testament to the inventive, 
improvisational aesthetic which was an aspect of Africa’s gift to modernity 
& might even invite a political appreciation of plurality.

‘Oh man,’ stammered Dango when he saw what his dreadlocks were 
up to, ‘this can’t be happening to me.’ The PC started to recruit help on his 
walkie talkie. Seeing the desperate situation he was in the Soul brother 
had no option but to take out his machete & hack the PC to death. Still, 
his dreadlocks wouldn’t release the dead offi  cer of the law who now was 
bleeding all over the pavement, disintegrating into large, well-defi ned body 
parts, & drawing a small crowd who watched the scene with the intense 
over-concentration of a porno geek. 

In panic Dango started stropping in on his dreadlocks hoping to sever 
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them from his head & thus enable him to make a hasty retreat from this 
unwholesome scene. Unfortunately his dreadlocks, realising what he was 
up to as they developed, alongside their physical,prowess a gigantic mental 
capacity as well, unwrapped themselves from the mutilated PC & began to 
wrap themselves round Dango’s own neck.

‘Get the fuckers off  of me,’ he managed to scream to the onlooking 
crowd. But it was just his luck to be surrounded by a whole load of moron 
middle class wankers who could see nothing contradictory or wrong in the 
sight of a Soul brother being strangled by his own Dreadlocks. So it wasn’t 
long before the virally infected hair had killed Dango too. 

Taking no chances, the dreadlocks proceeded to move in on the crowd. 
Pete Strewth tried to retreat to his new Saab but the dreadlocks grabbed 
him round his ankles & with the force of something beyond the human 
ripped his leg from out its socket. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Pete 
Strewth, who only minutes before had been laughing at the life & death 
struggle of Dango Westwood, now saw to his own shock & horror his new 
Saab 85 sprayed by the disgusting hose gush of his own life blood. 

The mad hairpiece, now fully disconnected from Dango & moving 
independently like some gigantic, evil & brilliant Bird Eating Spider, tossed 
aside the disconnected leg so that it landed through the window of Burtons 
& well ruined the window display of strong jawed dummies, covering them 
all with hot gore & streaming bodily fl uids.

A Panda car arrived on the scene.
‘What the hell’s that?’ asked one of the squaddies as he eye-balled the 

hairpiece moving swiftly at ground level through the screaming crowd, 
ripping out limbs & tossing them aside, leaving in its wake dismantled 
passers by with legs & arms missing, bleeding to death & blaming the New 
Labour immigration policies for their demise. There was blood everywhere. 

‘Its tearing off  their legs & arms,’ said a stunned copper, trying to take 
in the scene.

‘We’ve got to stop it,’ roared out his superior offi  cer.
‘We need back-up. We need guns. We need helicopters. We need the 

fucking army boys,’ screamed another offi  cer.
The Dreadlocks crashed into a Tower records store on the high street. it 

seemed to be looking for something. this hairy grunge type attacked it with 
an axe he kept back of the shop in case of something extreme. This seemed 
to be a situation that fi tted the bill nicely. before he could lay a blade on the 
mutant hair the locks had taken him round the balls & squeezed them POP 
POP like peas out of their pod. The hairy freak with the axe fainted clean 
out at the realisation that his bollocks had just been seen rolling down the 
aisle between the Classical & easy listening section. That, in itself, had been 
humiliating enough for consciousness to cease.

Something in the dreadlocks construction seemed to be drawing it to 
the Reggae section. When it arrived there its momentum slowed down & 
there was a sudden change of gear, as if the place had been reached, the 
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mission accomplished. Its long funky strands started to pleasure itself over 
the disc covers of the great reggae bands & at the moment when Marley was 
reached the hairpiece seemed to be overcome by an emotion of magical 
shuddering nirvana. When the police arrived with their backup, the air loud 
with the gyrating roar of their choppers, the weird killer hair seemed to be 
fucking itself amongst the boxed set of Bob Marley classics.

‘There’s the nigger hair, shoot to kill,’ roared out the white fat Nazi 
police offi  cer heading the whole show. There was a wild frenzy of noise as 
thirteen tons of police ammo were introduced into the soft hair style which 
represented a form of black cultural rebellion in the space of two minutes. 
The smoke & fi re that followed burned up whatever stock had survived the 
initial moments of the overkill.

‘Let’s see what we have here,’ announced the Nazi police offi  cer after 
his ears had regained something approaching a twelfth of their pre-shoot-
out performance ability. Cautiously he went in but all he could fi nd were 
shredded pieces of hair & a single intact image amongst the blackened, 
charred mess – a picture of Bob Marley smiling from the cover of some 
cheap import which had somehow remained unscathed by the whole fi asco 
& had a bargain price tag of £5.99 stuck on it. The image of Bob had been 
inserted into a crossover product by Island & was an icon of the bedroom 
shrine in thousands of young whites. 

‘The streets are safe again now the black scum has been eradicated by 
our diligence, our powers of investigation & our generally all round good 
police work,’ he announced to a waiting public who cheered & applauded.

The Ebola 3000 infection wasn’t fi nished there though. In Lyme Regis 
Dennis Mycroft, out on the beach looking for fossils, found himself suddenly 
in the grip of a meaningless, violent & ugly seizure. His head toppled off  his 
neck, shit & piss fl owed out from every orifi ce & his rib cage expanded so 
that the tips of the rib bones popped through the shredded skin, causing 
blood & gunge to explode everywhere. 

This revolting sight then transferred itself like a zombie ghoul up from 
the beach into the path of a pair of English Lit specialists walking along on 
the Cob, paying homage to the divine but dead novelist Jane Austen & the 
ultra pretentious & also dead wanker John Fowles who had lived in the area 
& whose French Lieutenants Woman had been fi lmed on this self same site. 

The headless, eff ortlessly mutational monster veered towards them, 
drawn on by these two lit crit nutters,the blonde Brittany Tosh & her hunk 
Prof, Deesley Beal, who were taking turns reading in simpering voices lines 
from the Oxford classics version of the Jane Austen classic ‘Persuasion.’ 

They were just getting to the big action scene bit where Louisa 
Musgrove is about to take a tumble off  the Cob. This just gave the monster 
Dennis Mycroft ideas. Being in literary company & without the head which 
at the time was being gobbled up by the marauding herring gulls back on 
the beach, Dennis took his cue from William Burroughs, another writer he 
kind of gleaned from their insolent lit crit atmosphere & began, in homage 
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to the great American author,to speak through his arse.
‘You fuck lick literati snobs, let’s get relevant,’ he snarled with a fart & 

grew a prosthetic ten foot long penis with which he skewered Prof. Deesley 
Beal up the arse & up until his cock blasted out of the top of his skull where 
it reached to the storm sky like a totem covered in brain, bone & barf. Blood 
& gunge exploded everywhere. Brittany Tosh threw down her Oxford Classic 
tome & mewled in her Tory Oxbridge accent for pity, help & anything else 
she could get out.

‘You fucking working class yobbo,’ she gabbled, ‘what the fuck do you 
know about the life of refi ned literary eff ort, about the eff ort to articulate 
the shifting terms of race, nation & gender through a radical challenge to 
masculinist assumptions relating to the stability & homogeneity of the 
traditional male novelists gaze? I revel in the power of John Fowles lucent 
prose & defy you to strike against me, one of only a few educated well 
enough to truly appreciate such brilliance & virtuosity,’ she shrieked. She 
was also well miff ed that in killing Prof Deesley Beal before she had been 
able to screw his brains out & get him to agree publicly to her promotion, her 
chance of taking a top humanities job in one of the major colleges had just 
hit a major skid row road block.

‘Revel in this you Tory cunt,’ returned the monster wittily. He sucked 
out his great sex horn & poked it into her mouth until she gagged on its 
monstrosity. At that very moment John Fowles ghost strode into view 
having seen the whole thing. Famous for his tricksy, arty farty double 
endings & all that post modern bilge that serves to alienate so called high 
culture from the masses, the famous author seemed to think he could in his 
ghost life enact an alternative to the mayhem & meaningless destruction 
Reichmann’s Ebola 3000 virus was bringing about. Sadly he couldn’t. 

The Dennis Mycroft monster penetrated him through his chest with 
his rigid ten foot long penis & fl ung his battered, bleeding ghost body into 
the wild sea. However Dennis Mycroft, having no head & thus no eyes to 
see, fell off  the Cobb too & ended up completely stiff ed on the hard stone 
below, failing to survive a fall which in fi ction the gentle Louisa Musgrove 
had escaped with just a slight bump on the bonce. What a fucking ironical 
moment.

Karen was driving through what looked like a war zone. It was in fact 
Barnsley after Reichmann’s virus had taken its toll. Mangled bodies crawled 
around near the Oakwell stadium where the virus had been activated during 
a torrid section of the Barnsley versus Crystal Palace game. Barnsley had 
been leading three nil & were set to score again when Vic Lynt, the touch 
judge on the western side, had suddenly gone sick, puked up onto the 
head of one of the Barnsley strikers & then fallen down apparently dead. 
The Barnsley team weren’t going to take this apparent sign of taking sides 
without comment.

‘Puke on my head will you, you southern bastard,’ growled the drenched 
player but in the long string of green bile puke, the Ebola 3000 virus stirred. 
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Taking some of it inevitably inside, the unfortunate centre forward 
suddenly began to feel a little odd. Then he blew up like someone had 
just detonated a thousand pounds of Semtex from inside his belly. He 
was everywhere. Bits of him hung down from the stands, other bits from 
the corner fl ags, goal posts, several of the crowd who all were tasting the 
evil stuff  as he splattered over them in a displaced & dislocated image of 
irrationality & bodily disfunction. Of course, they too became instantly 
infected. The virus began to take over their brain centres & in a feeding 
frenzy the crowd began to turn on itself. Barnsley fan began to eat Barnsley 
fan, Palace fan attacked palace fan. 

There was the ugly sight of a few of the players suddenly leaping on 
each other & taking great hunks of fl esh off  their naked legs. Grown men 
screamed & cried & bathed in the fl esh/blood/bone bath that was the 
Barnsley palace game. Forgotten were the ritually organised memories 
of Sheffi  eld Wednesday & United amongst the South Yorkshire faithful; 
similarly the shared experiences of Wimbledon became as nothing to the 
London mob. 

This was a blasting away of the old, fossil thoughts of local rivalries & 
mythical meanings. The viral base of their biological core was now in control 
of the whole scene. Legs were chewed off  & then eaten until there was 
nothing left but bone & the odd coloured sock signifying which team would 
have to enter the transfer market after this mayhem had all died down.

That is how it had happened. Karen had driven in on her red bus to fi nd 
the aftermath. Torsos with heads but no arms & legs were lying by the side 
of the road still in the grip of the virus. They were chanting meaningless 
songs about Barnsley or Crystal Palace football clubs without there being 
any sign that they knew what the words meant.

‘This is incredible,’ murmured Karen. Cream was gob-struck by the 
catastrophe, having never really considered the now unquestionable fact 
that some people did actually support Crystal Palace. 

‘This is Reichmann & Exhale. This is the stuff  he’s responsible for,’ said 
Cream after a while. They were just driving about.

‘If he’s been putting this stuff  into the water or whatever then he’s gone 
further than we ever thought possible,’ agreed Karen. There was this mouth 
lying at the side of a road. Although separated from everything else it was 
still able to put words together & even seemed capable of thinking.

‘What happened here today?’ asked Karen. The mouth told her & then 
used the old joke, quipping tunelessly ‘I ain’t got nobody,’ just to lighten up 
the mood.

Reichmann had his agents out at the scene. They saw Karen & the bus. 
They reported back to the. He knew they were trouble. Something about an 
irrational hatred of all public transport since early childhood seemed to be 
behind this attitude.

‘Kill the bitch. And do something about that lesbo ghost as well,’ 
he seethed. Harpic Nadir, his second in command & fi eld operator in the 
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genetic evolution of werewolves, nodded sagely at this.
At a local swimming pool the unsuspecting cluster of people swam to & 

fro, dived off  the side, splashed around & did the usual stuff . no one noticed at 
fi rst the odd behaviour of one Rick Morris who suddenly stopped swimming 
breast stroke rather laboriously at about mid point down the length of the 
pool. He was feeling really sick. All control over his body was handed over 
to the viral invaders which had crawled through his blood stream into his 
cerebral cortex. His head ducked under water & he started to drink.

‘Hey, what’s happening to the water level?’ wondered one of the kids 
over in the shallow end. Where a few moments before he’d been barely 
able to keep his head above water the water now only reached his knees. 
And it seemed to be rapidly falling. Soon it was clear to everyone what was 
happening. As the process continued to its climax, which was that the whole 
pool was completely empty & everyone who had not so long before been 
swimming about were just standing in various parts of the pool’s fl oor, the 
lifeguards patrolling the edges & the sports centre manager, of which the 
swimming pool was the centre piece, began to show signs of nervousness 
& irritation.

‘What the fuck’s happened here?’ asked the manager.
‘We don’t know sir. One minute there was no problem, then we lost the 

water,’ replied one of the lifeguards.
‘Lost the water? How the fuck could we lose the water?’ screamed back 

the manager.
‘I think it something to do with him sir,’ ventured another lifeguard, 

pointing at the strange fi gure of Rick Morris who stood, alone, with stooping 
head & a weird expression on his face.

‘With him? What’s he done? Who is he?’ screeched the manager. Then he 
turned away from the lifeguards to ball at Rick Morris.

‘Hey, you there, where’s the water gone? What can you tell us about the 
bloody water?’ he shouted. Rich Morris did not react. He just stood there 
with his head bowed & a strange blue complexion suff using his skin.

‘Have you stolen my water?’ roared the manager, losing his temper. 
Then he turned to one of the lifeguards.

‘What do we know about this creep? Could this be political? Some sort 
of anti Rotarian thing? I’m a mason you know. Could it be related to that? 
Fucking commies, socialists. They’re all just jealous that’s what it is. Pure 
class envy. Ingrates.’ Then, after mumbling along these lines for a little while 
longer, he turned back to Rick Morris.

‘You twat. Get out of my pool,’ he ordered. Rick Morris had a strange 
little smile creeping over his face. He tore down his swim suit & clutched 
his knob.

‘You want water?’ he asked in a malicious & completely far out sci fi  
loopy voice tone, ‘Then I’ll give you water.’

He pissed the water back out of him through his cock. The force of the 
water was such that it skewered the manager up to the roof.
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‘Let me down, let me down,’ the manager stupidly cried. Rick Morris 
obliged & turned his spray elsewhere. The manager fell the fi fty feet from 
the roof on top the concrete fl oor of his Olympic sized swimming pool with 
a splash that emptied out his skin of everything that had formerly been held 
inside. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 

Rick Morris, completely under the control of the Ebola 3000 virus 
which had enabled him to take in the enormous quantity of water without 
exploding, indeed without visible sign of expansion at all, rocketed out the 
water, splitting the screaming panic stricken mob of former bathers into 
bleeding hunks of maimed torsos. Cannoning the water at the walls brought 
the building shuddering down, crushing & smashing everyone inside the 
building, including Rick Morris who continued to piss even though of course 
he was quite dead.

This disaster drew in Karen & her bus. Nadir had some of his werewolves 
waiting for her. These huge beasts with the strength of ten men & the sex 
drive of eighteen moved through the carnage scene dressed as Teddy boys, 
the garb a reworking of Edwardian dress & a reassertion of traditional 
working class values in the face of affl  uence. Karen parked up her bus & 
walked, checking out fi rst hand the aftermath.

‘What happened here?’ she asked when she saw them.
‘Infected beserker pissed a whole swimming pool full of water from a 

high pressure nozzle, destroying both the people & the building in seconds. 
Of course, the mad geezer doing the deed was killed by the deed as well,’ 
replied one of the Teddy Boy werewolves with a London accent.

‘Fucking hell,’ whistled Karen as she took in the scene.
‘The disruption of the mass leisure convenience, be it in the guise of 

organised spectator sport such as League soccer or group participatory 
sport activity such as swimming, can be seen as a disruption of routinised, 
& therefore conservative forces within the hegemonic structures of present 
day cultural activity. On the other hand, it can also be seen as a conserving 
process in & of itself, throwing up the requisite reminder of the need for 
a police service in the deep fabric of civil society through the artifi cially 
maintained normalising process of crime,’ lectured the approaching Teddy 
boy werewolf, hoping to keep Karen distracted until she was within easy 
striking distance.

Karen was, however, already aware of the danger she faced. One sniff  
had been enough for her to pick up their sour doggy whiff . An interminably 
dull & insuff erably dense verbal style typical of cultural studies courses was 
hardly enough to cover such a stench. She knew what to do. Scrambling 
about the body parts strewn all over she retrieved the half chewed leg of a 
security guard.

‘Still plenty of meat here,’ surmised Karen as she picked it up & threw 
it into the path of the oncoming Teddy Boy werewolves. It had the desired 
eff ect.

 Millions of years of wolf evolution meant that the creatures were 
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helpless in the face of such provocation. They hurled themselves on the 
fresh meat, howling & barking in scatological madness, pissing & shitting 
as they did so.

‘Lovely freaks,’ commented Karen fi nding next the arm of a postal 
worker & the upper torso of a Punto driver to throw into the path of the 
monsters. Whilst they fl ung themselves on the off al Karen moved towards 
them with nonchalant grace. 

Within striking distance she dropped the head of a small businessman 
into their feeding pool before karate chopping the fi rst Teddy Boy with her 
titanium coated hand. There was the satisfying crunch of breaking bone as 
the neck snapped clean. The other werewolves hardly noticed the demise 
of their colleague, indeed such was their voracious feeding frenzy that they 
just ploughed into the corpse of their erstwhile colleague, tearing off  great 
hunks of fl esh & swallowing them with gusto. 

Karen moved with speed round the circle of masticating beasts whose 
frenzy had reached such a pitch that alongside the farting, shitting & pissing 
they were also ejaculating hot spurts of glistening blood red jism too over 
their consuming ground. Within three minutes Karen had wiped out the lot 
of them without breaking sweat. 

Reichmann’s right hand man, Nadir, surveying the operation from a safe 
car miles away, was dumbfounded & shocked by the ease with which his 
werewolf hoards had been dispatched. Karen in the meantime went back 
to the bus where Cream, who had watched the gorgeous babe operate with 
nothing short of jack-off  glee, couldn’t help but shag her on the upper deck.

‘Great stuff  Karen, these bastards’ll never win so long as we can stay 
just one step ahead,’ she triumphed meaninglessly, raising her head from 
between the giant thighs of her lover.

‘But Reichmann’s so powerful. This Ebola plague stew he’s spreading 
seems to be wiping out whole communities here in the North of England,’ 
gasped Karen as she responded to Cream’s tongue with love juices from her 
juicy twat.

True enough analysis Karen. Barnsley, Leeds, Bradford, Sheffi  eld, 
Rotherham, Worksop & all towns in between were piled high with the 
ravening victims of Reichmann’s Ebola 3000. The government had panicked 
& were importing rendering operators – used to working with beef meat 
but now happy, given the overtime emergency rate being off ered by the 
government, to do the same job with human fl esh. 

Dead humans were all piled up in the centre of towns using bulldozers. 
The idea was to transfer the meat to huge furnaces where they’d be charred 
to dust. This fed into Nazi fantasies long entertained in secret by several 
members of the government Cabinet as well as Tories & members of the 
Royal Family. The North had long been seen by these groups as nothing but 
a zone of disaff ection & loony left working class disobedience serving no 
purpose at all since the shutting down of the North’s industrial base during 
the years of Thatcher. Its only use these days was to remind people of the 
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need to have a police force – the threat of Northern hoards coming South 
was still enough to strike terror into the soul of the Southern middle classes. 

But the dead meat wouldn’t stay dead. The Ebola virus took over the 
seething mountains of dead corpses & began to combine the body parts 
into new gigantic forms of monstrous life. A thousand legs, arms, eyes, 
torsos, hearts, livers, cocks, cunts, arses, feet grafted themselves together 
forming these huge mountainous creatures who began, slowly at fi rst to 
move around the forsaken wiped out towns & villages from where the body 
parts had originated. The emergency services brought in to supervise the 
rendering operation were stunned.

‘What the hell’s happening to the meat pile?’ asked Joss Loot, top 
operator in this kind of scenario. He was sitting in the passenger seat of his 
police car whilst PC Evan Phillip drove slowly towards the fi fty foot moving 
seething stewing burping fi zzing farting mountain of human body parts.

‘It’s alive,’ shrieked his driver.
‘Don’t be ridiculous. Everyone’s dead in this town. I helped pile the 

corpses up in the town centre. Stank like high heaven lad. This must be a joke 
planned by former socialist bastards still moaning on about the loss of jobs 
& the denigration of working class culture. Fucking commies. Let’s get to the 
bottom of this. Drive on,’ asserted Joss Loot. Against his better judgment PC 
Evan Phillip moved the police car along the road in a low gear whilst the fi fty 
foot high meat mountain monster began to sweep towards them.

‘It’s coming this way sir,’ shrieked PC Evan Phillip in panic.
‘Hold steady at the wheel boy,’ ordered Joss Loot sternly.
‘But sir, its seething mass of dead fl esh is both horrible to behold & 

coming straight towards us. I think it sees us. I think it knows what we are,’ 
screamed the young PC.

‘You’re hysterical lad,’ shouted Joss Loot, pulling out his truncheon & 
battering the PC until he slumped unconscious at the wheel. The car slid into 
a tree. Joss Loot leapt out, determined to get to the bottom of this commie 
plot.

The fi fty foot high Ebola 3000 monster, a stramash of violated body 
parts fused by the deranged workings of the killer virus into a seething, 
revolting porridge of cannibal lust slimed its way down the high street 
leaving in its wake a glutinous trail of semi-liquifi ed puss which leaked out 
of its thousand arse-holes, each one unwashed & caked in the defecatory 
squeeze of its original owners death rattle moment. Seeing the offi  cer of the 
law striding towards it rabbiting on in a low mutter about the Red menace 
& the Chinese, using its two thousand eyes which hung at all angles from all 
over its vile toxic leaking body, giving the creature all round vision & the foul 
stink of a two hundred year old cabbage farting dead fi sh found in the cess 
pool of a major league urban sprawl, the creature pounced upon Joss Loot, 
suff ocating him in an instant & confi rming, in his last moments, his belief in 
the airless desolation of ideological determinism.

This nightmare scene was being repeated all over the northern lands. 
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Across the Pennines both Manchester, its conurbation’s & Liverpool were 
infected. Blackburn, Bolton, Oldham, Stockport were all vile scenarios 
created by the bug. Mountainous creatures made out of the rotting fl esh of 
the newly dead were traipsing around high streets & town centres causing 
havoc on the emergency services drafted in to take charge. 

Karen drove her bus from scene to scene to assess the situation. In 
Stockport she found one of these toxic beasties rummaging through a 
deserted Sainsbury’s, rifl ing through the tinned food section & making 
a low level humming sound that was both eerie & banal. She cautiously 
approached the doorway & listened in on the sound but could make nothing 
of it. The foul reek nearly overpowered her as she stood by the doorway & 
she had to beat a hasty retreat.

‘What’s happening? What’s it doing?’ asked Cream from the lower deck 
of the bus.

‘Its hovering around the beans section,’ replied Karen thoughtfully.
‘Its probably tapping into its latent memories. All the people whose 

bodies its using, there are probably traces of their lives still about in the dead 
brains. Somehow the virus is probably being contaminated by that,’ mused 
Cream. Karen agreed that it was probably something like that.

They decided to walk round the town & see if they could fi nd any 
survivors but the place was empty. It was pleasant to stroll through the 
deracinated landscape emptied of the top killer on the planet. Dogs, fl ies, 
rats & rabbits were all over the place.

‘So this is the way it’ll go if we all die,’ said Karen.
‘I hate butterfl ies,’ snarled Cream.
‘We’ve got to think of a way of stopping & this plague of his. He wants 

total control or annihilation. Like all Nazi’s, he has no ability to empathise 
with his enemies & his power lay in creating a situation where the forces 
of co-operation & group organisation were either mindlessly co-opted or 
impossible to achieve,’ Karen reasoned.

She mapped out the key centres the bug had destroyed & revealed a 
lay line of total biological warp which crossed from the West coast to the 
East – its most Southerly limits lying on the line from Conway in North 
Wales across to, roughly, Skegness in Lincolnshire. Pockets of resistance 
had popped up, but were directed not at head-on confrontation with the bio 
menace but rather those forces supporting the right wing agenda of & his 
fascist corporatism. 

A gay gang in Harrogate had taken over the local Tory HQ there & had 
managed to butt fuck then assassinate all of the leading homophobes in the 
town before a mountain beast had crashed in from a nearby village & wiped 
out both the political right & left – indeed, every last person in the Riding. 
Scottish Goths had erupted from Glaswegian housing estates to murder 
rape & pillage Scots Tories & liberals living in the sweeter suburbs. Roving 
gangs of punks had joined forces with skinheads & trashed whole sections 
of the North East. 
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Sunderland supporters had made a strange pact with Newcastle fans & 
carved the whole area up into defensible zones – the police & army were 
beginning to have trouble moving into these places & curious alliances were 
being forged across the lines between the various groups all joining up to 
fi ght the forces of the Southern law. 

Law abiding citizens were being asked serious questions before being 
strung up from lampposts & the total acceptance of socialist antinomian civil 
society based upon ageism (anyone over forty was deemed unfi t to live)& 
sex appeal (anyone considered without it was deemed unfi t to live also) The 
rule might have been arbitrary & ugly but it seemed to stir the juices & get 
mobs out on the street bashing in the heads of various representatives of 
Blair’s police force without any diffi  culty at all. And because all the hardest 
of the hard boys loved their old & ugly mothers the ageist, sexist crap didn’t 
really kick in in any serious way. Also, so many of the really hard boys were 
totally without sex appeal, the diffi  culty of implementing that section of 
principle was just about impossible.

Of course these pockets of resistance were not left alone to thrive. The 
South got worried. 

‘We need to treat the Northern bastards with the contempt we always 
have done,’ announced the Prime Minister to roars of approval in the 
Commons. You might have thought that the MPs representing the North 
might have had something to say about all this but all the ones who really 
cared were with their constituents, the ones in the House were pig sick with 
all the ructions going on & couldn’t wait for heavy handed police & militia 
action to sort out the scum who were ruining their Parliamentary sinecures. 

And abroad Reichmann had been experimenting. Of course Africa 
had been running his stuff  through its populations for years, but new 
developments were worth noting in the old Soviet republic where the 
mummifi ed body of Lenin walked again, the Ebola 3000 virus coursing 
through the veins causing the corpse to wander about spewing out vile 
yellow gunge from every well vented hole as well as large chunks of the 
Communist manifesto. 

The corpse actually was never that of Lenin but of a Lenin double, a 
Harold Dennem, English by birth who had stood in for the dead leader when 
accidentally the original body was burnt in a fi re round about 1965. Harold 
Dennem had agreed to be the stand in but hadn’t understood that to be 
authentic they would have him killed & mummifi ed rather than have him 
sleep through the show time periods using some somnambulance inducing 
drug concocted for just that job. 

He had been a devout Marxist, swallowing whole chunks of the stuff  
& committing them to memory; the Ebola virus activated all those weird 
memories. Russians walking through the streets of Moscow meeting the 
demented monster would fl y into a stupor of perplexity as the Dennim Lenin 
regurgitated sections of the Marxist labour theory outside the ubiquitous 
MacDonalds in panto-villain English. When he started eating these citizens 
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thus ruining the family image of the American multi-national, Mafi a hit men 
attempted to do him in but merely ended up being infected themselves as 
bits of brain & other major infected organs splattered around the area. 

 Vomiting yellow gunk, they too began to recite the central tenants of 
anti-capitalist ideological dogma as they returned to their Hayekian free-
trader boss & ate him & his daughter both. It was within just seven days that 
the Virus took complete control of the whole of Russia & its citizens but no 
one noticed. The country had been in such a fucked up state to begin with 
no virus & fl esh eating zombie plague could make it seem any worse. Back 
in Britain, politics was white hot, for an instant at least, as the Tory rump 
sensed blood!

‘This is the result of New Labour policies,’ raved the Tory leader, realising 
that if he were ever to make political headway then this was the time. Even 
he could see that Ebola plague was a big issue. The loss of the whole of North 
of England, the whole of Scotland & the whole of the North of Wales to a 
mysterious virus which consumed all in its tracks & turned people into fl esh 
eating raving mountains of decapitated body parts was surely something 
the Tory leader could use. Sadly, not even this was enough to help him.

Blair made a brilliant speech about the parasitical nature of the lost 
provinces, the uselessness of the Scots & the need for vigilance, civic pride 
& a strong pound. It was a speech guaranteeing him another fi ve years at 
the helm. The Tory leader would have lost his leadership of the Tories on the 
back of his embarrassing showing except that no one else would touch his 
job with the proverbial shit stick. So nothing really had changed. Warships 
were sent to patrol the Scottish coastline & Newcastle, Hull, Liverpool 
& Aberdeen were shelled by heavy gunfi re. Over one hundred thousand 
Northerners were killed. The Ebola virus soon reactivated the smashed up 
bodies & the dead fl esh all melted together into a green porridge stench of 
mountain monsters which tried to wipe out any life remnants not tuned in 
with the rotting dead.

Karen hacked around in her red bus with Cream, trying to off er support 
& succour to the small bands of survivors who still managed to escape these 
monstrous bastards. Outside Carlisle they found themselves in the surreal 
situation of huddling down with extreme Scottish Nationalists who were 
suspicious of Karen as soon as she appeared on the scene on account of her 
bus being London red. Indeed Karen herself just happened to be English & 
there was nothing she could do about that. Cream, being a ghost, didn’t 
count.

‘Typical of the bloody English. As soon as we get the ball rolling towards 
complete secession, what do they do? Introduce a fucking biological warfare 
scenario which wipes out the very political landscape which had off ered 
the Scots true political independence & self rule & what’s more, leaves the 
whole of Scotland without even a fucking population to argue the toss. Its 
a bloody disgrace you sasanach bitch,’ screeched the leader of the band of 
Nationalists. He glared at Karen.
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‘Look you stupid Scots git, I’m not the problem here. Its a bug. Ebola 
3000. Something coming out of Reichmann & all his ExHale factories,’ 
explained Karen but it was no use. The whole clan had gone on & on at her 
about the need for Scottish rule & in the end she’d given up trying to warn 
them that one of the fl esh mountains constructed out of the biological 
remains of the Scottish Parliament as it happened was approaching the very 
gorse bush in which they had camped for the night.

She drove away cursing them all as the bio-beast swooped across the 
moor & chewed them up in a great explosion of bodies, blood & gunge.

The latest jet fi ghters were brought in to test out their range & capability 
in the newly developed war ground. The Home Secretary was grinning madly 
as he took his time telling what remained of the Nation of the ethical need 
which had pushed him into emptying forty nuclear bombs over the Northern 
lands, thus creating a zone of radioactive contamination & carnage for the 
next 25,000 years. 

If there was anything that was to secure the existence of the New 
Labour Government lasting for ever, then this was the defi ning event. There 
were street parties all over the Home counties & in the lefty liberal posh 
areas of London as it dawned that the root cause of liberal Guilt felt by all 
labour voters since the Tory wipe out in 97 had been utterly removed in one 
fell swoop. 

All that unemployment, civil rights abuse, deprivation & cultural 
colonisation that had been the defi ning essences of those Northern lands, 
deep essences which had contaminated their political & ethical consciousness 
causing heinous night sweats, diarrhoea & arse boils whenever the thought 
of how the socialist fi ght against the forces of the right had been substituted 
for the more pressing need to accommodate their rapacious greed & 
snobbery in policies about selective schools, breeding & law enforcement, 
all of that had now been bombed out of sight for 25,000 years. Thank the 
Home secretary? Nay, canonisation would only just be enough.

Karen drove on through these contaminated lands, keeping her bus 
veering crazily along roads covered in ash from the fallout & the horribly falling 
to bits bodies of people as yet untouched by the Ebola 3000 virus. Reichmann 
was not happy with the bombs however because some of his Ebola beasties, 
soaking up the full radioactive radiation into their colonised cell base, were 
beginning to mutate into creatures unresponsive to his own mind control, 
something which the original viral beings had not been able to do.

‘Fucking Home secretary, he’s gone buggered up our little experiment 
well & proper this time,’ he raged. His second hand fl unky nadir agreed & 
sent a couple of his werewolf women to do a job on the polititian. Dressed 
in secretary fl oozy numbers, the werewolves infi ltrated his offi  ce, gave the 
Home Secretary a blow job & then bit of his head so that he could do no 
more damage. 

The message got through to the PM. He was right away on the phone to 
Reichmann, agreeing that the nuclear strikes had been a little OTT & that in 
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future he’d have all such action checked by ExHale before anything actually 
happened. After off ering another MBE the PM asked if there was anything 
else he could do to be of help. Reichmann thought for a while & then replied, 

‘I’m putting stuff  in cows. Introduce school milk to schools again. And 
have your health team start up a ‘Drink milk’ campaign.’ Then he signed off . 
The PM jumped to it of course.

Karen was planning to destroy Reichmann’s bio beast monster mountain 
men. She had noticed the way the creatures, against all their other cannibal, 
mindless havoc instinctual drives or whatever it was that made them 
rampage as they did, often lingered round the tinned food sections of the 
ransacked, smashed up supermarkets & other shops selling that kind of food 
stuff . And closer inspection had enabled her to conjecture that it was the 
beans that the creatures, all of them, were after. Using her bus & Cream she 
set up a daring fault line using Hadrians wall as her guide. 

She secretly planted a line of tinned beans along the wall, even the bits 
which were no longer there or visible. Then she roused the creatures to mad 
anger & lust, fl ashing them her gorgeous tits & mighty fi ne arse until they 
were slobbering sex maniac ejaculating pulse throb beasts from spermy hell, 
erupting & shooting body fl uids from nostrils, cocks, arses, ears & wherever 
there was a hole big enough to unload. 

She crashed the bus through its gears & headed towards the wall of 
beans. This line would be where she calculated enough of the mad Ebola 
heavies would meet her. She drew them on, taunting them with her luscious 
lascivious body in a tease that took her from the Isle of Harris to Humberside 
& up again. Along the twisted, bombed, fucked over roads she raged her bus, 
narrowly avoiding the enraged & lust maddened beasts as she drove as she 
had never had to drive before. At last she arrived at the wall of beans. And 
over the brow of the wild countryside on both sides of the border between 
the Scots & the English, the fused, slobbering sex killer cannibal radioactive 
Ebola 3000 killer mountain beasts crashed into view. 

‘Come on then, come & take me,’ shouted Karen in mad glee, tearing 
away her heavy duty bra to reveal her dagger loaded nipple front loading 
tits. Down the creatures plunged, full set on the bugger her backwards & 
away in a sex charge rampage moment that would shake the whole globe.

Like setting off  a million megawatt explosive on the St Andreas fault, 
what happened next was cataclysmic. At a given signal from Karen, Cream, 
from the upper deck of the bus, fl icked open a can of beans. Carefully & 
expertly set up, each can along the whole wall line simultaneously opened 
as well. Old memories wanged into action, overwhelmed even the orgasmic 
blood sex lust that had moments before overruled all other consideration 
sin the beats. 

They veered away from Karen & started eating the beans. never having 
worked out what it was they had been lusting after all those times they had 
lingered around the tins, they had never actually opened a can & confronted 
the actual object of desire. Now they were confronted with a whole Hadrian’s 
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wall load of them. Whilst they were guzzling & sucking baked beans down 
in a horrible farty, belchy, slurpy cacophony of sound, Karen was able to slip 
back to the bus. 

‘Let’s get out of here,’ she cried, anticipating what she hoped would 
happen next. 

Sure enough the end of the Ebola beasts came as Karen had 
engineered. The build up of gasses within the beasts became catastrophic. 
In a simultaneous explosion that took out huge chunks of the architectural 
fabric of the north as well as several physical landmarks, the creatures farted 
themselves apart. The once fused body parts – all those legs & arms & heads 
& torsos & things were fl ung apart in the great wracking ignition. 

A spontaneous & unstoppable chain reaction spread throughout the 
entire population of the beasts. The whole of Scotland, the whole of the 
North of England & the whole of the North of Wales were covered in the 
bubbling, boiling, rotting, sweating, stinking, pulsating, fetid, vomited 
porridge of all the corpses that had made up the physical dimension of the 
monsters. The huge green slime swept down into all the rivers & waterways 
& gargled like a slow puke into the surrounding seas, killing all fi sh & large 
life forms still living in those waters after the vast radioactivity which had 
followed the bombings. 

A heinous smell covered the whole area. Birds died as they fl ew over 
the place – millions of birds just fell with an awful squawk into the rotting 
liquidity which covered the land below. Animals drowned in the stuff , 
braying & squeaking pathetically like animals do in these sorts of situations. 
Much of the sludge was toxic, burning whole conurbation’s & large towns as 
it moved about like a lava from some volcanic bowel. And it rolled downhill. 
Which meant that it rolled South. 

The unifying myth of the threat from the Northern lands which had 
bound together the Little Englander South ever since the Normans was 
again activated. The PM made another of his inspirational speeches, the 
Vatican having designated him a second Pope. Wearing a gold tonsure, he 
told the remainder of his nation to gird their loins & thank God for Harry 
& England – a phrase he vaguely recalled from somehow but did the trick. 
He was able to raise great cheers from his own backbenchers, grudging 
respect from the opposition & happily lost the midlands down to Derby to 
the dribbling toxic lava without any political defi cit.

Karen, having destroyed the monsters Reichmann & Exhale had brought 
about, was still trying to work out a way of getting to Reichmann himself. 
Reichmann, realising that she was his only real threat, began cloning himself 
so that if he lost one of himself, he’d always be around to take over in that 
eventuality. That’s what he told Nadir who looked mighty unhappy at this 
because he’d been thinking that maybe when was bumped off  he, Nadir, 
could take over.

‘Your werewolves haven’t been very good have they,’ Reichmann pointed 
out. ‘I mean, compared to my Ebola 3000 creatures, your werewolves have 
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been nothing but pussies. I mean old boy, you’re guys are just out of their 
league playing with me,’ he continued, sneeringly.

 Nadir had to agree that so far his werewolves, though they looked really 
hard & dangerous, had not bee very eff ective. The few he’d used against 
Karen had easily been taken out.

‘My next move is to do with milk. I’ve got stuff  that’ll wipe out the 
whole globe,’ crowed who was fast losing interest in world domination & 
was rather going for the nihilist wilderness trail of complete arma-fucking-
geddon. Nadir sniggered at the thought of milk doing anything like the 
kind of damage his werewolves could wreak. But he knew he would have to 
convince his leader.

‘But before the milk,’ Reichmann corrected himself,.’.there’s the little 
job of exports.’ Reichmann had distribution & recycling plants set up to deal 
with the toxic gunge fl ow that was slowly dribbling down from the North 
into the Southern lands made out of the rotting bodies of all the millions 
dead. There were two uses – food & fuel. And he was going to export both 
to the USA to maintain the specious appearance of a special link between 
Westminster & Washington.

‘George,’ he was on the blower to the President who was butt fucking 
Condolisa & some secretary called Larry Tomson at the time, ‘I got a scheme 
to put New York out of your hair.’ The scam was that although the President 
liked to advertise his special links with the East Coast post 7/11 set he hated 
the whole Goddamn shooting match & wanted them out of his hair. They 
were beginning to think they could infl uence him.

They introduced the Ebola 3000 sludge into the food chain by packaging 
it with added sugars as an eco health food called Eb Tide Green. This caught 
its true essence precisely because it really was green, had come swamping 
down the country in a great sludge tide & comprised mainly of Ebola 3000 
alongside the human body parts which had been mashed into the disgusting, 
stinking mess. Not only did it benefi t from endorsement from the Press & 
a massive advertising campaign which talked about the nutrient & vitamin 
content of the new food product, but it tapped into the whole health kick 
fi tness pathology which defi ned the nerve wracked centre of the world. 
The whole campaign was so successful that soon the West Coast freakouts 
cottoned on ad soon both West & East were found spreading the fatty green 
gunge onto all their toasties, breads, pies & so on. 

Entering as it did the American bloodstream, black, white Hispanic, Jew 
& all found themselves guzzling the liquifi ed remains of the slaughtered 
Northern lands of Great Britain. Small kids choked on the eyeballs of 
cannibalistically murdered grannies from Wigan, law graduates slurped 
on dentists cheeks from Bridlington, top fl ight fi nancial advisors from the 
Chase Manhattan Bank savoured the delicate tang of hacked to death 
gutted Chinese Restaurant owners from Glasgow, fashion gurus extolled 
the spunky wa wa of a family of Jones’ from Goole whilst pop stars & other 
popular culture icons living in the media dominated landscape of Greenwich 
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Village hooked into the wild boho experience of dining on gutted, blood 
drained & shrivelled axed to death soul boys from Manchester & all the while 
the deadly virus that had wiped out the North of UK was coursing through 
their veins, ready to erupt with the same savage intensity that had fi rst been 
seen over the water. Reichmann was grinning. 

Tankers had tons of the stuff  shipped on board & taken over to the 
States to supplement the introduction of the stuff  as food. The idea was to 
use it as a substitute for petrol. This caused a massive fall in the price of oil 
as the OPEC countries desperately tried to control the situation. Too late. 

The fascist Saudi Arab leaders who for so long had been allowed by 
Western leaders to perpetuate their stranglehold on the world economy as 
well as dictate poverty & child sex abuse on their own population were now 
left with a product no one needed or wanted. Revolutionary forces from 
within who had long awaited this kind of situation now rose up & within 
a week had strung up any of the fat rich bastards who failed to leave the 
country & seek exile in London or Venice. 

One of the tankers was deliberately scuttled on Reichmann’s orders 
in mid Atlantic, causing the Ebola 3000 to pollute the ocean. Its ability to 
exponentially grow to accommodate the space it was given to grow in 
meant that soon the grotesque bile gunge necro bio toxic barf was a major 
league presence in all the world’s oceans. Eff ects of the viral infection didn’t 
take long. Seeping as it did into the soils of the planet, the long dead & the 
not so long dead found their rotten corpses rising up out of wherever they 
were laid out to join the raving virus colonised maniacs of the sem-living 
howling & gargling in their own exploding body juices.

‘In Baisley Pond Park this afternoon, joggers were seen eating the 
babies of mothers out pushing their prams in the fi ne spring air,’ reported a 
Walter Cronkite double on ABC before he abruptly left off  reading his auto 
cue to whip out his cock & savage one of his camera men before State police 
security standby Pete Yorke blasted him away in a screaming fusillade of 
high velocity fi repower recorded live by the other camera man & then re 
shown with edited highlights later that evening. 

The US army was placed on emergency standby & ordered to maintain 
quarantine eating habits & boil all water. They were sent in to the major 
urban sprawls & using tanks & the latest technological innovations wiped 
out thousands of blacks & poor whites in down town areas of cities before 
any kind of protest group even recognised what was happening. Squatter 
cities of millions which were the unspoken truth about the US failure to look 
after its own, causing areas of the US to be as poor & violent as any Third 
World Nation, a consequence, as was it all, of its very own hegemonic free 
market colonial empire capitalist protectionism, were bombed by left over 
Napalm before being hit by the latest missile technology, including thermo-
nuclear mini warheads with a range confi ned to a mile each way from impact 
point & with a short term contamination period of no more than thirty years. 
As with all the new technologies developed by the US, the warhead only 
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damaged biological targets; buildings were left standing.
In California, the bad news from New York & other Eastern states 

brought about a desperate feeling of panic & elation depending on which 
side of the line you stood. Right wingers saw the time as the moment of 
reckoning they’d been waiting for & took out their weapon systems stored 
for just this moment & went out looking for all the hippies & weirdoes & 
anyone else they thought of as being just the very scum of the earth. 

Religious festivals suddenly increased as Bible Bashers began to preach 
about the need for Redemption, the coming of the last days & the need for 
a strong dollar. It was all too quick, however. Within hours of organisations 
rising up to take charge of the time, their membership would start to be 
taken over by the mindlessly violent & sex mad viral beasts. Christian 
gatherings ended in the unseemly madness of whole congregations fucking 
each other until they bled & then, aroused by the free fl owing gore devouring 
each other in wild ecstatic meat fests that ended with no one left standing 
because legs were all chewed off  & torso stumps wobbly. 

‘Verily let me say unto you, if your right eye off ends you, pluck it 
out,;’ cried each wild eyed ecstatic minister which of course the hysterical 
congregation took to be a literal invocation to action. Eyes were torn from 
their sockets, both right & left, then limbs from their sockets (trickier 
operation that), then ears were sliced from skulls, noses from faces, bollocks 
from scrotums, tits from chests & so on & so forth. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. The sounds of cries & wild laments fi lled the air. God’s will was 
being done unto them. AMEN AMEN AMEN.

The black Muslin Brotherhood centred round the Nation Of Islam 
faction was no better off , their fascist sexist Nationalism turning against 
them as each time they tried to organise another million men march their 
women came surging out of the shadows to hack them to death in a frenzied 
exposure of the cruel contradictions of their race political agenda which 
ought to have been a liberating force but had mired itself in rigid bigotry & 
frozen small time pro-colonisation rhetoric, despite everything else.

‘Sistas, what the fuck are you doing?’ the black brothers cried out as 
the women slashed them into, dicing off  their clean dicks & shouting in a 
frenzied glee ‘Pork, give us pork.’  

Highway patrol cars were sent screaming into small town communities 
in the Mid West only to fi nd the places full of the hacked to death writhing 
bodies of the infected. The right wing backwoodsmen turned their shotguns 
& bowie knives on each other, fucking the boomed out corpses of their own 
grannies, grandppapas & sweet little kiddies in a heinous frenzy of counter 
Prairies slash ethos. 

John Boy was a psycho fl esh eating axe maniac sex fi end pumped full of 
mind zonking drugs quoting the Bible & Ben Franklin whilst pissing on the 
grave of his grandma. People were walking around with their heads blasted 
off , eye balls splattered with bits of brain against pine trees, cows & racoons. 
Heads were rolled as improvised bowling balls until they began to savagely 
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bite off  the hand that rolled them & arms were stuck into the ground & 
used as live fencing, the dead hands at the end of the arms still clutching 
at anyone trying to pass, gripping the unhappy passer-by by the throat & 
ripping it out in a tearing, rupturing gesture so beloved of those who would 
stop all trespassers using zero tolerance.

Karen began to feel that the situation was fast getting out of hand. The 
plague had now hit the biggest, most powerful military-industrial complex 
in the world & exposed its mighty right wing politics as just nostalgia & 
sentimentalism in the face of real threat. America had collapsed from within. 
The citizens of the super state had become as easily infected as the deprived 
Northern subjects of Elizabeth the 2nds fucked-over little dominion.

‘The situation is well out of hand,’ she commented to Cream. Cream was 
too wound up to speak. 

‘We’ve got to get to the heart of this. Reichmann’s selling stuff  as both 
food & fuel. We need to act fast,’ muttered Karen urgently, trying to goad 
herself into a workable, plausible solution. 

Nadir was also thinking that he had to do something pretty impressive if 
was to keep him on the payroll. The only thing he considered would do this 
would be to wipe out the bloody bus, Karen & cream, the whole package. He 
developed emergency strength werewolves & sent them out to do the deed. 
Karen had driven to France where French farmers & lorry drivers had joined 
forces in Calais & blockaded the entrance to the port.

‘We don’t want your fi lthy English scum food,’ they were screaming as 
the red London bus moved towards their impressive line of tractors, lorries 
& boats that they’d fl ung across the road. Karen looked at the sandy beach 
to the West & watched the sun slowly rise above the lapping waves of the 
English Channel.

‘This is not an issue about Nationalism, nor is it even about the Common 
Agricultural policy & the EEC you stupid bastards. This is eco nazi plague 
on the grand scale. We must all combine forces if a solution to the problem 
is ever to be found – & snappish,’ she shouted back. The enraged French 
farmers & lorry drivers weren’t in any mood to listen. They kept waving their 
fi sts, throwing rotten produce & kept slipping in sly references to the last 
world cup tournament. That really took the piss in Karen’s eyes.

‘Fuck them, we’ve got to get through,’ she muttered darkly to Cream, 
who was hovering about.

‘Go for it,’ agreed Cream. Karen whacked through the gears & she roared 
the bus through the blockade, smashing lorries & tractors into the briny. But 
the Ebola 3000 had already arrived, crossing national boundaries like the 
relatively recent conceptual fairy tales they are. Calais was already in thrall 
to its terrible powers. Outside the Flemish Renaissance style Hotel de Ville 
a marauding armless mass of dead fi shermen were puking & mewling there 
way, eating small cats & dogs that got in their way. 

They were blind because in an early fi t they had torn out their own eyes 
& eaten them like jelly babies. Crashing fi nally into Rodins monumental 
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statue of 1895 ‘The burghers Of Calais,’ these fl ailing zealots of Ebola 3000 
mind control started to eat the statue, breaking their teeth as they bit into 
the solid forms, snapping their fi ngers & knuckles as they beat against the 
massive shapes. Bleeding & falling to bits they were thrown back eventually, 
exhausted & somewhat baffl  ed by the experience, but in a virusy sort of 
way because more or less all traces of humanity had been drained off  
them. Tourists & the townsfolk had been watching this whole episode in 
speculative awe but at the moment they say down to catch their breath the 
onlookers realised what was happening.

‘The plague, the plague,’ they began to scream. Karen stormed through 
the place, squashing the hunched resting maniacs under the wheels of the 
mighty bus before they could regain strength.

‘It is like Joan of Arc’ muttered one old French peasant seeing this, his 
voice tinged by wonder & the simple idiocy of someone who was still living 
in a state of pre-industrialisation & therefore was denied the structures of 
working class proletariat understandings that would have empowered him 
to desacrilise the momentum of images of freedom. 

Through the railway track under the Channel between Folkestone & 
Sangatte mobs of rampaging English farmers armed by sympathetic militia 
forces based round Aldershot were also moving into the country in a secret 
move against the EEC. The subterranean cell wore Bill Cash masks & saw the 
world wide collapse of over ninety percent of previously existing markets as 
being an opportune time to venture into enemy territory & strike a point for 
home-grown, English nationalism in its most blinkered, Nazi form. 

This little band were merciless as they marched into town after town & 
met with no resistance. Whosoever they clapped eyes on the cry was ‘British 
Beef you sewage eating Froggies’ followed by a sustained burst of gunfi re 
which left carnage & bloody mayhem in their wake. However, the incursion 
of Reichmann’s Ebola 3000 was such that this minor movement of chaos & 
lunacy was unremarkable & gained no notice outside of the little band itself.

They arrived at the Vallee de la Somme at the same time as Karen 
& the Ebola 3000. This coincidence brought about the mother of all 
confrontations. But there were even more forces about to be enjoined at 
this momentous place. French police, alerted to the fact of Karen & her bus, 
had been instructed to shoot to kill. They surged around the long thin roads 
of the valley, an attractive area for camping, walking & fi shing & where 
in the summer a small stream train off ers scenic rides between Froissy & 
Dompierre. Karen gunned her bus down the self same roads, not pausing 
until she had arrived at St Valery sur Somme, a fi shing port cum resort with 
partly preserved ramparts & tree shaded seaside promenades connected 
with William of Normandy, who set off  to conquer England from the place, 
& Joan of Arc.

The masked Bill Cash troop of extreme English nationalists had chosen 
this spot because of these historical resonances. They couldn’t stand the 
thought of the French celebrating two fi gures known only for bashing the 
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English. They were going to kick the place to hell & back – English hell & 
back that is, none of that roman stuff ! The Ebola 3000 plague was not there 
for any reason at all save that that’s where it just happened to arrive at next, 
contaminating all the wildlife & the French citizens as it gently, heinously, 
trotted South. Karen sensed that there was something special about to 
happen as she rammed her bus into neutral at the foot of the town ramparts 
& listened to the bell ringing over the sombre scene.

But on top of all these forces, one more ingredient was about to be 
added. Nadir’s werewolf hit-men had convened for chocolate croissants 
in Amiens & been rather distracted by the cathedral & Les Hortillonages, a 
colourful patchwork of marshland market gardens once tended by punts & 
now a protected natural site. Indeed so distracted had they been that three 
of the four werewolves had decided that they would rather settle down in 
the place rather than go wreak carnage on Karen & her ass kicking, ball-
breaking bus.

 Only one of the werewolves stood out against this plan.
‘Come on you morons. this isn’t the time to be thinking about buying 

into the holiday home business. As everyone knows, thoughts of settling 
down into a place known only to you during vacation are notoriously 
untrustworthy. Once assessed in the cold light of day, away from the 
sentimental glow of bikini clad beauties & too many Torquillas its becomes 
clear that the whole project should be scrapped on fi nancial, cultural & 
other, ad hoc grounds,’ snarled the werewolf who still wanted to follow the 
orders of nadir & launch a full on attack on the bus driving bitch.

‘We’re fed up with Nadir & his plans. We’re fed up of being sent in to do 
the deed on this dude with the bus. She ain’t done us any harm. Why should 
we cause her any trouble?’ replied one of the rebellious werewolves.

‘We’re werewolves for God’s sake. We’re predicated on the very idea 
of trouble. We’re bad, man. We’re very very bad. We eat people. We crawl 
around in the dark raping maidens & eating them. We howl over graveyards 
& destroy the peace & tranquillity of wherever we go. We are bad ass boys 
by defi nition,’ said the werewolf who was still wanting to go. He couldn’t 
believe he was having to explain this stuff .

‘Oh man, I’m just not sure, said one of the others.
‘Fuck you. It’s not a matter of certainty. It’s a matter about selfh ood & 

identity. Trouble & bad is what you are.’
‘But I’d rather stay here, settle down, try out the rustic thang for just a 

while,’ wheedled one.
‘Do that & the whole concept of werewolves undergoes gravitational 

collapse or haute cuisine. Its a question of existence,’ complained the 
motivated werewolf. 

Having visited the circus created by Jules Verne to the South of the city 
they agreed reluctantly to move onto the trail of the bus. Using their super 
olfactory abilities built in to their anatomical structure & mind set they 
made their way along the roads towards where Karen & her bus, & the ghost 
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Cream of course, were waiting.
It was the French police who arrived at the scene most visibly. Seeing 

the bus they grew apoplectic with excitement.
‘There it is, the English bus & the English bitch. Let us do as they say in 

the American movies – kick ass baby,’ cried Jules Le Tounier, the chief of the 
unit. Blasting their automatic pistols & rifl es they surged forward. Karen, 
who had been brooding on the problem of how she was going to stop 
ExHale & Reichmann, was hardly prepared for this assault.

‘Holy shit, what is this?’ she asked as she sprang backwards into her bus 
& managed to rocket it into reverse as the fuselage of bullets blistered her 
paint work.

‘Damned French police, just like every police force in the world – Nazi 
scum,’ she grumbled, shooting the bus suddenly forward & slashing the 
giant vehicle through the screaming, dull-witted inherently violent mob of 
law upholders. 

The gendarmes were sent fl ying upon impact, bones snapping & 
breaking in a great puddle of hammered fl esh & bone. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. At that moment the Ebola 3000 virus kicked in via 
an infected load of Belgian tourists who just happened to swoop round the 
corner in a battered white Renault Meganne. Foaming at the mouth the 
maddened family leapt out of the car & fell upon the dead policemen eating 
the brains & the liquidity spewing out from their mutilated bodies. 

Straight away the corpses of the policemen were taken over by the viral 
plague & rose up to begin another assault on Karen. 

‘Shit, the stuff ’s here,’ commented Karen seeing all this. Pulling from 
her armoury box detonation darts she shot them at the Belgian tourist fl esh 
eaters & the zombie mind zonked living dead French policemen, taking 
them out with a perfect hit. Green vile stenching pus dribbled through the 
marsh, sea & sand landscape contaminating the whole eco system with 
brutal speed as the scattering fl amboyant bodies looped through the air like 
Alpen mixed with ketchup.

The English Nationalist with Bill Cash masks burst out from one of the 
side streets drilling the French resort with high velocity gunfi re. Cafes, 
restaurants, barred-up windowed houses dating back centuries exploded 
under the mad assault. A massive fi re swept down from the town’s ramparts 
& ancient walls set off  by a carefully sequenced pattern of detonation 
devices rammed into the walls.

‘This’ll remind the French gits what we did to Joan of Arc’ laughed the 
leader of these mad dog English nationalist extremist Nazis. A wall fell onto 
the heads of three of his band as they began to laugh, crushing their skulls 
into a palpy mess of exploding blood & gunge.

‘Damned French architecture, unreliable as everything Gaelic,’ sneered 
the leader. ‘Our brave lads died as martyrs to the good cause. We shall return 
in years to come & raise a statue to their memory,’ he ranted. Karen, seeing 
the billowing fl ames & the destruction of the place unfolding before her very 
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eyes, drove slowly towards the masked crew. At fi rst she thought they might 
be an insurgency group against & his unrestrained corporate capitalist right 
wing agenda. It soon became clear that she’d got them wrong.

‘Your bus just warms our hearts & stirs our bowels,’ the leader announced. 
‘Pure English symbolism at its cracking best,’ he cheered.

‘Symbol of internationalist socialism more like,’ growled Karen, 
cottoning on to the extreme hate politics of the English twats lined up 
before her, ‘& I don’t go for symbolic political gestures,’ she added. 

The leader immediately summed her up as one of the causes of the 
decline of the British Empire, a lefty lesbo feminist with corrosive powers to 
undermine the manliness of the John Bull force fi eld through excavating the 
generative sources of virulent sexist hegemonic powers which defi ned the 
ideological standpoint of the Nationalist leader. 

‘This place is now eating itself under the unstoppable plague of the 
plague,’ Karen announced, hoping to introduce an element to the crisis that 
would unite herself with this little subversive band. 

Sadly, nothing was bigger than hatred of the French in these English 
nazi heads.

‘This town must be razed to the ground so that memories of French 
victories over the English are wiped out forever. If this plague you’re going 
on about will help bring about the total annihilation of this place then we can 
do no more than salute its perspicacity. We celebrate the mass destruction 
through bio-infection & mass extinction of the whole of the European 
master plan. In the vacuum created by this anarchic situation, the greatness 
of English nationhood will once more rise out of the ashes to recolonise the 
high grounds lost through lack of nerve & commie forces from within. And 
you are going down red bitch,’ roared the leader, suddenly aiming all his 
battalions at Karen & her bus.

‘You’re as rabid as a dog,’ muttered Karen with casual ease as she slipped 
back into her bus & rammed it into reverse. As the English nationalists 
opened fi re she shot backwards through a wall of fi re & in the black belching 
smoke caused by the serial explosions set up by the Englishmen she 
managed to regroup. At that moment from the East a newly formed human 
body mass of dead rotting fl esh porridge smeared into view, controlled by 
the Ebola 3000 virus & its insane derangements. 

‘Typical Froggy trick that, to sneak up on us from behind,’ wailed the 
leader through his Bill cash mask, ruing the ease with which Karen & her 
bus had escaped his clutches. He turned his fi repower on the heinous, gunk 
excreting beastie that lumbered towards his little army.

Karen heard the gun fi re & realised at once that the Ebola virus must 
have started building itself fl esh mound creatures as it had elsewhere. 
There was nothing to be done. the baked beans fart explosion which she 
had engineered at Hadrian’s wall would not be possible in these parts. The 
limits of puerile imaginative defence routines had been reached back there. 
She decided there was nothing she could do. Gunning her bus she began to 
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wheel out towards the outskirts of the blasted out town. She ran straight 
into the four werewolves who were making their cautious way into the place 
with long faces & a reluctance which they just couldn’t hide, killing two of 
them stone dead straight away.

‘I just hate that woman,’ growled one of the survivors, his eyes following 
the dust cloud that signifi ed Karen’s escaping bus & then falling back to the 
sight of the squashed comrades bleeding on the roadside next to him. 

‘I guess we’d better give chase,’ he added, half heartedly. The other 
considered the situation & decided that if ever there was a time for a holiday 
home it was now. Picking up a brick from the smoking town he smashed the 
skull of the other werewolf in & then sauntered off  back along the route he’d 
come in on to Amiens. Unfortunately for him, Amiens was now completely 
in the grip of the virus plague.

In the Treasury of the cathedral the head of john the Baptist had been 
brought back to life & joined up with a thousand mutilated citizens in the 
place to create an astonishingly ugly & disgusting fl esh monster. The head 
had special properties & special memories – this directed the beast towards 
milk & honey desert exploitation scenarios – not so easy in this particular 
neck of the woods – & had this Christ fi xation which amounted to nothing 
less than jealousy. 

‘It could have been me, it should have been me,’ he kept mumbling as 
he dragged his spewing, shitting, pissing glutinous mass of dead fl esh along 
the road, chewing up anything & anyone who happened to move into its 
circuit. The werewolf was wandering along by the river below the cathedral 
in the students boho quarters thinking he’d shag a few of the student babes 
& down a couple of bottles of vino when the creature loomed before him. 

Completely astounded by the ugliness, the sheer repulsiveness of the 
monster, the werewolf stood transfi xed until John The Baptists head, brought 
to Amiens from the Crusades in 1206, lowered itself in a savage lunge & bit 
clean off  werewolf head from his hairy werewolf torso causing blood & gunge 
to explode everywhere. The werewolf was then absorbed within the great 
mass of the bulbous, palpy mass of bio-contaminated fl esh pulp.

Karen, with the fi res of Vallee de la Somme blazing into her mirrors, 
crashed through her gears & across the North-eastern French landscape 
wondering who the hell was in the masked insurgency group of complete 
English wankers. She asked herself how long they’d survive the virus which 
had just hit the place. French police vans with bells & sirens rushed passed 
her towards the scene of the catastrophe, ignoring the red bus & its lack of 
any signals whatsoever. 

Cream was glowing with excitement – the toll of fascist pigs destroyed 
by Karen was rising by the hour & even though himself seemed untouchable, 
she had a certain optimism coursing through her ghostly veins. Albert was 
the site of heavy bombardment by German artillery in 1916. 

‘There’s a fucking turbo prop plane in the train station,’ laughed Karen 
as she spun her bus into the gloomy little place. Already the virus had taken 
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a hold. Its citizens were mooning about drooling green bile liquid from their 
mouths & savaging their own arms. The streets were dripping with foul 
smelling stomach parts ripped out by the raving idiots.

‘What are we doing in this hole?’ asked Cream.
‘I’ve got a plan to destroy this viral plague. We need soldiers,’ screamed 

Karen over the roar of her engine.
‘Soldiers? There are no soldiers here,’ commented Cream, baffl  ed. It was 

true. The place was a convenient place for tourists visiting the battlefi elds 
of the Somme battle of 1916, but there was nothing of a working militia 
here. And besides, they were having to stave off  the advancements of most 
militias operating in modern times because they were in hock with the 
capitalist military industrial state which, until ExHale & Reichmann, had 
dominated world power.

‘I need you to draft in some of your guys,’ suggested Karen.
‘What, you want dead soldiers?’ questioned Cream.
‘Exactly. Over a million died, & they were mainly working class lads on 

both sides who were killed. Surely you can do something,’ wondered Karen 
aloud. She screamed the bus to a halt outside the towns Shelters Museum 
to the Somme 1916 battle outside the Albert Basilique with its now restored 
golden Virgin Mary statue perched on the top of its tower. 

Karen & Cream dived into the now deserted museum. It was designed 
as a single long tunnel & there were dummies dressed as fi rst world war 
soldiers in various scenes behind glass, as if they were elaborate shop front 
windows. An Ebola 3000 contaminated museum ticket collector lurched 
after them, watching them disappear into the museum before dragging 
herself on bleeding thigh stumps (she’d eaten her own feet & calves) from 
the Basilique across the deserted road after them. 

‘Fucking hell, this one’s hungry,’ gasped Karen as she looked back & saw 
the heinous creature trailing blood & bits of fl esh staggering with horrible 
gargling noises towards them. The easily jogged out of reach & then stopped 
to catch their breath in a dark part of the tunnel.

‘We’ve come here so that you get the atmosphere,’ explained Karen.
‘And why do I need atmosphere?’ asked Cream.
‘To help you bring on the dead troops,’ answered Karen.
‘Ah,’ responded Cream.
‘Well?’ asked Karen after a moment, ‘Is there a problem?’
‘There surely is,’ said Cream as she looked over Karen’s shoulder & 

glimpsed the museum ticket collector louring out of the dark. Karen reacted 
by aiming a kick at the creature’s head. Thunk! The heel connected with the 
infected woman’s jaw. There was the satisfying sound of smashing bone. 
Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The whole head dented in. Grey brain 
porridge splattered out of the ears & nostrils.

‘Come on Cream. We need back-up,’ explained Karen as another fl ying 
kick to the ticket collectors stomach ripped open the skin. Internal organs 
& intestines as well as the full contents of bowel sack were emptied over 
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the tunnel’s fl oor. The creature, enraged by the feeling that there was little 
left to her except bone structure & torn skin, fell upon the mess at her feet 
caused by Karen’s nifty high kicking hardness & started eating it up. Of 
course, each time the contents passed down her throat it slopped back onto 
the ground with a pukey splashing noise, there being no stomach bag to 
hold anything inside. 

Cream drew courage & power from this desperate scene of ugliness & 
fi lth. The ghosts of the working class dead rose up across the Somme front 
line from Beaumont-Hamel, Thiepval, La Boisselle, Fricourt, Maricourt, 
Curlu, Dompierre, Fay, Chaulnes, Maucourt, Ancre & the Somme & began 
the off ensive against the toxic hoards which were swooping down across 
the land. The huge baggy creatures of reactivated fl esh driven by the insane 
viral directories suddenly found themselves confronted by over a million 
war heroes who were just itching for a fi ght owing to the nature of their 
call-up, which involved a direct link up with the neural workings of Cream. 

Her hate was their hate. Her wish was theirs. Military boots from the 
era of the fi rst ever total war scenario crunched into the infected fl esh of 
the fascist ghouls. The dead soldiers mindlessly hacked & shot & kicked 
the suppurated fl esh things back northwards. French police & militia were 
caught up in the movement. Five hundred of them were killed in a half-
hour mayhem when the toxic beasts detonated themselves & splattered 
poisonous body parts over a thirty mile radius in a desperate attempt to 
keep the ghostly soldiers at bay.

‘This is fucking brilliant,’ screamed Cream as she wondered aloud at 
the eff ect of her handiwork. A thousand heads severed from their original 
owners were again decapitated from their second home as the armies of 
the dead swarmed forward slashing & scything with bayonets at the ghouls. 
blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The air fi lled with the smells of a 
million rancid bowel sacks which now dropped their loads over trails which 
for nearly a century had been the sentimental historical need routes of the 
lucrative commercial local, national & international tourist trade. 

Over the wet soggy ground body parts once more stacked up & sank 
below the beautifully sombre natural setting for some of the worst ever 
battle scenes in the history of mankind. When the small band of English 
nationalist nutters with bill cash masks found themselves confronted with 
the scene they were reduced to weeping like children & pissing all down 
their legs in a confused realisation that their anti-European xenophobia had 
reduced them to failing to confront the real material bases of subordination 
& hence to a failure to mount their solutions on the real terrain where the 
contradictions of their subordination arose.

Despite the killings & the wiping out of several French communities, 
the group had merely provided a gesture, as eff ective as sticking pins 
into kewpie dolls or as neurotic defence mechanisms like displacement & 
suppression. They had merely provided an illusion of defensible space for 
their position, enabling their enemies to keep the overt forces of control in 
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low profi le. It was clear that even as the viral plague was sweeping all before 
it, this small group had had more to do confronting the police & the militia, 
& their troubles had come because of this more so than the threat posed by 
the bio-goons.

‘This is so bloody unfair,’ wailed the leader of the group, trying to 
work himself up into a ‘Rivers of Blood’ type speech along the lines of his 
great hero Enoch of Wolverhampton. But it wouldn’t come. Instead of 
the pounding blood spurt that engorged his throbbing prick in times of 
inspiration, he found his cock withered & shrivelled, a fl accid incrimination 
of his once renowned boast that he was the man whose ideas would fuck the 
future. His followers lost heart at this sign of breakdown & impotence. An 
entrepreneurial dynamic often found in working class subcultures was not 
in evidence here. The little band fell apart.

‘We should get back to London,’ suggested one, suddenly feeling 
soaked through, abandoned, lonely, lost, defeated, pissed off  & tired. 
Another agreed & within moments their escapade was over. They tore of 
the Bill Cash masks & began to walk slowly across the freezing countryside 
towards the English Channel. Unfortunately for them they were cut off  at 
the Thiepval memorial, where in the Great war 72,085 men had been killed, 
by a squadron of dead Germans who mercilessly slaughtered all but one 
of them, believing as they did that they were attacking evil toxic mutants 
infected by the virus. 

The sole survivor staggered away from his bullet riddled companions, 
thanking his lucky stars he had had the good sense to scream & run instead 
of trying to help any of his erstwhile colleagues, an act in keeping with the 
lack of loyalty & failure of conscious group dynamic within the ranks of the 
Tory right. That evening he cooked himself a prime sirloin of British beef 
he’d originally brought over to provoke the French, setting himself up in a 
deserted farm house just outside Beaucourt, singing the wistful ‘Roses are 
shining in Picardie/By the light of the silvery moon…’ etc etc. 

After eating it, a wild-card BSE infected his brain – he began to walk 
around in deranged circles musing incoherently about the ironies of life, 
Hanoverian Mug House club fi ghts, the deranged sex appeal of Mrs Thatcher 
in Brussels & the threat of Africa to English racial purity until dropping down 
dead, killed as a consequence of biological freakdom & the contradictions 
within his own ideological bigotries.

 Reichmann received the destruction of his viral plague in good heart. 
‘It was still a far more successful campaign than anything your bloody 

werewolves managed,’ he pointed out maliciously to his deputy, Nadir, 
who was consumed with jealous rage & helpless admiration for the man, 
in equal measure. This is of course a non-mechanistic, non-reductive view 
of the relationship which leaves some scope for reciprocal eff ectivity 
between located cultural forms, subjective experience & larger structures. 
Reichmann went off  with a grin on his face looking for a twat to batter with 
his ever hard cock. 
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When all the viral beasts of Europe had been reduced to suppurating 
individualised body parts lying in mountainous piles of rotting effl  uvia all 
over the old valorised battlefi elds of the great War, Cream sent the dead 
soldiers back to from wherever they had come. She stripped off , strapped on 
a dildo & butt fucked a joyful, elated Karen on the top deck of the bus. She 
then turned over & Karen did the same to her with the frenzied passion of a 
professional spoony boy! By morning they were back in England. 

There was still much to be done there even though the Continent had 
been spared of the toxic mind control scenario laid out by the madman & his 
weedy henchman Nadir. The ExHale factories were still working day & night 
to bring about further troubles.

The whole of Southern England lay in a thick pea souper caused by the 
stenching fumes of the rotting bodies across the Channel. Karen took her 
bus cautiously into the Sussex town of Rye & parked it on Mermaid Street 
next to the old hotel & across from Jeakes House, a popular band with the 
well shod tourist. The whole place was renowned for its positive attitude 
towards gays & other so called minority groups & it was somewhere Karen 
enjoyed visiting from time to time when trouble & strife were pressing in. 

Imagine her suprise then when she was confronted at the by the sight 
of a group of rape squaddies throwing bricks through a book shop window, 
then the book shop owner whose head bounced only once before coming to 
a sickening rest in a pile of junked Iain Sinclair’s.

‘What the fuck is happening to this place,’ she muttered to herself, 
refl ecting the attitude that things were going downhill & regressing to the 
false nostalgia pose of ‘things were better back in my day’ routine. The fi ve 
hard core rape squaddies were dressed in business suits & white shirts & 
red ties. Their black leather shoes gleamed in the foggy grey light over the 
cobbles as they saw her watching them pile more books out onto the street. 

One of them sprinkled the pile with a paraffi  n & threw a light onto the 
heap. The lot went up in an explosive bonfi re sending these incendiaries into 
a fi t of raucous laughter & giggles.

‘Fucking queer literature,’ they crowed & then they advanced upon 
Karen because it was clear that she was a good looker & would be a great 
gang bang. Karen’s fi st stormed into the morons faces with alarming speed. 
Bone smashed & fl esh tore & ripped. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 

Karen’s boot made a nasty mess of their balls & cocks as well as snapped 
a few rib bones on the way. With smashed skulls, jaws, noses, closed eyes, 
hanging off  lips, black dysfunctional genitalia & the humiliating realisation 
that they’d been trashed by a lesbian the rape squaddies passed out there 
& then. The fi re from the books that they’d started spread to where they 
were lying & incinerated them. There was nothing left of them but ash & 
bad memories.

The hidden economy of work was developing into this micro-economy 
of street warfare, & Karen read this as a sign of the dwindling opportunities 
in the world of real warfare. Cream challenged her on this perspective 
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though, & suggested that it was about extension of warfare rather than 
deviation from it. The changing patterns of urban violence & the attempts 
of mainstream legislators of violence such as the police & military to 
participate in it meant that the two groups were symbiotic. 

As they sat by the clock tower of Rye church at the top of Mermaid 
Street fi ve hefty bin men arrived on the scene. These were a radical black 
gay alliance of alternative being men who were out to challenge the culture 
of institutionalised anti-working class attitudes that had made them the 
butt of so many jokes for so long in all strata of society. 

‘Everyone is brought up to think we’re just low life. We assumed the 
black gay lifestyle as a radical cultural choice rather than as a breaking 
free of nature against conventions of heterosexuality. The complicity we 
detected in the denigration of our work group & others like ours, such as 
road diggers, sewage workers, shop workers, bus drivers, offi  ce cleaning 
ancillary staff , school non-teaching staff  workers, council workers such as 
grass cutters, gardeners, corporate window cleaners & so on led us to group 
ourselves together & call ourselves black & gay even when our so called 
natural predisposition was in many cases to be hetro & our pigmentation 
suggested white,’ explained Mr Brian Smith who seemed to be something 
of a spokesperson & leader for the group. 

Karen nodded her head & explained that she had just caught a group 
of rape squaddies burning books & killing liberal booksellers. They had 
attacked her & she had had no alternative but to wipe them out. Mr Brian 
Smith glanced at the sooty mess that had once been the small group of rape 
squaddies & sighed.

‘We try & educate these mindless bastards so that they can see the 
contradictions involved in their neo-nazi position but nine times out of ten 
it ends in bloody violence & death,’ he commented. Another refuse lorry 
arrived driven by Hayen Stride, a Scottish hard man who was out to retake 
Scotland from the toxic pollution which lay like a thick spew over all the 
lochs, glens & cities of that troubled nation. 

His nationalism was a weird amalgam of Marxism, cosmopolitanism 
& anti-English bigotry, a magnifi cent concoction which Karen grinned 
about with indecent lust. Sitting next to this wild man nutter was Elvis 
Sikh & behind him Hari Singh, members of the Flying Sikh Thousand Babe 
Sisterhood whose radical statement was embodied in the twin facts that 
there were only two members & they were both decidedly macho & male. 

The radicalisation of the Asian presence in Britain’s hopelessly racist 
narrative of itself, embodied in the marginalisation of the Asian presence 
in the war graves commemorating the Great War, was their prime directive 
alongside Hari Singh’s contradictory capitalist-fetishisation desire to be 
richer than the now Ebola 3000 colonised Bill Gates had been before & Elvis 
Sikh’s wish to settle down in Graceland. 

Elvis Sikh leapt out of the lorry wearing his gold Elvis gear humming 
‘Blue Suede Shoes’ & moving with the graceful power of a seasoned warrior 
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scraped up the sooty remains of the book burners & threw them into the 
back of his lorry. Hari Singh glared with terrible concentration from above 
his massive black beard, calculating the hideous nature of the task ahead. 
Hayden Stride, Elvis Sikh & Hari Singh leapt back into their lorry & embarked 
on gaining cultural & political freedom via the long & winding road to 
Scotland. Mr Brian Smith watched them go with an approving smile.

‘Brilliant guys, inspirational,’ he announced before rejoining the rest 
of his crew for a mug of tea in his own lorry. Karen wandered off  to rejoin 
Cream back on her bus. Armed police drove into town & set up road blocks 
so that she couldn’t leave. Cream had been watching them approach.

‘Fucking pigs have set up road blocks. They’re out to arrest our progress,’ 
she announced. Karen nodded in agreement.

‘The government continues to miss the real threat to democracy that 
are embodied in the ExHale industrial complex &, projecting its justifi able 
anxieties onto ourselves,’ Karen intoned in a dull ideologically driven tone 
which made Cream yawn.

Stealth bombers, returning from a secret nuclear strike against the Arab 
Emirates who the Western powers in a new alliance with Pakistan right 
wingers, were diverted to unleash their fi nal load onto Rye.

‘Jeez, we’re under severe pressure here,’ shouted Karen suddenly 
looking skyward & seeing the lozenges of doom spinning down. Gunning up 
her bus she screamed the massive vehicle through the narrow roads of the 
Sussex heritage village & leaping the paltry police road block smashing cars 
& police together in an explosion of power drill overdrive. 

Bodies of the wrecked Sussex police boys were strewn out all over the 
road with vehicles smoking & burning in a satisfying combustion of anti-Nazi 
force. Seconds later the bombs from the Stealth Bombers wiped out the 
town, reducing it to a giant crater of burning blackened rubble & historical 
memory which moved Karen, for once, to regret.

‘Shame about Rye, for all its chocolate box kitsch, it was going in the 
right direction in terms of its attitudes,’ she mused as she hauled at the 
wheel & drove like a maniac towards Brighton. Stevie Lucas & A Frances 
Goose were leaders of an underground anti-fascist movement based in 
Brighton. They housed themselves at the wrecked end of the deserted 
Western Pier, conducting terrorist raids in to the town attacking anything 
which housed class hierarchy, political manipulation, dogmatism, paranoia 
& sexual repression. 

A massive presence in the town, based round the nearby ExHale factory 
which doubled as the Marina on the coastline, meant that their work was 
never done. Karen & Cream paid their dues, suprised that they were still 
alive.

‘We were never reckless,’ explained Stevie Lucas whilst scribbling his 
latest masterpiece, a refreshingly iconoclastic inversion of the novel using 
the symbolic representation found within the early civilisations of the Cro-
magnum. 
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On Brighton beach there was an endless battle for supremacy between 
competing orders of repression & order. Rape squads were brutally kicking 
in a seventy year old punk woman. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

‘They’re mugging that old punk,’ shouted a skinhead who was out 
walking his Doberman Pincher. He dived into the aff ray & started thwacking 
the brains out of one of the rape squaddies, a myopic looking body builder 
in black leather bike gear wielding a chain. 

Leaving off  the old punk who collapsed into the pebbles puking up 
guts & shattered teeth, the rape squaddies turned their attention to the 
aggressive skin-head. The Doberman Pincher fl ew through the air & fi xed its 
teeth onto the soft inviting fl esh of the front guy, ripping out his throat in a 
gargle of blood exploding violence.

‘Fucking animal lovers,’ roared one of the rape squaddies standing next 
to this, obviously disapproving of dogs being allowed onto the beach. The 
skinhead’s fi st were working overtime, pounding iron knuckles into the soft 
fl esh of the disorganised Reichmann squaddies. blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. Police cars screamed to the scene, sirens blaring. Seeing the 
blood bath ensuing on the beach the forces of law & order piled in, attacking 
the skinhead until they had pounded his brains out of his ears & blinded the 
dog, sending it into a despairing madness which resulted in it eating the 
contents of his dead master’s head with lapping ferocity that was disgusting 
to watch. 

The rabble of Rape squaddies who were left alive staggered around 
bleeding & dazed. The police turned on them & with the levelling blindness 
of British law started kicking the hell out of them. There was the satisfying 
sound of breaking bone & smashing fl esh. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. 

‘Put this lot in the van,’ instructed PC Tom Kendall. ‘We’ll take them 
to the cells & beat a confession out of them. I feel a charge coming on – 
disruption of a place of natural beauty,’ he grunted, thoughtfully, musing 
on possibilities.

Karen drove past as this was taking place. 
‘The place is a hotbed of contesting groups where symbolic inversion 

achieves nothing,’ she observed. Thanks to Stevie Lucas & A Frances Goose 
she’d been given a secret code which would enable her to get in to the ExHale 
factory. She veered the bus so that it overturned the police van holding the 
rape Squaddies, killing them instantly. 

PC Tom Kendall, roused out of his reveries by this rude interruption, 
leapt into the fray with astonishing alacrity. Karen jumped from her vehicle 
to land her pounding fi sts into his face. There was the satisfying sound of 
splintering teeth, bone & smashing fl esh. She followed this up with a couple 
of well aimed kicks to his bollocks. PC Tom Kendall lost consciousness. 
Karen proceeded to shove him back into his police van where the other dead 
policemen & the remains of the wiped out Rape Squaddies were packed. 
Using her bus she shoved the whole lot into the sea where they sank beneath 
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the waves of Brighton beach with a satisfying gurgle.
Then Karen returned the disguised ExHale factory doubling as the 

Marina to the East of Brighton along the coast. The fog hugged the 
structures giving it a weird & mysterious atmosphere which Karen knew she 
just had to dispel. Cream wanted to lick out Karen’s juicy cunt before they 
went into the place. Karen sat on Cream’s face & was brought to multiple 
orgasm by the slow motion probing of Cream’s studded tongue.

‘You are a fucking miracle,’ grinned Karen with a tender smile. Then 
she slowly pulled down Cream’s panties, plunged her fi ngers into Cream’s 
well-oiled twat & vibrated her to oozy ecstasy with the urgent movement of 
eroticism’s licensed complicity.

A fat business type Tory who had considered the eighties regime of 
Thatcher & co. halcyon days waddled along in bright orange bathing trunks 
& a towel slung over his arm. Through his shades he glowered at the bus 
which now rolled up outside the exclusive marina club building.

‘get that mother fucker out of here,’ he ordered with the East end vowels 
of a barrow boy made good.

‘You’ve forgotten your working class roots,’ Karen observed in reply.
‘What are you, some bleeding pro-European Socialist vanguard 

internationalist lesbian or something?’ he sneered. When it became clear 
that Karen wasn’t going to remove the off ending bus he stormed off  to 
fi nd Security personnel. They’d make her move it! Karen dived in to the 
swimwear shop & purchased a whole raft of appropriate gear for Marina life. 
When the Security guys arrived to move the bus & ruffl  e over the working 
class bitch who had been the object of the fat businessman’s complaint, 
they were confronted with this gorgeous drop dead babe in black swim suit, 
Gucci shades & bright pink lipstick.

‘Don’t touch it fellas,’ Karen in her swimsuit disguise smooched, ‘I’ve 
been watching the machine & I think its been rigged to explode if anyone 
touches it. I suggest you stay here & guard it. Anyone except me who tries to 
get on board, lean on them. I’ll be back after I’ve fi nished my investigations 
& contacted my boss, Mr Reichmann. You can rest assured, this matter is 
being treated very seriously & if you can stick to your side of the bargain & 
rebuff  all comers, your reward will be suitably big,’ she said. 

The cover story worked. She left the two morons guarding her bus as 
she entered the Marina & sniff ed around for the entrance to the ExHale 
factory which lay hidden behind the Marina’s credible veneer.

Montrose Dagg & Hilary Struthers-Vent were lounging about a members 
bar sucking some brain smashing green mint fl avoured liquor when Karen 
wandered in looking aimless & lost. 

‘Tramp,’ muttered Montrose Dagg.
‘White trash,’ returned Hilary Struthers-Vent. Karen suspected that they 

were hiding something.
‘Hi gals,’ she swaggered & then reached out for a heavy duty pint glass 

lying empty & unused on the bar top. She swung it into the face of Montrose 
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Dagg. The glass exploded against the woman’s jaw sending her toppling 
over the back of her sun lounge chair. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
Grabbing Hilary Struthers-vent by her hair Karen hauled her to her feet & 
nutted her with ferocious intent.

‘Now scum bastard, where’s the entrance to ExHale?’ she asked, holding 
the groggy snob at the end of her arm so she dangled there like a hooked 
fi sh. ‘And don’t even think about passing out on me,’ she threatened.

Struthers-Vent pointed to a long mirror behind the bar.
‘Cheers,’ she said, tossing the woman over her shoulder so that she 

fl opped into the wall & slithered unconscious to the ground. For a moment 
Karen wondered whether she shouldn’t fuck the two unconscious women 
in their bikinis & artifi cial tans lying all splayed out invitingly on the Marina 
bar fl oor but she over-rode this temptation in order to save the future of the 
world.

ExHale was working on a new toxic agent, training dolphins from the 
aqua setting of the Marina based setting. Mutant dolphins with razor sharp 
teeth & the high culture intelligence of developed static & one-dimensional 
viewpoints. This enabled them to despise the cultural expressions 
appropriate to post-modern realities & thus embody forces of conservatism 
& atavistic right wing nonsense in ideas, intentions & experience. The seas 
were no longer safe from the encroaching forces of reaction representing 
the views of private bankers & public planners.

Dan Groll worked the console operating the entrance & exit mechanisms 
for the super intelligent regressive dolphins. Karen straddled the knobs & 
levers in her near invisible bikini, her brooding thong inviting the machine 
operator to lose concentration & goggle at her dermal lasciviousness.

‘Give us a shag gal,’ he drooled. Karen fi xed her eyes onto the controls 
behind the slave of capitalism’s head, trying to read the information. He 
cottoned on to this potential subversion.

‘Hey bitch, what the fuck are you doing?’ he cried & started up out of his 
swivel chair. Karen, realising that the game was up with this one, plummeted 
her straight fi ngers into the eye balls of the beefcake until they had rammed 
up against brain tissue beyond. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
Tossing the dead operator aside she sat herself down in his vacated seat & 
began to work through the control switches. She soon had everything under 
control. 

Dolph 4, an extreme Zionist dolphin with multi-track bigot membrane 
implants, a cock the size of a well developed Rotarian & a hate fi xation 
centred on any resistance to univocal master narrative, was returning to 
the ExHale aqua factory having successfully attacked, fucked drowned 
& then eaten thirty members of a University exchange visit group of 
Mexican Chicano avant gardists who had been taking the waters with their 
antinomian hosts from a Sussex University Humanities faculty just off  the 
beach at Hove. Fleshy remnants of the post-Neoist Mexican-Americans still 
clung to the teeth of this marine ghoul monster & the screams of ‘Karen 
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Elliot’ & ‘Stuart Home’ from the blood engorged mouths of Dolph 4’s victims 
were still ringing in its ears. Karen was looking to revenge these magnifi cent 
martyrs.

She pulsed a trillion volts of electricity into the beast as it fl opped out 
onto its bathing towel at the side of the blue pool specially reserved for this 
mutational git. There was the satisfying smell of fried fl esh as the creature 
blackened to a shrivelled up pile of ash. Karen had managed to adapt the 
console, turning it into a weapon which she & she alone could wield to 
enormous eff ect. All she had to do, she mused, was wait for the ExHale 
monsters to come back to base. 

She had to ensure that no one came bursting in on her & wrest control 
back to ExHale. Cream, fl oating through walls & so on as ghosts can, was 
posted on the locked door. Even if agents of ExHale intended to get in, it 
would take them over an hour to force there way through the titanium 
reinforced security doors which Karen had now fused shut from the inside. 
From her cockpit, she was for the time being impregnable.

‘You are my God,’ beamed Cream, as ever impressed by Karen’s ability 
to organise advantage out of a seemingly hopeless situation.

Dolph 3 returned to her towel at the side of the pool. She pulled a face 
at the horrible stench of the burnt out Dolph 4 but asked no questions; 
retrospection was nothing to this tough mama of a mutant killer dolphin. 
She’d been out in Brighton hammering the students & hippies, especially 
the really lentil stew fi lled bead strung out drugged up unwashed ones who 
drew attention to themselves through continual use of ethnic drumming 
& pan pipes. Dolph 3, besuited & sleek, wandered through the Lanes 
jam packed with overweight American tourists & the usual bag of money 
spending geeks the ExHale toxic mutant dolphin had been genetically 
programmed to leave well alone had been on a mission. 

Coming across a band of New Age banglies beating on some drum & all 
drugged-up, slow-eyed on reefers she had launched herself into them. With 
a sudden hacking movement of her poison coated razor serrated teeth she 
removed the head off  the one nearest to her & watched with satisfaction as 
it rolled away down the lanes without interrupting any of the shoppers who 
were all too intent on being ripped off  by the fake antique merchants down 
there to look down to their well shod feet. 

The hippy head ended up in a darkened shit & garbage fi lled gutter, 
blood & gunge drizzling all over. The headless torso writhed on the ground 
in rhythm to the drum beats, pumping core from the writhing severed artery 
tubes that wriggled out of the headless neck stump.

‘Oh wow, look at that beautiful example of intelligent, sympathetic 
natural eco wonder,’ said one dreamed out New Ager, turning her gaze from 
the headless torso to the dolphin standing next to them. Because of the 
pulsating jacking off  death wriggle enacted by the torso, she didn’t notice 
that the head had been removed.

‘Oh wow, a higher form of life. They have their own language you know,’ 
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said a hairy freak next to her to her added, gazing in awe at the dolphin.
‘And they spend all the time eating, dancing or making love!’ said a third 

blissed out member of the tribe, smiling in a lovely, benign, soothing sing 
song voice. The killer dolphin used her fi xed grin to good eff ect, slicing her 
elongated snout across the necks of the three eco warriors. 

They collapsed in a jerking decapitated gore fest. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. This time the shoppers did notice as the splattering 
body liquids sprayed all over their Astrakhan coats, Van Heusan shirts, 
Simpson Daks slacks & Church shoes.

‘For God’s sake, this sort of thing shouldn’t be allowed. They should be 
horsewhipped,’ cried out one of the shoppers.

‘A spot of time in the army would do them no harm,’ screamed another 
as a gobbet of blood hit him squarely in the eye with a resounding thwack.

‘This is what happens when you off er free education to the lower 
orders,’ complained a more socially aware woman with blue rinse & De 
Beers diamond necklace & she launched her well manicured foot in the ribs 
of the headless new ages at her feet. There was the satisfying crunch of ribs 
cracking & fl esh smashing. 

Dolph 2 had returned after this scene to the secret ExHale hideaway 
underneath the Marina complex. Karen turned the billion volts of electricity 
into the insane killer but Dolph 2 was made of sterner stuff  than Dolph 4. 
Twisting with an aquatic agility even Karen had to admire, the killer dolphin 
glared up at the control room above her head. 

She saw Karen at the controls & launched herself against its glass. She 
crashed through the window. Karen plunged a live electric cable she’d ripped 
out of the control panel into the killer dolphin’s head, burning through the 
smooth skin & zapping the brain stuff . 

Dolph 2 fl ipped but didn’t die. The blast of electricity merely reactivated 
the brain cells & re confi gured the adapted circuits in a heinous yellow glow. 
Stronger & faster than before, brain hanging out over her eyes like a strange 
blue & grey hairpiece, she twisted the cable out of her brain & jumped onto 
Karen. 

‘Nice try bus babe,’ she sneered, ramming her fl ipper between Karen’s 
legs, causing Karen to shudder to an orgasmic climax despite herself.

‘Ever been fucked by a dolphin?’ sneered Dolph 2. Karen, recovering 
from the momentary lapse from cat fi ght to bestiality porno eroticism, 
crashed her fi sts into the killer dolphin who was losing interest in the fi ght & 
beginning to fi nd her own sex interest rising. 

The blows stunned the mutant beast & she rolled away with a gasp. 
Grabbing hold of a pool suction cleaner used for draining away excess water 
from swimming pools, Karen switched it on & directed it to the opened skull 
of Dolph 2. The brain, already hanging out over the creature’s forehead, was 
sucked out of the dome & swallowed by the machine. In a cry that might 
have been agony or else a delayed orgasmic cry relating to the sex attack on 
Karen, the mutant beast fell over like a stone, dead.
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Cream announced that there were guards on the other side of the door 
who were using axes to try & break through. they’d obviously heard the 
smashing glass as the killer dolphin had jumped in to the control from the 
poolside. Being idiots, they didn’t work out that they could therefore walk 
round to the pool & gain easy entrance from the other side.

‘Time to get rid of this whole place,’ roared Karen. She leapt out of the 
control tower & landed on the towel of Dolph 2 next to the pool. Pulling 
high explosives from her bikini she’d placed there before setting off  on the 
escapade, she attached them to the cave, the pool & the control tower. 
She’d detonate them once back in the bus & in the clear.

‘Let’s dive Cream. Get back to the bus,’ instructed Karen & she dived in 
to the pellucid waters & swam back to where the bus was being guarded by 
the ExHale Security dopes.

Dolph 3, another of the experimental fascist dolphin beasts sent out 
by ExHale to wreak havoc on the enemies of extreme right wing political 
hegemonies happened to swimming in the opposite direction.

‘Shit, I’m in fucking trouble here,’ thought Karen who, without any sub-
aqua gear, had only a limited time she could stay underwater whilst the 
superior adaptive breathing capacity of the submarinal mammal would 
ensure the victory went to the forces of Nazism unless Karen thought of 
something & quickly.

Without waiting for an invitation she attacked the unsuspecting beast, 
jamming her useful bowie knife into the enemies’ eyeball. blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. The creature had just completed a successful mission 
attacking a picket line where a group of oppressed Asian women had 
determinedly organised to fi ght back against the unfeeling forces of off -
shore capitalist hoodlum management. 

The Dolphin Beast had infi ltrated the group, claiming to represent a 
radical Marxist group dedicated to the exoneration & expansion of working 
class women labour rights. Welcomed with open arms, she had stood in 
the picket line & waited until the blockaded lorries driven by non-unionised 
freeloaders had arrived on the scene. With the callous authority of the 
unrestrained free-thinking Nazi, she grabbed the twenty striking women 
who comprised the picket & threw them under the wheels of the twenty 
truck convoy. 

In squeals of shock, anger & pain the women were all splattered by the 
giant wheels. limbs & torsos, heads & eye balls were all smashed & fl attened 
by the atrocious lorries. Brain goo fi lled in the craters in the road. Kidneys 
& bladder sacks fl apped around under the massive industrial dinosaurs. The 
killer dolphin had roared with satisfi ed laughter at the sight of the brave 
workers dying in an explosion of their own blood & gunge. It was from this 
episode that the dolphin had been caught in the suprise attack by Karen the 
bus. 

Karen found her knife to the eyeball move a complete success. Tired 
after the operation dedicated to the wiping out of Unionised Labour forces, 
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the dolphin had been too weary to even anticipate such a counter radical 
attack. Karen, realising that she had not enough air in her lungs to prolong 
the attack, pulled out the oldest trick in the book. She pulled from out of 
her bikini top a fi shing net which she fl ung over the fl ailing, blinded enemy. 

Karen knew that this net trick, the oldest in the book & perfected by 
Tuna fi shermen of the modern industrialised fi shing era whose greed for 
economic advantage through the elaboration of scaled up models of sea 
farming effi  ciency had long ago overcome any need to preserve ecological 
balance which had been built in to the localised, pre-industrial structures 
of the industry before modernisation, was always a sure fi re thing in the 
extermination of these nautical wonders. 

Sure enough, the monster was unable to throw off  this heinous article 
& circling round & round in its own pumping gore spillage slick, its wrecked 
eyeball hanging out of its chopped up socket, it drowned & disappeared into 
the gathering depths of the ocean. 

At the bus the ExHale goon security guards were standing to attention. 
Around them were strewn the badly beaten bodies of innocent passers-by 
who had assumed the bus to be part of the transport system running from 
the marina along to Hastings or Brighton. Each time they attempted to 
board the bus the guards & aimed well directed boots into the groins & faces 
of these people, leaving them in a heap of bloodied, groaning imbecilism.

‘Well done boys,’ commented Karen as she marched up to them.
‘Thank you maam,’ saluted one of the guards with a beaming smile.
‘I’ll take it from here then. Thanks,’ rounded off  Karen. She leapt on 

board. Cream appeared out of the ectoplasmic virtual reality that was her 
natural state.

‘Nice trip dude,’ she intoned.
Karen crashed through the gears & gunned the bus clear of the Mariner. 

Once out on the coast road she pulled to a halt.
‘Let’s set off  those little bombs we’ve planted,’ she said. Switches were 

switched, buttons pressed. There was the low level grumbling sound & then 
a massive explosion as the marina & the secret ExHale comples beneath its 
well-heeled veneer were blown sky high. Huge chunks of concrete, boat, & 
bodies fl ew through the blue sky. Fire wept through what remained & black 
acrid smoke belched over the shoreline.

‘Let’s ride baby,’ screamed Karen in hot delight at this well conceived act 
of counter insurgency.

Reichmann received the news of the wipe-out of one of his ExHale 
installations with the weary insouciance of the fascist of power. 

‘What the fuck are your werewolves doing these days,’ he sneered as 
Nadir cringed near by.

‘I’ve got a new breed. Less of the need for home comforts,’ explained 
the hapless nadir.

‘We’ll see,’ grinned, unconvinced.
The pollution of the North, still suff ering under the thick layer of Ebola 
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3000 gunge, was now seeing pockets of resistance popping up to the 
hegemony. An Exhale Rape Squad moving in on small towns round Derby 
were fi nding themselves being met by opposition forces. Molotov cocktails 
were thrown at them from out of blank windows & deserted houses. Nadir 
was sent to sort out the problems. He took a lorry load of his werewolves 
with him.

Hayden Stride & both members of the Flying Sikh Thousand Babe 
Sisterhood, were bombing through the Midlands in their heavy duty lorry. 
They came across a twenty strong Rape squad outside of Worksop. Elvis Sikh 
leapt out of the cab to engage in one to one hand fi ghting which showed off  
the two hundred pound black belt to full advantage. Heads were crushed, 
bones were smashed, fl esh was pulped like so many apples bounced on 
concrete. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

‘Elvis Sikh, do you need any help?’ asked Hari Singh as Elvis Sikh battered 
one of the squaddies through the single glass window of an Our price record 
store on the high street.

‘No problem man,’ replied Elvis Sikh in the low down laconic tone of the 
King Himself. Turning, he nutted another of the ExHale goons. There was 
the satisfying crack of bone fracturing as the nazi loser staggered away from 
this unequal match. Hari Sikh sauntered up to the dazed squaddy & thirteen 
enema capsules up the arse of the pervert. With the obnoxious explosion of 
involuntary discharged excreta the turd splattered git fainted clean away.

‘I have my uses,’ grinned Hari Sikh. Within minutes the high street was 
cleared of the corrupting right wingers. A small crowd gathered round to 
thank them for showing them how to take control of their own lives & refuse 
the incursions of a seemingly all-powerful hegemonic dictatorship. 

Hayen Stride took his time to explain the way forward & to spread the 
need for democracy at all levels of life, of communism & a vigilant dissenting 
cultural aesthetic which, he pointed out, had always been the weak link of 
the radical left. 

‘Art has always been treated with a kind of contempt,’ he lectured the 
awed group, ‘whereas a tradition of dissent perhaps best explained in the 
writings of Tom Paine & William Hazlitt rather than in the tedious over-
theoretical positions of post modernism’s attempt to save Marxism from 
irrelevancy in this sphere is central to the growth of a living, egalitarian 
position which breaks down the high art, low art dichotomy which has 
so bedevilled the left. Dissent allows the left to engage fully with the 
production of art without with the charges of elitism or anti-genius kicking 
in,’ he continued.

At that moment the Nadir lorry load of newly designed werewolves 
arrived on the scene. The crowd, listening to the soap-box oratory of 
the republican Scot, were not ready to repulse these extreme forces of 
biological, eugenics driven fascism. The werewolves moved with chilling 
speed through the throng of awakening leftists. Head were severed from 
torsos, arms & legs too. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Within 
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seconds the werewolves had completed diced into chunks of bleeding meat 
the whole group, including the Flying Sikh Thousand Babe Sisterhood & 
Hayden Stride. It was a terrible moment.

Reichmann was well impressed when Nadir returned with the news of 
his triumph.

‘Your new werewolf product seems to be able to do the job. I’ll leave you 
to damp down the various small movements of social upheaval we have still 
to crush,’ he said, encouraging his right hand man to smile & blush with the 
pleasure of the neophyte. 

 Reichmann tugged out his great swelling member & instructed Nadir 
to suck him off . Nadir placed the cock into his mouth with the awed feeling 
of acceptance which mattered to him more than anything else in the whole 
world. It was love. Reichmann shot his load & made Nadir swallow the juices. 
Then the major industrial right winger raced away to further his refi nement 
of the Ebola 3000 virus. 

In the mean time, more trouble appeared on the horizon for Karen & 
Cream. 

‘Something coming along the road – look at that lot,’ whispered Karen & 
Cream as they both peered out through the windscreen.

ExHale had sent out some shock troops & here they were – Ghoul squads 
– doll mannequin storm-trooper vampire hits with Bill Cash heads marching 
up the road. 

Karen had this idea of driving her bus straight through them. Cream was 
straight off  using the fact she was a ghost to bring out dead things from 
her dead zone. Appearing on the tarmac in front of them was this giant Doc 
Martin boot – about thirty feet high & empty. Then another one appeared 
next to it. Then another. And another. One after the other, all these gigantic 
Docs. All of them the right boot. They shone red in the dusky twilight. All 
along the road like a fucking mental army squad.

‘What the hell’s that?’ gawped Karen staring at the ever increasing drill 
line of giant disembodied right-footed Doc Boots.

‘Psychic boots. I can get them out the dead zone. They’re pure kicking – 
like the essence of bovver,’ explained Cream. 

‘All they can do is kick ass. They have no connection to anything but 
violence. All I have to do is the equivalent of lighting blue touch paper & 
standing back. Those vampire doll Ghoul squaddies are about to get a right 
stuffi  ng,’ she sigued.

‘Wow mama,’ chuckled Karen just awed by the giant boots lining up all 
over the road.

‘For some reason I can’t get the left boots,’ added Cream, looking a little 
embarrassed.

‘That’s ok,’ said Karen.
‘You sure?’
‘Its cool, yep.’
Just then the giant boots were fl ying through the air towards the nazi 
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Ghouls from ExHale. A vampire bit into the blind leather – the boot just 
didn’t react but kept on kicking – the Ghoul vampire’s yellow teeth were 
smashed out of its mouth & crumbled all over the tarmac like a simple 
Chicken Korma puke. 

‘Look at that for fuck’s sake,’ said Karen all awed out – the vampire 
Ghoul just sort of switched off  – the lights went out & it crumbled into 
black dust. This was repeated all over. One Boot stomped on the brains of 
the ghoul so this green stuff  came dribbling out of its arse & there was this 
crunching sound because they were made out of a mix of wood & bone & 
insect cartilage.

Not that it was all one sided. It took time but the Ghouls began to 
work out the boot strengths & weaknesses. They used their own incredible 
strength & speed to tear the boots in to strips & at some point the boots just 
fell apart & became useless & immobile. All in all, it was a moronic kind of 
battle. 

The head of a ghoul rolled along the ground & then blew up into the 
fi lthy stenching black powder smoke that was covering everything all over. 
There was just the sound of the things moving about & scrunching – & all this 
ooze coming out of their arse holes & ears & mouths & nostrils & something 
like insects swarming about so the scene looked like a plague.

ExHale viral strains were drifting on the wind out of the mess – these 
were pro-capitalist fuck-development codes whereby anyone breathing 
them would become complacent about world poverty, the eco situation, 
basic human rights, justice, total sexuality, unrestrained evolutionary 
momentum & then evolve hard-core anti-egalitarian postures against all 
their infected progressive anti-establishment, dissenting natures. You could 
see these viral movements fl uttering about like evil little butterfl ies across 
the land. 

‘Let’s get out of here & follow the road,’ cried Karen.
The bus lurched forward & ploughed through a small group of the Ghoul 

fascists who were just smashed into a ball of black steam. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere.

Stan Lowe, infected by the virus for days, woke.
Cream was on the upper deck & was watching the battle fading away 

into the distance. She reckoned she could keep the Dead Zone Docs working 
over a distance of about fi fty miles but after that they’d just fade out. Karen 
buckles through the gears all clanky & fl oss, there’s a weird smell sudden 
& cracked like the innards of innards – ’Shite man, what the fuck’s that?’ 
screamed Karen & then fell over onto the fl oor & wriggled like she was 
infected or poisoned or something. 

Cream knew about this stuff  though.
‘Aroma death!’ she laughed with glee, her wide teeth like gravestones. 

Karen was screaming on her belly & Cream had to move fast. She slipped her 
hand into her chest, through the skin which was mere perception anyways 
& poured out of her some luminous yellow slime which seemed more solid 
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than the usual stuff , all fl ickering & zany but pure & syphilitic in a glowy 
manner. 

‘What the hell’s this shit?’ screamed Karen.
‘You’ll have to be drinking it you old pussy fucker,’ said Cream with a grin 

– she was grinning because she knew the stuff  tasted worse than it looked. 
‘Fuck off . I’m dying of some smell & you’re giving me some sort of zit 

squeezed liquid pus as an aperitif? ‘
‘This stuff ’ll save you. The smell’s going to kill you. The smell’s another 

ExHale scam – Reichmann’s got his scientists concoct brain stinks – they 
haunt battlefi elds & places of death, torture & pain – they come in on a wave 
afterwards, when everything seems fi nished – brain implants which corrode 
from the nose inwards. When it reaches your heart you’ll just be paralysed & 
then disgusted. You’ll feel so repulsive you won’t even want to move. You’ll 
give up all hope & then you’ll be crying out to die. And then you start singing 
National Anthems & saluting soldiers & voting for anyone who says they 
love the military & rich dictators. You’ll lose any sense of perspective & think 
that the Premier League, the Royal Family & the National Lottery are not 
really distractions but somehow have deep soul essence. So shut the fuck up 
& take your medicine,’ explained Cream. 

Then she grabbed her mouth, pushed her head back & poured the stuff  
down her before any reactions like that began to happen to her.

Meanwhile the bus just fl ew on out of this particular war ground. Max 
Reg collected Nazi literature & was chair of his local Tory party. His support 
of capital punishment & extreme labour laws banning secondary picketing 
& any solidarity between workers in the face of total corporatist capitalism 
was complete & intemperate.

‘There are scum out there who would seek to forge a union of workers 
across national boundaries even,’ he ranted over his pint at a lovely old 
thatch roofed country village pub. Winestock Vint, an old military duff er who 
was now grazing ready to die nodded contentedly at this familiar diatribe.

‘This eco mess though,’ muttered Winestock, lowering his mouth to his 
own pint.

‘Don’t give me the fucking green arguments against capitalism. It isn’t 
entrepreneurial values that have got us into this mess, but the restrictive 
practices of luddite unions who have made it impossible to run the safety 
checks required by modern industrial giantism,’ continued Max Reg. 

He dreamed of a world peopled by privately educated, viciously 
competitive folks who some how managed to live in a twilight zone of 
beer & white faced patriots on village greens like his own. He hated to 
imagine where the privileges of his lifestyle came from. He never looked 
to exploited third world labour nor the banking systems holding the whole 
thing together. The betting system which ensured his retirement fund was 
something he liked to deny.

Karen & Cream drove into the village. They leapt out of the bus & walked 
in to the place for a quick pint.
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‘Despite the pollution caused by ExHale, everyone seems OK here,’ 
remarked Karen as she leaned against the bar & looked around.

‘You half arsed cretinous communist,’ growled Max Reg. he’d heard her 
speaking in a positive light of the unions & was unhappy. This was the sort 
of talk he’d spent his whole adult life organising himself to oppose. Karen, 
taken aback by the old guy in the Harris Tweed jacket with black leather 
elbows reddening in fury at her arm, glanced at him & said nothing.

‘Cat got your tongue,’ sneered Max Reg, taking her silence to mean that 
she was afraid. Karen downed her pint, wiped her lips & strode back out 
to her bus. Max Reg, wanting to press home what he saw as being a very 
resounding victory, pursued her out into the car park. He tripped & fell into a 
puddle of the ExHale virus stuff  Ebola 3000, split open his head with a deep 
wound that normally would have required a good twenty or so stitches. 
Karen had been happy to leave the regressive conservative quite alone but 
seeing him trip & fall into the ExHale 3000 stuff  made her feel compassion. 
She went over to help up the poor fellow from the fl oor as his BUPA card fell 
out of his wallet. He was on his cell phone.

Moments later an ambulance screamed up to the old man bleeding into 
the gutter. Two burly ambulance guys picked him up & put him in the back 
of the van. Max Reg he screamed at them ‘That’s the commie bitch over 
there. The one with the bus. She needs a good kicking. She did this to me,’ 
he raved whilst the virus smeared in through his head wound & began to 
take over control.

‘You’d better get out of here,’ warned Karen, noting the fl ecks of white 
froth that spewed out of the demented old conservative’s mouth. The 
ambulance guys were privately funded & had learned that the moneyed 
class were always crazed & dangerous & yet paid up in the end. They moved 
over to Karen with stern faces, intending to give her a good crunching.

Smack. Karen threw a stinging left hook into the face of the fi rst one. 
There was the satisfying snap of breaking bone. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere.

‘Private health service is obscene to socialists like me,’ explained Karen 
as the ambulance driver saw his jaw splinter onto the ground before him. 

Boof. A well aimed kick into the bollocks of the second ambulance 
worker brought him to his knees where he puked up green bile & passed out 
without a word.

‘You betray your class working as you do,’ continued Karen.
‘Bastard!’ screamed Max Reg from where he lay, watching the whole 

scene. The virus crawled into control. He morphed from a bleeding old 
tosser into a raving meat eating savage plague carrier. He leapt from the 
ground & fl ew through the air.

Carunch. Karen, seeing this threat, transferred her weight onto her 
back heel & then sharply straight armed the fl ying form. Her fi st screamed 
through the skull of the Ebola Beast. There was the satisfying sound of 
breaking bone. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. She held on to the 
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contaminated brain & tore it out of the skull. The Max Reg creature fl opped 
down lifelessly.

Karen returned to her bus & drove slowly onwards. At the Tory HQ 
she burst in to the offi  ce of the dead Max Reg & found all his extreme Nazi 
material. Within ten minutes she’d torched the place. Smoke & fi re belched 
through the whole building. No traces of the foul stuff  remained.

‘We might have used the stuff  for research. Future historians trying 
to work out what was happening here might have thanked you had you 
placed them in an arcade rather than an incinerator,’ grumbled Cream as 
she watched the glow from the top deck of the bus. But Karen thought that 
the historians would have to work with a diff erent evidential fact – the one 
which said that Reg’s foul right wing materials had been destroyed by anti-
racist, anti Nazi activists.

Fintin Dougal found himself swamped by a thick puddle of stewed water 
splashed by Karen’s bus as it passed. He stood in his faun tank top drenched 
through. His balding head shone in the wet. Denton Kelly fashionable young 
man with a slick suit, fl ash car & expensive fl at laughed at this spectacle.

‘You fucking wanker. What a loser,’ he snorted before dropping out of 
sight into the very latest bar just round the corner.

Fintin Dougal shivered & felt a cold coming on. Karen glimpsed this 
through her mirror & pulled to a halt. She jogged back to where Dougal was 
standing.

‘Sorry man, I didn’t see the puddle,’ she apologised.
‘That’s ok. What can you do? The weather these days is dreadful. I’m out 

of a job & down to my last fi ver. The wife died last month & I was thrown out 
of my house by fi lth landlords. My child died of TB which is returning to haunt 
the new poor in these cities we live in,’ said Fintin Dougal in a soft voice.

‘I am deeply sympathetic to your plight,’ replied Karen, off ering the man 
a towel. Rain was falling.

Denton Kelly, after downing a quick Mexican beer & strutting with 
style & cool rhythm to the latest trance sound to ensure that all the sleek 
expensive women in the place noticed his dazzling, successful self, had the 
idea that he’d pour spirits over Fintin Dougal outside & then set fi re to him 
with a single match.

Without waiting to look he went back up onto the street & poured spirit 
over the old man who was drying himself with Karen’s towel. Karen was 
back in the bus. 

‘Burn you old tosser,’ taunted Denton Kelly & he lit a match & set Dougal 
alight. Flames melted the skin & bone. Eyes popped & the burning man’s 
tongue lolled out & then fell out of the charred up head. Karen rushed over 
from the bus.

‘What the hell’s going on?’ she asked.
‘Those types are ugly & retrogressive. They are reminders of a past we 

no longer need to have reminders of. Their lack of understanding of the 
use of fashion, the rejection of the icons & tokens of modern consumerist 
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society is an aff ront to the hedonism & antinomian spirit that drives the 
social dimension of our lives. Our gig is an event that communicates the 
expected behaviours associated with ageing – youth as the time of physical 
& emotional expressiveness & adulthood as a time of reserved, composed 
demeanour & sedentary lifestyle that must be soon abolished. These types 
don’t dress well, don’t watch fi lms, don’t listen to the latest sounds, don’t 
dance at all, all in all they are what we are dedicated to destroy,’ shouted 
Denton Kelly over the charred remains of Fintin Dougal.

‘You’re terrible crime must be dealt with by the forces of law,’ growled 
Karen. Denton Kelly just laughed.

The virus in the water on the street infected the charred remains. In a 
huge black shape the re animated Ebola 3000 creature formed out of those 
remains & swooped down on the strutting Kelly.

‘What the fuck is that?’ screamed Kelly in panic.
‘Its a virally induced fl esh eating monster brought about by the pollution 

the bio-technologies of ExHale have brought about,’ explained Karen. The 
beast pounced on Kelly & tore off  an arm & ate it.

‘Oh my god, its gone eaten my suit,’ shrieked the fashion victim. Blood 
& gunge exploded everywhere. The suit indeed was torn from the shoulder 
along with the arm which now hung from the mouth of the shapeless Ebola 
beast. The creature swooped again & tore away half his face. Blood & gunge 
drizzled out all over the suit & pale blue shirt.

‘Oh my fuck, its wrecking my whole image,’ wailed the bleeding man. 
Then he keeled over & fainted away through loss of gore. Karen had leapt 
back into her bus & gunned it up.

‘This beasts looking for a ride,’ she grinned. Cream watched from the 
upper deck. The bus charged forward & smashed the beast to dust, its 
particles spreading out over many feet. It was too late to save Kelly though 
who kept on pumping out blood from his head & torso until he died of shock 
whilst still unconscious.

PC Copper Rozzer sped onto the scene in his panda, blue lights fl ashing.
‘What the fuck’s going on here then?’ he enquired taking his notepad out 

from his breast pocket with the earthy confi dence of the man of authority 
& God given right.

‘Pollution caused by corporate international bio-tech business ExHale 
has yet again led to a weird situation of carnage,’ explained Karen.

‘Shut the fuck up you cunt,’ said the British policemen, ‘when I ask that 
question it is purely a rhetorical device devised to buy me time & lull you all 
in to a false sense of security. naturally, I am quite aware that you are some 
left wing trouble maker whose criminal behaviour has at last led to murder 
of a most horrible type. You are nicked,’ Rozzer announced.

‘The fuck I am,’ remonstrated Karen. 
Thwack! Rozzer launched a vicious attack on Karen’s head. She twisted 

out of range of the battering truncheon he was attempting to land onto 
her skull. She pulled out a knife & stuck it into his neck. Blood & gunge 
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exploded everywhere. Before the corpse of the policeman could hit the 
ground the virus had crawled into his body & reactivated it. Karen saw what 
was happening. She leapt onto the writhing, transforming beast & with the 
knife snapped off  the head. The creature stood up headless, blood pounding 
out from the neck hole. With no head it found it hard to locate Karen, who 
danced out of reach as it clambered here & there trying to get a fi x on her. 
The head found itself transformed into behaviour not unlike a small, dog. 
Karen grabbed hold of it & chopped out the eyes & the tongue so that it 
couldn’t give advice to its body.

Gargling horribly on the blood oozing from the severed tongue stub in 
its mouth & the empty eye sockets, Karen threw petrol over the staggering 
torso & followed that with a match. Ka-Boom. The beast went up in fl ames. 
The acrid smell of its burning juices fi lled the air.

‘We could have done nothing else,’ considered Cream. Karen didn’t reply. 
They drove on.
 

8.
‘Don’t get me frigging wrong – but do you think this random drive thing is 
getting us anywhere?’ asked Cream with a frown later. They’d been driving 
for hours.

‘Shut the fuck up. There’s a guy out there who’s mutated into a thousand 
freakshows working a concept he calls Random Justice & running some 
right-wing bio-economic multinational-screw show with a big attraction for 
Armageddon scenarios – & you’re thinking we just should be sitting on our 
butts? You lost your mind or something? And if you want I should be looking 
to send us to your Regroup Morting Zone you’d better behave,’ threatened 
Karen.

‘Keep your knickers on bitch, I was only saying,’ muttered Cream all sulky.
ExHale factories were all over the place disguised under brand names 

that had long ago forgotten their origins e.g. Nescafe, Guinness, BP, 
Microsoft etc. – there was no one drawing lines any more to decide which 
was ExHale & which wasn’t. There’s this little punk journo called Leaking 
Pete working under a Murdoch imprint with a wide grin which fades as he 
sees the bus come over the hill & charging like a bison down the high street 
towards his city. He drops his brain-twisting dead-animal burger & feels the 
ExHale worms in his arse wriggle & twist. 

 The worms dictate all his stories for the press agency boys – they’re on 
overtime here because this is a midnight run, near on, & he’s on his way to 
his club. When he gets there there are these two lap-dancers who have been 
cosmetically sewed together at the arse so that they can do sex in stereo – 
when they see Leaking Pete they sigh because he’s just all dribble & wank 
– they’d love to see him off  but the corporate boys in this neck of the woods 
are total controllers & start barking like dogs if there’s any diss. But as they 
wriggle & strut their fannies & butts they hear this great cranking engine 
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noise like there’s a bus or something coming closer, closer, closer…
The door smashes open. Its a low light from outdoors that greets the 

punters – they’re all of them journos with worms that type out the stories 
from inside their arses, the worms send out the stories on ticker tape coming 
out of the journo’s arse holes – when the story is fi nished all the grub street 
hack boys & girls have to do is tear the paper hanging out of them & there’s 
their copy for next day’s news or whatever. Karen blazes into the room with 
a copy of the front page of tomorrow’s press.

‘You write this shite?’ she glares at all them & as one of the fat guys near 
the door tries to stop her she smashes a brick into his mouth & counts the 
teeth as they hit the back wall ping ping ping. She’s looking for Leaking Pete 
who just pissed himself & is scrambling around in his pocket for a weasel or 
something. The worms in his arse are working overtime with this – he’ll be 
looking for a fax machine so he can get it to HQ sometime later. If he gets 
through to later that is. Karen sees him holding the stereo lap-dancers over 
his head for cover.

‘Leaking Pete – outside. Now you twat.’
In the street the remains of the couple of bouncers are oozing into the 

gutters in a green slime – ExHale bouncers don’t have anything beyond their 
heavy appearances – Karen just refused to believe in them with awesome 
concentration & they just dissolved into gunk. Some things are all about 
seeming.

Karen had used Pete before as a stool pigeon but Pete had always 
remained infected by the ExHale stuff  – he’d covered Ivory Coast Death 
Squads – paid each side to wipe out whole villages – told the leaders to 
chop off  any arm with a vaccine against ExHale disease bugs organised 
by commi– anarchist skankers – then photoed the operations & had them 
published in a thousand colour supplements all over the world to feed 
the developed sentimentality of tamed voyeurs – this to keep them from 
wanting to actually do anything about anything – he was head-on, a part of 
everything at a deep deep level. 

‘I need to know just where the fuck all this shit is coming from. I guess I 
need your arm,’ whispered Karen.

‘You need my what?’ screeched Leaking Pete all dizzy & quailing. Karen 
winked & then took out her machete & swiped off  his right arm. Blood 
sprayed out all over the room so that everyone there had to duck & dive 
under the tables to escape the swill.

‘You cut off  my arm you stupid bloody cow,’ roared Leaking Pete – ‘I 
can’t believe you just did that,’ he said.

‘What’s up Pete? That your wanking arm?’ laughed Karen who was busy 
with the arm she’d cut off . She was tearing away the heavy duty suit material 
which still clung to it – she was looking for another of those siglum maps 
that would take them straight to. She had reckoned that maybe Pete was 
someone who’d have one. But it seemed she had got it wrong this time. His 
arm was just a blank.
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‘Shit – I thought you’d have been more use to me than this,’ she said.
‘You got the arm?’ shouts Cream from the bus.
‘I got the arm but there’s no map on it. I guess I guessed wrong,’ said 

Karen. Pete was just fl opping around with his tongue lolling out & his ticker 
taped story was so long by now it was peeking out from the bottom of his 
right trouser leg. With a gigantic heave Karen pulled it all out & stuff ed the 
whole lot into his mouth. She tossed the useless arm away & torched the 
place using her fl ame-thrower bazooka device she always harnessed like a 
good-luck charm. 

Back on the bus Cream was philosophical. ‘You wanted the random 
approach. So we still got that. Until we fi nd another map we still got that,’ 
she said. 

They arrive at another ExHale factory. They want to infi ltrate it. 
 Nadir is developing his werewolf technology in this one. Its just outside 

Bradford. He gets his chauff eur to wash his dick & then he starts to explain 
the whole deal to Karen who is disguised as a William Hague Balloon – these 
are corporate blimp shapes designed so that the wearer appears in the guise 
of some right wing small-timer & used as logos confi rming entry into the 
engineering zones of international anti-democracy – this was just one of the 
things she’d stolen from Eddy Flunk before she wiped him out. 

Nadir was speaking.
‘Whole bunch of faggot commies you don’t see unless you project 

beyond appearances – you got to go beyond the fucking eyes – you got to 
ask what the fuck are eyes but commie evolutionary devices – we got to be 
clear – evolution’s about group systems yeah & that’s commie for me – keep 
the whole fucking logic twang out of it – eyes came about so we all get to 
see & well that’s just dainty aint it – who the fuck says everyone should see? 

Do you get me? I mean – every fucker’s got to see? Every damned three 
quid a day dosser’s got the right to see? Every fucking lame head retrograde, 
every social security maim conscience scrounger, every leach on my own 
fortune has got the right to see? I don’t think so, no, I really do not think so. 
Same with dicks & ears & every fucking thing. This evolution scam’s just a 
fucking commie plot – everyone growing up with the same fucking facilities. 
Biology’s just a fucking joke at that level. 

Still, we got ourselves organising it these days. We work on two levels. 
On the one level we got our engineers to get deep in to the whole gene 
work of course – soon there’ll be organised evolution so we get workers who 
have no eyes if they don’t need eyes for the job, no legs if they don’t need 
them, & so on. We have plans in development where we have babies born 
without conventional stomachs – instead we can link up hundreds of them 
to sewage plant systems & waste recycling units– we don’t have to feed 
them, energy sources can be halved to run them & without heads there are 
no other overheads required e.g. we cut out the need for any consciousness 
routines such as entertainment quotients, justice deposits, educational 
development sequences & all that. 
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We got babies developed out in the far east & northern Asia who have 
no sex drive so there’s no self-reproduction-drives at all – this gives us total 
control over how many – we can run the whole scam without subjectivity 
interference – its effi  cient & has the beauty of low level morality defi cits too 
– we control desire as well as need – the coeffi  cients all mesh in a moral 
perfectionism going to the nth degree. In other places we’ve cranked up 
the sex drive – everyone’s at it – babies all over the fucking place & no one 
able to pay to keep them alive – this keeps the population in this area in 
a permanent condition of starvation, deprivation, disease – its a beautiful 
laboratory for us. I mean, its a fucking miracle. We’ll soon have this fucking 
evolution sewed up same way as all the other commie scams.

That’s on the one level. Fiddle with the genetic evolutionary sequence 
codes & develop ends/means dovetail scenarios. But on the other level we 
get to project invisibility all over the place – we have hologram receiver 
implantation devices nearly world-wide now – control of media & all psycho-
sexual energies – we recognise the backward state of biological systems of 
the planet at the moment & have to use deep propaganda to ensure that 
the changes we are bringing in remain acceptable – we can’t aff ord to 
destabalise the present system so that the new developments don’t get a 
chance to become inevitable. 

We have detractor policies – we expose whole sectors with diff erent 
levels of whatever it is they need to stay quiet – e.g. we give the West mass 
spectator sport & fuse with mass spectator war – combine major league 
ExHale units to infi ltrate & organise vectors of suprise & change – we ensure 
each system involves enough friction to absorb any home grown feelings e.g. 
we have York City beating Manchester United once every three years under 
rubric of CUP SHOCK EXIT & crash land a trillion dollar’s worth of Stealth 
Bomber during Balkans crisis 54 just to indicate that nothing is plain sailing. 
Boredom has to be avoided – (note) plain sailing goes quickly to boredom. 

Current process of revamping emblematic logo symbols is also part of 
this – fucking monarchy a total downgrade, same with Pope, Dalai Lama, 
Mandela, – we have to keep a gentle eye on things – make sure the changes 
come slowly through – nothing energetic or challenging – we bring in Tony 
Blair, the Internet, Glastonbury, John Peel – makes people feel good, keeps 
them in tune.

We still use the death rape anti-commie fuck the poor racist sexist 
imperialist hard-cock squads of course – but they’re so far behind the 
screening devices no one really cares – they kind of absorb them into the 
inevitable & acceptable deep background of the planet.’

 Nadir clicked his fi ngers.
‘Now why don’t you eat out one of these sir,’ he went all creepy & up 

your arse with the Willy Hague Balloon Being standing there listening as if in 
a trance because he hadn’t cottoned on at all, of course, that this was really 
Karen the Bus & that she was mad for it. 

These hypno-bimbo boy girl kinkies kind of danced from off -stage 
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towards them wriggling their cute little assess, pricks & pussies – you were 
off ered whatever you wanted, the full range but they saw straight off  that 
the Hague Balloon was just not interested in the sex thing at all despite the 
patriarch wedding man look.

 They crept away, well miff ed. 
‘Fucking great work sir take a massive pay rise take whatever you like 

you mad bastard well done shit you are pure sex,’ says the Balloon Hague 
i.e. Karen the Bus pretending to be impressed. 

‘Why that I will thank you thanking you sir hmm!’ 
‘I am of course your perfect servant. I understand that I’m just part of 

this heroic scam. We must be prepared to murder pillage & utterly fuck up 
anyone who stands in our way even be it the whole sloopy planet,’ says 
Karen from behind her disguise.

‘You are so fucking right sir.’ Nadir clicks his high heels, takes out his 
excited little prick & cums all over the cool ivory fl oor with a gasp of absolute 
cream. 

‘Talk about brutality – they seen nothing yet’ whispers Karen as she gets 
to inspect Rape Squad Unit 349 in an underground shelter directly beneath 
Nadir’s offi  ce.

Rape Squad Unit 349 Commander in Chief – Lilac Webley Tronnic – porky 
face, lean hands, twenty inch enhanced sex gun – he moves like a kind of 
weasel mechanic out of the old school – ‘hello darlin,’ fancy me shoving this 
up your arse while I feels your carburettor’ kind of routine – his uniform is 
just pure jizz & boots a case of absolute Nazi shine!

‘You gotta take a broad view’ he drones – ’this is necessary work 
– research your facts & you see we lose less people all round this way – 
organise the rapes into law & the outlaw stuff  just goes out of the window 
– numbers tumble down. This is humane & elastic – like selling corporate 
tickets at Wimbledon. They become guaranteed events. No one having to 
make guesses & overdo it. Everything remains controllable & normalised. 
Everything is bounded & risk-minimised. We even have the language for it 
these days. Some geeks in the Linguistics Departments in all major league 
university sectors of higher learning – they help out in Advertising too. Its a 
ball, sir, a fucking hairy sweat & wank creamy ball.’

Tronnic gives an example. They set up one of the rape units in a well-
known supermarket chain. All the characters working the tills are team 
players. They are scanning for info, picking the info from the plastic as 
the punters move past them with their weekly shops. Tills are linked to 
massively powerful grid sub-processors where the stuff  gets sorted & the 
victim targeted. 

Basic vectors all swept up & prepared e.g. location of store, category 
of store, social political ethnic religious geographical age group designation 
code then correlated with overlapping info e.g. education personal crisis 
experiences survey input holiday venues family connections sporting 
prowess culinary expertise tv fi lm CD preferences top web site hit point & 
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so on – all of this graphed, plotted & designated a force & a number & out of 
that some preference & selection is made & within the time it takes for the 
till to register the tab for the weekly shop PING the victim is chosen. 

Scanned in, secretly photoed by security cameras as they leave, the rape 
attack takes place within hours – the till-staff  working in between their shifts 
to ensure coverage & alibi as arse holes & twats are battered with merciless 
ease by the nazi spincter hunters. 

‘Dinner hours, tea breaks – you seen these supermarkets have overloaded 
staff  – that’s because we have our people in there – its a universal point of 
contact – through shopping we get to expose all of them. All the deviants & 
little commie shits working against us – they have to shop yea? And they so 
give themselves away with their fucking veggie eco green hippy shopping 
lists.. Makes you sick. Glad to be working for the likes of you sir. Soon have 
everything cobbled up. Honour to make your whatever Mr Hague.’

Karen (still disguised) is thinking she wants to close down these sickos 
right now but she has to make sure he has a map on his arm.

‘Show us your arm Tronnic,’ she barks.
‘Yes sir.’ Tronnic straightens up like he’s got a hot rod up his arse & rolls 

up his sleeve to reveal the siglum map on his beef biceps.
‘That’s a mighty fi ne thing,’ expresses Karen who then uses some 

oriental movement & basic eye deception to pull out her machete she’s 
stored down her throat – she pulls it out her mouth & swipes the arm in one 
stroke. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere.

‘Goddam sir that’s my arm,’ grunts Tronnic with a vague sense of strange 
& fog somewhere in his atmosphere. His knob is a great purple erection 
saluting the mega violence authenticating the loss of his wanking arm.

‘All in the line of duty Tronnic. High stakes are being played for here man 
& no sacrifi ce is too great,’ grossed Karen.

‘Fuck sir you are so goddamn right. Commies everywhere,’ replies 
Tronnic who tries to salute but needs the limb – he falls over instead.

‘Blood & gunge’s getting everywhere Tronnic. The whole thing’s looking 
sloppy man. Get it cleaned up,’ barks out Karen.

‘Yes sir, straight away sir,’ – & Tronnic staggers away leaving a smear of 
gore in his wake.

Karen rips off  the William Hague Balloon costume & rolls off  the siglum 
from the skin of Tronnic’s arm. She quits the place without a backward 
glance. Cream is waiting back at the bus.

‘This’ll blow to shit our random movement,’ she complains.
‘Not straight off  it won’t. We need to get another Tom Paine – the real 

Tom Paine this time so he can put this through his little black gizmo & give 
us the data. At the moment I can only piece together vague guesses from 
the info. It makes what I put together as random as before – only with more 
style.’ She grins. Cream stares out from the bus down the road towards the 
ExHale factory.

‘What are we gonna do with that pile?’ she asks.
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‘I feel all evil,’ Karen muttered & she kept that grin of hers centre stage & 
well in place. Karen walks straight in.

‘What the fuck you doin’ with that gal?’ shouts Tronnic who is just out of 
medical bay – they’ve been sewing up his arm stump after Karen’s surgery 
episode & he’s staring at the giant dildo with helicopter serrated blades 
she’s wearing.

‘Screw you sir,’ shouts Fludd Baby.
‘Now you just give me a straight answer you little mother,’ growls the big 

chief who as always is just looking to beat the crap out of anyone anytime 
they fail to give military dick real regiment roll-on respect.

‘Can’t say it any straighter fuck face,’ replies Karen as she shoves the 
revolving blades & everything right through his arse hole & into fresh air 
beyond like she’s casting a new medal for him. Blood & gunge explode 
everywhere.

‘Commie bitch,’ he groans & expires covered in all his own shit. Karen 
looks for Nadir but he’s fl ed along with his werewolf developments.

9.
So back in the bus Karen & Cream try & make the black box contraption work. 

England. Some old goon-head racist Brenda hooked in to a stove of 
neat gin & a bookies card – wrapped in a Union Jack but with the blue fi ll-in 
deliberately faded so the red cross on the white is loud – she is calling out so 
they have to listen – may well be they’ve fallen in with the Queen Mother. 
Sure looks like her..

‘You gal, take that fi lthy fucking bus outta here. You know its fi t for 
just the blacks & the Asians & the Chinese – you should be horse-whipped 
bringing that kind of low-life into this place – you make the whole area start 
to stink of certain undesirable compound elements. There is just no excuse 
for you to come driving around these parts. You think we’re going to share 
our space with the likes you get on your fucking national transport system 
huh? 

You think we don’t know the diseases we’d contract if we were to step 
onto your fucking bus? You take us for ignorant lame-headed patsies round 
here, is that what you’re saying huh?’ & she keeps on screaming her blue 
head off  & the blue is apparently some blue-rinse mixture designed to 
counter social security fraudsters by sending them into frenzies of panic & 
feelings of loss – the heat makes it all start to run down her forehead so she 
looks as ugly as she sounds & Karen can’t stand it any longer. 

‘We’re here to fi nd the man,’ she shouts over the din & the goon-head 
just lets all the air out of her lungs & blushes loud & clear as if there’s 
something sexual in what Karen just said.

‘Round here we make sure – we make no distinctions – Muslim, Hindu, 
Sikh, Buddhist, Shinto, Vimto – we just tear ‘em apart – we never let 
opportunities pass – we know what we see – there’s no fucking point trying 
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to learn about the fucking distinctions – I mean – for Christ’s sake, they all 
look the fucking same so treat them the same – if they can’t sort themselves 
out & get fucking organised well then – who has the problem?’ 

Karen’s met this sort before & she asks once more – ‘You ever seen?’ – 
gets no response so she takes out her pigment spray which is a loose type 
of hose & she sprays this terrifi c chemical liquid all over the goon-head 
who turns from kind of puce to deep Bengali brown dusky at the deepest 
dermetoligical level.

‘Oh fuck what the hell is happening to me?’ screams out the goon-head 
racist bigot suddenly realising that she’s just what she hates the most – 
brown.

‘Looks like you got some self extermination in hand gal’ Karen rumbles 
& the goon-head starts hacking away at herself, her face & then her arms & 
legs get cut off  until she’s just a bleeding hunk of dark meat & is sobbing full 
of mystical self– alienation.

‘Truly thou shalt need to know thyself’ murmurs Karen & she drives 
away.

‘We got to fi nd a way of getting this black box to work or else we could 
be travelling for a long long while,’ remarks Karen.

 There’s a narrow street – brick walls, black stains, litter everywhere 
blowing in the stench-breeze – the air’s yellow & has gone off . The street 
opens up into a market. Everyone there is grubbing around looking for 
bargains with the look that says either they fi nd the bargains or they die. 
There are stalls with piled up dogs ready to be skinned – on another there 
are these octopus creatures in green liquid tanks with seven eyes – ‘What 
the fuck are those?’ asks Cream who though she’s a ghost & closer to dream 
than anything blends in easily here & is absorbed with the whole exotic side 
to it all. 

Some little goblin type guy with a black suit & a neat smile that goes 
on & on until its gone too far & so Karen knows he’s just pure monkey glow 
evil – this little guy comes beetling up to them & stares hard at Cream trying 
to make out more than she’s off ering. He says with a voice that comes from 
way off ,

‘ExHale cast off s. These were babies born only hours from here. ExHale 
chemical experimentation creates a deal of opportunity for all of us. These 
degenerates aren’t quite what they were looking for – the brains maintained 
themselves – they’re too intelligent – but boy do they make one nova of a 
grill or fry. And you can use them to fuck if you’re in to that stuff .’

‘Fuck off ’ swiped Cream & she did something with her ectoplasmic core & 
the little creep fl ared from the inside & then hit the deck with a terrifi c crack, 
his nose splintering upon impact & one of his kidneys doubled in size in four 
seconds & then receded again in the same time scale which in the long run is 
a negative reaction & causes long-lasting hidden damage all round. 

‘You hear that Karen? Looks like this whole market is selling ExHale 
produce – cast-off s – the experiments they don’t have a use for. And these 
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scavengers come & eat the stuff . They take the contamination inside. Pass 
it on to their kids & that. The chain reaction is well established,’ said Cream 
under her breath. Looking round, every stall was jam packed with bio-
produce from ExHale. 

The dogs, the octopus kids, that sort of stuff  was all over. And when you 
looked at the crowd everyone had something going on caused by eating this 
dark stuff  – there was a Getaway face group – these were criminally insane 
adapter families with faces you were biologically predisposed to forget 
after seeing them – dead useful in bank raids & stuff  – even when caught on 
video the camera wasn’t able to hold the image of the face for more than 
an instant – & no one looking at the fi lm neither – these were faces that 
always got away – there was a Messenger Of Deception Scammer – this was 
a mean-looking dirt-road guy with a weasel face & eyes too close carrying 
around scrap metal pieces of machinery from cool contraptions that were 
manipulating the attention of anyone contacted on some mega-scale.

This Scammer made sure you saw this because when you looked again 
he made it seem all diff erent & not what you had thought it had been like 
the fi rst time round – there were mysterious bags which some tiny operator 
slyly muttered held Tesla Death Ray Guns – unlimited range & power – 
there were already rays of energy constructed out of motion & guided alien 
technologies circling the earth & available for everyone – it was just another 
secret ExHale agents were handing out free in this place. Karen was seeing 
the map siglums on everyone’s arms – she nudged Cream to see too.

‘They’re all incorporated,’ she hissed. Cream shrugged heavy & full of 
dolour.

‘Its a fucking impossible situation,’ said Cream.
‘Everything is getting swallowed up. ExHale is growing & growing. The 

number of Reichmann’s is mounting too. There’s a whole bunch of them & 
then another bunch & then another. Its running too fast. Its like a cancer on 
speed,’ reckoned Karen.

There was this deformed Tom Paine guy standing by a tent of red & 
white stripes.

‘I thought Tom Paine was dead. I thought you killed him,’ pointed out 
Cream with a shock.

‘I killed a Tom Paine bug. Maybe that’s the real deal. Or maybe just 
another bug. I guess we got to go fi nd out. The real Tom Paine might be able 
to help us get our map together. He might even have an idea about how we 
get to stop,’ said Karen & she moved through the crowd all hot & slinky & yet 
strong & deadly like Ebola.

‘Roll right up. This is the dirtiest show you ever imagined. This goes all 
the way & then some,’ shouts the Operator.

‘This could be our trip,’ nods Karen & she screams her bus to a halt. 
‘Just who is this Operator dude?’ asks Cream.
‘Could be another. is every fucking where,’ said Karen. Tom Paine is 

standing by the Operator.
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‘Hi gals,’ he says.
‘You know us?’ says Karen astonished.
‘Sure. We drove for some time together back there. Or rather, you drove 

with a bug of me.’
‘A bug of you? Yea, well, that fucking bug got squashed. Rubbed out. 

Now how come you know all about that?’
‘Its the way it works. This stuff  round here, you eat it & when you take 

a dump the shit kind of grows & replicates you to a certain extent. A really 
clever piece of turd can hold onto the shitter’s form for quite an intense 
time. That bug was just a turd life. I had no control over it once it got loose, 
so to speak, but it had a certain psychic connection nevertheless. 

That’s how I had enough information to know what was happening. Glad 
you came through. I mean, just who wants to see their own shit walking 
out there & making it huh? Its a disgusting thought, kind of drags you down 
& makes you lose self-esteem. Like you’re always thinking – could my shit 
have done better – & that’s heavy duty self-doubt,’ said Tom Paine all matter 
of fact & dusted down. His old eyes shone with real desire.

‘Oh Christ – you mean to say when I sucked him off  I was really sucking 
on your turd?’ yelped Cream.

‘I guess you’re just a shit-eating bitch,’ chuckled Tom Paine & Karen too, 
she was shrieking with laughter, her eyes streaming.

The Operator, who stood ten feet & fi ve hundred pounds looked down 
at the threesome & sneered.

‘Are you coming inside or what?’ he growled. Karen took one look at his 
ugly, detonated face & wondered whether she shouldn’t just take the giant 
out. But Tom Paine kicked her shin & pulled them both – Karen & Cream – 
inside the tent before anything more happened. 

Inside there are these three characters all raw & young shaking in slime 
or something – its all over them. Other than that everything’s very dark – too 
dark to see – but Karen she doesn’t rely on her eyes any more – she has a 
way of fi xing her mind so that only sombre truths register. Everything else is 
an illusion to her when she hits this state.

‘Who are these three?’ she asks. Tom Paine is still grinning. Cream is still 
trying to wash out her mouth, clean her tongue etc.

‘They could help you,’ said Tom Paine, settling down at last.
‘So what do they do?’ asked Karen.
‘You’ll see. This tent is their show,’ explained Tom Paine & then he shut 

up.
A light – a single spot – suddenly lit up a table in the middle of the 

booth. This was like a circus show. On the table there was this fat man with a 
moustache & he was wearing nothing but a peaked military hat. Shit fl owed 
out of his arsehole & he was pissing out of his rubbed up hairy prick. The face 
was familiar & he looked really pissed off . Another spot light lit up another 
area some way apart. There was another table & on that an old woman 
who was wearing nothing at all, her great mountain jelly belly wobbling & 
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heaving, shit fl owing out of her arse hole, piss pumping out of her massive 
raw cunt. 

‘What the fuck is this?’ muttered Karen.
‘The guy on the table – he’s a retired dictator who came shopping 

here & those three there…’ Tom Paine nodded to the three slime-covered 
characters, ‘… they want him to have a gift.’ Then he pointed to the woman. 

‘The woman is the fat dictator’s equally well-fed wife. The dictator’s CV – 
he has a deep understanding of SS love for Zionist state building – hates the 
assimilationist Jew – worked over nazi/Zion connection into control concepts 
such as ‘Useless eaters,’ ‘Mind Stealers,’ same with Blacks, Asians, Gypsies, 
Intellectuals, Gays, – ‘Dismiss the Nigger Minister’ was one slogan he made 
his own – he read Robert H. deCoy ‘The Black Preach’ & ‘The Nigger Bible’& 
knew he could use it – he shot anyone who wore a lens, taught, carried 
paper, didn’t follow sports with avid aff ection – he screwed Union leaders, 
their wives, husbands, boyfriends, sybarites, daughters, sons, pet alsatians, 
– he had torture chambers set up underground on the same streets he had 
brand new commercial centres developed – he had the National Sports 
Centre double booked for International Soccer & Mass Assassinations – he 
developed codes of anguish, rules of pain, routed new road schemes to 
take in Shopping Malls, Airport systems, Sewage Irrigation networks – he 
had in his later years Web Sites organised so that underground units could 
organise terrorist subversion groups against his regime thus enabling him to 
justify increased military spending & the tightening of control & surveillance 
machinery – sponsorship deals with ExHale & use of mass media game 
shows & soap operas shored up the whole operation – maybe 200,000 killed 
– ‘Jeez – cost eff ective or what? – less than most wars & total amnesia of 
those left behind – as tight arsed a game as any played anywhere ever,’ – 
listen to the baleful voice of the Dictator recorded as he & his big big family 
sat round his pool whilst he gave an interview to world press on the eve of 
retirement – ‘You got to remember, the commies were fucking strong back 
then – they were in full fl ight & moving – it could have been Arma-fucking-
geddon. Cold warrior or what – it had to be – it was the fucking necessary 
thing.’That’s his card,’ fi nished Tom Paine.

Karen whistled.
‘So how come he’s strapped to the table & his wife too?’ she asked.
‘The three slime balls used a rhino drug & pricked him whilst he 

wandered round Harrods. They have this show where they make him eat 
his wife’s handbag. The dictator gobbles on this item, chokes & dies. Its a 
ridiculous ending – he’ll be remembered for the idiot ending – its a sick joke 
thing – a beautiful spectacle for the whole world to relish. Its better than 
justice. It turns him into a prank.’

‘This show, its a one off  then?’
‘Yep. It happens just the once – but we take photos, video footage etc. – 

that stuff  gets circulated & it never ends – the image of the dictator force fed 
his wife’s handbag will be one of the signal images – it will gradually evolve 
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meanings & force – it will be like the Kennedy footage, or Dead Elvis or Lady 
Di – there’ll be the nature of myth in it but it’ll have this grotesque carnival 
slapstick element to it – like Charlie Chaplin eating boots in ‘Goldiggers’ – it’ll 
resist certain directions e.g. nobility, grandeur etc. etc. – it’ll make him seem 
evil & disgusting & somehow trivial, second-rate, banal & ridiculous. We’ve 
inserted automatic enemas so they continue to shit & piss. Its a brilliant 
show. Its already been syndicated world-wide,’ said Tom Paine.

‘What about ExHale? Do they go with this? Do they know?’ asked 
Cream, suddenly looking around for ExHale spooks to be watching their 
every move.

‘We’re deliberately situated in an ExHale black-marketplace. This is the 
last place they would look for subversive action on this scale – on any scale 
in fact. Like I say, we get the show, drop it into the electricity & it grows its 
own life. Its not tied to any geography,’ said Tom Paine.

‘Cool,’ nodded Cream.
‘Reichmann’s ahead of us of course. He’s got his own projects working. 

Nadir was running stuff  at ExHale before we were even born-recreational 
drug manufacture, riot control music, postage stamps as trace devices, 
vampire ghoul developments, vacuum calibration, monkey wrenching 
devices like spiking trees, decommissioning heavy equipment, stopping 
ORVs, road destruction – post-Pleistocene reconstitutional work – it was 
leakage that led to everything,’ mumbled Tom Paine.

‘So we stuff  the face of the dictator with the handbag, put it out on all 
media channels & everything gets better?’ sneered Karen.

‘No but it does make things a bit more bollocked from Reichmann’s 
point of view. Its extra information going in the other direction. Its like 
reversing time for a while. It fucks him for a bit,’ said Tom Paine, keeping 
his voice level.

The handbag gets stuff ed piece by piece into the gargling face of the 
strapped down fat guy who tries to bite the hand that feeds him but he turns 
eventually blue & then red & then grey & dies in a heap of his own piss & 
shite. Cameras burn the info up – cables take it to a billion ports, even out 
to the stars.

Karen likes to think she can hear seeing this stuff  loading onto his 
screen & wailing like a madman in useless fury. She tells Cream to lick out 
her creamy cunt which Cream eagerly does given that Karen is just totally & 
mind warpingly fi t.

10.
Tom Paine got some tapes – they looked the kind of stuff  might run in the 
black box. Maybe the tapes’ll have a map to. She needs to skin all the people 
out in the market square if not.

The tapes were piss poor quality.
‘These are fucking werewolves,’ screamed Cream, looking at the tapes. 
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The tapes were black market information tapes about Nadir’s werewolf 
project.

‘Look at the gigantic pricks hanging off  those totally gorgeous bio 
freaks,’ drooled Cream, her twat dripping with the red hot commie desire. 
She came & came again. 

Tool Marrick, twenty four stone ugly ice-man heavy mother fucker 
outside a doo bee doo bish doo bi doo bish trance club is caught on the video 
drilling his fi sts into the pie-pasty-patsy face of an equally ugly but wimpish 
tramp trancer Colin Marsh who had been trying to get into the club. Blood 
& gunge explode everywhere. Then a werewolf arrives on the scene, whips 
out its great long hairy dong & rams it up the arse of Tool Marrick. Its a dog 
shagging an elephant. Then the werewolf bites off  Tool’s head. It blasts open 
like a melon. Everything splatters all over the street. Stunned & battered 
Colin Marsh tries to stand up but the werewolf chops his torso in half & pulls 
out his spine like gutting a herring. Its neither subtle nor edifying but it gets 
the job done.

Lord Benton Grabbish leaps out of his Roller to grab a sack of coke from 
his local dealer, Wild Boy Tosh Brent. A werewolf stands between them. The 
Lord high muck fascist capitalist rent boy wobbler, motto ‘Fuck the working 
class’ wonders in some tiny deposit of brain walnut left after all the centuries 
of in-breeding removes his monocle to take a closer look as the black shirted 
lupine horror swoops down & chews away Wild Boy Tosh Brent’’s face. Blood 
& gunge explodes everywhere. The werewolf wades through the brilliantly 
zapping blood fest to spit out bone & gristle into His Tory Lordships fl accid 
face before nailing the wanker with a single blow to the head. There’s a very 
satisfying sound of crunching bone & tearing fl esh. Lord Benton Grabbish 
fl ies through the air upon impact with the canine man’s gob stopper to 
splatter into several bleeding & dissolving body parts as he hits & shatters 
a glass window of one of Knightsbridge’s fi nest outfi tters. A million shards 
of upper-class glass dices him into fl ying chunks of meat. Feral cats chew on 
the seething bleeding writhing bubbling remains of the young toff .  

In London Zoo a werewolf is shagging all the animals, starting with 
the gorillas & the rest of the apes. The rhino is particularly receptive. 
The penguins shine red & gold. They have grown fi fteen foot cocks & are 
waddling along after the werewolf, shagging it up the arse whenever they 
can get close enough. The werewolf is obviously enjoying this chase game & 
whenever it seems it might be losing control it turns on the penguin nearest 
& bites off  the giant cock & swallows it in a gargle with a great leery hot grin. 

Peter Brunton is watching the green & black mambas & drooling at 
the right wing killer politics the snakes represent for him when a werewolf 
lollops into the reptile house & stuff s him through the glass. Screaming & 
shitting himself, Peter Brunton is killed by a hundred bites from the snakes 
as he crawls around the tiny cage whilst the werewolf walks away without 
once bothering to look. Pumped full of the poison Peter Brunton staggers 
around for three seconds before falling down dead. The snakes slide away 
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to attack a group of tourists over by the crocodile pool, biting their ankles so 
that they fall swell up turn puke green & die within seconds of the hammer 
venom hitting.

Another werewolf was collecting the venom, crystallising it, mixing it 
with skunk bud, putting it in a pipe & smoking it. In the Aquarium a werewolf 
was shagging the fi sh, especially the electric eels & the sharks, drilling them 
& then biting off  their heads, fi lling the perfectly serene glass tourist tubs 
with techo blood & gore. It was exploding everywhere. 

‘Fucking brill’ gasped Jonny Gaskill, bastard child of top racist lawyer Sir 
Denton Fink, standing in front of this Technicolor gore circus in private school 
uniform sucking on his reefer along side all his other rich sponger privileged 
anti-working class ya ya school all boy wanker queer anti-women mates. 
The werewolf clambered out of the water & started to feed the screaming 
little turds to the dead fi sh, happy to see the poncy racist rich school kids 
drowning amongst the ripped apart & totally shagged fi sh remnants. 

In the law courts Des Raid was being banged up for defending himself 
against National Front activist Morris Mann with a brick. 

‘You took the brick & used it in a brutal & aggressive manner against the 
white loyal fl ag waving nationalist?’ asked top lawyer Horace Denby-Cadby, 
peering over the top of his expensive reading spectacles with a sneer bred 
out of years of high class bigot training & top private school ethos routines.

‘He was calling me a black bastard & beating me over the head with a 
metal bar whilst two of his mates held me down. Morris Mann fell on the 
brick,’ replied Des Raid.

‘You lying black twat. As Hegel explained, Africa is the Unhistorical 
Undeveloped Spirit still involved in the conditions of mere nature. Africa 
is no historical part of the world, it has no movement of development to 
exhibit. Historical movement belongs to the white north you jungle boy,’ 
screamed the lawyer. The judge nodded sagely, understanding this as 
merely the objective statement of relevant facts.

‘You shall be sent down for twenty years you nigger scum,’ was the fi nal 
judgement. 

Suddenly the courtroom was disturbed by a werewolf who smashed his 
way through the door with the head of a policemen under his arm pumping 
out blood & gunge.

‘Another coon?’ screeched the judge.
‘Fuck you your honour,’ growled the werewolf. The ideologically non-

aligned position of the werewolf became clear as he began to kill everyone 
in the room. 

‘Black power counter insurgency,’ shouted one of Morris Mann’s NF 
supporters as Morris Mann’s head was bitten clean off  by the marauding 
werewolf. Blood an guts exploded everywhere in a sizzling fry up of blood 
politics, violence & mindless mayhem that kept the blood fl ow & body count 
rising.

‘Right wing fascist anarchist punk mob strike,’ screamed a member of 
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the anti-racist searchlight team in court to watch the inevitable fate of the 
screwed Des Raid as Des Raid was cut in half by the scything claws of the 
ExHale beast raider.

Cynthia Jazz, babe recorder of leather fetish Tory never-mind--the-
politics--feel-the-beaver attitudinal response patterns, who had been 
gagging to be shagged by the twat battering knob fi st of right wing none-
brain hard geezer chicken wanker Morris Mann, found her wet pussy stuff ed 
with hard-core wolf cock before she could readjust her stare. With one 
bite she was decapitated. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere whilst she 
wriggled in orgasmic ultimate death/sex glee all round the gore soaked 
courtroom. British Justice had never seen such fun.

Other sex death shock action wasn’t quite as satisfying. Werewolves 
with cancer death aggro infection scabs toured council estates smearing 
kids playing out on the streets with their killer smoking jizz that smoked out 
of their paedophilic Fred West cloned behaviourist sex nails. 

‘This is making me puke,’ said Karen in rage. Cream nodded as they ran 
on, scene after scene. Then in real life, real time, the tent was full of a couple 
of the same werewolves they’d been eye-balling on the videos.

‘Fucking A 1!’ sneered Karen as she saw the two ugly right wing hirsute 
baby-bashers. She moved like a tumbling Laura Croft rubbered up thong 
babe & crushed the balls of the fi rst werewolf before turning on the second 
& stunning him with totally unstoppable bone smashing organ grilling 
grinding fi st hook working at ultra-beyond-the-liminal speed. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. Aiming a few more searing kicks into the balls of the 
two killer ExHale creatures left them in a total exploding device up the arse, 
blade sawing at the cock-end, bricks crushing the bollocks, nails extracted 
from the fi ngers slowly, teeth drilled without anaesthetic to the root nerve, 
skin peeled off  the ripped open total body, metal needle shoved up the prick 
hole, electric lamp inserted into arse-hole, red hot poker slamming up after 
it ultra pain condition. Then they died. 

‘We need to get on’ thoughtfully added Cream. 
‘Sure do,’ agreed Karen. 
 

11.
‘I need the skin out there in the market place,’ she says & she pulls out her 
blade from her throat again & her butt hardens & she has this look that’s long, 
lean & sexy. Tom Paine just jacks off  its so dazzling. He grins throughout as 
does Cream who also gets turned on by the whole warrior deal. She’s been 
sleeping in the back of the bus & can see there’s a new determination to 
Karen as she emerges out of the tent – like its become more personal or 
something.

Karen leaps out into the bright sunlight. She’s swiping the blade – its 
moving through their minds & they’re just not noticing it as their arms drop 
off . Blood & gunge explodes everywhere. Cream runs after her collecting up 
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the dead arms. She removed the skin & packs away the siglum tattoo maps 
in a natty canister. They glide out through the bleeding one-armed crowd 
silently. On the bus they wrench into fi rst gear then fl y away with Tom Paine 
in tow again which is spooky because they have to just hope that this time 
he’s the real deal. 

‘These arms maybe weren’t booby-trapped?’ suggests Cream but she 
looks around nervously.

‘Put them at the back of the bus. Count on it, they’ll be rigged,’ said 
Karen. Cream took the canister & put it on one of the rear seats & then sat 
right at the front feeling real nervous.

Karen drove the bus into a large car park. It belonged to a school. The 
head teacher came out – she was not pleased.

‘What the fuck are you doing driving that bus into my school yard?’ she 
crowed.

‘Well maam we got some arms here & we think they could be rigged 
to explode. Its a dangerous situation. you’ll have to evacuate your school 
because we can’t go any further,’ said Karen.

‘Fuck you civilian. You think its a responsible act to bring bombs into a 
school?’ said the head teacher. Karen had to concede her point.

‘I guess you have a point there maam. But there’s nothing now we can 
be doing. We’re running out of time you see.’

‘I’m going to call in the governors on this you little shit,’ said the head 
teacher & she made the calls.

The school governors arrived – there were eight of them & they were 
profoundly serious & blank & had ideas to compensate for general insatiate 
low intelligence.

‘There’s a bus blocking the entrance to the school. I had to park three 
hundreds yards away. I propose something be done,’ said this old guy with 
four pairs of glasses & a limp – he was a colonel in a far Eastern war or 
something & was also deaf in his right ear.

‘If I could just explain to you…’ began Karen but she was cut off  by the 
head teacher.

‘The fucking bus is precisely the problem. We need to draft an action 
plan. This is as serious as it gets,’ she announced. A small boy with a nail 
through his hand came bawling into the offi  ce.

‘Get the fuck out of here you insane,’ screamed the head teacher 
hysterically & she slapped the boy about the head & hammered another nail 
into him, this time into the cranium. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
He fell down at their feet spewing out yellow vomit & frothing white foam 
out of his gargling mouth. 

“get this little fucker out of my offi  ce, he’s spewing out his foul inner 
liquids all over the carpet,’ shrieked the head teacher. Some other terrifi ed 
bastard rushed in, grabbed the dead boy by his ankles & pulled him feet fi rst 
out of the room, leaving a massive stain of blood, puke, shit & semen all over 
the fucked over fl oor.
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 ’If you’ll just let me say what we’re…’ began Karen again.
‘Shut the fuck up you moron,’ screamed the head teacher.
‘Get me my pills,’ whispered one of the governors who came over all 

faint & started to keel over. Another one tried to catch her & farted small 
weasel-headed dogs with procedure documents sticking out of their arses. 
These were procedure dogs – when the barf they barf cages – six by six – 
these are for working class kids to go when they don’t go to the dogs & 
follow the procedure.. There was this huge dog smell throughout the offi  ce. 
Karen shook her head all the time knowing that the traps in the skin maps 
could go off  at any time.

‘There’s no time to lose,’ she shouted over the choking & gasping.
‘Too right fuck head,’ screamed back the head teacher & she smashed 

her fi st into Karen’s face so that Karen was fl ipped out through the window 
caught out by the timing & natural aggression.

‘We have no time to lose,’ continued the head teacher.
‘We have to write the action plan. Bring along the action plan skinner,’ 

she added. 
A Skinner is a thin gal who takes dope as she fi nds it, never saves it for 

a special occasion like her more middle class mates, & all through wants 
everything to be of the moment – there is no future. She wants to be a 
jizzy whore & a slut ten-a-night lesbian never a banker nor straight wifely 
social climb mechanic type. But that’s just a vague thing she gives off , its an 
atmosphere more than anything polemical, verbalised.

The head stripped her & had the governors & herself scratch into her skin 
hundreds of words describing some etiquette of the bourgeois mentality 
deemed apt for this particular moment. Blood & ink fl owed together as their 
nibs fl ew over her mute & blind & out of it physicality. The head teacher was 
an ugly killer – hated all scum who didn’t endorse & validate her own rigid 
codes. Her face was a rage of vicious colour, her blonde hair just seething all 
over her big fat skull.

Cream came off  the bus with a frown & said that the skin maps were 
beginning to glow & that there was something about to happen. Karen shook 
her head & shouted at the top of her voice, ‘SCHOOL OUT.’ All the kids in the 
place just glanced over to her for a minute but they were in no hurry.

‘Shit, nothing more conservative than school kids. Progressive 
education? Some hope. If only we could,’ muttered Karen.

She ran inside & smashed one of the fi re alarms. The school came racing 
out in lines like ants & lined up as well as they could around the bus but there 
was hardly any room & the bus being there was ruining the routine. The 
situation was now worse because the kids were now all crushed up to the 
bus where Karen supposed all the danger was coming from.

‘Jeez,’ said Karen as she saw the hopeless situation.
‘Get them the fuck out of there,’ she cried. The head teacher came 

bounding up on her short powerful legs.
‘Are you trying to disrupt the fi re drill. That’s an off ence here buster,’ 
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said the head teacher & Karen could see she was going to take another 
swing at her.

‘Look, the bomb is on the bus. Get them away from the bus,’ explained 
Karen in a frenzy but the head teacher just twisted her lip ‘Typical underworld 
faggot occupancy,’ accused the head teacher. 

Karen narrowed her eyes. There was something too close about the 
whole situation – a head teacher has no friends at all – they are isolated in 
a community of hate, they have relationships defi ned absolutely by themes 
of daybreak prejudices – peril, bad malice & corrupt metaphysics – it was a 
perfect situation for ExHale &.

Karen told Cream to go look round the school at the kids & the staff  – 
‘Keep it under cover – psychedelic chemistry, wiretapping, bugging, secret 
writing, use what you need cream but for God’s sake move quickly – we have 
to be certain about the freaks,’ she whispered.

‘Birth certifi cate fraud – every single one of them – the kids have identical 
DNA, their eyes are all green & they have KS 3 SAT level results way above 
the national average. There’s no doubt about it – we have here something 
very fucking weird,’ reported back Cream.

‘As I thought,’ murmured Karen.
But some sort of psychological leakage squirmed out & suddenly all 

the kids were marching towards the bus & their eyes were glowing bright 
emerald & their arms were fl aking off  like damaged rubber & from inside 
there were metal tentacles protruding & twisting in a terrible & threatening 
way – the head teacher suddenly stripped down & her teeth grew & grew & 
narrowed to points.

‘Queen bitch vampire’ screamed Karen, scrambling with the key. She 
needed to get the bus out of there. 

‘Fuck you cunt,’ cried Cream who was trying to calculate just what this 
all meant.

‘The whole school has been infected by the ExHale booby trap. Everyone 
here’s a front for Reichmann’s goons. Can’t say whether we drove into the 
booby trap or whether we created it – but we’re in serious trouble,’ screamed 
Karen as she tried to slam the bus into reverse. 

About fi fty of the freak kids were crushed by the burning rear wheels 
with horrible snapping sounds – this was a valid move – they were death 
zombies & were just pure with themselves – but Cream, peering out from 
the upper deck, could see that there was something stronger in this brood 
because wasp bugs were crawling out of the split open guts & starting to fi rst 
eat the splattered remains & then start to eye-up the rest of the situation.

‘Those wasp bug elements,’ she whispered, hoping that Tom Paine, 
sleeping on a nearby seat, would wake up & fi nd a useful ability to wipe away 
this new threat, ‘I guess they are something powerful & incorrigible yeh?’ 
she said.

Karen pulled the bus round at a fi erce angle & rammed it into the side of 
one of the classroom blocks.
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‘Too right Cream. ExHale’s refi ning its threat. Each time we repulse 
whatever they throw at us they come back stronger. They’re building up 
their immunity systems,’ she shouted over the engine yell. 

‘So what do we do?’ said Cream with kind of panic edging her voice.
‘Do? We give the fuckers hell,’ yawped Karen & she crashed through 

another group of approaching ghouls but the wasps were fl exing their wings 
& bits of skin & fl esh & blobs of yellow pus liquidity hung off  their gigantic 
claw mouths & even Karen had a quaint bad a feeling.

‘We got you surrounded,’ muttered the Queen bitch vampire as the 
wasp hoards took fl ight & hovered in a kind of menacing pre-empt strike 
pose. The freak kids who hadn’t been crushed out by the bus also stood 
ready to leap forward with pure hostility & dedicated emptiness.

Karen held the bus in neutral & tried to calculate the odds. Cream backed 
off  from the window & tried to shake Tom Paine awake.

‘You gotta be kiddin me,’ scammed Karen working for time.
‘Bus lady, you better start being helpless & pleading – I like that stuff  – 

mind you – it’ll get you nowhere – still I get to kick your ass & down you go,’ 
sneered Queen Bitch Vampire.

There was this little shuffl  ing fi gure & Tom Paine crawled into the cab 
where Karen was trying to work out a way of escape.

‘I’ve been dreaming us out of this situation,’ he whispered.
‘You do what?’ hissed Karen.
‘Simple matter. The size of things is all distorted here. And its getting 

worse,’ said Tom Paine. Karen narrowed her eyes & looked more closely at 
the unfolding doomy situation. It was true. There was a deal of distortion. 
The wasps were getting to be the size of small suckling pigs, the Queen 
vampire Bitch was twelve, fi fteen feet tall – the freak kids were fi lling 
outwards.

‘You’re right Paine. So what’s the gig?’
‘Space & time getting all fl exed about,’ muttered Tom Paine.
‘Say what?’ said Karen wishing he’d get to the point.
‘Every line between two points has an infi nite number of points in 

between those two points. Each line is therefore extended in space through an 
infi nite number of points. Therefore each line is the same length i.e. infi nite. 
Therefore appearances of diff erence are merely deceptive, distinctions due 
to subjective other things – will-power, fucked-up metaphysics, yoghurt & 
so on. So, all we got to do is tap into your mind & link it to your bus which is 
of course mind-blind, & we should be free of these illusions.’

‘Good fucking plan,’ agreed Karen.
But things were getting to be seriously threatening. Out of the science 

lab belljars  dead animal parts in vinegar were crawling along, severed horse 
hooves, cat’s paw, bat’s head & so on, plus snakes & monkey eating spiders. 
They had been revitalised by the strange energies which seemed to be 
reaching out throughout the whole place. Submerged diseases shimmered 
off  this grotesque assembly, fl oated off  through the air invisible & deadly.
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 Down in the high street the fl oating bacteria entered a supermarket & 
proceed to eat the fl esh off  the face of this old guy buying beans.

‘Well will you look at that?’ mutters some old biddy from the opposite 
aisle. The guy with the beans falls writhing onto the fl oor clutching his face 
in agony.

‘I think I’ll leave off  having beans today,’ says the old girl & she pushes 
her trolley off  towards the frozen fi sh section. 

Bacteria land on the frozen fi sh section & the fi sh start to wriggle around 
& grow a whole new kind of consciousness which includes some deal about 
home help. They end up carrying the old girl’s shopping home & making her 
a cup of tea. This is a beautiful scene for a while, until of course the fi sh they 
start to stink out the place & the old girl puts them on the electric grill & eats 
them – she hates to see anything wasted.

 But its not all like that – soon the whole of the shop is full of these 
writhing & screaming people who are all being eaten up by the deadly 
organism. 

‘This is very sick behaviour,’ the store manager announces. He buys up a 
whole row of houses & roads & cordons off  the place. He gets high security 
fences installed & employs thick-setted criminal-types as security. Only the 
very rich are allowed in to shop. The wriggling disease ridden shoppers from 
the pre-security regime are dragged out back doors & fed to dogs who are 
later processed back into meat pies & sold at high prices as delicacies from 
the Orient. 

The rich executive & show biz types just suck the exclusivity all down 
their dark needy throats & slowly get infected by the social prejudice meat 
stuff  they’ve eaten. Its a life cycle manoeuvre familiar to those of us who’ve 
internalised ‘The Lion King.’ This of course helped to build up a feeling of 
wondrous fear, leading to ever increasing security hysterias – more & more 
public spaces were bought up & taken off -limits – old routes were closed 
down – ‘Where do you think you’re going granny?’ was a typical sneer from 
a uniformed security priest from these times – ‘This road’s no longer a 
freeway,’ followed by a right uppercut into the solar plexus. 

‘Crooked, lame, blind, deaf & dumb you came into this world – we aim 
to keep you that way,’ they’d be laughing, standing under new public safety 
orders which just told people, in bright red letters, ‘Fuck off , you cannot 
aff ord this.’

All the while Karen & Tom Paine & Cream are together fucking each 
other like some manic insect distortion because they have to fi nd enough 
energy to out-love these disease forces form ExHale. Suddenly they get to 
glow, they fi re off  an extreme procession of orgasms & then its white/black 
chill.

Following this hyper state, its possible. They did some weird psychic 
voodoo stuff  with just a fl ick of the eye-brow & everything bad & controlling 
& out there just crumbled into dust – the air was left with horrible screams & 
powder made out of the outer-husks of the bad thoughts.
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‘We still got the siglum stack?’ asked Karen afterwards.
‘In the can,’ grinned Tom Paine. Cream was beaming at them both with 

relief & lust.
‘That was just so cool,’ she gushed.
‘Aw Shucks lady,’ blushed the old man.
Karen drove off  again taking random shots at roads & exits & left-turns.
The bus charged over a few borders & fl ew to the seaside.

12.
They pulled up at this house which was overlooking the sea. 

‘The spotty boy who lives in there is fi ghting the same kind of battle 
we’ve been fi ghting. He’s an ExHale victim – their poison killed his dad & his 
mother lives in the roof breeding dwarf ghouls he has to kill with a spade he 
used to make sandcastles with. He dreams one day he’ll be able to go back 
onto the beach & do that kiddie stuff  again because he’s all sentimental & 
cute in a quiet, disorientated manner.

‘You’ll never make me cry’ he said one night to a dream of. ‘He’s my kind 
of weirdo,’ said Karen & even Cream felt impressed.

They leapt out of the bus which sank a little into the sand. Karen 
cautiously opened the door of the run down house. It smelled of seaweed. 

‘Who the fuck are they?’ asked Tom Paine & he was pointing across the 
beach. There were these green boys walking towards them – they looked 
fuzzy & out of focus like a bad signal tv show.

‘ExHale greens. They get sucked to the beach. Our boy in the house has 
been working on dragging the big bad evil to him – he’s trying to create a 
magnet. So far those green boys are all he’s managed. See how they struggle 
to get free, see how their faces are all screwed up in mad dog ape-shit rage? 
That’s because they don’t want to be here & have turned to cannibalism & 
pro-naked capitalism – they kick in doors & drag unsuspecting folks from 
their houses down into the high street where at the threat of a sharpened 
stick being thrust up their arse holes into their brains if they refuse they 
embark on a shopping spree that kicks them all into debt & a massive 
loan scam at outrageous repayment interest rates that drives them into 
eventual bankruptcy & suicide after houses & all their contents have been 
repossessed & skulls bounced by debt collectors in fi lthy long coats in full 
view of their scabby neighbours who don’t like to do anything because all 
they really really want is to stay just one step ahead & are secretly pleased 
at the bad situation developing with those next door. The whole situation 
develops a pop eyed greed & competitive right wing hierarchical attitude 
in everyone round about. Now, the boy Brandreth Kenneth Jones in there, 
he’s got this magnet & it forces them to be here. They have to come. See 
that funny sidewise walk they have – they look pissed or off  their faces 
stoned whatever – well that’s just them trying to resist the pull. But see, he’s 
managed to get them despite everything they want,’ said Karen.
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‘Well that’s a fucking revelation,’ nodded Tom Paine.
‘Yeah, well, he’s been building this stuff  for a year now. He’s managed to 

get the green boys & a few others – a few others not even connected directly 
with ExHale – war ghouls, bomb blasts & stuff  – he’s pulled them all in. But 
has managed to remain out of reach. But maybe there are still things we can 
learn,’ said Karen.

Inside the house there was this thick treacle gloom & the bottled up 
atmosphere of consumption, posture & subversion.

‘Hey Brandreth Kenneth Jones,’ shouted Karen.
‘Brandreth Kenneth Jones? What the fuck is Brandreth Kenneth Jones?’ 

asked Cream.
‘That’s the boy’s name. Its short for something else but fuck knows 

what.’
‘Who wants to know?’ came this thin dry voice from out of the dark & the 

three intruders just stopped moving & held themselves in a pause.
‘Karen the Bus,’ said Karen, trying to sound jaunty & a tad Welsh.
‘Wow,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones & he came into the dinge & led 

them through into his front room. On the fl oor was his ghoul magnet. It was 
made out of Lego, which was pretty cool.

“Is that it?’ asked Cream incredulously as she looked at the fazed up 
Lego construction all over the sand-dusted carpet. 

‘You just got to concentrate & then the things come. So far its been able 
to bring some stuff  here, but the big guys, they can resist it. ‘

‘Ah ha,’ nodded Karen with a frown. There was this rattling, clomping 
sound from somewhere upstairs.

‘Fucking hell!’ shrieked Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
‘What is it?’ asked Tom Paine looking full of rabbits fear.
‘Mum’s gone born some more freaks. Each time I use the magnet it 

seems to screw her too,’ moaned Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
Sure enough on the landing above the crazed old woman was staggering 

around & these ugly fi st headed ghouls were streaming out of her huge 
black smelly hairy hole. She was groaning & stinking & her thin legs were 
wobbling – it was just the worst sort of sight & everything. The ghouls had 
dripping teeth & every measurement was out of order – it was as if some 
parts of them you were standing within inches of them whilst other parts 
were literally miles away.

Tom Paine was already using his brain to defeat them. But they were 
smouldering & creeping around in the dark looking for something to kill & 
each one of them looked more & more like shrivelled Mrs Thatcher lookalikes 
after they’ve died – except of course these ugly nazis were up & bouncing.

‘Those things she’s breeding – are they going to be a threat?’ asked 
Cream nervously.

‘They’re like those warning hounds – they follow you around & then you 
die. I read that. Same with these. You look at them & you’re fucked.’

‘So what do you do? And how come your mum gets away with it?’
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‘She’s a blind git. ExHale did that to her. I feel sorry for the mad old 
bastard – but she is a mad old bastard,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones.

‘We have to kill them all. If they’re ExHale legions then we have no 
choice, your mad bastard mum included,’ said Karen. Brandreth Kenneth 
Jones shrugged with inner sadness. 

‘So how does it work? You turn on the magnet using your focus & your 
mum gets to breed ExHale ghouls of some sort?’ asked Cream.

‘That’s about right. I drank water supplied by ExHale when younger – it 
screwed up my head & rewired my brain – a lot of the time I see sounds & 
hear smells – its a bitch but there we are,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones.

‘We got to work out why it comes through your mum,’ said Tom Paine 
who was thinking & sitting down together.

‘Could be is using feedback from your operation. Each time you try & 
suck him here he just reloops the energy & hits it back into your ma’s fanny 
causing slap-headed perversions of the active relationship represented in a 
traditional narrative of male dominated post imperialist world consumerist 
capitalism.’

‘The bastard,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones with a shake of his head.
‘I can’t wait to see the whole of Reichmann’s stuff  rot. We got to feed 

him his own cancer. We got to infect the disease,’ shouted Cream & then she 
shut down because it was kind of ineff ectual & pathetic to shout off  like that 
even if everyone applauded the sentiment.

These two male beach guards turn up on the doorstep & are banging on 
the door with their fi sts & tans.

‘What the hell’s going on in there? You keeping a disorderly houses 
again?’ they are screaming & going berserk, looking forward to beating to a 
bloody pulp another beach boy using their heavy truncheons & steel capped 
boots. Brandreth Kenneth Jones shakes his head because he can’t believe 
how small minded people round here can be.

‘There’s nothing going on. These are just my friends.’ Brandreth Kenneth 
Jones shouted back. Upstairs there was the sound of all the creeping Ghouls 
& the insane blind breeding mother.

‘You using drugs with your drug friends?’ shouted one of the lifeguards, 
Dewey Lewis.

‘I am not so,’ screamed back Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
‘Then keep down the noise punk,’ the other guard, Cunty Konty, shouts.
The ghouls creep to the window & look down. They are dripping this 

green acid bile snad stuff  out of their slack dumb jaws.
‘What the fuck is that up there?’ says Dewey Lewis who catches a dark 

glimpse of the ugly little critter.
The green boys arrive at the door. They are loathsome & faintly odorous. 

One has an eye lolling about on a jelly stem hanging over the left cheek. 
Cunty Konty sees them & pukes up yellow & twatty dark slime because the 
sight is just so gross. The front runner green boy takes the puking guy by the 
neck & twists off  his head. Blood & gunge explode everywhere. The other 
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guard screams in horror & fi lls his kecks with steaming shite.
‘What the hell are you doing out there? Just leave us alone,’ shouts 

Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
‘You got no right,’ adds Karen. 
One of the ghouls slithers out of the upper window & drops onto the 

head of Dewey Lewis & swallows his head & upper torso in a single extreme 
gulp. There’s the jippy noise of bones being pulped & intestines being 
sucked. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere. One of the green boys sees 
this & just stands transfi xed by the off -sheen brilliance of the scene. 

‘Fucking cool’ he gargles, his mouth still full with the crunched up, brain 
squelching head of the lifeguard he hasn’t yet swallowed. Everything is 
suddenly very quiet.

‘Seems like they pushed off ,’ remarks Tom Paine, turning his mind back 
to the problem of Brandreth Kenneth Jones’s Lego magnet device gizmo.

‘How did your daddy die?’ he asked. Brandreth Kenneth Jones cried for 
a while.

On the beach there are all these lounging vampire ghouls – they’re 
wearing factor 7000 or something mad developed by ExHale – its smeared 
lush & creamy all over so in their nakedness they don’t dissolve in the fi erce 
sunlight – the sun wobbles closer each year round here – another ExHale 
eff ect. The vampire ghouls kind of lie around all day in the sand gnashing 
their long teeth & have wonderful tans & really long legs – the grrls are proud 
of their teenage lusts – they are all sexed up & palpitating – the boys are 
all greased & well hung & come as either the thin emaciated wasted types 
that are kind of horrid-dreamy & broken or else opposite types built with six 
packs & the whole body California issue – but in a drowsy & relaxed manner.

‘Oh shucks they come every day even in winter they don’t seem to 
actually notice the weather – daylight is all the same to them really – & 
at night they go raid nearby beaches & set up bar-b-q’s eating other local 
talent. Seems they don’t get scared by fi re or stakes or anything traditional 
& mythic. All that stuff ’s a load of literary fake bollocks,’ commented 
Brandreth Kenneth Jones peering calm & dissociative through the window.

‘They all live round here?’ asked Karen, wondering about the proximity of 
such a crowd to her bus. She had a feeling about the bus – had premonitions 
about sandstorms & quicksand – she was growing inwardly nervous.

‘They rent forever or have crawl land & caravans – there’s an encampment 
not far from the beach. They love the surf,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones. 
Sure enough there were several of the dudes on boards out on the waves, 
all gleaming beach boy vector & glistening. They’d go join other surfers & 
hack them into dog-food on the way in. You’d see these cool types on their 
boards with legs & arms hanging limp & bleeding all over hanging from their 
mouths. 

‘Here comes Jack-Off  – he’s like the king round here,’ said Brandreth 
Kenneth Jones. Karen watched the grunge weird come down slow onto the 
beach through a green haze & riding a black slow Harley, the sun kind of 
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avoiding his face in a weird & total way. This was a blank arrival.
‘Jack-Off ? How long he’s been around,’ asked Karen.
‘How long? About six months. About half a year he came & since then 

he’s the total key to them all. All the guys just want to wank him dry & have 
him touch them – the girls just beg him for it. They can’t help it. He’s just the 
zip dude. he was in the next town & took on all the local bikers down there. 
He sliced them all into little pieces. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
The local cops drove up to the carnage scene. They started helping Jack-Off  
because they’ hated the local youths who’d spend years mocking the low 
level intelligence of the police & were looking for revenge. 76 of the local 
bikers were killed – not one of them ended up without someone somewhere 
along the line taking a massive bite out of them. Then Jack-Off  ate the local 
police as well. The beach was left strewn with all the dead lying around in 
bits all over the beach. Blood & gunge was everywhere. Holiday makers 
arriving from rich cosmopolitan centres like London & Birmingham in their 
Mercedes Benz autos with their private e.g. kids, money & investments 
found the streets fi lled with local dogs with legs & arms in their mouths, 
chewing on human body parts & licking bones clean. They found it all too 
revolting & sued the local council for allowing the thing to happen. They 
knew that the price of their holiday homes would tumble if this news ever 
got out. It was the holiday homes which had forced house prices in the 
area to become too steep for the locals & which were therefore directly 
responsible for ruining the place as the locals were forced to fi nd cheaper 
housing elsewhere & so much of the best property stood empty during the 
out of holiday season. And all so that these priviledged middle class lawyers 
& the like can have six weeks of sea & sand experience. 

Jack-Off  drove back & ate them too. ‘
‘Cool,’ said Cream, licking her lips.
‘You ever wonder?’
‘I ever wonder what?’
‘Ever wonder what brought him to these parts?’
‘Guess he’s part of this crew. They’re here to watch over me. ExHale 

developed this whole scene man,’ replied Brandreth Kenneth Jones in that 
kind of hazed over-geeky way he had which was so irritating & repeating. 

‘Maybe. Or else maybe you brought him here. Maybe you brought them 
all here,’ said Karen.

‘Fuck me, that’s cute,’ shouted Tom Paine who, listening in suddenly 
realised where Karen was going with all this.

‘What?’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones & Cream, who was feeling the 
deep attraction to Jack-Off  who just straddled his bike & surveyed everything 
with that hard blank gormless look of the serious killer duke guy punk. 

‘Maybe you haven’t messed up all this time. You used your attractor, 
your magnet – it sucked them all here. It was just not straight to the room, 
to your trap. It drew them close, but not indoors. This is what you’ve created 
– a fucking colony of these ExHale freakoid kids – they don’t know what the 
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fuck they’re doing here either – that’s why its just a permanent vacation for 
them. Life’s a beach-party. Ever wondered how come? Ever wondered why 
they never made a move on you? They never have have they?’ said Karen.

‘They don’t seem to even notice the green boys or the stuff  coming out 
of my mum,’ said Brandreth Kenneth Jones, kind of catching up in a dazed 
tone.

‘It fi gures,’ muttered Tom Paine. ‘He’s bombed out the whole area – 
drawn himself as infi ltrater agent supremo – moved in on the regressive 
tendency of youth cultures in these parts to dream bike rebellion gonzo 
material –.’ 

Karen went outto check her bus. Quicksand truly held it deep down, only 
the top deck could be seen – the sand dunes rose up all golden & delightful 
& strong.

Some moneyed barfl y still loving Thatcher called Peter Redmond Seale 
– probably New Labour – with Maharishi Combats & blue Richmond shirt, 
drives slowly to the beach with wrap of chang & impossible stories – he 
never shuts it – & his Tory girl Sandy Pett-Caroot – who wants to fuck Roger 
Scruton & goes fox hunting with her vicious relatives some weekends – is 
behind Kirks Original shades & on an NEC mobile – who the fuck she thinks 
she is is no one’s guess – the vampire ghouls are onto this pair before they 
can plead 80 quid a gram or whatever.

 This long thin black vampire chews into the guy’s arm before he can 
squeal. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere. A long reel of skin comes 
straight off  in a tricky ravel & then the vampire tears open his belly & twists 
out his intestines & cracks open the ribs & lets the lungs step right out so 
they kind of pump into the open air ripping & watery & amazing before 
they collapse. Throughout the guy is making these grunty gasping noises 
& shivering into a maniacal trance jiggle, trying to square this with his 
ideological commitment to the Social Darwinistic principle of the survival 
of the fi ttest.

 Its all awesome & futile. The girl tries to run but she’s wearing really 
inappropriate footwear for the beach & staggers over. About a hundred of 
the ghoul vampires launch themselves onto her in a feeding frenzy & no 
amount of her private fucking education bitch Latin classes & social divisive 
daddy jinx can help her now which is pretty cool from where Karen is sitting. 

‘Thatcherite Tory right wing goons like that merely feed off  others like 
the Thatcherite Tory right wing vampires are now doing to them. We must 
never forget the oppressive nature & vicious core of what these sociopaths 
hold as being ethically sound,’ she reminded herself. Blood & gunge explodes 
everywhere. Arms & legs get hacked off  & thrown across the sand. ‘Its like 
hounds to the fox, I have been complicit in my own heinous death,’ Sandy 
Pett-Caroot admits but its really too late for her to rethink moral baselines 
& the contradictions within her ideological right wing position which always 
allows Thatcherite Tory right wing goons to eat Thatcherite Tory right wing 
goons who eat Thatcherite Tory right wing goons who eat Thatcherite 
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Tory right wing goons who eat Thatcherite Tory right wing goons who eat 
Thatcherite Tory right wing goons – alongside everyone else of course. 

 ‘Are you going to be able to do anything about my mum?’ asked 
Brandreth Kenneth Jones & he was wistful & spacey. Karen pulled her face.

The old woman was sprawled about upstairs having wild sex with her 
off spring, these terribly ugly looking dwarf spawn creatures & her eyes were 
just wildly rolling about like she was a demented Belize tax-lying fox. 

‘Your mum’s crazy & blitzed & probably internally dead, infected by the 
Ebola 3000 virus which has decimated the whole fucking world to some 
degree,’ said Karen with a compassionate twang. Brandreth Kenneth Jones 
looked glumly at the Lego world-pulling magnet at their feet.

‘There’s probably options we haven’t thought about but at the moment 
things are looking pretty bad. I have to kill your insane mother. Think about 
it – you’ve gone & brought all these fucking vampire creeps – laid them out 
all round your house, installed your possessed mum upstairs where she’s 
breeding her pet sybaritic goblin hoards. This is not a good situation. On 
top of that, my fucking bus is caught up in quick sand & is slowly slithering 
under the bloody beach – which is not a happy circumstance either. We need 
some kind of inspiration here my boy,’ observed Karen who had paled & was 
looking just a little snooked.

‘We need the siglum maps in the canister,’ said Tom Paine suddenly. 
Karen frowned & then leapt to the window.
‘Where is the canister?’ she shouted.
‘Back seat, upper deck,’ answered Tom Paine. 
‘We need the black box contraption as well. It’s somewhere near the 

drivers cockpit,’ he added.
‘Great,’ said Karen. She fl ipped out of the window, shimmied like a spider 

down the wall & swung out over the sands into an open window top-side of 
the sinking bus. It lurched further down in a reckless alarming sputter & then 
steadied again. Tom Paine brushed down his shabby white jacket & breathed 
heavily, feeling guilt for asking so much of her – but he stayed silent.

Karen grabbed the canister, ascended to the driver’s cabin & picked up 
the black box contraption & made her way back. A new kind of nasty critter 
bred out of the mum suddenly swung down at her face like a ball of hairy 
puke smeared scrotum. Karen attached laser cutters to her teeth & then 
launched her teeth at the fl ying creature & tore away a massive chunk of 
foul, reeking fl esh & hair. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. There was 
this horrendous squeal & a churny gutted sound. The creature fell into the 
sand where tar like green liquid slurped out of its opened up body. There 
were all these nazi signs over it – it looked the spitting image of the mouth of 
Hitler & its moustache – it was a pure replica. Karen saw all this & now knew 
what was happening upstairs.

‘Your mum’s breeding Hitler Moustache Gonks – we’ve heard about 
them – they’re the simplest of the single cell ghoul – they have just moron 
status but can live forever unless squashed out. I just wiped out one that fl ew 
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down at me from the roof. The whole upper part of this place is crawling with 
them – they have no minds just a pure rhetorical style translated into fl esh 
eating vampire tendencies with deep right wing sympathetic code routines. 
There’s really nothing we can’t do to them – they’re mindless – they deserve 
nothing but squashing,’ she announced. 

Brandreth Kenneth Jones looked scared.
‘I’m scared,’ he whined. Karen was shocked.
Karen & Tom Paine went to go upstairs to kill the mum. The stairwell was 

deep black & swirling with dust. 
‘This feels bad,’ said Tom Paine who was wetting himself in a low level 

type of micturation refl ex that’s kind of normal & reassuring in these kind of 
situations.

‘Yea well stick with me because I need cover,’ said Karen. 
Two of the Hitler Gonks are on the top of the stair & they have burning 

passports because they think they originated in Berlin & Austria respectively 
& have a refl ex need to invade Poland– behind them there are these bald 
skinhead festes types with igloo stares bad breath & bits of chewed liberals 
between boulder teeth slabs & huge knuckles bigger than their heads & DM 
boots too that just gleam red & go on & on. They have Union Jack bandannas 
& a bad sense of what it is to be English.

‘Fucking retrogrades,’ growls Karen on seeing the right wing ExHale sex 
killer moron ghoul slag-slaying freaks & she tenses so that her whole body 
just looks so shag-me beautiful Tom Paine nearly faints.

‘Time for a real close shave boys,’ she curses & pulls knives out from 
wherever & buries them into the faces of the skins before they can even 
murmur. They explode as the knives reach the deep core – they’re loaded 
bomb nationalists – these are organised by ExHale using genetic twists & 
psychotic ideologies of nationalism to detonate upon defeat causing nail 
bomb carnage & utter dismay. Karen fl ung herself over behind one of the 
beds in a side room, pulling Tom Paine along with her – the nails & bolts 
& blades fl ying out of the splattered bodies harmlessly fl oated into walls 
without touching her. 

The Hitler Gonks waddled across the walls & onto the ceilings in a 
frenzied viciousness – they carried small books with them which Tom Paine 
noticed & later discovered were copies of ‘The English Patient’ so beloved 
of dumb soft-lit fascist liberal apologists who’d rather double fuck Ralph 
Fiennes & Scott-Thomas’s ass rather than work out the deep background to 
British Tommy’s true heroism. 

‘Rather a sexy fascist than out of fashion anti-Nazi patriotism,’ quipped 
Karen as she fl ew to safety. 

‘This is fucking subtle stuff ,’ mused Tom Paine as the two Hitler 
moustache Gonk creatures scuttled like hands across the ceiling spitting 
glooby puke acid gunge & ready to launch fatal combat routines against 
the drop dead gorgeous Dis-babe protecting him. Karen was already 
moving against them though, mirroring their speed up above with dazzling 
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acceleration down below. Like a shadow game the two parties just zapped 
this way & that in perfect synchronicity whilst Tom Paine cowered under the 
bed he’d been fl ung under his eyes squeezed tight & his mouth mumbling 
some deist clap-trap just for smooth comfort.

Karen suddenly turned at a ninety degree angle & zipped off  one of 
the walls to fl y through the air at a wild angle. As she arced back over she 
launched two more assassin knives from her tits & sliced the hairs off  the 
creatures which of course rendered them stupid & weak. They dissolved 
in a drizzle of dud yolk larup repeating over & again ‘Gotterdammerung, 
Gotterdammerung’ in bolted on German. 

Karen worked on further down the landing, whispering for Tom Paine to 
catch up. She was fi xing this fi re device which linked with certain complex 
states of REM dreamstates & which she was hoping would have application 
here. She was thinking of Brandreth Kenneth Jones – she wanted to go 
easy on the old woman if she could – she wanted to fi nd out if the situation 
concerning her was as useless as it seemed or whether in fact it was 
redeemable using this psychic intrusion technology. She heard Tom Paine 
tiptoeing along behind her – didn’t bother to look – he was deeply bombed 
by his fear.

‘You sure you need me here?’ he asked in a trembly voice.
‘I want you to get up on the roof. They’ll have put some transmitters up 

there,’ replied Karen as she slinked along. Tom Paine kind of half stopped & 
his jaw slackened.

‘I’m an old old man. You don’t want me up on the roof now surely? I can’t 
be doing with heroic climbing at my age,’ he said.

‘You got to disconnect the transmitters. If I’m right about Jack-Off  we’ve 
got to make sure we cut away all the power sources. The mum & all this bad 
karma up here’s intimately connected with Jack-Off ,’ said Karen.

‘Die scum bitch’ roared out this little green dwarf creature with no eyes 
but an enormous tongue which fl ashed across a twenty yard distance from 
a drooly slack mouth. Karen found herself with the tongue wrapping itself 
around her waist & pulling her towards the mouth. The green dwarf creature 
had these twig like arms with long claws which were ready to tear her to 
pieces. 

She snapped out more carvers & slashed her way through the tongue 
leaving it to fl op uselessly onto the fl oor whilst the green dwarf gargled 
horrible blood smoke stuff  out of its mouth. It wriggled over the fl oor & 
Karen sent out a mind detonation device which implanted itself into the 
brain of the creature – no larger than a walnut – & then went off  with an 
indenting sound – the green dwarf just jerked about a little & then fell over 
stiff  & bisexual singing ‘Dead Cities’ by the Exploited a formalist punk record 
then Abba’s ‘Fernando’ mimicking the imagined relationship between the 
singer & the listener in an intimate or confi dential dialogue before expiring.

‘French Tonguers,’ sneered Karen who had fought these kind of losers 
before.
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‘Look, you’ll have to get onto the roof quickly. This kind of nuisance is 
not all that deadly but with a transmitter operating there’ll be whole armies 
of the bastards forming soon. We’ll just fall under weight of numbers,’ he 
ordered.

 Tom Paine looked like he wanted to run. Karen had used some serious 
eastern martial arts moves to smash her way through the roof material – it 
was as if she had negotiated with the stuff  it was all so graceful & silent & 
quick. So there was suddenly this beaming brightness & the blue summer 
sky overhead coloured in everything. Karen was alert & scanning as she 
lifted Tom Paine through the hole she’d made.

‘Can you see the transmitters?’ she whispered. Tom Paine could see the 
transmitters. They were naked winged humanoid fi gures with the heads of 
an eagle & clawed hands, Griffi  n Vagues, containing the imperialist right 
wing polish catholic exile values of extreme fascist hierarchical monarchist 
anti-Bolshevist hard-core sexist racist supremacist moronism. There were 
four of them perched on the roof seemingly paying him no mind at all. 
But they looked disturbed & hungry. Tom Paine fainted. When he came 
to everything was the same which was a relief because he’d expected the 
transmitters to have eaten him or at least chucked him off  the roof.

‘What the fuck are you doing up there?’ hissed Karen who was aware 
that the longer they stayed in the upper rooms the greater the chances of 
the mother breeding something too big for her to handle.

‘What the fuck do you want me to do? Have you seen the size of these 
bastards. They’re like mountains,’ hissed back Tom Paine.

‘Knock them off  the roof. They can’t do a thing if you disconnect them,’ 
said Karen.

‘They have wings,’ pointed out Tom Paine.
‘Doesn’t matter. They’re Goth nostalgia & nothing more. Just push them 

away. They’re not what they seem to be.’
‘Like I’m supposed to believe that,’ muttered Tom Paine.
He made a weird lurching run across the roof at the fi rst of the 

Transmitters. It turned its massive heavy beaked head & gazed at him with 
a crazy elongated look which freaked him out & he started to scream as he 
ran forward. In just terror & nothing else he pushed against the creature & 
shoved it off  the roof. It just clicked off  & disappeared like he’d switched 
a channel or something. He gawped at the empty space, blinked & then 
shouted down to Karen.

‘Hey you were right. You were just fucking spot on gal. I guess it must be 
something to do with my attitude of rejecting the Trot belief that to fi ght 
against fascism in an alliance with imperialism is the same as to fi ght in an 
alliance with the devil against his claws or horns’ he muttered with a great 
grin all over his face. 

‘You talk bollocks all day,’ shouted Karen.
Of course this was a bad thing to have done because it was all so loud & 

disturbing. The remaining three transmitters now all turned to face him with 
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their impassive nightmarish gazes & Tom Paine quickly realised that they 
were doing stuff  internally – there were messages & beams & so on going 
on in them. They were transmitting their right wing fascist ideas, recruiting 
new ExHale vampires to the beach as well as bringing about mindless 
exploitation at a mass level in hundreds of other venues within a radius of a 
few hundred miles.

In Cardiff  the transmitters implanted Ebola 3000 viral fl oats into the 
brains of a rugby team. A local labour MP Janus Tadd watching the game 
suddenly found himself screaming into his cell phone to Local HQ ‘get the 
fucking lads out here fast, I’m under attack!’ The rugby team, full of Tory 
wankers stacked up with Welsh beef & anti-democratic refl ex actions, were 
now eating the voters in a gore fest of extreme violence. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere as grannies with scarves & woollen hats were set 
upon by these twenty stone bastards with drooling blood fl ecked mouths & 
acid dripping cocks that burst out of the ripping kecks like they were all The 
Incredible Hulk. 

Hasp Dane, a local evangelical preacher who had been watching the 
match hoping to recruit the local hard cases for his Warrior For Christ 
Supremacist Baptist Movement & who harboured a dream of racial purity 
& the obliteration through street fi ghting & bile wrenching rant of other 
oppositional left wing street gang movements centred round the Rasta 
Marcuse Wilhelm Reich club on Loundes Street whose legendary connection 
with the ex-Communist Serge Mallet, author of ‘La Nouvelle Classe ouvriere’ 
of 1963 was something of a legend in these parts, found the rabid dog rugby 
team ExHale Ebola 3000 monster mob coming straight towards him. They 
were just the kinds of boys he was looking to recruit & their exemplary 
attitude seemed to bode well. he put out his hand to shake their hands & 
greet them but the scrum half chomped on the extended hand & tore it off  
the arm at the wrist. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 

Screaming in pain & ideological reversal Hasp Dane tried to push his 
way through the screaming crowd of rugby retards who were all trying 
to escape the ravening team. Women & children, the aged & the disabled 
were trampled by the retreating minister of God who kicked & fl ailed his 
way through the crowd. An old guy in a wheel chair found Hasper Dane 
propelling him down a grassy slope. Dane toppled the legless geezer 
out of the chair so he could use the wheel chair as an escape device. The 
unleashed fascist vampire Ebola 3000 forces had unlocked the hidden 
anti-democratic values that structured the modern capitalist state system 
of organising human lives round the market & oligarchic internationalist 
corporatist banking systems.

In Port Talbot workers digging a new drainage system pipeline for 
their capitalist masters were hit by the transmitters. They melted into the 
bulldozers & pneumatic drills they had been using. Half man, half machine, 
they took to invading the nearby housing estates, drilling though walls & 
battering hundreds of people to death. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
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The local police arrived. Jonas Burke whose head was a pneumatic drill 
charged them. 

This frenzied Tetsuo tin man blood warp Ebola 3000 ExHale freakoid 
monster sliced open the panda car like a tin of Heinz Baked Beans & churned 
the screaming fascist policemen into dog meat whilst they tried to batter his 
solid steel drilling bit-head with their truncheons. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. 

‘These fucking workers have turned into their tools,’ screamed PC Dan 
Dan into his walkie talkie, ‘We need backup. Bring in the tanks.’ These were 
his last words as Jonas Burke crashed through the wall behind which the 
uniformed tosser was cringing & crushed his ugly reactionary brain into the 
Welsh ground. Memories of the way police had fought socialist workers in 
strike action during the Thatcherite years seemed to be tapped by the Ebola 
virus as a source of class hatred & revenge motifs.

Tanks zoomed into the area & helicopters screamed through the air 
fi ring rockets into the built up areas of Port Talbot’s working class sprawl, 
thus demonstrating the despicable attitude of the military-industrial 
complex towards the workers it exploits in order to survive. Thousands 
of people were destroyed in this mind boggling attack. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere. 

‘Kill the forces of reaction,’ screamed Jonas Burke in machine language. 
He ripped to shreds the heavy armour plating of three tanks & skewered 
the brain dead bastards fi ghting for the survival of anti-democratic forces of 
right wing hegemony before being hit simultaneously by fourteen hundred 
tons of high explosive missile system delivery & splintered into a million 
shards of lifeless grinning deadness. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 

A public swimming pool was hit by the Transmitters mind warp Exhale 
viral infection beams. The poolside attendants tore off  their clothes in a 
frenzied mish mash of jizz dripping blood bath sex hammer lusting that 
suddenly swamped their corroded infected brains & infl amed the gooby 
dripping honeyed clits & purple mushroom sex towers of the raving physical 
fi tness swim julfy freakoids. A fuck-fest of epic Caligula stampeding horse-
fucking proportions took place at poolside whilst swimmers in the kiddies 
pool looked on in baffl  ed horror as cunts were battered, lucious lips sucked 
at spurting purple cocks, arses rimmed & stuff ed with fi sts & the rock hard 
ultra pumping screw tools of the Exhale Ebola 3000 sex beasties. 

Deidre Bunt the fi fty two year old Tory councillor running the 
Conservatives Charity Round Table Masonic Lodge Of The Militia Against 
Communists Swimming Gala that very morning managed to get to the 
changing room lockers in her dripping swim suit before a drooling acid 
smoking Ebola 3000 monster attendant fl exed his over bulged donkey love 
carrot & rammed her from behind causing multiple city shaking earthquake 
chasmic cataclysm orgasmic disarray. Ripping off  her one piece costume the 
councillor raged back into the pool & fucked the face off  Bosman Harold, a 
fellow supporter of her extreme version of right wing politics & secret society 
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subversion & in clit boiling raw spasmic apoplexy shuddered both herself 
& Bosman Harold into a death rattle explosion. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere as the demented rutting fascists spurted apart, covering the 
whole of the indoor swimming pool with their detonated body parts. 

Screams answered this mind blowing episode as the rest of the crowd in 
the pool were infected from the dripping juices that splattered all over them 
& fi lled the pool with the viral orgasmic ExHale causal devices. The pool was 
surrounded by police marksmen once the situation was discovered to have 
become out of control.

‘Shoot to kill. No One leaves the pool,’ ordered the top offi  cer on the 
scene, Madman K Mike MacDonald who wanked & wanked & wanked as he 
anticipated the carnage. A small woman with a child was the fi rst to escape 
from the pool only to be sliced apart by a battery of high velocity bullets from 
the precisely arranged rows of armed police surrounding the building. Blood 
& gunge exploded everywhere. What followed was neither subtle nor pretty. 

The Ebola 3000 pool attendants came raving out of the building frothing 
at the mouths & squirting love yoghurt in slippery trails behind them, jerking 
themselves & their partners off  in time to the rattle of the machine gun fi re 
which rattled bullets at them. Bodies were ripped apart by the drumming 
impact of the lethal weapons. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. Heads 
rolled down the high street, arms & legs twitched & fl ew as they were ripped, 
shredded & torn from the honking, jiggling, vibrating torsos of the beasts. 

Madman K Mike MacDonald informed his superiors of the situation. 
‘We’ve taken them all down sir. The infected civilians & those under suspicion 
have been wiped out. The situation is under control & we can all sleep easy 
in our beds tonight knowing that the forces of the radicalised scum left have 
been crushed.’ The line taken by the forces of law & order was that Marxist-
anarchist underground terrorist groups were trying to de stabilise state 
corporatism’s grip on the hegemonic centres of popular infl uence such as 
public sports facilities.

Meanwhile, back in the beach house scenario, Tom Paine could see that 
the Transmitters were sending out their ExHale fascist Ebola 3000 mind 
signals.

‘Oh shit, they’re doing something,’ Tom Paine shouted & this time he 
was panicking.

‘For fuck sake, get them off  the roof,’ barked Karen.
‘But they’re all looking at me,’ screamed Tom Paine. Across the landing 

down below there were shapes taking form. Karen could see them all 
wriggling about in the dark.

‘Shit. They’re bringing in reinforcements. They are sucking in other 
ghouls. You got to kick them off  the roof,’ she said as she leapt forward into 
the dark. Her Ninja moves lacerated the monster freaks before they could 
fully operate. She was surrounded by smashed up body fl esh, desiccated 
body parts, blood & gunge, which is what they all seemed to become once 
she had disconnected them.
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Tom Paine plucked up courage & again started running at one of the 
transmitters. This time he was shitting himself so much with fear & all that 
that he just jammed tight his eyes. Unable to see, instead of dislodging the 
transmitters he tripped & fell over the edge of the roof & ended up buried in 
a great sand dune down below. Karen saw him falling past a window.

‘Jeez,’ she sighed as she saw this. The transmitters were still transmitting. 
The dark was beginning to fi ll with monsters. It was intense.

‘I got to fi nd the fucking mother, she’s got to be the receiver’ reckoned 
Karen. 

Elton John Cannibal Vampires in Louis XIV outfi ts – twenty of them. 
They shimmer & shine & are singing in perfect harmonics ‘Candle In The 
Wind,’which is just the worst heavy duty bad act Karen’s had to face. The 
house landing seems to be working like a tardis – its bigger inside than 
outside. Karen wonders whether she’s got the strength to take on these but 
remembers that Tom Paine’s no longer able to back her up – she’s all she’s 
got. 

She has to whip around from the fl oor onto the ceiling – maybe they 
can’t reach her up there. Then she gets it – the song hits a perfect pitch & 
the tone blips out neural patterns in a disorientating way just as when at the 
Lady Di funeral the whole world had been brain damaged by the whining 
fucked over warp song used to contain the ghoulish fetishisation of the right 
wing agenda which had occurred when the anorexic shopping addicted 
brain dead right wing self-publicising Sloane Ranger bitch-clit ex-princess 
& vanguard of a newer version of hierarchical anti-democratic forces had 
been given that monster rave funeral which had managed to wipe away 
the cognitive abilities of vast tracts of the so called Liberal intelligentsia & 
disguise the perverted evil politics she had instantiated, supported & from 
which she intended to personally benefi t. 

Karen drops off  the ceiling like a swatted bluebottle. Groggily she 
manages to haul herself up & dodge into a side bedroom before another 
load of the ant--cognition tone gets sung to her.

‘Candle in The Wind as brain melter – it always was but these fuckers have 
focused its power to over a thousand fold through the residual memories of 
the Di issue– another couple of blasts of it & I’m jellyfi sh,’ she muttered. She 
shouts to Tom Paine who has managed to heave himself face up in the sand 
& is holding on to the bus nearby, hoping that he won’t have to go under 
because the quicksand is somewhere about – but he’s not sure where.

‘Paine you old fucker – can you hear me?’ she screams.
‘Course I can my darling. I fell off  the roof,’ shouted back Tom Paine, 

relieved to hear that Karen was still able to talk.
‘Well, get back up there’ screamed Karen.
‘Get back up there? Are you kidding me?’
‘Then get Cream or Brandreth Kenneth Jones to get up there. Unless 

we get rid of the transmitters we’re in the deepest shit. Jack-Off  seems to 
have put his transmitters to work alongside the magnet Brandreth Kenneth 
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Jones built out of Lego. The longer this thing carries on, the less infl uence 
Brandreth Kenneth Jones’s machine will have, & the greater the infl uence 
of those on the roof. Get Brandreth Kenneth Jones to go up – tell him if he 
doesn’t do something about the transmitters on the roof his mum will be 
completely lost to the whole ExHale bag,’ shouted Karen. ‘She already is 
lost, of course,’she says to herself as an aside.

Changes on the beach. The teen-vamps were smelling carcass meat 
from inside the Brandreth Kenneth Jones house. Seems like the transmitters 
on the roof were changing the wind’s direction. Jack-off  himself had more of 
a savage grin than before. Inside, Cream was still staring out the window at 
them all & was feeling all loved-up & peculiarly drawn to the evil. Brandreth 
Kenneth Jones was fi ddling with his Lego bricks trying to keep control of the 
whole magnetic pull aspect – but was sensing that something radical was 
happening & that he was losing some sort of force he’d once had.

Changes in the roof. Karen is holed up in one of the bedrooms tying 
pillows to her head so she can go deaf she’s singing ‘Tupelo’ in the Elvis way 
whilst the twenty Elton John Cannibal vampires are singing their own death 
song over & over again hoping to crazy out her mind. Brandreth Kenneth 
Jones’s mum is breeding again – every ten seconds Raskalnikov Assassins – 
depraved Russian addicts with axes & an intense need to step over a line & 
then ask for redemption in the arms of some angel maid whore type, fucking 
her face off  whilst praying to an immaculate conception idea of depraved 
mighty cunt womanhood – they’re streaming out of her via St Petersburg 
but it all cuts in a slow motion way that gives Karen more time than maybe 
she thinks she has. 

The griffi  n transmitters on the roof just keep the nasty bitch stuff  coming 
through but Karen’s not just hiding – she’s hatching a plan.

Tom Paine crawls along the sand, comes round the front of the house on 
his hands & knees hoping no one’ll see him. Cream wonders what the hell 
this shadowy smear is coming across – then she recognises his ass poking 
out of his kecks & swiftly snaps out her hypno-trance state & grabs him as 
he passes the window by & hauls him inside.

‘What the fuck you doing down here?’ she asks.
‘Fell off  the roof,’ said Tom Paine.
‘Shit. What’s happening to Karen then?’ asked Cream. Brandreth 

Kenneth Jones gave up on his Lego work & came over looking anxious & 
bottled.

‘My mum?? She ok?’ he asked.
‘OK? Your mum is just a ruined fucking maniacal bitch man,’ shrieked 

Tom Paine. ‘She’s breeding so much stuff  its deformed & soulless – she’s just 
one mad fucker boy.’ Brandreth Kenneth Jones broke down & cried.

‘Fuck’ repeated Tom Paine because he just liked the stoical types better.
Cream made to ask a question.
‘She need anything up there?’ she said.
‘Sure. She wants someone to get onto the roof. There are these weird 
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dudes sitting up there – they’re kind of power transmitters for ExHale – they 
are really ugly but don’t do an awful lot except look awful. Karen wants them 
gone. You push them off  the roof & the whole situation starts to ease up. At 
the moment things are looking pretty tom-cat weasel dippy cat fucked frog 
wanked bad,’ replied Tom Paine.

‘I go,’ said Cream with all the heroic swagger she had because being 
already dead had something less built in to its attitudinising status.

New developments on the beach. The Green Boys were withdrawing to 
the far edge of the surf. They were cruising into voyeur – they were marginal 
& looking in with warped bad breath & no chance of resurrection plus 
terrible eyesight & green acidic ExHale viral chunks fl oating off  them into 
the contaminated fucked over atmosphere. The vampire youths were slowly 
beginning to glide towards the house looking like a super model shoot in 
some Caribbean Bounty Advert blessed out muscle ripple mirror wank way 
– they were gleaming & sexy in that base, numbing wet-dreamy energetic 
bliss manner like superannuated Bay Watch extras on e. Jack-off  revved his 
Harley in a lazy action & rolled along the sand at a snail’s pace, still evidently 
cautious about something – maybe the signals were still not certain & clear 
enough yet, his face smiling & his cock looking for a hole to poke raw with 
zombie cream prick shoot.

Karen sensed that the numbers against them were growing too fast. She 
was able to move backwards & forwards through the Elton John Vampires 
because she had closed down her ears using the needlepoint embroided 
dust covered no points at all for cool cushions, but the Raskalnikov axe guys 
were now fi lling in the space & they were looking hostile & deliberate in their 
haunted eyes. Although no one was saying a thing it was all pretty Russian 
– they seemed to be in two places at once because they were also wielding 
their axes through St Petersburg chopping hundreds of bemused passers-by 
hacking at their heads & arms so that blood & gunge exploded everywhere. 
The snow was doused in gore. Heads rolled down the city of the white nights 
turning them the deepest red. 

Russian policemen who under the Soviet leadership wouldn’t have taken 
this kind of crap unless they themselves were doing it screamed around the 
axemen watching the scene but not daring to intervene fearing that maybe 
it was some Mafi a led incident. So the carnage continued. A novelist trying 
to deny the poverty of the St Petersburg working class by imbuing them 
with a false sense of bourgeois hope was sliced up by one of the axe men, his 
arms were chopped off  so they lay in the snow before him.

‘My God I cannot write because my arms have been chopped off ,’ he 
screamed at the ExHale creatures ‘but still it is possible to fi nd joy in the 
human heart which even in the severest situation never loses its fundamental 
humanity,’ he added, struggling in the face of his own body’s disintegration 
& murder to deny the existence of a spiritual, non-materialistic ideological 
position whilst taking his own ideological middle class materialism & 
twisting it into patent nonsense like a relativistic Wittgensteinian dribble-
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arse. Then they chopped off  his head so that it rolled down into the iced over 
river spewing blood & fl esh. With that his attempt to win the Nobel Prize for 
Literature was dashed. No One noticed however. Meanwhile, back on the 
beach, the same creatures were also trying to hack to death Karen. 

Cream fl oats up to the roof. She plants her boots into the face of one 
of the transmitters – there’s a crunching sound as something snaps & the 
transmitter fl ies open into a horrible muffl  ed disintegration routine – there’s 
bits of it fl ying off  the roof into the air & then disappearing.

‘This is so easy,’ smiles Cream & she’s nearly naked just standing there 
with her boots & her tiny t-shirt & cut-off  denim like a lesbo dragon terrorist 
bitch slag facesitting cat fi ghting babe out of Xena warrior princess – but 
there are still two transmitters left & they’ve swung round to face her, 
creeping like they’re large dogs or something & their mouths are full of 
weird teeth & drip with evil juice. Cream feels a sudden heat – she works it 
out & spins out of range in a panic. She shouts out to Karen.

‘They’re beaming hypno mind fucks at me – they’re trying to get into my 
head & down my knickers. My cerebral cortex & clit’s under fi re. They’ve got 
a certain way because they know I’m already dead – they seem to be more 
powerful because they know that. Its like, where I’ve come from is where 
they come from too – only they’ve been built up there, they’ve been trained 
– they know what they can do. I feel dizzy. They’re pushing me to the edge. 
I can’t stay here or else they’ll suck me down,’ she shouted.

Karen raced to the window.
‘Get out of there,’ she screamed up. Cream was beginning to count. It 

seemed a long way down.
‘I hate heights,’ she shouted back.
‘You’re already dead. Jump you daft bitch,’ shouted Karen madly.
‘Fuck this,’ & Cream leapt off  the roof towards the sand. Half buried in 

the stuff  she crawled choking & spitting it out of her mouth & eyes thinking 
about ways of getting the critters off  the roof. She crawled back inside & 
found herself a long rope. She tied a noose & set up a gallows from the 
wooden beam in the kitchen. 

She ran the noose from the beam & shot back up to the roof. She felt 
the hypno mind fucks coming at her again from the transmitters so this 
time she just took the heat in her cunt & came twice with grunty moans less 
driven by want but more to do with affi  rming identity incorporating sexual 
mores & public identity into her full time way of life before, in a single twist 
of the arm & fl ick of the wrist, she threw the noose round the neck of the 
largest of the transmitters & then, holding onto the rope, jumped again off  
the roof. This time she swung out taking the mind fucking cunt fucking fuck 
fucking fucker fucking Transmitter down with her. It roared a stupid roar 
of confusion & disorientation in a massive orgasmic detonation of its own 
before exploding in mid-air, spraying everywhere with a kind of brittle black 
smoke & a strange mystical jism.

Cream lay on her back on the sand for a second time this time with the 
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noose swinging in front of her eyes & her crutch hot with the weird sex she 
was having with the Griffi  n ExHale Transmitters.

‘One down, one to go,’ she muttered & started to make her way back 
up again. Karen shouted out from inside the roof somewhere – ‘What’s 
happening Cream? Are you ok?’ & all Cream could do was reply.

‘So far so fucking good,’ she shouted as she reverse-abseiled up the side 
of the house with the rope between her teeth yet again. 

The next Transmitter was waiting for her. Hungry & focused, 
constructing her as a batter-my-clit-till-I-bleed-you mother fuck awesome 
killer babe cock sucking hard arsed fi lthy whore slapper grrrllll power ghost 
looker commie to die for sort, it sent out one mother of a psycho mind fuck 
as Cream emerged over the ledge. It hit her full on. She went out like a light 
& crumpled back over to free fall into the sand where she just lay in creamed 
over abandonment which sent anyone seeing her into spasms of sex cum 
shock spurt.

‘Cream?’ shouted Karen.
‘…’
‘Cream what the fuck’s going on?’
‘…’ 
Karen’s brain in a soup-boil funk-up. She understands Cream’s needs. 

She has to collect the ghost. She has to rebirth her. She looks along the dark 
room. The Raskalnikov axe geeks are making jerking chopping motions & 
chanting & clicking their ugly teeth & they reek of soil & damp & poverty – 
there are the stains of all the dead old women they’ve chopped up back in 
St Petersburg – they carry these drab cloth sacks & there are hands & arms 
sticking out like cut-off  branches from winter trees – everything is sordid 
& hopeless like lost extras out of The Blair Witch Project. Blood & gunge 
explodes everywhere. Karen gets blood in her eye. She leaps forward with 
a gigantic energy & slices off  the skull-top of the nearest. It shakes & bleeds 
& falls straight over. There’s this gargling sound like a thousand rabbits 
squealing under the wheels of a Volvo. 

(In faraway St Petersburg the Russian Mafi a hear the stuff  in their heads 
– rats scamper all over – skulls fall out of gutters – some naked boys with 
their faces ripped away – the dogs have been at them again – the snow is 
full of shit that refuses to harden in the sub-zero – a miraculous warmth 
that’s putrid & vile – this is where ice is just more fi nal & breaks that glue 
between the living & the dead – its their boy just copped it with Karen – he’s 
their source material so all this happens because of a sort of transmutational 
empathy. Right wing Mafi a forces murder swathes of Russian peoples living 
under the new poverty of Thatcherite free market forces in response to the 
long distance Ebola 3000 virus messages coming from the Transmitters on 
the beach house.)

Karen breathes in the choke stink of death. She whips out her hands in 
a fl urry of kill dreaming – another seven of the Raskalnikov’s get sliced open 
– their innards fall away in a landslide of crap & meat – they heap up at her 
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feet but now they’re slamming their axes around – timber creaks, crunches 
– Karen ducks & weaves – she has a dance routine all worked out & gets to 
the other side of the hoard.

‘Brandreth Kenneth Jones, fi nd Cream. Find what’s left of her,’ she 
screams. An axe fl ies through the dark. She turns it away by imagining 
herself in another place. 

‘Guys lets talk about this,’ she says. Thunk! Another axe dies in the 
wood like a rat in a screaming face – boiling blood hissing out & bits of eye 
& tongue frying up in a reminder of the primacy of the bodily materialism in 
the Marxist agenda – 

‘We got a situation here,’ says Karen. She lashes out & takes out another 
of the lunatic Russian axe killing religious right wingers. Thunk! More axe 
bite, more clown wood, some comic with a blade through the neck gargling 
on his own green, red, blue, yellow slurry – it all comes wandering out of 
every swipe – pure butcher 3-D science fi ction galactic high adventure 
underbelly routine Tarot. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere.

‘Get Cream inside. Then wire up something with meat-hooks for the 
President,’ shouts Karen. Brandreth Kenneth Jones is bemused.

‘The President?’
‘OK. The Prime Minister’ll have to do although that little fl unky kind of 

brings out the facts of life in me son – like I just want to uncork the smarmy 
faced private school boy bastard anti-democrat & feed his ass the rusty 
disease soaked screwdriver.’

‘You want me to bring him here?’ asks Brandreth Kenneth Jones staring 
at the Lego brick magnet all over the fl oor in the room.

‘Bring some aspect of the PM to me – the sunset across the Westminster 
garden, his favourite Scottish preach, a moral sentiment, an Italian 
beach,that phoney dedicated zeal in his fat-arsed voice… (She starts her 
party routine, imitating the PM speech voice)…you know I want to stop 
ExHale & all the devil spawn evil it brings but (pause, look at me, I’m so 
terribly full of caring, I care, we all care, I care with you, together, like a 
community, my caring is like your caring, we share, we feel, together we 
are carers caring to care, caring care, care caring to care, to care past care 
to caring that cared care to more caring, to better caring, to the care of all 
care’s… pause)… but you know we can’t just say no fuck off  ExHale – this 
is the real world & in the real world we sometimes have to say – you’re 
fantastic ExHale, go stick your honeyed knob up my arse please & dog fuck 
me until the morning comes…’

‘Ok,’ says Brandreth Kenneth Jones, breaking in on the routine. 
He activates the Lego brick magnet by shitting his pure thoughts into 

a pile in the middle & stands back as out of the dump a head is formed – a 
life-sized head of the P.M. already able to glide around the room & speak the 
accurate jibberish of the real. 

‘I got the fl oating head of the PM,’ shouts Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
‘Fucking hell, brilliant’ says Karen. She gets herself together, kills another 
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of the futile axe men so that the body detonates all over the place, blood & 
gunge explodes everywhere & the screams of the right wing religious bigot 
carries across the beach to the sea.

‘Float it up, set it on the transmitter – if it can move fast enough it will 
be able to dislodge the fucker before it can adjust its wavelength & react.’

As the head of the P.M. fl oats through the house towards the griffi  n 
transmitter on the rooftop Karen cops a glancing blow which slices away a 
chunk of her shoulder. Blood & gunge explode everywhere. She screams in 
pain & falls deliberately away from the swinging axes which now seem to 
gather momentum & close in, smelling blood.

Karen leaps out of a window & lands next to her bus. She crawls inside 
with the blood pouring out of her like a major tributary & her eyes rolling like 
she’s got stoats eating her body alive starting with her wild ass & tight twat. 
It looks pretty doomed. Unless the fl oating head of the Prime Minister does 
its work its looking like its the end for our left wing heroes…

13.
Meanwhile, Reichmann is far away. He knows Karen is coming. Knows that 
she might be able to get a map together out of all the siglum tattoos that 
mark out his ExHale people. Knows that she might get him. Might not. The 
whole random thing, you see, it goes in deep.

The latest news on the Ur. Project ‘Land Those Pumpin Penis Mad 
Planes On Their Spanker Toss On Noses’. Its a simple conception – get 747s 
to go insane & crash into big city conurbation’s on the fl y-in to the major 
cities during the August peaks. Because Reichmann’s right wing agenda is 
drawing to its logical conclusion – all people potentially will try & oppose 
him – so he’ll kill them all, all 7 billion of the suckers.

Big fl ight from South Africa coming in over Ealing. studies the faces of 
the tanned Ubermenches sitting there – there’s still black skin stuck between 
their teeth & their breath stinks of cannibalism where they’d eaten the ritual 
kaff er boy, sauce & all, under the fl ag at the true Voertrecker trekking ways 
bar-b-q.

South African Petre Van Houstan Shirt growls to himself as the plane 
veers towards England: ‘You fucking English queers selling out our gold 
standards, I ought to eat out your asses. Fucking blacks lazy niggers kaff er 
scum good for nothing – I tell you I had to build my own fucking scaff old for 
the lynchings’ you hear him complain, dreaming of how, each night under 
the warm savannah air or the Cape Town breeze coming in from the Indian 
Ocean, he’d fry his black servants & fuck their daughters. 

‘Something wrong with the situation now – as we predicted – a fucking 
mess – only good thing – them blecks just can’t help killing each other – its a 
fucking hilarious farce.’ Voice mumbles into the twilight. 

Reichmann watches the 747 coming in over West London with the white 
racists & the black opportunist capitalists with them. They fl y over in cahoots 
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with the rich whites. London’s a bolt-hole for business in Germany & Russia 
– they’ve burnt out poor blacks & shat upon them, hacked them into pieces 
– these are the new scum right wing anti-working class capitalists that white 
liberals daren’t say anything about because their anti-racist credentials 
would be challenged – so who the fuck are the white liberals acting for 
actually?

Of course ExHale could maybe use these scum – but can’t be having 
independent operators thinking they’ve got the main piece of any action. 
he plants the Ebola virus in the computer systems of the planes causing the 
747s to have Ebola 3000 dreams working through its computer brain system. 
The pilots start screaming at each other – ‘What the shit is this, what’s 
happening?’ as the computer brain gives the plane a need to hit the ground 
like NOW!

‘I hate fl ying,’ thinks the plane & it starts to take itself down.
‘For fuck’s sake, the controls are not responding!’ screams the pilot.
‘Are you kidding me? What the hell are we doing up here anyway,’ 

mutters the 747 in response. 
Vertical free-fall – the engines just cut out & the plane comes down 

wiping out four hundred thousand subjects of Liz 2 & causing a tom cat 
mother of all major breakdowns of communication, emergency & political 
services – everyone’s shrieking that this is just an impossible thing but there 
it is – fl ames & smoke & all these dead bodies all over frying up, blood & 
gunge exploding everywhere. 

Morris Sugden, walking along Ealing Broadway just to the East of 
Heathrow airport, hears the roar of a giant engine. 

“What the fuck is that bloody noise?’ he asks WPC Shirley Danton.
‘Move along sir or I’ll arrest you for being a wild old pervert nuisance 

threatening me with sexual violence despite your age & obvious inability 
to follow through with the threat being as you are a sad old incontinent 
impotent wanker,’ she replies with a swift tap of her truncheon on the old 
geezers head.

‘But that noise, its getting louder. Surely there are bye laws preventing 
this kind of thing,’ complained Morris Sugden.

‘Sir, your complaints signal some human rights agenda which makes me 
suspect you of dangerous left wing tendencies that I am paid to prevent. 
In response I have no option but to tell you that you are under arrest,’ 
responded the WPC, smashing her truncheon into his face so that there 
was the satisfying crunch of breaking teeth. Blood & gunge exploded 
everywhere. Then the 747 ploughed into the town & killed everyone in a vast 
explosion of fi re & smoke.

Reichmann has a new virus strain that uses only the bodies not so 
badly damaged to work as Zombie ExHale Ebola 3000 troopers. The dead 
rise & so on – there are disruptions at funerals where the coffi  ns just burst 
open & these fucked over burnt squashed half corpses start climbing out of 
their boxes with no legs or arms or quarter heads – everyone is screaming 
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about the laws of nature, the laws of this, the laws of that – but still this 
freakshow continues – out of the devastation there are proposals to rebuild 
the whole area using Richard Rodgers. He wants to build one of his steel 
futuristic Millennium Science Fiction projects – its going to make a load of 
money – rebuilding like war is always good for business & already people 
get hooked into thinking about the pros & cons & memory of what was 
happening before gets blurred & distant which is just very convenient & 
keeps the whole human project on its fucked over species specifi c road – 
there are former tv executives & has-been journalists & formerly respected 
communicators stumbling around speechless or wailing pointlessly that 
everything gone – like a nuclear bomb went off .

 London starts falling to pieces – no planes’ll fl y there, no one wants to 
risk another 747 having a mental breakdown – MIT scientists are denying the 
possibility given the state of the software/hardware whatever – ‘747s just 
aren’t able to have fears about fl ying,’ they are screeching like mad apes 
with ravening bugs in their ears eating their brains like its birthday cake or 
something – but the black box recovered from the site has the plane’s own 
thoughts – ‘Let me out of here– what the fuck am I doing up here, let me 
down – who the fuck told anyone this amount of metal should be fl ying 
through the air at this height its a fucking madness, I feel faint…’ And if its a 
pilot joke its equally inexplicable & insane.

Reichmann is smiling into this moment & he ensures that the same 
production values begin operating everywhere – some pilot crews do try & 
take off  – they can’t believe any of the shit – but Moscow suff ers the same 
reversal of fortune as London – then New York, Calcutta, Tokyo, Mexico City, 
Africa has over twenty such fallouts & always the same cause – the plane 
just lost its nerve & came down crying it couldn’t fl y, shouldn’t fl y & so on 
all hysterical & screaming like a baby can’t fi nd its mammy comfort milky 
titty teat.

Reichmann takes reports from the other Reichmanns he’s cloned all 
over the place. 

‘Franky di Capra reporting’– Capra sends in low level reports from 
Italy – ‘…been playing around with Breeding Facilities here in Rome – got 
alongside the Pope & helped push forward Family Values – ‘best fucking 
facility there is for breeding – keeps out dirt too’ – that aside taken from 
an off  record briefi ng by Vatican City’s virgin Papa the Pope who sends out 
his rape squads to attack anyone not married, not living under a married 
group rule, is queer, has pockets stuff ed full of rubbers & all that – its an old 
project goes way back when but is dependable – helps sow a sense of order 
& reassurance – people lose their nerve when too much happens too fast – 
this is the slow walk-in operation, this is reliable & sends out the traditional 
messages.’

 Capra Reichmann’s pushing this all over, even into the runty UK – 
‘Tony di Blair a secret infi ltration unit – the whole Pope agenda disguised 
as some sort of progressive centre-left agenda – brilliant disguise with 
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full-on engineering working from Education & Social Units to cause a 
permanent sense of simultaneous crisis & solution – those deep pauses, 
those impassioned implorings, that wet drool backed by the Catholic death 
squaddies hidden in the hazy blam of heart-on-sleeve authenticity – what 
the fuck do you think the crazy guy does when he’s out here in Tuscany for 
Christ sakes? 

Got these micro-bomb machines – they come in on pollen – grow them 
in special synthetic crops, self-germinating – this is a summer thing until we 
got the seasons better regulated & rotate the crops three, four times a year– 
this pollen with the machines, they spray all over – gets everywhere onto 
lips, hands, hair – – once the pollen makes it onto the hosts they release 
the micro-bomb machines, they tunnel through dermal tissue using squid 
intelligence, swim in on artery highways & then lodge at gangways like 
Sleepers. Once inside there’s no need for anything else until the Moment. 

The Moment is whenever there’s a need to operate on the host for 
counter-insurgency satisfaction – no need to use cops on the street, no ugly 
riot control, no visible signs that anything is going wrong because that’s so 
depressing & polluting – instead some operator just fl icks a switch & the 
machines detonate – explode like bombs at the designated junctions – no 
outward signs of anything going twisted – ‘make me a coff ee Miss Jones 
then come sit on my face,’ says the impassive all’s well with the world guy 
one moment, the next thing his total cardiac system is jumping pieces & he’s 
fi nding too late the bright need to express the deep ugly dark that’s always 
coming to those who fuck around… He explodes in a vast hail of his own 
body parts….

Got some work to do on a jerk in South America who reckons he’ll sell 
some malaria vaccine at cost price – that sort of behaviour ExHale just 
wont tolerate – the fucking renegade – two things wrong with this fella, 
cover name Patarroyo – one, he goes blinds out the malaria virus to his 
immunisation chemical & then second tries to fuck up the parasite money 
system our global disease network stands or falls by. A fucking idiot by all 
accounts. 

Two responses in operation – develop a new type of malaria able to 
counter his vaccine – not as easy as it should be because the guy’s been 
unsupervised & so has made real, unregulated progress against the disease 
– if he’d been working in the West we’d have had him screwed down better, 
much better, through his fucking ass better jeez – still, the work continues 
– used the World Health Organisation to fuck up each time they get close to 
large scale programmes of implementation. And the second response is to 
make his little home town of Bogota much more dangerous for the creep – 
we’re trying out some irony routine whereby the good professor gets it from 
Malaria. Such simple pleasures.

Picture by W. Eugene Smith ‘Wounded young infant found by an 
American soldier in Saipan Mountains June 1944’ – still brings the tears to 
the tasteful eyes – all those fucking young bright politicians we got selling 
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their garbage using this kind of monochrome artsy patsy feeling – get off  
my fucking planet, get off  my fucking planet you degenerate apes. They 
deserve all the shite we give ‘em.

Capra out.’
‘O boy,’ sighs Reichmann. He was sitting in a huge dark room full of 

glowing computer consoles linked to everywhere in a brooding gothic 
castle on the top of a mountain shrouded in fog, rain & black forest. This is 
Sheffi  eld on a Saturday afternoon just after Utd have been stuff ed by some 
low level life form such as Swindon Town at Bramall Lane.

‘Give me some more reports,’ he muttered. One of the screens started 
to feed out more information.

‘Show me the cow stuff ,’ he called out. This black & white milk cow 
looking placid & ordinary was marched in by a couple of scientifi c retro 
minders. The cow was stood by one of the consoles, its 4000 tits dripping 
deadly milk. 

The lights shimmered & the screen was fi lled with a herd of identical 
beasts on an English Dorset hillside. The cows seemed to be just grazing 
& minding their own business when the camera panned round & showed 
a festival tent. There were thousands of stack-jawed gurners dropping 
mentalist stuff  & for miles around just countryside. This was some music 
festival or something & it all seemed normal except that there were no 
police checks on the way in which was really odd. 

The cows started to amble up the fi eld towards the tents & the crowds. 
It was a large herd just chewing their cuds & doing the usual slow moron 
stuff  cows usually do. This thin trippy type left the crowd to drop acid by a 
hedgerow a little away from the main areas. He sat down & began the biz. 
One of the cows made a slow B-line for him. Without a sound it leaned down 
as if to grab some grass but instead wrapped its mouth round his head & 
sucked him in. The whole guy just disappeared head fi rst. It was a matter 
of a blink in time. The cow continued to do whatever it had been doing just 
before swallowing the full grown guy.

In a slow gradual movement the herd had the whole festival surrounded. 
They kind of crept in on the tents & started to swallow the gurners, swallowing 
each whole in a giant suck motion they seemed to have perfected. 

‘What the fuck’s that cow doing in the Slacker Tent?’ some goon-head 
asked.

‘Shit man, heavy Fhat,’ replied this one next to him, totally gone, 
‘Its like, a cow invasion. Cool.’ Then the cow eyed him up & in one great 

slurp, sucked him down.
In another section, there was this couple getting all sexed up & the cow 

came in & started to lick them along their heaving twat & cock & they were 
going ‘OO’ & Ahh’ thinking that this was just the most up-for-it thing & also 
wondering how the hell the other one was doing it given angles & clinch 
trajectories & so on – but they weren’t going to investigate any of that kind 
of weirdness straight off  because they were getting a real wow from the 
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whole scene – but then the cow opened its mouth wide & down the couple 
went, screaming a fantastic, one last time orgasmic, ‘OOOO Yeah!’

If you looked closely you saw the way the cow jaws seemed to elongate 
to make the whole process work. And no matter how many they ate there 
bellies seemed to stay a constant, original size. Screams & panic when at 
last people started to realise what was happening but the cows were well 
organised & ruthless – by the end of the operation there were few who 
managed to make it back to the road & their vans or whatever. And who 
would want to be serious about herds of killer cows?

‘Offi  cer offi  cer we’re under attack!’ The calm of the village cop-shop is 
broken by this English lit wack rave wickerman called Dennis ‘Lick the Lit 
Clit’ Fowler who’s coming to report the situation.

‘Yes sir, & what precisely is the problem?’ – answers the plod at the desk 
withthe cool bovine ironical unfl appability of the police hero circa Dixon Of 
Dock Green tv show late 50’s & 60’s.

‘Cows. Bloody Fresian cows. They’re eating all my mates. Its horrible, 
horrible,’ vents Dennis ‘Lick the Lit Clit’ Fowler hysterically.

‘Now let me get it straight sir. You are reporting man eating cows?’
‘Ay! Its horrible. Horrible.’
‘I see sir. And did you happen to notice anything peculiar about these 

cows sir or were they just like any other cows you’ve been in contact with 
before sir?’

‘They’re eating people. The cows are full-on lunching out on my mates. 
You want more?’

‘Precisely sir.’
‘They look like any other fucking cows. They’re black & white. They’re 

cows. They’re supposed to eat grass not people.’
‘Yes sir. Maddening when that kind of thing happens isn’t it sir? When all 

our preconceived notions about reality are turned upside down.’
‘What?’
‘Well, here we all are, thinking that the grazing cattle peacefully 

wandering our green & pleasant land are all veggie vegan types & then, blow 
me down sir, it turns out they were actually beef eating bollock for brains 
after all. 

Thousands of years pretending one thing but all along really being 
something quite diff erent. All this time they were disguised carnivores & we 
never guessed. I mean, that sort of thing – bit of a shock to all our systems 
sir.’ And the boy in blue behind the desk chuckles knowingly to himself as he 
contemplates this.

‘What are you going to do about it?’ screams the raver, breaking through 
the reverie..

‘Do? I’ll tell you what I’m going to do.’ 
Pause. Anticipation in the atmosphere. Then – Bong! 
‘I’m going to beat the fucking crap out of you & then lock you up for 

wasting police time. We don’t do fucking epistemological doubt in the 
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fucking police force you fucking degenerate moron.’
The cop beats the crap out of the screaming dwindler – blood & gunge 

exploding everywhere – who then gets to be driven back afterwards to the 
scene of the man eating cows. Then there’s a quality moment when even the 
stupidity of the cop gets infi ltrated by something strange – this gigantic cow 
crashes down from the blackness of a hill covered in the blood of a thousand 
dead & chewed over corpses, fl ies buzzing in a frantic high round the terrible 
mouth. It just gulps him down. Goodnight. End of the festival carnage scene.

 Nadir explains to Reichmann the technology. 
‘The bellies have been fi tted with this breakdown serum which works as 

soon as the swallowed bodies go inside. The serum breaks the bodies down 
into mere dust particles & water. You notice the cows are constantly pissing 
throughout – well that’s the reason. But there’s just the normal amount of 
shit. There’s nothing traceable in the shit,’ explained one of the cow minders. 
looked at the cow in the room with him.

‘And are we ready to place these everywhere where cows live?’ he asked.
‘The cows are fully operational. They’ve passed all the tests. We can 

introduce them as & when we want.’
‘I want it to happen immediately. We need to keep the countryside 

onside. This is the way we have control of all the eco freaks, vegans, 
vegetarians & hunters alongside – if we can out populate humans with cows 
in major areas of the countryside world-wide then we shore up another 
sector. And its so plausible & all. What’s the milk like?’

‘The milk carries traces of the ExHale Ebola 3000 virus which when 
introduced to the human body can be detonated using very simple 
transmitter devices. Pure crack. This stuff  we can get into most dairy 
produce very quickly once the cows are introduced. The cows have specially 
designed milk ducts – endless supply – you start them dripping the stuff  it 
just won’t stop.’

Reichmann was ecstatic. 
‘Get that bloody cow out of here, get this Ebola 3000 shit into the world’ 

he crowed with a beaming smile. But something else was rattling his cage. 
He was getting stuff  coming in about some minor insurgency group strike & 
it was causing him a headache. 

‘Advisors, what the fuck’s happening out there?’
‘Some crazies & a bus have been ploughing through our fi les. They’ve 

cued into the use of the siglum tattoos on our agents arms – they’ve been 
skinning for the maps & have an interpreter box – they’ve been building up a 
map. They’re looking for you. Some geek’s built a crude magnet gizmo – has 
been trying to pull a cloned to kill – seems this kid blames ExHale for killing 
his dad. Jack-Off  vampire is there & seems like he’ll mop up any time now. 
The problem’s under control sir,’ cringed some bop dwarf skin-head advisor. 

‘Test run the cows?’ ranted Reichmann.
‘No need sir,’ cringed the advisor.
‘Excellent,’ agreed Reichmann. But his face was full of terror & he stared 
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at the screens with all their glowing images & he wanted everything to shut 
off  because the stuff  about the dudes in the bus was jading. It had been to 
him before – in drawings he’d done at random, in diagrams he’d had the 
boys back at the lab investigate, in dreams that had come to him later on. 
Something nasty on a bus. 

‘Get the werewolves ready,’ he instructs Nadir.Nadir scurries away. 
Reichmann takes a peek through all ExHale’s other work – he’s got 

everything set up.

14.
Back to the chase. Karen is very fucked. Her shoulder’s hanging off  & there’s 
blood all over. The Raskalnikov’s are back in the house with their butcher 
axes, arriving through another dimension from St Petersburg where they’ve 
gone on a mad rampage hacking to death a million people leaving blood 
& gunge exploding everywhere. Karen is out on the sand. The Elton John 
zombies keep on singing wanting to kill anyone who hears them. The 
vampire’s on the beach, led by Jack-Off , are coming. This is not a good 
situation. 

But the fl oating head of PM Tony Blair is rising slowly. The griffi  n 
transmitter on the roof still sends out its signals. Jack-Off  is beginning to 
pick up awareness – he knows there’s something about the house. Brandreth 
Kenneth Jones looks just like he’s wet himself. Tom Paine’s nursing his 
cracked head, his hurting bones. Cream’s more or less been wiped out.

Karen crawls through the sand leaving a trail the same width as she is 
– she slithers like a snake through one of the windows into the bus & sticks 
herself together – at the same time she pulls off  the cushions she has tied 
round her ears to keep out the killer notes of the Elton John vampire singers. 
She’s too far away to hear them. There’s a gorgeous beach hunk vampire 
peering in through the glass of her bus. She grins & jiggles her tongue about 
to make the vampire go all horny. Then she pulls him inside, takes off  his 
clothes & then her own & makes to fuck. 

Just as he’s about to batter her twat with the ruthless effi  ciency of the 
undead blood-thirsty machismo fascist psycho lone male nameless fem-
dom cross-dressing transvestite queer real hunk testosterone bollocked 
jerk-off  wank-boy that a vampire is, his dripping love coil mushrooming its 
purple head to the cooking point of her brooding juiced up creamed slurp 
suck give it me yes no fucky be gentle like a million horse machine drill 
fanny, she twists off  his head with her hands & throws it out into the sand. 
Blood & gunge explode everywhere.

There’s a mini feeding frenzy as the other vampires jump on it & try & 
suck everything out. Meantime Karen is dragging the headless torso down 
to the lower deck which is now below the surface of the sand & so is dark. 

She gets some heavy duty scissors & cuts the body open & jumps inside. 
Its a perfect fi t. Using strips off  the seats to sew it all up she has the perfect 
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suit & it also helps heal up her injured shoulder. The peculiar qualities of the 
vampire corpse melds with her own & she feels stronger once again. Its an 
old trick. 

‘Wear the body of thine enemy as a garment,’ she quotes softly. 
In the full glare of the sun again she walks with purpose over the hot 

sand only her head recognisable because of the vampire boy’s body & 
there’s all the extra strength from the vampire shooting through her – its 
an old technique to rob the power from the other & here the vampire has 
power connected to all other vampires through to the big billy vampire gruff  
of them all – whoever the shit that turns out to be.

‘Call me Jack-Off .’ The voice calls her. Its a deep strong Scots drawl – 
Glasgow not Edinburgh.

 Karen blinks half. This sounds like the Dracula gonzo she was just 
thinking about. And him so big & strong on his bike. Behind him a hundred 
vampires in their swimwear & tans, shimmering, corrupt, selfi sh, moronic 
& total nazis moving on the golden sands casting no shadows leaving no 
prints.

‘Shit,’ says Karen. But Jack-Off  is just introducing himself – seems not to 
have recognised a non-vampire – the body suit she’s wearing holding off  any 
mortal vibes. Karen keeps cool & just nods, conscious that she’s blocking out 
the sun, that there’s a black hard shadow running out behind her. But no one 
seems to pay it any mind.

The Tony Blair head reaches the rooftop. The griffi  n transmitter isn’t 
paying attention – too busy watching Jack-Off  & the crew moving on 
through. Brandreth Kenneth Jones’s given the PM head straight instructions 
– just get the transmitter off  the roof. Then it sees the PM’s head.

‘Ahhhhhhhhhhhh, nooooooooooo, not Tony Blair!’ it screams, its 
extreme right wing views scrambled into a blood-curdling yowl by the New 
Labour foundational Presidential Thatcherite Fudge Image shimmering 
there before it.

The PMs huge smile fi lls the whole roof. 
‘I’d rather die,’ raved the Transmitter. It jumped off  the roof & 

disappeared. The PM head also disappeared, its job done. 
Communication to Jack-Off  cuts off  & there’s nothing but the horrible 

pain of white noise, of absence & blank coming through – suddenly Jack-Off  
straightens up like he’s just been harpooned or something – he lets go with 
a horrible screaming howling pain & the others follow him, they lengthen & 
then cringe as if there’s nothing but the agony of being all alone after the 
freakiest freak out – they can’t stand it – its too much. 

Karen watches in amazement & then glances to the roof – she sees 
the transmitter’s gone – knows then what’s happening – she begins to feel 
the same kind of screaming hot pain running through the body she’s still 
standing in.

 ’Fuck this body’s about to explode,’ she shouts & she starts to tear at it. 
She jumps out as the last bit of the body sizzles & turns black/purple & rots 
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into heat steam/smoke – the whole beach is full suddenly of the sight of the 
vampires once so horny & young now all old & rotten beginning to smoke & 
fi zzle – one or two start to go off  – small low level bangs & pops & arms fl y 
off  – there’s just black tar stuff  that fl ows out where the arms used to be – 
then eyes just lose their grip in the sockets & slide slowly down the cheeks 
on the black slime – then the whole legion goes up – its a wild scene as all 
these old nazis burn up & die forever. Red smoke rises up to the sun. Karen 
with her mouth full of sand, body all covered with layer & layer of sweat, 
stares at the excess.

Brandreth Kenneth Jones stands on the wooden veranda & looks out 
over the beach. There’s just Karen & her half submerged bus. The green boys 
are way away, they just look scared & vague. The Elton Johns have turned 
all yellow & old. They had no more song. They were weeping & later Karen 
would give them notes on how to survive – Karen hands them hunting rifl es & 
enough ammo to go fi nd the Swamp Loonies somewhere in the deep South. 

‘More old Nazis in Miami than Munich’ she points out reasonably & they 
almost perk up – 

‘Kill a few then fi nance the transfer of the Jewish State of Israel to 
the Black Forest,’ she advises. They nod & hand in hand dance away into 
invisibility – the best place.

The Raskalnikov’s develop their deep self-loathing & start to hack in on 
each other. They stack up with axes in their skulls, their tongues lolling out 
through goony faces, dead & stupid. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere. 
Brandreth Kenneth Jones’s mum is still up on the landing. Brandreth 
Kenneth Jones pleads with Karen to do something. Karen has no choice.

She goes fi nds the old woman who is spitting & gigantic – the strength 
of Kali & Lileth. 

‘Old woman, your boy downstairs wants to cook a meal & make things 
up to you. Any chance?’

‘My boy’s a loser – never could look after his old ma – never had the balls 
to go out & take on the world, face down his dad, read a book, do anything 
might have made me proud – couldn’t even fi sh herring, fuck babes, do 
the job, bring home the baby – a fucking let-down. I don’t want his beans 
on toast, I don’t want his aff ection, I don’t want his fl ying saucer ego & all 
its cringe. Tell him to fuck off  out of my property & never come back. He’s 
just a bad after dark my sweet recoil artist world without girls gob shitting 
scuttlebutt arse boiling grovel brat Milred pierce lesbian genitalised boyzone 
skinny fascist jinx oral fi xated space vixen brain bat pap’s leg smell,’ she said. 

‘Ok maam,’ replied Karen. 
She reported back to Brandreth Kenneth Jones.
‘She’s a dog,’ muttered Brandreth Kenneth Jones & he walked out with a 

bag of Lego & nothing else. Karen felt a small pity for him. Tom Paine went 
back & shagged with the old mum wildly & told her stories of white shadows, 
the Congo, new Republics & that. Then he battered her foul Reaganite Cuban 
exile shoot-all-commies Tory-lurving kill-the-poor-like they’re bugs-on-the-
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sweet-cake-of-capitalism warped seventy year old head with a digging 
spade & no conscience. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

Karen scraped the remains of Cream into a box & with the capsules full of 
the skin maps climbed back onto the bus wondering about all the freedoms 
they were hustling. Herring gulls ate the putrid rank ichabodic smouldering 
remains of the vampires & then circled slowly as eventually Karen, Tom 
Paine & Cream managed to pull the bus out of the quicksand. This is Wales.

‘Fucking brilliant, let’s ride’ she adds. 
Karen, Cream & Tom Paine charge away from Brandreth Kenneth Jones’s 

house on the beach. Jack-Off  & all his vampire beach kids are wiped out.

15.
This is not a dream.

‘What just happened?’ Reichmann feels the zap-out of Jack-Off  running 
into him like a burning fl ag-pole up a tight screwed zip locked arse – ‘I am 
suddenly feeling loss, loneliness, everything has just gone away – & a great 
unspeakable terror substitutes. Millions of terrors. Billions. There are too 
many for the word,’ he wailed. The screens in the room were all blank. 
Nothing was transmitting any more. 

He called all his assistants & looked at their bug eyes & creamy smiles, 
their blisteringly moronic servile creep spunk fl accid tooled kiddie porn 
loving faces & puked up over them.

‘Thank you sir,’ they said, slurping the black & green sludge down their 
throats with bulimic gusto.

‘I have no more need of you, you dismal perverts,’ roared Reichmann, 
wiping his vomit splattered lips on the cock of Petry Friebourg, chief medical 
pork on the ExHale team.

‘Thank you sir,’ whimpered Petry Friebourg who pulled out a small 
handgun & blew his grey smeggy Ready Brecky brains across the room, 
blood & gunge exploding everywhere. Bits of bone & slappy snotty cortex 
gunk plopped into the open mouths of the onlooking scientists.

‘Fantastic!’ gargled Sebastian Whorenold, another of the science frat. 
He pulled out a pen knife & cut of his own cock & then carved out an artery 
so that he was able to watch all the blood hose out of him onto a far off  wall 
to the constant drum of his beating heart.

‘Fucking chill man,’ nodded Lileth Mac Tench seeing this brilliant suicide 
engorge into her eyes. She took hold of a bottle of acid & swallowed it down 
so that her body started to smoke, burn, melt on the inside. The acid fried 
out her intestines so they hung out of the open belly. Rats & dogs started to 
chew on these. She gargled & screamed & then fell onto her nose, rattling to 
a multiple orgasmic shuddering until dead, her last thoughts a run of psycho 
runs about the glory of & his right wing triumphant fascism. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere.

‘We killed social security nicking, thin-bodied, pencil cocked, monkey 
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twatted whingeing lefty anarcho punk sex-mad pervy techno dance 
scroungers & beat up the soft hearted lily brained corduroy wearing vicarish 
four eyed tank topped garden-partying tea-drinking, radio four listening 
Archers loving educationalist liberal do-gooders who ran soup kitchens 
& handed out blankets & stuff  for the homeless, we kicked the morons 
who hadn’t got jobs & enjoyed seeing them coughing out their smashed 
teeth & their inhumanely pale hungry fucked over bodies that were such 
an abuse to the eyes of morally upright future gazing strong-bollocked 
citizens like ourselves – we die so we can be triumphant,’ ranted another 
of the scientists, Dr Doug Smith as he stripped off  all his wank stained shit 
smeared puke slimed clothes & then jumped from the top of a thirty foot 
tower to splatter himself on the concrete below, following the injunction to 
self termination from his leader with the mindless necessary obedience of 
all right wing political fanatics. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

Seeing these suicides relaxed about the scientifi c overload & the end of 
the world scenario he was building. 

‘We have to get organised. There are forces threatening to take ExHale 
away from us. There are punks driving heavy duty trucks through everything 
we’ve set up,’ – Reichmann is marching up & down with the loathsome 
knowledge that he was not secure.

‘The laws need tightening. Get me my lawyers,’ he screamed. These 
sharp minds were brought in. 

‘You guys need to see things are right. There are holes in the fabric of the 
law you could drive a bus through. And the bus is coming our way. I know 
this. I have had bad dreams.’ The sharp minds nod. Eyes narrow. Palms 
sweat. Hands rub.

‘Now let’s keep it together gents.’
The lawyers make out in force. Example. In a busy high street shoppers 

move in & out the shopping mall like pre-programed. There’s a small ugly 
man with a Scots terrier peering hard at an Easy Victim. The Easy Victim’s 
from Kosovo – used to be a wall limner – now he’s got no language & is 
obviously Johny foreigner to these uptight upright folks milling about the 
shops. 

The lawyers know what to do. They hone in on him – accuse him of being 
a thief, a liar, parasitical scum – ‘stealing from the ordinary taxpaying public 
a fucking disgrace…’ & a small right wing bigot crowd gathers. One of the 
lawyers gives them a helping hand – pushes the refugee backwards so that 
he steps on the Scots terrier. The dog makes a squeaky yawp – this is a dog 
that gets more spent on it in a day than is given to the refugee in a week – 
it’s got no sense of stoicism – can’t take shit down in a big silent swallow 
so it wails like right wing pets do when tortured by pointed sticks like right 
wing dog owners do to their right wing pets to get their sense of priorities 
& loyalties right. 

‘Christ. You just stepped on my dog,’ growls the ugly fascist dog-owner 
smelling the rising blood & semen of a good bone chewing. Within seconds 
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the whole situation has blown up into a full scale lynching.
‘Hang the bastard & hang anyone who wants to stop us,’ howls the 

lawyer & the cry is taken up. The mob drags the beaten up guy off  to the 
nearest tree & strings him up.

‘Good riddance to bad shit,’ nods the lawyer. The crowd disperses. The 
lawyer watches the whole thing with a look of casual approval.

‘Technique still works,’ he confi rms.
Sunset over the streets. Shadows fall. Lawyers patrol the spaces & low-

level calm is everywhere. Everything’s tucked in, fastened, safe-penned. You 
can sleep easy in your beds tonight – the lawyers have bleached out the dirt.

Over the horizon a smoke cloud trails out, moving towards the dead 
centre. The hanged man on the tree sways. He’s still gasping & is blue. 
Its Karen & the bus charging in. They’ve pieced together the map & are 
following the road through – this is a pit-stop on the way to the exit. The bus 
pulls up in the road & Tom Paine leans out the top to cut down the hanged 
man. 

‘Hooligan left wing subversive terrorist Marxist punk sex-mad lesbo 
republican’ cries out some old man with a fat belly & loads of credit.

‘Go screw yourself,’ yawns the remains of Cream who shoots some 
bronze ectoplasmic bad snuff  through the atmosphere & gives the growser 
a slap of the stuff . Down he squirms, his body breaking into a million torn up 
fragments. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

The lawyers see this & come on down towards the bus. One of them’s on 
his mobile back to Ur– who freezes when he hears the news & then screams 
‘Kill the bitch with the bus!’ in a mad frenzy.

‘Food,’ whispers one of the lawyers with a menacing tone. Karen is 
ready this time. She’s already driving the bus straight at the shites as they 
come on down.

‘Eat this,’ answers Karen as she crashes the bus into the whole load of 
them, sending them fl ying & crushed. From their dreams the townsfolks rise 
up & come out onto the streets. They are outraged to fi nd the lynching came 
to nothing. The tree is empty.

‘What the fuck you done with our boy up the tree?’ asks the manager of 
the bank. His wife nods with a snarl like she’s a baboon or something.

‘We gone plucked that there fruit,’ laughs Karen. More snarls all round. 
‘This is pathetic,’ thinks Karen. 
The lynch mob regroups – there are all sorts here – all genders, all races, 

all ages, all intelligences – a denial of the information society & the false 
belief that microprocessor & computer technologies are not new forces 
only recently unleashed upon an unprepared society but are in truth the 
latest instalment in the continuing development of the Control revolution 
as analysed by JR Beniger. Everyone wants to play this game. 

In household one Mulligan Jackass & Maureen his wife are chewing over 
their Kelloggs reading about a ‘tax haven build your own dam payroll the 
New labour/Tories in some place full of just fucking niggers so who cares 
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a shit tokens off er’ on the back of the packet when they hear there’s a 
lynching going on. They have a pet monkey the shape of UK Independence 
& Maureen has dyed it the colours of the Union Jack, trained it to piss on 
anyone speaking French, puke on Germans & rain shit down on the Spanish. 
On the other hand, it’ll fuck the ankle of any American & take it up the skirt 
of any guy in a decent Oxford St suit. 

‘One of those bloody scrounging mongrel twats from across the 
Chunnel. Let’s go hang that boy,’ mumbled Mulligan through chock full 
mouth churning over the fl akes & milk.

‘So long as this just isn’t your way of saying you want a fl ying fuck up 
my arse because to that foreign act I shall never consent,’ replies the severe 
Maureen tilting her spoon. Mulligan’s heart sinks but he’s still catching the 
feel of chaos out there – maybe he’ll get to rape & pillage elsewhere instead, 
he thinks inwardly with his palpitating contradictory anti-desire right wing 
libertarian nationalistic protectionist chauvinism. Though when he gets out 
there its all a bit orderly & done. Just a hanging. 

Household two, some way off  – a good neighbourhood – you can grow 
your own azaleas in the close & see the ocean waves – Dr. Gurpreet Patel 
& Gursharan Patel are hearing all the bloody commotion, checking their 
assets in the local catholic girls school where they send their beautiful 
daughters who’ll marry some rich white type or rich Asian Muslim but never, 
over our dead bodies never, your New Delhi whore. And never a black man. 
They’re in a bit of a stew because lately Caribbean types have been seen 
in their daughter’s classes & they’ve been wondering ‘Damned coon ebony 
cock seeking out our prime Asian protected bourgeois cunt’ – so with all 
this capitalist right wing ideology running through everything they do they 
shoot outside – her sari fl owing free full of Punjabi bile, his orange turban 
doing the biz too. 

‘Fucking immigrants. Hang them all is what I say. Good for nothing cock-
suckers’ mutters the good doctor. She’ll off er to quarter the hanged man & 
eat his kidneys. 

‘This is a good community, this is a good neighbourhood. Can’t be having 
such trash,’ they both emphasise on their way to the gallows alongside the 
rest. That community feeling.

Household three where Winston Windrush & Colleen protect their 
pristine bourgeois capitalist right wing Christian lifestyle & gnash against 
the working class nigger dump-pile fuck-rabbit drug yardie scum polluting 
hell bound losers that they’ve left behind in the big city– they put on their 
Sunday best & bless the Lord for so happy a day & make their way down the 
street dreaming of fi sh & respect. 

‘I’ll string up the little evil devil worshipping bastard with my own hands,’ 
says Winston kind of bashful but boastful too – maybe it’ll be some lazy 
spawn white junk-head skin-head pusher– degenerate killer unemployed 
trash – ‘to kill one of those’ll put us on the map – the cops’ll give us a 
recommendation, make a fuss, everything ‘ll come through they’re so 
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scared not to off end these days,’ grins Winston – but he’s hoping deep down 
its ‘some member of the Muslim hoard,a brother or some curry-house Paki.’ 
He feels a spiritual clinch coming on.

Household four… ach, it goes on & on.
 Karen just looks at the whole make-up of it all & knows she was right all 

along not to play any of the games on off er ever.
‘You’re all polluted by ExHale,’ she mumbles. Its an invisible, inaudible 

message that gets twisted into something else altogether. It comes out 
in their ears as ‘You are all a bunch of ignorant bastards & I’m a pet eating 
dinosaur communist fag going to eat out your family pussy fi rst..’

‘You think I let anyone mess up my religion, my home, my whole way of 
life after I paid – no slop eating roach like you gal’s going to do that,’ shouts 
Mulligan Gurpreet Winston. 

Karen pulls out her gun fi res two hundred & fi fty shots in less than a 
minute – the crowd distorts & then splinters apart – they all chaff , froth & 
then fi zz upwards as the bullets spray into them – its a slow motion moment 
because it all happens so fast. Just smoke & a need to move on – no need 
to read obituaries – no need to bury the dead – let them bury themselves – 
the bus breathes fi re over the road like its a storm coming. Blood & gunge 
explodes everywhere.

 is dressing. He wears this natty slink black suit & slings a gun by his 
crutch. He feels warm & breathing. His face is drained & teeth sharp. He’s 
hungry. Wants to control the atmosphere – listens with contentment to 
the storm blowing about outside. Flicks his wrist – the jewels at the knob 
of his cane shine. Operations begin to work. Herds of vicious cows with the 
Ebola 3000 serum in the milk are released across South America, Europe, 
Asia, Australia etc. all armed with strategic fascist brains linked up to ExHale 
planning units working through top secret satellite link-ups. He knows that 
Karen’s moving through but he has Nadir set up to breed werewolves, more 
deadly than the Rape Squads & other freaks he’s already mobilised. 

Driving, Karen sees the vast herds & starts to wonder where the fuck 
they are coming from & why they all look so angry. Cream is just thirsty & 
Tom Paine too. Karen has a plan. 

‘Drain those fuckers,’ she commands pointing to the cows. Tom Paine & 
Karen just stare at her.

‘Drain them?’
‘Sure, get that milk out. We’re going to come in on the tide,’ said Karen.
‘You kidding me?’ says Cream.
‘I’m all joked out,’ said Karen.
‘So what’s this all about?’ asks Tom Paine.
‘I’m guessing the cow’s milk’s poisoned because it’s to do with ExHale & 

so it follows – everything’s corrupted. On the advanced tide of poison milk 
we get to break in to the real.’ The remains of Cream & Tom Paine nod.

‘It’ll take us all night,’ observes Tom Paine.
‘Better not hold out for longer then,’ says Karen, grabbing one of the 
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cows & giving its tits a mighty squeeze so the milk just squirts out in a 
mighty piss which lasts for hours. 

‘Wow. Look at that lot,’ wheezes Cream as the juice fl ows on.
‘As I thought. 300,000,000,000 gallons per tit per cow. We have the 

technology to create the fl ood,’ murmurs Karen.
‘And these cows are special. Count the tits. Hundreds on each. And the 

milk increases itself exponentially once it gets out. Freaksville man,’she 
adds.

Back out in his ExHale factory, all alone, Nadir breeds the werewolves. Its 
midnight, there’s a full moon. They just stream out of him like a plague. First 
thing they do after they’ve dusted themselves down & eaten the placenta is 
to eat Nadir. This was Reichmann’s idea. No loose ends. 

So now. Daybreak. There’s something weird. The werewolves look out 
over a white sea. They look at each other & then back out at the rising fl ood. 
They ease themselves out onto the drowned streets. Everything is covered 
in milk. They have to swim, a gentle breast stoke motion. Their red beady 
eyes dart around trying to work it out. Its like they’ve been born into the 
middle of an extreme lactation. They drink some. It makes them feel horny 
& then violent. They felt like that before. They start to swim around. The 
milk is up over the fi rst fl oors of all the houses & still rising. There are people 
huddled on rooftops watching as the werewolves swim along. One couple 
stays insouciant.

‘What’s that in the swim Arnold?’
‘Looks like a fucking werewolf June.’
‘Fucking hell! You got a silver bullet Arnold?’
‘Are you kidding me June? I was lucky to get this blanket it all happened 

so fast.’
‘Pure speculation about the use of silver to terminate these hairy 

bastards anyways Arnold,’
‘Still. I’d feel a deal happier if I could hang onto at least one folk memory 

June.’
‘Sure. But shit is shit. No use to anyone all that folk stuff . Looks like we 

got to start all over.’
‘Batter my clit you sexy roof-hugging pensioner Arnold.’
‘The pleasure’ll be all mine June. Our extreme republican, materialistic, 

left wing views have enabled us to survive this fl ood to some extent. In our 
last moments we look for pleasure together in an antinomian eroticism 
blending survivalism with the highest ideals of socialist ideological praxis.’ 

‘Will you shut the fuck up or I’ll eat you!’ screams the right-wing junta 
whore snaffl  ing hairy cunt diving shit eating arse chewing werewolf swimming 
away, driven demented & mad with their radical Marxist blather, wanting to 
put as much space as he can in the least amount of time between himself & 
these two who apparently are both knowing, fertile & experienced in the ways 
of true community spirit in the teeth of desperation & impending doom. 

Downtown the werewolves are moving slowly through the milk. They 
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are making everything sinister, muttering dark threats as they swim past 
people tearing at legs & arms hanging in the milk. Blood & gunge explodes 
everywhere. Everyone they pass has a sense of foreboding – the sentence 
spoken by the werewolves starts making a kind of subliminal sense – they 
hear it everywhere – ‘When is a caterpillar not a caterpillar?’ – it infi ltrates 
like a clarifi cation.

Craig Hewitt, librarian, wank boy & saddo trainspotter BO cheese scab 
dork mini-prick is hanging on to his Tory memorabilia & scrambling around 
on the roof of his former council house, which thanks to his fi rst fl ame the 
Divine Thatcher he now owns with no chance of getting back the money 
he had to fork out on the mortgage due to sheister fi nancial arrangements 
just as the extreme revolutionary right wing subdolous nazi sympathising 
ExHale killer werewolf genocide squaddies swim into view.

‘Social class is a form of alienation but to defeat this you have to go 
through to the other side not just wish it away in some post-modern nirvana 
NOW,’ yowled one of the werewolves reaching out & grabbing hold of Craig 
Hewitt’s bookshelf of free market anti-European pro-Hitler shopkeeper 
ethical tracts & world war two memorabilia alongside the porno videos of “3 
Year Old Spunk Girls Fucking Alsations’ & other wank mag toss plots before 
gulping them down his open mouth & eating the lot in one gargantuan 
supremacist testament & judgement of the defi ning end of time taking 
place in the lactation milky swamp in which everything now soaked.

‘Post-modernism saved Marxism’s irrelevant ass & must therefore be 
destroyed,’ screamed Craig Hewitt, baffl  ed by this switch around. He had 
assumed that the free lunch of post modernism was exactly the kind of thing 
his right wing masters would oppose. 

‘Trapped as you are within the limited & limiting ponce wank horizon of 
your own bourgeois class the need to assert an absolute freedom from state 
control without apology is beyond you,’ explained the werewolf as it took 
the ironised librarian & bit off  his head. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere 
from the savaged neck of Craig Hewitt who shimmied & shammied like a 
buggered headless chicken on powdered amphetamine sulphate charged 
by a 10,0000K gigawatt sound system water cooled multi-track lasers on a 
bouncy castle until fi nally falling over dead. 

On the outskirts Karen has adjusted her bus to the milk – she’s got it 
converted into a double decker boat & is sailing in. She’s brought out these 
twenty foot long harpoons with special tips & is hunting. She turns a corner 
where she sees this old couple scrambling onto the roof followed by this 
weird looking werewolf that’s just so much bigger & hairier than she’s seen 
before.

‘Shit, look at that big bastard. Where the fuck did that come from?’ 
she says. her eyes harden & narrow. She twists the bus so that she roars 
down through the tide towards the gagging beast. The werewolf is so 
focused on getting to the old couple & eating them that it doesn’t notice the 
approaching fl oating bus & its deadly crew.
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‘You got a problem bub?’ calls out Karen. The werewolf spins round with 
enormous power, rising fully out of the milk revealing this rippling brown 
coarse-haired six-pack & muscle goofed arms & legs. The face is just a snap 
of teeth & red scowl. Its prick is like an oak knotted branch of nazi eugenics 
blood earth political vision.

‘Look at that,’ gasps Cream who nearly faints she’s that excited.
‘Get a grip,’ says Karen with a stern look.
‘Sorry but you just got to admit…’ said Cream.
‘Hey you hairy right wing nazi git, come & get it,’ shouted Karen waving 

her harpoon around in front of the monster’s face.
With a shapeless roar the creature swiped out its clawed hand & shaved 

off  the heads of the couple who had crept closer because they were nosy & 
had had really boring, repressed lives. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere.

‘Fucking hell,’ said Karen who had been too slow to react. The wolf 
licked its lips of the blood that dripped down & grinned a manly grin. Karen 
launched her harpoon with perfect timing. It seemed to be moving like a 
hounding shark across the space in between the bus & the werewolf.

 Ripples of milk spray lifted up as it thrust past. The werewolf was cut in 
two by the fl ashing blade. It had nothing but suprise in its tiny eyes & then 
a fi erce defi ant pain as it crumpled into the milk which spread out all pink 
like a carnation as blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The clawed hand of 
the monster hung above the surface for a moment as if it would hang on to 
the air for one last thought – & then it sank below into the white darkness 
clutching a hawk that had fl own down too close.

‘Never seen one that large before,’ said Karen.
‘You can say that again – & the werewolf was pretty huge too,’ sniggered 

Cream dreaming of the animal knob with the full-on gag of the randy slag 
she loved to endorse in the endless fi ght against sexual stereotyping & 
sexist anti-sex Puritanism.

‘Must be a new piece of shit from. We need to be on red alert,’ continued 
Karen. Tom Paine clutched his harpoon with increased vigour.

‘We’re going to lose the whole of the city at this rate,’ he said, looking 
around & observing the rooftops beginning to sink below the ever rising 
milk tide. 

‘Yeah, well, there’s still a chance we can make a diff erence. Just don’t 
drink any of the shit,’ said Karen.

‘We need to add something in to this stuff  & hope we can keep up with 
the changes as they come through. After all – who says the transformations 
are bad? To be against all change is to endorse the values of repressive anti-
revolutionary conservatism. Instead we must always make sure we sanction 
& lead change on behalf of the forces lining up against ExHale &.’

‘Yea, well whatever you got to do, just get on with it. Stop talking,’ 
muttered Cream who was still feeling overwhelmed at the sight of the great 
throbbing meat-steak prick that the giant dead werewolf had sported.

They were fl oating now under this widening sky & a glare of sun. They 
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could see all these splashing people in the milk, & drowned corpses face 
down & just doing what the dead do best which is fuck all but rot. 

‘This is hell,’ mumbled Karen feeling dismal. All the useless junk of houses 
& homes & offi  ces & the street & stuff  fl oated about. Politics was ending – a 
right wing situational perception Karen was having trouble defying.

‘You sure this is the way?’ she asked Tom Paine who seemed too scared 
to do anything but dedicate himself to the holding of his harpoon.

‘Sure’ he replied never once deviating from his number one task – 
holding onto that harpoon. 

There were still some landmarks left poking their way out of the endless 
lagoon of the milk which had now turned grey with deep rusted red streaks 
as the drowned earth under it mixed in & some of the tallest buildings were 
still crammed with fi gures. Big strong beef men enabled by the milk carnage 
to become the fascist muscle bound block head moron me fi rst monkey ape 
sexist ageist anti-intellectualist Tory-boy beasts they’d suppressed for so 
long bundled old people, sick people, kids, left wing professors & anyone 
else who couldn’t resist into the milky brink. 

‘We could take some in on the bus. There’s plenty of room,’ said Cream. 
Karen frowned & kept her head straight ahead onto the fi xed dark horizon 
of her passion.

‘Yeah, well lets just say we’ll get them on the way back. Until we get 
we’re all screwed. How many you think we’re going to save if that son of 
a bitch is still out there. This isn’t my responsibility. In the meanwhile, just 
ignore them & stay with it,’ she said grimly.

‘Hard bitch,’ muttered Cream.
‘Makes sense though,’ said Tom Paine.
‘Yeah maybe. Even so,’ grumbled Cream some more whilst watching 

the butch right wing sexist tosser-guys keeping on fl inging the screaming ill 
people & others into their milky doom lather.

The werewolves were swimming just below the surface like deadly 
beavers. Their elongated shapes were dark frightening shadows in the 
desolate brightness. Tom Paine spotted them coming up fast from behind.

‘What the hell… What the fuck is that?’ he cried out in astonishment. 
Karen leapt over to peer over the back of the bus. Sure enough, she could see 
the harrowing deadly shapes gliding silently towards them like torpedoes.

‘More of those giant werewolves,’ she said. Cream leapt to the back & 
leaned right over hoping that a few of them were swimming backstroke.

‘Shit, there are hundreds of them,’ said Karen. 
‘How many harpoons have we got?’ she asked. Tom Paine counted 

them up.
‘Forty seven.’
‘We’ve got to think here,’ said Karen. 
‘I been working,’ said Tom Paine.
‘What have you got?’
‘Well, like I said, we just got to keep adding things to the milk & see what 
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happens. Who the hell knows whether it’ll be a good reaction or a bad one?’
‘Listen you old wanker with well known & radical political views. We’ve 

already got a bad situation. Can you make it better?’
‘Could it get worse?’ asked Tom Paine. Karen thought for a moment.
‘I guess not,’ she conceded.
‘Then whatever I do, the worst that can happen is that it changes 

nothing. We’ve got nothing to lose by doing something,’ he reasoned.
‘Get on with it. They’ll be alongside us in less than an hour at this 

rate,’ said Karen, looking back at the following pack. She could hear their 
murderous howling, all eerie & cold.

Tom Paine started to work down below. Some remnant Exhale masked 
rape squaddies on motorised-surf-boards came close & leered, waggling 
their green & yellow striped tits & willies which was pathetic & puerile 
– Karen blew them big kisses & then used a bolt gun used to kill cattle & 
snapped the stuff  into their genitals – their cocks & cunts opened up like 
bananas out of their skins – peeled away whilst they went cross-eyed & 
screamed to choking & then fell below the waves gargling. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere.

Zombies from time to time rose up out of nowhere but were pathetic 
in the milk because it soaked through them & they just fell apart – arms 
& legs, fi ngers, toes, teeth, ears, noses were just so easily damaged they 
ended up after each time they came up out of the water looking worn-out, 
hopeless & old, more like ruined teddy bears than awesome creatures from 
nightmare. Sure they groaned – but all Karen did was laugh & smash them 
over their weakened heads which then sank to the bottom, leaving the rest 
of the zombie to struggle around for a while & then try & swim down after 
the head to retrieve whatever it could. The whole thing was a farce. Blood & 
gunge exploded everywhere.

‘I’ve stirred in the siglum maps, used a reverse of the inks & chemicals 
that made them like they were – I’ve charged up the signals & made a 
random pulse of information zones – this is the result,’ cried out Tom Paine 
coming back onto the top deck. He held in a tiny vial some green snotty sci-fi  
Hammer Horror looking potion.

‘What the fuck is that going to do? There’s not enough,’ complained 
Cream.

‘Its got an exponential growth unit in it – it’ll soon get up to speed once it 
starts to breed. Cell division’ll ensure it fi lls the whole sea within days. These 
parts’ll be done in minutes,’ said Tom Paine. Cream just looked unconvinced. 
The werewolves were closing in now.

‘How long have we got?’ asked Tom Paine.
‘Seven minutes. The werewolves have speeded up once they locked on 

to us,’ replied Karen.
‘Well, there’s nothing else I can do. Its too late to try anything else,’ 

shrugged Tom Paine.
‘I guess,’ said Karen.
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‘So if it works what will it do?’ asked Cream.
‘Cause chaos,’ said Tom Paine.
‘Yeah, but what kind of chaos?’
‘Haven’t got a clue. But it’ll mean big changes round here,’ he said.
‘So it could make them bigger, stronger, nastier?’ asked Cream.
‘Sure could,’ he said breezily.
‘Fuck.’
‘Later,’ he quipped, exhibiting that manly ability to joke in the heat of 

the threatened moment which marked out the Hollywood hero from other 
competing roles.

Karen instructed him to drop the stuff  into the swimming werewolves 
path. Immediately on hitting the milky surface the green fi zzed & smoked 
& then disappeared in a dud spunk dribble of an eff ect. The three of them 
stared at the spot where their last chance seemed to have taken a dive. 

‘Is that it?’ screamed Cream.
‘I never promised it would work,’ pleaded Tom Paine who was now 

searching for his harpoon again like a maniac.
‘It just sank. It didn’t even change the colour of the milk. It did nothing. 

It was fucking crap,’ wailed Cream.
‘Yeah, well. I was working under pressure wasn’t I? Unreasonable 

pressure if you ask me. Those things out there are bloody frightening. I 
could hardly keep my hands still enough to pick up the vial, never mind pour 
the solutions in. It was always going to be hit & miss. Sorry,’ he explained 
apologetically.

‘Get the harpoons ready, here they come,’ shouted Karen who was 
spinning the bus round to face full on the surging werewolf hoard that had 
now come alongside the bus.

‘If we take out the fi rst thirty maybe they’ll be discouraged & back off  – 
we need to fi nd ourselves more time,’ she shouted.’ 

She launches the harpoons which smashes through three of the 
swimmers like a razor through a bollock. Werewolves erupt & smash in a 
massive gore drizzle fest of fl ying separating body parts. Blood & gunge 
explodes everywhere.

16.
Reichmann is well-impressed. He can see all stocks falling down the toilet. 
The market is bombing itself. Nothing’s going to get through. This is not 
about survival. Survival is for bacteria & other foul infestations. He watches 
the entire contents of the art galleries fl oat by on the milky tide. He sees the 
biggest cars, planes, skyscrapers, bullion stores fall to bits in the cow juice. 
Golf courses tear up membership cards. Maxwell Bean-Horrorocks screams 
& foams over his spanking new irons & woods as these dead women wash 
down the fi rst fairway obstructing the direct route through to the pin.

‘Fucking dead women on the fairway. What fi lthy perverted lesbo 
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feminist trick is this that enables subversion of the masculinist managerial 
capitalist corporate internationalist right wing agenda to happen in the 
prime bollock room of its own ideological iconographic hegemonic myth 
symbol, the golf course with all its routines & etiquette?’ he foamed. A 
tidal wave of the killer cow’s milk bowled the old tosser over & stuff ed him 
head fi rst down the sand bunker on the eighteenth fairway. Blood & gunge 
exploded everywhere through the milky spread.  

Men Only clubs were having problems sexing the fucking fi sh swimming 
in through their deserted open doors. Ronald Kilburn MD tries shooting the 
fl otsam coming in.

‘Cunts won’t be coming in to my bar spreading their house-nigger, 
ass-licking, bowing, scraping, shuffl  ing fool, painted, rowdy dyke feminist 
ideological penis-hating allergies whose prime motivation includes the 
complete overthrow of all governments, elimination of all money systems, 
institution of complete automation & destruction of the male sex,’ he 
screamed blasting pump action shotgun ballistics so that working class 
underpaid subordinated abused patronised housewives swept in on the 
milk tide were blown to pieces, heads disintegrating all over the parked Jags 
& Mercs that now fl oated on the liquid ExHale contamination until Marcia 
Jenkins, low-paid part time sanitation offi  cer & mother of three, witnessing 
this act of fascist moron prick-led chauvinism took one of the billiard 
cues from a well-polished stack in the corner of the games room & sent it 
screaming into his right eye socket so that his brain, blood & eye exploded 
in a wanky bourgeois gore fest. 

‘You don’t have to fi ght for any arsehole or cunt or prick any more – 
they’re all out there – any shape or size you like – free fl oating the milky 
way – dead as dolls. You don’t like the PM? President? Queen? Well, that’s 
ok, your prerogative guys, gals. Whatever you want – its fucked anyway. 
Smashed up & gone. Go look. Whatever you valued – go fi nd it – in the thick 
churn. Its a loss. You wasted your time. You dedicated your life to these 
things. You fucked up,’ screams Marcia Jenkins who takes the pump-action 
shotgun from the mashed hand of the scrambled corpse of Ronald Kilburn 
& blasts off  her own head in a gleeful act of self realisation. Blood & gunge 
explodes everywhere.

Reichmann is well-impressed. He’s glowing with pride. He’s proved 
nothing is worth anything. There are no comebacks here. The whole show 
is fucked. Totally fucked. Death has come on an ugly laugh, on a milk white 
tide, is pissing on your stupid face – is shaking with laughter. 

Drowned people with cages over their faces bobbed up to the surface 
all over the place. 

‘Dead Repressives,’ sneered Reichmann, but in truth he had a strong 
mouse pity for them in him. In a way, they were his kind of guys.

Also fl oating by were dead No-Hopers – these were a small faction who 
had willingly denied themselves the right to vote & had agreed to be part 
of sub-human group instead – this was the closest to freedom left on the 
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planet – an advanced movement that agreed both to having no rights but 
also no responsibilities either. They took to doing whatever they wanted to 
go do. They began by having orgies & art but ditched the art because it just 
wasn’t necessary any more for them – they went through a book burning, 
art slashing phase which was high profi le in some ways but having no rights 
allowed hunting groups to go out & start shooting them like they were 
rabbits or deer & soon holidays were organised by the higher end of the 
vacation market catering for high risk hunting in the Andes & Himalayas. 

The best was in Chile, a fi ve month work-out which included cruising 
the Patagonian Channels & Ffords, stumbling about the San Rafael Glacier, 
most shooting going on on the snow-capped Osorno Volcano. Packed with 
a wide assortment of high velocity hunting rifl es & the usual survival kit 
paraphernalia these parties of up to one hundred millionaires would traipse 
around the lower slopes of the big mountains shooting these No-Hopers 
who would off er minor resistance but usually relied upon the quick getaway 
routine using stolen Suzukis & Jeeps. had greeted this sort of thing with the 
scepticism of the pro in the face of the gifted amateur.

‘No fucking balls – not prepared to go the whole hog. Not prepared to 
own up to the fact that a new order of organising things was required – all 
that phoney ‘Its just sport old chap,’ all that Oxbridge cucumber sandwich 
stuff  on the master’s lawn in white slacks & champers. No wonder the Brits 
get stuff ed at tennis & then some. Not prepared to be more than gifted. 

‘Communists had some good ideas – like hunting the upper classes to 
extinction’ mused Reichmann. 

In the swim, mixed up, dead Baptist evangelical fundamentalists 
fl oated around with slack mouths open like they could have been sucking 
the pussies of equally dead porno anal animal sex artists & police critics & 
commentators are there too. All mixed in. No diff erence now. No fucking 
diff erence. All fucking dead. Dead now. Fucking dead. Dead. Dead. Dead. 
Dead.
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17.
The moment Karen’s harpoon takes out the werewolves there’s a boiling 
smash, a pulverising motion & noise as the werewolves all rise up as if one. 
They kind of fl oat above the waves with low level growling murderous 
unwholesome splatter sounds with savage teeth grinding & reliably able to 
fi llet the spine from the fl esh in one zip stroke like James Bond used to do 
a girl out of her single piece dress & maul her pussy whilst watching out for 
foreign agents creeping in through the window threatening the capitalist/ 
military/industrial complex. They have skulls that are fl at & pointed in an 
incarnation of the narrow-minded rural inbreeding cousin & sibling routine 
round the old farm & village steeple. The old verities.

‘Fucking regressive horror,’ mumbled Cream.
The werewolves hover & encircle the bus like they’re teddy boy anglo-

saxon wind-fuckers. Karen stands back to back with Tom Paine & Cream 
holding their harpoons & ready to strike once the werewolves come down 
& hit.

‘This is it then,’ she mutters to the others.
‘Nice knowing yas,’ whispers Tom Paine.
‘Let’s kick some butt,’ nods Cream.
‘Shine on people,’ cries Karen.
But before they can do one godforsaken thing, the werewolves explode 

in the open air & everything in the atmosphere turns to entrails burning & 
reeking of foul & rancid meat. The light shines like an atomic bomb just went 
off . Blood & gunge explodes everywhere.

‘What the shit happened there?’ cries out Cream. Karen is looking this 
way & that trying to pick out new threats, further developments & so on. 
Tom Paine’s head is just spinning.

‘It works,’ he smiled at last. Karen & Cream turned to look at the little 
guy standing there all proud & prim.

‘What the fuck you saying?’ says Cream.
‘My potion. Told you there’d be unforeseen consequences. They must 

have swallowed some. Made them fl y a little & then made them blow up. 
Strange but true,’ he says, still grinning.

‘Hmm,’ says Karen who is still looking out for trouble. She’s seen this 
sort of scenario. False dawn. False hope. Everyone relaxes & then the real 
trouble comes blowing in & there’s no money left to pay it off . Cream is 
already looking for a shag.

‘What’s that?’ says Karen pointing out to the port side. They all follow 
her fi nger.

‘Jeez’ mumbles Cream, losing her appetite.
‘Damn,’ says Tom Paine.
Looks like King Kong got lucky in a threesome with old Shep off  John 

Noakes’s Blue Peter plus a giant airship balloon. This werewolf is like a tower 
block with serious fl oating abilities & a greed making sense of its dimensions. 

‘You & your fucking potion,’ screams Cream. Two hundred feet high 
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whirlwinds, vortex suckers, thousand feet deep maelstroms, tornadoes come 
in with the giant horny killer mad werewolf ExHale monster – its a bash.

‘What’s that stuff  you did the other day?’ screams Karen over her 
shoulder to Tom Paine who is holding on to one of the poles trying not to be 
sucked clean out the window.

‘Stuff ? What stuff ?’ he shouts over the howling winds.
‘We all shagged, melted minds & our sexual energy managed to give us 

the power we needed – we all got away,’ shouted Karen.
‘This is just too big,’ said Tom Paine goggle eyed before the looming 

behemoth. 
The new werewolf seemed to have been allocated some booster resource 

from the ExHale milk ocean & the additive from Tom Paine, combining the 
force of the hundreds into the one beast. Nothing drove it but the pure 
stuff  of ExHale, including the main directive, its limits & controlling habits 
– Random Justice already – no more, no less than just part lawyer, part hit-
man – & all in the surrounding wilderness of the milk fl ood.

‘Its kind of a pointless beast don’t you think?’ mused Karen as the bus 
squirmed & rocked madly on the lather like it was riding some giant wank 
fantasy.

‘Its full on going to kill us,’ said Tom Paine trying to make sense of what 
she was blathering on about.

‘All sorts of possibilities here actually,’ mutters Cream suddenly all calm 
& relaxed. Karen & Tom Paine both look at her with incredulity.

‘Whaat?’ they stress.
‘Could be like all those Japanese monster movies – there’s another 

monster going to come along any moment now & whils’t they fi ght, we get 
away. Or could be like Kong & that kind of thing where good guys arrive in 
the nick of time & blow the bastard away. Or one of us is an impossible hero 
like Ripley in Alien & takes out the monster despite the odds. Alternatively, 
it swallows us but we stay alive like Jonah, Pinoccio or any number of movies 
where this type of thing happens – we end up struggling through the innards 
of the gigantic beast to be disgorged safely somewhere close to where we 
want to arrive.’

‘Yea, but that’s all in fi ction. This, do I have to point out, is real. This is 
happening right now,’ replied Karen.

‘Maybe,’ smirked Cream.
‘What are you saying?’ & Karen gave a suspicious look which’ll mean 

more by the time the story gets to its ending.
‘Get down below,’ said Cream excitedly. She pulled them down onto the 

lower deck which lay below the surface of the milk sea.
‘Come examine the milk,’ she beckoned them to the window.
‘What is it?’ said Tom Paine.
‘I couldn’t help noticing the way these werewolves kept ducking under 

the surface, its like they were going back for something. It’s like they didn’t 
know what to do without checking stuff  out.’
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‘Checking what stuff  out? What are you talking about ?’
‘They were operating like actors who’ve not learned the script. They 

didn’t know their lines. Or characters in a book needing the author to keep 
them on track. They didn’t have a life beyond that. Couldn’t exist outside 
that narrow parameter. They seemed to fade out from time to time – they 
didn’t seem to be able to exist here without someone writing them in. They 
seemed just synthetic. Compare them to the rest of the stuff  – they lacked 
credibility, & its the same with the big dude out there too…’ said Cream.

‘Lack credibility? How much fucking credibility do you want? Its a fucking 
hundred feet tall & closing,’ screamed Karen.

‘Yeah, but think about it. Its a werewolf. We say it. Werewolf. Its a fucking 
werewolf right?’

‘Yea? So what?’
‘But how the fuck do we know that? I mean, the thing about a werewolf 

is that it has this essential transformational bit as part of its essence. Like, a 
werewolf that can’t do the change isn’t a werewolf.’

‘And?’
‘And we haven’t once seen anything here like a change. Human by day, 

human most nights & then at the full moon – bingo. A great hairy man-
eating freak. That’s a werewolf! But all we’ve got here is the great hairy man-
eating freak part. There’s a whole dimension missing.’

‘Yea, well, that seems a crucial element not missing. Like, the part not 
missing is the life-threatening part right? So what we have here is just an 
intense werewolf. The hairy man-eating freak part. That’s all,’ explained 
Karen.

‘No, I think what we got here is a synthetic, waiting for his script to come 
through & in the meantime just hovering in the air like that, all big & drooly 
but essentially harmless,’explained Cream.

‘Harmless? Are you kidding me? Harmless?’
‘Think about it. Something that size, dedicated to mayhem & carnage, – 

we should be dead by now.’
‘That’s a point.’
‘But we aren’t.
‘That’s true.’
The newly defi ned vaguely incomplete werewolf began to eat itself as 

soon as Cream explained its status – started with its hands which it chewed 
off  with a ravenous howl, continued until all that was left was its huge mouth 
with the serrated teeth which it sucked inside with a pop & there was no 
trace left of anything like it in all the air. 

‘So where is?’ asks Karen.
‘I’ve got the answer to that,’ butted in Tom Paine.
‘Ok. So?’
‘Well, I’ve been thinking about the stuff  Cream was jabbering out back 

there. The stuff  about the werewolf having something missing. Of not 
having its essence & all that,’ said Tom Paine.
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‘So?’
‘So what, kiddies, did we all agree is the essence of werewolf ?’
‘The change. Change from person to wolf on the full moon & then back 

again in the daylight,’ said Cream.
‘So how can we stand idly by?’ asked Tom Paine.
‘Say what?’ Cream & Karen together.
‘Stand idly by whilst the essence is still out there. Ask yourself the simplest 

question – if we saw the wolf man, where’s the man? Where’s the man?’
‘Fuck off !’
‘You can’t mean?’
‘Oh Jeez that’s just so possible. That’s just so obvious now!’
‘Is the human essence of the wolf man we just saw. He’s feeding the 

lines. He’s writing the script,’ said Tom Paine, standing up & buttoning his 
trousers & then grabbing fi eld glasses to go back up top & take watch.

‘So where is he?’ asked Karen once more.
‘You never said where we fi nd him. The maps got us this far but now its 

run out. There are no directions,’ she said, scrambling up after him.
‘Its a full moon tonight,’he said vaguely.
‘So?’
‘How the fuck should I know where he is?’
The bus fl oats towards the full moon. Imagine the scene – a sea of milk 

& a milk white moon & a red double decker bus fl oating on the skim like a 
blood clot. An island appears on the horizon – the top of a mountain – they 
fl oat towards it. Its what’s left of Sheffi  eld.

‘An island on the horizon. Maybe this is Reichmann’s place,’ murmurs 
one of them.

The bus hits dry land & screeches across the dirt with something close 
to bravado.

‘Now come on you old bastard. Let’s be seeing you!’
‘Wow look at that,’ shouts Cream. They pull up with a skid. They leap out.
‘This place disappears if you look at it from certain angles.’ muses Cream.
‘The whole island, its a cartoon. Its two dimensional. We go in certain 

directions & we slide back into the milk. This is a very dangerous situation,’ 
thinks Karen aloud.

‘Too right bitch!’ turns round so that he becomes visible.
‘!’ the three heroes say all at once.
‘Too right,’ he smiles, arms outstretched.
‘And too late to save the world,’ he points out. ‘The world was drowned 

by the milk I believe you produced through your meddling with my cows. 
Not quite what I had planned but mindlessly brilliant nevertheless. Mass 
murder on a total scale. Just you three left & me – & me a cartoon fi gure at 
that. Awesome.’

‘We saved the world from being a fascist torture state. We did the job. So 
what’s next?’ asks Karen.

‘Energy’ mutters Tom Paine but he looks drained.
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‘You got enough energy left to make it in a new world?’ asks.
‘What, are you asking me to join up with you? You’re nothing but scum,’ 

hisses Karen.
‘A bit egotistical, I grant you. But I can work on that. I’m less angry these 

days. With all the idiots gone, things look pretty good. You look pretty good.’ 
He smiled bashfully.

‘And I don’t have any depth. You can ignore me any time you like,’ he 
added.

‘So what do we do?’
‘We drink the milk. There are things in it could change us in all sorts of 

ways.’
‘And then?’
‘Then we wait & see. With any luck the changes ‘ll be on a huge scale. 

We’ll be a completely new genre. I want to get out a bit, visit other planets, 
galaxies & so on. Clean out the whole universe.’

‘I got to get back to the depot with this bus,’ said Karen, all the while 
thinking about Diamond Jo Bloady back there, waiting to clean the whole 
thing up. Of course she knows he’s gone down with everyone else, but she’s 
in need of a little suspension of reality right now & let’s that fl y.

‘I got to fi nd my Regroup Morting Zone. I can stop being a ghost if I can 
just fi nd the place. Mind you, it’ll be somewhere deep under all this shit 
yeah?’ says Cream.

‘I’ll go help you,’ says Tom Paine eagerly, his face fl ushed suddenly with 
horny desire.

‘You dirty old man,’ laughs Cream.
They all drink the milk, gallons of it they put away – like they’re drinking 

up the death of the whole human earth. 
Then they sit by the curdling waves lapping the mountain beach & 

wait to see what comes after. So like someone asked before – just when’s a 
caterpillar not a caterpillar? & – is the essence werewolf or cartoon? 

We are not responsible. That sentence just free-fl oated in on the mist. 
Must be a temperature shift – that mist blurring the whole scene 

‘You notice it getting warmer here?’ mutters Tom Paine morosely. 
‘Can’t say I did,’ replies Ur– stretching himself out laconically because 

he is cool – the assured cool of one who has been cloned a thousand times.
‘Ought to just kick your smarmy face in,’ growls Cream.
‘Ought to take a hammer & shift your contours,’ she adds.
‘Ought to drink this stuff ,’ says Karen who gets sad & anguished looking 

because of all the milk & the memories the stories have brought back. It 
gets dark. 

There is a disquieting need for silence. Maybe under the surface huge 
beasts are swimming about with giant IQ levels already in charge of a new 
kind of civilisation. They don’t eat, they just fl oat about & feel a sublime 
spirit. This is what Karen can’t bear to imagine. It’s the kind of dark thought 
that makes her want to puke. 
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‘This stuff  going to go sour. It’ll stink like a pig vasectomy slaughterhouse 
op room ass-hole’ murmurs Cream.

‘Never did get to the heart of your character,’ says Tom Paine still turning 
on the inconclusive nature of Reichmann.

‘It’s about to get more complicated,’ replies Reichmann darkly, his eyes 
darting this way & that, his lips tightening, his hand in his pocket maybe 
going for a weapon. Cream tenses up ready to aim a fl ying kick at his head. 
Tom Paine feels rivers of tiredness run through him. 

‘No fucking Karen the Bus Baby’s going to drive her twat whippet bus 
through my head!’ screams Reichmann & he pulls out some rotten little 
hand-gun & pumps Karen with it. She explodes in a great smoke of piss, shit 
& innards. Blood & gunge explode everywhere.

‘Oh fuck,’ screeches Cream twisting her ghostly body to face who now 
sits quietly by the wrecked dead body of Karen.

‘Slime cartoon bitch-boy’ mumbles Tom Paine trying to rise, he just slips 
over, his legs too weak, his head a shambles.

‘Keep watching lame brains,’ commands Reichmann, pointing to the 
mess that’s dribbling all over. 

The smashed body of Karen starts to pull itself together – hunks of 
brains, spleen, bone & liver, the whole blammed thing, crawls back together 
again. As it does so it no longer looks like Karen anymore.

‘Look at that,’ says Reichmann with a look of a man who’s just seen his 
suprise ending trumped by a further, edgier twist. Karen has put herself 
together again, but has come out looking the spit identikit of.

‘Karen’s a bug? All this time, she was a bug,’ mumbles Cream.
‘Too right,’ howls the new Reichmann in a campy screamy, from-beyond-

the-crypt House of Hammer sort of voice that trails over them like Vincent 
fucking Price. Tom Paine starts to shiver with panic. Cream is mumbling mad 
things about wishing she was more dead – which shows how messed up this 
new appearance has made her. The other is drained & weakly looking on – 
this is clearly not at all how he thought things would end up.

‘All this time waiting for you to turn up. All the while you knowing there 
must be something worse than you – after all – you know what you got up 
to. You know there had to be something else,’ says this new Reichmann. The 
fi rst is backing off . He has the smell of fear running all through his meat.

‘I’m a wild beast moving all the while instinctively – a primeval 
temptation – death death death,’ he says. Cream & Tom Paine wish they 
had somewhere to hide. The bus is just nowhere.

Or rather, it hadn’t arrived yet. As the new Reichmann slavered & 
drooled ready to fi nish off  the remnants, the whole of the milk world 
started to coagulate & crystallise & then shapes started to form. At fi rst 
they were just weird & abstract & then everywhere started to look like the 
Nottinghamshire town of Worksop.

‘This is Milktown Worksop,’ muttered Tom Paine as he looked at the 
way everything had reformed into the town. Miners walked around over the 
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ground with dazzling faces & massive fi sts.
‘The Tory right wing fascist nazis closed down the coalfi elds but its ghost 

is here in milk. You’re haunted by something you couldn’t control & death’s 
easy,’ nodded Cream with a funky recognition.

‘Worksop?’ muttered the new Reichmann, ‘What the fuck’s Worksop?’
The earth ripped apart. All the graves were bounced open & all these 

dead miners were back walking around looking killer strong & nasty. They 
all had the face of Arthur Scargill but everything about them was solidifi ed 
milk & they had lactating breasts.

‘There’s a whole bleedin’ army of the freaks,’ shouted the new 
Reichmann pissing himself empty. The ground cracked once more, a deeper, 
louder, more awesome noise than any before.

‘What the fuck…?’ trailed off  the new Reichmann. 
Rising out of the ground doing a ton was a milk bus & in it a milky Karen 

at the wheel.
‘I’m collecting fares’ yahood the real milk Karen as she revved the 

bus through the milk streets pulsing mad & ass-kicking bright. The new 
Reichmann never stood a chance. The bus smashed him down, he turned 
two-dimensional, fl at as paper. There are pints of innard liquids hissing 
about all over the place – everything that used to be inside Reichmann’s 
skin bag is turning to paper sour-apple quickstepping gunk-squelch. Blood 
& gunge exploded everywhere.

The miners grab him, pull him so that he stretched the length of the 
high street & start rimming his arse hole until its just this huge pit shaft 
hole, falling dark for a thousand feet underground. They swarm towards this 
improvised pit-head shaft made out of the bug’s arse. With a monstrous cry 
they all leap down in to the hole, dragging the screaming character to his 
auto-sodomised doom.

All this followed by silence. The fi rst mopped his sweaty brow & tried 
to rediscover his inner calm – he found the pose of a stranger, a foreigner, 
an old man – the sort of guy whose name is a legacy – possibly entering his 
sister’s feelings – a featureless shadow, the vague shape of a man, betraying 
no animation at all, waiting in the dusk. Tom Paine lay quivering, head 
resting on the knees of Cream who in turn was just wide eyed & astonished. 
The real Karen, still milky at this stage, dropped down out of the cabin of 
the bus.

‘Nearly there,’ she grinned. She moved towards them, all dairy & 
shimmering strange & shag-nasty.

‘Wow,’ mumbled Cream, well impressed. So too was Tom Paine.
‘Just got some eating to do,’ laughed Karen.
She reached over & grabbed the fi rst & bit off  the cartoon’s head. 

Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. She ate the cartoon in a splattering 
masticatory gunk orgy. Then she changed from milk into the usual again.

‘You just killed another Reichmann,’ said Tom Paine in an amazed, 
zonked-out voice.
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‘He was just a cartoon version I made whilst I was fi guring out how to get 
to the real Reichmann who was pretending to be me all the while.’ They all 
sat trying to digest what that sentence meant.

‘How long was disguised as you?’ asked Cream wondering who she’d 
shagged, or Karen? 

‘During the werewolf time. Swapped me over in all the chaos, 
thought she’d drowned me. Close call. Fucking werewolves. Devious 
bastards,’answered Karen crossly.

For a moment they stared at each other. The world was empty, 
indiscriminate & quiet.

‘Boring, boring, boring, boring,’ whispered Karen. They loaded 
themselves on to the bus.

‘I guess we’ll just have to make way for whatever comes after!’ shrugged 
Karen. The bus rolled at a mighty pitch off  the planet & out into the novas of 
their blammed heads.

‘That was an inspired Nazi,’stammered Tom Paine.
‘Can hardly believe he ever existed,’ returned Cream.
Then Karen & Cream shagged, hammering their creamy inventive cunts 

for 700 hours. After that they started the job of repopulating the whole earth 
with radical republican dissenters using the milky spunk gun of the old horn 
Tom Paine. 
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Prelude: Cogito ergo Kill
‘How’d you like to die again?’ 

‘What’s real anymore?’ 
Thus bellowed the NOTORIOUS ‘SKULL IN THE CASTLE’ LOGO OF 

THE ‘ANGOISSE’ IMPRINT OF ‘EDITIONS FLEUVE NOIR’ weirdly passing 
itself off  as a radioactive green-skinned axe weilding, spunk drooling, arse 
farting, toxic blood-dripping Japanese zombie. It smashed the wide screen 
axe blade – chop-chop – through the skull bone of the small blonde kid-boy. 
Twice it smashed down, twice before the blue-eyed victim even knew what 
was coming through his head in the fi rst shot.
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MOSH! it went, then MOSH! it went again.
Blood, bone & gunge exploded everywhere. It’s what happened.
‘Fuck, this is too easy,’ yelled the killer zombie, looking back at the 

trail of sixty three completely splattered, hacked-up, eviscerated, utterly 
& totally corpsed corpses that littered everywhere behind him all the way 
down the Saturday afternoon high street like a gibbet-dropping fair-ground 
necro-attraction with completely OTT lighting & a snake-oil tasteless hard-
sell, the time, three fi fteen dead on.

Pny Jack was a black six pack puck peck beat’m high action shag hero. 
He had bulges in all the right places with a twat-hungry anaconda between 
his legs. Dead sexy.

‘Hey, which rock did you crawl out from?’ he called up the street. He had 
been following the zombie for weeks, sniffi  ng down the green afterglow of 
contamination like a sick hound reviewing bone wrecks for scrag meat-shot 
pharmecudical aid. This carnage spree was the fi rst time that there had been 
a scene so big he had been able to get up so close so soon, close enough 
& soon enough, that is, to make a diff erence. The zombie spun round & 
squinted downwind at the big black bastard of a stranger.

‘Who the fuck are you?’ asked the green zombie.
‘Pny Jack,’ replied the black sexy hero.
‘Like I care? You’re gonna die right now,’ shrugged the zombie as he 

turned to casually slope towards the built geezer who seemed upset by the 
dead white kiddies who were all littered down the road.

Pny Jack let the axe weilding radioactive zombie get within hacking 
distance before pulling out a small bomb from his utility belt.

‘Who the fuck do you think you are? Batman goes ebony?’ groaned the 
zombie as the metal cannister bounced at his feet. 

‘Oh fuck!’
He stared down at the gleaming device like it was a reminder for 

something evil he should have done a long time ago but hadn’t because 
he was just too disastrously Gothic & had spent his wasted after-life just 
pointlessly drooling around smelling like a dog’s arse after crocodiles had 
shredded it in a butt fest of utterly horrible & vile proportion. The device 
then blew him into a billion blood soaked soggy shitcaked & disgustingly 
smelly small pieces of zombie green meat. Dead again! Forever!

Pny Jack glared down at the foul remains & then back along the street 
where all the other kills lay rotting.

‘Too late. Always too late,’ he growled to himself, full of earnest, dark 
feelings that were about death, loneliness & hopeless desire. The zombie 
hadn’t been the big problem though. The zombie had been sent by the 
brilliant but totally evil Madame Atomos. The bombings of Hiroshima & 
Nagasaki were her bag. It was she who was the big problem.

Pny Jack frowned. This all seemed like something he’d already read 
about. He stretched out a hand & the scene was paper. The blood, the bone, 
the corpses, all paper.
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‘Shit, a fucking pulp dream created by André Caroff  (pseudonym of 
André Carpouzis) (1924– ),’ he sneered & turned out his room lights. 

Waking, he staggered over to the sink & spat a gob of green sleep-slime 
out his ugly mouth & watched it slowly slither down to the plughole like a 
pensioner on time deprivation blotting out into a squelchy turdy soul-dead 
deadness. The water from the faucet pulled his chain with deep freeze real, 
fl ushed into him a wild awakeness. 

He rubbed out his eyes with his stump of stinking towel, jacked off  fi erce 
& blind into the grubby bowl, washed down his cock still hurt in the after-
stress of the wank, pulled on his three month & never once off  his back suit 
with the stench of dead souls still hanging on like nearly dead road kill & 
ruminated a tad.

‘Starting in November 1968, French comics publisher Aredit (which also 
published translations of DC & Marvel material, as well as “Hallucinations” 
& “Meteor”) published twenty-four issues of a digest-sized “Atomos”comic 
magazine adapting Caroff ’s novels. After they ran out of Madame Atomos 
novels, Aredit adapted other, unrelated science fi ction novels by Caroff . So. 
So… What the fuck am I doing dreaming that stuff ?’ he asked himself staring 
into the mirror with nothing in his obvious as shit self-loathing disguised.

‘All them dead white kids & me black as the ace of spades,’ he frowned. 
‘Shit!’ He felt it coming up, a heavy tremble that wracked & shook every 

nerve in his body. Sweat dripped out of his straining face. The fi t lasted just 
thirty seconds dead. Wrapped in a long brown coat he slipped out into the 
fresh morning air.

1. La Sinistre Mme Atomos 
[The Sinister Mrs Atomos] 
Slouched on a high bar stool he swilled black coff ee & stared at the woman 
in the corner. She was a Japanese clit-to-cock beauty in an expensive suit 
& curves in all the right places. Too expensive for round here. Pny Jack 
reckoned that she was no accident.

‘What are you doing here?’ he asked her. She didn’t like his fake American 
cool. She knew it was uncool to be cool in certain situations. This was one of 
them.

‘I think you’re a worried son of a bitch,’ she said. He narrowed his eyes. 
He couldn’t see any back-up. If she was alone he’d sort her out well & proper.

‘Are you with the fuzz?’ he asked.
‘Quaint,’ she smiled at his retro jive act.
‘This place aint crowded. There are plenty of shadows. What if I take you 

outside & rough you up a bit. Then let’s talk about who’s the one worried,’ he 
snarled. She kept smiling.

‘You want to fuck me over, that’s your problem. You should get yourself 
some human contacts, take a cold shower, pay someone. Whatever, you 
need to calm down or else you’re going to get hurt. Punk,’ she said through 
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her smile. The ‘punk’ bit was added on as a kind of emphasis.
‘I aint your punk,’ he responded, bemused by her cool aggression.
‘You are nobody. But I have to use a nobody to get my message across. 

So that’s why we’re here together.’
‘I should fuck you out by the wall. I should leave you covered in cat piss 

& doggy barf. I’m going to enjoy this you bitch,’ he snarled. She didn’t stop 
smiling in a knowing style.

‘I am here in London for one thing & one thing only & that’s revenge,’ 
she said. 

This brought him to an abrupt halt.
‘What the hell are you talking about?” he had to ask.
‘You know what I’m talking about,’ she replied. He felt confused & stared 

some more at her so that he looked really stupid.
‘You know who I am & why I’m here,’ she added. 
Something clicked.
‘I know you?’ he asked, but he knew the answer. Somewhere, he knew 

the answer.
‘Yes. And you know why I’m here. It’s because you know who I am & why 

I am here that I am here. In a way, I couldn’t have been here without you. I 
guess I should thank you for that. Except that you’re conscious of nothing. 
You’re just the patsy here. Like I said, you’re just the punk,’ she said the last 
bit with disgust in her voice. The style of that last pronouncement hurt his 
feelings. That made him feel angry.

‘Hey bitch you lay off  calling me that ‘punk’ deal will you? What the 
fuck’s going on here,’ he snarled, but then he sat down because he didn’t 
know what was happening anymore. All he knew was that punching that 
woman seemed to be out of the question because it all seemed too deep for 
a knock-about macho weird sex rumble routine.

Something was crawling around in the deep shadows like bugs, like 
Kissenger psychotics, like bombs over Cambodia, like NixonWhite House 
cover stories, like Allende murder repeats, like evil Republican death 
sentences, like genocide AIDs infected rape squads, like Reagan, like Bush, 
like Bush again, like fi nding out that your worst ever nightmare that caused 
you to wake up with your eyes dangling out of their sockets on blood soaked 
revolting stems & your fl esh smeared in the sweat of a million sweat lathered 
herds of African bull elephants in the middle of the blackest pitch black 
moonless night was actually, really, truly the true truth – which happens all 
the fucking time. He saw them covering the walls & the table tops, black, 
furry, multi legged, silent, jerky & insane. They worked in the edges of his 
consciousness, like dim retinal cortex afterglows.

‘What the fuck…?’ he groaned as he felt their presence multiply.
‘Michihiro Sato set those up. Eff ective don’t you think? You really don’t 

know whether I just had the bar fi lled with killer bug secretions or whether I 
spiked your espresso just now do you?’

‘Sato? Who the fuck is Sato?’
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‘Plays the Tsugaru shaisen with a John Zorn combo some times. Of 
course, Sato’s just the kick-off . Its not him in any literal sense. Sato just 
suggests certain resonances. Toxic waste in the head. Green glows in the 
night. Cancer spreads, eats away at the material presence. I’m in charge 
of all this stuff . I’ve brought it along. I’m using your head as a highway to 
deliver it to London. You’re just a road,’ she explained.

‘You evil bitch,’ Pny Jack gasped.
She shot out her fi st. It blasted against his jaw. Pny Jack crashed back 

over the cracked open chair & sprawled, legs in the air, onto the fl oor.
‘Fuck, that does it. You’re in big heap of shit trouble lady,’ he snarled as 

he tried to get to his feet. Before he could, the power-mite Japanese woman 
was standing over him. Like in slow motion she lashed his face with a perfect 
high step kick which blammed his face with a stiletto heel follow-through. 
Blood exploded everywhere. All he could see was his own memory trace 
of her powerful sexy leg snaking out of the thigh-cut black dress to impact 
serious damage to his head.

He woke some time later out of a swirling black of pain & confusion.
‘Shit, she really kicked my ass. Now I’m really mad,’ he grunted to 

himself as he staggered out into the afternoon light of the London grey 
winter streets. People everywhere walked about as if they had been trained 
to walk but hadn’t anywhere to go. But he knew somewhere out there this 
Atomos bitch was planning deadly revenge on all of them.

2. Mme Atomos Sème la Terreur 
[Mrs Atomos Spreads Terror] 
‘I never even read those comics. Maybe my dad did but I never did,’ Pny Jack 
was thinking to himself. He walked without an aim. Something drew him on 
into Soho, full of distant smart people with attitude & a hip style he liked to 
rub up against. He liked to think he caught some of the good vibe from their 
style & fun. But he was gloomy & boring. Deep down he knew that. 

Suddenly, out of one of the wine bars a white youth tumbled, screaming 
& drooling from the mouth. But what really drew attention was the couple 
of machetes he was wielding savagely, blood dripping & sloshing from their 
blades.

‘What bad shit is this?’ asked Pny Jack as he ducked to one side. The 
raving lunatic boy with the weapons screamed past him. There was a panic 
all over the place. A head came rolling out of the bar onto the street with an 
expression of mute surprise blending with duh!. There was blood splashing 
about all over.

‘Oh my fuck,’ grunted Pny Jack. He screwed himself round to chase the 
maniac. An old man was screaming. 

‘He’s chopped the heads off  everybody. They’re all over the place. Heads. 
They are all over the place. People are still standing but their heads rolling 
like pin balls,’ he was describing the scene at a high octave.
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‘Fucking realists,’ sneered Pny Jack.
‘Hey mother fucker, come & get me,’ he shouted to the machete killer, 

trying to get his attention. The wild eyed youth turned to face him.
‘What the fuck do you think you’re up to, cutting people up with those 

blades my boy?’ asked Pny Jack, trying to keep a reasonable edge to his 
voice. He was weighing up the problem facing him. The youth was one 
eighty, one ninety fi ve pounds at most. Piece of shit. Except that the blades 
were lethal muther’s! 

‘KIIIIIIILLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!’ screamed the youth as he charged forward. 
His eyes were blanks, chemically adjusted no doubt, noted Pny Jack. Pny 
Jack left it until the very last moment before striking with a fi rm chopping 
uppercut to the jaw, working underneath the fl ashing blades. The youth 
dropped like a stone. The blow had snapped his neck. He was dead before 
he hit the ground. 

A crowd of hysterics & tourists gathered. A few cops arrived looking 
serious.

‘What the fuck happened here?’ asked one of the cops, a sarge called 
Bob Lamont.

‘That black geezer just killed this white boy stone dead with his bare 
hands,’ explained a red headed totty.

‘Well fuck me black boy. You just made one hell of a mistake. I’m sick of 
taking things easy on you brothers just because there are a few problems 
with degenerates on my side of the race war,’ sneered the sarge with wickedly 
glinting eyes, rapping his truncheon onto his open palm like a giant cock.

‘He killed a whole load of people in that wine bar back there. Chopped 
off  their heads. I was just doing what you lads should have been doing,’ 
explained Pny Jack, keeping his cool despite the provocation. Pny Jack was 
too iced up to get involved in a pointless argie bargie with the likes of the 
institutionalised racist copper Bob Lamont.

‘Is that so boy?’ responded Bob Lamont. 
‘He’s right Inspector. Twelve people in there all with their heads chopped 

off . Blood everywhere. I’m going to the curb to be sick,’ added a pale faced 
barfi ng rookie. Bob Lamont had heard all he needed to hear.

‘So what’s your involvement with this psycho nutter?’ he asked, keeping 
his rabid eyes on Pny Jack.

‘I’m just a citizen here passing on through,’ replied Pny Jack coldly.
‘Subject, you black bastard. You’re a subject just passing through. We’re 

all subjects here. The Queen is our ruler. This aint some fucking republic. This 
is civilisation you ignorant twat,’ gargled Bob Lamont, spitting white foam 
from his massive raw foul mouth.

‘Yea, whatever,’ replied Pny Jack, staying iced & chill. 
Just then a radio buzzed the sarge into a new scenario.
‘Christ, there’s been another incident like this on Westminster Bridge. A 

whole load of Jewish tourists from New York have been sliced to slam dunked 
salami by some chain saw maniac. Our boys have just brought him down in 
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a hail of bullets but not before he left twenty of the Americans with their 
torsos sawed in two. This is turning out to be an epidemic,’ commented the 
hard cop without a trace of emotion. Pny Jack hated the guy but reckoned 
that there might be things they could help each other out with.

‘What do you say we team up over this. I might have some information 
I’d be willing to spill. But I might need some of your high tech backup,’ 
suggested Pny Jack.

He’d worked out the cop ok. The way things were working out, Bob 
Lamont was getting to feel that dark scenarios were running way out of his 
league. He fi gured that if the ethnic could help then he’d go with him some 
way down the line.

‘What do you need?’ he asked.
‘I want you to get me all you can on a woman called Atomos. If you’ve 

nothing, try André or Caroff . If you’ve got nothing on those try Carpouzis. 
This wild killer bitch is out for some serious trouble & I think this cutting 
scene sounds like she’s already started. This is the way she starts to spread 
terror. But there’ll be worse, a lot worse, on its way. She’s got nuclear bombs 
on her mind, & revenge in her heart. Take care you take this seriously,’ 
instructed Pny Jack. Bob Lamont nodded & agreed to bring back what he 
could to a bar out in Acton that night.

3. Mme Atomos Frappe à la Tête 
[Mrs Atomos Strikes at the Head]
‘Her name’s Caroff . She’s Vietnamese. I don’t know where you got all that 
crap about Nagasaki & Hiroshima from. She’s not even vaguely connected 
with that as far as I can see,’ snapped Lamont in the Three Crowns pub 
in Acton. The Uxbridge Road was noisy & howled with a constant fl ow of 
traffi  c. Pny Jack sat hunched over his John Smith’s beer staring reluctantly 
into the copper’s face. 

‘She’s planted a viral memory into me. A sequence of French comics 
structured round the story of a Mme Atomos who seeks revenge for those 
bombings. She’s a fi ctional character. This Caroff  woman must have lifted 
the themes & put them in me. She said I was a road. I think she’s bringing in 
all her terror & evil through me somehow,’ remarked Pny Jack quietly.

‘How the hell’s she doing that?’ asked the policeman baffl  ed.
‘I haven’t got a clue. But there’s no doubt something like that is 

happening. Now, if all this stuff  was on fi le, you guys must be onto her for 
something or other,’ said Pny Jack warily.

‘Oh yea, she’s a felon all right. Committed a series of particularly brutal 
killings in Cambodia in the eighties. Tourists hacked to death after agreeing 
to go to bed with her. She always hacked off  their heads. Scooped out their 
brains, left great holes in their faces apparently. Nasty stuff .’

‘So what’s her motivation?’
‘Fuck knows. Secret thoughts of madness. Psycho nutters don’t 
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need motivation that others understand. It could be deep in anywhere. 
Disorganised thinking, bad parenting, repressed feelings or a weird take on 
animal politics. It could be any fucking thing at all,’ replied Lamont wearily.

‘In the comics its zombies.’
‘What is?’
‘She sends radioactive zombies to kill people. In the comics. Its what 

happens in the comics. So, maybe she was making real zombies back there 
in Cambodia,’ suggested Pny Jack.

‘Don’t be such a cunt man. Zombies don’t exist. They’re only in stories,’ 
hissed the exasperated copper.

‘If she can freak with my mind like she seems to be able to, then why 
can’t she freak with dead bodies & make zombies?’

‘I dunno. But it doesn’t seem likely. If its mind games she’s playing, 
maybe that’s what’s going on here. Think heads man. Think minds. She’s 
freaking your head & making you think there are things like zombies & 
so on. Its like you were drugged or something. Your mind hooked up with 
something twisted. So maybe she’s freaked with the killers too. Maybe the 
twats who went on the killing sprees today were thinking the same kind of 
thing. Perhaps they thought they were killing zombies. That’s why they both 
went about their jobs in the same way, slashing off  heads left right & centre. 
Independently. Its possible that they were connected by some psychotic 
fantasy planted there by this evil bitch fucker freak,’ suggested the sarge. 
Pny Jack nodded.

‘She strikes at the head. We need to strike at her before something else 
bad happens,’ suggested Pny Jack.

He caught the bus load of people passing by on the Uxbridge Road. Then 
after the bus had gone on by he realised that they had all been screaming 
& waving & running like fuck on the upper deck. And something was after 
them. Something with a machete.

‘Fuuuuuckkkkk!’ he screamed, leaping to his feet & charging out in to 
the cold winter night. The cop jumped up too.

‘What the hell’s got into you?’ screeched Lamont as he raced down the 
road in hot pursuit of whatever Pny Jack was in hot pursuit of.

‘There’s a machete attacker on that bus, upper deck,’ gasped Pny Jack, 
keeping up the hot pace. 

‘Shit,’ said the cop who redoubled his eff orts. 
The traffi  c was thick as it approached the crossroad where it intersected 

with the North Circular.
‘Here’s our chance,’ panted Pny Jack, leaping across the cold ground 

through the screaming traffi  c to crash land through the door of the red 
double decker. Hauling himself up from his arse he swung himself onto the 
upper deck just in the nick of time. A maniac pensioner with blue rinse, a 
mauve rain mack & sensible brogues was wielding a machete like a master. 
These three muscular builders in mud splattered overalls cowered in the 
front seat of the bus as she approached. 
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‘Hey lady, why don’t you try & remember what you are? Your mind 
has been taken over by a particularly powerful vengeance driven French 
speaking Vietnamese woman who has powers about which we can only 
guess at the moment. You need to revisit yourself. Fight it woman, come on, 
fi ght it,’ Pny Jack advised the potential killer with intensity & desperation. 
But whatever had happened to the pensioner she wasn’t hearing the advice 
any more. There was a weird grin all over her face. She was enjoying the 
power surge.

‘Ok, well then, you give me no option,’ shrugged Pny Jack as he realised 
she was going to hack the three builders to pieces if he didn’t intervene. He 
leapt forward to crash his fi sts into her face, sending her through one of the 
windows & smashing into the street. Pny Jack kept his eyes peeled on the 
road to see if he had done enough.

Within seconds the possessed killer pensioner was up on her feet & 
although half of her face had been pulverised away upon impact with the 
tarmac she was showing no signs of weakness. Indeed, she was jogging to 
catch up with the bus.

‘Fuck, not just crazy but super-charged somehow,’ surmised Pny Jack. 
He leapt from the bus into the street. At that moment Lamont came into 
view.

‘Keep your distance copper, this is one mad powerful bitch killer. Don’t 
be fooled by the wrinkles. She’ll have us both as thin-sliced bacon if we give 
her a chance,’ instructed Pny Jack.

‘Ok, so what do we do?’ asked Lamont who was getting used to following 
the strange logic of the situation.

The pensioner rolled her head & smiled a long smile. Her falsies fell out 
& her tongue lolled about like she was thinking of sex.

‘That’s disgusting, she must be at least seventy if she’s a day,’ groaned 
Lamont.

‘Hey, we can’t aff ord to approach this with ageist, sexist stereotypes 
driving our responses. If we do that we’re going to get smashed,’ warned 
Pny Jack. He knew that the way the world was going, PC responses weren’t 
a matter of choice. It was a matter of survival. 

At that moment the aged subject sprung forward & tried to skewer the 
black hero with her machete blade. Only super quick refl exes saved him 
from seeing his innards hanging like a string of sausage meat in the cold 
fresh air. Pny Jack lashed out a snaking right uppercut & sent the old woman 
sailing through the air & onto her back. She rolled over & leapt up spitting 
out blood & bone. 

‘Fuck, she’s just soaking it all up,’ commented Pny Jack, astonished. 
Lamont pulled out a small semi automatic.

‘Where the hell did you get that?’ asked Pny Jack.
‘Routine equipment these days on this sort of mission. You think I was 

going to come out here with you without some sort of security?’ replied the 
cop. The old woman snarled, dripped more gore & then began to charge 
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towards the two guys. Lamont fi red off  a couple of shots. They exploded into 
her knees. Blood & bone splattered everywhere. With a horrible squealing 
groan the old woman crashed into the turf & rolled around trying to stand. 
Her legs had been shot off  completely at the knees.

‘I guess the bones were brittle or something. Impact or what?’ surmised 
Lamont, feeling sick at the sight of the insane pensioner struggling to fi nd 
her feet. Her feet had been blown metres away from where the rest of her 
writhed. It was an ugly scene.

‘Shoot her in the head,’ordered Pny Jack. The woman roared in anger, 
defi ance & total blood lust as the bullet slithered into her brain & carved her 
head straight in two. Blood, brain & gunge splattered everywhere. Then she 
lay dead in her own gunk.

‘Neat shooting copper,’ remarked Pny Jack in a kind of deep masculinist 
manner. Lamont blushed at the compliment. It was kind of like love.

‘What the fuck are you doing now?’ asked Lamont as the mood suddenly 
shifted to hands in the afterbirth yuk. Pny Jack had knelt down by the 
shattered body & plunged his fi ngers into the porridge slurry remains of the 
blasted head.

‘It’s in the head. We agreed. So I’m trying to fi nd something in here, 
maybe a clue. If Atomos has implanted stuff  in the brain then maybe I can 
retrieve it,’ he announced. Lamont felt sick as the black hero splashed 
around in the gore & brain sludge of the dead pensioner.

‘Fuck all here as far as I can see. Maybe you have people you can trust 
who might be able to look deeper,’ announced Pny Jack, standing up & 
wiping his hands on some grass he had pulled up from the verge. It began to 
rain. Lamont wished he could go home. 

Starts to cry. A kid is yelling. Bawling his eyes out. Tears. Salt. Snot. 
Someone shut the kid up. Some one go & do something. Whose is the kid? 
For fuck’s sake, who owns the kid? Will whoever is responsible go shut the kid 
up for fuck’s sake!? Rain. All night. Hard & cold. Turn softer by the morning. 
Sleet & then snow. In the morning everyone is wondering about the white 
world. It has been snowing & it’s cold enough for the snow to have settled. 
You can’t hear anyone crying now. Whatever was going on it stopped. Is this 
the real world? Someone whispers. 

4. Un Linceul pour Mme Atomos 
[A Shroud for Mrs Atomos] 
‘Where the fuck did you get a body like yours?’ asked Lamont, admiring the 
black stud’s six pack, fi rm pecks & eighteen inch prick. 

‘I don’t know. It just grew there.’
‘I eat too much. Fat everywhere. Three inch prick. That’s what I grew. I’m 

pathetic. You were just luckier I guess,’ complained Lamont softly.
‘I guess.’ 
Lamont wanked off  Pny Jack. He played with the jizz, wiped it all over 
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his own little cock. They kissed. Lamont didn’t like the taste of Pny Jack’s 
mouth. The texture of the tongue wasn’t right either. So he pulled away 
eventually, as soon as he could. He didn’t let on. They slept in each others 
arms through all the night. It snowed then. 

‘Dad used to fuck me up the ass every night since I was fi ve. Turned my 
head away. Never kissed me. Never kissed my face I mean.’

‘That wasn’t right.’
‘Mum too. She never kissed me. She sucked me off . But she never once 

kissed me on the face as far as I can recall. And sucking me off  wasn’t that 
special. After all, she fucked the dog. And the postman. And the doctor. And 
the nurse who treated her for piles. And the lollipop man, who was in his 
eighties at the time. And milk bottles. And lucazade bottles. And then she 
became a tits out twisted teenage terror totty & then she had it away with 
bus loads of rugby league teams & miners & steelworkers & dockers because 
she was class conscious & had a statue of Lenin in her labia & Das Kapital 
tattoos all round her arse-hole. And she used to go out at night & kill tories 
& right wing scum of all kinds. Of which I was naturally proud, of course. But 
it puts the cunilingus in a proper perspective. And then she renounced her 
radical past & started thinking that William Hague was cute whereas before 
she had it that he was a cunt. And everything went downhill after that. ‘

‘Well, that’s a bad thing to have happened. Hard to shake off  I guess.’
‘Sure has been hard. But I’m over it now.’
‘Well that’s a blessing.’
Outside. The boy on the step is sitting in the snow. He’s a scawny black 

kid engrossed in a comic. He has a pretty face, sharp features, long fi ngers. 
I don’t know what you call what he’s wearing. But I would say he wouldn’t 
stand out, not one way or the other. You know, for good or for the other. He 
has an eye for nothing but the comic. He loves the feel of the cheap paper. 
He loves the graphics. He loves the colours & the strong lines. He loves the 
narrative.

The snow begins to fall again. At fi rst just a drift, coming out of the 
silence. Then it picks up & just fi lls up the air. A great white cloud of snow. 
It swirls up through the atmosphere & the boy is being covered in the stuff . 
There is no sound at all & the boy doesn’t fl inch from the stuff  but keeps on 
reading. He’s in his own world. He disappears into the snow. 

‘Shit!’ Pny Jack wakes & sits up. He surveys the grubby room. It’s a shit 
room. ‘My life stinks,’ he summarised.

‘Why the hell am I having such strange dreams these days? I need to 
cut out the scotch,’ he thought to himself. He loved scotch. He loved the 
seaweed scotch. In the mirror he saw that he looked older than his years.

‘I’m falling apart,’ he sighed.
When he met Lamont later that morning Lamont had news. 
‘I had that dead woman looked over like you said. My boys found 

something in the brain matter. Something they couldn’t explain. They 
weren’t expecting anything at all,’ he reported.
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‘How long before they work out what it is?’ asked Pny Jack.
‘A while. In a while. They’ll let us know then.’
‘What you have to understand,’ began Rabid Dee, a twenty something 

bleach blonde beauty with curves in all the right places & a PHD in the 
philosophy of the mind who licked her glossy black lips with a long pink 
tongue & gothed around the two fagged out guys with soulful vim, ‘is 
that there is always a cause. A material cause for everything. Everything is 
determined. Every event is an eff ect. Every eff ect has a cause. Therefore, 
everything is determined by the cause. And each cause in turn is an eff ect 
because it too has a cause. Therefore everything is determined. There is no 
escape from this. And all causes are material causes. There are no ghosts in 
the machine,’ she explained.

‘Fucking hell, what you’re saying is breaking my balls. The implication 
seems to me to be that there cannot be non-material causes for material 
eff ects,’ gasped Lamont, lighting a fag.

‘That’s exactly right,’ grinned the goth Doc.
‘In that case, what about my thoughts? How do they make a diff erence 

to anything I do? Thoughts aren’t material are they? So they can’t be 
important. Everything I do happens not because of thinking, but because of 
the material world.’

‘It’s a strange thing,’ nodded Rabid Dee.
‘But surely that’s not right. After all, if I want to shag someone & then I 

go & do it, surely that thought has to have been a cause of the fact of the 
shagging,’ grumbled Lamont, sucking on the fag. His head fl oated in & out 
of view as the smoke curled round his head.

‘But your thoughts are caused by material things. The brain, for instance.’
‘What, are you telling me that the workings of my brain is exactly what 

my thoughts are?’ surmised Lamont incredulously.
‘Don’t forget that reality is not subjective but material. And the 

causes of the subjective world is material. The material causes are beyond 
consciousness. Because consciousness is subjective. Consciousness is 
about subjectively having a world caused by the material world. We don’t 
experience the colourless, dry, stinkless, feeless, tasteless atoms & smaller 
even than atoms stuff . We experience the world of buildings, trees, oceans, 
sky & so on. Our subjectivity is this world. Our being conscious is this world. 
Our thoughts are this world. The subjective world of buildings, trees, oceans, 
sky & so on. And feelings. The whole experience. But everything is caused by 
the material world underwriting what we experience. The atoms & so forth. 
Everything is determined. One atom hits one atom which causes the atom 
to bounce to another place where it causes a further eff ect which causes 
another eff ect which causes another eff ect & on & on forever. You could draw 
an algorithm of everything in the universe at this level, follow the path that 
has to happen given cause & eff ect, atom working on atom & so forth. An 
algorithm of everything, right back to the start of it all. In principle you could.’

‘Huh?’ grunted the bemused Lamont.
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‘So we can say – all events have a cause, all causes are eff ects, so all 
events are causes. All causes are material but if all causes are eff ects then 
it doesn’t follow that all eff ects are causes therefore all eff ects that are not 
causes might not be material given that all causes are material but also 
just because all events are causes & all events have a cause & all causes are 
material it follows that all events are material but that non material eff ects 
are possible. Subjectivity is non material so subjectivity if anything would 
have to be a non-material eff ect. It couldn’t be a cause because all causes 
are material. Are you following this now fat boy unslim?’ she rattled.

‘But where’s my freewill gone in all this? How can I act on my own 
impulses? How can I break away from being fated? How can the world?’ 
screamed Pny Jack who was suddenly awake to a certain amount of crisis as 
the situation became increasingly clearer to him.

‘Surely an act without a cause is not freewill. If something happens & 
you didn’t cause it then you can’t be held responsible. Its not freewill, its not 
will at all,’ retorted the blonde bombshell.

‘But what about my freedom to act against nature, against the laws of 
the material world?’ complained Pny Jack, rubbing his head with a large 
shaking hand.

‘That’s just not on I’m afraid. Cause & eff ect are everything. There’s 
nothing more to be said. You have to do what happens because material 
causality works like that. Unless of course you want to believe in stuff  that’s 
not material. Like ghosts, spirits, res cogitans & so on. But if you want to do 
that, you still have to explain how it interacts with the material world, other 
than as eff ects’ responded the woman.

‘Come again?’ groaned Pny Jack.
‘If thoughts are not material, then how do they connect up with the 

brain? What tends to happen when you go down that avenue is that you 
get epiphenominism, where you have bodies & minds synchronized but 
not in any way aff ecting each other. Kind of parallel worlds. Mad. Jibbering. 
Frothing white bubbly mess out of gabbling semen-drenched lips; crazy. 
Ridiculous. Stupid. Fucked. Duh,’ she spat out.

‘So what you’re saying is that the world I experience is consciousness, 
that what it is to be a person is to have consciousness, have a subjectivity, to 
be non material. It is caused by the material world, is totally deterministic, 
an algorithmic machine working cause & eff ect, cause & eff ect for as long 
as there is a material world, where subjectivity is a direct experience of 
this world but at a causal distance, so we don’t notice the way everything 
is already laid out for us & there’s nothing we can do about it because we 
are caused by these things too. We have no freewill,’ stammered Lamont, 
fl icking away the last ditch of his fag.

‘Whatever, but we’re not zombies. Zombies don’t have a subjective 
anything. They are just blank. They’re behaviorists,’ shrugged Rabid Dee. 

‘What did you fi nd in Atomos’s brain then?’ asked Pny Jack, trying to 
change the subject.
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‘You’ll never believe the things we found,’ smiled Rabid Dee.
‘Quit fucking us about. What did you fi nd?’ growled Lamont. He hated 

these clever bitch types who thought they were so superior because they 
had education, looks, compassion, style, beauty of a non-conventional type, 
a dissenting imagination, some kind of infl uence & an open mind. If it was 
pre-determined then he felt resentful that Pny Jack had been lucky enough 
to get for himself an Adonis black power beauty thang & Rabid Dee the goth 
vamp intellectual beauty thang whereas he in his turn had gone gotten the 
fat, unshaven, wrecked, blotchy faced, slow thinking ugly thang. 

‘You ever seen Norman Rockwell pictures?’ asked Rabid Dee. 
‘Yea. Kind of weird stuff  in that they’re totally not weird. Straight pictures 

yeah?’ responded Pny Jack. Lamont grunted his displeasure. Yet again, they 
were knowing stuff  he knew jack shit about. He could feel his belly & his 
jowls ache & wobble. This totally down scenario wasn’t retrievable.

‘Its like we found one. A real kitchy scene.’
‘You found a Norman Rockwell picture in the spanked out brain?’
‘We found a scene like it could have come straight out of a Rockwell. Not 

a picture. A scene.’
‘A scene? As in, a real live 3-D type of thing. That kind of scene?’
‘That kind of scene.’
‘Shit!’
‘In the brain there was this scene. A small black kid sitting on a doorstep 

in the snow. A big city all around. Covered in the snow so it looks like some 
Christmas shot from New York or London done by Tim Burton. The kid is 
just sitting there, totally engrossed in his comic. He has a pile of them by his 
side. He doesn’t see us. Doesn’t even register a thing about us. Even though 
there we are, peering down out of what must be, I guess, the sky to him. He 
doesn’t stir. He just goes on reading.’

‘Oh wow.’
Pny Jack sat with his broad back to the window. Snow fell through 

the grey sky out there. He closed his eyes so his whole face seemed to be 
closed up. There was the smell of fried sausage meat coming up through 
the hallway. The offi  ce was a mess. Rabid Dee looked at her watch as if time 
had just run out.

‘I gotta run,’ she announced. Lamont felt tired & disgruntled.
‘You got a report or something about all this shite?’ he asked her.
‘On your desk there chief,’ responded the woman. Lamont couldn’t help 

let his eyes slip to her ass & he saw her looking at him.
‘The body, what have you done with the body?’ he asked.
‘Under wraps down in the lab.’
‘Keep it that way. I don’t want anyone else snooping about this,’ he 

instructed her. She frowned & looked at him as if to say what the fuck was 
happening, but she said nothing & slipped out through the door.

He wondered about last night or whenever. Had he slept with Pny Jack? 
He lit a fag & rubbed his bristly jawline. 
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‘You busy last night?’ he drawled.
‘Slept like a fucked over worker on slave wages doing three shifts back to 

back to feed my starving kids back in the garret,’ replied Pny Jack, opening 
his eyes as if shocked. ‘And some,’ he added. ‘I was beat. I am beat.’

‘Yea,’ nodded Lamont but he was talking to himself.
‘The dead woman’s a shroud for Atomos. A cover. Somewhere out there 

she’s plotting some evil devil shite,’ he said.
‘Maybe we should get the dead woman & mash it up. Burn it & all the 

evidence so that, I don’t know, so that its energies are dispersed,’ suggested 
Pny Jack, looking afraid.

‘No, better leave that be. let’s get out & fi nd this Atomos dame & have 
done,’ replied Lamont. 

5. Miss Atomos 
Walking the snow covered streets they’re both getting their nuts frozen off .

‘You know that scene in the dead woman’s brain? The boy reading the 
comics?’ began Pny jack.

‘Yea, what of it?’ growled Lamont. His huge bulk seemed to be gliding 
over the ice. He hated the snow as much as he hated everything else. 

‘I had a dream last night & that was it. The boy reading the comics. It was 
in my dream last night,’ announced Pny Jack.

‘It fi gures that something like that would be happening. She’s fucking 
with our heads man. She’s screwing us backwards with her fucking mind 
games,’ responded Lamont. 

‘Where are we going?’ asked Pny Jack as they continued to trawl the 
streets.

‘Look around you. What do you see?’
‘Yea, so I see the snow & all. So?’ said Pny Jack.
‘Some place round here there’s the boy. On the step. We just got to fi nd 

him. Remember, you’re a road.’
‘So I’m a road? What are we doing?’
‘Look around you. Is there anything you recognise? Any place? Follow 

your instinct. She’s put stuff  in you. You should be able to fi nd the place,’ 
snapped Lamont. 

So that was it. 
They were walking to fi nd the kid with the comics. They turned a corner. 

Some burnt out shell of a warehouse building like something left out of hell 
stood opposite. A shape moved out of the shadows. Some sense of primitive 
evil, some thing pure & deep. There was a lack of humanity in it. There 
wasn’t a person there.

Then a gigantic zombie with the face of George W Bush & the tits of 
Dolly Parton emerged out of the blackness with a WWF Rock/Stone Cold 
body-line & cane-toad froth spurting out of the growling teeth grinding 
mouth & a revved up chain saw splattering fresh blood off  its churning 
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bastard blade. It approached them.
‘The danger with all this stuff  is missing the point.’
‘Its a fucking monster with a chain-saw or something. The point’s simple 

really.’
‘Maybe its not.’
‘Its like a Karloff  monster disguised as an extreme right wing US 

President wet-dreaming of Saddam with a cranked up chainsaw, tits &… & 
its moving up on us.’

‘Yea, but slowly. Maybe there’s a clause that says it can’t move fast. We 
could walk away. At that speed it would never catch up.’

‘Too true. Shite, so what’s with it & all that slow moving stuff ?’
‘Dunno,’
‘Bored. Maybe we should slow down, let it catch us up.’
‘Its got a fucking chainsaw. And red glowing eyes.’
‘Fucking Chinese or something.’
‘Fucking woman too.’
‘You can tell?’
‘Great tits. Course its a fucking chick. Great arse.’
‘Maybe we should see if it wants something else. Like, maybe it wants 

to suck dick.’
‘Its got a chain saw.’
‘We can’t keep walking away from it like this forever. We’ve been trucking 

for a half hour & its still there. Why don’t we take a cab? Get right away.’
‘What could it possibly want?’
‘It’s got a chain saw & a psychotic look. It wants to chop you to shit.’
‘So its one of the Atomos crew.’
‘Maybe. Or maybe its like, daughter of Atomos. Its a totty with attitude, 

sexy as hell once you get past certain obvious features.’
‘The stitches, the Bush look, the chainsaw… mainly the chainsaw.’
‘Yea, but sexy as hell though.’
‘You should get a life man. All this sex obsession stuff ’s giving you an 

unrealistic perspective on the situation. Believe me, there’s no screwing 
going to be happening here.’

‘I guess. Seems a pity though.’
The snow becomes a blizzard, a white fog builds & builds until there’s just 

a white stack of visibility. Its incredibly deranged & disorientating. Lamont 
has this weird feeling that if he took off  his clothes & approached this slow 
moving deranged psychotic Miss Atomos fi gure he’d be able to persuade her 
to let him fuck her. But this stupidity was just a hunch which never moved 
from where it was ie from his dumb as fuck for a fuck head into action. 

‘I think I’ve fi gured out its role. Its been puzzling me,’ whispered Pny Jack.
‘So what is it?’
‘She’s taking us away from wherever the kid is. Leading us out of the 

vicinity. She’s messing up our trail, putting us off  the scent.’
‘So now we know.’
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‘So now we know.’
‘So we should what? Fight the bitch?’
‘Yes.’
Lamont peeled away from the side of Pny Jack & simultaneously pulled 

his shooter from his inner pocket. The gun grew to the size he reckoned he 
needed. Pny Jack was impressed by the speed of the fat ugly man & the way 
he followed up as if there was a certainty being invented. Pny Jack himself 
spun round on his heel. Snow barked up like little dogs at his twisting feet.

There was the face-off  of snow, a wall of the snow.
‘Where the fuck is she?’ screamed Pny Jack, sensing that there was 

intense danger in this blindness. 
‘Dunno,’ roared back Lamont gripping the gun with one hand & wiping 

off  the fi zzing snow from his face.
‘Just shoot for fuck’s sake. I can’t see a thing. Just shoot,’ screached Pny 

Jack, every nerve ending tingling. 
KARANG!!!!! The bullet sliced out through the weird atmosphere & 

something responded. 
‘The snow’s pink.’ Deepens to bright crimson. Carnation snow. 
‘Oh fuck, it’s got teeth.’ 
KARANG!!!!!KARANG!!!!! KARANG!!!!!KARANG !!!!!
KARANG!!!!!
Cancel slow. This is about to get very disgustingly OTT gore fest vile 

horrorifi c & very very fast as The Flash fuck fast. Out of the white shit of 
coke snow the snarling face & the tight sex bomb bod of Miss Atomos comes 
fl ying through with a dedicated bad attitude & her chain saw buzzing for 
fl esh to hack & smash. All traces of George W had disappeared. All that was 
left was this totally awesome clit-to-cock kick-chick.

‘Hi guys,’ she smirks then whips round the buzz blade towards Pny Jack’s 
massive neck.

‘Fuck,’ grunts Pny Jack as he reels backwards just out of range thanks to 
his refl exes, busy eye, strength.

Someone loses an eye. The blade hacks out big hefts of fl esh. The 
blood is black & thick like syrup. Froth that’s white as cream. Bone is easy 
compared to, say, tree. What drains away with the hacked off  solids? What 
gloops around in a whirlpool, slurps down the plughole? Lamont in the 
smell of the snow & chewed up loss. The demented metal saw. The blood 
drenched screams. 

What he has is her fi ne ass. Her strong thigh. The strong scent of sex & 
violence. A whole language based on her movements. Her hidden speed. Her 
youth. The focused resolution of all current values murderous & deft in the 
blizzard. The scalded pale storm. The freeze. Lamont can feel the outline of 
his own ugliness. He spins from East to West, from North to South & fi ghts 
for breath. Energy which years ago he had is now somewhere else. He feels 
his lungs tight & backing off  from the strain. Slicks of despair fl oat through 
his eyes. Under the weight of his fl esh he can understand the blade she’s 
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weilding as a threat of release. Which might be good. He has this desperate 
thought. That he might welcome the incoming insane blade. He might kiss it.

Out of the snow her naked hand reaches towards him. A blur. Somewhere 
not far behind the lunatic buzz of the machine. Further behind the gasp & 
gargle of the wounded Pny Jack. 

‘I shall kill you.’
‘It’s not easy to kill what embarrasses you,’ she said.
Wow, he thought her voice wasn’t of this earth. He shivered into the 

spookiness. He triggered his shooter. Three shots into the snow smoke. 
Some sort of silence came through & he listened hard to his own panting 
breath, & the weight of his own body pressing onto him. 

Where’s the boy? The child with the comics sitting outside in the snow? 
He should freeze to death in this weather. 

‘Pny Jack? Where the fuck are you?’ Lamont called out, aware that the 
silence was suddenly about something.

‘Pny Jack,’ he called out again. He fell about, scrambling through the 
storm, the upshot of the crazy battle. He tripped & fell over the kerbside 
of the road. But he found neither Pny Jack nor Miss Atomos. The snow 
continued. It was a mystery.

                        

6. La Défaite de Mme Atomos 
[The Defeat of Mrs Atomos] 
Stop for a moment. In his fl at he recognises the scum sheets, the damp walls 
– there are black cold mushrooms for God’s sake, dotting the walls like the 
palpy soul splatterings of road-kill hedgehogs. 

‘This is confusing. There is confusion. Some mishtake surely. ed.’ He 
pours himself a seaweed scotch. Twelve years old. It smells pharmaceutical. 
Something you’d pour into a septic wound. Lamont wants to get his hands 
on the bitch who killed Pny Jack. He wants to slaughter her. 

‘I would be a butcher.’ He sneers into his glass. Everything since the 
battle in the snow with the deadly chain-saw woman has been a terrible 
slowness.

All over the fl oor were the porno mags & loads of used tissues all 
scrunched into desperate, shameful balls which is banal & ordinary & almost 
real life. The Internet porn glowed in the corner. He stood shaking before 
the screen, downloading what he liked but not able to concentrate, his cock 
gripped fi rm but not responding. 

‘Come on,’ he muttered to himself. He looked at the hand & the cock. 
He fl agged, felt sore & wasn’t surprised. He was in a slow sort of stress. It 
seemed to be about his own self-image, about what he was wanting to do. 
He was alone. He read the headings of the index he’d booted up. This was to 
do with his job. He was on the case of the evil Atomos woman. Beating her. 
The porn connected with that. 

Lipread:
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS
                           TOUCH YOUR TOES!
                                                      TAKE LESSON
THE LITTLE BACK ROOM
                           Spanking dream
                                                      Bettie Page
DESK TOP BOTTOMS
                           SPANKING IN THE MOVIE
                                                      MARTINET
JANUS 1979
                           Reality in the old photography
                                                      DEBBIE
The Paterfamilias
                           SPECIAL ORDER FURNITURE
                                                      RED CHAIR
EXPERIMENT GALLERY
                           Alex Dupe Collection
                                                      Boys
BOOK no.1
                           BOOK no.2
                                                      BOOK no.3
Cartoon & Comic
                           Telephone box card in LONDON
                                                       Nell in Bridewell
F/M Gallery
                           CORNER TIME (OLD)
                                                      CORNER TIME (NEW)
Rag Doll
                           Nice spanking images
                                                       SCHOOL
 ‘30s Spanking Album
                           PRETTY MAIDE COLLECTION
                                                      Teachers Pet
Mr K.D.
                           How to use chairs
                                                      F/M Gallery
Old MARTINET
                           Slow return home
                                                      BLUSHES 31
NEW SPANKING GALLERY
                           SPANKING IN WINE LABELS
                                                      Good-bye 1900’s
CUISANT NOVICIAT
                           Work of Hank Quinlan
                                                      La Fille Punie
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CONTRIBUTION from world friends
                           ITEMS.

He sat himself down on the bed sheets & tried to sleep. The room was really 
very cold, the heating was a small two bar electric thing that squatted in the 
corner like a whipped dog. Home. 

Three in the morning he clips on his Apple Mac. Courtesy of the 
department. He nicked it. Searches for Rabid Dee’s e-mail.

– Something strange. Got to ask. Pny Jack killed. I’ve got his blood all 
over me. Atomos woman had a helper. Maybe a daughter. Miss Atomos. 
She trashed us tonight. I might have killed her but couldn’t fi nd the body. 
I believe the 3D scene with the boy is the energy source. Can you feed it to 
me down the line?

– What kind of energy?
– You awake? Dee, you’re weird. 
– What kind of energy?
– Maybe something to do with identity. Tapping into the subjectivity of 

identity. Builds up power in the subjective event of personality. Shit, you tell 
me.

– My view about the mind is that it is open & not mysterious. There is no 
unconscious of which we can be conscious. The person with desires has no 
hidden desires that can be brought to the surface by a theory or whatever. 
Freud, Klein etc is shite. People have privileged access to their own ideas, 
temptations & motivations. Did you want to fuck your mum?

– Are you crazy?
– I’m just making the point. Consciousness of unconscious thoughts 

– load of shite. But there is a second type of thing to do with unconscious 
thoughts. There might be neural activities of the brain that work like guided 
missile systems. They cause behavior without causing consciousness. 

– But this scene isn’t the brain is it?
-We have been made conscious of it. I think maybe we’re infected.
– Infected? Then keep it all under wraps.
Lamont drinks some more whisky. Outside, through the snow, he can 

hear the sound of horses whinnying, snorting. He imagines their fl ared 
nostrils & their hot breath steaming out like steroid pumped WWF pussy 
cracking testosterone-charged bad-ass missile shooting dragons.

  

7. Miss Atomos vs. KKK
The Klu Klux Klan members arrived on seven white horses. The Klansmen 
wore their white robes & hoods. Like pillow cases. Lamont watched them 
from his high up window & then went on down to see what the hell was 
happening. By the time he got to the doorway of the high rise building 
leading out onto the snow-covered tarmac Miss Atomos had already 
started. The mighty woman leapt through the air with a hideous scream, 
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wielding her chain saw blade with vivid effi  ciency. 
Lamont recognised her. He feels his cock swell.
– She’s ‘Lady Death’ by Carl Macek, Luke Ross & Fabio Laguna. ‘Bad Kitty’ 

by Brian Pulido & Steven Grant. ‘Purgatori’ illustrated by Al Rio & inked by 
Tie. ‘Chastity’ illustrated by Adriano Batista & inked by Rich Koslowski. ‘Dark 
Witch Raven Hex’ by Jim Balent. Some sort of mutational freak. Mental. 

– All those are western. I’d have expected manga pulp. ‘The Three 
Priestesses of Muldoon’ by Hidetomo Tsubura. ‘Gunsmith Cats’ by Kenichi 
Sonoda, ‘Belldandy’ by Kosuke Fujishima, imagine ‘Bishouju’ pretty girls out 
of Hikaru Havahi with a chain saw cutting off  the arms of KKK guys, blood 
spewing out over bright snow & their white horses in bucket loads. ‘Mistress 
9’ by Naoko Takeuchi. ‘Sailor Moon.’ ‘Peach Girl.’ ‘Juline.’ ‘Bleu Monday’ by 
Chynna Clugston-Major, based on the cover of ‘The Jam’s’ last album cover 
‘The Gift.’ 

– All the dead Klansmen in the snow. Everything hacked to pieces. She 
just went mental & all that was left was meat in sheets. The horses ran off . 
Fuck knows where they’ll go in a city. 

– I think its a kind of vindication scene. You get to witness something 
that lets you off  the hook. Racists that are kind of obvious. Ridiculous. 
Extreme in their costumes & stuff . Rhetorical racists, like Nazis. Most racism 
isn’t like that. Same with the woman. She gets to do good but you get off  
on her because she wears a sweet little leather costume thing that shows off  
the sexual returns. You wank at the thought of her cutting those guys down. 
Women with kick ass bodies, fetish queens, pussy divas for your cock eye 
feast. Jizz fantasies.

Lamont sits back in his room, his trousers by his ankles. He needed to 
work the knuckle shuffl  e before anything else. Then he needed to e-mail 
Rabid. And then he sits reading the stark messages & knows that he has 
been infected. Miss Atomos appeared to be a western comic grrrrl mixed in 
with manga. All Lara Croft & some. It must have been something else. The 
KKK wiped out as they rode into the city, through the inclement weather, 
the storm covering up everything. He hardly dared go outside & look.

Pulling himself together he went down to the street. This is the empty 
zone, place of no returns, where the silence just extends itself out. Its a 
terrifying place. Lamont shivers. The storm’s past. Its fi ve below zero. There 
are no corpses. Everything is clear. He wonders about the fate of Pny Jack.

He thinks he’s in hell. The tall buildings kind of slant, like they’re drunk, 
coked out, dying of hunger – these are thin, holocaust buildings, buildings 
that are like a bad conspiracy that ensures that we know everything is 
forever fucked over, like a list of names from an old scandal that reaches out 
& out, from the past into the present & can’t be obliterated, like a Watergate 
list of Charles Tex Colson, Richard Milhouse Nixon, Spiro T Agnew, Gerald 
Ford, John Dean, The Nazis, John Mitchell, Creep, Gordon Liddy, Gemstone, 
Howard Hunt, The Cubans, James MCCord, The CIA, The Kennedys, 
Disneyland. The sky is gunmetal grey. Lamont recalled that Nixon had 
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declared ‘I am not a crook’ in Disney’s Fantasyland. 
All the faces of the people as they pass are drained of compassion. This 

is hell, he confi rms. He pulls out a fag & needs to feel the buzz. It doesn’t 
come. Its early on, rush hour. No one smiles as he walks along. He rings a 
bell. The fl at looks out over where the KKK were massacred. A tired woman 
with dark hair opens the door. He can hear a bawling kid from somewhere in 
her background. Japanese. ‘Anzu’ or ‘Karin’ from the Komatone High School 
out of Futaba-Kun Change! Volume 4 GN. Or Narumi Kakinouchi’s ‘Vampire 
Princess Yui.’ 

‘You report a commotion here last night?’ he asks. He tries to work out 
whether she would want to have sex with him.

‘No I never,’ she replies.
‘I’m a cop. You want to invite me in?’ he asks. He’s aware that his breath 

is foul like an ass-hole of a beef eating diuretic.
‘What for?’ she asks. Christ, what’s with the aggression? People these 

days, they’re so suspicious. 
‘Some people were killed here last night. A big fi ght. Ended up in all sorts 

of shit.’ He imagines sticking his hand up her navy blue skirt & squeezing her 
pussy. Imagines hoiking her knickers down & ramming himself into her hot 
gash & riding her doggy until she came again & again. She wasn’t impressed 
by anything she saw. She looked bored.

‘Yea, well, I heard nothing. I saw nothing. Nothing to do with me mate.’ 
The child screaming from somewhere deep in the building seemed to be 
getting louder. As if it was honing in on him like a missile.

He sucks on his fag against the wall after the door has been slammed 
behind him. There was something in her look that told him that she had 
known his sex-obsessed thoughts. 

‘Fucking telepaths. Its getting on my nerves. Its like a plague,’ he 
mumbles half out-loud. People walking past, he notices, are avoiding 
looking at his eyes. Perverts.

At the scene of the battle between the KKK & the Atomos killer there 
were no bodies. No signs at all of any sort of struggle. No blood or shit. Fuck 
all. He is worried because he feels no interest in any of them. The woman he 
just talked to, he felt nothing for her. He didn’t want to see her as anything at 
all. He felt infected. Like whatshername had said. He runs through a litany of 
need. An expressivist mood comes to him, kind of like Herder rooted in the 
concept of a plurality of states found in the nature of things but not found 
in the natural order conceived in the old hierarchical mode. Blah blah blah.

‘Freedom alone is capable of lifting minds above mere money & shit.’ 
‘Nationalism is bad because of Hitler. Communitarian ethics is bad because 
of Pol Pot.’

‘Instrumentalist society is bad because of the politics of Eliot & Pound.’
‘Luis Royo is God.’ He stops at this last one & grins. Its a cheesy thought. 

Roya’s sex & gore vamp splatter heavy metal bashes still crucifi ed Lamont’s 
jeapordised sanity. He sees what Roya draws – white grrrls chewing out the 
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bad karma from their muscle-bound captivators. & vice versa. Heavy duty 
hallucinatory darkness, wet dreams from the crypt of vampirella Julie Strain 
Lorna Leviathan. Dirty. Situated & punctual as ever. 

He e-mail’s Rancid.
– Atomos has crawled into the head of the child. Wants to make him kill 

himself. We somehow have stumbled onto this. The psycho mayhem we’re 
seeing is a result of this. Its like, we’re in his world. We’re defending him. 
I got this from thinking about Yasushi Nirasawa’s ‘Psycho Genie’ from the 
Devilman series. She is a comic character who gets inside kiddies heads & 
makes them top themselves.

– What?
– All this snow. I’ve got an experiment. I’m sending you my copy of ‘Tomb 

Raider 12. Yeti! Avalanche!! Lara!’ by Dan Jurgens, Billy Tan & Jonathan D. 
Smith out of Top Cow comics. I want you to read it.

8. Le Retour de Mme Atomos 
[The Return of Mrs Atomos] 
‘Feminism is an important challenge to philosophical theory, particularly 
those originating in Enlightenment thought. It is a response to the oppression 
of women in all its forms. This stems from the old saw that men are rational 
& women emotional. Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Rousseau etc. assert this stuff . 
Kant had advice on how to whip black slaves. But as to the sexist saw – 
some sisters have gone with that, they’ve agreed that gendered natures are 
diff erent, & claimed that by doing so they’re radicalising the ‘problem.’ Me. I 
hate all that clever-dick fuck shit. I’m with Mary Wollstonecraft & know that 
women are no more irrational & screwed up psycho killer hysterics than men 
are. I go with a dissenting project & want wimmin with balls not a fucking 
sisterhood of needlecraft lezzies,’ opined Rancid.

‘You want us men to re-evaluate ourselves in the light of you wimmin? 
You want us to appreciate things we’ve traditionally denigrated, like care & 
love & that kind of shit?’

‘Yes. And as wimmin become more entrenched in public as opposed to 
private space then ideas of justice & equality will be enlarged. Too often, 
the domestic sphere is considered off -limits for such considerations. Think 
about marital rape & domestic violence, the way they’re handled in law.’

‘Have you read “Tomb Raider 12” ?’ asked Lamont.
‘Great stuff .’
‘Well then, I think that should do it,’ concluded Lamont enigmatically.
‘What are you planning?’
‘I’m playing a hunch.’
‘So what do we do? What happens next?’
‘We wait.’
After a while.
‘This is boring.’
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‘If I said I’d fuck you would you turn me down?’ asked Lamont.
‘I would. I do. Most certainly,’ grinned Rancid.
‘Is that because I’m a very ugly specimen with a bad personality or is it 

something else?’
‘No, its all about you. I guess I could…would… if the person struck me as 

someone, you know… I want to be able to connect.’
‘I just want to get my end away.’
‘That’s ok. But I like to have something over & above that. A kind of 

residual hum. Its a pleasant thing.’
‘Its a fucking devil spook thing if you ask me. Its about as pleasant 

as torturing children & murdering old people. Its something that’s 
unreasonable, fascist & out of control. My cock is an evil goblin. ‘

‘When was it born?’
‘Whenever I see even in my mind’s eye wimmin’s ass.’
‘You’re a very lonely little guy Lamont.’
‘Fucking too right.’
‘I should take you out. Why don’t you get out more Lamont?’
‘I’m always out.’
‘I mean, with wimmin? Why just fantasy? Why not real?’
‘Real sucks.’
‘I should take you out. I should like to kill the goblin. Kill the evil in it.’
‘That’s a very compassionate thing. A very ethically righteous thing to 

desire,’ said Lamont testily.
‘What then?’
‘I’d be happy to kill it.’
They went out into a pub which was a short walk away from Lamont’s 

fl at. There he was introduced to Ingrid who had a day job as a receptionist for 
one of the larger e-publishing companies. She had done a degree in English 
& Anthropology at Nottingham University. He parents had been kind of 
lower middle class – dad an accountant, mum a primary school teacher. He 
gave her money up front.

‘Meet me back at my place at three,’ he whispered to Rancid as he left. 
He noticed that Ingrid was short, fat & had a squint but he too was a 

short ugly git & a lot fatter than she was & had a load of other things about 
him that weren’t exactly Captain America spry. After some fumbling about 
with cock & cunt the sex did in the goblin for the time being although she 
was a bit drunk & he came too fast but the episode started him thinking 
that wimmin didn’t have to look like cartoon superheroines/villains for him 
to give out the gene gloy. He also liked her sense of humour & the way that 
after sex she went straight to sleep leaving him alone to his own thoughts. 
And also that the sex was short, so he hadn’t had to go into cardiac attack 
inducing overdrive. Like minutes not hours. Like small digit minutes. Like 
fi ve, say! So he survived. Safe sex is short sex. Is cholesterol aware sex. Is 
fucking mindlessly brilliant. 

But he had some other thoughts that waggled around in his head 
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throughout the event. Like he closed his eyes & sniff ed. What came through 
were sources of enjoyment, pleasure triggers that he had a horrible sneaky 
thought had driven the whole screwing Ingrid thing through. There were 
some surprises. Like, fi rst source was an anthropomorphic fantasy – girl 
with donkey ears & tails & shit from Daphne Lage & Jose Calderon’s “Tall 
Tails” epic fantasy featuring these kinds of cross-species twisters, then 
‘Saint Tail’ by way of Megumi Tachikawa about thieving the clock in wonder 
garden which gives total happiness when couples eye-ball it, then ‘Momo’ 
getting fi t kicking her legs then ‘Sakura’ by CLAMP whose sexy Japanese 
fl ake seems sooo appealing…

But then, & he knew it was getting weird but this was just too much 
– he started getting twitches out of Pokeman – “Magic Pokenman 4” by 
Yumi Tsukirino with Lamond & Hazel as his objects of desire, followed by 
Mewtwo the grey/white feline Pokeman creature as drawn in Pokeman Tales 
17, followed by Yumi Tsukirino’s Magical Pokeman Journey Volume 1 TP – the 
fi rst ever Pokeman girl’s comic – shogo manga – which returned him to the 
blonde & the red Lamond & Hazel of before. Then to Hyper Police Manga 5 & 
the twin Manga gal sex pot team of Natsuki & Sakura – Natsuki half human, 
half cat, Sakura a fox person, both with massive fi repower. Then Go Nagai’s 
Devilman Lady, a foxy ex-Olympian high school teacher transformed into a 
devil beast which retains human thoughts. Then the sex/cute girls of Hinata 
Apartment out of Ken Akamatsu’s “Love Hina” shounen manga/tv anime. 
Dissolving to the almost stick-fi gure drawing of Sazae-San produced by 
Machiko Hasegawa, Japans fi rst successful comic strip artist which came out 
in 1946 ands has sold 62 million copies. Suddenly, through the laughable 
ineptness of these lust fantasies, Lamont begins to start putting together 
this & that. A mass readership. He thinks that it might be signifi cant to 
acknowledge that. Signifi cant. Dangerous…. How the fuck was he even able 
to line up these creatures with the ripe fl eshpots of Ingrid? He couldn’t get 
his head round that one at fi rst. 

Underneath these avatar’s of desire, however, was more familiar stuff  
– stuff  he’s have expected, stuff  he’s been supposed to deal with. Goblin 
fodder.  Like, Hana Tsu-Vaschel out of Fear Eff ect Special: Retro Helix 1 by 
Frank Mastomauro & David Wohl penned by Francis Manapul & inked by 
Livesay – much fl eshier, Poison Ivey out of “Batman: Gotham Knights 15” 
from the cover by Brian Bolland… Bolland had always inspired dark rancid 
sexual tensions in Lamont, & Lamont considered this. It was a twisted 
thought. Jim Balet’s “Tarot 7,” Raven Hex of the steel nipples doing catfi ght/
lesbo battle with a coven of Shadow Witches. He bared his teeth. Spittle 
drooled down from his jowly, sweaty face. This stuff  made sense, but 
overlaid by the other crap – it made him think. There was something nutty 
here. It was already late so after half an hour of uneasy snoozing he dressed 
& pushed off  back to his fl at.

At two forty fi ve he arrived back there. Rancid, looking just like Jen Cham 
off  the Frank Cho cover of “Liberty Meadows 19” wearing a yellow mack & 
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matching rain hat, blue cut-off  jeans & green fold-over boots, was already 
kicking her heels in the snow. He could sense her six pack underneath, the 
muscled up power of the top totty. 

‘How’s the goblin?’ she quipped.
‘Goblin’s been gobbled, has gobbled, will gobble again…’ he joked back.
‘So what’s this experiment?’ she said, getting straight on to the biz.
‘It’s already started,’ he said mysteriously.
‘Do we have to stand around in the snow? Its freezing out here,’ shivered 

Rancid.
‘If we’re infected then we should be experiencing something pretty 

much any time,’ he explained.
‘Hmmm.’
‘Look, I’ve put us both under the same infl uence. I wondered if its the 

way it works.’
‘What same infl uence?’
‘You read “Tomb Raider: Episode 19” ok?’
‘Ok.’
‘Then try & focus on it for a moment. Keep it in your head.’
‘Ok.’
‘And here we go.’
The snow seemed to gather itself up from the pavements. Down went 

the shining moon & the stars went out. Rancid gasped in astonishment.
‘What the fuck’s happening here?’ she croaked.
‘This is it,’ responded Lamont excitedly. 
‘What the hell is it?’ asked Rancid. 
The snow seemed to smoke & then solidify, a shape, an outline, began 

to emerge out of the confused mass of white & shadow. It towered above 
them ten, twenty feet tall, a thousand pounds & well pissed off .

‘Yeti’ hollered Lamont over the roar of the powerful behemoth. 
‘Goddam,’ responded Rancid, knowing that the legendary beast of 

Himalayan myth now stood stomping & growling before them, an apebear/
humanoid monster of gargantuan proportion & a bad attitude. Blood 
dripped off  its venomed claws & off  its scissor-row teeth. Small hunks of 
human, dog & horse fl esh stuck to it like damp, manky, revolting confetti. 
The terrible pong of innards & shite steamed from the beast.

‘Shite, we can’t fi ght that monster,’ she screamed at Lamont, pulling the 
fat ugly little white guy away. Lamont spun round & pulled out his shooter, 
which this time had grown to an enormous length in response to the nature 
of the threat, letting three shots rip into the hide of the vast creature. 

‘Shite Lamont, all that’s doing is drawing attention. You’re bugging it,’ 
pointed out Rancid. Lamont had to agree. They scuttled back down the 
street. The creature was not just huge & beefy, it was also fast. There was no 
way they were going to be able to outrun it.

‘Its no good, we can’t outrun it,’ hissed Rancid as she realised the futility 
of their movements. Lamont was already ahead of her. He had fallen to his 
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knees & was scrabbling through the snow like an animal digging.
‘Give us a hand here,’ he shouted. 
‘What are you doing?’ 
‘Manhole cover. Let’s get out of here,’ informed Lamont. They were just 

in time, sliding down into the sewer like rats before their nemesis reached 
them. They saw the Yeti’s giant hand claw down through the hole trying to 
fi sh them out but there was just no room for it to follow them down. They 
scampered away through the vile cold of the tunnel just happy to be alive. 

‘What the hell is happening?’ asked Rancid a few moments later. 
They’d stopped running, steadied their exploding hearts & were now slowly 
beginning to feel the ice cold atmosphere feel them up.

‘I’m not going to die down here like some fucking rodent scum,’ said 
Lamont through his chattering teeth. 

‘So what the hell’s the Yeti doing here in our city? More to the point, how 
come you seemed to know that it would be here? More to the point, how 
come the Yeti even exists?’ asked Rancid.

‘That was Mme Atomos. She’s returned,’ Lamont informed her.
‘Fucking hell, she’s abominable,’ gasped Rancid as they trudged along 

the dark tunnel looking for a way out. 
Meanwhile the Yeti had begun to scoop out the upper crust of the road & 

dig down to the tunnel. Her enormous strength generated by the mutational 
qualities brought about by who-the-fuck-knows-what meant that she was 
soon down in the darkness with them. She began to sniff  the foul air & soon 
picked up the trail. She began to fl ow through the darkness, her strange 
breathing echoing down the black tunnels. 

Cat girl manga teens with power drills. Nasty beady huge red eyes, 
twelve foot high platform sole shoes, nothing in between – thousands of 
them. Razor nail-bomb teeth. Toxins fl ushed into the underworld years ago 
had caused these mutational nutters. The Yeti/Madame Atomos roared as 
one of the cat mangas suddenly stabbed a drill into her leg. It seemed to 
provoke rage & a murderous mental reaction. Atomos’s arm crunched into 
a whole hoard of the killer super-intelligent teenagers, crushing them to a 
bloody foul pulp in a moment. This worked like a signal to the others who all 
swooped down on their gigantic enemy. The screams & squeals thundered 
through the tunnels in all directions to the open air above.

Suddenly there was a gigantic surge of mental gob-shite barfi ng out 
into the skulls of the rest of the world’s population. It came from the yeti 
& the cat manga characters clashing in a brutal blood letting. Lamont was 
chatting with Rancid when his mind picked up the garbled, over-charged 
message that ran – 

     
Adult yeti/madame Atomos galleries abounded. Promises to fi nd all about free 
asian adult movies, adult movie sample hardcore lolitas with a adult dvd had 
to build up to adult manga comics. Gallery of – seemed to be adult toy his best 
sample adult movie. Exclusive free adult site, – she made him free adult sex 
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sights thumbnail picture. Exclusive adult gallery, adult video met adult links 
some of them were naturist gallery teen adult Lolita sex. Real HARDCORE SEX! 
: adult chat, adult movie & free adult movies no membership..

Rancid was herself infected by a massive blast which you don’t have time 
to read & so should skip but which hit her at such a speed that it warped 
her mind & sent her stark staring mad for a split demented nano-second or 
so. It’s represented below in very tiny print to give you a chance to see the 
speed of the message. But you don’t have to read the rubbish in detail, just 
skim it for the gist!
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The downloaded mental breakdown message, it was pure rubbish, 
hitting her in a split nano-second. Pure rubbish. As you can see. But 
repetitive. And so it got a sort of message across despite it being such a 
freakshow.. Which was somehow about sex, Madame Atomos, the yeti & 
stuff . Very disturbing, barking, kinky in fact.

‘I just had the most weird moment,’ said Rancid, shaking visibly in the 
aftershock of the mind warp.

‘Me too. The mind of the yeti/Madame Atomos seemed to shoot into me 
for a nano-second,’ said Lamont.

‘More like a bio-sourced web page mentalese,’ mused Rancid, still 
unsteady but refl ecting on the mad experience & wondering what on earth 
it could mean.

‘What could it mean?’ she asked out loud. 
‘“Anime” is Japanese animation, & “manga” are Japanese graphic 
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novels,’ summarised the fat detective. Rancid gave him a look like he was 
a moron.

‘I know you know this, but what I’m suggesting is that we go & fi nd 
out what the hell Madame Atomos is playing about at. There are many 
references on the web like the Anime Web Turnpike & the Attack! Anime & 
Manga Resources List,’ responded Lamont, his head still spinning.

‘The Attack! Amime? You can fi nd that? I thought that was just a legend, 
a goof put out by the zine freaks to keep the rest of us feeling left out. I 
heard about it but thought it didn’t exist,’ gasped Rancid. She was suddenly 
fi nding a new respect for the ugly man. 

Suddenly another wave of mad manga info blasted into their brains. 
Across their minds shot stun images of DeadRanma 1/2, Ah! Megami-
sama, Belldandy (Oh! My Goddess), Kimagure Orange Road,Tenchi Muyo, 
Mermaid’s Scar & Mermaid’s Forest, The Secret of Blue Water, Urusei 
Yatsura, Bubblegum Crisis, Taiho Shichau Zo! (You’re Under Arrest), & 
Vampire Princess Miyu. Five Star Stories, Marionette Generation, The Secret 
of Blue Water, Princess Mononoke,The Ghost in the Shell, My Neighbor 
Totoro,& Kiki’s Delivery Service. 

‘Did you just import that lot into me?’ asked Rancid.
‘No way can I do that. This is Madame Atomos,’ Lamont lamented, eyes 

rolling in pain.
‘So what do you think?’ asked Rancid. Lamont was jibbering like a 

maniac, his whole body convulsed by great bubbling white foam that was 
spewing out of his croaking mouth whilst in a weird cranky hi-jacked words, 
words, words…

‘“Princess Mononoke” is the adventures of Ashitaka, a young warrior in 
ancient Japan, who is on a quest to remove a curse put on him by a monster 
he fought. This will put him into a strange relationship with San, the Princess 
Mononoke (the Spirit Princess), who was raised in the forest by a giant wolf. 
Substitute the yeti for wolf, trace the development through Volume 1 (Oct. 
17, 1988 – ISBN4-06-102123-0) of the story – Transmigration – Sanjiyan – 
Labyrinth of Kaiyanwan – Fujii Yakumo – through to Volume 2 (May 17, 1989 
– ISBN4-06-102152-4) – Fujii Yakumo – Sacrifi ce of the Devil Wing – Sacrifi ce 
of the Devil Wing – Lost – through Volume 3 (Oct. 17, 1989 – ISBN4-06-
102167-2) – Daughter of the Archdevil (SeimaNoMatsue) – Summoning of 
the Devil Beast– through Volume 4 (Feb. 17, 1990 – ISBN4-06-102191-5) – A 
Journey Begins – Key to the Seichi (Sacred Land) – Earthly City of the Gods – 
through Volume 5 (Jun. 17, 1990 – ISBN4-06-102207-5) – Earthly City of the 
Gods – Return of the Seima – through Volume 6 (Nov. 6, 1990 – ISBN4-06-
102228-8) – Advent of the City of Demons – A Rest for the Seima – through 
Volume 7 (Mar. 6, 1991 – ISBN4-06-102256-3) – Eyes of the Undead – Legend 
of the True Seima – through Volume 8 (Jun. 6, 1991 – ISBN4-06-102271-7) – 
The Merchant of Secret Arts – Red Rain in Malaysia – through Volume 9 (Sep. 
6, 1991 – ISBN4-06-102286-5) – Red Rain in Malaysia – The Seima & the Spirit 
– The Gatekeeper of the Desert – through Volume 10 (Jan. 9, 1992 – ISBN4-
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06-323306-5) – The Illusion of the Seima – The Illusion of the Seima through 
Volume 11 (Apr. 6, 1992 – ISBN4-06-323326-X) – Symbol 108 – Symbol 108 – 
Elegy of Ambition throughVolume 12 (Aug. 6, 1992 – ISBN4-06-323343-X) – 
Natsuko– Don-chan – Vanishing – The Two – A Delicate Situation – Emergency 
– Rampage – Trouble – A Hint – Water Sprite – Showdown – It wasn’t a dream 
– Even if I knew, I wouldn’t tell you – Please Come Back Pai! through Volume 
13 (Jan. 8, 1993 – ISBN4-06-323368-5) – Trouble in Wales – The Girl from Ten 
Years Back – Man in the Mist – Intruder – The Five Targets – Attack – Maria – 
Avanku – Stronger – Connelly – The Information Trader Pekinpaa – Yakumo 
Knock Out – Gong – Battle Story – Opportunity for Victory through Volume 14 
(May 8, 1993 – ISBN4-06-323398-7) – True Nature– Take on in Battle – The 
Wizard Madolai – Prepare (for a challenge) – Practice Trial – Letter from Haan 
– Devaraaja – Chance Meeting – Vishnu – Holy Casket – Opening – 
Resurrection – Karuki – Saruraama – Battle Preparations– Response through 
Volume 15 (Sep. 6, 1993 – ISBN4-06-323421-5) – Concentration – 
Resurrection– Bullet – Decision – Possession – Memories of this & that – 
Tomb of the Water Lord – Bride of the Guardian of the Tomb – Meeting – 
Foreign Bride – Search – Rage – Wedding Night – Wounds of the Heart – 
Pitiable Child through Volume 16 (Jan. 8, 1994 – ISBN4-06-323442-8) – 
Rubbed the Wrong Way – Run!– Release – We Will Die Together – Pulverize – 
Fire Trick – Please Don’t Say Only Sad Things – Harmony – Trouble on Earth 
– Dive – Weakening – To the Treasure Room – We Meet Again – Recollection 
– Garuga Again Extra – An Ordinary Day with Yakumo through Volume 17 
(Jun. 6, 1994 – ISBN4-06-323468-1) – Fierce Battle – Spell Illusion – Nest of 
the Devil’s Mouth – Two Left Behind – Nest of the Devil’s Mouth– Nest of the 
Devil’s Mouth – Marionette Performance – Demon Battle – A Pretentious 
Master of Magic Invocation – Death of Madolai – Upset – War with the Dragon 
Lord – Hand-to-Hand – Flight– Haan’s Decision through Volume 18 (Oct. 6, 
1994 – ISBN4-06-323488-6) – Confusion – Eff ect – Outnumbered – Yakumo’s 
Victory!? – At the End of Victory – Lost – Shadow Master – The Whereabouts 
of the Seima Core – Fear of Doubt – Follower’s of the Dragon Lord (Benares) 
– The Dragon Shogun (Benares) – Now You’ve Made Me Mad – The Whole 
Body With a Single Blow – Regeneration – Groping – The Power of Friendship 
through Volume 19 (Mar. 6, 1995 – ISBN4-06-323521-1) – The Third World – 
Opening to Voidspace – Urgency of the Seima – Clash of Magics – Revelation 
– Miscalculation – Berserk – Out of Gas – Total Failure – Kuu Yon – Destruction 
– Escape from the Moon – Eldorad’s Mopi – Yakumo’s Decision through 
Volume 20 (Aug. 7, 1995 – ISBN4-06-3235521-1) – Legend of Maidens – 
Haan’s Declaration – Black Clouds – Strategy – Signs of Defeat – Defensive 
Action – Haan & Iko – Flames over Shinjuku (Tokyo) – Spirit Projection 
through Volume 21 (Jan. 8, 1996 – ISBN4-06-323575-0) – Battle Plan in Action 
– Failure– A Trick – Between a Rock & a Hard Place – Half awake – A Warm 
Reception – Nervous Date – Version Up – A Journey Begins – Wandering – 
Contact – Drift Ashore – Spirit Planet “Amara” – Sneak In – Trap through 
Volume 22 (May 8, 1996 – ISBN4-06-323594-7) – The Studio – Chief Engineer 
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Negurooni – Surrounded– Melancholy Goddess – Signs of Disaster – 
Indignation – Departure – Revolt of the D – Dragon-Skeleton Warrior 
“Mother” – Anguish – Bloodless Victory – Daoxi – Servant of Amara – 
Annihilation – Speedy Attack – To Andaka through Volume 23 (Aug. 6, 1996 
– ISBN4-06-336611-1) – The Mysterious Wu – Confi ned Goddess – The Sea of 
Andaka – The Water Dungeon of Andaka – The Beginning of the Blackness – 
The Light & Dark of the Goddesses – The Legend of Destruction – Search – 
The Flame of Reason – Another Amara – Binding Flame – The Sealed Spell 
Key – Desperate Struggle – Defeat – Helping Power through Volume 24 (Dec. 
6, 1996 – ISBN4-06-336635-9) – Desperate – Safety Guard– Battle – Part I 
Story 4 (#188) – Battle – Little Bou-kun– Elimination – Scream – Operation 
– Appearance – Silence of the Goddess– Weak Point – Rage of Amara – 
Suspicious Ally – Enemy or Ally?– “Why?” through Volume 25 (Apr. 4, 1997 – 
ISBN4-06-336656-1) – Peace of Mind & Pain – Extermination – “Baras 
Vidaahi” – Transfi guration – Collapse – Advent of the Goddess – The Goddess’ 
Secret – Miracle – Revival – Determination – The Shadow Begins to Move – 
Two Torn Apart – Irritation through Volume 26 (Aug. 6, 1997 – ISBN4-06-
336676-6) – Sunrise Goddess – Thoughts of the Goddess – Plots within Plots 
[lit. Behind the Back] – Over Tokyo – Left Behind – No Paradise – Long Sleep 
– Merger – Chaos – Collision Again – Noise – Reunion – Various Departures – 
Search through Volume 27 (Jan. 7, 1998 – ISBN4-06-336711-8) – Goddess in a 
Predicament – Exposure – Before Your Eyes – A Trick – Please. To the Seichi 
(Holy Land) – Pai’s Wishes – Many Meetings – Secession – Dive into Enemy 
Territory – Lava Castle Island – Chance of Victory – Release of Forbidden Spell 
– Urgency – Strong Wind through Volume 28 (Jun. 5, 1998 – ISBN4-06-
336739-8) – Isolation – Evacuation – And then Searching – Meeting – Goddess 
Mother’s Smile – Eulogy to the Destroyer God – Undoing the Spell – Charm of 
the Destroyer God – Execution – Rescue – Discretion of the Goddess – Error 
– Humanization Magic through Volume 29 (Aug. 6, 1998 – ISBN4-06-336750-
9) – Yakumo Falls – Divine Demon’s Loss of Spirit – Sorcery Completion – 
Resurrection – Decision – Favorable Odds – Crumbling – Bewilderment – 
Substitution – Vanished Devil – A New Calamity – Silenced Fighting – Pursuit 
– Greeting through Volume 30 (Dec. 4, 1998 – ISBN4-06-336768-1) – Twenty 
thousand yen – Fiend’s Scheme – Confi nement of the Imps – Confi nement of 
the Imps – Into the Body – Natsuko’s Heart – Shape of a Heart – Confusion – 
The Ideal Yakumo – Disintegration I – Ugly Darkness – Wicked Egg through 
Volume 31 (May 7, 1999 – ISBN4-06-336798-3) – God Beast – Guardian God – 
Guardian God’s Power – Prelude – Blunder – Starting – Disorder – “It Hurts” 
– Invitation to the Seichi – Charms – “You’re Late!” – God’s Will through 
Volume 32 (Oct. 22, 1999 – ISBN4-06-336830-0) – Workshop of Divine 
Demons – Resurrected From Hell – Counterfeit – Rebirth Haan – Battle of the 
West Tower – Invisible Enemy – Counterattack – Amara In Flames – “One 
More”– New Divine Demon through Volume 33 (Jan. 7, 2000 – ISBN4-06-
336847-5) – Confrontation – Crack – To Tokyo – Tokyo Boisterous Girl – 
Shadowy Invasion – Height of Folly – Together Again – 1 vs. 1 + 1 – “No Time 
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For That” – Liberation – Destroyer God’s Descendants – Destroyer God’s 
Sentiment – Beast Consignment – Quick Wit – Last Hope through Volume 34 
(Jun. 6, 2000 – ISBN4-06-336873-4) – “Finishing Blow” – Separation – “Want 
To See” – Lost Power – Invasion – Nightmare – Long’s Strategy – Honourable 
Death – Underdog’s Counterattack – “Well, Let’s Run Away” – through all 
these Yuzo Takada / Kodansha works of utter genius, & then the answer, the 
answer reveals itself,’ gasped Lamont, covered in a carpet of his own white 
barf foam. 

He was completely knackered by this massive download.
‘Fucking wow!’ admired Rancid.
‘I was thinking about the “Ghost in the Shell” manga series by Masamune 

Shirow published by Kodansha, the one about cyborg agents in a cyberpunk 
world of the near future. It has been released as an animated movie by 
Kodansha, Bandai Visual, & Manga Entertainment, Inc. & a graphics novel 
release of this series in English, with the offi  cial translation of most of the 
words in the original manga book (the exception is the two colour pages 
that got censored),published by Dark Horse Comics..’ 

‘But you were talking about the Attack! Anime,’ Rancid reminded him.
‘Yes, but Madame Atomos is leaking all sorts of crap into us that might 

give us clues as to how we’ll defeat her once & for all,’ replied Lamont. Both 
of them were feeling stunned by the downloads. 

‘We need to get out of here. This place isn’t good for our heads,’ 
suggested Rancid, trying to keep control of the situation.

‘You are so right,’ agreed Lamont.

9. Traquenard pour Mme Atomos 
[Ambush for Mrs Atomos]
They managed to fi nd another manhole cover within half an hour & were 
soon able to get back to Lamont’s fl at both of them stinking of piss & the 
aromatic stenchy outdoors. Naw! It wasn’t romantic. They were wet with 
the snow & the sewage water, cold too, right through to the bone. They 
were both thinking that a serious bout of fl u wouldn’t take them by suprise 
given the foul circumstances. But that wasn’t their fi rst worry.

Their fi rst worry was the creature lurking down in the sewers below the 
city. They hadn’t seen the manga cat-grrls at the ensuing battle. They were in 
the dark about the real scenario down below. But the Yeti had been enough. 
Their fi rst worry – ‘fi rst’ as in prime. The yeti had been their prime worry. 

‘I think I’ve proved my point,’ sighed Lamont, slumping into his tattered 
fl ea infested spunk & sweat smeared armchair. Rancid, standing by the 
window watching the snow falling again on everything outside again, the 
rootops etc. looked over at the fat & completely wiped out detective with a 
look of utter gobsmack.

‘What are you going on about?’ she hissed.
‘My point. I think I’ve proved it,’ repeated Lamont, his pudgy hand 
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reaching out for a bottle of whisky that had rolled somewhere near his feet.
‘What point?’asked Rancid.
‘I told you it would happen. I gave you the lead in & it all happens as I 

suggested it would.’
Rancid emptied the can of lager she’d peeled out of Lamont’s grease-

fi lmed fridge rapidly down her throat before replying.
‘So what’s the point?’ she reiterated.
‘You read the comic. We, we read the comic. The comic with the yeti. The 

yeti episode. And within a certain time, what comes a-visiting? A fucking 
yeti. Out of the snow, the myth monster of the Himalayas visits a grunge-
suicide suburb of West London & attacks the two people in the place who 
just happen to have been reading about her only hours before. Coincidence? 
I don’t think so. I know not so. I know. This is cause & eff ect.’

‘Cause & eff ect?’
‘Come on, stay with me here. Stop playing the bloody Scully card. Its 

fucking obvious Rancid. We read the comic. It caused the Yeti,’ groaned 
Lamont, swigging more foul seaweed spirit.

‘Reading the comic caused the yeti?’
‘It makes sense. Think about it. I am a road. That’s what Atomos told 

me. In a bar,’ rambled Lamont. Rancid shot him a look which meant – brain 
moshed, hog shagged.

‘You met her in a bar?’ she asked, creeping back to the fridge to grab 
another greased over can of lager.

‘In a bar? Yea, in a bar. Dark it was, just me & her & she said things to 
me. It all seems… vague now,’ he said in a voice hardly fi nding its breathing 
apparatus.

‘You never said. When the hell was this? You never said…’ trailed Rancid.
‘Ok. So, I never said. Does it matter?’
‘Sure it matters. Or maybe it doesn’t. No, fuck, what’s this stuff  about us 

causing the yeti appearing back there?’ corrected Rancid.
‘Madame Atomos is using the mind as a way into other minds. She 

infi ltrates one mind, plants suggestions & such like which then she evolves 
out of the mind into here… where we are… not the mind. The body place. 
Here. Us. You know. Fuck..’ replied Rancid.

‘That makes total sense,’ Rancid was being sly.
‘Like a kind of post-hypnotic suggestion. There are techniques. Mass 

hysteria. Groups falling in behind an idea that something is experienced 
even when it isn’t. Madame Atomos has gone further & seems to be able to 
make the things appear out of that hysteria. Yeti stories are in our heads. We 
both carry the story in our heads & then somehow Madame Atomos makes 
the story carry over into reality.’

‘Its the fucking whisky doing your head in,’ sniggered Rancid. But there 
was something in the tone of what he’d said & in the logic which held her 
humour in check. 

Other details too. The meeting with Atomos. That was a weird error. A 
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slip she couldn’t understand. Where did that idea come from? He’d never 
met Madame Atomos in a bar. She was wracking her brain. Where was that 
coming from? She fi nished the can of lager, went for another one. The room 
had no heating. It was cold, blue-grey like some cabbage skinned dead 
anorexic ice-stiff . She looked round – it was snowing indoors it was that crap. 

‘So you believe in Yetis?’ muttered Lamont, licking at the whisky again.
‘I saw one,’ pointed out Rancid.
‘How do you know that’s what a Yeti is?’ quizzed Lamont reasonably. 

Although fast converging with the drowsy autopsy feel of lazy drunkardness 
he was still sharp enough to think things through.

‘What?’
‘You know its a fucking Yeti because you saw the comic book pictures 

& that’s what a Yeti looked like there. It was the same fucking creature. It 
was modelled on the bloody thing. It was the spitting fucking clone image 
you daft bitch. That’s why you’re so convinced that you saw a Yeti. It was 
confi rmed by the comic book. And if I’m right, that’s exactly what would be 
expected. Because its that very image of the Yeti that caused that actual Yeti 
to come to life,’ explained Lamont. 

‘Bollocks’ sniff ed Rancid.
‘Look, what have you got? You’ve got fuck all. So in the light of that, why 

not just go with me on this one for a few moments? Just until its obvious I’m 
wrong,’ proposed Lamont.

‘The brain storm,’ said Rancid.
‘What?’
‘The brain storm. What was that? Its like we caved in or something,’
‘Some sort of overload. If I’m right, this mind game road stuff  is not 

foolproof. If that load came from Mrs Atomos then its probable that it was 
a glitch. Maybe there’s a virus working, messing up the delivery systems or 
something? I don’t know. But its a sign that not everything’s watertight. And 
somehow the `yeti didn’t get us. After the brainstorm we were able to get 
away. Whatever happened, the Yeti was distracted & didn’t fi nd us.’

‘And you have a plan?’ asked Rancid straight out.
‘A trap,’ grinned Lamont.
‘This I must hear,’ responded Rancid, gulping down the lager & setting 

off  once more to the fridge for more.
‘We use the road power against her. Like in the old story of Puss In 

Boots.’
‘Lamont, what are you on? Fairy stories?’
‘The cat uses cunning against brute force. The cat asks the giant to show 

off . “I bet you can’t change into a dragon” says the cat. “Fuck off , that’s piss 
easy” says the giant & Bang! The giant turns himself into a great bastard 
dragon. The cat shits himself but nevertheless keeps going. “Ah well, its easy 
to do the great big bollock psycho thing, but I bet you can’t do something 
small, like a mouse.” ‘Fuck you, that’s piss easy too” gloats the giant & he 
turns into a mouse. At which point the cat pounces & kills the mouse before 
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it changes back into the Giant.’
‘You’re kidding,’ gasped Rancid.
‘Why do you say that? Its a good plan. We trap her into turning herself 

into something wee & useless. Then we smash her. If she can do Yeti, then 
she must be able to do other, less problematic stuff .’

Rancid hadn’t got anything better on the table. So they decided that 
they’d try & trap Madame Atomos by having her turn into a dog or something. 
Lamont had a gun, he’d shoot whatever it was she came as. That’s why dog 
seemed a good animal for her to be – not too small to pot, not too big to 
cause them bad grief. Lamont found a load of canine interest web pages on 
the dinosaur Mac that glowed like a nuked spook in a frozen corner of the 
room. This they avidly read. Then they started thinking taunting thoughts – 
that Madame Atomos was a pussy because she couldn’t do dogs, that doing 
dogs was beyond her powers, that she was just nothing because of this 
limitation. Then they waited. With a sneer.

Lamont, being the old fart that he was, played a series of scratched 
loud 45s on his doomed turntable – ‘The Fantels’s “Hooligan,” Roogalator’s 
“I feel Good,” Poli Styrene Jass Band’s ‘Drano In Your Veins,” Dillinger’s 
“Flat Foot Hustlings,” Patti Smith’s “Piss Factory,” Little Bob Story’s “All 
or Nothing,” Ramones’s “Suzy Is A Headbanger,” ‘Richard Hell & the Void-
Oids’s “Love Comes In Spurts,” Dead Boys’s “Sonic Reducer,” – ‘You know 
I’m the same age of Jonny Rotten?’ he mumbled out of his whisky at the 
end of this old rage.

‘You look about seventy,’ grinned Rancid.
‘Yeah, well, I’m a fat ugly bastard. Now you want me to tell you what I 

think. I think lots of us are fat & ugly. And live in shite. So what I do is I stay 
fat, ugly & live in shite. Until its all been removed I’m saying here. I stay. 
No one is involved in this. No one is going to make money out of me. No 
one will turn me out of this shite. I’m a fat ugly bastard because fat ugly 
bastard’s exist. All over the fucking place. And people live in shite. All over 
the place. So I stay. Its a kind of reality check. You know what the Pistols 
were before it all fell apart? They were real. Before the undertakers & their 
money moved in, trying to create a fantasy rock thing – the Pistols & a whole 
gang of them, they stayed true to their council fl ats, their unemployment – 
the shite of their lives. And the whole point was that they were never going 
to turn themselves out of that. That was what it was all about. So long as 
the unemployment & all the shite was around them, for as long as people 
let it stay, for as long as people tried to look away from the shite, then they 
had to stay true to it. That’s what it was all about. Not turning into fucking 
Sting or Elvis Costello. It was about being a witness to the nasty rude stench 
of reality all around us. It was the fucking bollocks. Years ago of course. But 
a fucking great moment. The fucking bollocks’ He took another swig, full of 
emotions & feelings & so on.

‘You better shut the fuck up,’ hissed Rancid suddenly. She was looking 
over at him with a new look, a raw kind of fearfulness. Lamont glanced over, 
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saw this & wondered about it.
‘What’s up?’ he asked.
‘I’m just thinking about what you said. About Madame Atomos – the 

way you said she worked up stuff  out of our minds. Maybe we shouldn’t start 
thinking about the punks…’

Before she could complete her thought there was a blood-curdling howl 
from somewhere out in the dark, snow-pelted beyond.

‘What the fuck was that?’ asked Lamont roused up out of the depth of 
his disgusting armchair by the awesome sound. Rancid couldn’t speak.

‘I can’t have that awful fucking noise drowning out my music,’ growled 
Lamont. Rancid felt that this was not quite to the point.

10. L’Erreur de Mme Atomos 
[The Mistake of Mrs Atomos] 
Through the snow covered city came a mad dog mastiff  with metal studs 
through its belly, butch legs, tongue, brows, cock, arse-hole & snout. Its 
teeth were steel, as sharp as Stanley knives & it drooled toxins. Every few 
steps it took it gobbed. It was the ugliest dog you’ve ever seen. Its eyes 
glowed a wicked yellow that shone like piss in snow on a very bright day. 
It stank of shit & piss. Its face was covered in cack & spew. It had a great 
distorted hunchback & moved like Olivier’s villainous Richard 3rd. It’s neck 
bristles were all spiked & hard along its thick spine like razors. Round its 
neck was a studded dog collar like something out of Lemmie’s mad as fuck 
‘Motorhead.’ Madame Atomos was an insane punk psycho dog. 

‘I’m going to kill whatever is making that sound. How the fuck can I 
concentrate on my classic collection of vintage vinyl with that caterwauling 
going on in the background.?’

 Lamont found a builders hammer from under something & staggered 
out of the room. Rancid tried to grab hold of his sleeve but was too late. 
Lamont was out side in the snow-covered darkness swinging & lobbing out 
his hammer & cursing whatever was making the noise.

‘But Lamont what if its…’ she shouted after him.
‘Shut the fuck up. I’m going to bury this in his fucking mouth,’ roared the 

fat detective.
‘But it could be what we asked for,’ argued Rancid, catching up with the 

maniac on the street.
‘So? I’ll hammer it with this & then shoot the fucker. Its going to get 

mashed,’ he roared. So Rancid shrugged & followed in his trail, wondering 
what kind of dog it was that was making the noise that rumbled through 
the whole neighbourhood like it was a fucking jet plane crash landing or 
something.

‘Ah ha!’ cried the detective in triumph.
‘What?’ asked Rancid in trepidation.
‘The trail. Paw prints,’ cried Lamont with further glee & on, on he 
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plunged, following the paw prints. Rancid stared at the prints. The prints 
were huge & seemed soaked in blood.

‘Have you seen the size of the prints?’ she called out in worried tones, 
glancing about.

‘What?’ roared Lamont, moving rapidly through the dark over the new 
snow.

‘Its a very big dog,’ speculated Rancid. Lamont didn’t seem to hear her. 
‘Have you got your gun?’ quizzed Rancid, feeling that the hammer 

wasn’t going to be up to the job. 
‘What?’ Lamont’s voice sounded like he was far off .
‘Its a fucking very very very big dog. Its a fucking bastard bigness of a 

fucking big dog,’ suggested Rancid. 
No reply.
‘Lamont?’ she called out. 
No reply.
‘Fuck,’ she muttered into the cavernous silence.
‘Where are you?’ called out Rancid, beginning to feel that the darkness 

was controlling the situation. Like a maze, the roads & alleyways seemed to 
take her away from wherever Lamont was. 

‘Keep up. Rancid, where the fuck are you?’ called out Lamont. His voice 
seemed oh so far away.

‘Lamont,’ she screamed, feeling terror rising. The snow began to fall 
thick & white, fogging the atmosphere like a snout/coke blur-out. A grim 
acrid stench seemed to rise out of the grim atmosphere. Rancid felt eyes 
staring at her, drilling into her fl esh from the dense fug. She became aware 
of her own heartbeat, started listening in to the blood shooting through 
her veins & wanted to piss herself. The fear had come. And with it the deep 
rasping breath of the monster hound which was somewhere out there but 
coming closer. Closing in.

‘Lamont you fucking cunt where are you?’ she called out into the 
increasingly gurned up snow-mosh scene. Emerging suddenly out of the 
white stumbled the fat detective.

‘Lamont? Where the fuck were you? Didn’t you hear me calling out?’ she 
responded angrily but yet with relief to his ugly form shambling into view.

‘The bastard is round here somewhere,’ Lamont snarled, both hands 
clutching the mighty hammer with a dedicated passion. 

A huge snarling sound came from all sides. There was a fl urry of snow 
& shite, something black & massive hurling itself across their retinas for a 
brief moment. Lamont’s hammer swung out & crashed out of sight into the 
wild beyond. 

‘Missed the bastard,’ he shrieked, hurling himself after the black beast.
‘Shoot it,’ shouted Rancid, gathering her wits.
‘I’m going to crush its fucking head with this hammer & then shoot it,’ 

responded Lamont as he charged away.
‘Christ!’ Rancid could only shake her head at the idiocy & then race after 
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his disappearing form.
After fi fteen or so minutes of this runaround Lamont was found sitting 

knackered & on his way to a cardiac if he wasn’t careful, the dog still out there. 
‘Weird that it hasn’t really attacked you,’ commenting Rancid as she 

looked around the desolate spot.
‘Yeah, maybe its scared of this hammer & what I’m going to do with it. 

Because I’m going to top the fucker with this hammer, shoot a thousand 
holes in its ugly hide, revitalise it & then hammer its skull in again. About a 
million times,’ fantasised Lamont.

‘I don’t think so. Being the size it is I would have thought it fancies its 
chances against both of us. Yet it just jumps around keeping just out of 
reach. Out of reach but not out of mind.’

‘Ahha. I see what you’re driving at. You think its got a reason for its 
holding off  like that.’

‘It wants to stay in mind,’ said Rancid.
‘So because of this it has to keep us alive. Without our minds, it won’t 

exist,’ reasoned Lamont.
‘We’re its rabies. We caused it to be mad like it is. We caused everything 

it is. But if we die then it too dies,’ continued Rancid.
‘Then I really will bury this hammer in its head. We can’t lose,’ said 

Lamont with glee.
The punk monster dog sat on the kerb waiting for them to creep up on it. 

At the last moment, as Lamont lifted up the hammer to smash its brain out 
through its nostrils, it skipped away, pissing in Lamont’s face. This happened 
time & time again until Lamont began to run out of petrol.

‘Shit, I’m knackered,’ he lamented. Rancid frowned.
‘Use the bloody gun you twat,’ she advised. He had to agree that this 

was a good solution to the situation. He pulled out his handgun & stood up 
straight. 

‘I guess I have to respect this gun in my hand. Some would say that this 
respect for the form & convention of guns is a conservative, regressive feature 
of my make-up. But sometimes by respecting old forms & conventions you 
get a chance to break free & move into the future. This is what I think this 
is all about,’ he mumbled. Rancid thought he was talking bollocks & didn’t 
even look like she was listening to anything he blathered on about.

A shot rang out. A howl followed. The snow turned crimson. More shots. 
Fur & gore & snow. Gore splattering over everything. Rancid & Lamont were 
covered in the fi lthy sticky explosion of the stuff . 

‘You hit the fucker!’ exclaimed Rancid in amazement, dripping a smoking 
bucket load of the juice.

‘What the fuck did you expect ?’ asked Lamont, pretending to be miff ed 
but really showing off  & big bollox pleased with the way everything was 
turning out.

But the body of the dead beast didn’t show.
‘It must be part of its make-up. Once its been dispatched then it 
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disappears as if it never existed,’ reasoned Lamont.
‘Maybe,’ agreed Rancid cautiously though she was inclined to keep 

looking for a little longer. 

11. Mme Atomos Prolonge la Vie 
[Mrs Atomos Prolongs Life] 
‘Its so cold,’ complained Rancid hauling herself round the shit hole that was 
Lamont’s fl at for some source of heat. But there seemed to be no radiators, 
heaters, fi res, no sources of heat at all in the hole.

‘What the hell do you do to stay warm?’ she asked.
‘I wrap up warm & stay in bed. Or else I go out & walk about. Stop 

complaining,’ growled Lamont. He clambered into bed & wrapped the fi lthy 
shit encrusted sheets round his fully clothed body. In fact, he still had his 
coat on.

‘Budge over, I’m joining you,’ ordered Rancid & she leapt into the bed 
with him. Together they sat fully clothed bolt upright in the bed hugging 
the sheets up to their frozen noses as the snow fell outside the room & 
everything froze up.

Down on the street, dragging herself through the snow leaving a great 
red fanny smear of gorged out blood Atomos wasn’t dead, just in less than 
one piece. Her legs had been seriously blown away in the meeting with 
Lamont. She was dragging herself along on just stumps. Lumps of fl esh 
snagged on the cold pavement as she made her way along & were left 
behind in evil looking humps of meat in the snow. 

  …Slow return home
                                                      BLUSHES 31
   NEW SPANKING GALLERY
                           SPANKING IN WINE LABELS
                                                      Good-bye…

The thoughts drifted in & out of her. Oh yeah, she knew what they were, 
more sites from the Web that had leaked in from somewhere, some poor 
damned lone obsessional. She spat blood & phlegm. Her left eye socket was 
empty. The eye had been sucked out by the impact of whatever Lamont 
had blasted her with. A dog trotted along. It tried to lick her stump where 
the bone poked through. She brought a fi st down onto its sniffi  ng head & 
crushed it into the snow. Blood & brain fl ew out everywhere like a snot spew. 
She continued without seeming to register the canine death.

‘Spanking in wine labels?’ she muttered to herself. ‘What the hell could 
that possibly be?’ she asked herself with a growl. A dog trotted along. It tried 
to lick her stump where the meaty salty bloody bone poked through. She 
brought a fi st down onto its sniffi  ng head & crushed it into the snow. Blood 
fl ew out everywhere like a snot spew. She continued without seeming to 
register the canine death.

‘If we knew what made us conscious then none of this would freak me 
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out,’ she thought to herself. ‘Sure its something to do with the brain, but 
we really don’t know how the brain does it. No amount of technobabble’s 
going to cover over that fact,’ she went on, noticing how deep the snow was 
becoming even as she trekked on. 

‘Spanking in wine labels?’ she muttered to herself. ‘What the hell could 
that possibly be?’ she asked herself with a growl. A dog trotted along. It tried 
to lick her stump where the meaty salty bloody bone poked through. She 
brought a fi st down onto its sniffi  ng head & crushed it into the snow. Blood 
fl ew out everywhere like a snot spew. She continued without seeming to 
register the canine death.

At a bus shelter stood a woman called Caroff . This Caroff  woman was 
small, powerful, sexy. Wearing a long black leather coat. She was carrying 
something in her gloved hand. In a bus shelter she unfolded the crumpled 
paper & started to read. A comic strip. The smashed body of Madame 
Atomos, the genius woman looking for revenge against the forces of Western 
Imperialism & racism, blown apart by crude agents of Western Ideological 
State police. Episode 11. She licked her blue glossed lips. ‘Blow Up.’

3 things she liked:
i. The way everything stacked up against the heroine. The forces against 

which she raged were incredibly powerful, devious, unrestrained by ethical 
considerations & technologically superior in everything they did. 

ii. The drawings & colours – strong lines, sharp, forceful primes, a shine 
that danced off  the page. As good as top computer graphics.

iii. Something equivocal about the character. She might be a super 
ass-kicking martial arts voodoo stepping bitch ace or else something less 
attractive, a carnage craving over-geeked twisty sister dom dom just getting 
off  on a death-kick. It was this ambiguity at the heart of the character that 
kept the Caroff  reader reading.

The bus was late again. She looked down the street. Puddles, snow 
falling, fi gures shuffl  ing along without glancing back at anyone in the face. 
The lack of aura – no one reacted to anyone through the glance anymore, 
she noted to herself, eyes blind to other eyes. Everyone wrapped up in their 
own private psycho-dramas. Fucking shame, she thought. 

Sitting on the back of the bus when it fi nally arrived, stacked up with a 
big load of shoppers all going downtown, misting the windows & dripping 
the snow sludge to yellow water onto the fl oors, Caroff  half looked at 
the other passengers. A little black lad sitting a few seats down from her, 
engrossed in a comic. She recognised it. Just like she had been, the boy, who 
must have been no more than twelve, was absorbed into the story. For some 
reason of empathy Caroff  smiled to herself & felt less… alone. Or maybe, her 
being alone seemed to be for some reason or other. It had a purpose.

She went back to ‘Episode 11: Blow Up.’ Page 4. She raised her head for 
a brief moment to gaze into the misted window, picked out the dark snow 
scene & the city through the blurred up slightly grimy window & then looked 
back, looked back down to the comic. She felt a shiver run along her spine 
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like cold water. A corny response but there nevertheless. She felt everything 
chill, & knew there was something happening that was wrong. It was in the 
comic. In the comic there was a scene & it was scaring her.

The picture of the boy. The boy sitting two rows down in the bus, he 
was there, in the scene. In the scene in the comic. Sitting in the bus, 
reading a comic. The same boy. The same comic. The same bus. And she 
hardly dare look but peered forward with her mouth drying out quicktime 
despite her fear. There was the fi gure of a woman with blue lip gloss & a 
long black leather coat in the background. Sitting two rows behind the boy. 
Also reading a comic. All this in the comic. She saw herself sitting there. She 
could hardly keep her hand still. She wanted to look away, look to the snow 
scene outside, to raise her head from the comic & look at the passengers 
in the bus. She wanted to scream. It was as if the drawing in the comic was 
shooting off  the page towards her like a bullet. She knew she was breathing 
heavily. She was sweating. Everything was sweating.

She ripped the page almost in two as she turned it over without reading 
the script. She kept her wide terror fi lled eyes to the page. She wanted to 
know what happened. What happened next. To the boy & the woman on 
the bus. What were they doing there in the comic? What had this to do 
with the fate of her heroine? But everything was confused. The pictures on 
the page registered only a manic jumble which made no sense at fi rst. She 
wasn’t reading the images for narrative, was hardly reading them at all. All 
she wanted was what happened next. But she was hysterical. Everything 
shaking & sweating like that. And all the pictures on the next page. It was as 
if they had lifted themselves off  the paper in a scumble of semantic disaster 
& been shot into her brain through her wide open eyes.

‘What the…?’ she gasped as she tried to piece the images together. 
A picture of disaster. The bus was in fl ames & there was snow. A police 
crew were looking aghast. A young black guy was crying, there were tears 
streaming down his wracked face. Words were splattered all over like globs 
of gore. 

‘Oh God no,’ she felt herself screaming. The twisted wreck of the burning 
bus, with snow falling & in the snow the dead passengers mutilated all over 
the road to the open sky was what she saw. All of them dead except for the 
little boy who seemed to be still reading his comic some way off  from the 
scene, untouched,, unfazed by the event, you could just see the back of him, 
the back of his head. Come to think of it, that’s all you ever saw…

‘No, stop, we’re going to crash,’ she was screaming, fl inging the comic 
away & lurching into the aisle of the bus. Astonished, passengers let her 
push pass them as she dived for the exit. 

‘Stop the bus, for God’s sake stop the bus, its going to crash & we’re 
all going to die,’ she screamed. You could see it in their eyes. The other 
passengers just thought she was a loony. 

The driver began to slow down but then was hit by a sudden & 
devastating heart failure that killed him instantly. It would be a twisted 
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irony if the Caroff  woman’s commotion had brought on the fatal cardiac 
event. The bus suddenly surged forward as his dead foot lumbered onto the 
accelerator & the bus careened across lanes & ploughed into a lorry carrying 
oil. Both lorry & bus exploded into a total blood & metal smoke & fl esh 
twisted carnage moment of extreme death. 

The scene was soon fi lled with emergency service personnel. Flashing 
blue & red lights, howling sirens, tape zipping off  the site & crowds of ghoul 
voyeurs wanting to see what was happening. the fi re & the smoke spat over 
the roads of the city & traffi  c was grid locked for hours. Darkness fell but 
there was still a total shut down of the area & the body count clocked up 
thirty dead including the Caroff  woman. Fluttering over the ploughed up 
snow was a torn rag of comic.

‘What the fuck is happening out there?’ grumbled Lamont as the blare 
of traffi  c horns, ambulances, police, fi re & general other angry stuff  blasted 
up even to where he was lying. High up in his miserable building, in his 
miserable fl at, even there in the grunge & scum of his fadge blattered bed, 
the noise of the city had raised itself up to interrupt his brooding. Rancid had 
fallen asleep.

‘What’s up old man?’ she grumbled, opening her eyes slowly & painfully.
‘There’s some fucking commotion outside. A hell of a racket. Smell of 

smoke too,’ he sniff ed. Rancid took his word for it.
‘So?’ she asked.
‘Bloody annoying, that’s all.’
He rolled over & pushed his face into hers.
‘Pigs have thirty minute orgasms,’ he grunted.
‘I haven’t got that sort of time,’ she laughed & rolled sharply out of bed. 
‘So what have you got planned?’ he asked her, going down under the 

whiff y blankets.
‘Dunno.’
‘I want a drink,’ he groused.
The fl oor was covered in newspaper, socks, discarded junk food cartons 

with left over chicken nugget fragments & dead french fries stuck to the 
cheap cardboard cartons & empty cans of pop & empty bottles of booze 
all over. 

‘I’ve been thinking about all that mind body shite you were talking about 
before. I don’t think you’re quite bang on lady,’ the fat detective announced. 
Then he rolled out of the bed & stood in the room, stretched, yawned & 
rubbed his stubble with his chubby hand. 

‘So what did I get wrong?’ she answered light-heartedly. She was looking 
for some alcohol to rub over her gums.

‘I’ve been thinking that I need a drink,’ replied Lamont who suddenly 
is on his hands & knees scrabbling around throwing bottles of gin, rum & 
whisky out from under the papers & the cartons, the junk, until rising with a 
triumphant ‘Hah’ & a half empty bottle of seaweed whisky in his fi st.

‘You ever been to the McGinn building?’ he asked. Rancid pulled a face.
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‘Never even heard of it,’ she said.
‘Well, the McGinn building’s a tiny comic book shop in West London on 

the Northfi elds Road. It’s never open & has two giant pictures of Spiderman 
& Batman high up on its brick wall. Despite its tiny run down appearance its 
a very top secret, deep place.’

‘You’re making this up,’ grinned Rancid.
‘This McGinn, the one who owns the building, he’s ben working for years 

on the deep inside of several big business corporate multi-national wet-
dream scams. He seems to have a laboratory called Toxic waste processing, 
power grids, biological warfare manufacture, all sorts of stuff .’

‘OK,’
‘McGinn is something of a new mysterian.’
‘A what?’
‘A new mysterian. Its a name given to philosophers by Owen Flannigan 

to any philosopher who thinks that there are deep mysteries about the 
mind that humans cannot in principle solve. Mysteries that are too deep, 
because the structures of our brains are such that they cannot think about 
the mysteries & solve them. This McGinn, he’s famous for saying that our 
minds cannot work out what consciousness is like in the same way that an 
eagle cannot think about relativity. Perfect adaptability in one sphere of 
evolutionary development squashes abilities in other areas. McGinn thinks 
we cannot answer the question of what consciousness is in principle. But he 
has a speculation & has spent years investing in working from its hypothesis,’ 
explained Lamont. He could tell that Rancid was being drawn in. She was 
clearly impressed by his ability to sound fairly coherent on this. He swigged 
more of the whisky from his bottle & handed her some.

‘Its to do with the properties of consciousness & the mind. He makes a 
lot out of the fact that it seems to be out of space. Unlike brains, atoms & 
genes, the mind, consciousness itself, doesn’t seem to be in the same kind of 
space as everything else. So he suggested that if like the scientists suggest 
the space & time of brains, genes, tables & so on came about at the Big Bang, 
then the clue to minds & stuff  lies in whatever existed before the Big Bang. 

He speculates about the time & space before the Big Bang. The cause of 
the Big Bang. In the terms we have, there is nothing. No space, no time. No 
space & time that we can understand that is. A blank. A nothing. But what 
he’s saying is that whatever the nature of this nothing is, this blank, it must 
have caused the Big Bang. And he suggests that our minds, consciousness, 
they are like fossil traces of the pre-Big Bang blankness. Our brains, brains 
in general, seem to be able to exist in both pre & post Big Bang space. The 
fossil traces of the pre big bang blank is what the brain in the post big bang 
universe uses to get conscious. Its that which causes consciousness. Minds. 
Thoughts & so on. Subjectivity.’

‘Good call,’ mused Rancid, nodding as she processed the thinking.
‘Yeah,’ nodded Lamont, appreciating himself & cocking the whisky 

towards his lips again.
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‘Of course, its no more than what I claimed. All I said was that material 
things cause material things. Even in your scenario, the brain does the work. 
Consciousness is caused by the brain. But what it is is not fully material. 
That’s weird. So this McGinn – where is he? And how come you know this 
stuff ?’ asked Rancid.

‘Yea, but what this McGinn guy says is that the crucial mysterious stuff  is 
really mysterious. It fucks up the easy life of the materialists. Its a black box 
in which anything could be happening but we can’t get to it.’

‘And you know all this stuff  about McGinn because of what?’ asked 
Rancid again, intrigued by the drunk detective.

‘The “Attack! Anime,”’ slurred Lamont. 
‘The “Attack! Anime”?’ Rancid more or less fell over in excitement. 

Lamont licked his lips as the top totty fl ashed her knickers & her mighty 
thighs in the tumble. He would love to fuck that. Which is not the same as 
saying that he could have done so. Even if Rancid had been willing.

‘The whole weird element of the “Attack! Anime” was that it seemed to 
have a mind. The rumour was that somehow this McGinn guy had tapped 
into the pre-Big bang mystery stuff  & brought about a kind of manga mind. 
Pure sex & violence & a mad take on London. An insane psycho-geography 
warping everything,’ explained Lamont, sucking on his bottle.

‘Wow. So was it true?’ asked Rancid eagerly.
‘Fuck knows. The whole thing’s wrapped up in the usual rumour & legend 

that truth’s got covered in smoke. No one knows what it was exactly. Except 
of course that it was banned & withdrawn almost as soon as it was put out. 
And there was the dead guy, Georgie, that was true. There was a death,’ 
replied Lamont.

‘What happened with Georgie?’
‘The game killed him. That was the idea. Somehow the game killed him. 

That’s what sparked the withdrawal.’
‘Fuck.’
‘Yeah, heavy shit,’ agreed Lamont.

12. Les Monstres de Mme Atomos 
[The Monsters of Mrs Atomos]
‘What happened out there?’ 

The voice fl oated through her head. She semi-recognised it but then it 
was brushed out. The woman Caroff  woke with a sudden start from a heavy 
doze. The crowded bus approached her stop. She stared at the backs of all 
those people’s heads. She pushed her way through the heavy bodies. She 
alighted onto the snow smothered kerb. What was her dream? She couldn’t 
have said. It had been brushed out.

The call centre was just a single room. The usual shitty operating place. 
Forty of them, all women, at tiny desks with their phones. The woman Caroff  
began the tiring deadening work. There was a huge black handed clock on 
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the far wall. She glanced at it. She seemed to have a sense of something 
coming out of the clock. It wasn’t coming out yet but it would do. It would 
come out of the clock. She felt awkward. No one else was behaving strangely 
at all. Everything was as it always was. Everything was normal.

A huge black demon beetle crawled through the wall, smashing it down. 
The huge chunks of plaster & brick exploded out into the room, splattering 
the desks & the women sitting at their desks below. The huge creature, 
bigger than an elephant, dripped green bile poison from its gigantic 
gnashing mutated devil spawned mandibles, it crawled over the utterly 
splattered & dead corpses of Caroff ’s fellow workers. 

‘Its out of control!’ someone screamed hysterically. The beetle was 
utterly out of control. It whipped out a massive leg & sliced the screamer 
in half. blood & utterly revolting liquids splattered everywhere. Caroff  dived 
backwards for the door as the ugly monster moved towards her. The door 
was blocked.

‘Get the hell out of my way,’ she began but glancing at the fi gure 
standing there, she stopped & let her jaw go slack.

Pny Jack was truly an impressive looking dude. The black super hero 
who Lamont & Rancid had thought dead was standing there & looking to 
kick ass. 

‘Out of my way lady. I have business with that ugly bastard,’ he growled. 
Caroff  felt faint as the manly mega-hunk slowly moved passed her to block 
the charge of the creature. A red blast of blistering light shot out of his eyes. 
The beetle exploded into a billion gut gutted bits of gore gross out. Smoke 
fi re & the stink of shite fi lled the air. 

‘Come on Caroff , we’ve got to get pout of here before..’ began the black 
hero, taking her hand & pulling her away from the scene of utter devastation 
& disgust. But it was too late.

Fully a hundred feet tall & built like a brick shit-house another of the 
hell spawn creatures confronted them. This one was green & covered in 
fi lthy spunk & shit & blood splattered grey wire hairs, was like a wolf but 
standing on two legs & had rocket launchers where its nipples might have 
been expected.

‘Oh well, looks like there’s more work to be done,’ sighed the laconic 
hero. Caroff  was impressed by this cool & sighed. Pny Jack launched himself 
into the air. He could fl y.

‘Wow, a real super hero like in Marvel & DC of old,’ stammered Caroff , 
trying to make sense of the scene as the giant wolf beast & Pny Jack 
smashed into each other with ferocious glee. Pny Jack stunned the monster 
with a fearsome uppercut to the jaw which sent the monster staggering 
backwards, stars fl ashing in its eyes. But it recovered to launch a couple 
of missiles that pounded into Pny Jack & exploded in a mighty ball of fi re, 
sending Pny Jack hurtling through the air for miles. It was a temporary set-
back. The enormous power of the black guy was soon made clear for Caroff  
to see as he launched himself back into the foul ugly demon & began to land 
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more pulverising blows.
The last thing Caroff  saw was the creature & Pny Jack wrestling each 

other to the ground, a mighty crash landing bringing down blocks of houses 
all around them. She scarpered down a back street & kept running. But 
as she ran images of the destruction & the violence of the scene she was 
running from came blistering into her mind. She couldn’t forget the hapless 
crushed fellow workers back in the call-centre that the beetle had utterly 
fl attened & the callous disregard for life shown by the monsters. Lucky for 
her that the big boy had come & saved her. Not so lucky those who had been 
killed. Big Boy? 

Leaning against a wall in a dingy alley she tried to get her breath back. 
She had run for a mile at least, none stop. She wasn’t someone who jogged, 
did the gym routine, kept herself in trim. She was feeling the tight clamp 
of her chest, was fi nding breathing diffi  cult, as if she couldn’t quite get 
the hang of it at this speed. Big Boy? The phrase gave her something like 
a spooky feeling. It was feeling that crawled around on her skin like a bug. 
Big Boy?

What was Pny Jack wearing? That costume. Like all super heroes, a 
costumed freak. Like in the comic books… She looked down the street. 
There was an old car parked up on the kerb. It was a rough neighbourhood. 
There was no one about. It was quiet. Then she noticed that there was 
someone. There was a little boy sitting on a step. He was engrossed in 
his comic. Caroff ’s eyes widened. She felt aa thrill of recognition. But she 
couldn’t say what it was she recognised. Little boy? Big Boy?

She ran away down the street, away from the little boy. Further away 
from Pny Jack & his battle. She ran & ran. She had a mad feeling that there 
was something so wrong. She came to a bar, a wine bar that tried to be posh 
but didn’t quite make it. Inside she ordered herself a whisky. It tasted of 
seaweed. She asked for a second & the barman looked at her & wondered 
what the emergency was. Because he could tell that there was something 
agitating her.

There was paper on the bar. She drank a third whisky & she read the fi rst 
paper:

Pellagra Urbia.Virus Killer {   }
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update.
No signals left
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No update
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Cancel message
Terminus McGinn. End.

She read the second paper. Drank another whisky:

The Georgie Plague. Virus. Killer.
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition
FG 34 [Date included…]
Acceleration
Surround TV
Surf Jobby
Non – upgradeable Mhz units.
US Robotics Vactor Warrior Casement Fittings. 
Free Demo mag.
Free Target Zones. Plantation drinks.
Painless Extractors. Brutal McGinn Overture. The Interview. [page 4444]’
She read a third paper.
‘Gosschen Faces.Virus Killer {anti Atomos}
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update. Holographic, Cybernautical Analysis.
One dated External Drive./ McGinn 399 PDC
McGinn Control Ltd. Complex Zone 345
‘A solid achievement in terms of build & performance. At present the most 
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attractive equipment. On test it is clearly the fastest & moreover the cheapest 
production model.’

McGinn Mask 2PC. ‘Self Servere, Self Server.’
ISDN Routed Point To Point.
Warrenty – 5 Years.
‘McGinn Control Ltd is running a scheme from the Complex Deep program 

which will revolutionise the way the world thinks about us. The anti Warhol 
project takes a step closer to reality here & now’ httpr./wwhhh.anrcy.resisttllw/

She took another whisky & read the next:

Geography. Virus Killer {anti Atomos}
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update. 
Withdrawn.
Notice of withdrawal. All units. 
Abuse of drugs
Neuroticism
Lability of mood
Suicidal gestures
Recidivism
Sexual perversion
The hysterical overlay of organic/inorganic behaviour. 
Highly erratic virus invasions. Subacute delirium.
Cancel McGinn. Notice of Intent. Repeat.Cancel McGinn.
 ’McGinn Control Ltd is running a scheme from the Complex Deep program 

which will revolutionise the way the world thinks about us. The anti Warhol 
project takes a step closer to autosomal trisomic conditions & defects. Geesist. 
Here & now’ wrhl./gggeee.srf.acinnwow/

Rancid slugged back the whisky, felt the seaweed sludge her like a 
hammer. Read the next text:

Diabelerie Fairy Stories.Virus Killer {Geeez}
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
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100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update. 
Autonomous Graphic tablets.
Deep South McGinnn Automatom. Avatar Server.
Complex Abandonment. Sub. Video cards.
Aff ective features
Insidious onset
Asthenic bodily habitus
Flattening of aff ect
subnormal intelligence
Extend Legality! 
resist forces of DIY Famsters/fl y into deep place/ ISP without the mirrors/ 

stop driving yourself into repetition/ McGinn maintains\\/ McGinn remains. 
 ’McGinn Control Ltd is running a scheme from the Complex Deep program 

which will revolutionise the way the world thinks about u. The anti Warhol 
project takes a step closer to resist sydromes of gross impairment of recent 
memory with tendency to confabulate. Slogan. Korsakov government is 
Warhol Government ie end of politics.’

 sccty/rssisst. procsss.2/

‘Another fucking whisky,’ Rancid slurred. Then she read the next text:

Hebephrenic Suburbia. Virus Killer {wow}
McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update.
Heissner’s colour
Garden fi gures
Miniature gnomes set in six
Fishermen
McGinn connects! all you need to hold on to that deep pain. 
Psychotropic drugs/obsessional disorders/organic syndromes/pick’s 

disease/temporal lobe epilepsy/sleep disturbance/aging/dementia etc.
They seek him here they seek him there.
Time will not erase. In memorium.
‘McGiDiabelerie Fairy Stories.Virus Killer {Geeez}
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McGinn’s professional 3D modelling rendering & animation package.
Version 2.98 for 5670098 Complex Units North or Mid.
Plus sample textures.
Complex demos.
100000 Mb of software & wetware.
Complex format.
CD Edition/Gold
FG 34 [Date included…]
Update. 
Autonomous Graphic tablets.
Deep South McGinnn Automatom. Avatar Server.
Complex Abandonment. Sub. Video cards.
Aff ective features
Insidious onset
Asthenic bodily habitus
Flattening of aff ect
subnormal intelligence
Extend Legality! 
resist forces of DIY Famsters/fl y into deep place/ ISP without the mirrors/ 

stop driving yourself into repetition/ McGinn maintains\\/ McGinn remains. 
 ’McGinn Control Ltd is running a scheme from the Complex Deep program 

which will revolutionise the way the world thinks about u. The anti Warhol 
project takes a step closer to resist sydromes of gross impairment of recent 
memory with tendency to confabulate. Slogan. Korsakov government is 
Warhol Government ie end of politics.’

 sccty/rssisst. procsss.2/nn Control Ltd is running a scheme from the 
Complex Deep program which will revolutionise the way the u thinks about the 
u. The anti Warhol project takes a step closer to resist syndromes of pleasure, 
happiness & mental zero addiction brought on by mirror syndromes, erasure 
principles, hypno-sedative government. slogan. Methaqualone culture = u now.’

 sccty/rssisst. procsss.2/

‘What the fuck are these doing here?’ she asked the barman. He looks at 
her & knows she isn’t listening. 

‘You’re drunk lady. Get out of here. No more,’ replied the barman.
‘Fuck you,’ growled Caroff , giving him the fi nger & then staggering out 

of the bar.
 ’I’ll fi nd this McGinn without your help.’

13. Mme Atomos Crache des Flammes 
[Mrs Atomos Spits Fire]
Big Boy. Little Boy. Madame Atomos is dreaming of a white light in a clear 
sky. She can see through people. See their bones. Then everything is turning 
into a black dust. And the sky turning into a great hot wind. And then into 
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black snow. Forever it is snowing black snow out of a black sky.
Madame Atomos has a tattoo of Eisenhower as the devil in blue ink over 

her juicy pussy. When she pisses its like he’s puking. Her green zombies are 
without consciousness, without subjectivity. They limber around glowing in 
the dark, drooling from broken jaws looking like cut-price nightmare cunts 
from a £1 Discount basement. 

‘The militarist West will pay for dropping their atomic bombs on 
Nagasaki & Hiroshima. They will pay with their own lives. My green zombies 
are radioactive & will spread contamination & disease. They will torture & 
murder anyone they meet,’ she shrieked in a mad demented voice. She 
was wearing a sexy bikini of black leather like a fetish dom from a sleaze 
market dungeon. ‘Frank Black & The Catholics’ sounding just like the Rolling 
Stones doing dirty blues were playing ‘Hermaphroditos’ on the soundtrack. 
Projected fi lm of Atomic bombs going off  glow spookily out of the walls. 
When ‘Primal Scream’ do ‘Exterminator’ its even better.

She has a whip which she cracks. A blonde white western rich woman in 
chains groans in pleasure/pain as the whip cuts into her naked ass. 

‘You fucking bitch twat,’ she screams at the sub who whimpers & writhes 
in the torture place. Shit, its real nasty. The white woman is coming again & 
again in a sex wriggle pain/pleasure bounce that is just weird & continental 
& dirty. The music’s now The Hanson Brothers’s ‘Jack Off .’

Lamont is taking Rancid to a bar he knows. They sit with a drink in their 
hands at a table & wait. 

‘You think that you’ll be able to get the shit?’ asks Rancid, hardly able to 
grasp the situation. Lamont grunts, drinks, wants another drink, wants sex 
with Rancid but he’s got no chance. An old shagged out guy comes into the 
bar. He takes them into a back room. There’s a tv & a video player.

‘Files used by McGinn in the Attack! Anime. You really want to see this 
stuff ?’ The old guy shrugs, throws down his fag & toe-ends it into the dirt. 
He sighs & pulls out a tape. In the room the tape throws up both images & 
sounds to the squatters in the dark.

The old man says, ‘This tape explains some things… these are just 
preliminary sketches ok. Does she know the background Lamont?’ asked 
the rankoid geezer before the tape started. It was clear that he was more 
interested in slobbering over Rancid’s musculature & fi ring his sex bell into 
her deep ass than talking about this old history but Lamont seemed focused 
even though he was no doubt pissed at some unreachable level. 

‘She needs fi lling in,’ growled Lamont. 
‘You’re not kidding,’ reacted the horny old delinquent with a twisted grin.
‘Fuck off  old bastard. Another crack like that & I’ll twist your bollocks off  

& stuff  them up your arse,’ hissed Rancid. 
‘Ok. McGinn ran his experiments tapping into the powers of the Pre 

Big Bang time in what he called the Complex. This is actually now buried 
under the new Smiths Klein Beecham HQ mega building in Brentford West 
London. After the Complex was wiped out by a mysterious plague the 
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whole place lay in quarantine for thirty years. Everything was held inside 
like a locked vault. He created an Anime he called the Attack! Anime. It was a 
subversive peace of piss taking that was designed to destroy the evil fascist 
world through anarchic laughter. Right wing forces got onto the whole thing 
& buried it. Some say McGinn got scared by what he had discovered. Some 
said that he set the plague in motion that killed the anime before it got out. 
That the Complex was destroyed by McGinn himself. 

He sent in a killer viral plague agent called Georgie. This Georgie was like 
Lara Croft, a ball breaking grrrrrlll able to cause murder & mayhem in the 
virtual world of the Attack! Anime. On this tape are the notes, the outtakes, 
what was left on the director’s cutting room fl oor. So this is about Georgie,’ 
explained the old man.

‘So what about Madame Atomos?’ asked Rancid.
‘Madame Atomos was another of the anime characters. Designed to 

rock. Designed to point out the moral horror of the West’s military global 
domination & then create something better. Built out of old comics & novels 
originating in Europe but crossing over to Japan,’ replied the old man.

‘So Georgie was the virus designed to kill Madame Atomos?’ she asked.
‘Exactly.’ 
‘But of course, Madame Atomos is still out there. The Complex is dead. 

McGinn is a secret. Maybe dead. So Georgie did some stuff  but not enough. 
And the Attack! Anime is just a rumour & maybe in the end it was never 
made,’ added Lamont. 

The tape began. Like an Eminem CD, like reading De Sade, there are no 
fucking excuses for the stuff . Its pure misogyny. 

‘Blood Groups & Race’ –
Top totty Georgie wearing just black underwear her dripping beaver a 

starving shark looking for food has herself taken to a lonely spot down by 
the docks. There three muscle bound bastard faced lobster cocked dockers, 
one black, one white, one Hispanic, all wearing check shirts & Levis with 
broad leather belts, take her into one of the docking berths. They are three 
of the ugliest nazi cunt macho twat men you’ve ever seen. She has a plan. 
She has small bombs inside her snatch. She fucks them until they explode. 
There’s blood & guts everywhere. The three of them are dead. She kicks 
their splattered remains into the oily waters & the fi sh eat them up. She 
trots off  back to the city centre. 

Roger Pearson – Nordics as the highest form of life Nature ever produced. 
‘This is Odinism’, ‘Heroes of Asgard’, ‘Spearhead’, ‘Blood Groups & Race’, 
‘Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,’ World Population Conference in 
Cairo,1994. Charlotte Hohn, Director Bundesinstitut fur Bevolkerungsforschung 
– average intelligence of Africans is lower than others + should sick people be 
allowed to breed? Vienna’s Natural History Museum, Hall XVII Rassen des 
Menschen, the Rassensaal.  

Georgie is walking along a street. The street is deserted. It looks like 
it runs next to some huge corporate building, grey bricks, or a shopping 
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mall, the back side. It’s daylight, strong orange yellow glow like seventies 
fi lm probably, everything just a little over exposed, perhaps deliberately. A 
yellow Ford sidles up to her. The window rolls down & a face calls out, ‘You 
want to come for a ride?’ She stops & shakes her head & goes on walking but 
the car keeps up with her. It’s got tinted windows so she can’t see who’s in 
there & neither can we. Then the door opens & a capitalist ultra rich business 
routine right wing plastic man in a hat & a long brown coat jumps out & 
stands in front of her. Georgie gets in the car & strips off . She smashes her 
fi st into his rancid bollock nasty face. Blood & gunge splatters all over the 
inside of the limo. She takes a razor & chops out his eyes. The driver of the 
car stops & tries to get onto the back seta to stop her. She kicks the lacky of 
the rich in the bollocks & crunches his head into the door. Blood hoses out of 
the mortal head wound. She drives the moaning weeping sobbing bastard 
men to a meat grinding factory on the outskirts of town. She feeds them to 
the mincer. She laughs as she takes the meat to a pie maker she knows. A 
Molly Suggs. The pies are sold that afternoon & Georgie takes the money. 
La Reine Blanche, Jimmy Baldwin, ‘Crying Holy,’ ‘Go Tell It On The Mountain,’ 
‘Everybody’s Protest Novel,’ ‘Zero,’ ‘…escape is not eff ected through a bitter 
railing against this trap; it is as if this very striving were the only motion 
needed to spring the trap upon us.’ ‘…those novels of oppression written by 
Negroes… raging, near paranoiac… [reinforce] the principles which activate 
the oppression they decry.’ Jean Genet, Journal du Voleur, ‘Unable to see it, I 
invented the biggest & loveliest prick in the world…’ – 

Georgie attacked by a ten foot high green skinned intergalactic Nazi 
uber being space creature. She is taken to its lair where she is manacled to 
a length of chain from the roof & then whipped across cunt & arse & then 
alien-fucked. The monster is interrupted by a blonde space woman with 
curves in all the right places who zaps it. Georgie reckons this new totty on 
the block is as foul & right wing as the alien bastard who attacked her.

‘What’s your politics?’ she asks.
‘Blondes will eventually take over & rule everywhere. The forces of 

extreme capitalism will be necessary to enact control over the whole 
universe,’ grinned the blonde. Georgie’s instincts had been right. She 
pretended to agree. The blonde released her from the manacles. Georgie 
knew what she had to do. 

‘Are you alone?’ she asked.
‘No there are millions of us in spaceships waiting to invade,’ responded 

the hot bitch.
‘Excellent,’ nodded Georgie. Then she smashed her rock hard fi sts into 

the woman’s face so that blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The nazi fell 
down dead at her feet. Georgie rushed to the consoles in the room & aimed 
death rays at the waiting hoards of nazis in their spaceships out in space. 
She killed the lot of them. 

Croats saw the Serbian enemy as tall & blonde, Serbs saw Croats as tall 
& dark, therefore less Slavic than Serbs. ‘Beside the Nordic type we fi nd the 
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East-European type, beside the Eastern there is the Dinaric, the Western type 
intermingling with both, & hybrids among them all. That is a grave drawback 
for us. Through it the Germans lack that strong herd instinct which arises from 
unity of blood & saves nations from ruin in dangerous & critical times.’ Paris, 
Easter Sunday 1949 Marshall Plan, French Minister of Economic Aff airs, ‘All 
this merchandise has been given to us by the American government.’  

Nazi Girls in Uniform sequence where Georgie is a black GI captured by 
the marauding Nazi girls. She manages to escape & attacks the right wing 
fetishised bastards with fl ame throwers & machetes. She chops the nazi 
killers into lumps of exploding blood, fl esh & gunge & shows no mercy. Its 
in a jungle. Tigers come out & she feeds them the remains of the dead right 
wing nutters & scarpers off , throws away her uniform because she recognises 
the imperialist routines of the army she’s in & becomes a freedom fi ghting 
terrorist fi ghting for the oppressed & the poor. 

Trocchi’s ‘White Thighs,’ his ‘Merlin 2 – ‘SS Obersturmfuhrer Doktor 
Mengele’ by Miklos Nyiszli… 

Georgie as Jew. Yellow Star of David pinned to her overcoat. She’s led 
into a sparse room with white walls. There are three women there in white 
lab coats. These are the doctors. They are Nazis in standard leather uniforms 
leather boots, riding crops & other icons. They ask her to lie down on the 
table, the only furniture in the place. She is then clamped to the table using 
irons & stripped down to her white knickers. One of the doctors, a blonde 
woman about forty fi ve, beehive & red lipsticks etc slaps her across the face. 
At this Geoorgie manages to escape & uses superior power to batter the 
bastard ultra right wing shites into a bloody & extreme mess of sliced up 
body parts. Last line – ‘Someone had better clear up this shit.’

Autumn 1953, Beckett, Molloy, Strinberg, ‘The Ghost Sonata,’ ‘Watt is just 
out in an awful magenta cover…’ keep the intellect free, Austryn Wainhouse, 
Pieralessandro Casavini, ‘there is nothing else to do but live the important, 
essential, part of our lives underground…’ Lucien Carr, Interzone, William Lee, 
‘…what I do is only evasion, afraid to jump in, but pretending to study the fl ora 
& fauna.’ 

Drug shoot, powder sniff . Later footage, clean images, better editing, 
Georgie looks older, eyes are glinting back out of the screen sometimes, & in 
the gleam something hostile, something that’s asking things, wants to know.

‘You want something better than drugs?’ she says to the dealers. They 
stand around & fl ash their gold chains & bracelets & guns & look hard 
but she knows that they vote Tory are part of the exploitation of the poor 
crapped on youth & have fucked up gangsta crap values that are too too 
too boring so she reaches for her own semi-automatic & starts shooting like 
a crazy hyena surfi ng on a sea of chewed up & utterly sucked upon & dead 
David Attenborough bones soaked in berzerker skank juice in an insane 
drugboggled nature docu on the Serengetti. The scene is better than the 
ultra violent blood fest of ‘Taxi Driver’ as the Yardies & 200 blood soaked 
semen drinking puss snorting pill popping gun toting twats go fl ying for 
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cover as the rabid grrrrl beast starts plugging their brutal bastard fl esh with 
high velocity bomb bullets that send their fl esh splattering over 200 yard 
wide zones of brutal gore fl ooding body count extravaganza nowhereness. 
Within moments they are all lying around dead. She blows on the muzzle of 
the smoking gun & walks away happy to have cleansed a little patch of the 
city of underground capitalist rancid scum.

Chester Himes at the Hotel Rachou ‘ate dog meat with leeks to kill the 
odour… & tried to defy the scorn & contempt which had become our lot,’ ‘a 
beautiful unity of form would have embalmed…’ 

Georgie dressed as a well to do woman, maybe aristo. Business like, well 
turned out, effi  cient, big shoulders, sharp hair-cut. Very Dynasty. Very House 
Of Windsor. Chinese cleaner comes into the plush room & begins to clean up 
ash-tray. She is disguised because she is out to take out a rich capitalist in his 
mansion. She is a secret agent working for Ghaddafi  in a counter-intelligence 
scam. The rich industrialist enters his drawing room & upon seeing the top 
totty wants to fuck her up the arse in order to prove that his stallion cock is 
the boss round here. He sees the sexual as an extension of the social & his 
dealings with capital makes him a big fucker on the world stage. Georgie 
smashes a machete into his forehead & watches the brain slither out of the 
crack she’s opened up. It was an easy job. Georgie sneers at the dead git as 
he lies on the carpet with blood & brains splattering out all over. Security 
guards crash into the room but when they see that their boss is deaD THEY 
ARE EASILY CONVINCED BY Georgie that they shouldn’t be wage slaves to 
right wing cunts such as the dead business man.

‘But we have families who rely on us to get money & provide for them,’ 
one of the guys says. Georgie is full of sympathy & suggests that they fl y out 
to Ghaddafi  who will set them up in a truly beautiful Islamic freedom. The 
security guards are so grateful that they tear off  their uniforms immediately 
& weeping allow Georgie to shag them up their arses with a giant black dildo 
which is just about the happiest ending they could have imagined.

virus, meta-engineering, naked mole rats, linked loci, Maze wars, intuition 
pump, Mendel, Leer, Guanine, Ike, Gell-Mann, genome, GOFAI, eugenics…

Georgie working a Frankenstein project. Late at night there’s a 
tremendous storm & the creature beneath the linen dust cloths rises up, a 
huge man with a three foot metallic penis erect from its fi rst day with a purple 
rubber hood. She is taking measurements when the creature becomes alive 
& thrusts itself into her before she knows what’s happening, tearing through 
the undergarments like they’re gossamer. She is lifted from the ground, the 
penis like an piston. She screams in pain as the creature penetrates her cunt. 
It then pulls her down to the castle fl oor, cold slabs of fl agstone, & rips her 
clothes from her writhing body. 

Other penises strangely grow from other parts of the creature & begin 
to fuck her everywhere – in her buttocks, armpits, mouth, ears, breasts. The 
cocks are so strong & huge that they puncture her body & kill her. Lightening 
fl ashes as her body falls to bits, cut to pieces by the great erections of the 
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beast. The beast then takes each severed part & begins to sew them together 
again using weird laser technologies. Georgie is transformed into a gigantic 
woman monster with a capacity for sex which even the man monster fi nds 
diffi  cult to fulfi ll. They wrestle ferociously together until Georgie is smashed 
against the castle wall & buggered frantically before she can recover herself. 
Afterwards they rest amidst a pile of wreckage caused by their battles. At the 
end she turns to him & says, ‘Same again tomorrow night?’ & it all fades out.

eukaryote, fossil record, deus ex machina, entropy, cui bono, cryogenics, 
Cretaceous extinction, deja vu, Darwin, cladistics, cloning, –

A woman in Lady Di mask. On a sofa opposite there’s another woman in 
Hilary Clinton mask. Lady Di turns to Hilary, says, ‘I’m hoping one day to get 
my hands on Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace’. 

Hilary says, ‘Yeh waul I got the White House so who the fuck cares about 
you little ol’ royals.’ Di gets up & stands over her. 

‘You saying what buster?’ & slaps Hilary across the face so that she 
falls of the sofa. Her dress rides up to reveal her white fl esh atop the black 
stockings. Di digs a stiletto heels into her thigh making Hilary squeal & howl. 

‘American pig,’ screams Lady Di & she takes a riding crop & begins to 
lash Hilary across the face. Hilary tries to crawl out of range but Di wont 
let her go. She bends over & tries to rip the dress off  Mrs Clinton but the 
President’s wife woman manages to roll herself away from the princess & 
rise to her feet. Georgie enters dressed as a George W Bush’s wife. The two 
fi ghting women turn on her. 

‘Mrs Bush, come here, let us lick you out,’ orders Di. Georgie as Mrs 
Bush takes out a bazooka & fi res a rocket into Lady Di. Lady Di explodes in 
a million blood splattering screaming pieces of ugly rich right wing royalist 
bastard cuntish fl esh. 

‘I hate this Mrs Bush role. Given a choice, it should be Mrs Bush who gets 
it next,’ screams out Georgie from beneath the persona. The shoot ends in 
disarray as she refuses to blast away the Clinton woman. 

Bentham, Chernobyl, ants, bees…
really watching, there are needles on the sink, pills, suggestive icons etc. 

There comes a knock on the door & she lazily goes to it, opens it without 
thinking. 

There’s a group of women standing there. Before she realises it, they’ve 
entered the room. They’re all as old as she is except. They don’t say anything 
but just stare at her. She stares back. ‘What?’ she says with that sullen tone 
you all know means she’s defensive. ‘Bitch,’ says one of the girls, Red. She 
moves on Georgie & pushes her against the wall. Georgie tries to push her 
away but then another girl, Blonde, comes & prods her in the chest. A third 
girl, Black, spits into her face. Georgie goes for her but Blonde & Red grab 
her by the arms & push her against the wall. The black girl lands a punch into 
her stomach which winds Georgie. Another blow from the black girl buckles 
her legs & Blonde & Red let go, letting her collapse onto the fl oor. Black 
jumps onto her & single handed starts to beat her up, hitting her in the face, 
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on the arms & stomach, wrestling her over the fl oor so that Georgie can’t 
escape from the beating & has to try & fi ght back. Black grabs her by the hair 
& Georgie tries to do the same but is too slow. Black twists her back & bangs 
her head against the wall repeatedly until Georgie begins to feel groggy. 

Black then takes her by the wrists & pulls her to her feet. Standing, 
Georgie breaks free, breathless & glaring at the girls. Black is smiling. 
‘Come on then, you want to do it again?’ she says. Georgie jumps at her & 
catches Black by surprise. Her fi st connects with Black’s jaw. Black cries out 
& staggers backwards. Georgie leaps forward & grabs her shirt by the neck 
& shakes Black. Black tries to fend her off  but Georgie throws her down. 
She lands a kick into Blacks head & Black, stunned, rolls over. Blonde & Red 
watch as Georgie hurls herself onto Black. Black manages to roll onto her 
back & catches Georgie as she comes. They roll over together, both holding 
on to the other, Black trying to clear he head, Georgie trying to press home 
the advantage. 

Black manages to grip her right arm & thrusts it up & back. Georgie 
spins over & fi nds her arm locked in a vice tight grip behind her back. Black 
scrambles on top of her.’ Now you pay white cunt,’ whispers Black. Easing 
Georgie face down so that she has to submit to the full weight of Black on 
her back, Black’s legs straddling her torso, gripping her like she’s a mare or 
something, Black pulls out Georgie’s t-shirt from her jeans & pulls it up so that 
her lower back’s exposed. Georgie tries to free herself but fi nds she’s helpless 
in Black’s tightening grip. Blonde & Red begin to fumble with her jeans. 

She hears the zip being pulled down underneath her & then the gleeful 
laugh as she feels the denim slip down her thighs. Blonde & Red take down 
her jeans even as she lies there in the grip of Black. ‘Now we’re going to 
play on that big white ass of yours,’ whispers Black. Black pulls back her 
head so that her body arches & her buttocks rise. Black slaps them hard & 
then with her fi st punches Georgie in the cunt, making Georgie cry out. She 
repeats this again & again. Then she lets Georgie go & jumps to her feet. 
Georgie rolls over as if trying to get her breathe back but Black kicks her in 
the stomach & then in the thigh. 

Georgie grunts & holds herself where the boot went in. Black grabs her 
T shirt & hauls her to her feet & then slaps her hard across her face making 
Georgie fall over backwards against the wall, her legs apart, her arms out, a 
look of helpless pain on her face. Black squats down in front of her & pulls the 
t-shirt up over her breasts & begins to suck the nipples of each breast. Then 
she bites them hard, making Georgie cry out. Blonde & Red laugh but stay 
away for the time being. Black then rolls her onto her front once more & this 
time inserts her fi ngers roughly into her arse-hole, working them in whilst 
pushing her head down into the carpet. Black is grinning at this & sweating. 

She fi st fucks Georgie up the arse & then, withdrawing, rolls Georgie 
onto her front. Georgie tries to push her off  but Black is too strong & splays 
her arms out over her head. She then fucks her with one hand’s fi ngers 
playing in her cunt whilst the other squeezes her breasts. Black then rolls 
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off  Georgie & stands up. Georgie drags herself onto her knees & staggers 
up against the wall. Blonde lights a fag. Red walks slowly over to Georgie & 
takes a handful of her hair in her hands & twists it viciously. Georgie’s own 
hands jerk up to try & disconnect Red. 

Blonde jumps forward & presses the tip of the lit fag into her breast. 
Georgie screams out. Red then hits her across the face so that she falls back 
onto the fl oor. Red jumps her & fucks her viciously in the cunt whilst Blonde 
kneels down & begins to suck the nipples & then kiss her on the mouth.. 
Georgie’s hands are held above her head by Red & Blonde, her legs are wide 
& helpless. She’s covered in sweat. Black then rejoins the attack, kicking 
Georgie between the legs as Red leaves off  fucking her for a time. Georgie 
tries to scramble away, out of range of Black but Black pursues her & keeps 
kicking whilst Blonde wrestles her upper body & arms into submission. Red 
then lies between her legs & begins to licks her cunt whilst pulling at the 
pubic hairs with her fi ngers. 

Black slowly takes off  her own jeans & white knickers & sits on Georgie’s 
head. She pisses into her mouth & then shits. Georgie is choking. Black then 
rubs the shit over her face whilst saying things like, ‘Let’s black you up a 
little you wee white minstrel,’ in a demotic whisper. The three of them then 
drag her into the lav where they wash her down so that she’s spick clean 
again. She’s led back into the room where the fourth woman, who must be 
in her fi fties, Grey, fi nally gets some action. She ties Georgie to the table 
using newly bought rope. 

Arms are tied hanging down to two of the table legs. Her legs are 
similarly detained. Grey then attaches a dildo to her belt & lies on top of the 
helpless girl & fucks her with the dildo as if a man whilst beating Georgie 
around the face & nipples. Black then takes the dildo & she does the same. 
Then Blonde. Then Red. They untie her, turn her over, retie her & then one 
by one bugger her using the same implement. They untie her, dress her & 
take her out of the fl at, down some long corridors & stairwells & into a van. 
The van is driven off  into the night. It arrives at a new high rise set of fl ats. 

Georgie is now fully aware of what’s happening & is looking to escape. 
The four women take her into a lift & then along a corridor. They take her 
into a deserted room. Red Blonde & Black then leave & Grey goes through 
to a kitchen area & puts on a kettle. Georgie attacks Grey from behind, 
grabbing the older woman by the head & neck & pulling her over onto the 
carpet. The wrestle for a moment but Georgie, using the element of surprise 
to her advantage, overpowers Grey, hitting Grey again & again in the face 
& stomach. Grey submits & lies face down on the fl oor. Georgie runs to the 
door but fi nds that she is locked in. Grey insists she hasn’t got the key. 

There are no windows, no potential exits. Georgie, in fury, turns on 
Grey & lifts up her skirt to reveal huge buttocks. As punishment, Georgie 
administers a heavy spanking to the older woman who is so excited by the 
pain that she is left groaning in pain & pleasure. Surprised to fi nd that Grey is 
having orgasms, Georgie redoubles her eff orts which excites Grey even more. 
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Georgie pulls down her knickers & forces Grey’s legs apart, pulling the skirt 
high over her body. Grey tries to feeble prevent it but Georgie fucks her with 
her hand in the cunt & then the backside. She then punches Grey in the face 
until she passes out. She drags the unconscious body into the kitchen where 
the kettle is now boiling & leaves it there, waiting for someone to return. 

It’s Blonde who returns alone. She calls out to Grey but just as she closes 
the door behind her Georgie leaps out at her, pulling her hair viciously 
& landing fl ying kicks to her cunt & thighs in a furious attack. Blonde is 
brought to her knees, completely taken by surprise & already weakened 
by the blows. Georgie grabs her from behind & pushes her against the wall 
repeatedly, winding her. She then spins Blonde round & deftly undoes her 
belt & unzips her jeans. They fall about Blonde’s knees then her calves. She 
is wearing white knickers & white socks. Her blue denim shirt hangs down 
now like a mini skirt. 

Georgie spins her around so that the other girl is pinned up against the 
wall, facing it. She tugs at the knickers & fucks Blonde up the backside until 
Blonde cums, holding her by the nape of the neck with her free hand. Blonde 
tries to break free & Georgie pulls her round so that they are face to face & 
says ‘Your turn now babe,’ before crushing their lips together & hand fucking 
her in the cunt. She then beats Blonde up, punching her & kicking her & 
wrestling her around the room until Blonde cannot resist her. 

She then takes Blonde by the ankles & drags her round the room on 
her stomach before straddling her one last time & fi st fucking her in the 
backside just for the hell of it. Blonde then passes out. Georgie takes her 
into the kitchen & ties her to Grey, back to back, & waits for the next girl 
to return. It’s Red. Red comes in but seems to sense there’s trouble. When 
she sees Georgie coming through the kitchen door & no sign of Grey or 
Blonde she knows it. She fumbles with the door as if she means to get out 
but there’s no way she can. Georgie grabs her by the wrist & pulls her into 
the middle of the room. 

Red lunges at Georgie but Georgie’s fi red up whereas Red’s still cold. 
Georgie rams a bottle between Red’s legs & Red collapses in a heap onto the 
fl oor. Georgie follows up with a methodical beating of Red. She then strips 
Red of everything down to her crimson underwear. She then lies on top of 
Red & kisses her & licks her over her face, breasts, belly, cunt. She then takes 
off  Red’s underwear & fucks her with the wine bottle she’s assaulted her with 
initially. Red cums & passes out. 

She’s laid out with the others. Georgie waits for Black. When Black 
comes through the door Georgie sprays her with white fl our to blind her. 
It works for a while. Black can’t see to defend herself & Georgie kicks & 
punches her hard & she falls. Georgie tears off  her shirt & wraps it round 
her face & beats her up some more. Black is still the stronger of the two & 
keeps managing to push Georgie off  her but cannot prevent Georgie from 
renewing her eff orts. Georgie ties rope round her neck so that the shirt over 
her head is like a tightly pulled bag. Georgie presses down on the covered 
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face & Black can’t see enough to get free. 
She struggles hard, her legs & body twisting & writhing, her hands 

desperately trying to pull the bag from her head but its no use. Georgie 
won’t let go. She begins to blank out. When she is still, Georgie removes the 
skirt. She then sucks the breasts of Black & takes off  Black’s trousers so she’s 
left with just her panties & socks. She then kicks & beats the unconscious 
body of Black around the room. She then takes off  her own jeans & knickers 
& sits over Black’s face & pisses into Blacks open mouth. Black begins to 
cough at this & comes round slightly. 

Georgie ties her up so that she’s face down, arms & legs spread wide 
from the body. She then sits on Black & takes down her knickers, saying, 
‘Now there’s time to play with your black ass, sweet sister chil.’ She then 
spanks Black hard & fucks her with her hands up the backside & the cunt. 
She then kicks Black in the face until she passes out, goes through her 
trouser pockets until she fi nds the key, & our hero escapes.

‘Gavagai! Or, The Future History of Animal Language…
Georgie in zoo keeper uniform. Navy blue peaked cap, pressed plaid, 

black stockings, starched white shirt under pressed jacket blazer. Its the end 
of the zoo day. She locks up the main gate & passes the ape house. There’s 
a blonde keeper, jeans, lumber jack shirt, wellies, closing the cage having 
just put in ‘new straw’ she says. Georgie jokingly goes over to the bars of 
the cage to inspect the straw. The two women exchange casual chat & the 
blonde inadvertently strokes Georgie’s backside. 

Georgie kisses the blonde keeper on the lips. They enter the cage & sink 
into the hay together. They kiss for a while & caress but remain fully clothed. 
Suddenly a huge male chimp enters the indoor cage from outside. The 
keeper’s forgotten to lock him out. The women cower as the animal blocks 
off  their exit. A younger male enters. The two animals watch the keeper 
& Georgie. The large male grabs Georgie & tears her skirt from her. She is 
wrestled to the straw, quite helpless in the great beasts arms. The chimp 
begins to roll her in the straw, undressing her as he does so. The other chimp 
grabs the blonde keeper & does the same until both keeper & Georgie are 
stripped to just their knickers by the beasts. 

The large male then begins to fuck Georgie with its hands whilst hanging 
upside down from the log provided. Georgie is then draped over the log so 
that her head droops down & a banana is stuff ed into her cunt. The chimp 
watches her for a while & then begins to eat the banana. It licks out her cunt 
& then throws her down into the straw. Georgie tries to slither away through 
the straw but the chimp jumps on her from above & fucks her in the back side. 

The blonde keeper, meanwhile, is tied to the cage bars by the smaller 
chip which then sucks & pulls at her nipples, fucks her with its hands & then 
beats her senseless. The apes then leave the cage. Georgie crawls to the 
blonde & begins to untie her from the cage bars. At this moment an Alsatian 
dog trots into shot & the two women cringe back against the bars in fright. 
The dog licks the keeper’s cunt who moans in pleasure whilst Georgie looks 
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around for a stick or something to shoo the dog away. The dog then mounts 
the keeper & begins to fuck her, scratching her breasts & face. Georgie fi nds 
a rake & prods the dog away. Snarling, it slinks off . Georgie then helps the 
keeper to her feet & they slowly begin to dress. ‘We’d better lock up more 
carefully in future,’ says Georgie & her companion agrees. Sunset.

’Zombie Flesh Eaters’ …
Handwritten notes of McGinn all over the place, sheaves of the stuff . 

These seem to be taken from variety of sources, unlike the roll of images 
(over 1500 shorts, each one a new situation) many of the sources are written 
(diaries, account books, letters, memoirs etc) but still, – 

‘Georgie was making some money & managing to save some too. 
Though she lived in one of the crew caravans alongside the other girls she 
was planning to get a place for herself. Lunar Park was a favorite haunt. Was 
there a man? There were several but none of them more than sex release 
& pleasure retreat so it would seem. Throughout, she was looked after 
carefully & although there were the usual drugs & drink everyone seemed 
to take care with the sex. There was some but not as much as you’d have 
thought. She was spending much of the time on her own, nights were short. 

‘Porn’s fi ne, doesn’t go too far. Life goes too far.’ No one touched her. 
She liked porn because it was cold. Outside. 

‘Autistic kind of thing.’ ‘No one really there.’ 
‘You can behave outside any way but inside there’s no connection.’ 
‘This stuff ’s a vacuum. Hurt gets sucked out. It’s a pure world. I like it.’ 

To McGinn: 
‘Cities make nature strong. Out in the countryside you’re always afraid 

nature’ll get broken. It’s too fragile, too open faced or something. I’d 
concrete over anything green. Nuke it.’ 

‘Porn’s just cartoon sex. Of course, it’s not just about sex. It’s about being 
put back together again. Everything broken & the bits examined one by one. 
But you get out somehow in one piece.’  Sometimes the bits of McGinn were 
mixed in with Georgie, you couldn’t tell who was talking. Georgie was bright 
but not Mark Manning, say! 

‘These fi lms are primary magic, I take off  my clothes, I’m invisible.’ 
Burroughs paraphrased – ‘… just look at someone in the eye. You can walk 
down a whole goddam street like that.’ Indiff erence is the great theme. 
Perhaps what kills her? 

‘You Are What You Fuck,’ ‘Wizard Of Gore’ ‘Women Oh Women,’ ‘Viaje 
Al Mundo De Lo Desconocido’ ‘Vice Squad,’ ‘Ultime Grida dalla Savana’ 
‘Unabridged Agony,’ Ottis Toole, ‘TV Sphincter,’ Sharon Tate, ‘Sweden – 
Heaven & Hell,’ ‘Splatter,’ ‘Snuff ’ …

London, Kings Cross. Contract terminated or not renewed. You’re out by 
the next day. McGinn throws down all her stuff  & its raining. Everything gets 
wet. She gets a cold, it develops into fl u. She takes a rented room. No one 
calls. A cheque bounces. She tries to clear up the misunderstanding at the 
bank & fi nds that nothing’s been paid in for the last six months. She’s run up 
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an overdraft. She can’t get in touch with McGinn. They’ve all left town. She 
tries for a job in a burger bar. 

She’s sacked after three days – too slow. She goes down with disease – 
shivers, temperature. No one in the building to help her, no one anywhere. 
She locks herself in. She’s sick for three days. Depression. Everything’s hot 
outside. August petrol smells. She takes a walk to Euston, there’s a rumor 
about a relative or friend in Glasgow. She doesn’t try for a train. She jumps 
in front of a 207 to Scotland. It takes off  her head. That kind of suicide’s the 
defi nite article from the very moment you lie down on the track. She was 
never harmed in any of her fi lms. But some lessons to be learned surely. 

‘Sodama,’ ‘Bill Stewart – his fi lmed death etc.,’ ‘Reel 111 16/67,’ ‘Questo 
Sporco Mondo Meraviglioso,’ ‘Psychopathia Sexualis,’ ‘Brenda O’Connor,’ 
Emilio Nunez – killer,’ ‘Nosferatu the Vampyre,’ …

McGinn in Berlin. He gets the news ten months late. Already there’s an 
idea to use it as promotion. Porn king Jado Harlow expresses his disgust at 
his reaction. He snaps back, ‘In this line of business everything’s business.’ 

‘Kazou Nagano, ‘Naked & Violent,’ ‘Midnight 2: Sex Death & Videotape,’ 
‘Man Bites Dog,’ ‘Manchester Evening News,’ ‘Last House On the Left,’ 
‘Libidomania,’ ‘Sylvia Krystal,’ ‘Killbaby,’ ‘Infant Brain Surgery,’ ‘Human Post 
Mortem’ ‘Gor-met Zombie Chef From Hell,’ R Budd Dwyer, ‘Death Magazine 
or How To Become a Flowerpot,’ ‘Soon Ja Du, ‘Collie Sex,’ ‘Cinema Of 
Transgression,’ ‘CIA’ ‘Badgirls Go To Hell,’ …

McGinn auditions hopefuls for the part of Georgie. Chooses Caroff  who 
plays Georgie to a tee ie is as invisible as Georgie. McGinn loses money on 
this, loses the lot. It had been going down hill for ages – even before she 
double-crossed Georgie & reneged on fi nances.  

Idi Amin, Kathy Allen, 20/20, 2000 Maniacs.
You still there? Still watching? This stuff  keeps pouring out. There’s 

enough for days to come. Georgie’s entry three days before nemesis.
‘Trouble with my situation, I got too many one handed lives tracking me 

out there. They’re already using their one eyes.’ So who’s she trying to get 
to see? The invisible woman of course. Herself. All the time, Georgie’s out to 
see herself in her own private dick eye.’

The old man asks Rancid & Lamont, ‘You need another tape ?’ There’s no 
reply. He shrugs. Snow keeps falling outside.

14. Mme Atomos Croque le Marmot 
[Mrs Atomos Eats a Child] 
Pny Jack defeated the giant & pulled out of its green gore-splattered corpse 
vital information. An Address. He fl ies there.

Brentford’s nothing special. But the world headquarters of the multi 
national pharmaceutical ultra-gigantor business SmithKline Beecham is 
an ugly big bastard of a green-glass building. Using x-ray vision he can see 
the remains of McGinn’s Complex buried a hundred or so feet below the 
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foundations of the new monolithic structure. 
Its down there that Madame Atomos & her green zombies are waiting 

to pounce. She’s busy fi nishing off  the fi nal versions of these creeps. She’s 
worked out that she can perfectly simulate the working of a conscious mind 
using computerised algorithmic symbol manipulation instead of minds. Her 
zombies behave just as if they were conscious but they’re not. They have 
no sensations, no thoughts but they do have reactions of such amazing 
complexity that you couldn’t tell the diff erence between one of them 
with consciousness & one without. They pass the legendary TuringTest. 
Remember that piece of inadequacy. It proposed that if something eg a 
computer, behaved like it had a mind then it had a mind. Alan Turing might 
have been a genius but this test wasn’t up in the Premier League of top wack 
thought was it? Madame Atomos’s zombies proved that.

Pny Jack wasn’t there to ask philosophical questions. Drilling through 
the earth he soon crashed through the super-reinforced outer shell of the 
top secret subterranean Complex building. He found himself in a long 
corridor, dark & stinking of soil, oil & piss. It wasn’t the high-tech context 
he’d been expecting. A mega-built zombie guy came round the corner.

‘Hey zombie green guy,’ began Pny Jack. The zombie didn’t let him 
fi nish. A vile yelow beam of light burnt out of the zombie’s fi ngers & collided 
with Pny Jack’ s chest. Pny Jack was catapulted back against the far wall, 
landing in a heap on his arse.

No more words. Pny Jack zapped out a red torch beam of ultra dangerous 
shit from his eyes which fried the green ghoul as it trundled towards him. All 
that was left was a pile of black smoking ash. The zombie was toasted well & 
good. But Pny Jack seemed puzzled.

‘Its true that Madame Atomos is close now. But my new powers, there’s 
something strange about them. I don’t remember having such powers 
before. I can’t recall getting them from anywhere. This whole new fl ying, 
shooting eye beams shit, the whole Superman X-Men deal, it’s a mystery to 
me. I don’t trust any of this,’ he mused to himself.

He made his way down the corridor. It was a dark tunnel. It went on for 
ages. Nothing happened. And then everything started to happen. He began 
to lose sight of the walls & the roof & the fl oor. He began to fi nd it diffi  cult to 
judge where he was, what he was doing, the very space seemed to dissolve 
& shift & then – freakily – he found the very idea of 3D seem complicated & 
too hard. And from somewhere else, maybe his deep mind, hidden by his 
previous obsession with the 3D world through which he fl oated, fl ew, glided, 
ran & walked, other images appeared & covered everything else up so that 
all he was aware of were 2D images, cartoon pictures in which he placed 
himself. Like something out of ‘The Matrix’ a virtual reality grid seemed to 
be everything & everywhere. 

Pny Jack began to grab hold of identities, shouting into the vivid, ultra 
bright image reality into which he found himself engulfed. 

‘I am George Cruikshank (1792-1878) I am the Brave Boys I am 
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Snowgliding I am Gustave Doré (1832-1883) I am the Histoire de la Sainte 
Russe (1854) I am Duccio (active 1278, died 1319) I am Jesus healing the Blind 
I am James Gillray(1756-1815) I am the Bull’s Progress I am Giovanni di Paolo 
(active 1420, died 1482) I am Gothic I am Joseph Franz Freiher von Goez 
(1745-1815) the inventor of the graphic novel I am his ‘Lenardo und Blandine’ 
after a poem by Berger I am Francisco Goya (1746-1826) I am his Fray Pedro 
& Maragato – the Monk Pedro & the Robber I am William Hogarth (1697-
1764) I am “A Harlot’s Progress” (1732) I am Heinrich Hoff man (1809-1894) 
I am Struwwelpeter I am RF Outcault (1863-1928) I am the Yellow Kid & I 
know what they did to the Dog-Catcher 20 Sept. 1896 I am the Kid who 
started the Comics 15 Nov. 1896 I am Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827) I am 
Adolph Schroedter (1805-1875) I am Rodolphe Töpff er (1799-1846) I am his 
fi rst US comicbook I am I am I fucking am…’ he roared.

‘Charming,’ laughed Madame Atomos who held the super hero in one 
hand. Pny Jack came out of his delirium to fi nd that he was too weak to resist 
the mighty woman. Her manga zombies kept on processing information, 
conscious of nothing. 

‘What happened?’ he managed to ask as he dangled in her mega-
powerful fi st that began to slowly crush out his life. He could feel his rib-cage 
begin to crack as she put the squeeze on him. 

‘Pny Jack you sweet boy,’ sneered Madame Atomos who was looking 
more & more like she was erasing herself. Outline & facial details seemed 
too far off  to be picked out. Her manga zombies on the other hand seemed 
more & more fi nished – huge eyes, huge feet, cute little faces & a bad 
attitude behavior that spelled nothing but trouble. 

‘I created you. You have been sucked into my brilliant technological 
shut-in. I am a manga monster otaku who not only obsesses about comics 
& Godzilla but have taken them to my heart & mind. I am the avatar of 
everything that is about to happen. And this is the anime to end everything. 
Like manga, I make more sense than anything you westerners can produce. 
I am the backlash that will catapult you into the 3rd millennium as dead 
mindless slaves. I am the hammer blow of the Attack! anime’ she shrieked.

‘You’re not making any sense,’ groaned Pny Jack, feeling that he was 
about to lose consciousness.

‘You fool. They tried to shut me down. They sent in some viral strain 
to destroy me, some miserable totty called Georgie Gee. I was too clever. I 
twisted the program & she ended up a suicide. I have total control. You are 
just an aspect of the defeated viral strain, a messed up echo of the original 
idea. I am used to these feeble attacks. You are my bastard child. I shall now 
eat you,’ she announced.

Her head stropped in on Pny Jack’s head & crunched through the skull, 
sucking out the palpy grey matter of the brain like it was a steam pudding, 
guzzling it all down. She spat out the bone shell & kept on eating until all 
that was left was the crunched up bone remnants. 
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15. La Ténébreuse Mme Atomos 
[The Dark Mrs Atomos] 
‘So what the hell was McGinn doing? What the hell was that video?’ asked 
Rancid. She & Lamont were tramping through the snow-strewn streets, 
hunched & shaken by the desolation of what they’d seen.

‘I want to show you something,’ said Lamont. His stubble covered, 
fl eshy grey face registered intense determination that rose above gloom. 
They were on West Ealing high street. There was a WH Smiths. He dived in. 
Rancid followed. He pulled out a fi lm book & fl icked through the pages until 
he found whatever it was. A picture. Black & white.

‘Look at that,’ he said.
‘Oh wow!’ gasped Rancid. She stared at the picture.
‘I don’t understand,’ she said. 
They were back on the street, moving speedily down the Northfi elds 

Road South towards Brentford. 
‘The McGinn building’s here,’ Lamont grunted.
‘Listen, you have got to tell me what the hell’s going on. What was that 

picture? How come you were in that picture?’ she asked.
‘Me? That wasn’t me. Here we are,’ he replied. 
Sure enough, there was a locked up shop with a steel shut-down. The 

brick buildings were small & unpretentious. A wooden ‘For Sale’ board had 
been stuck high up on the wall. Two painted fi gures also posed high up 
above the street, superhero characters from the stable of the great Stan Lee 
– Marvel’s Spiderman – & DC’s own dark knight Batman. But looking at them 
through the falling drifts of snow they were like ghosts, dead memories 
shimmering on the edge of disappearing forever. What’s the soundtrack? 
‘Stan’ Obvious.

Lamont groaned as he bent down & picked at the lock with a key securing 
the metal shut-down. After a brief moment they were inside. Pulling down 
the steel after them they were at fi rst plunged into darkness. Lamont found 
a light. The place smelled of heavy duty dismay, corruption & loss.

‘Don’t touch the comics,’ instructed Lamont. Rancid shot him a look & 
could see that he was serious. The place was full of open boxes stuff ed full 
of what were the comics.

‘These are McGinn’s demon books,’ he said by way of explanation.
‘Demon books? What shite is that?’ asked Rancid.
‘They work as seeds.’
‘Seeds?’
‘This place must be bigger than it looks because there aint half an 

irritating echo in here,’ grumbled Lamont. Rancid shrugged & waited for 
him to explain. Lamont walked slowly round the room which had evidently 
been the shop before closure. There was a door through into a back room. 
Rancid stood by the door & peered through but there was nothing she could 
pick out more than funless gloom.

‘The comics will you to do what their stories suggest. Like mind control. 
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Hypno-suggestion. Its a development of the 1967 fi lm out on Amicus/
Columbia directed by the great Freddie Francis & written by Robert Bloch of 
Psycho fame. In that fi lm there are four separate plots – Burgess Meredith 
tells the stories of all four – a man kills so that he can feed their heads to 
his car. Why does he do this? The car suggests it to him. A woman fi nds out 
that a movie star is a robot & then is made into one herself. A woman falls 
in love with a pianist but his piano kills her. Why? The piano was jealous. 
A collector of Edgar Allen Poe memorabilia kills another such collector but 
Edgar Allen Poe himself comes back from the dead to get him. Filmgoers 
were given ‘fright seeds’ so that they could grow their own torture gardens,’ 
he continued.

‘So?’
‘Same principle at work here. These comics take on a life of their own in 

their readers. I closed the place down & have been guarding it ever since,’ 
he explained.

‘Same principle? You mean that these comics have powers?’
‘Yea. Its real. McGinn tapped into that pre-Big Bang space & time reality 

& realised that computer technology wasn’t the way to get to grips with the 
truth about the real world. These stories were better.’

‘What kind of shit are you saying?’ gasped Rancid, suddenly feeling 
scared. The boxes & their dark contents seemed to take on a heavy evil 
signifi cance.

‘Its like the joke about “2001 A Space Odyssey.” What Clarke’s book 
brought about was the fi lm & what happened in the year 2001 was endless 
repeat showing of the fi lm. It predicted itself. Forget about black monoliths 
on the moon or whatever,’ he grinned.

‘So whatever is in these comics, it’ll come about in reality?’ said Rancid.
‘But as a comic. As itself. Reality will become the comic.’
‘Wow. That’s evil,’ said Rancid. Then came her double take.
‘No it isn’t. Its fucking insane. Impossible. You’re on something you 

lunatic,’ she shrieked.
‘You want to know what the picture was back there, the one you took to 

be of me?’ asked Lamont quietly.
‘Yeah. What was that all about? How come you were in a fi lm once?’ 

asked Rancid, spinning round off  her high horse to follow up this new thrill.
‘What I showed you was a still from Universal Studios 1951 Albert 

Zugsmith produced Orson Wells & Harry Keller directed mega masterpiece 
‘Touch of Evil’ written & starring Orson Wells with Janet Leigh, a nutmegged 
up Charlton Heston, Mercedes McCambridge, Akim Tamiroff , Marlene 
Dietrich, Ray Collins, Dennis Weaver, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Keenan Wynn & Joseph 
Cotten shot in Venice, California. That wasn’t me in that picture. The guy 
in the picture, that was Orson Wells playing Hank Quinlan, a gross, cigar-
chomping American detective who frames a man for a crime he did commit,’ 
explained Lamont carefully.

Rancid glared at him.
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‘It was you. The spitting image of you now,’ responded Rancid.
‘Yea, well that’s because of what I’m talking about here,’ replied Lamont.
‘What does that mean?’ asked Rancid.
‘I was created by that fucking fi lm. McGinn used it as an experiment in 

developing his Pre Big Bang linkup. Film is just speeded up comic frames 
when you think about it. So he used the two technologies just to see what 
was easier. He found out that comics were better than fi lms. Easier to focus. 
But in the meantime, there I was. And the whole world of ‘Touch of Evil.’ You 
know why I have this gun? I had to kill the others. All of them, So now there’s 
just me. But I’m like Quinlan, I have everything he has. I may seem warped, 
but I can smell out good & bad even if I have to cross over the line between 
them in order to get justice.’

‘So it was you in the picture?’
‘No, that was Orson Wells playing me,’ grinned Lamont.
‘So do I call you Lamont or Quinlan?’
‘Call me Hank,’ said Lamont.
‘So where is McGinn now?’ asked Rancid.
‘We’re looking for clues. I was hoping that some of this stuff  might have 

been disturbed. I half wondered if he wouldn’t try & come back here. But 
this place is like a grave. Nothing’s been touched for years.’

‘What about the other place you & that old man were going on about?’
‘What, the Complex?’
‘Yeah. Even if the plague & Atomos made him close it down all those years 

ago maybe he’s gone back there. Maybe its up & working again. Or maybe 
he’s just hiding there,’ suggested the hard as nails rock Goth grrrl chick.

‘Ok,’ agreed Lamont. They left the grubby shitty little place & started to 
walk on down the road towards the site of the buried Complex. Stopped in 
their tracks.

Stopped in their tracks by the twelve feet high superhero cartoon fi gures 
that have just stripped themselves from the wall above the shop & are now 
crouching like muscle bound alien freak fascist power killer nutters before 
them, snarling & spitting hard nut venom from their drugged over minds.

‘What the hell do these two creeps want?’ asked Rancid stupidly. 
Lamont/Hank/Quinlan shrugged & pulled his revolver from the inside of his 
long stained coat. The gun seemed so much bigger than the last time he’d 
pulled it out, like it was a gun with a hard on. The gun knew what was needed 
if you were going to kill a super powered fascist.

‘Show ‘em what you are babe,’ growled Lamont/Hank/Quinlan as he 
suddenly rocked off  the gun into the chest of the aggressive super dudes 
confronting them, blowing holes the size of heads out of the chest of one 
of the psycho comic killer characters. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere, 
obviously. The Batman character crashed backwards as the fat detective 
slowly moved onto him, blasting him with a never-ending stream of bomb-
like bullets, his aim forever steady & true. 

The other one catapulted through the air but was met half way through 
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the tumble by Rancid Dee who had launched herself forward, both fi sts 
blasting & green bolts of mega death & destruction nailing the super 
powered dream-boy with corrosive, bone crunching, brain through the nose 
dripping, gore splattering violence before he could retaliate.

‘Well done Rancid,’ nodded Lamont/Hank/Quinlan as he surveyed the 
result of the utter & total destructive power of the grrrrl.

‘How the fuck did that happen?’ asked Rancid, trying to get her head 
round the situation.

‘Booby trap. McGinn must have decided a rogue character like me needs 
to be eliminated after all. He must be thinking that the Madame Atomos 
problem is something to do with me. He thinks I’m working with her. Typical 
of the short sighted middle class bourgeois I-don’t-care-a-mother’s-twat-
about-consequences-so-long-as-I-get-my- fookin-Nobel-Prize ethos that 
drives these super pampered brain-heads. Had he watched the bloody fi lm 
he’d realise that I was corrupt but still able to detect evil. In the fi lm, Quinlan 
plants evidence to get his man who is as guilty as fuck. He’s a good cop, he 
knows what’s what. McGinn never looked to the details of the stuff  he was 
using. What a moronic git,’ spat Lamont /Hank/Quinlan in disgust.

‘So what do you know about me Hank?’ asked Rancid.
‘What do you mean?’ replied the fat detective slyly.
‘Come on, when those two cartoons came off  the wall to kill us, you 

obviously knew something about me,’ she said.
‘What do you know about me?’ he fi red back. She thought about this.
‘You’ve changed. When I fi rst met you you seemed to be just an ordinary 

cop. Bob I think we called you. Bob Lamont. You seemed to have no idea 
about any of the things we were dealing with. Pny Jack seemed to be the 
expert. But then Pny Jack went missing,. You said he was dead. And slowly 
you started talking about stuff  that before you didn’t seem to know jack-
shit about. So I guess everything about you is a mystery. Nothing you say 
stabilises round a single, simple unity. You’re the most complex character 
I’ve ever met. I’d even go so far as to say that you don’t seem to be a character 
at all actually. You’re more like several bits all badly stitched together. 
Something broken & fragmented. And really ugly & fat all the time.’

‘Its true. Everything you say. I am not just a simple personality. I don’t 
have a single history or memory strand or anything like that. I’m a 2D 
character from a fi lm. I get new news each reel. Nothing comes straight from 
the simple 3D post Big Bang time/space continuum. Reality isn’t like that. So 
I can get new information & knowledge without experiencing them in 3D.’

‘And me?’
‘You’re like me. I’m afraid so girl. Yes. Somewhere along the line you’re 

out of a McGee comic.’
‘Damn,’ spluttered Rancid Dee.
‘Does that mean you want to suck dick?’ asked the toonish detective, 

wondering if the new enlightenment would take him further than he’d got 
so far. 
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‘Dream on fat man,’ replied Rancid decisively.
‘Just checking,’ grinned Lamont/Hank/Quinlan, pulling out a small cigar 

& chewing off  the nib. They continued their march towards the Complex 
down Brentford way, the smoke from his cigar a heavy stain trail on the 
whole atmosphere.

‘I guess everything here then, is a comic?’ asked Rancid, beginning to 
cotton on.

‘Seen from a certain perspective, that is the truth,’ conceded Lamont/
Hank/Quinlan.

‘But its impossible to know exactly. What I guess is that we’re in the 
middle of a war for the very soul of reality,’ he added thoughtfully.

‘What do you mean?’ quizzed Rancid, intrigued.
‘Well, from what we’ve understood so far, we’re part of the confl ict 

between two ways of understanding the mind. On the one hand there’s the 
McGinn comic world which assumes that there’s a mystery about the mind 
that gets kicked up by these stories that reaches back to the pre-Big Bang 
Universe. On the other hand there’s the computer model of the mind that 
assumes some sort of functionalism explains the nature of consciousness 
& that there’s no intrinsic mystery. This is where we fi nd Georgie & all that 
virus stuff  coming in from somewhere to try & destroy Madame Atomos & 
all that. It fails & there’s a suggestion that maybe it brings about a mix up.’

‘A mix up?’ 
‘Yea, so we have the possibility of the computer modeling contaminating 

the comic world.’
‘And why is that so problematic?’ asked Rancid, trying to follow the 

garbage the fat detective was serving as they walked along.
‘Could be that we get to lose the mind completely. The world gets 

emptied out. Totally. We all end up as zombies,’ said the grim man.
‘Fucking hell!’ they walked on some more, brooding with their minds.
Of course, some things – like physical pain & a sense of utter & hopeless 

defeat & sadness when something great dies & so on – they suck & so to get 
rid of them wouldn’t be so bad. But to lose all the great stuff  – like orgasmic 
super-bliss, like just feeling high, like happiness & all those things, plus 
thoughts about where the universe came from, & where the hell its all going 
& why, – you just have to say its no contest – keep the mind. Its great. Even 
to fuck with it, its great. Greater than blank. Greater than gone. Greater than 
empty. Greater than zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
zzzzz forever. That’s just death. nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn forever. 

That’s the darkness of Madame Atomos.
So they walked with some serious shit in their heads. Essential shit.
But.
They were not alone. 
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From behind the locked up room of the abandoned comic store a 
bubbling dark smelted smeggy molten larva fl ow of puss snot jizz liquid 
fi zz started to rise out of the open-topped boxes, a purple, black, pink, 
silver, red gobby putrescent mess that fi lled the air, coiling & snaking like 
insane mamba killer serpents from some troll doom dance of death weird 
goth fantasy shite. Emerging out of this foggy, sticky morass of stenching 
glom walked the demented vision of crack snorking minge licking vampire 
infected death addicted bad ass criminal sex obsessing psycho pervert 
comic toonies. 

Grilldozogga – grey puss caked skin, road drill-bits for hands, fl ame 
throwing beefcake bad guy villain type. Used to be one Hector Munroe 
until an accident on a building site left him without hands & mind-warp-
insane. Desperate to get revenge on the boss who had maimed him through 
negligence – proper safety rules had been neglected knowingly by the owner 
of the building outfi t Munroe had been working for at the time, rules that 
would have prevented the maiming – he agreed to medical experiments 
which led to his being exposed to chemicals that transformed his skin 
into rhino-strength hide. The drill attachments came about as his mind 
transformed him into a carpet gnashing tanked up testosterone overfl owing 
berserker with a need for a diet of grilled pizza delivery boys.

His storyline: some turkey-brained overstuff ed minor celeb on the Brit 
soap circuit orders a ham & pineapple pizza, soaks himself in aftershave & 
expects to score later using the minor acting talent & zero star quality to lure 
some panicked star-fucker to his silk sheeted shithole. He hears the doorbell 
buzz & swaggers to the door ready to milk the gasp of recognition from 
the delivery boy for all he can. The door swings open & he’s confronted by 
Grilldozogga chewing the brain out of the dead delivery boy. There’s blood 
& shite everywhere.

‘What the fuck is going on?’ yells the astonished minor celeb. Grilldozogga 
recognises the no-talent standing pissing himself in the doorway & realises 
that he has a chance of doing something good for once in his life. He churns 
up the drills on the end of his arms & skewers the tosser on the doorstep 
before he has time to squeal. Blood & gunge explodes everywhere. 

A door opens just down from the action & Brian Pebbledash this Carlton 
TV tv addict gazes out to see what the commotion is all about.

‘What’s all the commotion about?’ calls out this unimaginative tosser 
who has voted Tory all his life because he likes the idea of hanging, fox 
hunting & generally taking out his own desperation & anger about his own 
useless & boring life on other poor sods. He has always hated the thought 
of young people, sex, drugs, loud music, excellent food, joyful children, 
dancing pensioners & bright colours. Grilldozogga has the pizza delivery boy 
half way down his gullet when he’s disturbed by the twat’s stupid question. 

His blood splattered drills are still revving. He lumbers down the street 
towards the mean-spirited joyless fucker.

‘I’m looking for meat to spit roast,’ replies Grilldozogga after fi nally 
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swallowing the tasty human fl esh. 
‘Well keep the noise down you cretin,’ snapped the Pebbledash guy. 

Grilldozogga narrows his eyes & then plunges the drills into his chest which 
explodes in a gore fountain of awesome proportion.

This kind of routine goes on episode after episode whilst an anti-fascist 
renegade cop called Quine comes slowly after him. This rogue cop has loads 
of dark & twisted love aff airs with doomed people & never ever catches 
up with the gruesome killer for long. As the series trundles on there’s a 
suspicion that maybe the cop is actually controlling the freak because all the 
people killed are vile right wing freaks with deep evil ugliness under their 
seemingly normal lives.

Fangcrackoid – a white skinned black garbed female grrrl goth heavy 
metal vampirella-type vampire with a fang-toothed snatch & a heroin 
addiction to boot. Plus a range of stereotypical extreme thong lingerie 
leather strap wardrobe items.

She’s into beating the forces of extreme right wing fantasy at their own 
game. She attacks huge corporate business types, especially those with 
interests in third world politics & genetic engineering. She works like a virus. 

Her storyline: HQ of large multi-national corporation secretly developing 
& testing out chemical weapons on poor indigenous populations out of the 
gaze of the complaisant western media. The lobby is full of smartly dressed 
secretaries & executive types who successfully avoid thinking about the 
moral dimension of their work. Enter Fangcrackoid dressed in civilian outfi t.

‘I need to see Mr Brogan. I have an appointment,’ she says. She is taken 
to the offi  ce of the said Mr Brogan. Brogan is a big jock type from some 
Business school who wants to squeeze the deal with the sex pot business 
woman & then squeeze the sex pot. 

‘You are a disgusting & vile man Mr Brogan. As you help to make the 
company make billions you are happy to test out your genetically engineered 
viruses on third world populations whose poverty is held in place by the 
deals you make with their corrupt & violent gangster governments. I intend 
to make you pay for what you have done,’ she announces, placing a small 
black suitcase on the desk before them both. Brody’s smile has turned hard 
& he’s wondering how hard he’s going to kick the juicy ass out of his face.

‘Call security but it wont do you any good. In the vials held in my case 
is a bug powerful enough to wipe out the whole of the human race a 
thousand times over & a delivery system so effi  cient it might do just that,’ 
she explains. With horror Brogan sees the glass vials & somehow knows 
that she’s not bluffi  ng.

‘Of course,’ she continues as she opens the briefcase, ‘what I’m 
interested in is infesting this pile of shite.’

‘Why you foul & evil bitch,’ he snarls. She lets fl y with a powerful kick to 
his bollocks which sends him keeling over, green & in total pain. She smashes 
the vials open & the virus fl ies free. Within fi ve minutes the whole building 
is full of puking, shitting, exploding & melting bodies. Everyone dies except 
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Fangcrackoid who is of course already dead in a certain sense. 
This routine of careless revenge is challenged by a lone woman vigilante 

called Honey Quinine who is also opposed to the oppression of the third 
world by multi-national globalization but who thinks that there are better 
ways of fi ghting the corrupt powers than by unleashing the same fascist 
terror backwards, thus doubling the evil no matter the motivation. She 
understands that even in the fi rst world most people get similarly abused 
by forces of power & money. Quinine & the deadly vamp sometimes meet 
& have stand-off s but Fangcrackoid always manages to escape to begin her 
terror routines elsewhere. 

Virginload – super-sexed Afro-Caribbean Catholic nun whose mind had 
been charged up with a billion drugs which had given her the strength of a 
hundred men & tits that fi red death rays the shape of a priest.

‘Are you saved brother?’ she asks some drug dealing pimp. The guy’s 
hands are bleeding because he’s just beaten up one of the numbers who 
works for him. He looks at the sweet little nun & wonders what it would be 
like to fuck her up the ass.

‘Sure sister. Sure I’m saved,’ he grins.
‘Sure you are,’ she replies & she pulls up her habit to reveal her 

stupendous tits. The pimp has just a moment to register before she fi res 
priests out of her boulderous nipples. 

‘Ahhhh,’ he screams as the priests land in his open mouth & wedge half 
way down his throat. Then he gargles & falls over dead. Virginload pulls back 
down her black vestments & keeps walking the mean city streets. 

Her vigilante action isn’t tolerated. She is pursued by top outsider cop 
Kwinn Lynn who sympathizes with Virginload’s motivation but has orders 
to stop the killings. Every day it rains & you see ceilings. The chase is never-
ending. It ends with one of them in a rubber bag.

Forgiveanot – ex-social worker turned psycho killer, insists on getting 
victims to ask forgiveness before sadistically refusing it & drilling the victim 
with titanium reinforced beef steak knives that shoot out of his cock at 
moments of intense pleasure brought about by sadistic maneuvers like that.

Pigcuntic – genetically modifi ed pig with boosted intelligence & a 
human snatch where her piggy face would have been. Covered by fl ies that 
she controls & can send out to suck people’s blood, she devises really mean 
& devious tricks on anyone she takes a dislike to – & she dislikes just about 
anyone with a pulse – her victims are swallowed by the great cunt & digested 
in the pork belly. Truly revolting & top dangerous super villain freak.

Sponge Bath Dreamer – a very old villain who insists on going everywhere 
with very young & nubile demon vampire girls who give him a perverted 
sponge bath after every kill. Has toxic spittle & blood & no one knows how 
he came about because he’s so old & no one cares a fuck actually.

Virilla-Necro-President – half reptile, half President Bush, reptiler has no 
brains but a deadly snake venom bite & a twisted love of screwing dead 
people. Has some sort of mutational orgasmic killer device genetically 
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locked in to his ever-boning stonker – his orgasms send off  a mini bomb 
blast powerful enough to kill anyone within a vicinity of ten metres. Even 
through walls.

CrackAdrool – drug crazed computer freak techno Goth with a rabid 
fl ying fox on each shoulder, addicted to extreme nazi politics & inducing OTT 
artery-bursting panic in others. Able to survive more or less any chemical, no 
matter how toxic introduced to his body, no problem.

Turbinator – blood crazed Hindu madman whose beard’s made up of 
automatic poison tipped dart hair that shoots out at targets, beds down 
deep into the punctured fl esh & sends the venom charging through the 
victim’s bloodstream making the victim vomit out their brains through their 
ears in a froth foam barf of awesome proportion. 

These & others lurked in the shadows as the snow began to fall again & 
darkness too. Anyone with any sense had already left town. 

16-17. Mme Atomos Change de Peau 
[Mrs Atomos Sheds Her Skin]
Tomkins Gill a black polo-necked left bank Oxbridge public school jazz poseur 
twat. He was reading the article. It was about a writer. It had an academic 
twist to it. He was sitting in a cafe. Just ahead of him was this little black kid 
reading a comic. Tomkins Gill was a media studies lecturer. He was editor 
of a zine, ‘Rabbit Spunk – Automatic from the Punk Nib.’ He was reading 
‘Suck Bell,’ another zine, one that liked to pump out mildly up-its-own-arse 
writing as well as the more accessible, raw writing that he preferred.

‘The Defi ant Pose of Stewart Home.’ 
He read the title carefully. He got the reference to ‘Defi ant Pose,’ Home’s 

stunning novel of 1989 & felt confi dent he would be able to ride along with 
the article. In fact he was quietly hoping that he would be able to sneer at 
it at the end & impress some cock sucking public school educated Oxbridge 
right wing gash arsed girls he knew in the student bar by pulling the piece 
to bits. This would make him out to be cleverer than the writer of the article, 
knowledgeable about the obviously important & brilliant Home & the rest of 
the crew mentioned in the piece as well as suggest to the admiring totty that 
he was somehow part of that scene. So he read on & despite its scholarly 
style he got through to the end without much trouble. 

‘Stewart Home is out to cause trouble. The works of Pierre Bourdieu, 
especially ‘Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste,’ alongside 
that of Marx & the European Avant-Garde have given him the rhetorical & 
cultural capital to launch his assaults. His is a defi ant pose from an explicitly Red 
London-English working class position that aims to do serious damage to the 
chic aristocracy of culture. It wants to mess-up those symbolic systems & power 
relations in which distinctions of taste become the basis for social judgement. 
His use of pornography, skin-head violence & extreme politics in his novels, 
journals & pranks challenge the powerful ruling bourgeois who organise their 
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radicalism in the chic tasteful habitus of bouillabaisse, thinness, authenticity, 
angst, relativism & Salman Rushdie. Home can be seen as a contemporary 
working class dissenter rooted in a tradition that requires intellectuals to 
reconstitute what it means to be a thinker. This is a radical, absurdist project in 
a time of cultural & economic globalisation. What he does is as off ensive to the 
intelligentsia as a Pentecostal from the foothills of the Chautauqua Mountains 
at the dinner table of Bourdieu’s ‘Truly Classical’ University Teacher of ‘sobriety’ 
& ‘discretion’! But it would be wrong to see Home as a one-off , eccentric crank. 
We can hear his rude-boy voice in, for example, the seething London cabals of 
radical dissenters of the early nineteenth century which in turn links him to an 
old & important dissenting tradition. 

In the 1830’s print worker Hetherington’s ‘Poor Man’s Guardian’ had the 
motto ‘Knowledge is power’ & the heading ‘Published contrary to “Law” to try 
the power of “Might” against “Right.”’

 EP Thompson reports that Hetherington, in his opening address of ‘The 
Poor Man’s Guardian’ ‘…quoted clause by clause the laws he intended to 
defy:… to excite hatred & contempt of the Government & Constitution of… 
this country, as BY LAW established… to vilify the ABUSES of religion… or any 
other acts whatsoever & despite the ‘laws’ or the will & pleasure of any tyrant 
or body of tyrants whatsoever, any thing herein-before, or any-where-else… 
to the contrary notwithstanding.’ A radical dissenting working class voice was 
in those years a force to be reckoned with in literary circles. This should be 
understood not just in terms of the ideas about the working class, but in terms 
of the production of those ideas. The Chartist press, as Thompson reminds us, 
came at the point where the working class was ‘no longer in the making but 
already made. The point we must note is the degree to which the fi ght for press 
liberties was a central formative infl uence upon the shaping movement.’ The 
working class was in charge of the production & distribution of its own culture, 
as well as its consumption. 

Gill saw the Jean Paul Satre Mayhem Monster come smoking into the 
crowded bar as he read. The small, stubby creature blew toxic fumes out 
of his radioactive existentialist pipe. ‘Writing is the only way of being-in-
the-world you bourgoise cunts’ it roared but caught up in its own twisted 
bourgoise lifestyle the creature hardly made any impact among the 
students who kept on looking scruff y, reading, getting pissed, taking mild 
mannered drugs & getting really really cross with their mummies & daddies 
about the treatment of certain types of rather cute looking animals. The 
monster, instead of massacring them, joined them. Gill looked back to his 
article with disgust.

In presenting views that contested the authority of the ruling classes 
the hundreds of news vendors, hawkers & voluntary agents were constantly 
under threat from the law. Many were thrown into prison, fl ogged, put under 
police surveillance, chained & fettered. Being poor, the consequences of 
such persecution would often have terrible consequences for the individuals 
concerned. Thompson quotes Wickwar’s ‘Second Trial of William Hone’ 1818, 
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p.19 which cites the case of one ‘…Robert Swindels, confi ned in Chester castle, 
while his wife & baby died from neglect, & his remaining child was placed in 
the poorhouse…’ This world of the radicalised publishing working class milieu 
is well enough known. 

Something else to note about this world is the timidity, hypocrisy & 
commercial greed of literary ‘star-turns’ such as Southey, Poet Laureate, 
who turned against his radical youth to ‘seek an injunction against Sherwin 
for infringement of copyright.’ Sherwin, to the delight of radical England had 
resurrected ‘Watt Tyler,’ Southey’s republican indiscretion. Hazlitt writes: 

‘Is it not a little strange that while this gentleman is getting an injunction 
against himself as the author of Watt Tyler, he is recommending gagging bills 
against us, & thus making up by force for his defi ciency in argument.’

Another element of this culture is the use of ridicule. Hone, Cruikshank, 
Carlisle, Davidson, Benbow are examples of piss-takers, pranksters & jokers 
who used their slap-stick rhetoric & parodical works to entertain, incite, 
educate & instruct a huge radicalised readership. As Thompson remarks, 

‘This was the culture – with its eager disputations around the bookseller’s 
stalls, in the taverns, workshops & coff ee houses – which Shelley saluted in his 
‘Song to the Men of England’ & within which the genius of Dickens matured.’ 

English dissenting culture’s cosmopolitan & multi-disciplinary roots are 
other defi ning features. The example of Hazlitt is instructive: Hazlitt’s father 
was an Irish Unitarian from Co. Tipperary, a friend of Welsh Presbyterian 
Priestly & American Benjamin Franklin, supporter of the French Revolution 
& a man whose support for American rebels against the English Crown forced 
him to Ireland & after the American War of Independence went out to the USA. 
As Paulin notes, ‘Intellectually, they [The Hazlitts]… were the descendants of 
the Commonwealth men who briefl y made England a republic in the middle 
of the seventeenth century… in a line of descent from Milton, Harrington, & 
Algernon Sidney.’ 

Hazlitt began as a philosopher & painter before becoming a brilliant 
essayist in his early thirties. He even wrote a novel. Paulin writes that 

‘Hazlitt combined aesthetics with an implicit invocation of Whig political 
action – bold, turbulent, risk-taking, decisively intelligent.’ He was anything 
but a specialist & what Paulin reconnects us with is the idea of craft journalism 
& prose as being vital, vernacular, radicalised aesthetic forces equal to poetry 
& painting. 

Attempts to discredit & repress this tradition of English culture have been all-
pervasive & successful for much of the time. TS Eliot represents this hegemonic 
anti-dissenting, anti-republican, anti-vernacular vision of Englishness. The 
fetishised nature of Eliotic values within the current education debate, expertly 
dissected in B Marshall’s ‘English Teachers, The Unoffi  cial Guide,’ refl ects the 
dispute between Eliot’s tradition of Monarchical, Anglo-Catholic, hierarchical 
culture & an engaged democracy which at one point she says

‘…Christopher Hitchens identifi es as “that strain of oratory, pamphleteering 
& prose that runs through Milton, Bunyan, Burns & Blake… what the common 
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folk like to call the liberty Tree. This stream as chartered by EP Thompson & 
others often fl ows underground for long periods. In England it disappeared for 
a long time.”’ 

On a bad evening its possible to imagine an England where the 
disappearance of the English working class from the production & readership 
of philosophy, art, novels & journalism is largely accepted & found acceptable 
by those journalists, novelists, fi ne artists & cultural critics who have noticed 
this situation & who have access to placing their work with publishers, galleries, 
newspapers & so on. The institutional base of all current art, journalism & fi ction 
is not sympathetic to the idea of working class culture, nor is there room for 
a working-class dissenting tradition to fl ourish & elaborate itself. The Eliotic 
cultural hegemony ensures that any democratic, egalitarian, militant cultural 
work is largely gagged. Something deadening & hopelessly hierarchical 
strangles the vernacular voices. All that remains are commodifi ed careerists & 
deferential sybarites who play at being ‘radical’ but who are merely lap-dancers 
on Capitalism’s’ table. On a bad evening this doesn’t seem so hard to imagine. 

Tomkins Gill saw the Albert Camus Car Crash Killer surging towards 
the crowded bar blinded by the multiple plague disease bacilli that would 
explode out of the balloon-like body upon impact. However, caught up in 
another cosmopolitan grid lock, the car failed to reach anything like the 
required speed & was redirected along an alternative route until it ran out 
of petrol & the weird killer walked off  into the sunset grumbling in dense 
French. No one died. No one was even vaguely threatened. Gill felt crushed 
& went back to the article.

So out of this dystopian, totalitarian gloom only the excluded could 
possibly begin to make things better. For some, this is the defi nition of avant 
garde. If art is but a sub set of writing, painting, reviewing, making crafts & 
is part of the trap rather than an escape route for the poor, then an assault 
on art itself is the heretical position to adopt. The logic of this is important: 
heresy works from within its own censure. Christ the rebel Jew. Luther the rebel 
Roman Catholic. Marx the rebel Hegelian.

 It is out of that context that the most impressive single contemporary 
contribution to the production, control & consumption of art culture both 
about & for the English working class is found. Routing himself along a strictly 
anti-authoritarian, cosmopolitan (mainly European), multi-disciplinary & anti-
careerist trajectory of journalism, installation art shows, videos, pamphlets, 
festivals, piss-takes, music gigs, stand-up routines, lectures, debates, CDs, 
experimental radio & novels, is found the London prole worker, Stewart Home. 

The dissenting tradition he lines up to work out of is original & twists 
received ideas about English working class culture into something much more 
provocative, diffi  cult & inspiring than is usually presented, even by those 
mining a dissenting tradition. He writes that 

‘…it is easy enough to perceive a tradition running from the Free Spirit 
through the writings of Winstanley, Coppe, Sade, Fourier, Lautreamont, 
William Morris, Alfred Jarry, & on into Futurism & Dada – then via Surrealism 
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into Lettrism, the various Situationist movements, Fluxus, “Mail Art,” Punk 
Rock, Neoism & contemporary anarchist cults.’  

He argues:
‘If the term “art” took on its modern meaning in the eighteenth century, 

then any opposition to it must date from this period – or later… Art has 
taken over the function of religion, not simply as the ultimate – & ultimately 
unknowable – form of knowledge, but also as the legitimized form of male 
emotionality. The “male” artist is treated as a “genius” for expressing feelings 
that are “traditionally” considered “feminine.” “He” constructs a world in which 
the male is heroicised by displaying “female” traits; & the female is reduced 
to an insipid subordinate role. “Bohemia” is colonised by bourgeois men – a 
few of whom are “possessed” by genius, the majority of whom are “eccentric.” 
Bourgeois wimmin whose behavior resembles that of the “male genius” are 
dismissed as being “hysterical” – while proletarians of either sex who behave in 
such a manner are simply branded as “mental.” Although its apologists claim 
“art” is a universal category, this simply isn’t true. Every survey of attendances 
at art galleries & museums demonstrates that an “appreciation” of “art” is 
something restricted almost exclusively to individuals belonging to higher 
income groups.’ 

The tradition he lists becomes explicable in terms of these heretical 
views. For Milton, read Coppe, for Kant, Sade, & so on. And the vernacular, 
no-nonsense style is part of the story. He’ll cite ‘Distinction: A Social Critique 
of the Judgement of Taste’ by Pierre Bourdieu just to show he’s overqualifi ed 
in making this observation. This is a working class voice that is cosmopolitan, 
clever & intellectually alert. Anyone who works in a comprehensive school 
knows about this state secret. 

This is a tradition he constructed in 1988, a year before Greil Marcus, the 
American cultural critic, published his ‘Lipstick Traces: a Secret History of the 
Twentieth Century.’ a book which covered much of the same ground. The 
diff erence between the two books is instructive. Not only did Home get there 
fi rst but Home wrote a slimmer, more urgent & demystifi ed outline than Marcus. 
Home’s was an anti-establishment tract working without any institutional 
academic backing. Marcus refused to review it even though he was asked to. 
The secrecy in his title becomes ironical once you realise that Marcus conspired 
to keep it so until he was ready to reveal it. Whereas Marcus’s book was out 
on a major American publishing house with good distribution & publicity 
organisation, Homes’ slimmer, more brutalising text was fi rst published by 
‘Aporia Press & Unpopular Books.’ ‘Nuff  said! It was unable to muster the same 
institutional support. Marcus’s review would have been welcome oxygen in a 
world where the good review is crucial to a book’s life. It didn’t happen. 

Not only that, but whereas Marcus’s book trembles with atmospherics, 
so that the experience is obscurantic, operatic & religious, Home goes at the 
avant-garde movements & groups with a fi erce, defi ant stylistic economy 
which allows no pity, no reverence. Marcus knows that what he’s writing 
about is ‘art’ & obscure genius. Why else would he be bothering with it? Home 
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knows that its more important than that. And nowhere near as important 
either. What Home is sure about is that each of the movements described 
soon disintegrated into ‘art,’ or wanting to be ‘art’ & are put to one side as 
utterly fi nished & bankrupt. This no-nonsense approach can be gleaned from 
just reading the chapter headings. Each movement is given a chapter. We then 
move on. Mercilessly. From Cobra & the Lettriste Movement through to Class 
War, in seventeen chapters & less than a hundred pages. 

Gill knew that the Roland Barthes Blitzcreek Beast would sort out the 
crowded bar. One blast of the metaphysical bazooka ray would separate 
them all out into a few details, a few tastes, a few infl ections, their 
biographemes without remainder… trouble was that this was the most 
ineff ectual monster of them all so far because as always happened the 
bazooka weapon backfi red, disintegrating the beast itself into fragments 
before it could do any damage to anyone. The Beast disappeared just as it 
entered the room.

‘Fucking useless that,’ muttered Gill, & he returned to his article.
Out of this Home walks from London suburban punk to President of the 

Western World, Neoist, Neoist renegade, Festival of Plagiarism / Art Strike 
avatar, annalist & undertaker, anarchist spanker & fascist baiter. What makes 
Home interesting is the street-fi ghter quality of what he is doing, the urgency 
& vernacular muscle that structures & informs his moves. The thinking takes 
place on the hoof, moving restlessly like a method actor or boxer, jabbing & 
hooking away at some unfi nished, unfi nishable project.

‘While the contemporary avant-garde shares its precursor’s desire to 
attack the institution of art, it also diff ers fundamentally from its classical 
predecessor. If Futurism, dada & Surrealism wanted to integrate art & life, 
today’s avant-garde wants to consign the former category to oblivion. This 
is the return at a higher level of Islamic-cum-Protestant iconoclasm. Whilst 
the classical avant-garde was ultimately Deist in its attitude towards art, 
its progeny has taken up a stance of intransigent atheism in its antagonistic 
relationship to the dominant culture.’ 

Home is therefore found deadpan & rough in his scandalous handling of 
art, the artists & the academics & critics who perpetuate it. 

‘What Duchamp & the artists who followed in his wake realised was that 
they lived in societies based on fraud, They set out to expose social hypocrisy 
& had a lot of fun while they were at it. In the 1950’s it was the Italian artists 
who pulled the most outrageous stunts. Giuseppe Pinot-Gallizio… Piero 
Manzoni canned his excrement & fl ogged it as ‘Artist’s Shit… In the sixties 
Andy Warhol found his own fame so tiresome that he once sent a lookalike to 
take his place on a lecture tour. During the seventies, English feminist Cosey 
fanni Tutti managed to get paid twice for making her art works. She posed 
for pornographic magazines & then exhibited the published results as part of 
the Prostitution show at the prestigious Institute of Contemporary Arts…’ His 
routines are serious provocations. The joke is in the response. Slick satire or 
cynicism is just part of the society he is attacking, posh boys showing off  before 
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they get their fi lm, tv & book deals. ‘Disputations on Art, Anarchy & Assholism’ 
by Stewart Home & ‘friends’ (Sabotage Editions BM Senior 1997, ‘Out-takes’ 
1998, ‘Analecta’ Sabotage Editions 1996) are examples of his wind-up pranks. 
Iain Sinclair on the back of ‘Analecta’ is quoted as thinking these works off er 
‘A survey more accurate, on every level, than the fact-checked responses of 
telephone journalist.’

Home writes all his prose like a journalist. It is urgent, to the present 
moment, has the momentum of deadlines & the cut & thrust zest of current 
argument. It also bristles with quotes & references, useful in pulling the wool 
over reader’s eyes as well as making them sit up & sweat. (Although he writes 
in an essay that ‘My attitude to journalism has always been to follow my own 
interests & wait for people to approach – it always struck me as a waste of time 
to go out & undersell myself.’) Reading this, we detect the tongue-in-cheek 
dig against the work ethic & a nod towards Idling, yet another twisting of the 
knife in the class war. You can hear the collective grinding of teeth & the dark 
mutterings – ‘Working class, shirking class more like!’ 

Always understanding that class war cannot be separated from snobbery, 
& intellectual snobbery in the world of the arts is part of its structure, no 
accidental adjunct, Home mobilises the very texts usually used to codify 
& reinforce the attitudes he denounces. Clearly delighting in his role of 
provocateur, the idea of out theorising the theorists is yet another prank 
in the Home repertoire. The spontaneous violence of his style, its realised 
determination to avoid respectability, where ‘respectability’ defi nes a fi nished 
middle class of an earlier age, brings to mind what an admiring Hazlitt had to 
say about Burke’s prose, his political opponent.

Burke’s ‘Refl ections’ were for Hazlitt full of fl ashy images, dirty tricks & 
inspired declamation; ‘I have tried half a dozen times to describe Burke’s style 
without ever succeeding – its severe extravagance; its literal boldness; its 
matter-of-fact hyperboles; its running away with a subject, & from it at the 
same time – but there is no making it out, for there is no example of the same 
thing anywhere else. We have no common measure to refer to; & his qualities 
contradict even themselves.’

This list is a good description of the bewildering torso of Home’s writing 
oeuvre rather than his style. Yet Home’s deliberately unpolished, non-classical 
prose sometimes confounds with the object representing it the very ideas he 
seems to discourse. At other times he works through an elaborate, understated 
double-bluff  whereby he uses the English Hegelian torture-prose of certain 
academic sociological & cultural critics in order to deconstruct the sluggish 
moronism of, say, Heideggerian or Debordian totalitarianism.   

Tomkins Gill looked up to see the manically depressed Louis Althusser 
Strangling Raptor Creature come ambling into the room with a dead wife 
tied to its neck & excuses tattooed into its green fl eshy torso looking all ready 
to skin alive & then eat the upper middle class privately educated students 
in the place & bring about a revolutionary state defi ned by the absence of 
market relations & thus class exploitation & the domination by the state. 
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‘Excellent, now we’ll see some real shit going down,’ crowed Tomkins 
Gill feeling all horny & built up at the inevitable bloodbath that this creature 
was about to bring about.

Instead, however, the creature began to strangle himself. An immense 
lorry load of shite splattered out of the self-exterminating idiot & that was 
that. No one else noticed. Tomkins Gill in disgust went back to reading the 
article.

Home masters his materials without falling foul of style slavery. This 
crucial distinction between the poet & the prose writer is made by Hazlitt. 
Immediacy, suddenness & excitement are the thing, as Hazlitt writes in his 
essay ‘The Fight’ – ‘There was little cautious sparring – no half hits – no tapping 
& trifl ing, none of the petit maitreship of the art – they were almost all knock-
down blows.’ Home aims to write with the same eff ect. He aims to wind up his 
readers, wants to imagine them reacting, gives them things that they have 
to grapple with. To write in a style that is punchy & unambiguous, he jumps 
about like a real voice, creates the urgent noise of the insolent street-wise wise-
cracker, the throughput of the nabbed street blagger faced by the heavy fi st of 
the plod. 

His use of deceit & plagiarism is a light-hearted prank, a thrust against 
the fetish of originality & genius that he sees as being part of the structure 
of modern notions of art, especially perhaps in fi ction writing that draws 
attention to the power of such ideas. Similarly, the use of shared names, such 
as Karen Elliot, Luthor Blissett, Monty Cantsin are equally prankster routines 
designed to reveal modern art’s need for the genius. The unsettling of these 
ideas – of drawing attention to the fact that ‘Art’ is structured around concepts 
of genius, of originality, of creativity by producing things that look like art but 
don’t involve them – is of course what these routines are about. But such work 
can have surprisingly violent eff ects & what is interesting about Home is the 
way he continues to direct his writing through the present age & its canonical 
authors, philosophers & artists towards a diff erent kind of future. 

Home’s is a prose that works against the Eliotic idea of ‘A people without 
history/Is not redeemed from time, for history is a pattern/ Of timeless 
moments’ (Eliot ‘Little Gidding’). In a fascinating essay, Malcolm Bull writes 
that for Eliot 

‘The equation of ending, apocalypse & fi ction is founded on the assumption 
that ‘an end will bestow upon the whole duration & meaning.’ 

He goes on to assert that, contrary to Eliot, ‘…human time is not made out 
of chronological time but is, as in Ecclesiastes, ‘a time for this & a time for that.’ 
Such times are defi ned by their purpose rather than their ending…’ 

Home is not working to bring about apocalypse. Rather he is the grub street 
hack, keeping to the purpose of the time, which is oppositional, disaff ected & 
class conscious. The fertility of Home is that of overworked, pressurised thinking 
action, a sharp, sweet imagination without a trace of bigotry, intolerance, or 
exclusivity in its thrust & amplifi cations.

If Eliotic cultural critics try to keep the republican imagination restrained 
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within the literary canon, Home denounces the relativists while stating ‘saying 
that all positions are not equal does not necessarily entail a defence of ‘canonical 
literature.’ His novels are more of the same; he plays around, he pranks, takes 
the piss, using signs that he knows will confuse, upset & outrage anyone with an 
interest (usually vested) in literature. As he writes in the same essay: 

‘My ‘novel’ Slow Death, & a number of my other ‘works,’ feature 
‘characters’ who adhere to the fashions of the skinhead youth cult… English 
reviewers often experience diffi  culty in distinguishing a ‘novelist’ from the 
‘fi ctional’ characters that populate his or her books… The notions I utilise – 
which include ‘skinheads,’ ‘pornographic sex,’ & ‘avant-gardism’ – should not 
be viewed as arbitrary but as self-contained signs. Everything done with these 
signs immediately eff ects what they are supposed to represent.’

The incredible complex & convoluting Jacques Lacan Ringmaster Killer 
Psycho Hysteric screamed into the place, a creature whose special power 
was to have no power save the act of power. It would make all the moves of 
a superpowered deadly monster & rely on people not understanding that 
he was just acting & wasn’t really deadly at all. Trouble was, no one even 
noticed his act this time round & walked into a six foot three right wing 
rugby union player from Eton who gave him a thoroughly good kicking 
because he’d spoken French. 

‘You are all Ego,’ gargled the well smashed-in Lacanian beastie before 
falling into his own blood & teeth, a completely useless if brilliant cunt. So 
much for supporting the encroachments of the Id against the Ego. Tomkins 
Gill nearly wept & went back to reading his article.

The eighteen volume skinhead Bildungsroman written by James Moff att 
under the name of Richard Allen & published by the New English Library in 
the seventies have long been the disreputable bastard father of Home. Clearly, 
the interest generated by these books for Home works through several of the 
concerns Home has been investigating & critiquing over the last two decades. 
The disreputable nature of these pulp trash volumes is clearly attractive to 
anyone wanting to cause maximum off ence to lovers of art writing, those 
who would assert that they read literature. James Moff att/Richard Allen is an 
example of a writer who doesn’t write literature. Its against this kind of division 
that Home is warring. Writing as art, transmitting the eternal, universal 
load of the author’s genius to his/her adoring bourgeois public, is the kind of 
totalitarian ideology from which Home is dissenting. 

The subject matter as well as the style of these books also attracts Home. 
Violence is a key motif in all the novels, but it isn’t just the violence of the soccer 
hooligan but a violence which extends into the realms of society & sex. Home 
writes of it as, in an interesting essay ‘Gender Sexuality & Control: Richard 
Allen Reconsidered’:

‘…a violence with a dualistic nature. It is simultaneously mechanical & 
mystical. It is beyond the control of those who vent it, but it is destined to be 
neutralised by some outside authority, usually the police, at the conclusion of 
the story…’ (ibid p.18) 
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Home is clearly not endorsing the sexism & racism of the tropes in the 
Moff att oeuvre, indeed he is explicitly rejecting them, both in the context of 
essays & his own novels. One way of reading Home’s novels is in relation to the 
Ur-texts of Moff att. Home is weeding out in his own works those elements of 
Moff att which he fi nds objectionable whilst holding on to & developing those 
elements which he fi nds worthy & constructive. So we fi nd him writing that 

‘The heterosexist manner in which Allen depicts adolescent sexuality IS 
objectionable, but the fact that such sexuality gets depicted at all IS worthy 
of note.’ 

He also argues that because the majority of people reading these novels 
when they came out were aged between the ages of eleven to sixteen the 
books’ presentation of confl icts with parental authority were of great value. The 
presentation of deviant values, as a reaction to the failures of do-gooder liberal 
authority fi gures such as social workers, teachers & psychiatrists results in a 
violent, hetrosexualised primitivism & a counter-cultural undercurrent that gives 
the books their pulse. The reactionary nature of Moff att’s ideological beliefs – 
his characters are always looking for an authority fi gure, or some totalitarian 
tradition to take them in hand– veers very close to being explicitly fascist – are 
not the manoeuvrings of some Swiftian satirical imagination. He believed in the 
stupid stuff . For Home, that ‘belief’ is the enemy. But Moff att’s racy pulp style 
is undersigned by a detonated, sincere prose & vernacular eloquence. Its fast, 
energetic readability & the sense of closure attracts Home. They cut against the 
modern artists scandalous use of ambiguity & openness which, for Home, are 
signs of double-think, an inability to communicate, a fetishisation of ‘diffi  culty’ 
designed to keep out all but the initiated middle-classes!

What collides in Home’s fi ction is the brutal effi  ciency of the pulp prose of 
Moff att & the class conscious sophistication of his own dissenting imagination. 
The racist, homophobic, sexist, right wing hierarchical energies of Moff att are 
transformed into more socially decent tropes but the style retains its peculiarly 
angular, knuckly swiftness. Characterisation & the inner life are ejected. 
Plagiarising Moff att’s books & others, cutting in passages of Schopenhauer, 
what Home produces is something jumped-up, negligent, seriously funny & 
funnily serious.

“‘You’ll never defeat me,” Smith spat. “You don’t even have a theoretical 
grasp of how to apply the hammer-blow of putsch, let alone the ability to 
attempt a practical realisation of this deadly tactic. I’m expelling the pair of 
you from Cockney Nation. And be warned, I’ll have you hanged on the day I 
lead the glorious forces of nationalism to victory. You’re just a pair of loonies. 
Launching an independence movement to liberate Newham is gonna makeyou 
a laughing-stock among sincere patriots.”

“Fuck off !’”Pat swore as he slammed down his receiver.
Brian was exhilarated by this clash of wills. He was rightly proud of the 

ease with which he’d put down the opposition….’
The comedy comes from the brute jamming of the clichéd, lefty prose into 

the mouths of the two speakers. Its dead-pan anti-naturalism gives Home 
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the chance to make fun of his character types, but also takes a pot shot at 
the expectations of the dedicated follower of literature. Every feature of the 
writing is pulled into the joke, including the imagined reader. 

Its clear that this is not writing that simply observes or registers, it demands 
participation. The usual type of reader exists separately & autonomously in a 
private space. Reading in that sense is bourgeois, with its structured privacy & 
individualism. But this writing is dynamic, & demands not a private reader but 
an audience. In this sense it is erotic writing. And the reader, as pitched in to the 
drama of the writing, is no longer the middle class private individual but part 
of a group. To the decorous, this group might be described unsympathetically 
as a ‘mob.’ Much of the scandal of Home is constructed in the same terms as 
tabloids writing about groups of strikers. 

The Nietzschean House Of Whipcord Foucault Fuck Machine entered 
next with twelve hung like stallion guys stuff ed up his arse but was able to 
fi nd a fi eld of discourse broad enough to batter any of the well deserving 
rich fuckers in the bar. The trouble was that there were no powers enabling 
it to perform its acts of mass dissection, disembowelment & hanging to 
an adoring public which would have brought about the moral well-being 
of everyone. Faced with this situation the creature began to pull itself into 
small gobbets of blood & fl esh, beating itself mercilessly to death whilst 
everyone else in the place just kept on being twats regardless. This private 
act of extreme S/M seemed to be enough for this insane self-absorbed 
power fetishiser. Tomkins Gill went back to reading his article.

In ‘Publishing News,’ 9th April 1999 the story is of 30 printers refusing 
to print a Home novel, WH Smith & John Menzies refusing to stock it were it 
to be printed, Scotland Yard’s Obscene Publications Squad seizing art work, 
computer disks & a manuscript & a later story in the same organ of the 7th 
May explaining that the title would be suppressed from the cover of the book. 
When fi nally the book did appear on the ‘Do Not Press’ imprint, it being too 
much for the publisher of Home’s previous three novels ‘Serpent’s Tail,’ stickers 
were provided with the title on them which could be stuck on the spine if 
people wanted. The fact that the supposedly ‘risk-taking’ radical independent 
publisher ‘Serpent’s Tail’ refused to publish the book is an eloquent example of 
the commodifi cation of radicalism Home’s work confronts. 

Home’s writing is creating a space to enable understanding & empathy 
with certain ideas, those concerning the inequalities of the social life as seen 
from a class perspective, an understanding & empathy usually blocked by the 
expanding reach of gentility & radical chic. The commodifi cation of dissent, 
leading to the failure of radicalism to unsettle the dominant discourses, is again 
& always the issue in the writing. When discussing, for example, talk about 
a ‘Scottish literary renaissance’ Home astutely points out that even though 
novelists like Kelman & Welsh would not wish it, in readings of their novels ‘…
the notion of the “street” can be projected into their work & then substituted 
for the “ peasant” croft as a repository of the “authentic” & “earthy wisdom…”’

The reductive pastoral discourses remain intact. ‘In style journalism, these 
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reductive literary conventions are often blithely rewritten to fi t a hackneyed 
“pop” agenda. Instead of being identifi ed with the city, corruption is seen as 
emanating from those who are fat & old. In this barely revised scheme of 
things, youth is substituted for the countryside as a repository of “truth” & 
“innocence.”’

Home’s novels are attempts to write against this process. They are novels 
of ideas. As he says somewhere, the process of transformation demands 
not merely action but also understanding. When he quotes someone saying 
‘Comedy is to slap-stick what Literature is to philosophy’ he draws the opposite 
conclusion from that wished for by the writer: slapstick over comedy, & 
philosophy over literature! ‘Whips & Furs: My Life as a Bon Vivant, Gambler and 
Love Rat by Jesus H Christ Edited & Introduced by Stewart Home’ he mimics 
the antics of the James Moff att of ‘Satan’s Slaves,’ working as a photographic 
negative where the literal meanings are reversed & so gain prophetic 
infallibility. He’s dealing with automatic writing, table tapping, ouija boards, 
misheard rumours matured into full-blown truth, pub whispers that infi ltrated 
gossip columns then fed back to State Controllers. This is more scandalous 
than Rushdie’s take on Islam; its a novel where recycled, plagiarised Victorian 
porn can be substituted for a new take on the life of Jesus. The scandal is about 
working out just who is been taken for a ride, who is being ridiculed.

A Derridean Glas Ghoul came in, scattering itself amongst the bastard 
rich students sitting in the coff ee bar. It looked like he might be there to 
cause trouble but there was too much equivocation in its actions & as far as 
Tomkins Gill could see most of its scattered parts were there to get inside 
the knickers of as many of the students there as possible. But this would 
have been to miss the eff ect of his ray gun contraption which he turned 
on & sucked away the connection between the speakers in the room & the 
language they were using. Their voices started talking using the language 
relations they had always done before but now there was nothing of the 
person speaking being expressed. All there was was merely the language 
cut adrift from them. The prevailing sub-Romantic ethos of idividualised 
subjectivity expressed by language was being dissolved by the ray. Talk was 
a zombie. 

At fi rst Tomkins Gill was relieved. At last one of the top French intellectual 
monsters was fi nally making a diff erence. But then he looked again & 
realised that nothing had changed at all. Zombie language, if anything, 
made everything the same & worse at the same time. In trembling fear he 
went back to reading the article. 

The novel is a shock for many reasons, not least because of all the 
books out on the Attack! Books imprint it is by far the most toned-down & 
conventionally ‘literary.’ Steven Wells, the general editor of the ‘Attack! Books,’ 
as well as being one of its authors, set up his imprint to challenge the literary 
establishment from the perspective of left wing youth. As the star writer for 
the British music magazine the ‘New Musical Express’ Wells single handedly 
campaigns against racism, sexism, homophobism & other issues, entering 
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into frenzied, hilarious & knock-about debates & rants with the demented 
glee of a drug crazed preacher. Paulin’s description of Browning’s & Hazlitt’s 
prose style could equally describe Wells’s. ‘Nourished in English Dissent, both 
artists are drawn to an infi nitely fl exible vernacular expressiveness… They 
dramatise consciousness in process, & for this they need a syntax & a system 
of punctuation in which gaps, breaks, shifts, & unexpected changes in vocal 
texture fl uidly embody thinking, feeling, & speaking.’ Wells’s ‘Attack! Books’ 
have all exemplifi ed this feature of the English radical dissenting writer, except 
for Home’s book.

Whereas Wells monumental ranting, beefed-up prose is that of a muscular 
left-wing Ian Paisley demanding participation, nay communion, from the 
readership through the fl eshy spirit of that language, Home writes in a prose 
that gains momentum & power from the ideas jammed into unlikely packages 
& from the jarring contradictions set up between the actual text & the readers 
expectations. The excess & the extravagantly lush, roaring prose of Wells burns 
with all its heart on its rancid sleeve. It’s the pugnacious, robust, destructive 
emotional style of a cranked-up Burke, where eloquence is taken to an insane 
pitch, abusive, stormy, pregnant with a mass of elements that seem to burst 
forth into a fl ux of mental spleen. His writing is, in his own words, like ‘…James 
Joyce’s ‘Finnegans Wake’ read like Janet & John dumbed down for dyslexics. 
On Crack.’ When asked about authenticity, Wells’ response was an emphatic, 
‘We’re against it.’ 

The Paul De Crass Mann Goon goose-stepped into the room looking 
to kill using his deconstruction device attached to his spiraling nipples 
instructing the bored students that an authentic knowledge of our death 
is only to be felt in the immediacy of life not in the refl exivity of philosophy 
& language. 

‘So I’m going to hammer your heads to the fl oor & as you bleed to 
death you can start getting authentic,’ he screamed like a maniac. But as 
he screamed the moon came bouncing into the room & knocked him head 
over arse.

‘Where the fuck did that bastard come from?’ he quizzed in baffl  ed 
surprise. But though he was eventually able to understand the rhetorical 
fl ourish of the rising moon & demystify the whole scene he wasn’t able to 
get beyond that to see what was really there, if anything at all. 

‘Fuck, I’m as useless as you lot then,’ he shrugged & gave up on the plan 
to kill them all. He rushed off  to get down the dole to get his gyro signed. It 
confi rmed that his days as a revolutionary super-powered freakoid dissenter 
were over.  

Tomkins Gill felt the loneliness of loss & grieving & returned to his article:
Home’s performance is no less robust & corrosive, but the idiom is yet 

again of the double-take, the prank, the lie working at the level of an exposure. 
When, in his mock introduction to the Attack! Book, he ventriloquises himself 
writing as an editor of the text he claims to have discovered on the Internet, 
which itself purports to be the autobiography of Christ the bluff , double bluff , 
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triple bluff  continues to multiply within the idiomatic prose of the mock-
scholar. This playing around with a phony scholarship which he then takes for 
a walk over the length of the novel, cutting in plagiarised porn, Critical Theory 
& scathing political comment, generates the books momentum. Its interesting 
that the sex, violence & anarcho-sadism of his earlier books are beginning to 
give way to an emphasis on what he calls ‘eating, fucking & occultism’ & that 
Home’s continuous delight in imposing new rules on himself for each book 
he writes, deciding on the exact length of paragraphs or chapters he uses for 
instance, is part of his interest in rhetoric, especially that of extremist political 
discourse & art as a form of ideology. His interest in occultism stems from his 
understanding that occultism has been an important part of the dominant 
Eliotic cultural hegemony. He cites Eliot’s use of the occult in his writing of ‘The 
Wasteland’ to begin an argument in this area.

Home is clear that the remit of mainstream commercial publishers is 
narrow. It refuses to publish a great deal of material. His deconstruction of 
various forms of genre writing, particularly youthspolitation, pornography & 
hard-boiled crime enables him to test out limits. The literary establishment, by 
which I mean the main publishing houses & the critics who service their output, 
dismisses Home without really engaging with his inversion of the codes used in 
real hard-core writing. For instance, in his novel ‘Slow Death’ the man becomes 
the sex object. As Home himself puts it, ‘Instead of a woman with curves in all 
the right places, here’s a man with bulges in all the right places.’ 

His latest book, ‘64 Things to do with a Dead Princess’ fi nds Home writing 
for the fi rst time in the fi rst person as a woman. The sex & the occult are all in 
place, but there’s more to do with travel & place names than food here. This 
psychogeographical treatment seems to have been a particular feature of 
his last three novels. The essay by Iain Sinclair about Home & his battle with 
the artist Whiteread in ‘Lights Out for the Territories’ off ers some interesting 
insights into this particular Home routine. Its a book about books, about a 
fi ctional non-fi ction text called ‘64 Things to do with a Dead Princess’ by KL 
Callan, about truth & lies & the whole trade. The usual comedy that comes from 
the immense variety of sex acts in a Home novel is coupled to the immense 
variety of text acts; page after page of the novel route out, describe, detourne 
& detonate the intimate ways of readers, writers, publishers & critics. 

In it Home can ventriloquise a curiously tender & evocative critical note 
about eighties novelist Michael Bracewell, which includes the swift, brilliant 
insight about this bewitching talent, ‘The eighties ended in economic 
depression & while Bracewell’s early work was marketed as satire, it was 
ultimately a celebration of middle-class consumerism. Everything had gone 
wrong & as ‘St Rachel’ documented, it ended in prozac. Bracewell’s fl aw was 
being more intelligent than Cyril Connolly. He knew from the beginning that 
he was a bad patriot, that the England he lusted after never had & never 
would exist…’ to snide, brief, cutting put-downs of literary star turns such as 
JG Ballard’s ‘Cocaine Nights,’ a novel that ‘…bristled with middle-brow clichés 
including an opening sequence that did little more than establish the narrator 
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as a travel writer… No wonder the book had been short-listed for the 1996 
Whitbread novel Award.’

The sex, the books, the scandal of the dead princess at the heart of the 
novel’s quest (the back of the book claims ‘that Princess Diana’s death in Paris 
was faked & that she’s actually been strangled to death Thuggee-style at 
Balmoral by an unknown assailant’) ensures that we are taken on the usual 
highly idiosyncratic tour of Home’s cultural prejudices & comic routines. The 
experimental ending, where repetition & indexing predominate, bringing a 
rumour of closure to a novel that ends with ‘&c. &c. &c.’ is as good a joke as any 
Home has yet played. Home knows that his novel has more ideas in it than the 
so-called ‘diffi  cult,’ ‘serious,’ ‘literary’ writers whom the cultural establishment 
lionise. 

The genre-bending, the sex & death effi  ciency of the plot & its prose 
ensures that once again Home is unsettling preconceived notions of what a 
novel should be doing. He mouths the words of others in an order that will give 
them sense. If the truth is unitary – a puritan Protestant conceit perhaps – then 
its many speakers will all be saying the same thing if they are speaking the 
truth. To take cognisance of the speaker rather than the thing said is part of the 
Home joke here. So is the embedded voodoo of a ventriloquist’s dummy which 
is linked in a spooky, tongue-in-cheek hex through the quote from Coleridge at 
the beginning of the novel : ‘I regard truth as a divine ventriloquist. I care not 
from whose mouth the sounds are supposed to proceed, if only the words are 
audible & intelligible,’ & the line from a letter from Marx to his daughter Laura 
dated 11th April 1868, ‘I am a machine condemned to devour books,’ to one of 
the organising themes of the book, which involves truth & access to the truth. 

He has somewhere stated that he no longer reads novels for serious stuff  – 
he reads philosophers for that, but here he has written a book which combines 
a democratic urge to be accessible with an irrepressible appetite for ideas 
about truth & fi ction. It is a novel which lacks the dominant classes patronising 
attitude towards working class readers, an attitude which seems to think that 
the working class is incapable & unwilling to fi nd interest & engagement in 
anything beyond action. Home’s novel is a fi erce, violent, unsettling quest 
for truth. This in itself is a peculiarly old-fashioned quest – so many thinkers 
have given up epistemology & fi nd quests for ‘meaning’ far more satisfying. 
His off ensiveness is heuristic, well in line with the Lucanian & Machiavellian 
belief in free speech & turbulent iconoclasm. He’s out to provoke a reaction 
with instincts that are totally opposed to that of the British literary theme-
park. And of course those who are most aggrieved by this rude-boy are those 
who would no doubt call the victims of the Peterloo Massacre a yobbish mob & 
pray for the canonisation of Charles 1.    

Home’s novel ‘64 Things to do with a Dead Princess’ is published by ‘Rebel 
Inc.’ Interestingly, this is a publisher that no longer operates. Home’s novels 
seem to exist in the margins of repression. He manages to play the regicidal 
wide-boy & just about escapes serious obloquy through obscurity & oblivion. 
He rides the small-publishing track, working his disputes into a vast & obscure 
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literature that takes shape in the lurid landscape of the cult imagination. His 
own brief take on his last novel to date has the… ‘body of a dead princess as 
a metaphor for literature. Works of condensation & displacement. Living out 
the death of these fantasies in blasted & blistered night, we were consumed by 
the turning of a page…’ Iain Sinclair called Home a serious wind-up merchant. 
I think ‘serious’ is just about right. He’s one of the few novelists writing today 
seriously trying to reorganise what a novel could & should be doing, knowing 
with Milton that ‘fear of change perplexes monarchs’ in all spheres of discourse.

The article was fi nished. None of the heavyweight French intellectual 
super dudes had been able to sort out the useless elitist upper class public 
school educated rich twats who now increasingly dominated the Oxbridge 
university system & who confronted Tomkins Gill, himself a minor public 
school boy. The article was signed ‘Abbatoire Prole Boy.’ 

Tomkins Gill thought it was interesting to fi nd someone placing the 
Marxist/avant garde tradition into the broader category of Dissent. He 
wondered about the fi lm ‘Man In The Moon’ & the actor Jim Carey who plays 
the avant garde prankster, punk & dadaist Andy Kaufman in the bio-pic. If 
the non-essentialist but interesting defi nition of ‘Englishness’ was now to 
contain the idea of pranksterism & taking the piss then Kaufmann would 
have made a great dissenting Englishman. 

‘Jim Carey’s the greatest living Hollywood actor,’ thought Tomkins Gill. 
He glanced over at the top totty waiting by the bar & started to think 

about how he was go take the piece on Home to pieces given that the 
French intellectual monsters had all failed him. He liked to think that he was 
an intellectual even though he was really a sad small knobbed elitist wanker.

After thinking for a few minutes Tomkins Gill looked round the place. 
Incongruously, the little black kid was still there reading the comic. He 
looked totally engrossed. They were in a student veggie coff ee place & Gill 
wondered where the little guy’s parents were. He lit a fag & looked round 
but suddenly there was no one else in the place. He didn’t wonder about 
how this had happened. He wandered over to the boy & happened to glance 
over the reader’s shoulder at the comic, wondering what was so interesting. 

He nearly swallowed his fag. Each picture on the page was of the place 
in which they were standing.

‘Oh my God,’ he gasped. He saw himself standing there, hovering like 
a pervy drooly heavy-breather molester-type over the little intense reader. 

‘That’s me. That’s you,’ he gasped. It was true. But there was more. 
There was something happening. 

The next moment.
A gas main blew the place to death delivering fl esh smashing spanked 

up snorkling snoop doggy dog smithereens. Everything rocketed into fi re, 
blood & glob. Glass sprayed a thousand feet in all directions. Gore pumped 
& sprayed whilst fl esh & gunge splattered everywhere. Who knows how 
many casualties there were? Paper was scattered all over the place. The zine 
article burned. Tomkins Gill was burning too. 
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The scene was torn in two like a page. Tomkins Gill, the whole scene, 
everything, they were just never real enough. Just a scene. The scene. The 
scene that was literally skin, her skin, the skin of the arch zombie controller 
& revenge freak Madame Atomos. Her shoulder had a smoking blue tattoo. 

Look carefully. The design. There’s a small black boy in it, reading a 
comic. 

18. Mme Atomos Fait du Charme 
[Mrs Atomos Charms Her Way] 
‘What if nothing exists like you think it does? What if you’re not reading 
this crap but instead you’re a brain in a jar being pumped these thoughts 
by some Nazi Mengele psycho doctor in Berlin using chemicals & drugs & 
its 1942 & Hitler was a girl? Or what if nothing like Berlin, girls, psychos & 
the like exist at all? Imagine that those things not only didn’t exist but never 
had done? Try & imagine a world where those things were not even possible. 
What if everything’s just a mind fuck & you’re called Janice & have no eyes 
& having landed the Nobel Peace Prize start planning the mass bombing of 
a third world agricultural state in a deranged fi t of political plagiarism? What 
if? What if? 

Oh shite, then we’re fucked. Is that possible? Then we’re fucked. Well 
& truly. Stuck in our own heads. Can’t get out. Stuck there with fantasies 
about things existing out of our heads but deluded. Twisted & useless. Shat 
upon. Metaphysically speaking! From within. Inward shitting. And all alone. 
Everyone else just part of the fantasy. All alone. So who am I talking to? Just 
my own madness. The whole situation sucks. We are all alone. Fuck off  you 
mad solipsist. There is no we. 

I AM ALL ALONE! AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!
– Hello Mr Kant, what’s that you’re mumbling? We can prove that we 

couldn’t be? How so? 
– The structure of the very thought forces us to deny its truth. 
– Wow! Then… what the fuck does that mean?
– Think about what you need to say you’re all alone. You need to be able 

to say that you exist. But to say that you exist you have to think that there 
are things other than you existing. You logically have to be able to have a 
distinction between yourself & something else? You need to be able to have 
the concept of objects existing extended in space. You need to be able to 
conceive of things that are independent of yourself. You need to be able to 
have you & at least one other thing that is not you! Once you uncover other 
necessary concepts to put together the thought that these things might not 
exist, you’ve already had to think them into existence. So you can’t actually 
think the thought ‘I am all alone! It only seems like you’re saying something 
but its like someone saying ‘I’m not speaking this sentence.’ It looks good 
but it denies its own possibilities. A kind of Escher sentence.

– Yea, but all that’s only about thought. I’m still only able to say that to 
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have doubts, thoughts & stuff , I have to think there is such a world that has 
objects existing outside of me & so on. But that doesn’t mean there is such 
a world does it? It might be just that thinking has to have such concepts, but 
the world outside thinking, outside the head – well, it doesn’t say anything 
about that does it? All you’re saying is that we can’t possibly believe that 
there’s nothing but a single mind making it all up.

– True, the world’s independence is dependent on the mind. I call this 
transcendental idealism. Learn to accept it.

– No. Bollocks.
– Barry Stroud has an argument.
– Who the shite is Barry Stroud?
– He’s the guy with an argument. Goes like this. If you want to say 

‘People believe there is a world out there, but it is not true, there is no world 
of independent objects out there. There is no out there or anything,’ then 
you need to analyse what that says & you’ll fi nd it doesn’t make sense. Its a 
paradox, like someone saying ‘I’m not speaking right now.’ 

– You’ve already said this bollocks.
– I know, but it was Barry Stroud’s argument so I thought I’d better 

repeat it & give you his name OK? So. 
– There’s nothing, including every fucking argument in the bloody book, 

that couldn’t be pumped into me. Like I said, I can be totally Janice with a 
Nobel Peace Prize, no eyes & a campaign of political plagiarism even though 
I can’t believe it’s the case because every belief could be up shit creek 
without a paddle & there’s just no way I could ever stop that from being 
a possible scenario. For all I know, Barry Stroud is just something you’ve 
pumped into me. And you’re not here, you’re a fucking orange parrot. And 
you went extinct three hundred years ago.’

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!! 
(Ball breakingly loud scream) then fade-out.
Madame Atomos is smiling charmingly. The tattoo on her skin. The 

tattoo has everything in it. It roams over her taut, spunk-magnet body. 
Every word here is her skin. Every world here is her skin. Literally. Skin.

There’s a pressure building. Hank Quinlan is sitting in a bar with Rancid 
but Rancid is sleeping. Quinlan knows that he’s the only one standing 
between Madame Atomos & the utter destruction of the whole world. 
The snow had become so deep & thick that their walk to the underground 
bunker used by McGuinn had been slowed up. They’d taken refuge from the 
blizzard in a bar. It was nearly empty. 

He is aware that he doesn’t exist. He is aware that if he doesn’t get to 
exist soon then it’ll be all over. Snow burns his retina. He wants to go live in 
Denmark where its always night & they just catch fi sh & fuck. Except in the 
winter when they drop the fi shing. He’d like that. And they drink. And they 
sit & think. Over & over until you die, that’s all you do in Denmark. In pine 
wood houses & snow. That & commit suicide if you’re a sad fuck. Which to 
Hank Quinlan is cool. He calls it his Hamlet fetish. He’s going to do it later. 
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But fi rst he’s got to save the world.
He punches down a whisky. He likes the seaweed taste & smell. He reads 

some poor shite’s letter. He wondered how he came to be reading such 
esoteric garbage. But he reads it because Rancid is sleeping & the paper was 
there, open at the letters page. Its chance. He needs chance. ‘Bon chance.’ 
Luck. Good luck. 

He daydreams about a guy called Tomkins Gill who is killed by a massive 
explosion in a bar & who has some weird connection with comic book 
existentialist, structuralist & post structuralist super-beings who failed like 
Marxism had failed. He knew he was fi ghting because he knew what he 
didn’t like & he knew what made him happy. But he was not clear what was 
good or bad anymore. And that bothered him. He slowly read the letter. 

‘The Hapsburg Dilemma,’ was the letter’s heading & it attacked a top 
right wing Professor at the LSE. It went on…

‘John Gray seems to think that Gellner & Popper share ‘similar cartoon 
versions of European intellectual history…’ But a subtler, less costive reader 
than Gray would notice that Gellner is explicitly anti-Popperian on many 
points. For example, Gellner criticises Popper for seeing ‘falsifi cationism’ as 
working everywhere, at all times, whereas for Gellner the conditions for such 
cognitive methodology arose only once & are special precisely because of 
that uniqueness. Interestingly, Gellner can argue that both Popper & Thomas 
Khun share this error – an example of Gellner’s Weberian & iconoclastic take 
on the history of ideas. Khun & Popper are often juxtaposed & contrasted ‘as 
interesting rivals’ but Gellner holds them together as examples of a similar 
error in the philosophy of scientifi c cognition. Also diametrically opposed 
are Popper’s & Gellner’s ideas for the social conditions required for scientifi c, 
rational thought – Popper argues against Monism, Gellner for it. 

Whether or not one agrees with Gellner, the point is that ‘cartoon’ 
understandings of ideas will not wash here – you have to shift your 
perspectives, maybe even realise that there’s still some thinking to be done – 
that maybe there really is something weird about science & technology, that 
the world we live in & the world we think we live in might not hold together 
very easily after all. Gellner’s paradoxical urgency is rooted in a profound 
sense that we cannot be…’

Hank Quinlan yawned. He wondered again why he was reading this. He 
gobbled down another whisky.

‘…complacent about how we know things, how we make money,how we 
develop technogy & how we organise power because there are still choices to 
be made. Ideas matter. 

Gray clearly hasn’t got this but instead relies upon his own stereotypical & 
cosy understanding of the intellectual fi gures & ideas Gellner’s book discusses. 
He sits within one of the world views out of which the modern world makes 
itself & seems oblivious to its parameters. His concern with frippery makes him 
miss the detail. For Gray to state that the Hapsburg thinkers could not help to 
relativise their own values ‘…(P)recisely because of their distinctive intellectual 
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virtues – an acute sense of history & an understanding of other cultures…’ 
is just the sort of essentialist, endorser nonsense Gellner well understands 
& against which he argues. It is a political, maybe ethical attitude dividing 
Gellner from Gray. 

Similary, Gellner’s ‘Words & Things’ was not notable for ‘…its 
incomprehension of the philosophers it ridiculed…’ as Gray fatuously states, 
but caused a stir because it looked at the Oxford University Philosophy 
Department & their crazy, insular, pluralist beliefs rather as an anthropologist 
might look at Berber tribesmen of the High Atlas Mountains. They didn’t like it 
& grumpily refused to review the book in their house journal ‘Mind.’ Bertrand 
Russell loved it & wrote an intro. 

Gray’s prim assertion that Gellner misunderstands the role of Hume’s 
place in European intellectual history because Hume valued ‘custom & 
tradition’ is again surely to miss the important point Gellner is making about 
Hume’s philosophy, which is that Hume helped describe the boundary between 
true knowledge & other kinds of stuff  such as culture & tradition, stuff  which 
sometimes get passed off  as knowledge. To ‘illuminate the history of ideas’ is 
what Gray thinks Gellner should be doing; what Gellner actually does is to give 
it a pulse. You get the feeling that Gray doesn’t understand how radical Hume’s 
describing of that particular boundary is. Its the central operation of all selector 
theories.

The dissenting tradition of intellectual thought, perhaps best seen in the 
work of Hazlett & Paine, prefi gured pre-eminently by Milton, Bunyon, Blake but 
of course continued since with fi gures such as Russell & in our own day by Swells, 
& Home, is better accommodated to understand the engaged sensitivities 
& feisty arguments of Gellner than the timid, tender-hearted accountancy 
ventured by Gray. Gellner’s central distinction is between philosophies which 
endorse received ideas & those which do not. Gray’s stiff -necked, haughty 
dismissal of a review stems from an alternative political & intellectual tradition 
which seems not at all comfortable with the weird combination of zest, anti-
authoritarianism & Enlightenment Puritanism Gellner instantiates.’ 

Quinlan read the signature at the end of the letter. Quinlan’s hand was 
shaking as he read the signature. The shakes were caused by his reading the 
signature. Then he glanced up towards the bar woman. She gave him a look 
that indicated that she was interested.

‘This zine, where did it come from?’ he asked straight out. The woman 
was about middle thirties to middle forties. She had a strong face.

‘Quinlan isn’t it?’ she said, wiping the table with a desultory swipe of her 
cloth.

‘I don’t remember,’ replied Hank Quinlan.
‘She your girl friend?’ asked the woman of Rancid who was still asleep.
‘No. The zine, where did it come from?’ persisted the fat detective.
‘Oh come on, you know the answer to that.’
‘Huh?’
‘You’ve read the signature. You can read I take it,’ grinned the woman & 
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she swaggered off .
Hank Quinlan read the signature again. Then he fi nished off  his latest 

whisky. The place struck him as being depressing without the glam edge of 
power some depression can give. He tried to make sense of that last line. 
He tried to fi nd an example of what he thought he meant when he had the 
thought. Or a sign of it. But he couldn’t do it. 

‘I can’t see what McGuinn thought an extra dimension could off er,’ he 
said, rousing Rancid.

‘The pre-Big Bang dimensions help tidy up his mysterian position. In the 
book ‘The Mysterious Flame’ by Colin McGuinn, our McGuinn’s namesake 
but no relation, the idea isn’t a hard & fast claim. Its just a suggestion,’ 
responded the still dozy Rancid.

‘But if we cannot conceive of an answer to what the mind is given our 
evolutionary adaptation to living in the post Big Bang Universe, then the 
very conception of anything pre-Big Bang is just impossible. What looks like 
a real statement cannot mean anything.’

‘That wouldn’t surprise me in the least,’ shrugged Rancid, stretching & 
yawning. Quinlan felt horny at the sight of this top totty doing that. He lit a 
small cigar.

‘You want one?’ he asked her.
‘Ta,’ she replied & took it, just like that.
They left the bar & went back into the white snow blizzard, sensing that 

there was little time left. On the table the zine lay open at the letter’s page. 
The signature at the bottom of the letter was ‘Pny Caroff .’ The snow was like 
skin fl aking off  all over the world. It was becoming the world. And skin is just 
a page in a book. Mysteriously stripped off .

19-20. L’Empreinte de Mme Atomos [The 
Mark of Mrs Atomos]
The living comic book villains came charging out. They’d been building up. 
All the time Rancid & the fat detective had been sitting ruminating in the 
pub they’d been getting stuck into the world. Death, mutilation & sordid 
torture began to take shape in the world. 

Rancid wasn’t all that interested in whatever texts Hank Quinlan, the 
fat detective, was reading. She had once, years before, been interested in 
the possibilities of the new digital glam of the microserf future landscapes. 
She collected book reviews to do with this, held them in her head until they 
took on the space of dream landscapes, & then revisited them with a need 
that took on the dimension of compulsion. She had an idea that reality was 
taking the piss. She clung to her dreams because maybe there she might 
fi nd something that wasn’t suspect. She tramped through the snow without 
needing to speak, Quinlan’s silent, nubile companion in arms. She conjured 
up a review to keep her mind working. She hoped that she would be able 
to fi gure out the secrets hidden in the prosaic nature of the review/dreams. 
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The snow recalled the review of 
‘Wired Style: Principles of the English Usage in the Digital Age.’ – Ed 

Constance Hale. Co 1996 Hardwired...’ 
As she walked the words drifted through her mind, easy & disconnected 

from the actual text itself.
‘…Here are some quotes from this wonderful little book.
‘…constantly navigating the shifting verbal currents of the post-Gutenberg 

era.’
‘If you think all this just can’t change a whole history of language & 

literature, think again.’ (pp.10)
‘But true jargon – the argot of a special trade or community – is lucid 

language & can be as elegant as it is meaningful. Its denotation: concrete, 
specifi c, direct, & necessary.’’ (pp.35)

‘True colloquial writing doesn’t just refl ect the vernacular of your readers – 
it limns the lives & speech of the characters you write about.’ (pp.62)

‘We know from experience that new terms often start as two words, then 
become hyphenated, & eventually end up as one word. Go there now.’ (pp.84)

‘Embrace acronyms, following these rules of thumb:…’ (pp.125)
This is a pressure cooker of a book, expounding principles with a fi erce 

appetite for confrontation with any who might wish to put the breaks on. It 
writes out its principles with the proletising energy of true belief. Designed to fi t 
in with the attitudising, unfi ltered personality of the Web, the book’s a trapped 
fi lofax, a wannabee guide to life in the virtual hipness of technoheaven. This is 
a strange feature, perhaps inevitable in something written as a fi xed text out 
here in the meat world. Despite its exciting principles dedicated to change & 
experiment, the text already carries the weight of etiquette which runs counter 
to everything it tries to make explicit. Injunctions to experiment & create 
new ways of operating can sometimes feel that we are being given the table 
manners of the techno elite – & that to challenge the etiquette would be akin 
to eating soup with the wrong spoon. 

But it is an enormously interesting book, & suggestive too so long as you can 
persuade yourself that it isn’t just teaching good manners. The book is written in 
the manner of a beginners guide to the way language has developed alongside 
the computer world. There is no doubt that it is insightful & informative about 
aspects of new language use. In the debate about new literacies & grammar 
teaching there is much here that is both helpful & suggestive – & a deal which 
would be excellent starting points for developing a knowledge about language 
approach within an IT strand of English teaching. 

It suff ers by comparison with the far bigger & more challenging ‘The on-
line hacker Jargon File, version 4.0.0, 24 JUL 1996’ which is found on various 
shareware packages & is compiled by mass collaboration through Internet 
conferencing. Here one has access to the real thing, a living dynamic, changing 
in real time & space to create, inn its own words, ‘…a common heritage of 
the hacker culture. Over the years a number of individuals have volunteered 
considerable time to maintaining the File & been recognized by the net at 
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large as editors of it. Editorial responsibilities include: to collate contributions 
& suggestions from others; to seek out corroborating information; to cross-
reference related entries; to keep the fi le in a consistent format; & to announce 
& distribute updated versions periodically.’ This is a massive work, at the time 
of writing it is 379 pages & growing. 

What both these works show is that computer technology is bringing 
about very real tansformations in language, transformations which will be 
unavoidable & lasting. This being the case…’

Rancid broke off  from this abstract reverie. A monstrous shape was 
forming out of the violent eddies of the snow storm. 

‘What the hell’s that?’ she asked. Hank Quinlan lit a small cigar. 
‘We’ve got to the point where you can’t tell who is telling the truth 

round here. You can’t tell if we’re being taken for a ride or not. We can’t take 
anything at face value,’ growled Quinlan to himself.

‘Does that include me?’ asked Rancid.
‘It includes everything at the moment,’ replied Quinlan grimly. 
But they were both eyeing the approaching fi gure with steely 

concentration.
First glance made out a Managa zombie. Second glance betrayed the 

features of a reanimated Pny Jack.
‘Its the hollow shell of Pny Jack,’ muttered Rancid, feeling sick at the sight 

of the butchered comrade lurching towards them without a consciousness 
of his own left inside.

‘We’d better clear away the garbage,’ stated Quinlan pulling out his 
handgun & pointing the shooter at the approaching monster.

‘Stop. You can’t shoot that. Its Pny Jack,’ she said.
‘Stop being a sentimental fool. Pny jack is dead. This is just his remains, 

reanimated by the evil Madame Atomos to wreak havoc & destruction on 
our heads,’ responded Quinlan & he blasted the revolting creature with 
splatter bullets that blew the zombie thing into bleeding hunks of writhing 
gore & torn up fl esh. 

‘He feels nothing. Pny Jack isn’t there anymore. Like you yourself said, 
its just his shell,’ Quinlan explained. But of course Rancid knew that already.

Standing over the gore-bubbling, mashed-over shape that now lay still 
in the crimson-splattered white snow Rancid frowned. 

‘That wasn’t it,’ she said at last.
‘What wasn’t it?’ quizzed Quinlan, standing some way off . He noticed 

how the snow seemed to close off  sight-lines.He could see almost nothing 
except white everywhere. Rancid & the blasted creature were like siglum 
patterns. He brooded to himself about this eff ect.

‘When I looked up & thought I saw something coming towards us, I’m 
sure it wasn’t this Pny Jack zombie manga thing,’ she explained, looking 
puzzled. Quinlan shrugged.

‘Like I said, everything’s taking the piss,’ he said. 
He was thinking of various ideas that he held dear. He was certain that 
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there was a particular line of prankster/piss takers deeply embedded in the 
culture. In modern times this historical line, often a hidden & rather minor 
strand of cultural work, had been elevated into a dominant form. It seemed to 
Quinlan that the culture of hide & seek, of individuals & movements bluffi  ng 
& double bluffi  ng ad nauseum in order to create hysterical laughter & panic 
was modern society’s most important development. It was more than mere 
cynicism & irony. To Quinlan it refl ected a growing anxiety. Maybe it was 
something to do with the breakdown of distinctions between authenticity & 
inauthenticity, where the real & the unreal seemed to be interchangeable, 
didn’t seem to matter… If a person without a mind seemed to be the same 
as one with a mind, then what could anyone do about anything? What 
mattered anymore? 

He recalled an exchange, some time back, between himself & Rancid.
Rancid had looked over to him. 
‘You know what I sense in you, Quinlan?’ she had said. Quinlan had 

looked over to the bewitching female grrrl.
‘What’s that then?’
‘You are so full of regret,’ she’d said.
‘Bollocks,’ he’d grunted.
‘Me,,’ Rancid had continued, ‘… what I think would have helped us would 

have been if top angst-fi lled philosopher Wittgenstein had made a greater 
impression in this country of ours. Then this doomy place would start 
making sense,’ she had grinned.

Quinlan had replied thus: 
‘Curious to fi nd you, Rancid, claiming that Wittgenstein’s thought has 

made so very little impression on the intellectual life of this century & that 
his style of thinking is at odds with the style that dominates the present era. 
In saying that sort of stuff  you are, of course echoing to take a recent, minor 
example of the general malaise, Ray Monk’s article ‘Wittgenstein & the Two 
Cultures’ in the middle-brow right wing journal ‘Prospect’ of July 1999.

Are you really saying that relativism – which I take to be very much the 
sort of epistemological free-lunch Wittgenstein’s philosophy endorses – has 
not been infl uential? Look at a recent debate between Brian Street & Colin 
MacCabe in ‘English in Education’ (Spring 1998, Vol 32, No 1 p26-28) on the 
implications of new literacy studies. MacCabe has to argue against Street’s 
relativist position that all literacy practices are rich – MacCabe asks – ‘What 
would qualify as ‘poor’? If every literacy practice is as rich as every other then 
why should we teach at all?’ He goes on to state that ‘…if one accepts that 
literacy is a much more complex matter than common sense allows – the 
real question is what one deduces from that.’ 

He has to argue this because it is no longer possible to take for granted 
the cultural setting of language use. What once was appropriate may no 
longer be appropriate. People these days have to be able to move from local 
vernacular settings to trans-cultural settings & not to teach them how to 
do this is to deny them an equal opportunities entitlement. Assuming that 
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an ‘appropriate’ use of language can be learned naturally, from within a 
settled language group which need never meet any other language group, 
is to be blind to the complexity of life at this end of our Millennium. Theory, 
specialisation & technical vocabularies may seem odd in the context of 
learning something as ‘common-sensically natural’ as, say, literacy practices 
but there is no alternative. 

Wittgensteins’ thinking cannot understand this context of cultural 
change, exchange & overlap. All it seems to off er is a spurious depth not 
seen since ‘The Sorrows of Young Werther’  – & without the stylistic felicity. 
At best it is a complacent position which is irrelevant to the debates we 
now face at the end of the twentieth century which are all about how we 
get meaning, social coherence, & fact alongside scientism, market-run 
economics & global politics. At worst it underwrites an extreme right wing 
position endorsed by mad polemicists like Scruton.

In a recent Guardian article about logical positivist & anti-pseud AJ 
Ayer, written by the delicately febrile AN Wilson, Wittgenstein is quoted 
with approval as saying that AJ Ayer was ‘incredibly shallow.’ This seems 
to be your take on the debate between the arts & the sciences when you 
bring in Wittgenstein – you endorse the deep, Geertzian ‘epistemological 
hypochondria’ of Gemeinschaft, a style of thinking which is all subjective, 
diffi  cult, angst-ridden & romantic & dismiss Scientifi c discourse & its idiom 
of clarity & lucidity. It would seem that attempting to present mathematical 
models & non-culture-specifi c theories of cognition is a shallow & philistine 
business. 

Rich, poor, deep, shallow. Name calling like this seems to miss the point 
of where we are now. What is interesting about our cultural condition today 
is that the argument is not that one side is deeper & richer than the other but 
that to properly understand who we are & what the truth is we must develop 
a more subtle exchange between the two idioms. Ernest Gellner takes the 
un-Wittgensteinian view that ‘our attitude to cultures is ironic’ (‘Language 
& Solitude’ – Cambridge 1998 p.190), that scientism ‘…is sovereign’ & our 
attitude to it is not ironic, but also, most importantly, that it is part of our 
culture. To characterise the situation in terms of just a misunderstanding 
of language use seems unhelpful. Nor should we be bewitched by the 
thought that necessary features of intellectualism are Dostoevskian secrets, 
Wagnerian sorrows & Kierkegaardian avowals of the soul.’ 

Quinlan snapped out of this reverie. He tried to focus on what Rancid 
had said just a moment before.

‘What did you think it was coming this way if not Pny Jack’s manga 
zombie?’

‘Something worse,’ was Rancid’s brief response.
‘How worse?’ persisted Quinlan.
‘It had the mark of Madame Atomos. It had her skin mark,’ she replied 

quietly. 
This was just enigmatic to Quinlan. He left the reply hovering between 
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them. When he thought about it, it seemed like Rancid was claiming that 
there was something genuine in the middle of all this after all. The mark 
signifi ed something impossible, something truthful, defi nite & known. He 
almost laughed at the irony. If this authenticity was real, it was likely to kill 
them. Horribly. That’s why he laughed into the snow blizzard, frightening 
Rancid a little, top tough totty thought she was.

‘What’s that?’ he asked. Rancid had pulled a small book from her pocket. 
‘Its a fairy story. Its about being able to tell the diff erence between what’s 

real & what isn’t. It’s about your problem Quinlan. Its about our problem. Its 
about the mark of Madame Atomos. Some suggest that a hard core version 
of this was the base of the legendary ‘Attack! Anime,’’ suggested Rancid. 

‘Bloody Jackanory,’ grumbled Quinlan but he listened intently as she 
read it out. 

‘The Sex Kitten Machine Items’ by Georgie O.’ Quinlan recognised the 
name ‘Georgie’ from the video outtakes they’d seen earlier. This was 
beginning to make sense. Rancid continued & Quinlan just listened to the 
tale of how zombies might have grown to have feelings & so stopped being 
zombies. Or had never been zombies because zombies are impossible – but 
no one had realised. 

‘One woman was talking to the next. She said, 
‘There are Clubs in the Midwest that I can’t get booked in because they 

don’t like to see Interracial Sex…
Companies worry they can’t sell the Stuff  I do…
Canada doesn’t take Interracial or Black Movies. They don’t like to take 

Chances.
When I started I was only doing White Films. I have noticed Blacks get 

treated a lot diff erently than Whites – like the Food on the Film Set is diff erent 
for instance…’ 

There was a glacial & clean atmosphere to this talk which Zlainy liked. Slink 
talked slowly, as if her mind was functioning underwater, as if the thoughts 
were swimmers idling in deep blue. Then she said,

‘These fi lms are not fi lms. They are real. I think that’s what I think. There is 
nothing that’s false.’

Zlainy watched her drowny features. They shimmered in the bright clarity 
of the light as if a hallucinated version of San Fransisco’s Market Street Cinema 
was fl oating in a halo of its own silver & chrome whilst Japanese, Spanish, 
Filipino shadows were being thrown around like juggling balls. Her eyes 
seemed tired. It had been one hell of a night. The boiler-plate noise, the tug & 
grab – what was going on? 

Zlainy rolled over from the car bonnet & stood up. Now you could see down 
the street to the harbour & out to the sea. She was grinning & stretching, a 
huge yawn spreading its wings like a gull. Slink continued. 

‘I was warning them all about their butt muscles & showing them how not 
to tear any. I was giving them damn good advice. I was saying that they should 
be careful putting all the fi ngers into the anus because fl exing them over the 
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sides in there is a tricky business. It takes a deal of skill. That’s what I was 
saying.. If they wanted a fi st up there, I was saying, if they wanted that then 
you gradually got to get the whole hand in & then twist, relax the muscles, 
gradually, gradually, then it goes in, twist…’ Her eyes were bright & staring 
straight out. Zlainy frowned back at her. She knew what this was. She was 
sure she knew what all this was. She broke in with a note of irritation in her 
voice.

‘Yes, yes, I’m sure, yes, all very educational I agree. But hardly to the point 
now,’ she said.

The scene they’d left behind had surely left some scars. Zlainy twitched & 
strutted a little as if to remind the other woman what the situation was. There 
was an art gallery at the top of the narrow street, a tall white-washed house 
whose thin crooked exterior hid paintings & sculptures under oak beams on 
wide thick walls. They wandered from gallery to gallery. It was on four fl oors. 
Everything was the usual mess. They stood by the doorway looking out down 
to the harbour again. The road was empty. The tourists seemed to have gone 
away. 

Zlainy’s phone rang & it was SlaverMan. ‘You get out of there. You give her 
back. Do you know what she is? You give her back,’ he said. SlaverMan’s voice 
was the hard metal ringer it always was. 

Zlainy said in return, ‘You send any more of your clowns & I’ll trash them 
like the fi rst wave. You hear me?’

‘I hear you. But there’s nothing you can do Zlainy. You’re in a hole. Why not 
just dig out ? She’s nothing to you. Leave her to those who know best. I know 
best,’ he said.

‘You just suck your own dick,’said Zlainy.
‘What the hell do you want her for? She’s useless to you. We have rights 

here. We made her. We can repair anything. We can help her. Cynical it may be 
but that doesn’t mean it isn’t true,’ he said.

‘It means exactly that you shit. That’s what cynicism exactly does mean,’ 
she said.

‘You going to look after her then eh? Is that it? You know how? Do you have 
any idea what you’re going to have to do? What you have to know?’ he said. 
There was a pause & then SlaverMan said. ‘What do you know anyway Zlainy? 
What do you really know?’ 

Zlainy hung up. Then she turned to Slink & sighed.
‘Why are they so desperate to have you back Slink?’ she said. Slink giggled 

& shrugged.
‘I guess they agree with you. I have just the most wonderful ass.’ 
They drove out from the little fi shing village to a large house a mile inland 

but high up so from out the upper windows the sea was visible. 
‘I will have to go back to the city. I’ll leave you here & whatever you do 

don’t go anywhere, don’t talk to anyone, don’t even go to the windows. Just 
stay here. If anyone calls just hide. Only me. You understand. Only me. You 
open up to no one else,’ said Zlainy.
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Slink looked anxious.
‘I think I should go with you. I think we should stay together. I think there’s 

a need for us to stay together,’ said Slink.
‘No,’ said Zlainy.
So Zlainy drove alone through the rainy night to meet Slaverman. She 

imagined what he’d say when she turned up without a word of warning. His 
Doberman dog, she remembered pointlessly, was called ‘Rox.’

She considered the man. She considered all she had heard. His women had 
all said the same thing. They had all said it in the same way. She had believed 
them at fi rst. They had all said how they enjoyed themselves. They all told her 
that it was what they ‘got off ’ on. By saying that they had not let him down. 
But that wasn’t their point. Their point was that they hadn’t let themselves 
down. 

They kept on telling her that he was alright. That he treated them well. 
That the gangbangs were all part of themselves rather than exploitation. They 
were happy with the way things were set up. They would not have it any other 
way. They were bearing witness to stuff  but she didn’t believe them. Even the 
honest ones she didn’t believe. And there was nothing in what she was shown 
to change her mind. Nothing glowed in the dark to tell her there was another 
fact, another world, another way of seeing the whole scene. It was just a 
decision she made. It came clean out, like a new-born seal. Wet & sleek & black 
& fresh. There was a beauty to it.

She began to insist that there was nothing they were saying which was 
anything but the slanted truth. The duty was to catch the slant, to fi gure out 
the angle & the fall. So that’s what she did. She inserted herself between the 
stories they told & what they did. She shoved her own fi ngers deep into her 
vagina & breathed slow. There was a something which she didn’t like. It wasn’t 
the touch, the smell, the change. It was the eyes. She looked at their eyes & 
then she knew. That’s what she had decided. She knew. When she looked into 
their eyes she saw that there was no one there. They had disappeared. They 
had left the building. Not just invisible, not just hiding away & out of sight. 
They were not there at all.

She thought about SlaverMan. He controlled their escape routes. He 
arranged them. She found out more & there it was. He manufactured them. 
Their exits & entrances were all chemical. Yellow & red bright lights, a fusion 
of electricity & fl esh under the shining slick surface of sugar coated plastic. She 
thought of porcelain, of the hoods of cars, of the toy lorry she’d been given as 
a child. She thought of meat hooks, mechanical gadgets, she thought of oil 
& clockwork & squeeze. There was a doll she’d once owned. If you turned it 
upside down it had dripped water from its huge blue eyes. The mouth had never 
changed but had been molded into a fi xed, cute smile. She thought long & hard 
about these things, but in a fl ash, in a dazzle. 

SlaverMan manufactured these creatures in various locations. His 
factories were small scale. The turnover was immense. The product was highly 
successful. He had made a fortune from almost nothing. He would describe 
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himself as an original rags to riches sort, an Upper Slidesman. He contained 
within himself a driven energy which came from poverty. There was nothing 
he enjoyed more than to sit for a couple of hours & tell anyone who’d listen 
about the harsh childhood, the rotten adolescence, the murder of his father, 
rape of his mother & so on. It was a slash doom routine he’d perfected over 
the years, designed to tear at the heartstrings & bring compassion to his own 
hearth. Perhaps he believed some of it. Perhaps, thought Zlainy, he was only 
looking for love. 

Factory Complex L was in a sunken mews the shape of a half moon. It looked 
from the outside like a garage setup. Two large wooden shutter doors screened 
a hollow workshop, like a cave, with its machine tools & thin people in overalls. 
There was always a dull buzz of machinery working over something, of projects 
being executed. In the offi  ce above, a couple of computer screens glowed & 
Slaverman & some Design Greydude mulled over a new development, a new 
idea, an Innovert. 

Zlainy lolled around on the street below. She’d parked her car down the 
road some little way off . She walked straight in to the tiny lobby & was asked 
to go straight up. Over the table she raised a glass to SlaverMan & looked 
straight to his eyes. He was grinning but the eyes were tectonic plates, moving 
underground, crushing & squeezing maps out of joint. His face was thin, long 
& tired. Lines cracked & creased it as if someone had squashed him into a 
little ball & then decided not to throw him away after all & had scrupulously 
unfolded the mess as best they could. He looked bloodless, weary. His tall thin 
frame had no energy. It was sucked out.

You look well,’ said Zlainy in a sound barely above the hum of the electricity. 
This was a desolation space. The other man left the room. SlaverMan asked her 
what she wanted & why now. For it to have been just a social visit seemed to be 
stretching it & she picked up on his caginess, his anxiety, his whiff  of suspicion.

‘I want to keep Slink. I don’t want any more trouble,’ she said. He shook 
his head. 

‘You know how many years I’ve been in this business? Too many. That’s 
what I always say. Its what I always say but it isn’t true. I don’t think I’ve been 
doing this long enough. That’s the truth. You come here with this request. 
You tell me this & I get a lump in my throat. Because I don’t know what I’m 
supposed to do when you tell me that. I don’t know what to do. Am I to be glad 
that you’ve placed such a value on one of my Items that you want to steal it? 
Or do I feel that somehow the world’s a cheaper place? For the same reason. 
You want one of my Items. You want Slink.’ He closed his eyes & Zlainy thought 
he’d nodded off .

‘I want that particular Item, as you so delightfully put it. Yes, I want Slink,’ 
she said. He didn’t react. Then he opened his eyes & looked blankly across at her.

‘Is she alright? Is she working ok? Is it what she does you want?’ he asked.
‘She’s fi ne. There’s nothing damaged. She’s just fi ne.’
‘I think she needs checking out. Don’t you think she should be checked? 

What if she is damaged? What if she gets damaged at some later date? Not 
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now, but way down the line, in the future. What are you going to do then? 
You couldn’t fi x her. You couldn’t help her. She would just close-down. That’s 
what you’d be responsible for. We’re the only outfi t which could help in those 
circumstances. Have you thought about that?’

‘She’ll be just fi ne,’ said Zlainy.
‘Sure she will. Sure. And then there’s you. One day you’ll not be fi ne. One 

day you’ll kick out. You ever thought of it the other way round? So you kick off  & 
she’s to do – what? She’s suddenly all alone & there’ll be no one. What happens 
there? What happens then? What, Zlainy, happens to her ?’ he said. There was 
a pause as Zlainy pulled a roll-up from her pouch. 

‘You are all heart, you know that?’ she said. 
‘I’m just saying. Because you tend to be sentimental. Well, I’m sentimental 

too. Like, you see my heart here. That’s what I am. I got compassion. I have 
instincts for these things. They come naturally to me. They are natural as 
breathing,’ he said. He wasn’t kidding anyone except perhaps himself. Then he 
said some next thing.

‘Why have you come here in person to see me? Are you so full of righteous 
anger? You feel outraged by my whole line of work, my whole corruptible & 
disreputable attitude? And you have fallen in love with something I have 
made. Is it not strange how something so beautiful can be produced by so 
much ugliness? Does that not warn you to be slower with your judgments? 
Perhaps you should be thinking that this place isn’t so bad after all. Maybe 
there’s a sweetness to this too,’ he said. 

Zlainy focused her gaze on his long hands, their astonishing thinness. They 
were almost all bone. They were so still. So silent.

‘Have you no dignity? Have you no pride?’ she asked him. He thought 
about this for a little while.

‘I have a perspective few people share openly with me. That’s not to say 
that there are not many people who see things as I see them. They see them 
just as I see them in all ways save one. They will not openly say it is so. They will 
not admit to anyone what they believe in. What they truly believe. They prefer 
to keep it all hidden. So I do all this for them. I make their dreams possible. 
And allow them to remain secretive. They can stay hidden because of me. I 
cannot have dignity & pride in those circumstances. Those things are public 
things. Everything I do is stripped of everything public. Stripped not by me but 
by all those who prefer to keep their beliefs hidden & locked away. It’s not my 
fault that this is the situation. I guess I’m a kind of saint. I suff er the slings & 
the arrows, the ignominy & disgrace so that they can remain clean & good,’ 
he said.

‘How do you know there are people out there just like you? How do you 
know that they want what you give them? How can you be so sure?’ Zlainy 
said. 

‘They buy the stuff . I have become rich because of them. I have to be 
without pride & without respect but I am compensated handsomely for this. I 
am a very rich person. I have money galore.’ His voice was quiet & melancholic.
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‘Its not what she does,’ she said after an interval. 
‘What?’ said Slaverman.
‘You said it was because of what she does. You said I liked her maybe 

because of the things she does. But its not that. Its her. I like her. I like her. 
That’s all,’ she said & then fell silent once more. Slaverman muttered under 
his breath.

‘She’s just a sex thing. Sex Kitten Item 3 we call her sort. For shit’s sake 
Zlainy. We made her. They do what we tell them to do. Like her? That’s a bloody 
amazing thing. That’s a perplexing statement Zlainy. I tell you, it sets my mind 
reeling. I’m falling under this table I’m so shocked. I can hardly make sense of 
what it is you’re saying Zlainy,’ he said.

‘I know, yes, I know its madness,’ she said. Her hand was unsteady as it 
raised the rollup to her lips. Slaverman was thinking hard. But in the end he said 
she could have Slink & nothing more would be said. There was something in his 
eyes which reassured her. Then there was another look, a spark of recognition, 
something drifting in from long ago, like a long lost sailor blowing into harbour. 
She saw this look just before he agreed to let her have Slink.

‘We lost one once, years ago. One of our Sex Kitten Items. It just took off . 
But Slink’s the fi rst we ever gave away,’ said Slaverman. Zlainy looked at his 
faded head. It reminded her of some rock out in the ocean, covered in seaweed 
& an icy wind, the sort of rock which makes shipwrecks.

‘You want to fuck me one time? Sort of seal the deal?’ she said. He hardly 
looked at her as he took up her off er with a blank strength that seemed to be 
testing her for something rather than playing out desire. 

‘You can stop running now. We aren’t looking any more,’ whispered 
Slaverman afterwards. Because afterwards, he knew what she was.’

Rancid put the book back into her pocket.
‘Trite shite. Literary crud,’ snarled Quinlan. He lit another cigar. 

21-22. Mme Atomos Jette un Froid
[Mrs Atomos Catches a Cold]
What seemed to Quinlan like a billion yellow eyed white rabbits the size of 
telephone boxes with razor sharp carving teeth & brick shit-house strength 
emerged slowly out of the snow like weird Akira Toriyama fi gures out of a 
Dragon Ball narrative. In truth there were eight.

‘No wonder we saw so little. Camoufl aged bunnies with bad attitude,’ 
commented Rancid. She swiftly slid forward & crashed a fi st into the fi rst 
rabbit’s face. Blood & gunge exploded everywhere. The injured goon 
Godzilla rabbit fell back. Quinlan pulled out his giant handgun. It had 
extended to the size of a double decker busload of crack dealing Dirty Harry 
Magnum toting psychotic daddy lone wolf detective canon fi ring noir based 
vigilante running DEATH.

‘Suck lead fuckers,’ he roared & let the slugs batter into the super-
souped up meat chomping insane rabbit hides. Blood & foul gunge spurted 
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out through the ripped open holes that appeared in the bodies of the 
hideously screaming & totally devastated super monsters that Quinlan had 
just blasted into total defeat.

‘That was too easy,’ he commented, pushing the gun back into its 
hidden holster in disgust.

‘You’re right, my fat friend,’ said a voice out of the snow blizzard. It was 
Madame Atomos herself. Quinlan took one look at the fab jap snatch bitch 
& felt his horn rise despite everything. Her superbly muscled body gleamed 
in a glam silver super-villain costume that just screamed to be ripped off  & 
shredded in a WWF move of perfect foxy wrestling set-piece.

‘You’re going to get spanked badly here you bitch,’ sneered Rancid, 
rolling her own equally super fi t body forward. The thought of a catfi ght 
between these two super-powered babes sent Quinlan into a mad rage of 
fetid fetish desire.

‘Before I wipe you both from the face of this sorry planet, along with the 
rest of the world’s population, perhaps you would like to know how I intend 
to do this deed & why,’ commented Madame Atomos coolly.

‘Get on with it then,’ grumbled Rancid who was just wanting to get hold 
of the evil bitches jugs & yank them in to pain’s equivalent of Mega City 1.

‘You Westerners conveniently forget what you did to Nagasaki & 
Hiroshima. Even though the Japanese army was already about to surrender 
Churchill allowed the bombing to take place so that you could fi nd out just 
how powerful the A Bomb really was. The cities were to be experiments for 
the Western military Industrial Complex. The inability of the West to match 
its technological advancement with moral & social advancement meant 
that two whole cities of unarmed civilians had to die. This is not an isolated 
case, but it serves to illustrate the whole ethical shite that is to be found in 
the West. 

I have thus developed an advanced Western technology, that of the 
zombie, & intend to replace existing humanity with it. This will mean that 
there will be no more pain & hurt, because there will be no feelings at all. I 
will have made them extinct. It is too late to stop this from happening. For 
years my zombies have been emerging from the underground bunkers all 
round the globe. All modern Tories are all zombies. Many of the New Labour 
cabinet are modern Tories & are therefore zombies. It is because they have 
no feelings, no nothing, that they can put forward their extreme right wing 
policies. Clearly, no sane, conscious person could be as crudely evil as those 
particular examples of raving bigot mong now could they? Billions of them 
will soon be destroying everyone with a mind. After that, I’ll bomb the 
zombies into shite & then the world will be a better place,’ explained the 
totally killer mad jap.

‘Fucking hell,’ gasped Rancid as she heard the plane. Quinlan kept 
himself to himself because he sympathized with what she was saying. And 
he could believe all he said about Hague & his loopy gang. And Blair & some 
of his cracked troops. But he knew that he couldn’t let her get away with her 
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plan. There had to be a better way. Not that he could think of one. 
Other fi gures moved through the snow blizzard. The US President 

George W Bush seemed to be one of the fi gures ambling about. Quinlan 
narrowed his eyes & tried to make sense of what he thought he had just 
seen. The snow was so thick that he was quite prepared to believe that he 
hadn’t seen the President. But then he saw another one.

Two presidents? He frowned. A third appeared. It suddenly became 
quite clear that moving towards Rancid & himself from all directions were 
clone-like fi gures of the corrupt & extremely right wing President.

‘What the fuck have you done Atomos? Cloned the US President?’ he 
called out.

‘These aren’t clones. These are zombies. They represent, however, all 
that is wrong with the West. It was easy to build a zombie version of Bush  
– there wasn’t a deal to lose when the mind was lost. And they’re armed,’ 
grinned the beautiful but mad Armagedenist.

‘You’ve built zombie versions of that lying, cheating right wing twat? Are 
you insane? How can that be good?’ gasped Quinlan.

‘You fucking Westerners are always bragging about how big bollock 
brilliant your democratic systems of government are. Well, George W is as 
good a reminder of fucking banana republic politics as I can think of. And 
he’s all yours. If the Supreme Court hadn’t given the Presidency to Bush, the 
Republican leaders of the Florida legislature would have given it to him, even 
though the voters had elected Gore. By the time the Supreme Court had 
ruled, the Florida Legislature under Jeb Bush, George W’s brother, had called 
a special session & given Bush the Presidency. And all in the name of the 
Constitution in fact. And before & during all this, a mob of Bush supporters 
had stopped the counting of votes in the fi rst place. Bush’s campaign 
manager had prevented the count from continuing. It was a complete farce. 
The USA is now being run by a racist, right wing bigot junta. Like in Iran. The 
only diff erence between Bush & Hussein is dress sense. Hussein should kill 
the ‘tash, George the hats,’ growled Madame Atmos.

‘But can these ugly zombies do?’ asked Quinlan.
‘What can they do? I’ll tell you what they can do fat man. Each one of 

them has a nuclear warhead in its arse. These little bastards are going to go 
walking into your cities & shit you all to oblivion. And if you don’t like it, you 
can screw yourself. This is an ethics you lot invented. You want a lecture? 

In the Second World War you lot dropped 1,600 tons of incendiary 
bombs on Tokyo, killing & injuring 185,000 civilians. That was on just one 
night alone. 9th March, 1945. You know what Admiral Leahy, Chief of Staff  
to President Roosevelt & President Truman said when he was told that his 
scientists wanted to drop a nuclear bomb on two Japanese cities? He said 
‘… that in being the fi rst to use it we (that is, you lot, the Americans, the 
Western powers, fucking Winston fanny Churchill) had adopted an ethical 
standard common to the barbarians of the Dark Ages.’ But did anyone 
listen? ‘The fucking barbarians of the fucking Dark Ages.’ Oh no. No fucker 
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was listening.
For fuck’s sake no. They listened to the scientists instead. The ‘Manhattan 

District Project’ had to be a success because so much time & money had 
been invested in it. Two billion dollars had been spent to make the bomb. 
Two billion for Christ’s sake. As one of the top bastards on the project said: 
‘The bomb had to be a success – so much money had been expended on it… 
the relief to everyone concerned when the bomb was fi nished & dropped 
was enormous.’ The American President Truman when he heard about the 
Hiroshima bombing on his way back from Potsdam said that it was ‘… the 
greatest thing in history.’ It also helped the Soviet Union from sharing in the 
occupation of Japan when the war ended.

And you know what – the West already knew that the Japanese were 
going to surrender. Before dropping either bomb they knew. Messages from 
the Japanese foreign minister to the Japanese Ambassador in Moscow had 
been intercepted by the cipher-breaking ‘Magic’ system. Therefore the idea 
that the bombs were necessary to end the war is a complete load of bollocks. 
The Emperor of Japan had already given Prince Konoye instructions to 
secure peace at any price & he was sent on a mission to Moscow to secure 
just that. The ethics of barbarians! The Dark Ages! That’s what we entered 
when those two bombs were dropped. And we’re there still,’ she explained.

Hank Quinlan nodded for all sorts of reasons. He knew that Hitler & his 
Nazi cunts were totally out of order & had to be squashed out like bugs. 
But he knew that these days the powers that be used Hitler & the threat of 
fascism as an icon to keep the poor & powerless in check. That’s why the 
punks had worn Nazi insignia. To outrage the icon that was holding them in 
check. Holding their hatred in check. Quinlan felt that hatred too. He hated 
the rich & powerful, didn’t care a damn about their problems. 

He hated Bush. He hated the Republicans. He hated the Tories, anything 
right wing. But he also hated the smarmy liberals & the twats on the left 
who used the names of Hitler & Saddam to keep protest & dissent in check. 
He liked to attack charity organisations because of the outrage such a view 
caused amongst the Home County middle class liberal Tory Fabian elites. 
It wasn’t that he thought that people who had earthquakes burying them, 
fl oods drowning them, chemical plants blowing up on them, crop failures 
starving them & playboy warlords shooting them weren’t worth supporting, 
but he knew that poverty & earthquakes & so on were all caused by rich 
& powerful business & military groups like multi-nationals & corrupt state 
powers who supported Charities to offl  oad their tax burdens. 

‘I agree with you. The right wing oligarchies & monopolies & so forth are 
all worthy targets of your bitterness. But you’re going to bomb cities where 
there are people who are victims of this system as well. How will that help?’ 
asked Quinlan, genuinely puzzled.

‘I’m not fi ghting the system. I’m part of it. I’m what systems like ours 
throw up sometimes. I am as inevitable as an earthquake on a fault line. 
Such terror has to be, is fated, because it is built in to the whole structure. 
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Those victims you talk about, they have to accept their fate given that they 
are not capable of challenging & changing things. It isn’t their fault, but its 
the situation nevertheless,’ replied Madame Atomos, cold-heartedly. 

‘But there are other ways of revealing the truth about the evil in our 
midst. From the Free Spirit through the writings of Winstanley, Coppe, Sade, 
Fourier, Lautreamont, William Morris, Alfred Jarry, & on into Futurism & Dada 
– then via Surrealism into Lettrism, the various Situationist movements, 
Fluxus, “Mail Art,” Punk Rock, Neoism & contemporary anarchist cults we 
fi nd ways of tapping into some authentic core of contemporary evil,’ argued 
Hank Quinlan, drawing on some memory he had of the writings of Stewart 
Home.

‘Art? Culture? Its too late for that toss. I have come, the last in the line, & 
like your Jesus Christ, I’m bringing out of a book the valley of the shadow of 
death,’ smiled the luscious deadly woman.

‘Baffl  ing, but taking the piss, NME, Mark Thomas, Blue Jam, League of 
Gentlemen & so on surely an alternative…’ frowned Quinlan speaking like a 
spazzed drunk.

A bright light blasted across their retinas & a heavy whiteness skewered 
into them all like a power drill eviscerating brain glue.

‘What the fuck was that?’ screamed Rancid, thrown back from where 
she had been crouched, coiled up like a super-reinforced industrial strength 
spring, primed & ready to destroy the killer French comic Jap character.

‘Justice. Retribution. The reckoning. Truth in a million suns. The shadow 
that doesn’t match the daylight. Doomsday,’ laughed her opponent 
hysterically. Quinlan felt his stomach lurch.

‘We’re in trouble here,’ he commented.
And yes, the situation was just about as bad as a situation can get. Now 

the snow storm seemed to be something else completely. The snow was 
hot. It was white ash.

‘This isn’t snow anymore. This is ash,’ shouted Rancid. Quinlan nodded 
grimly.

‘One of the nuclear George W Bush’s must have done a dump over West 
London. The whole of the area must have been incinerated,’ he managed 
to splutter as they lurched towards each other through a sudden rising 
maelstrom of rushing winds & swirling gunk.

‘Too right you pair of losers,’ gloated the killing horrendously sexy bitch. 
She turned to Quinlan.

‘What did you expect Hank, a fucking hand to hand fi ght with you 
spunking off  over my face whilst your little tart there held me down? You 
must be more deranged than I thought if you really thought that that was 
going to be an option,’ sneered Madame Atomos.

‘I’ve had enough of her shit Quinlan. Why don’t we just tear off  her face 
& gobble it down?’ snapped Rancid. Quinlan was considering the options. 

He was assessing the chances of any kind of success given the situation. 
If a thermo nuclear bomb had really just been shat out of the revolting arse-
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hole of a George W Bush zombie then what was the point of resistance 
anymore? Millions of people would already have been killed. Millions more 
would be suff ering the after eff ects of radiation sickness forever. The whole 
Globe would be contaminated forever. If Madame Atomos had created 
thousands of the zombies then they were probably detonating their shit-
load all over the world. There was no where to go, no place to hide. It was all 
revealed. She had won. This was truly the end of everything.

‘You crazy bitch. You crazy bitch,’ he said mournfully. Madame Atomos, 
who had perhaps been expecting anger, rage, challenge, resistance, she 
looked disappointed & a little puzzled, in equal measure.

‘What’s this Quinlan? Regret? A sense of loss? I thought you were already 
too far gone to feel such pathetic emotions. I thought you were the original 
burnt out wreck, someone who had crossed over the line into the hopeless 
place of nihilism years ago. I thought you were idealism turned sour, the 
lone male psychotic so beloved of Hollywood & the West,’ she said,

‘Maybe for me I had lost hope. And maybe deep down I had lost hope 
for everyone else as well. But I had been holding on to an illusion, the idea 
that maybe somewhere, somehow, someone, a good person or some good 
people would be able to change things, heal them, make everything clean 
again. I never lost that hope. Deep down that’s what I always thought. Its 
what kept me alive. Why else was I going to continue to drag myself around 
this shit-house mortuary of a world? Why else would I be lying & cheating to 
bring down the bad guys? I had a sense that there was always a slim chance 
it would be worth it. 

But this. I was hoping for a better end-game than mass murder. Its not 
funny. This wasn’t what I was looking for. This doesn’t satisfy me at all. This 
is just a crock of shit,’ growled Quinlan quietly, his face impassive, huge, 
shadowed by the swirling darkness around him & the smoky emotions 
within. 

‘Western Imperialism was always going to go out with a bang not a 
whimper Quinlan,’ hissed the gorgeous Madame Atomos.

‘This is no better than the force you oppose. It fails to transcend the 
evil you rightly hate. The art of iconoclasm & piss-take works at a level 
higher than its targets, somewhere, somehow, just raised above. Even if its 
exactly the same as what it opposes, a mirror gesture, it gives the audience 
the option of giving it the benefi t of the doubt. When, say, Andy Kaufman 
makes his bigot statements about women, there’s nothing in what he says 
or how he says it to signpost irony or disgust with that bigotry. But the way 
he positioned himself, the time in which he worked, fate & luck & some 
good & bad deals, who seemed to want him dead & those who wanted 
to keep him alive, & the motives they had & the tactics they employed, 
all that meant we were able to see the joke coming through. So Kaufman 
is seen as one of the great piss-takers of our time, & joins forces with the 
Free Spirit & the antics of Winstanley, Coppe, Sade, Fourier, Lautreamont, 
William Morris, Alfred Jarry, Futurism, Dada, Surrealism, Lettrism, the 
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various Situationist movements, Fluxus, “Mail Art,” Punk Rock, Neoism & 
contemporary anarchist cults.’

‘But there’s no chance that what you’ve unleashed can rise to that. Its 
just dumb. Stupid. Evil,’ Quinlan continued. His voice sounded tired.

‘In that way, you’ve failed,’ he concluded.
The world reached midnight. Everything has to end.

23-24. Mme Atomos Cherche la Petite Bête 
[Mrs Atomos Seeks Small Creatures] 
A tube train in London. The Central Line. Ealing Broadway station. Packed 
with commuters all sitting waiting for the train to move off . A light snow has 
covered everything. Its a picturesque scene. But there’s something strange. 
Everyone is reading & everyone is hooked on the same text. A comic. They 
are all reading the same comic. Look at their faces. Look at their eyes. 
There’s a creeping cold fear in them. In all of them. Its the horror of what 
they’re reading. 

So you look at the open pages, the colourful slates of the comic fi ction. 
Frame by frame you hurriedly move over the pictures. The fear, the horror, 
the sense of loathing grows. In the comic we see the same scene, impossibly 
accurate. The same train. This train. The same passengers waiting, reading, 
on the same page, with the same feelings. These passengers. And you know 
that there’s some harm coming. You know that when they turn the page 
there’s something awful going to happen, some catastrophe that will engulf 
them all. Its in the comic book. They are going to bring it about by turning 
the page. 

If only they wouldn’t. If only they wouldn’t turn the page, if only they 
would instead quell their curiosity, their need to know, to fi nd out what 
was coming. That’s the thought. Maybe, you think, maybe if they resist the 
urge to turn the page then maybe that stops it in its tracks. Whatever ‘it’ 
is. Maybe if they all resist & don’t turn the page then everything will be all 
right. If they can just close the book, turn away, look out of the window & 
stare at the snowy platform, maybe if they all can do that then everything 
will be all right.

But there’s something else curious here. There’s a little black lad sitting 
with his mum & he’s reading too. The same book. But he’s not in the picture. 
You look desperately to fi nd him in the pictures. You fi gure out that maybe 
you’re looking at the wrong slate, the wrong section, you think that maybe 
its just the angle you’ve worked out wrong. he must be there. He must be, 
right, because after all, everyone else is? And that’s freaky but this extra 
detail, the missing boy, missing in the picture s but not in reality, that’s 
even more freaky. So you look, you look hard & again you start to have the 
terrible feeling that that’s what the passengers are all doing too – they’re 
looking for the boy, the little black boy, the missing boy. Where is he? No 
one can bear not to know. Maybe if they just turn over, maybe if they look 
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over the page then they’ll fi nd him…
And you suddenly realise that that’s what’s happening. There’s an urge 

to turn the page & look. An urge that’s growing to turn over & fi nd the 
missing boy. Find the boy. Where is he? He must be here somewhere. Look. 
Look. And as you realise what’s happening you want to scream at them 
to stop, to think again, to put the comic away. You want to give them the 
warning – DON’T FUCKING TURN THE PAGE – but there’s no one listening, 
just trembling hands furiously trying not to turn the page. But its too strong, 
too powerful. They have to know. They have to fi nd out.

WHERE IS THE BOY?
So now you’re just trying to guess who will crack fi rst, who’ll do 

the deed, who’ll turn the page fi rst? Who’ll be the one? And what will be 
waiting for them? What’s lying ahead? The train pulls out of the station. 
The sun is bright, the sky blue. The snow looks clear & makes everything 
look mysteriously beautiful. If only the people in the train would look out. If 
they’d all look directly at the sun, burn out their eyes, then maybe everything 
would be solved, everything healed. 

Who’s it going to be? Who’ll be the one? The old woman with the tartan 
bag, the man in the business suit, the Eminem look-alike, the cowboy, 
the spaceman, the Sindy, the witch, the superman, the soccer star, the 
swimmer, the actor, the playboy, the geek, the gimp, the skinhead, the 
Rasta, the homeboy…?

If it happens at all, you see it in slow motion. The little black lad turns the 
page & its as if he’s underwater, its that speed. His hand turns the page &..

A wave of fi re rolls out of the atmosphere, builds & rises into towers of 
layered heat, the heat of a million suns. And the white light breaks through 
the furnace & everything snaps into a thin white line outside of which is just 
blackness. There’s a stunned silence, a silence so deep it is the soundlessness 
of the angel of death. It holds itself for what seems an eternity. 

Skin & fl esh slides like melted ice from the bone. Then the bone explodes 
into fi ne black dust. And the roar of the end of the world screams down & 
everything is engulfed, everyone dies.

Quinlan opens his eyes. Rancid leaps forward but Madame Atomos 
is too strong. Her powers are developed to such a pitch that not even the 
super powers of Rancid are enough. Atomos lands a stunning right hand 
into Rancid’s face & Rancid is knocked to the ground. Atomos lands a brutal 
kick to her face & smashes another blow into her side. Rancid tries to escape 
but there’s no where to hide. She glances back to Quinlan. Quinlan sees 
her despair. Quinlan knows this isn’t the way it has to be. This is too bad, 
Everything is bad. Everything is wrong. But its too much. Too bad. Too wrong. 

He stumbles away from the scene. He knows there’s a place. If it still 
exists, if anything still exists. There is something he has to work out. He has 
a feeling that he knows enough to stop all this. That all the clues, everything, 
he has everything he needs. He’s just got to fi gure it all out. He’s just got to 
make sense of all the details. He feels his bulk, knows that he’s too out of 
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shape to keep up this pace. He is panting & yet moving slowly. Movement 
has become too much of a strain. He hates his body. Too old for this. Too 
ugly. Too fat. Everything bad. He thinks about himself, loathes himself. He 
takes a little cigar from his pocket, light up, takes a drag. He needs to think. 
Something bursts in his head. If its a soundtrack its one of those slow Moby 
tunes, cool but angelic.

He can still hear the sounds of the gorgeous Rancid being beaten up by 
the gorgeous Madame Atomos. He can still see her look. She didn’t think she 
could be taken down like that. Rancid had underestimated her opponent. 
That’s what he thought at fi rst.. That’s what he’d thought as he stumbled 
away from the scene.

But now. Now he reconsidered. He thought about the look Rancid had 
given him. That wasn’t desperation. That was sly. She was giving him a 
chance. A chance to solve the puzzle. A chance to get away & do something. 
She was the decoy, giving him the time he needed. She had seen that he had 
needed some more time, more time to fi gure it all out.

Quinlan suddenly saw things for what they were. Rancid hadn’t been 
reckless back there. She was placing her life in his hands. She had shown 
him that she trusted him. She had placed her faith in him. She had given 
him a gift. It was like resurrection, because she was telling him that he didn’t 
have to die, that he could still rise up & do something. he could still do good. 
he could still save the world. Everything. Everyone. And the soundtrack 
changed. ‘I was born an amputee inside here’ screams out of Casey Chaos 
& stuff  starts to zip.

A new sense of power surged into him. He couldn’t give up now, not 
whilst he was still alive. he started to run. He hurtled on, his long, scabby 
coat fl aring out behind him through the nuclear winter land like the wings of 
a Speed addicted hellboy demon on crack. His face greased with sweat, his 
piggy eyes like rubies, he swept along possessed with a new life beckoning 
like the gibbering fantoid scrudge of a Lemmy diatribe. This was a dangerous 
deranged guy again.

Moving up the street towards him a W Bush zombie stood. Quinlan knew 
what to do. Pulling the Us President zombie to the ground he wrenched 
its head off  before it could off er any kind of resistance. Blood & gunge 
splattered everywhere. Soaked in the gore blast Quinlan hardly paused. He 
reached the Hanwell library. Strange how it still stood there although all the 
buildings around it had been wasted. The desolate landscape smoked green 
& grey, stank of oil & shit & foul fi sh meat. But he saw what he had been 
expecting. What he had been searching for. And he knew what to do. He 
grinned. He lit another cigar. Because this was the moment. And he knew 
what to do with it.

Sitting on the steps to the little library was the lost boy. Sitting, oblivious 
to everything. Engrossed in his comic book. Reading. Head down. Quinlan 
stood & watched him. He surveyed the scene. Through the green grey mists 
that fl oated around the destroyed landscape he could see the lurching 
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fi gures of nightmare & disease. Corpses copulated with burning cars, vomit & 
intestines fl apped around or sludged it through the singed out atmosphere. 
Foul acid oozing cannibal no-brained fascist Bush zombies with empty fi sh 
eyes grew out of the twisted insane darkness. They were moving silently & 
slowly towards both Quinlan & the little boy looking for food. 

Quinlan moved to the boy & swiped the comic the boy clutched in his 
hand. The boy jumped to his feet & made to grab the comic back.

‘Just a minute kid. I just want to see what the title is,’ growled Quinlan. 
he read the cover.

‘PONY JACK.’ ‘Drawn by Georgie Caroff . Story by Tomkins Gill & Bob 
Lamont.’ 

Quinlan threw back the book to the little boy who immediately went 
back to reading it.

Quinlan spun round at the sound. Standing before him was Madame 
Atomos. She had Rancid unconscious slung over her shoulders, her 
magnifi cent arse well tanned after the beating she had endured at the 
hands of her tormentor.

‘Too late Madame Atomos. I have the secret. I’ve worked it out,’ snarled 
Quinlan.

‘You were always some kind of a man Quinlan,’ glared Madame Atomos. 
There was a curious admiration in her voice. And something else too. 

To Quinlan it sounded like relief.
‘I’m ending it here,’ said Quinlan.
‘You’re a fool Quinlan. You don’t think any of this shit’s worth a damn. 

Why bother? Why not just let it end? Let the insects take over. Maybe they 
can come up with something better,’ she said.

‘I’m not a cynic. That’s where you’ve got me wrong. In the end, despite 
everything, I’m a sentimental fool,’ smiled Quinlan.

‘She ‘s not dead,’ said Atomos, throwing the battered beautiful babe 
Rancid onto the smoking ground.

‘O.’
That was the key. Deep within everything, deep within the circuiting 

game of the Attack! Anime, the missing ‘O’ had been sent in to destroy the 
viral infection that was Madame Atomos. Georgie had been a bluff . Pny Jack 
had been the deep clue. His name, coupled with the name of the comic that 
his son was reading, was the way to destroy the demon. Just speak the letter 
& the anti-viral program could do its job. 

Quinlan said the letter. Madame Atomos shrieked once & then everything 
swirled up into a revolving circle of blue light. Everything was sucked up into 
the vortex. Everything turned into the whirling circle. Madame Atomos’s 
arm blasted off  its torso & was sucked off  into the great cosmic cunt. The fl y 
away limb was the arm with the tattoo on it. Blood spurted from the open 
wound.

‘My arm’s exploded. My tattoo is utterly manked up,’ shrieked the 
maimed totty.
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‘Oh dear,’ grinned Quinlan. Madame Atomos started to vibrate like she’d 
just been shoved up the howling jack slash of some dildo hammered bored 
housewife. 

‘I’m vibrating like a twat driller on poppers,’ she screamed until she 
exploded in a revolting gore blast splatter of awesome dimensions. All the 
comic characters & zombie monsters that she had controlled & invented 
fl ew out of the exploding place & were smashed & burned in the utterly 
awesome nova burn up high overhead. 

‘O.’ 
The missing ‘O.’ It takes you. It takes you from Pny Jack to Pony Jack. 

A missing letter. The letter ‘O.’ Its as simple as that. Just saying it ended 
Madame Atomos’s existence.

Hank Quinlan blew the letter into the air. Swallowed the thick taste of 
the cigar. He thought about the little boy reading the comic. It suddenly 
came to him just who he was. It was himself. From all those years ago. He 
was the lad sitting on the step with a comic book in the snow. He smiled at 
this recognition.

And now.
He was on a train. It hadn’t pulled out of Ealing Broadway station. The 

sleeping babe on the seat opposite had a magazine lying open across her 
lap. There was an article & a still taken from ‘A Touch Of Evil.’ The piece was 
something about an Orson Wells retrospective. The girl had a tattoo on her 
bare shoulder. He seemed to recognise it. He seemed to recognise her. He 
leaned over. The tattoo was a blue circle. It depicted the whole world after a 
nuclear holocaust. The lurid image writhed around its never-reached centre. 
The train pulled out of the station. He had saved the world. The sleeping 
grrrl was Rancid, only now she was really fat. And the dead world was now 
just one of her tattoos. 

He thought her face was quite the most beautiful face he had ever seen. 
He resolved that he would give up his misogynist ways & settle down to 
marry this vision of loveliness & serve her for the rest of his days. A light 
snow began to fall. 

Hank Quinlan had never felt so real.
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